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$ 195 Includes English and one

HSD SPELL™

other language. Each
International spell checking for NeXTSTEPTM
additional language 599.
Integrated
Check spelling in the language of your choice from within any

PowerScan™

$99 upgrade price for current Scan-X users.

Professional scanning and image enhancement software.
Scanning Features
Batch Scanning
L.ine art, grayscale, color previews and
Supports automatic scanning of multiiiiUAIW,t 'M final scans..
page documents. Saves images as multi_
iJ Image Processing Features page TIFF files.
H'!!It Cj _ Depth and format conversions,
Power and Flexibility
brightnessl contrast, filtering, scaling,
Use as a stand-alone application or NeXT
rotation, flip and threshold.
"service."
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Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, U.K. English, U.S. English
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Scan-XColor

$1495

$1995

2400 dpi Resolution
Crisp, flawless, high-resolution line art
scans. No more jaggies or pixel editing.
S-bit Grayscale
Capture up to 256 shades of gray for
more accurate reproductions.
Spectrum EnhancemenfTM
Expand the scanner's dynamic range to
capture details, hig~lights lind nuances.
Optional automatic document feeder: $449
2400 dpi Resolution
Crisp, flawless, high-resolution line art
scans. No more jaggies or pixel editing.
24-bit Color
Capture up to 16.8 million colors for rich,
vibrant images that come alive.
Spectrum EnhancemenfTM
Expand the scanner's dynamic range to
capture details, highlights and nuances.
Optional automaticdocumsnt feeder. $449
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Scan-X Professionar'
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It's what's up fron
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Scan-X DP20™

$5995

Apowerful, versatile scanner designed to handle all of
your document and image management needs.
High Speed
Up to 15 pages per minute.
Automatic Document Feeder
Handles up to 50 sheets for batch processing of documents.
Durability
Designed to handle up to 200,000 pages per year.

OCR Servant™

A top-secret dossier
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$295

Optical character recognition software for converting scanned
d,ocuments and faxes to ASCII text.
High Accuracy
Up to 100 percent accuracy with documents of good quality.
Fast Recognition Speed
Recognizes Up to 200 characters per second.
Omnifont Technology
Automatically recognizes text without the necessity to "train" the system.
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$295

Premiere voice recognition software.
Control any NeXT application by voice
Use spoken commands to execute any function normally
performed with your keyboard or mouse.
Speaker dependent, language independent
Recognizes any voice, language, dialect and accent.
Increase Productivity
Use voice commands to increase productivity by 50%.
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Service &Support
• Unlimited toll-free support
• One-year warranty
• 30-day money-back guarantee
on hardware products
HSD Microcomputer U.S., Inc.
1350 Pear Avenue, Suite (
Mountain View, CA 94043 U.S.A.
Phone: 415-964-1400
Fax: 415-964-1538
Email: info@hsd.com
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Order Direct
• Call Mon - Fri 8am-5pm PST
• Major credit cards accepted
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Features

Reviews

DATA DASHBOARDS
20
It's what's up f1'Ont that counts: Part I of a report on the
NeXT database market

SCANNING THE LANDSCAPE
40
Take our tour of the hardware and software options
for digitizing your images
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SECRETS OF 3.0
27
A top -secret dossier of hidden NeXTSTEP clues reveals a slew
of fun ctionality
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COMFORTS OF HOME
45
Athena Design's Mesa spreadsheet will seem familiar
to 1-2-3 and Excel users
BY

OPTICAL COMEBACK
30
With the original NeXT OD on the ropes, third-party optical
drives have entered the ring
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ROBERT
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47

REMOTE CONTROL

Microphone II, from Software Ventures, offers
powerful scripting tools
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ROBERT

LAURISTON

IN BRIEF
64
3D Reality from Stone Design, Adamation's What's
Happening, and Shout from Information Techno logy Solutions
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6
HSD's David Peter credits hard work and fast thinking
SC R AMB LI NG FOR POSITION
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KATHY

REVIEWS DESK
67
Dan Lavin and his gang rate an assortment of products
at our newe'st desk
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N E XTSTEP, G E RMAN -S TYLE
6
Some of the most innovative new programs happen
to be German
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Dan Ruby savors the rewards and counts the products
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A NeXT solution boosts efficiency at Preferred Health Care
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Service &Support
• Unlimited toll-free support
• One-year warranty
• 30-day money-back guarantee
on hardware products

LIP SERVICE

10

DEVELOP E R CAMP
35
Simson Garfinkel considers the advantages of
sleeping with the enemy
NEXT INK
37
Dan Lavin unravels the mystery of the Steve Jobs spell
VAN I SHING POINT
76
John Perry Barlow's recipe for avoiding corporate indigestion
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Readers' forum
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ONE-STOP SHOPPING
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CHEW

76

Scarlet Letter

the latest installments of Ten Most Wanted and New in
Shrinkwrap, and introducing Time Capsu le, Thread of the
Month, and Lt. Sullivan's Image Lab
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Phone: 505 345-4800 or
e-mail: info@stone.com
This ad is created entirely in Create.
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N EXT

wo years ago, when this magazine was publishing its early issues,
there was little to cover in the way of third-party hardware and
software. NeXT was out there advocating. Developers were just
beginning to try out their ideas. Entrepreneurs were writing their
business plans.
People were taking risks because they believed that the NeXT environment offered great opportunities. The same equation held for users. The
risk was moderate and the potential payoff substantial.
Now, as NeXTWORLD begins its third year of publication, we no
longer have the problem of finding products to fill
our pages. In virtually every category of hardware,
software, and networking products, NeXT users
today face almost an embarrassment of riches. The
third-party horses have found their legs. Their nostrils are flaring. They're ready to stampede.
As our cover proclaims, we award cube ratings to 50 products in this issue. For the record,
that's 22 scanners, eight database development
tools, six optical disk drives, a spreadsheet, a telecom package, a 3-D modeler, various group-information managers, and a page full of goodies from
the reviews editor's desk.
The abundance of products means that the users' risk is paying off. It
also calls for some changes in this magazine. For one, NeXTWORLD will
be coming out more often. This is our first of six issues.in what we think
will be a very eventful 1993. Inside the magazine, we've increased the density of information. There is more type on the page (apologies to our bifocaled readers) and more restraint in our design (which will nevertheless
remain bold).
Our old Openers graphics have been merged into a redesigned Community section. How-to information will now be integrated into feature
articles and reviews, as in this issue's "Secrets of 3.0." You will notice that

W0 R L 0

Barlow and Lavin, having hyperextended their thumbs, now reside on
separate pages. Dan Lavin resumes his NeXT Ink business cohunn, while
John Perry Barlow takes ownership - alongside Scott Kim's wonderful
NeXT Games - of our Vanishing Point back page.
Our three-section format gives greater emphasis to reviews, appropriate for a market brimming with products. We have modified our rating
system to permit half cubes. We have also raised our standards when it
comes to awarding cubes. Read our reviews policy statement in this issue
and then count the munber of our 50 products with ratings of 3 or 3.5.
Message to the developers out there: We're going
to make you earn that fourth cube.
The one thing that's missing from the magazine is NeXTWORLD Extra, which is now published separately. If you need news of the N eXT
market as it breaks every month, we hope you
don't mind that NeXTWORLD Extra now really
is. If you want a deeper bimonthly sweep of the
NeXT world - its trends and controversies, technology and business, hot and not-so-hot products - then you're reading that magazine now.
At bottom, NeXTWORLD is all about
enhancing your experience as a NeXT user. It's
about software that boosts your productivity, hardware powerful enough
for your toughest tests, technology that promotes collaboration, and a
community with a vision for the future.
Of course, the risk each of us took in choosing NeXT is not yet behind us. That's part of what makes it exciting. We enjoy benefits unavailable to users of other systems, but we also know that we are in for an
occasionally bumpy ride. It's called the NeXT experience. You can't get it
anywhere else. We're pleased to be your guide. f
D A N RUB y is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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YOUR NeXT COULD HA VE RENDERED THIS AD !
intuitiv'3D is an easy-to-use, powerful interface to access the new NeXTSTEP 3.0 3Dkit. With intuitiv'3D, you will easily give your
business reports pizazz!, bring life to your architectural or product deSign, create realistic 3D scenes of your own.
The modules of intuitiv'3D provide a wide range of tools: 3D fonts, 3D business charting, mini-modeler, professional modeler,
3D ClipArts, Shader palettes ... From $100 to $1500, there is an intuitiv'3D package that fits your needs! Call you local dealer now or:

=Cub'x

SY S T E M ES

intuitiv@cubx.o/eane.com
(33·1) 46932925 •(33·1) 46932921
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TRUE PLUG COMPATIBILITY WITH :

The drive that pushed
the limits of capacity and
speed- the drive that made
unattended backup a
reality- now gives you
another breakthrough with
Accelerated File Access.
The CY-8500 stores up
to 25 GB on a Single tape,
transfers data as fast as 90 MB
per minute, and can access
any file in seconds. No other
tape drive can match it.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.
Speed isn't the only
reason to choose the CY-8500.
A MTBF rate of 60,000 hours
plus a bit error rate of 1 in 10 17
ensure top reliability and data
integrity. And with 8mm tape,

Alliant
Alpha Micro
Altos
Apollo
Arix
AT&T
Basic-4
Concurrent
Convergent
DataGeneral
DEC 31DDJ5DDD
DEC BI-Bus
DEC DSSI
DEC HSC
DEC D-BUS
DEC TU/TA81
DEC Unibus
Gould/Encore
HP
IBM AS/4DD
IBM Mainframe
IBM RISC/6DDD
IBMRT
IBM S/38
ICt
Intergraph

Motorola
Macintosh
McDonnell
Douglas
NCR
NeXT
Novell
OS/2
PS/2
PC 386/ix
PC MS-DOS
PC XeniX/Unix
Pertec
Plexus
Prime
Pyramid
Sequent
Silicon Graphics
STC
Stratus
Sun·
Texas
Instruments
Unisys
Wang
and more

you get the peace of mind
that comes from using an
established technology,
backed by a company with
over 14 years of experience.
What's more, the drive is
plug compatible with virtually
any Unix system.

INNOVAIIYE FEAtuRES.
The CY-8500 supports
the most advanced features
on the market. Data Compression can increase base capacity
and speed by up to five times.
Data Encryption lets site
managers control access to
sensitive data. A variety of
mounting and cabling options
ensure a seamless fit into your
computing environment.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT.
Each turnkey CY-8500
comes with a full year warranty
that includes technical support
from our in-house engineering
staff.
So what are you waiting
for? Unix users really can have
it all. Gigabyte capacity, high
speed, and fast file access- in
one subsystem. Call today for
more information at
(804) 873-9000.
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Geek speaks
We covered the keyboard when it
I know that Joe Geek and his single was still in beta, and it was unclear
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what incompaiibilities would surNeXT compared to a pile of them
vive in the final version. We have
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NeXT and the press. Unfortunately,
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"Objects 'R' Us" in the Winter 1992
All Joe wants is to get some of
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ERIC BERGERSON
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Objective
Technologies
New York

Today I add WordPerfect, one of
those programs NeXT takes so
much pride in running, to the list of
software that doesn't work with
ADB. WordPerfect without a keyboard is like a bicycle with no
tireslchainlpedals/handlebar. NeXT
warned me I'd have to adjust my
monitor; they didn't say they were
going to break all the software I've
already purchased!
And where the hell was NeXTWORLD? Not one word in the
Winter 1992 issue (see "Ergo Style")
about how the keyboard was going
to cause all this trouble. I get the
impression NeXTWORLD was
asleep at the wheel. I would have
been very happy if you had come
out and said the keyboard would
require that some programs be
modified, and then published a list
of those products.
I love the new keyboard, I love
my EMACS trackball, I love my
12-by-12 digitizer tablet - which
isn't eating my serial ports. But I'm
afraid I'm going to have to take the
ADB off-line. These goodies are no
good to me if my software doesn't
work with them.
SCOTI TURNER

Edmonds, Washington

Stop the
prepress
In the special report
("Hey Mac, Stop the
Presses! ")in the Winter 1992 issue,you
reported on several
solutions for connecting Canon CLCs,
including offerings from Canon and
Goldleaf Software. All of these you
reported as "shipping somewhere in
the near future." You failed to mention, however, HSD GmbH's ColorX software, which has been shipping since September.
This is especially surprising, as
you reported on our product when
it was first demonstrated back in
March, at CeBIT, though the company was then called Networx. We
were impressed by the positive feedback from our prerelease customers,
and so, when NeXTSTEP 3.0 was
delayed, we decided to release the
current 2.1 version in September.
MARCEL WEIHER

HSDGmbH
Berlin

DB or not DB?
It would be helpful if NeXTWORLD put more emphasis on
the database-app market, especially now, with downsizing such a
big thing. So far, it's unclear how
to build a complete custom application, for example. NeXT seems
to be missing two critical tools:
Query Panel and Report Writer.
DBKit should have a Query Panel;
where is it?
And who has the best text
fields? NeXT certainly doesn't. The
Form and Text-Field objects are
completely inadequate for custom
apps because you can't set, via
Interface Builder, an edit mask or
auto-skip attribute.
If 4th Dimension
and FoxPro has
these features, why
not NeXT?
1'd like to hear
more about the
objects in the ObjectWare catalog
too. And how
does D BKit fit in
with the upcoming
ODBMS products? The Query
Panel and Report
Writer also deserve
special attention.
Just about every
database product
for PCs, Macs,
UNIX workstations, minicomputers, and even
mainframes have a way to do ad
hoc queries and reports. NeXT
needs to get with it!
JAMES ENGEL

Burlingame, California
Our "Data Dashboards" story in
this issue covers third-party database front ends and tools. - NW

Windows gotcha
I've heard a lot about how useful
Objective-C, Smalltalk, and dynamic binding are ("Objects 'R' Us,"
NeXTWORLD, Winter 1992). But
I also hear PC developers say Windows supports "dynamic binding"
just like the NeXT. They tell me
that when Microsoft updates Windows, all Windows programs are
updated automatically.
So what's the difference? I've

got a feeling there's a Windows
gotcha in this somewhere, but I
don't know enough about either
programming environment to pinpoint it for sure. Is this just musical-chair semantics?
L.
Houston

DAVID

NEUMANN

You're confusing "dynamic binding" with "dynamically linked
libraries" (DLLs). Microsoft's
DLLs allow developers to use one
copy of a library to facilitate sharing
across applications. NeXTSTEP
also supports this feature, but we
call them "shared libraries. "
Dynamic binding is a feature
associated with object-oriented programming (OOP) languages. This
allows developers to accomplish
many tasks on the fly, without
being forced to declare all behaviors
statically at compile time. Microsoft
Windows is not built using an OOP
language and does not have language support for any of these concepts. - Steve Naroff, NeXT

Head of the class
I've watched you guys grow from a
somewhat overhyped, fluffy magazine into a well-rounded, informative one, while maintaining a sense
of class and professionalism. Keep
up the good work!
BRETT WALKER

Malibu, California
I just wanted you to know that
NeXTWORLD has kept my mind
from over boiling with the typical
biochem undergrad midterm stuff.
It continues to keep me interested
on those long commuter train rides
into Philadelphia.
JOHN WATERS

Princeton, New Jersey

For the record
NeXTWORLD listed the wrong
price for the ZyXel U-1496 in the
Winter 1992 review, "Just the
Fax." The correct price is $799.
NeXTWORLO welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLO, 501 Second St.,
San Francisco, California 94107, or
e-mailletters@nextworld.com.

)4/873-8836
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reseller of NeXT at the time. So, still in Germany, Peter started courting
Businessland executives.
"I was trying to convince Businessland that we were a big, estabENTREPRENEUR
lished company in the United States, when, in fact, we didn't even have
an office here - just a telephone line and an answering machine," he
DAVE PETER REMEMBERS HSD MICROCOMPUTER U.S.'s CLIMB TO NUMBER
one among scanner vendors in the NeXT market as a series of "scramrecalls.
By November 1989, Peter had a signed contract and purchase order
bles." He recalls in particular the day he was settling into the company's
from Businessland and an agreement from HSD GmbH to fund the first
first office when the debut shipment of scanners arrived from Germany.
"A truck arrived in front of the office with 60
batch of inventory.
As it happened, of course, that deal turned out
scanners, and 1 realized that 1 had nowhere to put
to be only the first of many hurdles. Businessland
them," says Peter, HSD's president. "So 1 drove to
the very first self-storage place 1could find and rented
disappeared from the scene, NeXT veered from the
space. That was our first warehouse. "
traditional scanner market in graphics, and the
installed base grew only slowly. Despite that, HSD
Between scrambles, however, there have been
sold enough units to eke out some profits, and it
70-hour, seven-day work weeks with the firm's six
staff members performing several jobs each. The hard
positioned itself to grow dramatically as publishwork has paid off: The company is the dominant
ing, document-management, and OCR applicaplayer in the growing NeXT scanner market. Last
tions increased demand for NeXT scanners.
"We've been able to succeed because we're
year, sales for the Mountain View, California, firm
grew to $2.5 million - more than double the prevismall, adaptable . . . and realistic," Peter says.
ous year's revenue.
Looking to the future, HSD plans to continue
NeXT first caught Peter's eye while he was workexpanding its hardware line while also embarking
ing in Germany for what is now HSD's parent comon more software projects like Simon Says, a propany, HSD GmbH, a $35 million retail, distribution,
gram that controls NeXT applications by voice.
HSD's Dave Peter got his foot in the NeXT door early.
and product-development company. After a year overPeter, scrambling less than he used to but conseeing international sales for the firm, Peter wanted to move back to the tinuing to put in long hours, is watching for NeXTSTEP '486 software
United States and start a subsidiary of the high-tech company.
opportunities in particular. "Maybe you'll even see a new HSD company
When he presented his NeXT plan to his HSD bosses, they agreed to or a software division for NeXT products," he hints. •
fund the start-up scanner manufacturer on one condition: Peter first had
to win a dealer agreement with Businessland, the exclusive commercial
by KATHY DALLE - MoLLE

Scrambling for Position
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In years past, NeXT has I
occasion of the Fall Sey
terence to make a splash
lishing and graphics. ThE
have been little in the wa'
any language: NeXT users should get ready for a little schlag with their kaffee.
ping applications to mak.
German developers are helping NeXT push Its publishing message through what Pet er Lipps, with NeXT's Munich
NeXT's great underlying
calls "The Hamburg Connection," referring to programmers who trade Information and Ideas In that center of German
lishing. Unter Ecker Software and 3K Computerbild demonstrated innovative photo.composlting and image-manipulation ogy, but there was alway:
apps at Seybold. Federico Heinz has developed Dots, for Post Script ..prlnter connectivity; tms Software is shipping 1 VISld sizzle and flash to make I
a modular solution for multimedia and traditional publishing; YumYum Software has added a FrameMaker Interface to it51 ers stop and take notice.
This year, when NeX
Va rioData database for simplified dat abase publishing; Opto-Tech is offering high-end repro-scanner hardware and softw.
had a real publishing soh
and ProficomP Is working on Gallery, an entrant In the nascent NeXT video market.
This should come as no surprise. Germany Is a Wealthy country with upscale consumers, a long history of technical offer at the 1992 conferer
advances, and an entrenched personal computer platform that no longer meets the needs of developers. And as Atarl got In San Francisco in SeptE
the way of the Berlin Wall, German programmers are swlthchlng to NeXT In large numbers.
splash was more like a ril
"There are at least 200 registered developers here," Lipps says, more than 50 of which have com.
To the tens of thousa
publishing
professionals
mercial products. "There are some very interesting programs coming in the near future," he adds.
dance who were not alrec
As part of an electronic mediaoart lab at the huge Documenta Art Show In Kassel this fall, a mul·
NeXT camp, few may hav
timedia workgroup used a NeXTdlmenslon running DSP.modem software from I-link as part 01 an
anything was different. NI
interactive television exhibit. As many as 40,000 people an hour tried to call and get on the probooth looked the same a!
gram, which was carried by Germany's 3SAT network. In Karlsruhe's football stadium, a 30·loot
the past, with waves of dE
video screen run by NeXT software displays graphics and player photos. And In Hamburg ItseH,
tions but little emphaSis c
Digital Collections, a NeXT VAR, has put together a hypermedia Information-retrieval system for
ping products. Jaded obs
broadcasting and publisliing companies.
walked by without a secol
This wave of excitement follows a sour experience with Atari, by far the largest Installed PC
system In Germany, with Germany In tum the largest Atari base in the world. Atari Q" PAGE 13
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Peter started courting
e were a big, estab, we didn't even have
ring machine," he
lct and purchase order
;mbH to fund the first
;e, that deal turned out
hurdles. Businessland
NeXT veered from the
11 graphics, and the
IVly. Despite that, HSD
: some profits, and it
matically as publish, and OCR applicaNeXT scanners.
:ceed because we're
llistic," Peter says.
-ISD plans to continue
while also embarking
lke Simon Says, a propplications by voice.
Lan he used to but conTSTEP '486 software
~e a new HSD company
nts . •

Nothing new in the bag, but new concerns push some old ones into the
Second Ten (ST*). Still no word on NeXTWORLD Expo at press time.
Like several items on this list, the Expo has slipped to later in the yeat:
But we don't wapt to wait that long.
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1993 Expo information
NeXTSTEP 3.1
Timely '486 shipment
RISC workstation
NeXT management stability
NeXTSTEP notebook
Expanded marketing message
Group-project management
Object-management standard
Major industry alliance(s)

Name the date
Current version is 2.9
Early and often
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Hire two great VPs
See No. 3
Recent reorg may help
Reader mentions are up
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In years past, NeXT has us ed the
occasion of the Fall Seybold conference to make a splash in publishing and graphics. There may

Strapped for marketing dollars,
NeXT passed up opportunities to
press conference, no Gutenberg's
garage, no outreach to the great
unwashed.
Ev~n

Steve Jobs 's keynote

lacked the cus tomary e lectriCity.

have been little in the way of shipping applications to make use of
NeXT's great unde rlying technology, but there was always ample

"1~lriI sizzle and flash to make nonbelievers stop and take notice.
This year, when NeXT finally
had a real publishing solution to
offer at the 1992 conference, held
in San Francisco in September, the
splash was more like a ripple.
To the tens of thousands of

demonstration of a custom applica-

publishing profess ionals in atten-

tion developed with RightBrain's

dance who were not already in the

PasteUp and DBKit, he neglected to

NeXT camp, few may have noticed

mention the many other important

anything was different. NeXT's

NeXT publishing applications. For

booth looked the same as it has in

solutions-oriented customers, it

the past, with waves of demo s ta-

seemed as if NeXT was still long on

tions but little emphasis on s hip-

promises and short on delivery.

ping products. Jaded observers

Worse, NeXT no longer

walked by without a second look.

seemed even the most .,., PAGE 15

One-stop Shopping
NEXT

SERVICES

PENCOM SYSTEMS PREsIDENT ED TAYLOR'S ROLODEX OF UNIX PROGRAMmers recently topped 80,000. They can do UNIX any way you like, but
many of them do it the NeXT way.
"It's missionary work. We're shaping the industry," says Taylor, who
last year added NeXT training and consulting services to Pencom's recruiting portfolio, complementing its already considerable status as an
integrator and software developer on the platform.
Pencom Systems, a $40-million-plus firm headquartered in New York,
began modestly 19 years ago by placing mainframe Cobol programmers.
In 1981, five years after Taylor came on the scene, the company switched
to UNIX. Pencom hasn't looked back since, leveraging its UNIX expertise
into "a successful array of projects. Contract programming now brings in
50 percent of the company's reyenue, while recruiting contributes 35 percent, and software services and training account for the remainder.
The company's romance with NeXT began in 1990, when Pencom
decided to standardize on a development platform. After a thorough
evaluation, the engineering staff settled on NeXT. There was only one
problem - the lack of a good X Window implementation for NeXTSTEP.
The answer was co-Xist, a version of the standard UNIX windowing
environment that shares the screen with the NeXT interface.
"It was a tool born of need," says Taylor. Now in its second major
release, co-Xist is available as a shrinkwrapped program from Pencom's
Austin, Texas-based software division.
The Austin connection grew out of Pencom's long association with
IBM's advanced workstation division, the unit responsible for the computer giant's AIX UNIX implementation and RS/6000 workstations. Last
October, the company scored a coup by hiring the division's former general manager, Frank King - most recently the vice-president of software for
Lotus Development - as president of Pencom Software.
King takes over a service operation that offers application development,
systems integration and administration, training, and support. "The goal is
to offer one-stop shopping for the open-systems community," Taylor says.
Pencom already offers a complete menu of services to major NeXT
customers, such as Chrysler Financial and Preferred Health Care, through
its partnership with NeXTedge, NeXT's service and support organization.
One of the first NeXT users to benefit from Pencom's new multiservice
approach was the New York- based Organization Resources Counselors
(ORC), which decided to go the UNIX route by downsizing from an IBM
4341 mainframe to RS/6000 workstations for its back-office operations
and user-friendly NeXT machines at the front end.
Pencom's NeXT practice is a fertile part of its open-systems portfolio.
The real need is for systems that integrate NeXT in multiplatform, clientserver installations. That's what keeps Ed Taylor flipping through his
Rolodex of programmer.s. •

by HELEN PIKE
FEBRUARY/MARCH 1993 NmWORLD
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THE PROGNOSIS IS EXCELLENT AT PREFERRED HEALTH CARE, A FAST-GROWing mental-health and substance-abuse referral service that is benefitting
from NeXT's particular brand of computer medicine: object-oriented
programming. As one of the largest in its field, the company and its
new setup may well set an industry standard for good care at a good
prIce.
Preferred's approach is simple: Offer clients round-the-clock, personalized telephone service. The Wilton, Connecticut, firm keeps costs
down by closely monitoring its cases and supplements referrals with its
own staff of physicians and social workers.
To hear Chief Information Officer Estal Fain speak, the ll-year-old
company's secret is the tight integration of database and communications systems. It maintains a corporate database of 35,000 health-care
providers across the cotmtry, tracking such details as skill level and
training, staff size, and performance record. Preferred's eight offices
receive a total of 12,000 telephone calls a day.
Behind Preferred's ability to provide this unique level of service is a
commitment to top-notch programming. To service its customers,
which range from General Motors to the state of North Carolina, the
company develops custom modules that allow its computer to communicate directly with each client, exchanging employee and insurance
information as necessary. That's how Preferred's list of five million customers is kept constantly up-to-date.
But Preferred hadn't applied NeXTs to this task until this year. It
had been running the company on an IBM AS/400 system programmed
in RPG and Cobol, with telephone operators using dumb terminals to
access the database. Indeed, says Fain, the problem with growing at 30to-50 percent per year is that you "tend to do things quick and dirty."
That's why Fain was hired two years ago - to completely redesign
Preferred's network. The proud driver of a 1983 Datsun with more
than 190,000 miles, Fain is a man with an eye for value. The system
that he has designed is cost-efficient, expandable, and highly redundant.
Fain's system is based upon a network of Sequent super minicomputers, with one located in each of Preferred's eight regional offices.
Each Sequent has its own copy of Preferred's database; updates happen
locally in real time and are then distributed to the other servers at the
other locations. High-speed Frame Relay channels leased from Williams
Telecommunications connect the offices.
Not only does this setup provide high performance, says Fain, but it
gives Preferred a level of redundancy that is unheard of in the industry.
If Preferred loses an entire regional office to fire or earthquake, all it has
to do is reallocate the distribution of incoming toll-free telephone calls.
Fain was committed from the start to a client-server approach and
object-oriented applications in every office. His goal was to have two
programming groups: one developing objects, th.e other assembling
those objects into applications. The choices were Windows, Macintosh,
NeXT, and Sun; Fain chose NeXT because it was the only system from
8
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which the prototypes built with the developer's tools quickly turned
into working products.
Another advantage of NeXT was cost. Preferred's minimum desktop configuration had to be capable of displaying scanned images of
hospital forms. That translated into a workstation with 8MB of RAM,
a 200MB hard disk for local caching, and a high-speed network configuration. By the time all the hardware was added up, NeXT was the
cheapest - "half the cost of the Mac," says Fain.
Fain expects that Preferred will have 700 NeXTstations installed by
the end of the year. Already, the company's provider database is up and
running on the new hardware. And Fain's position as one of the leading
buyers of NeXT hardware has earned him a position on NeXT's Customer Advisory Board.
There are plans for more. Next year, Preferred intends to field two
more custom applications. Then Fain's team will rewrite the provider
application from scratch, recrafting it based upon the programmer's
newfound knowledge of the NeXTSTEP operating environment.
Just as the emphasis in health care today is to maintain wellness
instead of merely treating sickness, Fain is confident that Preferred's upfront planning - and its NeXT prescription - will prevent emergency
measures in the long run. f
by
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Lt. Sullivan's miniature camera caught the NeXT cognescenti unaware during Stone Design's wild Seybold rave last September. Here,
rughtBrain Software President Glenn Reid shares a private moment
With NeXTSTEP graphics guru Keith OhHs. Read Lt'. Sullivan's Cube
Confidential column monthly in NeXTWORLD Extra.
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One Group Sched .· System
Simpler Than Ours.
Sure, you'll get everyone
together. But just how
practical are leg irons?
You'll do better with our
Pencil Me In software for
NeXT'" computers.
It looks like a date book. And
it's just as easy to use. No complicated interfaces - or chains - to tie
you up. Click on a time slot with your
mouse. Type in an appointment.
Nothing to it.
Want to set up a group meeting?
You can display everyone's schedule as
a composite calendar. And see, in an
instant, when everyone's free.
T

"

cognescenti unlast September. Here,
aprivate moment
Read Lt. Sullivan's Cube
Extra.

Pick a time.
Pencil Me In will automatically
place appointments in each
schedule and let you send out
invitations by E-mail, alerting
staff to the event. So they won't
run off.
It will also schedule recurring meetings, display reminders and print
schedules, all with a
click of the mouse and a
few keystrokes.
All of which should
please the gang. To learn
more and to order, call
SOFTWARE

iii
SARRUS

1-800-995-1963.

Sarrns Software, Inc. , Suite 101 , 777-C Woodside Road, Redwood City, CA 94061, voice:415 .364.1432 fax:415.364.2687
E-Mail: inIo@sarrus.com
© 1992 Sarrus Software Inc. All Rights Reserved. Pencil Me In is a trademark of Sarrus Software, Inc. NeXT is a trademark of
NeXT Computer, Inc.

Circle 73 on reader service card
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The group software people.

without unnecessary delays on the
AmerIcan side, the Talus president's critics
a.,.ued. For his part, Sarich blamed the holdup on
U.s. Commerce Department restrictions, which he
expected to be resolved soon.

"Rob Logged 011 "

"CPU 95%"

"Swap File Alanll" "Graphics ApI' Active"

MANAGE NEXT WORKSTATIONS VIA SNMP
WITH AGENT"' AND SERVERWATCH
T>1

. You see that Rob is having trouble managers such as HP's OpenView or
with that same application again. And Sun's SunNet Manager.
Telephone 310/456-6094 or e-mail
the Graphics group's workstations are
nearly out of disk space. Well, at least Ridgeback today for more inforthere haven't been any unauthorized . mation or a demo disk. And start
managing your NeXT workstations
logins this week.
Just a typical day in the life of a with the power of SNMP.
System Administrator. But instead of
running all over the network, you're AGENT AND SERVERWATCH FEATURES:
managing it all with just a few key- .4 Provides visual and audible alarms
strokes on your NeXT workstation. ~ Reports login/logout
Thanks to Ridgeback Solutions' ~ Tracks CPU & application activity
.4 Monitors disk space & swap file size
AGeNT SNMP agent software.
Use AGeNT with our ServerWatch .4 Offers threshold & event reporting
software on your NeXT to monitor ~ Records all events & alarms
key workstations , or team AGeNT .4 SNMP MIB-2; RFCs 1212 and 1213
with popular SNMP-based network .4 Works with other SNMP managers

,2.1
!
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Develop your 0
features of Vel'
Vertex t.ibl!a,·
$399 for a sing
inquiries welco m

Ridgeback Solutions
lite nellmrking compallY

237 15 W. Malibu Rd., Suite 376, Malibu, CA 90265 ' FAX: 3101456-9715' E-mail: info@ridgeback.com or zulu 1info@ uu4.psi.com
e !992-93 Ridgeb.lCk Solu(iOlls. AGeNT and ScrvcrWi\{ch are trademarks of Rid~blCk Solutions. All tradc1I1arks are the propcny of their respective owners.
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Vertex ' Librarian
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uch as HP's OpenView or
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today for more infora demo disk. And start
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lfesho1d & event reporting
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Hypertext browsing and editing
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'M;:magein.ent of any type of NeXTstep file' stored
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THE ULTIMATE
OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY MANAGER!
FEATURES

* SCHEDULING
* CONTACT MANAGER
* NOTEPAD
PROJECT
ORGANIZER

* NAME MANAGER
* TO-DO LISTS
* CALCULATOR

"Great product, great support! Thanks Again."
-Nathan Albertson, US West

Streamline the way you work and
Maximize Performance!

Managing Information at Peak Performance

SOFTWARE
fo@ ridgeback.com or zulu! info@uu4.psi.com
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Verte.x I:.ibrariair is a powerful 'info;rmation retri.eval
system which extends th13idea et the Ne)ffstep Digital
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.... $eaml'e'ss maoagemel1t of 'Wor.d processor tiles,
im;;luding WordPerfect!§)and WriteNovoP

$399. for a SIngle u~ercopy.
inquiries weJc;:ome .

\

Ve rtex Software 1'1'5 Evergreen Heights Qrive, . Pittsburgh, PA 15229
Product Inquiries : (800) 33 ~·4845 , (412) 931-7600, Fax: (412) 93 1-4429
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Digitallnstrurnenration T echnology, Inc.
127 Eastgate Drive #20500, Los Alam os, NM 87544
Ph, 1-800-467- 1459 .FAX: (5 05 )-662-0897
E-mail: od-request@di Lcom
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COMMUNITY

DATABASE AND LWORMATION
MANAGEMENT
Document Manager 2.0
Client tracking software
Boss Logic

lMAGEVIEW

OOGE AGENT

View subclass with options for EPS and
layered TIFF
.
Insight Software

Transparent image conversion with
limited formats
Bacchus

503/452-5926

310/820-.9145

SCANNERSurrE

PASTEUP
Page-layout program
RightBrain Software
4151326-2974

415/903-7000

Project scheduling and graphing
AEC Software

Scanner server and objects to drive
Fujitsu M3096
Insight Software

703/450-1980

503/452-5926

WHAT's HAPPENING?

PuBLISHING AND GRAPHICS
3DREAurY
Modeler for PhotoRealistic RenderMan
Stone Design

FASl'TRACK SCHEDULE

~

NEW IN

SHRINKWRAP

SEPTEMBER 1 TO NOVEMBER 1
CONNECITVlTY/COMMUNICATIONS,
AND EMULATION
SNMP AGENT AND SERVERWATCH

Group-scheduliog application
Adamation

Monitors networks and generates alarms
Ridgeback Solutions

510/452-5252

310/456-6094

OBJECfS, PALETIES, AND KITs
GRIDPALETl'E

COMPOSE rN COLOR

MICROPHONE PRO

Scrolling matrix of text cells
Black Market Technologies

Image-manipulation program
Unrer Ecker Software

7181522-5090

49/61/31.36.88.04

Data-transfer and terminal-emulation
software
Software Ventures Corporation

5051345-4800

POWERS CAN
New interface for HSD seanners
HSD Microcomputer U.S.
4151964-1400
QScAN

Support for HP Scanjet II and
Microtek scanners
Pixelution
44/462143.40.29

510/644-3232

Announcing Frontface™ the 3D modeler that gives your ideas a
new dimension.
Frontface's powerful features are intuitive and easy to use. Familiar
bezier curves and control points are combined with Frontface's
unique liveCurves™ Move from idea to image in a few short
mouse clicks.
Frontface includes primitive objects, object promotions, extl1lsions,
lathes, control point editing, 3D text, automatic shadow and envi·
ronmental map generation, context·sensitive drag and drop, object
grouping, an object palette and a hierarchy browser. You won't lose
work from other modelers because Frontface imports any RIB file as
point-editable geometry.

market in th
of NeXIWORLj

Call today for more infomlation.
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Find out what's next and save MONEY too!
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•

•
•

Yes! Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $23.95. I'll get

NeXTWORLD

6 bimonthly issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.

FOR ONLY

$23.951
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regul"r

4HBR8
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% CST tax). All other
foreign orders ",ust be pre-paid il1 U.S. {<mds only and
add $40 for airmail delivery or $15 for surface mail
delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. Check or money order
accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge Visa/Me.
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Get a friend into NeXTWORLD for QDJy $23.95
Yes!

1h"t's 40%

Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $23.95. I'll get
6 bimonthly issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.
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add $40 for airmail delivery or $15 for surface mail
delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. Check or money order
accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge Visa/Me.
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F·ind out what's next and save MONEY too,!
Yes! Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $23 .95. I'll get

NeX1WORLD
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"We Germans
-'But pioneers ca
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Combination drawing, text, and
production software
A1tsys Corporation
214/680-2060

Geometric transformation of digital images
MlDlapolis Systems
6121822-1604

PERIPHERALS
DAI2400
AESlEBU and SlPDIF bidirectional
interface
Stealth Technologies
618/692-4142
7600WS
LCD color-projection panel
In Focus Systems
503/692-4968
STINGRAY TRACKBALL

Cross-platform inrerapplication
communication
Xedoc Software Development
6113/696-2490

Morurors serial ports for power failure
Advanced Electronics Systems
717/263-5681

Works with ADB keyboards only
CoStar Corporation
203/661-9700
PlEAsE NOTE THAT1HIS LISTING MAY BE LESS
TIMElY THAN IN TI-fE PAST. OUR NEW POLlCY
IS TO INCLUDE ONLY PRODUCTS THAT HAVE
SHlI'PED BY OUR CUTOFF DATE; IN THIS CASE,
TIlE DEADLINE WAS NOVEMBER 1.
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products. But Atarlnever comp~ted .a~g,...
",,'1 u''''r office and publlshlngclesktopS. ln.the-global
and German developers were left 'w ith,only
eales and programming challenges. Insularity
i? 'BiM:ause Atarl became so bad, German developa big leap.to NeXT as the only real profe..
market in Europe," says Wilfrled Beeck, presi.
of d'ART Computersysteme GmbH, a Hamburg.
software developer and one of the two autho·
German NeXT distributors.
As excited as these developers are about following
CIIUo,··......,d of
the European Communityn and competing
..
continent, they are also watching the ripe U.S.
for sales and.success. But that isn't so easy.
ten distributors In Europe," says Unter Ecker's
. . ,er Ecker. "I can't find a single one In the States."
says that there is lots of "Interesting developIn Europe, but U.s. users don't hear about It.
"~i~iTbe developers' challenge now is to put the Atari
..:'-"
_fience behind·them and get the ·word. out about
~ NeXT software. With a little luck" the innova'programming touches and language support will
American heads toward Europe for both collaboI _Ion and sales.
"We Germans like to pioneer," says Oliver Ecker.
pioneers can get lonely.~ •

E8tket

LIOT B E R G-SON
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In fact, NeXT offers unique ad-

Publishing Splashdown

lar versu s shrinkwrapped software

leaves one wondering what might
have been.

glamorous entry among UNIX plat-

vantages to publishers in the pre-

that sapped the strength from

forms. Sun made strides, while Sil-

cise areas in which they have

NeXT's Seybold delivery. Actually,

icon Graphics threatens to steal

topped out with tried-and-true ap-

the much-debated NeXT Publish-

sales force and third-party de1lfelc)D

Behind the scenes, NeXT's

NeXT's thunder as the hot platform

proaches. Publishers need more

ing Erivironment turned out to be

ers were more effective in courting

for UNIX publishing.

powerful systems for image manip-

a non issue, as NeXT defused the

customers. NeXT will still get its

ulation. They need an integrated

controversy by broadening NPE to

foot in the door based on the ob-

environment for collaboration and

include all publishing-related appli- .

jective advantages of its hardware

by breakthrough applications such

workflow management. They need

cations.

and soft-ware. It's just too bad

as Altsys Virtuoso and Pages by

modular functionality that can be

While it may have been a

Pages, a positive flood of Adobe

put together in user-specific cus-

blessing that the battle didn't flare

discover those advantages for

Photoshop imitators, and a com-

tom apps. And they need break-

up in public, the energy wasted on

themselves. .

plete set of color prepress and out-

through applications that advance

that topic early in the year meant

put options, users at last have the

the state of the art in page layout,

that NeXT missed an opportunity to

tools to make use of NeXT's built-

illustration, and image processing.

make a strong positive statement.

That was the perception. The
reality is more encouraging. Buoyed

in advantages for imaging and
workgroup publishing.

In hindsight, it may have been
the internecine battles over modu-

that most customers will have to

by

D A N

RUBY

Perhaps a bland message is better
than a wrong message, but it still

It Just Works
Trident Data Systems, a premier provider of NeXTTMComputer
network systems services and application solutions, is on
the MOVE! We are recruiting qualified candidates who strive
for customer satisfaction and technical excellence. Join the
Trident team and grow with us.

Just Work for Us
Trident Data Systems en
innovative and inte
such as Objective C,
used in our !:lIn'II!:l1r,,·~,n VI,orKDllac:e
user interfaces.
are desired to ,.,n,,,,...,..r
employees
dynamica

YOUR PASSPORT TO A WHOLE
WORLD OF GRAPHICS FILES
Or export pictures
Introducing Pixel .!I!~~~~!!!I:::Z:
created on the NeXT to
Magician TM, the uniother platform s in the
v er s a
picture f ile
appropriate file format,
viewer and translator
color map and bit depth.
fo r NeXT computers.
Additi onal features
Pixel Magician gi ves
include : mass image
your NeXT free reign in
co nver sion, precise
the world of computer
graphics because it converts images to scaling, variable aspect ratios and image
resolutions, alpb a cbannel support,
and from just about any file format TIFF, GIF, PICT, JPEG, TGA, PCX, dithering , color quantization and
flexible output options.
EPS, PS, BMP, IFF, RAST and others.
Pixel Magician from Bacchus , Inc.
Pi xel Magician lets you view
graphic files in different formats, import Your passport to a whole world of
them and treat them as if they were graphics files! Call (310) 820-9145
today for more information.
created directly on your NeXT.

NoV'
perfor
~

Quality Driven to Technical Excellence

EOE m/f/d. u.s. Citizenship may be required. Applicants selected may be subject to a
security investigation and meet e ligiblity requirement for access to classified information.
Circle 52 on

service card

Bacchus
2 2 10 WIL S HrR E BOUL E VAR D, SU ITE 33 0 , S AN TA MO NICA , CA 904 0)

be rur
Windl
want.

FAX: 310/820-5930· E-mail : info@bacchus.com

Circle 24 on reader service card
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ne wondering what might
!n.

ind the scenes, NeXT's
'ce and third-party developmore effective in courting
irs. NeXT will still get its
Ie door based on the obdvantages of its hardware
-ware. It's just too bad
ot customers will have to

r those advantages for
ves . •
N

RUBY

o A WHOLE
HIeS FILES
Or export pictures
created on the NeXT to
other platforms in the
appropriate fil e format,
color map and bit depth.
Additional features
include : mass image
con version , prec ise
, variable aspect ratios and image
:ions, alph a channel support,
ng, color qu anti zation and
! output options.
~el Magician from Bacchu s, Inc,
passport to a whole world of
cs files! Call (310) 820-9 145
'or more information.

r
SAN TA MONICA, CA 9040 3
Ibacchus.com

rvice card

Now Your NeXf" Does Windows
SoftPC' Professional is the award winning
Click again, and you're back to
software only solution that lets you run more
your NeXT You can even share files
than 50,000 standard and custom DOS
between DOS and the NeXTstep'
applications on your NeXT
environment,
And now, SoftPC with Windows ~ the
So while a PC is just a PC,
newest member of the SoftPC family, includes
' SoftPC with Windows" makes your NeXT
Windows installed and ready to run. Plus, we've both a workstation and a PC with
added special optimized drivers to give you the
Windows.
performance you need,
Call 800-848-7677 to order your
With just a click, you can instantly
SoftPC solution today.
be running any standard-mode
After ali, if you can run Winaows a
Windows or MS-DOS~ application you
have your NeXT workstation too, you've
Bridging Worlds Of Software"
want. VGA graphics too, of course.
got a very clear advantage.

InsigniaSolutions

For information on all Insignia's products and services, call our toll free Fox Response Service at 800-8-S0FTPC .
Insignia Solutions Inc., 800-848-7677 . 526 Clyde Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043. FAX (4 15) 964-5434. Call (415) 694-7600.
Insignia Solutions Ltd , Chippendale Court, Frederi ck Place, Kingsmeod, London Rood, High Wycombe, Buckinghomshire, UK. FAX +44 494-459720. Call +44 494-459426.
SoflPC afld Insigniaareregistered trademarks of Insignia Solutions Inc, Windows is a trademark 3fld MS·DOS is a registered trademark 01 MicrosoH Corporation. NeXT is a trademark and NeXTslep is a registered Irademark 01NeXT CorporaHon ..

Circle 3 on reader service card

A few NeXTSTEP companies, such as Appsoft and Pages. received
funding thro1jgh traditional sources. Most others had to be creative
when they went to the well.
Metrosoft At an investment seminar, cofounder Mary Donnelly

showed the firm's business plan to a fellow attendee, from Gt:tam,
who got excited and agreed to invest proceeds of his recent land sale.
Lighthouse Design A team of developers quit their jobs, moved
in together, lived on rice and beans for almost four years, and went
without a payroll for a year and a half.
Ensuing Technologies Karl Kraft was writing an employeescheduling program for Caesars Palace in Las Vegas when he was
otfered funding by a dealer in a baccarat pit.
Right Brain Software It subsisted on advance sales from a range

of small products, then sold TouchType to Adobe. The company was
profitable from the beginning.
.
Black Diamond While developing custom financial applications,

Swiss BankCorporation realized that other firms would pay for the
technology. Black Diamond was spun off as a software company.
NeXT Funded out of Steve Jobs's pocket for two years until Carnegie
Mellon, Stanford Uni~ersity, and Ross Perot hegan investing.

NeXTSTEP
Bug Juice
0:-; 1 H I. !'I l l

Circle 54 on reader service card

Not unexpectedly, the heaviest
traffic on the Net recently has been
first reports from people all over
the world installing NeXTSTEP
3.0. These postings, which ranged
from complaints about the OD
and the loss of features to reports
about the continual small glitches
discovered in the shipping version,
are perhaps best summarized in
the thread "Re: Man - Another
Bug in 3.0?"
The great number of these
problems, small and large, should
be of concern to NeXT. Several
corporate users have opted not to
run 3.0 until it "becomes more
stable" and there are rumors that
portions of the system may have
accidentally shipped with older
versions of some software; one
person noticed that a bug fixed in
a prerelease was broken again in
the final 3.0.
Developers are also howling

over the loss of Icon, that flawed
demonstration program that many
had come to rely upon for, well,
developing icons.
The consensus seems to be
that NeXT had better move fast
to repair the deficiencies. Posters
agreed that unless NeXT gives a
high priority to fixing even minor
problems, the powerful and exciting features that have been added
to NeXTSTEP with Release 3.0
will be diminished. It isn't wise fo
NeXT to quietly patch what shoul
be grouped together as a sizable
set of changes and be called NeXT
STEP 3.1. We could wind up with
a "3 .0 Patches" CD-ROM - an
embarrassing prospect.
What we need is a few quick
fixes and then a solid 3.1. NeXT
should also learn a lesson for futu~
releases. Supporters waited long
enough for 3.0 and wouldn't hav~
minded an extra delay to triplecheck everything. ..

by
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SteveJ,
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and Pages, received
rs had to be creative

It's How

we do it!

er Mary Donnelly
ndc;e, from Guam,
of his recent land sale.

- ------------------- -----

it their jobs, moved
four years, and went

lets you be more productive.
"Pages Software .. . provided impressive
demonstrations of its concepts 18 months
ago ... it has been polished significantly
to the point where it is quite impressive."

g an employeeegas when he was

.Cli: sales

from a range
be. The company was

ancial applications,
.s would pay for the
software company.

o years until Carnegie
egan investing.

loss of Icon, that flawed
:ation program that many
~ to rely upon for, well,
19 ICons.
consensus seems to be
CT had better move fast
the deficiencies. Posters
Lat unless NeXT gives a
.rity to fixing even minor
;, the powerful and excit·
res that have been added
'STEP with Release 3.0
iminished. It isn't wise for
•quietly patch what should
.ed together as a sizable
mges and be called NeXTl. We could wind up with
atches" CD-ROM - an
ssing prospect.
it we need is a few quick
I then a solid 3.1. NeXT
Iso learn a lesson for future!
Supporters waited long
for 3.0 and wouldn't have
an extra delay to tripleerything. ~

"Pages goes much farther than most
systems in displaying icons to represent
the various ways a document will look ... "

------- ------------------- -- --- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------==
===
===
-------------- ----- -- ---

P E R K I NS

" ... the only options presented to the
user are ones that would be considered
appropriate typographically .... you won't
see pages with four or more narrow
columns, or headlines that are seven or
eight lines deep- mistakes that people
often make when they design their own
layouts with standard software."
"(Pages) system offers a lot of innovative
ideas and solid functiona lity."
The Seybold Report on Desktop Publishing 11/2/92

"Occasionally a program comes along that defines a new genre of applications and (not
coincidentally) makes an entirely new and different platform worth buying. Pages .. .from Pages
Software is a program that could do just that for the NeXT machine .... Awesome in its simplicity."
Bove & Rhodes INSIDE REPORT 10/ 1992

"Pages is a stunning product, and I believe it will become a major mainstream
product on NeXTSTEP. "
Steve Jobs, Founderand CEO of NeXT Computer, Inc.

"People will buy NeXTs just to run Pages!"
Estal Fain, Senior Vice President Information Systems,
Preferred Health Care Systems

.

"
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IF YOU BUY A NeD COMPUTER,
WHO CARES?
When a com puter comes out of its box,
most manufacturers consider that the end of
their responsibility.
At NeXT™we take a different view- we

unpacked, we 0'
prehensive servi
progra ms in the
think it's just the beginning.
It's called N(
In other words, when you buy one of ousecurity of being
machines, we actually care. So instead of manufacturer. A
disappearing when you get the machine gram to be certa

SIMSON00001411
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unpacked 7we offer you one of the most comprehensive service 7support and training
programs in the entire workstation industry.
.
Irs called NeXTedge~M It gives you the
'ou buy one of ou~ecurity. of being able to deal directly with the
~. So instead of manufacturer. ~nd irs a flexible enough prot the machl'ne r~ram to be certa,'n to meet your needs .

For instance 7we let you minimize your worries about downtime through service direct
from NeXT. Our affordable Extended Warranty
Contracts give you on-site coverage that
extends past the duration of your one-year
warranty7 for up to three additional years.
Options for large and medium-size organizations are also available 7and we can create a
custom proposal to address any unique
needs you may have.
When you need help, we can provide itwith our substantial support program. The
NeXTedge Technica l Support Hotline will give
you direct telephone access to our highly
knowledgeable Customer Support.Engineering team. We also offer a regularly published
support bulletin, complete with answers to
technical questions on a floppy disk.
Our education program will assure that you
enjoy the full benefits of NeXTs technology
from the very beginning. We offer a complete
curriculum-taught at NeXTs headquarters
or at any of several locations nationwide. In
particular7we offer courses for end users and
administrators 7as well as a complete Devel7
opers Camp that will help you take full
advantage of our unique object-oriented
programming capabilities.
Call us todaY7 at 1-800-848-NeXT7 for
NeXTedge data sheets 7course information 7
7
and pricing. You " discover that
, ~e . NeXTedge is quite possibly the most \ -;",.;;complete program in the industry.
In other words 7that we care.

THE OBJECT IS THE ADVANTAGE:
©1992N'XTCOIII~!,!,,-,
INC.MII;gh'-"mm"rl.N'X'l:/h'N'XTlogollllrl.lhtObj'clislhtArlvIlNltIg"mlmr/'III(fd-sojN,XT
NtXltdgOJ flSnVl rrllltlf} ojNtXI COII/Pllftl", / /1(:.
COIllPIIW~ I llc.
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DATA DASHBOARDS
For building applications that connect to
industrial-strength servers,
it's what's up front that counts
by DANIEL MILES K 'EHOE

Pick your buzzword: Client-server computing. Enterprise computing. Dis- bers and customer IDs a second; and shipping addresses, billing addresses,
tributed databases. Rightsizing. At NeXT, the au courant phrase is "oper- and customer IDs yet another. When data is needed, relational tables are
joined by a common key (the customer ID in our example) . Tables can be
ational productivity. "
kept
to a manageable size and more closely resemble the unevenly strucIt is an article of faith today that the best way to manage information
tured real world.
resources is with centralized databases residing on networked servers and
An object-oriented database management system (ODBMS) can
client applications manipulating the data from desktop computers. Gone
are the days of mainframes and drone terminals; equally passe is the notion model the real world even better. But there are no tables in an ODBMS;
instead, containers hold objects comprised of data and behaviors. Right
of managing organizational data on stand-alone or networked personal
now, relational-database applicacomputers.
trons are easier to inlplement, beClient-server computing procause ready-made RDBMS develvides security, reliability, and flexiopment environments are available,
bility by splitting applications into
and
perhaps because contempotwo parts: front-end client programs
rary
computer users find it easier
on local workstations, which interto
think
of the world in terms of
act with the user; and a back-end
tables
rather
than taxonomies. For
application server on a central comnow,
ODBMS
clients must be cusputer that manages data, processing
tom-built by programmers. (NeXT
requests from clients, and returning
WORLD will cover ODBMS
manageable sets of data across the
development in a future issue.)
network. Client-database applicaOverlapping categories of
tions make requests of data servers
database software also add to the
in Structured Query Language (SQL,
confusion. A PC product like
often pronounced "sequel"). The
Borland's Paradox is colloquially
lingua franca of client applications
a "database," though it is really
and servers from many vendors, SQL
a software package that is used
makes shared data possible. Servers
to
build
database
applications.
It
comes
packaged with its own relational
may store data in peculiar file formats and know nothing of a client
database
engine,
a
simple
database-programming
language, and dataapplication, but they will respond to a SQL request by returning data to
entry
and
reporting
forms
-generation
tools.
In
the
world of SQL datathe client.
bases, each of these functions is often sold as a separate product: a serve~
NeXT endorses this model with support for SQL servers such as
a fourth-generation program.
Oracle and Sybase. The central hardware platform may be a specialized
database server like the Sequent Symmetry, Pyramid MIServer, or Sun
ming language (1GL), an appliNeXTWORLD
Product Tracking
SPARCserver 690MP - or (in smaller companies) it may be a workstation cation generator, a screen
painter, and query or reportlike the Data General AViiON, IBM RS/6000, or NeXTstation. On the
ij §~~.E_._. __ .__ ] [ __ ._~~
ing tools.
client side, built-in networking makes NeXTSTEP ideal for connections
j;;'~~_. ___.__:=J [~.' S.9'~!Q fIi~;::;_~.!-~;;:,.)t!..""~=='=
~_JiCE~~~
,,~C.GD
2::='ill
There is no application
11I.X'TVt'ORl.o ... agaoo.~
t
to shared databases.
~~ FIo)l)r
=-:1 ~~Caft
I
like Paradox for NeXTSTEP.
In Part I of this report on the NeXT database market, NeXTWORLD
L~~ l~ ~'JF?:=a fI~ @D!Eill::J
Only
the
combination
of
a
surveys client applications that speak SQL and connect to database servers.
thi r d-party SQL se r ve r,
We will explore the world of database servers in Part II of this report in a
NeXT's DBKit and third-party
future issue.
objects, and Objective-C can
be compared to Paradox Databases defined
Computers may be data machines, but it takes database software to orga- though the comparison is that
of a construction project with
nize data. Flat-file database applications, such as Stone Design's Dataa Lego set.
Phile or Teledia's FileMaster, structure data in a single table, much like
the rows and columns of a spreadsheet. The system is fine for simple lists
Right tool for the job
and is easy to maintain, but as soon as one record has data that doesn't
As the "Database clients" table
fit (a person with two phone numbers, for example, while all other recshows, you'll need more than ~~~~~~""""""",=~"""",..a"""""""~9
ords have only one), the single-table structure becomes cumbersome. A
one application to round out Parabase's well-rounded forms can
relational database management system (RDBMS) allows the use of mula NeXTSTEP database man- include images as data.
tiple tables. Names and customer IDs may form one table; phone num.... bIIllt:'Oof

$cno:b' J«I U!I

I>ao&tnt

jC!571ta.N6
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O TProvide melds with
data for spreadsheet ar.

Stand-alone applic
SQL databases. Or ym
data entry, reporting, al
NeXT's DBKit and its
applications, which vary
in dustries, you will
that your DBMS must
to fit your particular bl
is to deliver gains in (
productivity.
Application design

M any NeXT customen
to build applications fe
DBMS records. Althou
can build simple applicati
ticated database-client a
using DBKit require Obj,
you're ready to tackle pre
with the DBKit, see tI
"Approaches for Progr
Don't abandon hope if I
are beyond you. A NeX
the forthcoming Propon
custom DBMS with no 1
Wings"). At their best, t
database, but they tap tl
tional-database servers.
Para base, $695 fror
SQL server, that you neE
sion of Para base is used
deployed among users v
database application, m
SQ~ server and design a
nanle and descriptive tit!
you'll save it, storing a g
system and automatic an
(each data-entry field co;
form and you are ready 1
can output database rec(
using a report-layout pal
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agement system
(DBMS). In addition to SQL servers
such as Sybase or
Oracle, you'll need
applications for
data entry and reporting, databaseadministra tion
tools, and, perhaps,
database-engineering aids. Also, users
may ask for utilities to link analysis
OTProvide melds with Lotus Improv to retrieve SQL tools, such as spreadsheet applications,
data for spreadsheet analysis.
to databases.
Stand-alone applications designed for your industry may connect to
SQL databases. Or you may decide to build your own DBMS clients for
data entry, reporting, and analysis, using a database-shell application or
NeXT's DBKit and its add-ons. Unlike word -processing or page-layout
applications, which vary little across
industries, you will likely find
that your DBMS must be tailored
to fit your particular business, if it
is to deliver gains in operational
productivity.
Application design

Many NeXT customers use DBKit
to build applications for accessing
DBMS records. Although novices
can build simple applications, sophisticated database-client applications
using DBKit require Objective-C. (If
you're ready to tackle programming
with the DBKit, see the sidebar,
"Approaches for Programmers. ")
Don't abandon hope if C and SQL
are beyond you. A NeXTSTEP package such as IP Design's Parabase or
the forthcoming Proponent from Proponent can get you up and running a
custom DBMS with no programming (see the sidebar, "Proponent in the
Wings"). At their best, these programs can be as easy to use as a flat-file
database, but they tap the shared data of industrial-strength SQL relational-database servers.
Parabase, $695 from IP Design, provides everything', except for the
SQL server, that you need to build a database application. The $695 verion of Para base is used to design forms; $349 run-time licenses can be
deployed among users who do not need to modify designs. To build a
database application, use Para base to create an empty database on the
QL server and design a form, pulling fields off a palette and assigning a
naole and descriptive title to each field. As soon as the form is designed,
you'll save it, storing a graphical description of the form in the UNIX file
ystem and automatically creating the first table in your new database
(each data-entry field corresponds to a column in the table). Open the
form and you are ready to enter data and query for specific records. You
can output database records as ryports by graphically building a form,
using a report-layout panel to specify a sort order for records and summary data for aggregate groups.
Parabase's strong suit lies in its flexible forms and its basic database
ystem-administration tools. Fields in your database can contain data
in the form of fixed-length text, variable-length text, numbers, time and
date, check boxes, graphics, whole files (making document-archiving
applications possible), and an "electronic signature" field type that is used

to build applications with password-protected authorization of documents.
One of Para base's sample databases uses a scanned Federal Express form
for a freight-tracking system, combining invisible fields and a background
image. Validation of user-entered data can be specific to each field, and
field data can be calculated from other fields (this requires acquaintance
with SQL "select" statements - though the statements can be created
from a point-and-click editor). Table-based pick lists, combined with scripts
triggered by buttons or custom menu items, flesh out a custom app.
Para base handles enough database system admirlistration to get any
SQL-based application up and nmning. Point-and-click tools add and
delete user accounts and modify permissions. Databases can be added or
dropped, dedicated storage space can be increased, and disk mirroring or
backup can be configured in one step. You'll need SQL skills or a standalone database-administration tool for more advanced operations.
Para base accommodates the relational-database model, albeit with
some limitations. A single form can employ fields from more than one
database table, as long as a fi eld common to both tables is present. But
Para base 1.1 can't handle a common expression of a one-to-many relationship - 'cases in which a single form shows a single record from one
ta ble and multiple records from another (sometimes called a " master
detail" form) _In the real world, you might need an invoice that accommodates a variable number of line
items. IP Design plans to incorporate this feature as "multirecord
blocks" in Para base 2.0. In its
favor, Para base automatically
maintains the referential integrity
of me database.
If you're using Para base to
build a NeXTSTEP shell around
an existing SQL database, you'll
drop pre-existing tables and fields
onto database forms . In fact, it
may take only ten minutes to
duplicate a character-based dataentry screen used on another platform . Migration from a PC- or
Macintosh-based DBMS, however,
may not be as easy. The version we
reviewed imported only comma-and-quote delimited text files, though IP
Design has plans to improve the flexibility of importing and exporting.
Despite some limits, Para base will be a godsend for many users, especially
those who want to quickly build a database application around a SQL
server without learning programming.
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log onto a SQL server and open an inspector panel that displays all resident databases, tables in databases, and columns in tables. You won't see
actual data until you click buttons to select columns and specify details of
your database query, saving the instructions to a query file that you can
recall or share with others. Execute the query and watch an empty Improv
worksheet fill with the
contents of the database
you've selected. Improv
users can manipulate
models built on SQL
data without learning
the syntax of SQL, if
an experienced user
supplies a prebuilt query
file. On your own, you
may find that setting up
a query requires confronting an unruly combination of file viewers
and multipurpose inspectors, as well as a
brush with SQL. We'd
prefer
to see a graphiDB Commander easily creates or drops datacal representation of
bases, disp laying its SQL output.
databases, with data
only a double-click away. Nonetheless, we can't fault the functionality of
OTProvide in combining the power of Improv and SQL databases.
DataLink for Oracle, $500 from Fusion Systems Group, links Informix Wingz spreadsheets to Oracle databases. Wingz's strong suit is its HyperScript programming language. Unlike macro functions in PC spreadsheets like
Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft Excel, HyperScript is a full-featured procedural programming language, powerful enough to build decision support or executive-

information systems.
DataLink is nothing
m ore than a third-party
HyperScript routine that
adds database-access menus
to Wmgz and new functions
to HyperScript. Placing the
DataLink files in your Wingz
folders creates a version of
Wingz with menus for logging onto Oracle servers,
selecting tables, specifying
criteria for retrieving data,
and copying columns of data
DBlnspector provides a point-and-click
into columns of the spreadinterface for retrieving and editing data
sheet. By itself, it's convenient, but if you're handy with HyperScript, your imagination will soar.
You could easily write your own HyperScript routine to log onto a server,
retrieve data from a table, and then graph the results. In fact, since
HyperScript lets you create dialog boxes, a prompt
co uld ask the user how
recent the data should be
and offer a choice of graph
types (Wingz's other
strength is more than 25
different charting choices) .
Fusion Systems has a version of DataLink for Sybase
in beta; Wingz also directly
supports Informix's own Objective DB Designer can add and drop
Informix-SE SQL server, data-bases and generate documentation.

PROPONENT IN THE WINGS
At Swiss Bank Corporation (SBC), the database-applicat ion development e nvironment of choice is neither NeXT's

DB Kit nor IP Design's Parabase. SBC is using Proponent, an
application from a company of the same name.
"Proponent can handle the full life cycle of defining and

More importantly, says Kvam, design of a Proponent application
begins with legacy data, not a blank form.
''We're working with real data from the start, so we talk with
users about ways to organize the data, not make preHy forms. H
helps that using Proponent is a quick, iterative process. A man-

building our databases," says Jeff Kvam, head of SBC's

ager who understands a business problem can sit down with

NeXTSTEP office-automation project.

our database expert and together they'll design an application,

Proponent extends the familiar metaphor of the spreadsheet to represent databases. In comparison, the form is the

often in an afternoon," says Kvam.
''That's very different from typical database programming,

interface metaphor for Parabase; query tools such as Sql-

where a programmer who doesn't know anything about inven·

Buddy or DBlnspector use a combination of NeXTSTEP browsers

tory tracking, for example, comes back three months later with

and inspectors; and SchemaE represents databases diagram-

an application that doesn't fit the user's needs," Kvam says,

matically. Arguably, Proponent's spreadsheet approach offers

adding that Proponent's architecture simplifies adapting applica

no inherent advantage, but in the prerelease version that SBC

tions as needs change.

uses, Kvam says Proponent offers genuine advantages.
''We found that Proponent can handle more complex prob-

For now, Proponent is available only to select customers.
''We'd love to see everyone using it, but we're going to take

lem sets. Our applications use multiple joins, a variety of

the time to get it right," says Bob Beth, president of Proponent.

tables, and tons of one-ta-many, or even one-to-many-ta-many

"Industrial-strength databases are a complex problem space an

relationships," says Kvam. He claims that Proponent easily

the software can require a lot of support, so we want to be sure

accommodates relational complexities, including the prototyp-

we're ready when the time comes." Beth declined to say when

ical example of an invoice with a varying number of line items.

the product would be generally available.
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.r imagination will soar.
utine to log onto a server,
results. In fact, since

which is an alternative to Sybase
or Oracle under
NeXTS1EP.
Mesa, $499
($99 educational)
from Athena Design, is a spreadsheet application
that includes
rudimentary
SQL-query capabilities. A dataSchemaE displays databases diagrammatically.
base menu includes a Query
InspectoJ; which has fill-in-the-blank fields to establish a con-nection to
server and database. The user types in pieces of a SQL "select" statement
and specifies a range of spreadsheet rows to fill with retrieved
data. It's possible to save the query specifications for reuse. You'll need to know
how to construct a SQL "select" statement, but SQL querying doesn't cost
extra for Mesa users. (Mesa is reviewed
elsewhere in this issue of NeXTWORLD.) The Appsoft Solution
spreadsheet, scheduled to have shipped
in January, also supports SQL queries,
according to the company.
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Although SQL databases can be
designed and maintained entirely from
the UNIX terminal window, we found
a crowd of NeXTSTEP query tools and
administrative utilities, as well as one
engineering tool. If you're new to SQL,
these products can be a substitute for help from a SQL expert, and, by
confining SQL commands to menu items and alert panels, help flatten the
learning curve.
DB Commander, $250 from DBSA, is a comprehensive databaseadministration utility. It implements almost all SQL administrative commands, including all their options, within 'a NeXTSTEP interface. There
are eight main panels for administrative functions: security; configuration
of server and database operational parameters; disk-device and database
management; data import/export and Improv data transfer; databaseconsistency verification and error-log review; database backup; permission controls; server start-up/shutdown; and database-process control.
Few database managers will use all functions often, but when administrative matters need attention, it's easier to launch DBCommander than to
hope one has entered an unfamiliar SQL command correctly on the command line. DBCommander will be particularly welcome if you have suddenly been assigned database-administration responsibility - it offers a
thorough, if daunting, introduction to administration tasks.
DBInspector, $349 from Black Market Technologies, is a databasequery-and-update tool. The interface is a file viewer that looks much like
the NeXTSTEP File Viewer, but hierarchically displays servers, databases,
tables, columns, and the data in columns. Double-clicking a table name
opens the DBEdit panel, a matrix that displays the columns from the
table, allowing entry of new data . Data can be modified by double-clicking a column name or data in the file viewer, opening a DBQuery panel
in which one specifies the desired records. The records are sent to the
DBEdit panel, where they can be edited (alternatively, data can be sent to
a text window or an empty Improv worksheet). Both the DBEdit and DBQuery panels show the SQL statements that underlie queries or updates,

a "training wheels" feature that helps the novice. Both novices and experienced SQL programmers will appreciate DBInspector as a utility for
data peeking and ,tweaking.
Objective DB Designer, free with the purchase of the $995 Objective
DB Toolkit from Professional Software, is intended for database engineering and administration. Three windows serve as control panels for server
administration, database administration, and documentation of database
design. Server administration runs the gamut from basic (adding and deleting databases) to advanced (expanding data-storage allocation, setting
backup and disk mirroring, and configuring parameters in the Sybase
master database). The structure of databases can be displayed and edited
using an Inspector-like panel, allowing changes to table structure (including colmnn data types and size), stored procedures, data-entry defaults
and validation rules, and more. After one has made extensive engineering
changes to a database, Objective DB Designer handily generates documentation either as easily readable reports or as SQL source code that can
be used to recreate a database. The Objective DB Designer interface is a
combination of inspectors and scrollable lists, and while we would have
preferred a diagrammatic graphical interface, the interface is
more polished than DBSA's DBCommander. The DBSA product has a few more functions
(for example, data transfer to
text files or Improv), but Objective DB Designer generates
engineering documentation.
SchemaE, $2500 from
Schema Research Corporation,
is billed as a database-engineering tool, a NeXTSTEP version
of the pencil-and-paper planning aids or computer-aided
software and engineering (CASE)
tools of salaried database managers. The rationale for tools
such as these is irreproachable. Corporate databases may contain hundreds
of tables and thousands of columns. In order to maintain relational
efficiency and referential integrity, data must be normalized. Key columns
must match, data must not be duplicated, and relationships between data
entities must be explicit.
Until now,
descriptions of
database organization were kept
in three-ring
binders or in
stand-alone CASE
applications, not
in the SQL servers themselves.
SchemaE maps
the inner territory
of a SQL server,
allows an administrator to reorganize and document
SqlBuddy performs complex queries across databases. the landscape, and
saves the description back to the server for on-going reference and maintenance. We liked
it because its click-and-drag graphical representation of SQL databases
showed us the structure of our DBMS better than any other product in
this roundup. We were able to quickly add and drop tables; add and drop
columns; move columns; and copy columns, preserving data types and
FEBRUARY/MARCH 1993
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other attributes. We assigned primary keys and drew lines representing
data relationships. Unfortunately, that's all we could do in the current version of SchemaE. It would be more useful if it also contained the administrative functionality of DB Commander or the querying power of a program like DBlnspector.
SqIBuddy, $499 for a single user with floating license, is another
Objective Technologies product and solely a database-query tool - allowing peeking but not tweaking. A Build Query panel is SqIBuddy's main
window, allowing an unschooled user to select tables in databases. A click
of the Execute button retrieves data, opening a text window that has the
contents of the database table neatly displayed. The results can be saved
in a text or RTF file. You can narrow
a query in the Build Query panel,
defining SQL "where" clauses by
pointing and clicking, specifying sort
orders, requesting unique results,
aggregating data for summaries, and
retrieving data from multiple tables
(SQL "joins," which the on-line manual handily demystifies). A Query
Inspector shows the SQL commands
generated by the Build Query panel
and allows editing of queries, including common administrative and query
operations provided by SqIBuddy as
prebuilt templates. We liked the interface but judged the overall utility of
SqlBuddy limited, since it does not
connect to analysis applications or
allow data updating. SqIBuddy is a compact and handy can opener for
databases, but at heart it's no more than a tool that eliminates the typing
of SQL commands.
Stand-alone applications

Would you love to put SQL data to work without the expense of building
a custom application? There is a wealth of NeXTSTEP applications that
connect to SQL databases (the "Stand-alone applications" table provides
a sample). Some applications can be used in any industry, like Megatel

GmbH's FLIG, a system for combining geographic data with maps.
Other applications are more specialized, like Leading Market Technologies's EXPO worksheet, for analyses of financial time-series data. Some
accounting packages are particularly suited to use of shared data Datrix is shipping accounts-receivable and general-ledger software, with
more applications coming from other vendors. Indeed, with the NeXT's
DBKit simplifying connections to SQL servers, there may soon be more
NeXTSTEP applications sharing data than not.

DATABASE CLiEN

SHELL APPLICATION

Parabase 1.1

SPREADSHEET UNKS

A workbench for data

OTProvide 1.2

It's inescapable that databases under NeXTSTEP require more work and
more tools than the typical database applications on PCs or
Macs. NeXTSTEP's advantage
is the pooling of SQL-accessible
data throughout an organization, with no limits to database
growth - in a phrase, industrialstrength applications. If your
company's operational productivity requires client-server
databases, you'll likely assign a
team to program one or more
custom front ends. For the person who oversees your databases, we'd recommend DBCommander or Objective DB
Designer as administrative tools.
Skilled users are likely to appreciate DBInspector for ad hoc querying and data updates. And Para base is
great for quick, uncomplicated database applications that users can build
themselves. Though none of the reviewed products is fully mature, they
all show promise, and the time is ripe for building a database-development workbench. •

SPREADSHEET

Mesa 1.1

AoMINISTRATION/
ENGINEERING UTlIL...,.....

DBCommander 1.01
DBInspector 2.0

J.lc:liilgtller

1.0

DAN I ELM I L E S K E HOE is a NeXTWORLD contributing edi·
tor. His report on database servers will appear in a future issue.

ApPROACHES FOR PROGRAMMERS
Your most productive database application will be the one

party objects that Can be used for database-application devel.

you build yourself. You'll have full access to the entire NeXT-

ment in Interface Builder, though you'll use plenty of your own

STEP environment - unlike working on another plaHorm with a

Objective-C in your application. Alternatively, if you know SQL

4GL, a high-level language designed for databases but which

but aren't comfortable with a lot of C, check out Professional

restricts access to the rest of your computer. NeXT's DB Kit

Software's Objective DB Toolkit. It's a Cofree substitute for

provides three essential ingredients: adapters that link the

NeXT's DBKit for the experienced SQL programmer.

DB Kit to external servers; an access layer that presents a uni-

If you've caught the object-oriented bug, VNP Software's

form application programming interface (API) for all adapters,

AccessKit layers on top of NeXT's DBKit, mapping the traits of

allowing programmers to maintain portability of applications

your own Objective-C classes directly to relational-clatabase

among servers from various vendors; and a paleHe of Inter-

columns and tables. The product lets you build object-oriented

face Builder objects, such as a database file viewer and an

applications directly on top of an existing RDBMS. Or you may

image-displaying object. Although you'll likely write to the ac-

want to start developing applications based on ODBMS techno"

cess layer API, you'll probably supplement NeXT's own DB Kit

ogy from Versant Object Technology, Object Design, BKS Soft-

paleHe with

obj~ts

from third-party vendors or develop your

own interface objects.
Frontier's DBKit Companion Objects and spreadsheet matrices from Black Market Technologies are examples of third-

•

•

•

ware, or Persistent Data Systems (NeXTWORLD will cover
ODBMS development in a future issue).
Whatever your approach, you'll get there faster with
NeXTSTEP.
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DATABASE CLIENTS

SHELL APPUC!ATION

Parabase 1.1

SERVER(S)

RATING

Sybase and
Oracle

.... .. f (beta) Theoruy NeXTSTEP software that builds

'CoMMENTS

LIST PRICE

ADDRESS

$695

lP Design, 201 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica, CA 90401.
310/394-1820,310/393-1245 fax;
e-mail: info@ipdesign.com

SQL database applications wid1()ut programm.ing. Despite a few missing pieces, it~
easy to use and constructs quite elaborate

~EET UN,K S ' .' SybaSe
1.2

, require more work and
)ls than the typical data,lications on pes or
eXTSTEP's advantage
oling of SQL-accessible
)ughout an organizah no limits to database
- in a phrase, industrialapplications. If your
y's operational producquires client-server
~s, you'll likely assign a
program one or more
front ends. For the pero oversees your datave'd recommend DBLUder or Objective DB
r as administrative tools.
Isers are likely to appreupdates. And Parabase is
tions that users can build
lcts is fully mature, they
rrg a database-develop-

Sybase
(All DBKit
servers to be
supported in
Version 1.3)

.... .. ~

Mesa connects directly, to databases through
a primitive in terface but requires fami liarity
with SQL. (The cube rating here applies to
the entire application, as reviewed elsewhere
il1 this issue.)

$499

Athena Design, 17 Saint Mary's Ct.,
Boston, MA 02146.
6171734-6372, 61 71734-1130 fax;
e-mail: info@athena.com

Sybase

••

Distinguished by a reasonable price and
comprehensive administrative panels" DBCommander needs a graphical make-over
to becOme an attractive NeXTSTEP

$250

DBSA, 1525 Los Pueblos Rd.,
Los Alamos, NM 87544.
5051662-5619, 5051662-9944 fax;
email: ' .

Sybase

••

[ ENGINEERING UTlUTIES
l DBCommander 1.01
~DlUnspector 2.0

4

TORLD contributing ediin a future issue.

je prenty of your own
'~Iy, if

you know SQL

~ck out Professional

~ substitute for
~grammer.

Iug, 'VNP Software's
mapping the traits of
lational-data~se
I

A conventIOnal accounting
with a NeXTSTEP interface.

RDBMS. Or you may
on ODBMS ,tec;hnol-l

(up to four Sybll$C cOI1Ileqi~ris);

$1695 (up to 255 users);

build object-oriented

$2695·(source-cocle' vetSiQn)
A graphical worksheet for analyzing
time-series data, using historical or real-rime
sources, intended for financial analysts,
traders, and investment managers.

$3000 (historical dataorily);
$5000 (real-time system)

Market Technologies,
One Kendall Sq.,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
617/494-4747,6171577-8211 fax

A GIS (geographical information system) for
NeXTSTEP. Geographical objects appear
against the backdrop of a scanned map.
Simple demo available from ftp archives.

Free (via ftp only)

Megatel GmbH, Wiener StraBe 3,
D-W2800Bremen 33, Germany.
49/421/220.95.16 fax;
e-mail: ·mhi@megateI.de
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Today
When you
Extra High Density
purchase a NeXT™
disks
are the ~..-~.~r<
computer, one Extra
for performance and
High Density disk
reliability.
A standard
comes with it
other manufacturers
The only ED
will be pursuing for
disk good enough for
to come.
the NeXT generation
Available individ
of computers.
or
in
boxes
of five or ten,
Toshiba's Extra
we've made it easy for you
High Density disk with
to follow NeXTs cue when
2.88MB of formatted
you buy another Extra High Density disk.
storage (4MB unformatted).
Just make the Toshiba ED disk your NeXT.
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
And your NeXI
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
And your NeXI
invented the revolutionary perpendicular recording
Call 1-800-843-2108 for the na.me and n,1L'Inn
technology that goes with it And, more imporof
the
Toshiba
dealer nearest you, or for faster
tantly, we created a whole new standard in disk
manufacturing to match this new media technology. contact a dealer listed below.
U,V.I,l,1I1'.

NeXTConnection
1-8OJ-8m-NeXT

.

Inmac
1-800-547-5444

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

Circle 35 on reader service card
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can mag working wltht... software easler, faster, and more fun•

.,AJ'

.,AJ

~

MU.. ch has been said about the Improved connectivity,
3-D graphics, and database func:tioQa
. lity of 'NeXTSTEP
AI
~

ne.
vailable individ
Ixes of five or ten,
ade it easy for you
NeXls cue when
nsity disk.
) disk your NeXT.

3.0, but many Of &0'. most publicized new f"'urea won't affect the dally: UfQ of the average user for so_e
.

. a

time to come. It Is the 'l ittle things that can really make "the 'difference when you ,spend your dayaln front of a
I I ,

.

NeXT. There Is stili no way to cance.l out of a panel wlthout,.slng the "mouse, bUt power users will discover
plenty Of othe.r timesaving technique. to enhance their NeXTSTEP experience.
!l>.

;

,

Nearly all " NeXT's bundled apps hav~ been uPdated in some way! but th.• biggest iWlPtovement la totbe
workspace Itself. The ImprovQments ",ake H eaSier to store and find files as well as· Inspect their contents.
The drag.ancHlropld8ahas 'b een extended, multitasking has.been Improved,

auid Jhere are new wa~to, cu.

tomlze the. environment to your OW" personal taste.

~enameand

, or for faster

nVI17 IV1

face,
-

so that ·I.arnlng thelli and discovering new ones la Intuitive and natural• •"111& a principle of NeXT'.......
..

'.'

.

-.

-

.

•

III

.

.

•

.
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,Qterfaceguldejlnea that there should not be a lot of obscure functionality In NeXTSTEP," says Roy Weld, a
membe,r

Of.u.. NeXT.d~umentatlon team that contributed Its favoFfte tips for this a.-ticle~

. .

Many Of t ..... timesaving techniques are detailed in NeXT's highly reJldable new Use(s4Jjuldei ,Which ships
-'

.. . . . ' . '

"JtllnewsyStem~

'

.

..,.

",

. '

-

-.:. . i

'.

-<,:', :. .:-:...:;.:..~:-.dl

:;j!

(The guide is not l...elUded with thesy~em...pgra"'CD but can . . pur~-" or $50 from

;(~:;({/<~~i) ot..r~retS-a~eu. . .~8nteJl. Most ~e 'he\¥,: with 3.0,tflOugh we~~. mixedln ·af":~"'c.; SO~
the most useful trickS are l'-'llIted In COlor.

FOR

THE

MOUSE-IMPAIRED

NeXTSTEP has been both praised and damhed for its mouse dependency.
For those who pEefer to keep their fingers on the keyboard and off the
'
mouse, 3.0 provides all kinds oishortcuts.
The Command key (OJ; bat, if you ate using the new keyboard') is the way
to unlock many of the secrets of 3.0. To get the idea, hold down the Command key whlle dropping a file over an application icon (in eitherr the
Dock or the workspace). The file opens in tl~at application.

An especially useful Command-key goodie is the ability to "hide others"
by holding the Command key down while double-clicking the ieon to
which you are switching. This triek hides all open applications as you
switch, reducing screen clutter significantly.

Inspector panels can now play sounds flnd disl"Jay the conten~s ·of RTF
RTFD files>. NeXTSTEP 3.0 suppo.rts third-party extensions to the
so. you should expect to be able to"dispJay the contents of
.
. types ill the future.
The Font panel has some Hew features. Shift-clicking the Preview .
locks it into preview, allo.wing you to examine eacn font as you
through. Typing + (plus sign) Or - (minas sign)in:to the Size field in
FOJlt pan€! before a value will increase or deGJ;ease the selected I.UiU(l'41<;,l~
by that point valut;!.

FINDER

KEEPERS

You Gal) searchior text in any application by
first selecting it and then using Command-e to
place the text in the Find panel. You can then
use Command-g to search forward or Command-d to search backward.

The Finder has been much improved in 3.0. You can drag files and
to. the Shelf to use as targets (ml:1ch.the same as in Digital Librarian),
you can search for a file's contents as well as itS name. But, to Teally
the new Finder effectiveiy,it helps to know a few 2f its ins and outS.

If the Command key doesn't do something you

Typing I (slash) or - (tilde) in the wo.rkspace automatically opens the
Finder. Completing the pathname and pressing Return will select that
in the File Viewer.

want, try Alternate. Pressing the Alternate key
while double-clicking a folder icon is the same
as choosing tile Open As Folder command in
the Workspace Manager's File menu.

PAINLESS

MULTITASKING

Did you used to mistakenly launch fuultipie
instances of the same application by double
clicking its icon? Now that won't happen.
If you want the same app twice, you have to
press the Command or Alternate key while
double-clicking the application icon in the File
Viewer 0r Dock.

If you get lost and can't find the iconJor the
program to which you want to switch, just bl'ing up the ProcesseS panel in
the workspace. You can switch to any rwming application by clickihg its
lCO]1 once in the panel.
Launched application icons that aren't in the Dock now line up in a neat
row along the Dottom of the workspace, filling in the empty areall. The
Recycler can be permanently moved to the bottom left earner of the screen,
freeing up a slot in thli: Dock, by pressing the Command key while draggmg
it out into the workspace. After logging out and back 00, the Recycler will
be DR the left. Long-tinle NeXT users will remember thattbis trick Was- '
available..in earlier versions QfNeXTSTEi> but lost in 2.0.
When dragging and droppiog from one window to the next, windows
don't become active until you release the mouse buttoIl. This way, you can.
drag items into a window without having to reposition the wiUd<i>w first.
In 3.0, you can drag and drop an item betweena,ny two applications that
support it without having to go throu~h the workspace' first.
A new "smart menus'l feature saves the locations o£ detached submenus
on an apptication-by-aj),Plication basis, ~o yo.u don't have to set up your
ideaLarrangement each time you start that 'application.

INSPECTOR

GADGETS

Text in inspectorpanels, can often be selected for cutting and pasting into
another application. For example, try selecting the path information in the

trieved if nec~ssary. To
then hold down the
into which you want
the Merge button. This
have '486-based

Workspace Manager's Attributes iIlspector panel.

Typing lo.ng pathnames can be a chore, but there are a few shortcuts
make the job less painful. Instead of typing the name of your home
use - (tilde) as a shortcut. Fm someone else'sJ:h ome fo.lder use - (tilde)
lowed by the name of the home folder. If you type a few characters of
file for which you are searching and then hit the Esc key, the Finder
in the missing letters for you. Keep nittlng Esc until you find what
looking for. Type * (asterisk) in front of the fi!e.you alie looking for to
form a wild-card search.
There is a difference between clicking the Find button with the mouse
using the Retutn-key shortcut. Chcking the Find button will plaGe th€
for which you are searching in me Finder window, where you ean peIi@:ma
an action on it, like l~lUnGh.ing it oJ;;dragging it to the Recyder. If you
sCf}Iching for a file, hitting the Return key willlaun6h it immediately.

If you are sea.r&ing for a folder, that folder will be highlighted in the

The Libr:ariap service
Notebook folder
home directory). Jot
your selected text to. the
date and numbered
book cOJ1lIl!land to.
scrapbook. You alien'£:
services can 15e set up

Viewer. Then you can narrow the search. Select one or mor€ files on
list and drag the icon representing the selection to the Shelf. To list the
tents of a target that contains multiple selections, press the Esc k:ey.
~

'

F I L E S A NDF 0 L D E R S
You no longer have to WQl:ry abbut whether a file will fit onto a floppy
'
disk, since the Workspace Manager now gives yo~ the option of
onto several. The Workspace Manager handles the dirty work;: dlVlcilUll!
the file; compressing the parts; and prompting you, to. insert the next
until the entire file has been copied over. This feature could even be
a poor man's backup system.

These additions might be
already runs tile 'length
services on and off with
Preferences has lots of
can add their own
tlm.e-Zlrme setting: Change
on the Net folder

The UNIX compress and tar conir;nands have been combined in the
press option that appears on the Workspace Manager's File menu. To
press a file, select it and choose Compress. Coml"ressed files show up , ..;." :,(:OI(1r
their own icon in the File Viewetand have the extension .compressed.
Double-clicking brings up a panel in which you can choose to rI'' '''Annn,'"c!&
the file .
NeXTSTEP 3.0's new Mergdeature allows you to combine the COlrteIllts
of several folders into one. The Workspace Manager compares the sizes
and dates of the files to determin~ which is the most recent. Any file or
folder that's replaced is moved into the Reqycl:er, from which it can be re-
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if necessary. To merge, first select the folder,you Want to merge,
hold down the Alternate key while dragging the selection to the folder
which YOll want to merge. When the Processes panel pops up, click
Merge button. This feature will become even more useful when we all
'486-based notebooks.
you ever been irritated by the,lack of a New Folder'button in the
panel? You can ere-ate a new folder in wJ:Uch to pt4 a docurn.ent by
a full pathname that includes the name of the new folde& This is a
example of little UNIX knowledge going a long way.

a

~

.,fi>
FINGERTIP

drag filt:S and
Digital Librarian),
Bme. But, to reall¥
~f its ins and, outs.
tan

~,'

~

books (in /NextLihraTy) are a new feature for maintaining inforabout the users on your network. If you're on a network, user
~uvuuati()n wili already be included in the User address book. To store
~tltlresses amil'hone numbers for colleagues and contacts who are off-site,
can ada entries"to the Example address book.
you double-click an address book, the commands in fhe file menu
reflect the fact that you are working with names and addresses.
:uuuult;~clicking the Rolodex card representing a' user brings up an inspecpanel with information ab011t that person. Names can he,added or
just by dragging the Rolodex qlrd to the address book or dispOsing.,
it in the Recycler. Fax numbers entered in the aqdress Inspector are ' ,
with th~ Fax: panel.
.
nifty new functions are available thfGugh the Services menu. The
Selection service in Edit is especially handy for saving mail messages.
can uSe the Terminal service to stamp the time on your document,
words; eva,luate a mathemapcal expression, or more.

~

~ueRWIs:U fi t onto' a fl0PPY
Oll the option o'~ copyi~g'
:the dirty wonk: dividing'fil
ou to insert t;he next
rature could even he

een combined in the
File menu. To
pressed files {)h0w uP
extension .compressed.
~ can choose to
~lDager's

~ Notebook f~Ider {which'c'an be found within the !Library folder in yom

directory). J0t Sele.cri.on in' Notebook can b~ used to' add a file of
select.ed,text,t0 t=h.efli>lder. 'The""file Will he named with the cQrrtmt
'and nUUlpereQ's,e'queritial1y. La.ter, you can lise the Sea'£.~hJn Notebook command to se~rcb. ,through nhe fo1der, building up a persona.lized
scrapbook. You aren't 'limited to 'fhe Notebook foIde!; t;~ther; jot-selection
can ,be set up for any folder"you like.
~
IF

~
You

,'"

~

additions IDight be too much of a good thing if your Services menu
runs the 'length o£Y9ur SCreen. With3.0"you can!Um different
on and off with the Preferences app.
fYreterenceS l).as lots of new options, with more to come now that' third
can add t heir own panels. One of tbe 'cutest touches involves the
etJmf',ZOne setting: Change the time zone and, after rehooting, the globe
on the Net folder update-s to reflett your locatio.n.
Display Preferences ,panel allows you to set a background color for
workspace. And while you are in that panel, check out this classic
2.0 that you may never have known: Clickon the bo.rder of the
well. Now. as you move the cursor around in the Colors pand,
continuously update the color of the selected item. The same trick
anywhere you enc(!)unteJi,·a colm well.

to combine ,the content~

most recent. 11nY file 'or

r. from which it can be re-

('E1keC~ Ot;l~ Back~pace, a screen saver comparable to
,
cQIl'Wlercial orferings like,L0ckScreen, which is
, now inclllded with the full 'Ne-XT distribu"
tion in source-code form. To create and

j
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,

,
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It.
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This will install the'£i1es in your -44pps'and' '';/Library fplders,
To use old Backspac~'mg>dule~ 'llD;der,3.0, yob. need to 'rename them
"'View.BackO, in .w,:hich .,~ ma~t8e-s the name of the old 'module .
~'

"~i

'<>':' ~,

.::.:: '.',

':li'

8:u N 0

,

;'.,

~~ .

L' E

A>

~"

·0 F
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Speaking o.£Term)~~I~·'y~1'l~a~"tlq~·save .T~p'n~al ~i~?~ws, inc1ucfing~
curre~t shell~ pI~c~~~t'Fd: s~ollbac~:\b¥fe~ ~t~'a~~. When
blerelick the me~ TerrnmaI WlU reopen"tnose WJl'\Clows~ reereate the
and restote the s'Gr611back;-"
,(;i,'

.

~~.' \S~·

:'~, . ~ ,~. \:', ~~ _ ._

~"

',OJ:

"

, Terrtt41al-ketij?s,,tra~k ~f any'proSt;am~g)nside' a ,s~ell. When

gr~i,is ~ruUng, T~rwinal,,}l1a~~e,~IleU ~dOW'3S '~diJ:ty.~

c1o~e one o£ these' Windows, T~rmilia.r,w'ill t'eU'YQJl which'prore

killed. A~0ther t~PDiria1 m;pro~ero~~t is the abilil¥,to drag:an9 drmr:~;
onto a shell window totnov~"to a diJf:erent directory -aJofmore
nient than typing olit the pathway. - .
,

~

-:-

...,

.'

.-

" 1~

i1I1

.

....

' •• ,

,

&

Am'bng the other bun.dled apps~ Edit is much improved. It now
modes of operatio.n:' a jt1s~r mode for,use as' a basic wo.rdprocessoIj~r
reading text and RTF files, a'n da pevels>per mode with specialized
mands for writing 'cQde. You make, the 's~lection inEdit;ls 'Piefe{enc~
Ano.ther switch lets you set a def~lUldor text Q):RTF.
,-

'~.

,Edit can, be used to creatc:; .hypertext ~s pet,ween diffelrent '
To establish the link, just,cj.rag the document icon onto another
Double-cl1<;king an embeddelfile will automaticaUyopen it.
Mail now animates the postage stamp on the Mail ic~n when new
being incorporated. You can also assign a so.und to inco.ming mail
sages. Select any sound available to youx compute.t; or record your
u~ing Sound.aYp (found in /NextDeveloperIDemos), and place it
/LocalLibrary/Sounds 'br -ftibrary/Sounds. Activate the sound 'in
Preferences p¥lel.
"t .;.
'"

"h:RF

'I' -

,

,,"~,

If

Preview Cao' now' displ~y
and EPS'.Upllges, in ad<ijtion to
files. And the previously buggy:'I'Grab app~a~o~ ~as Reen
upgraded to. an ~fficially slit'porfe<il applicatibn. l~;t'l<:iw:provides
for capturing the whole'screen, a sel£ti'o\1, a ,timed sqe,en,'Qr ~ win'dl!Jw,: ;
and jt now makes the soundti,a sh:U'tter snappin~ ~hen, tal<ing a

',.

THANKS TO HELEN CASABONA; , RoY WEST,
YAKSICK, G~ ARYMILLER"AND c'ATHY ' NoV
NEXT's, USERPU:SLICATIONS
DEPARTMENT
....
THE 1 R

III

'"

cd mextDeveIoperlElcamples/~lIieWs.
make instal
' , " ' , ,... ,,'~,

PREFER

X)£ cpurse, for reaHy interesting backgrounds, you should
Inager compares the sizes
'

. I> "

,

Librarian service has a couple of n,ew commands,related to the new

Ibe highlighte~ ~ the
'9ne or moreJiles on
o the Shelf. To list the
;, press the Esc key.

'

To. install the in<;ludeQm~dule~ <typ~ .

INFORMATION

C

don wit~ the mouse
button will place the
" where you can pe,t+MhTt
the Recyder. r£ you
unch it iIpmediately.

,,,

cd mextDeveIopert'ExampleSlAppKitlBaclC;pac:e
make Instal

.,~,.

to

are a few shortcuts
ame of your home
be'iolder use .. (tilde)
e ~ few charact~rs of
~~ key, ~he Finder
ltil you find what
ou are looking for -to,

install Backspace, open up a,T:ermin4\1shell an~~pe

HELp

rN f
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Optical Comeback
WITH A NEW STANDARD FOR 3.5·INCH OPTICAL STORAGE, NEXT ODs ARE BACK IN THE RING

by

SIMSON

L. GARFINKEL

tical drives performs res]
still slow. Keeping your (
lower than putting then
Optical disks excel iJ
information to which yO!
ing scanned images - and
across town. H you are w
of TIFF files and chapter
All of the drives test,
That is bad news for Ne:
to disable this button. A~
whenever you want. Unf
like having its disks ejectl
eject button; drag the dis
Most of the disks w(
office, YOLl might want tc
your desk_
Reliability remains a
original NeXT Canon dr
others never lost a byte. I
there is no way to extrap
data in three to five years

brand, they were stuck with it, having to buy additional drives and media
ince the beginning, the NeXT community has had a lovelhate
from the same company.
relationship with optical disks. When NeXT introduced the
While this permitted individual suppliers to make profits, it didn't proNeXT cube in 1988, its rewriteable optical drive - the first of
mote widespread usage, since most buyers simply aren't comfortable being
its kind - was hailed as a revolutionary breakthrough. The
locked in to a single manufacturer.
optical drive's 256MB capacity let users store the entire comNow, with magnetic disks offering the gigabytes of capacity that were
puter's operating system, together with all of their files, on a single comonce possible only with optical storage, and with removable magnetic storpact cartridge. You could take it anywhere, pop it into a NeXT cube, and
Ten X OptiXchange 940
age upping its capacity in leaps and bounds, optical-drive makers have
be off and running. Backups, likewise, were a breeze.
Ten
X Technology's Opti
realized
that
their
only
future
is
to
follow
the
path
that
they
But NeXT's original Canon drive was slow and noisy. Worse yet, dust
have resisted for so long and turn their drives and car- timode optical drive and ;
problems made it unreliable. As time passed, the disk's "massive"
-..I....- 0
for configuration manage
tridges into commodity items. That means low
256MB capacity proved to be limiting. And instead of becoming
0 ....
write-once or rewriteable
cost and compatibility between brands.
cheaper, the price of the drive and optical cartridges actu_ ,
While magneto-optic
But rather than re-engineer their existing
ally jumped when NeXT stopped subsidizing their purchase. 0
±,-'
O
is
written,
phase-change
it
5.25-inch drive mechanisms and alienate
Last year, NeXT discontinued its optical drive, raising
+
them
inherently
faster. Tej
their installed base, manufacturers have decida cry of fury from some users. Fortunately, there are other \.-.
performance
by
buffering
ed to restrict compatibility to their new 3.5-inch
options now. Thanks to the NeXT's SCSI interface,
'\
data
to
the
disk,
it's actua
optical disks and mechanisms.
and NeXTSTEP 3.0's superb handling of removable 0 ~
write.
This
gave
Ten
X's c
For this review, NeXTWORLD evaluated
mass-storage devices, virtually any rewriteable optiWith
WORM
(Write
three 5.25-inch and two 3.5-inch optical
cal disk you can find on the m.arket will work with your
makes a WORM cartrid)
drives being marketed specifically for
NeXTstation or NeXTcube. Just hook up the drive,
(until
it fills up). On-theNeXT
computers.
We
measured
the
raw
reboot your computeI; and
read-and-write performance of the drives, with this drive than its Cal
insert an optical cartridge.
and then tested them with our "real- tridge, we got a 5:1 comp
No additional software is
world" benchmark, making a copy WORM cartridge could s
required.
WORM has a real se,
of a 13MB directory tree from
one part of an optical disk it's never erased. Unfortur
OPTICAL DISKS
file retrieval of deleted file
to another.
TODAY
checkpoints
and then retu
Fo r years,
or manipula
232
interface
RESULTS
m aker s of
unrnount
the
disk
first, or
In general, the 5.25-inch
opt i calThe
OptiXchange
94(
than
their
units
are
bigger
disk drives
ires
that
need
to
store
a
Ie
3.5-inch
cousins
in
every
have striven to
way: They store more infor- quently. Users interested if
avoid the fate of
less expensive WORM-on
mation; their boxes have a
other storage media
larger footprint; they have more
as commodity prodfeatures; and they cost more. The Contemporary Cybernetic
ucts. By making their
3_5-inch drives lived For the security-consciou:
drives and media unique
up to the promise Contemporary Cybernetil
and incompatible,
of optical storage as Tahiti drive and adds DES
man ufacturers
a commodity: We matically encrypt all infon
have competed
a it is read back. This is gl
had no problems
on features
for
backup of important fi
exchanging cartridges
and capacity
Unfortunately, U.S. la,
between
the
two
drives.
without
with
DES encryption to an
For
users
accustomed
to
the
notofocusing on
riously slow performance of the NeXT where else, you may have t
price. Once cusWe liked the CY-2000
cube's optical drive, the good news is
tomers chose
that the current crop of third-party op- what is going on inside the
a particular

Q

\!.I

0

rI
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lck
litional drives and media
lake profits, it didn't proaren't comfortable being
tes of capacity that were
removable magnetic storai-drive makers have
allow the path that they
turn their drives and car:ems. That means low
y between brands.
re-engineer their existing
hanisms and alienate
anufacturers have decidity to their new 3.5-inch
llsms.
XTWO RLD evaluated
and two 3.5-inch optical
arketed specifically for
!rs. We measured the raw
lerformance of the drives,
ted them with our "reallenchmark, making a copy
13MB directory tree from
: me part of an optical disk
to another.

tical drives performs respectably. But make no mistake: Optical disks are
still slow. Keeping your e-mail archives on an optical disk is noticeably
slower than putting them on an NFS-mounted hard disk.
Optical disks excel in on-line or near-on-line storage of large amounts of
information to which you don't need constant access. They're great for storing scanned images - and even better when you want to take those images
across town. If you are writing a book, optical is a great way to move 30MB
of TIFF files and chapter drafts between computers at home and work.
All of the drives tested had disk-ejection buttons on their front panels.
That is bad news for NeXTSTEP, which doesn't send the SCSI command
to disable this button. As a result, you can manually eject any optical disk
whenever you want. Unfortunately, doing so crashes UNIX, which doesn't
.like having its disks ejected without its permission. So don't touch that
eject button; drag the disk to the Recycler instead.
Most of the disks were noisier than we'd like. If you work in a quiet
office, you might want to think twice before putting an optical drive on
your desk.
Reliability remains a question mark. The promised reliability of the
original NeXT Canon drive failed to materialize for many users, although
others never lost a byte. In our tests, the drives performed reliably. But
there is no way to extrapolate from our tests what will happen to your
data in three to five years.
5.25·INCH DRIVES

Ten X OptiXchange 940
Ten X Technology'S OptiXchange 940 takes a Panasonic OCU-300S multimode optical drive and adds a one-line LCD display, front-panel controls
for configuration management, and built-in firmware that allows either
write-once or rewriteable media to be used with NeXTSTEP.
While magneto-optical disks require that each sector be erased before
it is written, phase-change disks can be rewritten in a single pass, making
them inherently faster. Ten X's intelligent disk controller further boosts
performance by buffering all writes to the disk: W hile the drive is writing
data to the disk, it's actually accepting data from the computer for the next
write. This gave Ten X's drive hard-disk performance on writes.
With WORM (Write-Once-Read-Many) media, Ten X 's firmware
makes a WORM cartridge look like it is rea lly a rewriteable cartridge
(until it fills up) . On-the-fly data compression lets you store m uch more
with this drive than its competitors. Storing source code on a WORM cartridge, we got a 5: 1 compression ratio, which means that a single side of a
WORM cartridge could store 2GB or more of text.
WORM has a real security advantage: Once you put data on the disk,
it's never erased. Unfortunately, Ten X's firmware does not allow file-byfile retrieval of deleted files. Instead, the WORM software only lets you set
checkpoints and then return to them by sending commands over an RS232 interface or manipulating buttons on the drive's front panel. Be sure to
RESU LTS
unmount the disk first, or you'll crash UNIX.
[1 general, the 5.25-inch
The OptiXchange 940 with WORM media makes the most sense for
nits are bigger than their
sites
that need to store a lot of on-line information that doesn't change fre-inch cousins in every
quently.
Users interested in this option might do better to consider Ten X's
ly: They store more inforexpensive
WORM-only drive.
less
ion; their boxes have a
footprint; they have more
'; and they cost more. The Contemporary Cybernetics Group CY-2000
3.5-inch drives lived For the security-conscious, the most impressive drive of the batch is the
Contemporary Cybernetics Group CY-2 000, which takes Maxtor's new
up to the promise
drive and adds DES encryption. The CY-2000 controller can autoTahiti
~
of optical storage as
all information as it is written to the disk and decrypt it
maticallyencrypt
,
a commodity: We
as
it
is
read
back.
This
is great news for people using magneto-optical disks
had no problems
for
backup
of
important
files: A thief cannot read the archives.
exchanging cartridges
Unforttmately, U.S. law restricts the exporting of devices or programs
: two drives.
TS accustomed to the noto· with DES encryption to any country other than Canada. If you live any. performance of the NeXT· where else, you may have trouble purchasing a CY-2000 .
We liked the CY-2000's two-line LCD display, which tells the user
11 drive, the good news is
what
is going on inside the drive. An optional program that you can run
ent crop of third-party opI LLUSTRATION BY GORDON

MAC VS.

UNIX

FILE SYSTEMS

When you insert a blank optical disk Into a drive, NeXTSTEP 3.0 asks
you whether you want to fonnat the disk for a NeXT or a Macintosh.
Choosing NeXT initializes the disk with the UNIX File System (UFS);
choosing Macintosh Initializes the disk with Apple's Hierarchical File
System (HFS).
NeXTSTEP support for Apple's system should be great news for
administrators of optIcakIlsk drives in mixed AppIe-NeXT envir0nments. In theory, a mixed shop could simply fonnat all of its optical
disks with HFS and then freely move them back and forth between
Maca and NeXTs. After all, It's much faster to walk a few optical disks
across the room than to try and blast a couple hundracI megabytes
over a netwOl'k.
With this In mind, I did a one-on-one comparison of NeXTSTEP's
UFS and HFS implementations, both nanning on the same hardwarethe Microtech Genesis 120 3.5-inch rewriteable optical disk.
It took 15 minutes to Initialize a 120MB optical cartridge with
HFS; Initializing the same cartridge with UFS took just 30 seconds.
For the benchmark, I copied a 13MB folder from my home directory to the optical disk. I then timed how long It took to make a duplicate of that folder, copying from the optical disk to Itself. UFS took 14
minute.. 21 seconds; HFS took 39 minute.. 38 seconds. (For comparison, the same operation took Just 8 minutes, 30 seconds over NFS
and 5 minutes, 10 seconds with a local hanl disk.)
The real probItttn, though, wasn't the speed. It was the reliability.
NeXTSTEP 3.D's HFS implementation consistently misplaced the
contents of some files copied to the Macintosh file system. The file
names were there - I just couldn't read their contents.
I also found that I couldn't place NeXTSTEP application programs
on the optical disk, because NeXTSTEP's HFS implementation doesn't
support UNIX mode bits. Furthermore, NeXTSTEP 3.0 can't access
the resource fork of Macintosh files. WIth aD these shortcomings, the
answer Is clear: Although NeXTSTEP 3.D's HFS support is handy for
reading an occasional file from a Maclntosh-fonnatted disk, It Is bet·
ter to use UFS to fonnat disks that you're going to use with a NeXT on
a regular basis.

on the NeXT causes this display to indicate the name of the UNIX file system that is currently mounted inside the drive. You can display your own
messages as well.
We didn't like the fact that the CY-2000's encryption card must be
inserted and removed every time you mount a new optical disk. There is
little added security between this approach and simply inserting the card
when the drive is first turned on.
The most expensive drive we evaluated, the CY-2 000 should be considered by sites for which computer security and the possibility of information theft is of the utmost concern. It is also loud, so you will probably
want to keep it in the machine room.
Pinnacle OHD-6S0
Although Pinnacle's OHD-650 didn't have the fastest raw read-and-write
performance of the drives we tested, it blew away the competition in our
real-world benchmark, thanks to its 4M B internal cache. We saw harddisk performance from this optical drive. Perhaps other drive makers will
wake up and start adding a few hundred dollars worth of silicon to their
drives, which often cost twenty or thirty tinles as much.
The Pinnacle's case has contemporary styling that might be better
suited to a clock radio than a computer peripheral. It had the smallest footprint of the 5.25-inch drives tested.
Unfortunately, a bug in NeXTSTEP 3.0 prevents Workspace Manager
from recognizing and properly formatting the OHD-650 cartridges. That's
no problem for a UNIX expert, who can just edit the system's l etddisktab
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file and then run the UNIX disk command to format each cartridge. Pinnacle provides instructions on how to do this.
Nevertheless, Pinnacle's high performance, quiet fan, and patented
clear-cartridge optical media combined to make the Pinnacle our favorite
5.25-inch rewriteable optical disk available for NeXT at this time.
3.5-INCH DRIVES

PLI Infinity Optical 3.5-inch
Microtech International MP00339
Aside from minor performance differences, you will have a hard time telling the difference between the 3.5-inch optical disk drives in the PLI and
Microtech cases. We tried both of these drives with media from 3M and
Verbatim. The verdict: Aside from speed and noise, you can't tell these two
drives apart. And they appear to be completely compatible.
That's good news for customers. With increased popularity of this format, expect to see the cartridge price drop by as much as 60 percent by the

5.2S-1nch opIIcaI drMs

MecbIInIsm

0riIInaI NeXT Optical

Canon

Ten XTec:hnoIogy

Rewrlteable

0pIIl(changIe 940

WORM

PInnacle PM().65O

Contempol'll)'
CybemeIIcs CY·2000

WIthout encrypIIon
WIth encrypIIon

end of 1993. It is likely that the 3.5-inch media will replace SyQuest cartridges as the new standard in high-capacity removable media.
The bad news about the 3.5-inch optical disks is their capacity. At
120MB per single-sided cartridge, these cartridges will leave most people
used to NeXT's original optical disk yearning for more.
Both PLI and Microtech are likely to be offering a variety of 3.5-inch
mechanisms by the time this article is in print. Pinnacle also promises its
own 3.5-inch drive, which should be compatible with both the PLI and
Microtech.
Our recommendation for 3.5-inch drives: Call everybody and then
buy the drive that's the cheapest. In the end, that's what commodity markets are all about. •

In a January 1989 job interview, SIM SON L. GARFINKEL
advised Steve Jobs against including immature optical-disk technology
in the NeXTcube. He wasn't hired.
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teve Jobs had it all wrong.
At NeXTWORLD Expo last year, Jobs told a rapt audience
that Sun Microsystems was NeXT's "mother of all competitors."
Jobs told us how NeXT was making Sun feel the heat and
boasted that whenever Sun and NeXT went head to head, Sun lost the sale.
But with NeXTSTEP 3.0 running faster on a Dell '486 than it runs on
aNeXTstation Turbo Color, and with Jobs saying that NeXT Computer
is "an operating-systems company that makes great reference hardware,"
it's time for NeXT to wake up and realize that its competition isn't in
Mountain View or Cupertino, California, but in Redmond, Washington.
The choice these days isn't between NeXTSTEP and Solaris 2.0. It's
between NeXTSTEP and Windows NT. And
while NeXT has the superior technology,
Microsoft has superior marketing, marketing, and marketing.
Most NeXTSTEP developers expect to
see NeXT's inStalled base triple in 1993. Companies like Lighthouse Design and Stone
Design anticipate that between 50 percent
and 90 percent of their sales next year will
be to users running NeXTSTEP on Intelbased machines.
But history tells us that competing against
Microsoft with superior technology isn't
enough. If it was, Digital Research's DR-DOS would be outselling MS-DOS
in the PC world. But last year, despite the fact that it is better, faster, and
smaller, DR-DOS garnered just 9.7 percent of the DOS market.
In competing with NT, NeXT will emphasize the economic advantages of NeXTSTEP: It's faster, and therefore cheaper, to develop custom
applications with NeXTSTEP than any other operating environment. The
problem with this message is that if NeXT charges $995 for NeXTSTEP
'486, the money that companies save by developing with NeXTSTEP will

evaporate when the applications are fielded.
NeXT knows this. Unfortunately, NeXT can't charge $195 for NeXTSTEP without renegotiating its license fees for PostScript, Pantone, and
UNIX. Nevertheless, expect to see NeXTSTEP '486 for less than $500
soon after the product'S introduction.
That may not be cheap enough - especially when the cost of purchasing a new '486 box is factored into the equation. Companies that develop
custom applications for Windows can field them on '386 boxes.
The port of Altsys Virtuoso to Sun's Open Windows demonstrates
that it is possible to develop a program on NeXTSTEP and then transport
it to another environment. Bad news for NeXT: Ports to Microsoft Windowsare part of the business plan for
both Pages by Pages and Archetype
Page. Similar ports are under active
consideration at companies like Adamation and Athena Design.
NeXT can't stop those ports from
happening, but it could pick up $50
per end user by developing its own
porting kit and licensing that kit to developers. Such a kit would consist of
the NeXTSTEP AppKit and an embedded Display PostScript server. NeXTSTEP programs wouldn't run as well
under Windows NT as they run on NeXTSTEP - there would be no live
links, no workspace, no drag and drop, no Digital Librarian, only limited
cut and paste between applications - but the applications would run.
Companies would then upgrade to full NeXTSTEP when they needed
total integration, e-mail, and other offerings . •
S I M SON L. GAR FIN K E L, NeXTWORLD senior technical editor,
is coauthor of NeXTSTEP Programming (Springer- Verlag, 1992).
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All film output FREE if part of a printing project.
PostScript delivery next day, anywhere Federal Express goes.
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Now your NeXT computer can communicate with
VAX, Sun, HP, Prime or any other host using the
X Window System. Version 5.0 of eXodus for the
NeXT Computer is XllR5 compliant and offers:
• Rootless windows
• Full compatibility with NeXTSTEP 3.0
• Complete color support for all NeXT monitors
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Since Mesa shipped six months ago, it has become the standard NeXTSTE P'" spreadsheet
in the corporate community. Leading vendors have written Addlns for Mesa.
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Mesa has features fou nd in no other spreadsheet - on any machine.
Mesa makes moving to NeXTSTEP easier with Lotus macro execu tion, 1-2-3<!1> and Excel
file compatibility.
Mesa - the quickest spreadsheet available for NeXTSTEP.
technical support and one year of free upgrades.
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N EXT
ack when Ross Perot first met Steve Jobs at a party, the Texas
billionaire wasn't as famous as he would later become, but he
was just as frugal and conservative. It's hard to imagine that
Steve - with the pinstripe suit he doesn't own and the haircut
he doesn't have - matched Perot's idea of a prospective business partner.
Yet Perot was so impressed he invested millions of dollars in NeXT.
Dr. Keizo Yamaji, the worldwide head of Canon, is treated as a demigod in Japan. Yet he flew to California for the sole purpose of introducing
Steve's NeXTWORLD Expo keynote.
These reactions are far from unique. Conservative Wall Street businessmen, world leaders, and Japanese tycoons all trip over themselves to be near
Steve Jobs and respond to his requests. Why?
It's not as simple as wealth. By the standards
of the super-rich, Steve isn't. Without his noto-terribly-liquid stakes in NeXT and Pixar, his
net worth is probably less than $100 million,
well below the cutoff for inclusion in this year's
Forbes list of the 400 wealthiest Americans.
It can't just be that he has interesting things
to say. Industry leaders like Philippe Kahn and
Jim Manzi have lots to say, but they are not
the object of hero worship. It can't be that he
did something really important eight years ago;
his former sidekick Steve Wozniak is greeted
with curiosity but not the same awe. Charisma may be part of the equation,
but is it enough to explain why jaded luminaries act like they're at fantasy
baseball camp when they're around Steve?
No. Steve's stature and reputation stem from being both a man of
vision and a man of action. He not only wants to change the world, he
puts his time and money where his mouth is.
Look at the latest round of financing for NeXT. Canon provided a

INK
$55 million line of credit, and Steve provided an additional $10 million for
the same purpose. This is a promise of cash if needed (which it probably
will). It comes on top of the $30 million or more in hard currency that
Steve has already ponied up to start NeXT and keep it running.
Beyond the money, Steve's commitment to the cause shows up in the
long working hours he puts in at NeXT. Most of us in his position might
simply invest the money to throw off $10 million a year in interest. Given
Steve's lifestyle, that's a tremendous amount of money, something like a million plain, black turtlenecks from The Gap. He wouldn't have to deal with
the aggravation of running a company and answering to the press. No grueling rounds of keynote speeches. No glad handing of potential customers.
No suffering of earnest questioners who
rush the front of the room.
What if he had just sat back and kept
his Apple stock? Steve had about five million shares of Apple stock when he left in
1985. He sold it for about $130 million.
That same stock, after a split, would be
worth about four· times as much this year,
as much as $630 million. Even if he had
sold the stock, he could have participated
in much more boring and lucrative investments than Pixar and NeXT.
Instead, he's out there not only working every day but reaching into his pocket to further the cause. That's why
Ross Perot bought a big chunk of the company and sat on its board until
his presidential bid loomed. That's why Dr. Yamaji flew across the ocean
and then flew right back. That's why everyone takes Steve's calls. And
that's why people still believe in Steve Jobs. •
DAN

L A V I N comments on business issues in NeXT Ink.
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Announcing the 2nd annual gathering of the world-wide
NeXT community. It's an educational Users Conference.
It's a NeXTSTEP product exposition. It's an international
Developers Conference. It's a global User Group Meeting.
It's all this and more in one place, under one roof.

ANNOUNCING NeXTWORLD EXPO '93.
MAY 25-27, 1993,
THE MOSCONE CENTER,
SAN FRANCISCO.
Visit scores of product exhibits. See the first NeXTSTEP
'486 computer systems. Try your hand at the latest in
NeXT hardware, software, and peripherals. Meet with
leading-edge users and resellers. And learn from people who
are already putting NeXTSTEP technology to work in business, government, and education. Hear a keynote address
by Steve Jobs, President and CEO of NeXT Computer, Inc.
who'll have some exciting news to announce. For details
and advance registration information call today.

1-800-767-2336
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Appsoft's family of productivity tools don't just look right
together- they work right together.
One familiar user interface, one style of documentation, one
number to call for support, and one name to look to for all your
NeXTSTEPTM application needs. Advantages you won't find with
any other company, plus all the advantages built into
NeXTSTEP-instant graphics action with Display PostScript®,
drag and drop file manipulation, active links, and more.
PfJsoft
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We've planned so well that, just one year after we opened for
business, our family already numbers eight- and growing. Word
processing. Spreadsheet. Drawing. 3 -D graphics. Advanced
electronic mail. Image processing. Presentation. Information
management.
At Appsoft, we don't take our family responsibilities lightly.
We're committed to providing a complete range of productivity
tools for all N eXTSTEP computers. We've got a plan. Call us at
(800) 428-APPS today.
© 1993 . Appsoft. the Appsoft logo. t h e Appsoft produ ct names. an d "Softwar e for th e way you work" are trademarks of Appsoft. Inc. NeXTSTEP is a t ra d em ark of NeXT

Compu ter , Inc . Display Pos tScript is a registered trad emark of Adobe Systems. Inc.
Apps oft. Inc., P.O . Box 5 1950 . Palo Al to. CA 9430 1. (4 15) 8 02 -2900 .

REVIEWS

NeXTWORLD Reviews Policy
In the two years since we last published our reviews criteria, NeXTWORLD
has raised itS standards for cube ratings. 1111s statement summarizes the
scope, philosophy, and rating system for NeXTWORLD reviews.

Why reviews?
Computer software and hardware are expensive, both in dollars ~d the ~e
required to master them. Our readers rely on NeXTWORLD for unp~al, .
accurate informatioD to assist them in buying the right products to achieve thell
business solutions. Third parties receive independent evaluation and constructive criticism to aid them in improving their products.
The choice of products for review is solely the decision of the editors. Except
for specifically labeled beta and Coming Attraction reviews, NeXTWORLD
reviews only shipping products. In most cases, review units are supplied by the
vendor, though NeXTWORLD will purchase products for review when a supplier is uncooperative.
The editorial staff takes seriously the significant impact a review can have on
both users and developers. Our reviews are independent, impartial, and fair.
They reflect the combined judgment of the editorial staff and the reviewer.

Review criteria
NeXTWORLD reviews strive to answer the following three questions:

-+ How does this product compare to a baseline for all products in its category?
All word processors should be able to do certain things, while all flat-file
databases should have other capabilities.

-+ Within its category, which specific problems does this product soJve, and
how well does it solve them? This is based on the goals for the product set forth
by the manufacturer. Value is also a factor; The standards for a $99 paint program are different than those for a $695 professional illustration package. Ratings also depend on a comparison with a product's direct competitors.

-+ Ideally, what might this product and category do? Here we judge against an
absolute concept of excellence rather than a relative one. The NeXT environment allows for r€al innovation and we will reward those developers who strive
for something distinctly inventive. In answering this question, NeXTWORLD
will serve as an advocate for change.
Our ratings will be based almost entirely on the first two criteria. The third will
be used to suggest future improvements and as a qualifier for our highest rating.

Ratings
Our system runs from zero to five cubes, in half-cube increments. Only products that innovate and push the envelope are eligible for the five-cube rating.
Therefore, a very strong product without breakthrough features will receive a
maJcimum of four cubes. The average product will receive three cubes, and we
will avoid grade inflation over rime.
• • • • • Best of Breed. Solves users' problems in innovative ways. Meets
the highest goals of the platform.
• • • • Excellent. Does the job as advertised without bugs and adds some
useful touches.
• • • Good - Very good. A solid, workmanlike solution to users' problems.
May have some problems but gets the job done.
• • Fair. Adequate but with significant flaws. May still be a good purchase.
• Poor. We do not recommend this product.

Scanning the
Landscape
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Grayscale flatbefJ

OCR? Images? DTP? Take our tour
of the NeXT scanner market
by

RI C K

I

R E Y NO LD S

t one time, desktop scanners were considered
,
exotic ~er!pherals used
primanly 10 publishmg
applications. In the
image-conscious world of NeXTSTEP, however, most users want to
use photographs and other images
in their everyday documents and
mail messages. Desktop scanners
are quickly becoming an essential
part of a basic NeXT system.
The current availability of general-purpose NeXTSTEP scanning
software gives users a broad-range
of options among scanner types
and brands. That is a big change
from the situation as recently as a
year ago, when the NeXT scanner
market was dominated by a single
player, HSD Microcomputer U.S.
In some categories, scanners
have become as commonplace as
laser printers and hard disks. If you
have just budgeted for a scalmer
purchase, here is a look at the current field of offerings, to help you
find your way.

r!)

Choosing your direction
Scanners are customized both for a
variety of single purposes or many
purposes; how you plan to use your
scanner will determine which one
to buy.
If you find yourself typing text
into the computer from paper documents, a grayscale flatbed scanner
will help you with optical-character-recognition (OCR) capabilities.
You can also use a grayscale flatbed
scanner if you want to bring images
into your reports or newsletters
and print only to a black-and-white
output device.
If you want to add color graphics to your presentations or published documents, take a look at one
of the color flatbed scanners. The

If you have no immedi
color, tllere are several
grayscale scanners on t
market. The strongest
the popular HSD Scansional with PowerScan
Two advantages are th.
line-art-mode scanning
tions of up to 1200 dpi
dpi scanner, and the on
application in this class
with sharpening option
The Canon IX-3OF
sharp images and come
aggressive price point. I
scanning, you can add t
Automatic Document F
basic scans that require
up, this unit produced t
cans from our tests.
Second Glance Soft
cendy announced that i1
tic &Qftware now SUPPO]
ular Apple OneScannel
inal Apple Scanner, wh
longer sold. Beyond the
price and Apple's simple
some users may enjoy tt
having an Apple periphei
to their NeXT.
The weakest produc
lett-Packard's ScanJet ITl
stands for "personal," \\
case means a cheap prod

same holds true if you prepare advertising comps or multimedia presentations, or need to track colorimage data.
If you work in high-end professional publishing and need to scan
lots of images, a variety of slide
scanners is now available. Your
NeXT workstation also speaks easily with industry-standard high-end
systems like Crosfield and Linotype-Hell. Even if you have tmusual
needs, like creating scanned images
of tmee-dimensional solid objects,
there is a product for you_

Reading the terrain
For this article, we took every scanner we could get into the lab and
scanned the same reference images
into them. Cube ratings were assigned to all software and hardware we had in hand and are based
on both interface and technical
considerations. We paid particular
attention to how well each scanner
performed real-world tasks_ We
also gave major consideration to
ease of use.
Scanner hardware by itself isn't
much use without interface software to the NeXT. Some manufacturers provide bundled NeXT software, while some NeXT software
vendors provide solutions that
cover multiple scanners. We rated
each scanner/software combination
together, issuing separate ratings
in cases in which one scanner is supported by several different pieces
of software. We also rated the software separately, because many
users will buy these separately for
use with scanners they already have
for Macintoshes or PCs.
Of the 36 products mentioned
in this article, we assigned ratings
to 22_The rest are either not yet
available or are used as a small

• These 'p roducts are not primal
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component of larger documentmanagement systems and are therefore not equivalent products. Our
ratings provide you with a map,
but your particular needs will make
various features more or less important to you.

won't stand up to heavy use. Occasional users might find it adequate,
but most buyers want a scanner
they can beat on. The QScan software from Pixelution is a good
addition.

Grayscale flatbeds

If you want a good color scanner

If you have no inmlediate need for
colOI; there are several excellent
grayscale scanners on the NeXT
market. The strongest candidate is
the popular HSD Scan-X Professional with PowerScan software.
Two advantages are the enhanced
line-art-mode scanning for resolutions of up to 1200 dpi on a 600dpi S'CanneI; and the only scanning
application in this class of machine
with sharpening options.
"Ehe Canon IX-30F scans nice,
harp images and comes in at an
aggressive price point. For volume
scanning, you can add the optional
Automatic Document Feeder. For
basic scans that require no touching
up, this unit produced the best raw
scans from our tests.
Second Glance Software recently announced that its ScanTastic software now supports the popular Apple OneScanner and original Apple Scanner, which is no
longer sold. Beyond the competitive
price and Apple's simple design,
some users may enjoy the irony of
having an Apple peripheral attached
to their NeXT.
The weakest product is Hewlett-Packard's ScanJet IIp. The "p"
stands for "personal," which in this
case means a cheap product that

for desktop publishing, then you
have a great selection from which
to choose. This is the category with

Color flatbeds

able. In addition, the case is sturdy
and well built.
Microtek Labs used to sell the
immensely popular Microtek 600Z,
and there are many of them in use.
It is supported both by Pixelution
and Second Glance, although the
SCaIiller itself is no longer available.
Microtek's successor line, the ScanMaker II, will soon get software
support from Pixelution.
For color-image quality, we

Jet IIc, but the unit is smaller and
comes in politically correct black.
The Epson ES-300c also impressed us. It may be the least-expensive choice in this category, and it
comes with Goldleaf's excellent
eXTRA-SCAN software. Second
Glance also has a ScanTastic module for the Epson, but the Goldleaf
product is clearly a notch better,
with a superior interface and colormanagement-system features for
those who need the compensated
color abilities of PostScript Level II.
The Sharp JX-600, which was
a blockbuster in its tinle, is now an
aging model. A NeXTSTEP driver
has now been announced by Second Glance, and there are certainly
plenty of these units installed today,
but we can't help wondering why
Sharp hasn't seen fit to update this
product in nearly three years.

Higb-end options

the toughest competition, with HP,
HSD, Epson, and Microtek Labs in
a close race.
Unlike its personal cousin, the
HP ScanJet IIc is a solid product at
an attractive price. It runs with software from either Second Glance or
Pixelution. The engine that it shares
with the Microtek models is reli-

found that the UMAX engine in the
HSD Scan-X Color edged out the
others in color fidelity for unadjusted straight scans. If you regularly
correct your images anyway, this
may not matter to you. Still, for
speed, the image you didn't correct
is always the fastest. HSD's case is
not as substantial as the HP Scan-

Professional design and production
shops may have more need to scan
transparent art (slides) than reflective art (prints). An inexpensive and
effective solution, for resolutions up
to 1850 dpi, is the Microtek 1850S
Slide Scanner combined with Pi.xelution's QScan software. ScanTastic
drives the very popular Nikon
LS3510-AF scanners.
If you get a mixture of transparent and reflective art, the XRS
OmniMedia 6C has the easiest and
most sensible reflective-to-transparent art conversion. Simply flip the
lamp cover, pull out the lamp, rotate it 90 degrees, and plug it back
in. It takes five seconds and works

O·,.7 uu..-..... QfCII'199,
Yes

JPEG

Apple OneScanner, Sharp JX600,
HP Scanjet lie, Microtek 6OOl,
Epson ES3OOc, XRS OmniMedia,
NikonLS3510AF

7141855-2331

25381-G Alicia Pkwy. #357,
laguna Hills, CA 92653

Many

• These products are not primarily scanner interfaces, but should be viewed in stead as document-archiving systems.
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Colors

Manufacturer
Apple

Canon

$1545

IXScans
• • • ~ [beta)

CJ-I0

•• •
•••

ES-3OOc
ES-3OOc

Fujitsu
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you inight consider con
state-of-the-art scanner

300dpi

8-bIt".,

300dpi

8-bitgray

$6495

HSDCoIor-X

$995

400dpi

24-bit color

415J852-2000

$1399

GoIdIeaf eXIRASCAN

$495

300dpi

24-IIIt color

3101182-0770

$1399

Second Glance

$495

300dpi

24-IIIt color

£S..-c
ES-8OOc

24-IIIt color

3096G

8-bitgray

24-IIIt color

8001626-4686

3055 Orchard Dr.,
San Jose, CA 95134

3096E

$6720

:j:

Insight Software

$39s

400dpi

8-bitgray

$395

400dpi

8-bitgray

£195

600dpi

2..... color

$495

600dpi

244IIt color

400dpi

8-bitgray

EIedroFile
3093

HewIeIt-Paclcard

Insight Software

5cMJet1lc

•••

ScanJetIlc

HSD

$5650

:j:

Scan-X Pro
Scan-X Color

MIcroIek Labs

1850S

Nlkon

LS-3510AF [8 bit)

...
......

$1995

Second GIanc:e
ScanTasllc

8001752-0900

£195
~

$2195

4151964-1400

213f321·2121

PIxeIutIoa QScan

680 Kaox st.,
Tonance, CA 90502

*

LS-351OAF 112 bit)

~

$9535

Second Glance
ScanTastic

$495

3175 dpi

24-bit color

~

$11,316

Second Glance
ScanTastic

$495

3175 dpi

36-bit color

$1000

5000

Prism Technologies

4911J&156.10.81

8-bitgray

Second Glance
ScanTaStic

$495

600dpi

$495

600dpi

$495

For scanning
medical X-rays

51&547-4355

7()5.1523;.SS28

24-bit color

Tonance, CA 90503

OmniMedia 6cx

$4400

Second Glance
ScanTastic

* Untested, no rating; pl aced for info rmational purposes. t Brand-new products that were not yet ready to rate at press time. :j: VlSUS and Fujitsu sea rUlers are designed to be used foc
digital document-archiving purposes. No rating is assigned as these applications are too different from fl atbeds to make direct comparisons meaningful .
Review notes

A bidirectional interface is available to connect your NeXT workstation to very high end
rotary-drum scanning systems from Crosfield, Linotype-Hell, !tek, and Screen. This interfa ce is a combination hardware/software solution that allows your NeXT system to accept
scans directly, in resolutions of 18,000 dpi and greater.
Scantronix Ultra starts at $46,000 and requires Talus Imaging's ImagLink software
for the NeXT at $1250. For a lower-cost solution without multitasking capabilities, Scan-

tronix also offers the Omni, from $35,000, and which also requires Talus's ImagLink.
Scantronix: 310/644-8585 . Talus Imaging: 713/561-0700; info@talus.com.
NeXT WORLD was not able to evalu ate all of the largest, most specialized scanners
mentioned in this article in our own lab and we invite readers to contact vendors directly
for the location of an installation in their local area that they could visit personally.
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3055 Orchard Dr.,
San Jose, CA 95134

5301 SbMnI Creek Bhd.;
Santa aara, CA 95052

680 Kaax St.,
TorrIa:e, CA 90502

4030 Spencer St.,
Torrance, CA 90503

ers are designed to be used for

great in both modes.
Not every image, however, is
flat. Overhead scanners or CCD
(charged-coupled device) cameras
are like high-quality digital cameras
mounted on frames so they can
look down on an object. Place your
cloth, bowl of fruit, or other threedimensional object under the frame,
nap up images, and pass them to
your NeXT. Opto-Tech GmbH has
a selection of these models in addition to interface software for the
highly-reputed Rollei camera series.
Some publishing professionals
need the absolute finest images possible and can't trust their images to
anything that costs less than a million dollars. For these color connoisseurs, the names Linotype-Hell,
Crosfield, Itek, and Screen are a
great comfort. For less than $50,000,
you can connect your million-dollar
scanner to your $10,000 NeXT
workstation. In fact, some models
of the Scantronix interface allow
simultaneous use by both the scanner operator and the NeXT operator, for more efficient workflow. If
you need the mother of all systems,
you might consider connecting that
state-of-the-art scanner to a NeXT

using Scantronix Ultra with Talus
ImagLink software.

Specialty products
Prism Technologies has a digital still
camera, the Dycam Modell, which
functions like a regular camera and
can hold up to 32 images before
transferring them to your NeXT
(see "Photos Without Scanning,"
NeXTWORLD, Spring 1992). It
makes for an easy-to-use, mobile,
low-resolution-image scam1er.
Both Insight Software's ElectroFile and VISUS's PaperSight bring
nearly any kind of paper document
into an electronic environment,
where digital versions are stored,
organized, retrieved, and used in a
clean and effortless flow. Differences
between the two products arise out
of individual taste or particular
needs. While both use scanners very
similarly, VISUS chose to support
nearly every possible scanner one
might connect to the NeXT, while
ElectroFile supports only the HSD
scanners and the high-speed, heavyduty Fujitsu 3096E scanner.
Both products offer rudimentary export abilities, allowing users
to move the occasional scanned

image to another program, so both
could be used as general-purpose
scanner drivers. They are designed
for sophisticated document-storage
uses, however, and would result in
overkill if you are only interested in
simple image scanning.
The most interesting specialty
product may be the Canon C]-10
(known in Europe as the Canon
CLC-10), which combines a flatbed
scanner, bubble-jet printer, and
color copier in one integrated package. Three NeXTSTEP developers
are known to be working on interface packages for this unit. If you
need a color printer as well as a
color scanner, you might hold off
your purchase until you can get a
look at this unique and useful tool.

End of the journey?
Depending on your future needs, it
might make sense to buy a color
scanner even if you do not yet have
a color NeXT workstation. NeXTSTEP is intuitive enough to do the
right thing if you want to scan a
color image into a monochrome
NeXT. "You won't be able to view
your image in color, of course, but
all the color information will be

there. You can print it, e-mail it, or
take it to a service bureau just as if
you had used a color NeXT.
Our choices among desktop
scanners are the HSD Scan-X Color
with HSD PowerScan and the Epson ES-300c with Goldleaf eXTRASCAN. Both provide smoothly useful color-adjustment features and
more resolution than you may ever
need. HSD offers more basic image
manipulation and has a nicer user
interface, but Goldleaf offers the
advantage of an eXTRAS CAN bias
table for color-management-system
ties to a sister color-separation program, eXTRACOLOR.
In the end, we couldn't decide
which we liked best. If you are on a
budget, the lower cost of the EpsonJ
Goldleaf route may make sense, but
since your personal taste may differ
from ours, you should check out both
units before concluding your tour
of the NeXT scanner market. •
RIC K R E Y N 0 L D S is technical
director of Publish magazine and a
NeXTWORLD contributing editor.
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Please start my subscription to
NeX1WORLD EXTRA for just $29.95. I'll
get 12 monthly issues of NeX1WORl.D EXTRAthe NeXTWORLD newsletter that's guaranteed
to keep me informed with up-to-the minute facts
about the hottest computer market. Send no
money now. We'll bill you later.
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Mesa
When you need information at your fingertips fast, you need the Of- 2000 magneto-optical disk drive
TRUE "PLUG-AND-PLAY"
from Contemporary Cybernetics Group. It's like having unlimited storage space. With the ability to
COMPAliIBllIlY WI'FH:
access files in seconds. We call it "near-line" storage, and it's fully plug and play compatible with your Alliant
HP
PC38&IIx
Alpha.Mlcro
IBMASI400
PCM8-DOS
NeXT computer system.
AIIIIS
IBM
PC Xenlxl
Each erasable-rewritable optical platter stores one full gigabyte - perfect for data intensive applica- Apollo
Mainframe
Unix
Arlx
IBM RISCJ6000 Partee
tions like multi-media, desktop publishing and digital video. Plus, it's ideal for private databases and
IBM.RJI
AlIT
Plexus
Baslc4
IBMS138
PrIme
security-sensitive files because the disks can be removed to prevent unauthorized access. With a
Concurrant
Pyrarold
ICL
35 ms average seek time and a 10 Mbits per second transfer rate, you'll never have
Convergent
Intergraph
Sequent
DataGeneral
Motorola
Silicon
to wait to access files again.
DEC
Maclnlosh
Graphics
Stratus
The media are erasable, rewritable and extremely durable. One platter 3100/5000 McDonnell
Douglas
DECBI·Bus
Sun
can last up to 40 years. And because they're small and lightweight, DECHSC
NCR
Texas
DECO-Bus
NeXT
Instruments
you'll enjoy reduced storage and shipping costs.
DEC :ru/TA81 Novell
Unlsys
Wang
The Of- 2000 is part of our family of data storage products DEC Unibus OS/2
. GouldlEncore PS/2
andmors
that includes QIC streamers, magneto-optical disk drives,
and 8mm helical scan tape subsystems and libraries. CON T
If file access is trying your patience, don't wait ~C~YU'B~""~:iiIi.~_iI
another minute. For complete information on the
Of-2000, call today at (804) 873-9000.

Europe Tel: + 31 838551708 FAX: +31 838550596 Scandinavia Tel: +4727958 80 FAX: +472783601 FranceTel: +3388 6712 45
FAX +33 88 66 7919JapanTel: +81 336395841 FAX: +91 336395865 U.K. Tel: +44 7373 73544 FAX: +44 7373 62813
New Zealand Tel: +64 9 4791100 FAX: +64 9 479 8009 R.O.C. Tel: +88625068702 FAX: +886 2 5014198
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Mesa sets out to be a straigh~
basic spreadsheet, and that's i
is. A macro recorder and a be
would be nice, but Mesa gets
done - and you can't beat th
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Athena Design, 17 St. Mary's
Boston, MA 02146. 617f734-
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pressing Shift-Return. In other sp
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Comforts of Home
Athena Designs Mesa spreadsheet will
seem familiar to 1-2-3 and Excel users
by

ROBERT

LAURISTON

he NeXT's application
inventory has, up until
now, been a little weak
in the spreadsheet department. Improv's
mul-tidimensional approach is great
for some jobs but poorly suited for
others, and the program lacks
macros. Wingz offers a wide range
of gl'aphing options and an elaborate scripting language, but its
klunky interface makes it hard to
use. Those used to spreadsheets on
other platforms are not likely to
find either an appealing choice.
Such users should feel right at
home with Athena Design's Mesa.
We judged it against the industry
standards on the PC and Mac Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Exceland found it to be better in some
ways but lacking in others.
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Graphics
Stratus
Sun
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511

:e Tel: + 3388 67 12 45
'37362813

Familiar tenitory

With a few exceptions, Mesa's feature set matches the one for Lotus
1-2-3 Version 2.2, with some Excelstyle ease-of-use tricks thrown in
for good measure. There is a tutorial
to help 1-2-3 users get used to working with the mouse, and a slashkey (I) command translator on the
Help menu. Mesa will accept either
1-2-3 or Excel formula formats@SUM(Al..B2) or =SUM(Al.B2)so you can use whichever you are
used to. Mesa does not have a feature set to compete with the newer
standard spreadsheets, such as 1-23 Release 3.x, but many users do
not want that much complexity in
their spreadsheet.
Mesa is also completely formula-compatible with the WK.1 file
format in 1-2-3 2.x, so you can easily load files you get from people on
other platforms. Unfortunately, it
can export only comma-delimited
Ascn. Another limitation is that
Mesa recognizes only a subset of
Mesa sets out to be a straightforward
the WK.1 macro functions, so not
basic spreadsheet, and that's just what it
all 1-2-3 macros will run successis. A macro recorder and a better Undo
would be nice, but Mesa gets the job
fully. The macro interpreter is
done - and you can't beat the price.
apparently included just as an aid
to 1-2-3 users; there's no macro
recorder or macro-language documentation. There is also a tool kit
for using Mesa with Objective-Co
While that's great
for developers of
sophisticated spreadsheet applications, it
won't help average
users automate repetitive tasks.
Mesa is not a
U~":"
I~u:,. ::'"'
- ~~~~~~~'~~ I
slavish 1-2-3 clone;
the programmers
came up with a few
cool ideas of their
own to make Mesa
easier to use. The
Fill Smart feature
This wor1Isheet shows Mesa's @SAME and @NEXT functions. H
uses Mesa's unique
was created by selecting A1-A12, then typing "Janua!),," and
@NEXT and @SAME
pressing Shift·Retum. In other spreadsheets (except Improvl,
functions to eliminate
users would have to copy the new fonnula manually.

the need to type each
entry in a series of
labels or recopy a
series of formulas
when editing (see
illustration). Auto
Grow ranges are
handy when adding
records to a database.
Cells are automatically formatted and
formulas entered to
match the existing
database records.
Like Excel, you can
double-click row or
column boundaries

~~
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Mesa includes most of the chart types found in Lotus 1·2·3 or
Excel 2.x. 3-D support has recently been added.

to enter Best Height or Best Width
commands, and drag and drop a
range to move or copy it.
Mesa includes a powerful but
decidedly inelegant band-style report generator. You define printouts
by typing a list of ranges or graph
names in the order you want them
to appear. You can print graphs and
cell data side by side, if they appear
that way in the worksheet.
Nasty sbJff
A macro recorder isn't the only
thing Mesa did not borrow from 1-2-3's bag of tricks. It is also missing
an Undo key. Since these are two of
Improv's biggest faults, that gives
Improv users less reason to switch.
Instead of undoing your last command, Alternate-z works like Esc in
1-2-3 or Excel: It restores what was
in a cell before you started typing,
so long as you haven't yet pressed
Return or moved out of the cell. To
make things worse, if you instinctively press the Esc key to correct a
typo, Mesa saves the mistake, then
moves the cursor to cell Al. Athena
Design also wrote its own text objects, which don't work with NeXT's
Services menu or spell checker.
Another problem is the way
Mesa handles cell styles. There are
Base Style buttons in both the Sheet
Inspector and -the Cell Format Inspector. Logically, you'd expect that
clicking a style button and then
changing formats would change
that style, but that only works in
the Sheet Inspector. If you try it in
the Cell Format Inspector, as the
manual seems to suggest you can, it
overrides the base style for the currently selected cells. If you try to reapply the style later, those modified
with the Cell Format Inspector don't

change. Since styles normally make
global changes, this is very confusing. Athena is revising these inspectors in the next release. In fact,
many of Mesa's irritants could disappear over time as Athena adds
features and corrects problems.

Get your copy today
Mesa is missing a few basic tools,
and there are gaps in the manual.
Still, given the alternatives (Improv
and Wingz), I think most people
will prefer Mesa, especially if they
do not need modeling or complex
scripting features.
But you do not have to take
my word for it; grab a copy of the
free Mesa demo from the archives
or a friend who owns the program,
and decide for yourself. The demo
is fully functional, except that you
can't create a worksheet larger than
32 by 32 cells.
If you buy the full package at
$499 list, you get a printed manual
and the ability to create huge worksheets (up to 16KB by 16KB). You
also get free technical support by
phone (your dime) or NeXTmail.
Students can buy a $99 version
with the manual in a PostScript file,
and there is a floating-license-server
option for networks. •
ROB ERT LAURISTON

reviewed other NeXT spreadsheets
in the January/February 1991 issue
of NeXTWORLD.
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'emote Control
MicroPhone II offers whiz-bang
scripting but has some rough edges
R OB ER T

LAURISTO N

he box says it all: "Compuserve, Genie, Dialog,
Dow Jones, Mead, and
other remote information services, accessible
at the touch of a button . .. robust
scripting and automation power
take the drudgery out of connecting, navigating, downloading, and
other routine actions."
That is quite a boast, but Software Ventures Corporation's first
NeXT release is not quite as simple
as all that: While MicroPhone IT
excels in providing tools to build a
custom front end with a common
interface to all your dial-up services, writing those applications
can involve a significant amount of
drudgery.
Despite some rough edges that
we encountered in program setup
and scr.ipting, the program handled
all major telecom tasks and proved
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nostalgia bUf"t's.

Scripts defined in a seHings file show up as buHons on the top of MicroPhone II's tenninal
reliable once those tasks were set
window. Users can tear off the Phone and Transfer menus for easy access but can write
up. With its extensive scripting feascripts to assign them to buHons.
tures, Software Ventures's responsive tech support, and the company's with the supplied driver.
mands on the fly. For example, a
Once I had the program rungenerous 30-day return policy, we
Compuserve script might display
recommend MicroPhone IT for users ning, I followed the instructions in
different button groups, depending
with heavy dial-up communicaon whether you are navigating,
the extensive user's guide for logtions needs.
ging onto a BBS, uploading and
reading messages, or transferring
The basic task of a telecommu- downloading files, and recording
files. You can even create Micronications program is simply dialing
and editing scripts. This was all
Phone front ends with Interface
an on-line service and downloading
pretty straightforward, except for
Builder, though I found that task
files. Since many users are confused one odd aspect of MicroPhone II's
exceeded my limited programnling
skills. Learning to use these adabout telecommunications, this task design: All of the phone numbers
should be as transparent as possivanced scripting features would
stored in a settings file share the
ble. An advanced program such as
same communication, terminal, file- be easier if Software Ventures protransfer, and modem settings. That
vided more samples.
MicroPhone IT should use scripting
might make sense if you are buildto automate the process and allow
Special modem-driver scripts
a company to provide completed,
ing a fancy turnkey app, but if you
are bundled with the program.
customized turnkey dial-up soluWhen you switch to a new modem
just want to store log-on scripts
with a different command set, you
tions to individual users.
for your half-dozen favorite on-line
MicroPhone II's terminal emuload a new modem driver and do
services, it is very awkward. You
lation is basic: just TrY, VTI02,
not have to revise your scripts. Driveither have to change the settings
and VT220. Keyboard mapping is
ers are included for high-speed momanually in each service's script, or
flexible . You can assign a script to
store each number in a separate file. dems from Hayes, Intel, Multi-Tech,
Practical Peripherals, Prometheus,
any available Command-key com(Software Ventures says it is workbination. You can also redefine any ing on a more conventional dialing
Supra, Telebit, US Robotics, and
Zoom, plus generic Hayes-compatikey, with or without combinations
directory for a future release.)
ble, MNP, and V.32. If you've got
of Control, Alternate, and Shift
the necessary technical know-how,
modifiers, as any character or string The good news
you can even write your own.
The best part of MicroPhone IT is
of characters.
If you want to use your NeXT
For downloading, MicroPhone its scripting capabilities. The Watch
IT supports most popular file-trans- Me recorder makes it easy to create to access on-line services by modem, MicroPhone IT is, despite its
fer protocols: Xmodem, Xmodembasic scripts. You can even nest
flaws, definitely worth considering.
lK, Xmodem-CRC, Ymodem,
scripts, so you can use one master
Ymodem-G, Zmodem, and Kermit. log-on script for all the task-specific Once you get the program working
smoothly, it offers all the on-line
The one big omission is Compuscripts you might create for a partools most people need. If you have
ticular service.
serveB.
trouble getting the program set up,
For more complicated tasks,
Software Ventures's technical staff
you use the menu-driven script ediStatic
promises to solve them, and they
In actual usage, MicroPhone IT has
tor. All MicroPhone IT's commands
delivered on that promise with me.
rough edges. When I first installed
and their options are listed in a llierMicroPhone IT has lots of room to
archical tree, so you don't have to
the program, it wouldn't work at
mature, but this first release more
all. After a chat with Software Ven- learn or type any complicated code.
. tures's tech support, we determined The language has a full set of logical
than adequately fills the need for a
customizable telecom program on
the problem was MicroPhone IT's
operators, so you can make scripts
the NeXT platform. •
Telebit T2500 driver. When I
respond to a wide variety of condiswitched to the generic driver, the
tions. For example, the first time you
run a log-on script, you could have it ROBERT LAURI S TON isa
program worked, after a fashion,
NeXTWORLD contributing editor.
prompt the user for a name and
but my T2500 still ignored some
commands, like Hang Up. Rather
password, and after that the script
would supply them automatically.
than spend several hours tweaking
modem settings, I switched to a
You can use scripts to add or
remove buttons and menu comSupra modem, which worked fine
FEBRUARY/MARCH 1993
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ThePlaceto Go
For
tever 's NeXT.
You can think of us as your NeXT
purchasing department.
........ here are all kinds of
companies making products for
the NeXT market.
From three-person startups to mega-corporations
that have been dominant
forces in the PC and Mac
markets for years. That
makes things exciting and
sometimes a little confusing. Because each company tends to have
different policies and
procedures.
Fortunately, we have relationships with all these companies. And we buy in quanti ties that, well, gives us a bit of
clout. Which means that
whether you're looking for one
copy or a company-wide purchase, we can help you get the
best possible deal.
In fact, we recently established a Corporate Account
Support Program for busi-

And you can also think of us as your
NeXT consultant.

Chuck Milliken,
NeXTConnection Corporate Sales

nesses, schools, government
agencies, and anyone else who
buys in large quantities. We
provide an up-to-date product
list every month complete with
the latest version number, list
price, our price, and MBG
(Money-Back Guarantee)
information.

When you need to make a
volume purchase we will negotiate the best deal for you, be it a
site license, volume
discount, or special educational price. And, no
matter how many products you order, you get all
our legendary services!
One-stop shopping. We
have the largest variety of
NeXT software and
peripherals anywhere.
Toll-free support Call us
with any questions about compatibility or features before or
after you buy.
Money-Back Guarantees.
Many products are now covered
for 30 or 60 days. If you're not
satisfled for any reason, just call ,
for a return authorization and
send it back.
Everything Ovemight~ All
non-COD, in-stock orders
phoned in by 3:00 a.m. are
shipped overnight for just $3.

STO
At Stone Design, anyone I
and businesses don't need
databases. Especially wher
flatfile li ke DataPhile on th
The simple visual interfa
custom database. Default \
data entry a snap and Data
from an existing text file. (I
and sounds, too.)
With the default view you
Or design custom views co
records, labels, graphic ele
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WHY MAKE THINGS DIFFICULT?
STONE DESIGN
At Stone Design, anyone can deal with data. Most people
and businesses don't need the complexities of relational
databases. Especially when they can have a sophisticated
flatfilelike DataPhile on thei r NeXT.
The simple visual interface makes quick work of creating a
custom database. Default values and entry lists make manual
data entry a snap and DataPhile can also incorporate data
from an existing text file. (Databases can include graphics
and sounds, too.)
With the default view you can start entering data immediately.
Or design custom views complete with specific fields, multiple
records, labels, graphic elements, rules, grids, and more.

When it's time to search or sort for reports, "btree"
technology keeps the speed high, and user-specifiablefield
indices give you a wide range of sorting options.
And create dazzling drawings. You'll be sending those
designers running for cover when you start to Create your
own high-impact logos, display text, and graphic designs
with this powerful color draw program.
The extensive tool palette lets you develop a wide variety
of objects (circles, ovals, rectangles, beziers, freehand
shapes, and more) with or without text. "Inspectors" help
you modify line characteristics, choose fill colors and
patterns, and skew, scale, rotate, align, etc. Create includes

all the powerful text effects of Stone Design's popular TextArt
including kerning and font controls.
Layout tools include grid and ruler controls, multiple zoom
views, object grouping, alignment, and more. And you can use
it with DataPhileto create a compact database for graphics.
Whether you want to design logos or enhance your
reports, Create puts PostScript draw power within reach.
Stone Design, Inc. ". 30 day MBG
1637 Dataphile 1.04 ................................................. $529.
1066 Create 1.1 ........................................................... 395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 ................ ......................................... 229.

THE GRAPHICS TOOL THAT SHOWS THE WAY.
DIAGRAM!
Now you can show exactly what you mean. Diagram! is a
smart, general-purpase graphics taal designed far business
graphics and technical drawing. When it cames to. graphically
describing infarmatian, no. ather applicatian matches its
pawer and flexibility.
By taking a new appraach to. creating graphics, Diagram!
is far faster than canventianal drawing taals. Users can drag
and drop graphical elements into. their dacuments withaut
selecting different taals far drawing and editing. With
Diagram!'s user-extensible palettes, frequently used drawing
symbals are anly a mouseclick away. And when it cames to.
editing and revisian, no. ather drawing taal even cames

clase-lines and text labels autamatically redraw themselves,
ending haurs af revisian headaches. Naw yau can cancentrate
an ideas rather than the mechanics af drawing.
Diagram! is also. an ideal taal far develapers af "missiancritical" custam apps who. want to. draw initial plans and
requirements thraugh CASE drawings. Data flaw and entity
relatianship diagrams are made easy-and the extensible
palettes even suppart custam ar in-hause design specificatian
systems. Diagram' also. speeds camman documentatian
tasks such as adding descriptive callaut text to. screen shats
ar interface mack-ups.
With its ability to. link files and applications to. drawings,
Diagram! is also. the perfect taal far integrating and navigating

yaur whale warld af infarmatian. Dauble-clicking links in
Diagram! dacuments brings up spreadsheets, ward processars,
ar ather NeXTSTEP applicatians. To. include EPS and TIFF
images, just drag and drap. And , af caurse, images generated
in Diagram! can be easily capied and pasted into. ather
applicatians-like Concurrence (see appasite page).
Diagram! , the graphics pragram designed far peaple who.
use them every day.
Lighthouse DeSign, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
8621 Diagram! 1.1 ............................ special offer $239.
8686 Diagram! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0) ............. 395.

CON
"Worth the price of a NeX
Barlaw described Concum
NeXTSTEP's first general-~
applicatian, and ane af the
'92 NeXTWORLD Expo.. Cr(
best-selling Diagram!, Can
the business af cammunic,
Cancurrence's autliner i~
collapse and expand capab
and labels make it a breeze
autlines. Plus, with the buil
tapic farmatting features, Y
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leXTSTEP 3.0) ............. 395.

POWERFUL PRESENTATIONS COME TO NEXTSTEP.
CONCURRENCE
"Worth the price of a NeXT all by itself." That's how John
Barlow described Concurrence (NeXTWORLD Spring '92),
NeXTSTEP's first general-purpose presentation and outlining
application, and one of the major highlights of the January
'92 NeXTWORLD Expo. Created by the same team behind the
best-selling Diagram!, Concurrence is the tool for anyone in
the business of communicating through presentations.
Concurrence's outliner is built for brainstorming. The
collapse and expand capabilities, drag-and-drop text, rulers,
and labels make it a breeze to create even the most complex
outlines. Plus, with the built-in spell checker and automatic
topic formatting features, you can get professional-quality

results immediately. You can even use multiple views to
create several versions of the same outline, and modify them
all simultaneously!
Just push a button to hot-link a presentation to your outline.
With its voice-overs and drag-and-drop graphics, Concurrence
makes multimedia presentations on your NeXT a reality
today. To bring the true power behind NeXTSTEP to your
Concurrence presentations, add file links from other applications (such as Diagram l ) and choose from an impressive
array of transition effects. You can also create multiple
versions of the same presentations, using different fonts,
colors, and backgrounds-they'll track each other word for
word. In no time at all, you'll be preparing high-impact

presentations for delivery across your entire organization!
And when it comes to quality output-whether it's viewgraphs, 35mm slides, or overheads-just hook your NeXT to
any PostScript output device or send your Concurrence
documents via NeXT Mail to one of Lighthouse's qualified
service bureaus. As the review in NeXTWORLD (Summer '92)
put it, "Concurrence is a compelling piece of software that
NeXT users won't want to live without."
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ". 60 day MBG
2409 Concurrence 1.1 ............................................

$795.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
Power of Sybase at your fingertips. Professional software has
a complete set of tools free of Objective-C for Sybase
applications and databases.
Objective DB Toolkit is designed for NeXTSTEP developers
who need the power of Sybase but want the convenience of
programming in SOL. The rich set of objects in both palettes
allows users to develop complex applications with little knowledge of NeXT's AppKit and very little, if any, Objective-C code
is required. The Toolkit is straightforward, and has a short
learning curve enabling untrained (and trained) developers to
design applications in the NeXTSTEP environment much faster
and with greater ease.
Best of all, the program's ease of use doesn't mean your options
are limited. Any field value can be substituted in SOL statements.
Internal variables can be used to communicate data from field
to field or window to window. Exits can be cascaded in a single
field. DB Toolkit is for the serious application developer who
needs the power of Sybase without the pain of 3GL coding.
Get Objective DB Designer free with the purchase of the
Toolkit. It's a database design tool specifically for the Sybase
engine. The Designer no longer requires you to know or type
tedious SOL statements, allowing you to build database tables
using only the mouse through a highly visual and Interactive
NeXTSTEP-designed interface. Includes a full report writer.
Both the Objective DB Toolkit and Objective DB Designer
run on NeXTSTEP 2, NeXTSTEP 3, and NeXTSTEP 486.
Professional Software
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 ......................................

$895.

METROToOLS
Save your screen, import Mac fonts, find lost files, and more. The six utilities in MetroTools
can really enhance your NeXT productivity. Former Mac users will particularly appreciate the
Font Installer which provides one-step drag-and-drop installation of both NeXT and Mac
PostScript fonts the and Sound Importer which converts Mac sound files to NeXT format.
The NiteLite screen saver uses colorful animations to protect your display from burn-in and
prying eyes, and it offers several workspace backdrops. The Application Launcher lets you
create up to 32 groups of applications and documents that can be launched by clicking on tiles
or mini-icons. The Archiver offers drag-and-drop file compression, decompression, and
archiving while the File Locator offers several name-matching schemes to find misplaced files.
You can also sort by date, time, owner, and size. As NeXTWORLD (Winter 1992) wrote,
"... convenience and value recommend this bag of tricks."
Metrosoft ... 30 day MBG
8325 MetroTools 1.2 ........................ .............................................................................

$69.

MIDIAPOLIS SYSTEMS
Inexpensive and powerful. Warplt is the Image Transformation application that lets you distort
images to create new images and animation. ArtBursts are digital art collections like you've never
seen-great for adding pizzazz to brochures and applications. SoundBursts are CD-quality digital
sound collections you can add to presentations, voice annotations, and music scores. SoundHouse
lets you quickly create voice annotations and music recordings. DayTripper is the personal and
group time manager that lets you set up appointments and reminders for days, weeks, months,
and more. DigitalRhymes is a digital library of rhymes to make songwriting less of a chore.
MlDlapolis Systems .. , 30 day MBG
9736 Warplt 1.1 ............................................................................................................ $179.
10012 ArtBursts: Backgrounds ............ 79.
10013 ArtBursts Borders & Boxes ..... 79.
10014 ArtBursts: Designs .................... 79.
10015 ArtBursts: Iconst..................... 79.
5972 SoundBursts: Effects ................. 79.
6025 SoundBursts: Percussion ......... 79.
7141 SoundHouse ............................... 59.
10011 DigitaIRhymes ........................... 99.
10044 DayTripper ................................................................................................................. 99.
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MEET APPSOFT'S EXTENDED FAMILY.
ApPSOFT
Appsoft's family now numbers eight-powerful productivity
tools for any NeXTSTEP computer.
WriteNow-create professional-looking letters, reports,
and newsletters. This spring, upgrade to our new version.
Get Write for extra power.
Image-advanced 24-bit image retouching and painting
tools, with more than 25 advanced filters.
Draw-the easy way to prepare exciting graphics,
business forms, and multi-page newsletters.
Perspective-work with the RenderMan engine in
NeXTSTEP 3.0 to build exciting 3D images.
Assistant-automate your scheduling, appointments,

to-do lists, and address book.
Presents-design presentations with easy drawing tools
or imported graphics.
Solution-test our spreadsheet's powerful scripting,
integrated math functions, and 3D graphics.
Express-add advanced features to NeXT Mail. Tie into
outside services and script custom features .
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 ................................................. $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ...................................... 739.
8685 Image 1.0 .......................................................... 749.
10029 Image 1.0 (5 pack) ......................................... 3295.

4465
7028
10027
10028
10025
10026
10019
10020
10017
10018
10023

Draw 1.02 ............................................. :........... 299.
Draw 1.02 (5 pack) ........................................ 1295.
Solution 1.0 ...................................................... 449.
Solution 1.0 (5 pack) .............. .. ...................... 1895.
Perspective 1.0 ................................................. 295.
Perspective 1.0 (5 pack) ................................ 1295.
Assistant 1.0..................................................... 219.
Assistant 1.0 (5 pack) ....................................... 959.
Presents 1.0 ...................................................... 369.
Presents 1.0 (5 pack) ..................................... 1695.
Express 1.0.......................................................... 79.
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Say good-bye to models with out-dated data. Objective
Technologies' OTProvide automatically links your database with
your Improvspreadsheel. Every time you open a spreadsheet,
the latest data is imported to refresh the model. With OTProvide
you can be confident that your calculations are based on the
most up-to-date information. Plus you'll eliminate timeconsuming data entry and avoid data entry errors.
SqlBuddy, new from Objective Technologies, is the database
tool for professionals. It creates a friendly environment for
working with relational databases. With it, you can perform
database queries and commands and review the results. You
don't need to know th Structured Ouery language (SOL)
because SqlBuddy has an easy-to-use point and click interface.
Also try Objective Technologies' developer tools designed to
enhance developer efficiency and consistency: GraphPalette
(to graph data in custom applications), MathPalette (to create
links to Mathematica), SmartFieldPalette (to restrict and format
input), and ChooserPalette (to manage selection lists).
Objective Technologies
3282 OTProvide 1.0 ..................................................... $699.
7142 SqlBuddy (floating license). ................................... 399.
9344 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Graph .................................... 1259.
9346 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Math ......................................... 650.
9345 lOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField ................................ 650.
9347 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser ................................... 429.

MESA
MESA-your corporate spreadsheet solution! Finally an easy-to-use spreadsheet designed
exclusively to take advantage of the power of NeXT. John Perry Barlow of NeXTWORlD (Winter
1992) wrote, "If you know either lotus or Excel, you shouldn't even need to open its manual."
New features include 3D graphing capability, full SOL capabilities via DBKit, available real time
stock market data feeds, and point and click sheet linking.
Mesa doesn't ignore the basics! It reads lotus and Excel files. In benchmark tests it
preformed over 30 times faster than Improv.
Presentation quality reports-unlimited text and color choices for each cell. Place commands,
macros, queries, and reports in a user-definable toolbar. Mesa Object Library allows placement
of live spreadsheet views and graphs in custom applications. Infinite number of views.
Unlimited technical support.
Athena Design ... 30 day MRG
8684 Mesa 1.3............. .......... ........... ............ .......... ........... .......... .. ................

$395.

EXODUS
eXodus leads the way to the promised land of Xand NeXTSTEP integration. Applications
using the XWindow System are seamlessly integrated into NeXT's remarkable graphical user
environment with eXodus. Use it to connect to Xapplications on any host that supports TCP/IPSun, HP, IBM, DEC, etc.-or run X programs installed directly on your NeXT. eXodus allows
NeXTSTEP and Xapps to run simultaneously, side by side, so you can maximize your NeXT
investment and training while saving the cost of additional Xterminals.
Version 5.0 of eXodus for the NeXT Computer is based on X11, Release 5 of the X Window
System from MIT. New features include complete color support for all NeXT monitors, "rootless"
windows and full compatiblity with NeXT Computer's release of NeXTSTEP 3.0. It's easy to
install-no special hardware or software is required! And comes with some basic X programs
to help you get started. From the same people who developed eXodus for the Macintosh.
White Pine Software
6316 eXodus 5.0....................................................... ....................................................

$239.
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INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS
SoftPC Professional is the award-winning software-only
solution that lets you run more than 50,000 DOS applications on your NeXT. "SoftPC Ranks as one of the most
important programs for the NeXT," says NeXTWORLD
(4i91). Now SoftPC Professional supports protect mode,
VGA, and even Super VGA graphics-PC CD-ROMs too!
And now SoftPC with Windows, the newest member of
the SoftPC family, includes Microsoft Windows 3.1 installed
and ready to run with a set of optimized drivers to speed
up Windows.
SoftPC Professional and SoftPC with Windows come
with DOS 5.0 pre-installed. Both offer protect mode support,

Super VGA, EGA, CGA graphics support, two serial ports, two
parallel ports, and PC CD-ROM support. They support both
extended and expanded memory configurations and can be
configured for multiple hard disks. They both allow DOS
access to the UNIX file system.
When it comes to performance, SoftPC and NeXTSTEP
make a great team. You can run multiple DOS windows
and even run NeXT and DOS software side by side. Sharing
files is as easy as cutting and pasting. There's also support
for EMS 4.0 expanded memory-in fact, SoftPC can access
32 MB of RAM, enough for even the most RAM-intensive
applications. For optimum performance, the recommended
system configurations calls for at least 16 MB RAM memory

and the fastest processor available.
The power of the NeXT-The application library of DOSThat's SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC Professional ....................................... $329.
10010 SoftPC with Windows ....................................... 419.

Get professional drawing results with tools from the drawing
professionals with the advanced PostScript drawing design
and production program, Virtuoso. As the developer of awardwinning graphics programs such as Fontographerand Aldus
FreeHand, Altsys knows what you need most from a drawing
program. Altsys has taken their knowledge and experience and
combined it with the power of the NeXT to bring you Virtuoso.
You can create artwork free-style with the Freehand drawing
tool or import it 'form the extensive, professional clip-art library.
Draw basic shapes and lines with the rectangle, oval, and
straight line tool, or get fancy with the Multigon and Pen tools.
Rotate, reflect, scale, and skew objects quickly and easily.
Autotrace scanned images with superb control.
Virtuoso also gives you the editing, coloring, and organization
tools you need to create your designs. Undo or redo-not just
the last few actions, but up to 100 levels. Zoom in or out-not
just 100% or 200%, but up to 1600%. Choose spot process colors
from the NeXT Color Panel, then drag and drop them into objects.
Automatically create percentages of any color with the Tint
Panel. Maintain your work in an unlimited number of nameable,
reorderable layers-each one separately hideable and lockable.
Wonderfully flexible PostScript support, meticulously accurate
alignment control, superb text editing and typographic control,
varied import and export capabilities, comprehensive built-in production tools (including color separations, spot-to-process conversions, and on-screen previews)-all this is just the beginning
of the list of innovative and productive features in Virtuoso, each
designed to simplify your work and stimulate your creativity.
Altsys Corporation
6931 Virtuoso 1.0 .......................................................
8683 Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) ..........................................

$495.
1895.

WORDPERFECT
WordPerfect unleashed! Full-time WYSIWYG and effortless
multitasking. There are a whole lot of DOS users of WordPerfect
out there who are struggling with whether they should start
using their favorite application under Windows or on the Mac.
Well, the answer is neither. If you want to realize WordPerfect's
full word-processing potential, the solution is NeXT.
NeXT's unified PostScript imaging system puts the WordPerfect
Preview mode to rest once and for all. Every element, including
fonts of all sizes, headers, footer, footnotes, graphics, and
columns, always appear just as they will print. And NeXT
features like built-in multitasking and fax capability make
WordPerfect the ultimate power tool for working with words.
But, of course, not just words. WordPe1ect easily integrates
text and graphics. Just grab your image file with the mouse and
drop it on the page wherever you want (inserted in a line of
text, tied to a paragraph, or even placed in a header or footer).
You can scale, move, and rotate your images every which way,
and add captions and borders with ease. Each time the type will
automatically rearrange itself.
Naturally, you get all the basic word-processing power
features WordPerfect is famous for: parallel and newspaper
columns, powerful macros, mail merge, table of contents,
indexing, footnotes/endnotes, a 115,000-word spell checker,
thesaurus, and automatic timed backup. Any questions? Ask
the Digital Librarian or consult the online reference manual.
This is truly full-featured word processing for NeXT.
WordPerfect
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 ............................................... $299.
1576 WordPerfect Additional Station ............................. 169.
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LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
IMPROV
look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
whenyou give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor and 8 MB of RAM and let them
improvise to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a
revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing, and
presenting your data in ways never before possible.
Improv's unique dynamic view feature lets you see the
same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships and
prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange
your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly, without
any re-keying. You can actually work with 12 different
catagories of data at once, displayed in 20 or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g., "Dollars = Tons x 12.5"). So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
and re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3 style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch. You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates and/or
import existing 1-2-3 files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that take full advantage of NeXT. But how good is it, really? Byte (10/90)
wrote, "Improv knocked me out." PC World (11/90) called it
"a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex data."

What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990." And InfoWorld (1 0/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs .. .it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time."

~;~~ ~~~~~o:~~~t

. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499.

ELECTROFILE
Electronic filing arrives. Introducing a real solution for document management that gives you the power to locate any type
of file-text, TIFF, EPS, etc.-quickly and easily. No matter
how many files your library contains.
ElectroFile from Insight Software allows you to build your
own classification scheme, based upon your own requirements.
Because documents can be indexed and classified in numerous
ways, they become much easier to locate-even those without
text. ElectroFile's retrieval engine is based upon B*Tree indexes
which generate fast searches, regardless of the number of
documents in the library. You can design complex search
paradigms with just a few keystrokes, thereby reducing
thousands of possibilities down to the right one. Once you find
the file you're looking for, just click "show" and ElectroFile will
display an image of the original document alongside the
classification interface. Then you can make corrections, attach
other files, add notes or important text, and even record voice
messages on the document.
And now ElectroFile is compatible with a variety of highspeed scanners and optical character recognition (OCR)
systems. So you really can use it as ·a paperless filing cabinet.
Just scan images and documents directly onto your hard drive
via ElectroFile and forget about hard copies altogether!
Designed to be both powerful and flexible, ElectroFile is ideal
for imaging, cataloging, customer support, account processing,
or any activity which can take advantage of cross-indexing.
After all, if you own a NeXT computer you're already halfway to
having the world's most sophisticated filing system right there
on your desk-now, with ElectroFile, you can go all the way.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
3308 ElectroFile 2.0 ...................................................

$449.

WINGZ
It takes spreadsheet power to new heights. Wingz is the
easy-to-use, high-performance graphic spreadsheet for
business and technical professionals. You can combine
numbers, words, charts, and graphics in one window and print
to one page-all with one product. The Wingz worksheet is
32,768 rows by 32,768 columns (more than a billion cells) and
includes over 140 built-in functions, 20 and 3D charts, and
support for as many colors as your system can display.
Wingz includes HyperScript, an English-like event-driven
development environment, and DataLink, an Sal database
access tool. HyperScript was written specifically for graphical
application development and allows you to place functional
buttons, scrolling lists, and other controls right on the
worksheet. And with its built-in lEARN mode, even novice
users can create their own applications or customize the Wingz
environment quickly and easily. DataLink, which was written in
HyperScript, gives you point-and-click access to data in
Informix Sal databases without having to know SOL. Just
point and click at the data you need-you never have to leave
Wingz' friendly graphical environment. Datalink also includes a
function library so you can build custom front-end applications
for your Sal database and Executive Information Systems (EIS).
Other features include powerful text capabilities-including
fields for free-floating text on the worksheet, with multiple textprocessing options and attribute settings-and the ability to
import/export Wingz graphics as EPS images.
Minimize your reliance on MIS and create your own
applications and reports with Wingz!
Informix Software
3332 Wingz 1.1AB .....................................................

$469.
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ANY DOCUMENT. NO MATTER
FRAMEMAKER
The ideal document publisher for corporate work·
groups. Imagine WYSIWYG word processing, page layout,
graphics, tables, and even equations in one program. That's
FrameMaker-ali the writing and graphic tools you need
for long, structured documents like textbooks, software
documentation, policy manuals, and proposals. And it was
specifically designed to be used by multiple authors working
together across multiple platforms. In fact it offers 100%
compatibility between 25 different UNIX platforms and the
Macintosh (and even won a 1991 MacUser Eddy Award).
The sophisticated page-layout features include the ability
to create up to 25 master pages (i.e., page formats) per

document. So you can ensure consistency as new fi
incorporated and documents are revised, edited, and
rearranged. You can also create extensive tables of
lists of tables, indexes, and cross references that will
automatically update whenever your document
FrameMaker's flexible drawing tools include a I
palette of pen and fill patterns for drawing detailed
diagrams, or complex schematics.
The word processing capabilities rival those of
word processors. There's a 130,000-word spelling and
hyphenation dictionary; search and replace; automatic
paragraph, and footnote numbering; and a complete eq
palette with over 250 symbols, delimiters, and operato

Great communications software has arrived. With
MicroPhone Pro, you'll have easy, intuitive communications
software that takes full advantage of NeXT capabilities.
Watch in amazement or, better yet, do something else
entirely, while MicroPhone Pro dials your mail service and
automatically downloads your messages in the background.
Next time you log onto your favorite service, turn on the
Watch Me feature and your keystrokes will be saved. Give the
resulting script a button and you're never more than a click
away. If you've written MicroPhone scripts in Windows or on
the Mac, you'll discover you can use them on the NeXT with
little or no modification.
And wait until you see Loran, a new MicroPhone Pro
document that includes front ends to CompuServeMaii and
Software Ventures' own BBS. Even though you send and
receive mail from entirely different systems, the Loran interface
you use is the same, saving you time and effort. Eventually,
Loran will hold additional front ends for news, messaging and
other services, making it atrue information valet. You can also
build your own NeXT front end with MicroPhone Pro's
enhanced scripting power and NeXT's Interface Builder.
It's so easy to be online with MicroPhone Pro that you'll
soon be doubling your pleasure arid your productivity-thanks
to multi-session capability that allows you to log onto several
information services simultaneously. Safely send or receive
anything- text, pictures, or sound- through a comprehensive
set of file transfer protocols such as ASCII , XMODEM,
YMODEM , ZMODEM , and KERMIT.
Insanely great software for an insanely great computer
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
4759 MicroPhone Pro 1.0 ..........................................

$279.
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DOVEFAX PRO
Afax and modem combined. The DoveFax Desktop for NeXT features a 9600 bps CCITT
Group-3-compatible fax that makes full use of the intuitive NeXT fax interface so you can send
any kind of document directly from your NeXT. DoveFax features true background operation, an
on line telephone directory, automatic answering, fax preview, and customized cover pages.
You can send faxes at high resolution and print incoming faxes at your choice of 200 x 200 dpi
or 200 x 100 dpi Display PostScript.
DoveFax Desktop also includes a Hayes-compatible 2400 bps modem that supports a
complete range of communications services, protocols, applications, and electronic bulletin
boards. The DoveFax 14.4 Pro handles everything the DoveFax can, but has a 14,400 bps data
modem with V.32, V.42N.42bis advanced data compression and error correction for
throughput up to 57,600 bps. You can also send faxes at 14,400 bps (downward compatible to
9600 bps). Both modems are backed by Dove's solid customer support and 1-year warranty.
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop .......................
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$279.
MEMORY

Running out of RAM? We can help you get back to full power overnight. Just call as soon as you
start running out of room and we'll send more memory by Airborne Express for delivery the
next business day. Our 4 MB and 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kits feature low profile, non-parity,
80ns SIMMs that are compatible with the 68030 and 68040 Cube and the 040 workstation
(monochrome only). We also carry 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kits for NeXTstation Color and
NeXTdimension boards. (The latter requires 2 Kits/16 MB at a time.) And Installation? For the
workstation we recommend an authorized dealer-otherwise you risk voiding the warranty. But
you can go ahead and install them yourself in the cube-we'll provide toll-free tech support.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
8910 4 MB SIMM (BOns) ........... ...................................................................................... call
1935 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTstation Color, NeXTdimension, and NeXTstation
Turbo; two 4 MB x BSIMMs, 70ns) ......... .. .. .......................... ................................... call
8911 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB x 8 SIMMs, BOns) .... .................................. call
8324 16 MB Memory Upgrd. Kit (mono & color turbo stations; two BMB x BSIMMs, 70ns). call
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Integrated voice and data technology has arrived. And NeXT
computers are the perfect platform for this exciting breakthrough.
The new Hayes ISDN Extender is designed to work with
NeXTSTEP 3.0 and all the new ISDN applications that are coming
out for high-speed, digitized voice, data, fax modem, and multimedia as well as remote LAN connections. It's the first telecommunications network interface module for NeXT computers that
provides both ISDN Basic Rate Access and analog telephone line
connectivity to NeXT computers, thereby providing low-cost,
powerful connectivity to NeXT users worldwide. There's an 8-pin
modular connector for an ISDN Basic Rate Line and a 6-pin
RJ11 connector for an analog phone line.
The Ex1ender supports both AT&T and Northern Telecom ISDN
switches and fully implements both the Hayes Standard AT
Command Set (so you can use those familiar Hayes commands)
and the Hayes AutoStream protocol which, with supported
software, opens the door to multiple voice/data sessions.
Data transmission options rangefrom 300 bps to 38,400
bps and voice capabilities include the standard analog phone
interface along with battery feed and ring voltage for up to three
typical analog devices (e.g., phone, fax, and answering machine).
If you're not using NeXTSTEP 3.0 or you need to bring ISDN
connectivity to a Sun or other workstation you'll want the
Hayes ISDN System Adapter, an ex1ernal RS-232 serial device
(with aswitch-selectable V.35 interface) that comes complete
with its own Digital Signal Processor (DSP), codec, high-speed
processor, and power supply.

mely great computer.

...... ........... . $279.

Hayes ... 2 year warranty
1013 ISDN Extender .................................................... $279 .
4998 ISDN System Adapter (requires cable). .. .. ........ .. .. 749.
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Toshiba announces dramatic price reduction on Toshiba 2.88 MB ED disks. Now Toshiba
2.88 MB ED disks, NeXT's choice in ED disks, are also the best value in diskette storage for
NeXT systems. Toshiba's new priCing makes the cost per megabyte of Toshiba ED disks equal
toor less than conventional 1.44 MB HD disks. Because Toshiba invented ED technology and is
theonly media manufacturer with the experience and the expertise required to make superior
quality 2.88 MB disks, NeXT chose Toshiba's 2.88 MB floppy disks to include with each NeXT
system. Now more than ever Toshiba's 2.88 MB disks are your best choice as well.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
4858 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disk (5 Pack) ............................................. .... ...................... $17.
9755 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disks (10 Pack) ................ ..................................................... 29.
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What can you label next? Make sure everything is easily identifyable with Avery Laser Labels.
Useyour dot matrix, inkjet, or laser printer to label your folders, envelopes, post cards,
diskettes, tabs, name badges, rotary cards, audio and videotapes, and index cards.

ITEM AVERY
NO. NO.
1430
7050
4807
4808
4810
4811
5392

5161
5660
5160
5162
5165
5182
5196

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

1" x 4" Address Labels
1" x 2%" Clear Address
1" x 2%" White Address
1)1," x 4" Laser Labels
8 )1," x 11 " Full Sheet Laser
8)1," x 11" Laser Trans.
3.5" Disk Labels

24.
32.
24.
24.
24 .

ITEM AVERY
NO. NO.
3643
3653
1428
4323

5385
5389
5266
5395
1618 5971
22. 1630 5972
29. 8771 5199

DESCRIPTION

PR ICE

2Yo" x 4" Laser Rotary Cards 18.
4" x 6" Laser Post Cards
15.
%" x 311,,' File Folder
14.
2)1," x 3%" Name Badge
31 .
1" x 2%" Fluorescent Green 12.
1" x 2%" Fluorescent Yellow 12.
Video Tape Label s
31 .

PROGRAMM

Corporate Accounts Welcome
Yes, we gladly accept P.O.s. Always have, always will. In tact, we do everything possible
to make corporate mail-order purchasing of computer software and peripherals as easy
and enjoyable a process as possible-within the realm ot common decency, of course.
Many companies (including most of the Fortune 1000 and other just-as-tortunate smaller
ones) have accounts with us. If you'd like to open one (or check whether your company
already has one), simply call our order line at SOO-SOO-NeXT.

Absoft
8898 Fortran 77 3.1 .....
6745 FX (Oebugger) .. ..
Objective Techn.
(Seepage F)
rOT Palettes : 2.0]
rOT Palettes: 2.0]
rOT Palettes: 2.0]
rOT Palettes: 2.0]
OT Provide 1.0 .. ..
SqlBuddy (floatinf
ONyX Systems .
BugByte 2.1 ..... ...
Professional Sot
(Seepage 0)
Objective DB Tool
Triakis ... 30 dal
1963 T-Calc 1.0 ....... ....
1965 Math++ 3.0 .... ... .. .
1966 DAN , the Data AN
White Pine Softw
(Seepage F)
6316 eXodus 4.0 .. .. .... ...
Wolfram Researc
2516 Mathematica 2.0 ..

.'

PRODUCT INDEX
GENERAL BUSINESS
& PRODUCTIVITY
Adamation ... 30 day MBG
3357 Who's Calling? 2.5. .......... .. ... ...... ............ $295.
6817 What's Happening? 2.5 ........ .. .. ................. 219.
3334 LiveWire 1.0 (4 pack) ... .............. ............... 599 .
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
4128 Write Now 2.1 .. .. .. 159. 4997 (5 pack) .. 739 .
10027 Solution 1.0 ........ . 449 . 10028 (5 pack) 1895.
10019 Assistant 1.0 ....... 219. 10020 (5 pack) .. 959 .
10017 Presents 1.0 ....... 369. 10018 (5 pack) 1695 .
10023 Express 1.0 .. .. ..... .. 79. 10024 (5 pack) .. 359 .
10021 Write 3.0 .... ......... 369. 10022 (5 pack) 1595.
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage F)
8684 Mesa 1.3 ....... ..................... .. .. .. .. .... ........ .. . 395 .
9920 Mesa Floating License (5 pack) ... ........... 1695.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
8657 OnDuty 1.0 ........ ..... ..... .. ... ........... .. .. .. ..... ... 279.
Imagine Multimedia, Inc.
1396 MediaStation 2.1 ... .. .. ..... ... ..... ... .......... ...... 495.
1397 (5 pack) .... ... 2199. 1398 (20 pack) ... .... 5499.
1400 MediaStation (Educational) .......... .. ........... 295 .
Information Technology ... 60 day MBG
3710 SpeedDex 1.0 ....... .. ... ..... .. ............ .. .. .. ..... ... 79.
3711 SpeedDex 1.01 ( 10 pack) ..... .................... 699.
Informix Software
(SeepageJ)
3332 Wingz 1.1AB ........ ........... .... .. ................... . 469.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
3308 ElectroFile 2.0 ............ ....................... .. ...... 449 .
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage C)
2409 Concurrence 1.1 .......... .............. .. ............. 795.
Lotus Development
(See page /)
9794 Improv 1.0 .... .. ... ........... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... ....... .. .. 499.
Midiapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
10044 DayTripper .... .. ...... .. ......... ... ....... .. .......-:.. ..... 99 .
Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage A)
1637 Dataphile 1.04 .... ... ......................... .......... . 529.
Teledia
4726 FileMaster 1.0 ..... ... ................ .. .... ......... .. .. 299.
WordPerfect
(Seepage H)
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 ..... ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. ... .. .. ... 299.
1576 WordPerfect Additional Station .. .. ......... . 169.

COMMUNICATIONS

& DATA TRANSFER
Abacus Research & Develop. ... 60 day MBG
Executor 1.2.1.... .. .. ... ........ ..... .. ........ ......... 295.

DataViz ... 60 day MBG
1823 MacLinkPlus/PC 7.0 ........ .. .. ................... $129.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
8656 FloppyWorks 2.2L ...... .. ............................. .. 69 .
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
(See page L)
9356 DoveFax Desktop (incl. 2400 modem) ..... 279.
7154 DoveFax 14.4 Pro ....... .................... .. ........ 549.
Hayes ... 2 year warranty
(See page M)
2307 Smartmodem 2400 (requires cable) ... ...... 279.
5024 Ultra 14.4 Modem (requires cable) ............ 669.
1013 ISDN Extender .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ ................... . 279.
4998 ISDN System Adapter (reqs. cable). .......... 749.
InSignia Solutions
(Seepage G)
1456 SoftPC Professional. .... .... ..... ...... .. .. ...... .... 329.
10010 SoftPCwith Windows ..... ............... .. .. .. ..... 419.
Marble Associates
1012 Teleconnect 1.1 .. .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. ..... .. .. ... .... .... 249.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage L)
4759 MicroPhone Pro 1.0 .. ...... .. ......... ...... ......... 279.
Telebit ... 1 year warranty
5080 T3000 Modem (requires cable). ... .. ........... 669.
8165 Worldblazer Modem (requires cable). .... .. . 769.
YRRID, Inc.... 120 day warranty
7601 TTYDSP (high speed serial port) ..... .. .. .. ... 159.

MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
9276 MapArt 1.0 .. .. .. .. ... ... ..................... ........... .. $95.
2337 MapArt 1.0 (CO-ROM) (not 3.0 compatible) 95.
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
6809 PasteUp ....... .. ........ .................. .. .. ....... ..... . 595.
Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(See page A)
1066 Create 1.1 .. .. .................... ................. ........ 395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 .. ... ... ...... .. .. .. ........ ....... .. ..... .. .. .. 229.
Vivid Publishing ... 30 day MBG
4496 TypeView 1.0 ................ ......... ... ..... .. ..... .. .... 99.

RECREATIONAL
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
3876 Culture Shock 1.0 (color) .. .............. .. ... ....... 25.
David S. Joerg Prod. ... 30 day MBG
4846 Ragnarok ....... .......... .. .. .. ......... ... .. .. .... ......... 39.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) ...... ... .. .. .. .............. 99.

VIDEO & SOUND
9682
9683
9681
4848
9680

PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS
Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1... .. .......... .. .............. 459.
Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 ...... .. ......... ...... .. ....... 129.
Adobe TouchType 2.1 .1 .. .. .. ............. .. .... .. 175.
Adobe TypeSet 1.. 65. 1833 TypeSet 2.... 65.
Adobe TypeSet 3 .......... .. .. ............. .. .. .. .. ... 129 .
Adobe Fonts Available .. .. ......... .. ..... .. ......... call
Altsys Corporation
(Seepage H)
6931 Virtuoso 1.0 ........... .... .... ........ ......... .. ..... .. . 495.
8683 Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) .... .. ...... .. ... ....... ....... 1895.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
8685 Image 1.0 ......... ... 749. 10029 (5 pack) 3295.
4465 Draw 1.02 ... .. .... .. 299. 7028 (5 pack) 1295 .
10025 Perspective 1.0 ... 295. 10026 (5 pack) 1295 .
Frame Technology
(Seepage K)
8241 FrameMaker 3.0 ... .... .. ..... .. .. ............. ... .. .. . 549.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage B)
8621 Diagram! 1.1 ........ .. .............. special offer 239 .
8686 Diagram! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3. 0) .. . 395 .
Midiapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
10012 ArtBursts: Backgrounds .... ...... .... .. .. .... .. .... . 79.
1001 3 ArtBursts: Borders & Boxes .... .... ............. .. 79.
10014 ArtBursts : Designs .............. ....... ... .. .. .... .. .. . 79.
10015 ArtBursts : Icons+ .. .. ............ .. ...... .. ... .......... 79.
9736 Warp It 1.1 .... .... ........ ........ ....... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. 179.

1827
9765
9741
1832
1834

71 41
5972
6025
10045
10011

Metaresearch ... 1 year warranty
Digital Ears.. ....... ....... .. .. ... .. .. .................... 499.
Digital Ears (with Sound Works) ... .. ...... .. .. . 669.
Monochrome Digital Eye ........................... 829.
Color Digital Eye ...... .. .. ..... ............ .. ...... .... 995.
SoundWorks 2.0 .. .. .......... .. .............. .. .. .. ... 269.
Midiapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
Sound House .. .......... .. .. .... .. .... ......... ... .... .. ... 59.
SoundBursts (effects) .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... ........... 79.
Sound Bursts (percussion) .............. .. ...... .. .. 79.
SoundPak .... ............ .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. ......... 179.
DigitaIRhymes ............ .... .. .. ......... ... ......... .. ..

UTILITIES
Agog, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
1476 Squash! 1.0 ..... .. .. ...... ... .. .. .... .. .. .... .............. . 79.
1478 Squash! 1.0 (10 pak) .... .. .......... .. .. ..... .... .. . 699.
CuiliaMartin ... 30 day MBG
6225 Calculator Set (single) .. .. ................ .. .. .. .. .. .. 59.
6226 Calculator Set ( 10 pak) ........... .................. 479.
MetroSoft ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
8325 MetroTools 1.2 .... ........ .. .. .. ...... ...... .. .. .......... . 69.
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
41 48 LockScreen 3.2 ........ .. ..... .. .. .. ...................... 79.
4493 LaunchPad ............. ......................... .... .... .... 79.
4498 Portfolio. .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ....... .. .. ...... ....... . 79.
4494 Rulers .. ... ... .. .. .. ...... ... .. .......... ... .......... ...... ... 79.
3728 Bundle (All four listed above) ... ... .............. 199.
Skylee Press
8663 Big Green Disk (optical disk only) ...... .. .... 299.
87 16 Big Green CD (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0) .. 79.
Teledia
2514 Phrase Player 2.0 .. ..... .. ..... .. .................. ... 129.
2513 Backup Master .. .. ........ .. ........ .. ..... .. ... ........ 249.
7144 Backup Master (floppy only) .......... .......... .. . 79.

INPUT
7105
9365
9364
7107
6814
5973
7156
8806
1528

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

American Power
Smart-UPS 600 ....
Smart-UPS 900 .. ..
Smart-UPS 1250 ..
Back-UPS 450 .. ...
CH Products ...
TrackBall .. ....... .. ...
Second Glance S
Scantastic (Epson
Scantastic (HP Sc
Scantastic (Microt,
Tripp Lite ... 2 ye.
600VA On-Line UF

We accept VISA & MANo surcharge will be a{
Your card is not chargE
If we must ship a partie
that complete the orde!
No sales tax is chargee
All U.S. shipments insL
First Class Mail.
International orders U.!
Manufacturer support a
Upon receipt and appr<
day for immediate ship
Corporate P.O.s are ae
C.O. D. maximum is $1(
120-day limited warran
Defective software repl
replaced at our discreti
promotions are subject
Order lines: Open contil
Business offices: Call 60
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PROGRAMMING & MATH TOOLS

DRIVES & CABLES
All drives require

Absoft
Fortran 77 3.1 ..... .................. .. .. .... ......... . $839 .
FX (Debugger) ........ .. ........ .. .. ........ ... ......... 595.
Objective Technologies
(Seepage F)
tOT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser .. .. .. .... .. .. ......... 429.
tOT Palettes: 2.0] Math .. .. .... ..................... 650.
tOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField ........... .. ...... 650.
tOT Palettes : 2.0] Graph .... .. .. .......... .... .. . 1259.
OT Provide 1.0 ........ .. .. .. .... .. ...... .... ...... .... .. 699 .
SqlBuddy (floating license) ................ .... .. . 399.
ONyX Systems ... 30 day MBG
BugByte 2.1 .......... .......... .. .. .. ..... .. .. ...... .... . 239.
Professional Software
(Seepage D)
Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 ........................ .. . 895.
Triakis ... 30 day MBG
T-Calc 1.0 .......... ........ .. .. .......... .. .. ...... ....... .. 59.
M~th++ 3.0 ............ ...... .. .... .. .......... .. ... ... .... 199.
DAN , the Data ANalyzer 2.1.0 ............. .... . 269.
White Pine Software
(Seepage F)
eXodus 4.0 ............................... .. ......... ... ... 239.
Wolfram Research ... 30 day MBG
Mathematica 2.0 ............. ...... ...... .. ........... 1699.

IBG
.. ...... ...... ...... .... .. $95.
'ot 3.0 compatible) 95.

30 day MBG
595.
yMBG
395 .
229.
day MBG
.. .. ... .. .. ... .... ........ .. . 99.

)NAL
:lay MBG
) .. ........................ .. 25 .
.. 30 day MBG
.. .. .... .. .... .. ... .. ......... 39 .
.... 60dayMBG
.......... .. .. .......... .. ... 99.

INPUT/OUTPUT
American Power ... 2 year warranty
Smart-UPS 600 ...... .. ......... .. .. ... .... .. ...........
Smart-UPS 900 .. ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ........... .........
Smart-UPS 1250 ....... .. .......... ....... ...... .. .. .. .
Back-UPS 450 ......... .. ... .. .. ...................... ..
CH Products ... 30 day MBG
TrackBall ......... .. ................ ... ... .. .. ... ... ...... ..
Second Glance Software
Scantastic (Epson ES300C) .. .. .... .... .... .... .
Scantastic (HP ScanJet IIc). .............. .......
Scantastic (Microtek 600zs) ..... .. .. ... ..... .. .. .
Tripp Lite ... 2 year warranty
600VA On-Line UPS .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ... .. .. ... ...

)UND
warranty
.. .. .... .. ................. 499 .
IWorks) ..... .. .. ....... 669.
L .. .... .... ...... . ........ 829.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... .... .. 995.
... .... .. ... ...... ....... .. .. 269 .
InBG

lr

..... ......... ...... .. ......... 59.
79.
79.
m) ... ..... .. ... .... ....
179.
.. ... ..

99 .

ES
MB.G

~. MBG
I . ..•• .. •••

79.
699 .
59 .
479 .

MBG
........ .. .... .. ....
.. 30 day MBG
.. ................... ...........
.. .... .. .... .. ....... .. .. ..... ..
..... ............ " ........ .....
.. ...... .. .. .... .. .. .. ..........

69.
79.
79 .
79 .
79.

439.
649 .
869.
215.
119.
299.
299 .
299 .

559.

8908
8906
8909
6744
8992
8991
1540
1441
3466
3458
3465
5722
3456
3432
3437
2530
2467
6499
7151
6804
3603
8984
4415
4412
6808
8979
8978
5029
8887
2531
8899
8890
1014
8889
6432

Cables ... lifetime warranty
SCSI 1-50 Pin Centronics .. .. .. ................ .. . $12.
SCSI 2-50 Pin Centronics (4 ft.) ........... ...... 35.
50 Pin-50 Pin Centronics .............. .. .. .......... 15.
SCSI Terminator ...... .. ......... .............. .. ..... ... 15.
68030 Modem Cable (8 ft.) ... .. .. .. ....... ... .. .... 15.
68040 Modem Cable (8 ft.) ..... .. .. .. .... .. .... .... 15.
Mini DIN 8 to Mini DIN 8 Null Modem Cable .. 15.
Mini DIN 8 to DB25 Null Modem Cable .. ..... 15.
BNC Connector (50 ohm) .. ...... .. .. ........ ... .. 3.99
BNC T-Connector .. .. .. ......... .......... .. ... ....... 8.99
BNC Terminator without Ground .. ... .. .... ... 5.99
BNC Termin ator with Ground ....... ........ ..... .. . 6.
25' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors) .. .. 25.
50' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors) .. ... 39.
100' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors) ... 59.
IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty
Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge .... .. .... .. .. .. ........ . 149.
Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge Tri -Pack .. ....... . 439 .
Bernoulli Transportable 90 PRO .... .. ...... .. .. 659.
NeXT Interface Kit 65.
2481 Care Kit ... . 35.
MDS Drives ... 2 year warranty
MDS 88 Removable Drive ... ......... ........... . 579.
MDS 88 Removable Cartridge ......... .. ..... .. . 100.
Micropolis ... 5 year warranty
280 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .. .... .. ... 1589.
550 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .. ......... 1699.
860 MB MICRODISK (formatted) ........... 1999 .
1.1 GB MICRODISK (formatted) .... ... .. .. .. 2299 .
280 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) ....... 11 49.
550 MB Internal Hard Drive ( 15 ms) ....... 1299.
860 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) ....... 1699.
Peripheral Land, Inc .... 1 year warranty
CD-ROM Caddy (single). .. .. ... .. .. ....... .. .... .. .. 14.
CD-ROM Caddy ( 10 pack) ...... .. ..... .... ..... .... 99.
PLI CD-ROM Drive ...... .. .. .. ....... ... .. ... .. ...... 695 .
1.2 GB Ext. Hard Drive (15 ms) ... ... ...... .. 2495.
425 MB Ext. Hard Dri ve (11 ms) .. ....... .... 1399 .
600 MB Ext. Hard Drive ( 17 ms) .. .. .. .. ..... 2095 .
3.5" Optical Media ..... .... .. .. .......................... 65.

OUR POLICY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

a SCSI cable.

We accept VISA & MASTERCARD.
No surcharge will be added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the shipment(s)
that complete the order (in the U.S.).
No sales tax is charged, except for Ohio residents (please add applicable tax).
All U.S. shipments insured, no additional charge . APO/FPO orders shipped
First Class Mail.
International orders U.S. $100 minimum .
Manufacturer support and upgrade eligibility may be limited outside the U.S.A.
Upon receipt and approval , personal and company checks clear the same
day for immediate shipment of your order.
Corporate P.O.s are accepted subject to credit approval.
C.O.D. maximum is $1000. Cash or certified check.
120-day limited warranty on all products.
Defective software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or
replaced at our discretion . All items are subject to availability. Prices and
promotions are subject to change without notice.
Order lines : Open continuously from 8:00 a.m. Monday until midnight Friday, ET.
Business offices: Call 603-446-7771 Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ET.

7143 Infinity Optical 3.5" 128 MB Drive ...... ... $1695.
8893 Infinity 40 MB Cartridge Drive .. ... .. ............ 669.
8905 SCSI 2 to Centronics Cable (50 pin) .. ... ... ... 49.
8547 Super Floppy 2.88 Drive ........ ......... .. .. .. .... 449.
4847 Infinity 88 Turbo .. ... .. ............... .. .. .............. 879.
2529 OAT Tape Backup ...... .. ................ .. .. .. .. .. 1999.

ACCESSORIES

5392

1430
4808
4811

5392
9811
1718
1707
8099

8790
8910
1935
8911
8324

8244
3603
5530

4858
9755

Avery ... 60 day MBG
(SeepageM)
3V2" Diskette Labels (Qty. 630) ..... .. .. .. ....... 29.
1" x 4" Address Labels .... ... .. ... .... ................ 24.
1W' x 4" Laser Labels ......... .. ............ ..... .. .. 24.
8V2" x 11" Laser Transparencies .. .. ........ .. .. 22.
3.5" Disk Labels .. ........ .... .. .. .. .. ........... .. ....... 29.
Canon ... 90 day warranty
512 MB Optical Cartridge MO-502m .. ...... 175.
Curtis Manufacturing ... lifetime warranty
3.5" Disk File (DB-2) (holds 40) ...... .. ....... .. ... 8.
Ruby (SPF-2) .. 55 . 1708 Plus (SPF-2+) .. 59.
Hewlett-Packard ... 120 day warranty
Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer .. ........ .. .. .. 95 .
Memory ... 2 year warranty
(Seepage L)
1 MB SIMM (80ns) or 9284 (set of 4) .... .. ... call
4 MB Memory SIMM (80ns) .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .... .. call
8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTdimension,
NeX Tstation Color & NeX Tstation Turbo) .. ... call
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB) .... call
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 8 MB) .... call
Moustrak ... lifetime warranty
Mouspad: black, blu e or gray (7" x 9") . ea. 8 .
Mouspad: black, blue or gray (9" x 11") ea. 9 .
Pacific Micro ... 1 year warranty
External Hard Drive Enclosure .. .. ....... .. .. .. 395.
SyQuest ... 60 day MBG
SyQuest Cart. (88 MB) 100. 5531 (3 pak) 292.
(5 pak) ...... . 480. 3600 ( 10 pak) .... .... ..... 950.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
(SeepageM)
3.5 " ED Floppy Disk (5 pack) ......... .. ... .. .. .... 17.
3.5" ED Floppy Disk ( 10 pack) .... .... ..... .. ... .. 29 .

SHIPPING
Continental U.S.:
Barring events beyond our control , all credit card orders phoned in weekdays
by 3:15 a.m. ET will ship Airborne Express for delivery the next business day.
Which means same day delivery for orders placed between midnight and
3:15 a.m. ET. Saturday delivery is available to many areas upon request.
Some areas require an additional day for delivery. The total freight charge on
any non-C.O.D. order placed with NeXTConnection is only $3. C.O.D. orders
will ship for $8.
Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands:
Call 800-800-NeXT for information on shipping and charges.
All other areas:
Call 603-446-7771 or FAX 603-446-7791 for information.
© Copyright 1992 PC Connection, Inc. NeXTConnection is a division of

PC Connection , Inc., Marlow, NH . NeXTConnection is a trademark of
PC Connection , Inc. and NeXT Computer, Inc. Everything Overnight is a
registered trademark of PC Connection, Inc. "NeXT" is a service mark of
NeXT Computer, Inc. and is used under license. NeXTConnection is not
affiliated with NeXT Computer, Inc. All other trademarks remain the property
of their respective companies .

~bove). .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... 199.

II disk only) ..... ..... .. 299 .
's NeXTSTEP 3.0) .. 79 .

......... .. .............. ...... 129 .
........ ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... . 249.
I only) ... .. .. ...... ... .. .. .. . 79.

NeXTConnectiori"
9 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 800-800-NeXT 603-446-7771 FAX 603-446-7791

Perception and Reality
. . . . . hen NeXT added
3DKit to NeXTSTEP,
who would have
thought that, within
a month, no fewer
than six companies
would announce modeling software
based upon it? 3D Reality from
Stone Design is the first of this bumper crop to ship.
3D Reality is a polygon-based
modeler that takes advantage of
3DKit's RenderMan interface to
create three-dimensional images for
use in multimedia presentations,
desktop-publishing projects, scientific visualizations, and more. The
shipping copy we reviewed had
many interesting and useful features

but suffered from some serious bugs
and a quirky user interface. The
bugs should be ironed out by the
end of the introductory period, but
the interface problems and relatively high price for a program appropriate for the low- to midrange

3D Reality
The first 3-D modeling tool to ship.
Equipped with extensive modeling and
Te~ldering capabilities but flawed by some
bugs and a quirk y user interface.-

$495

w.,

Stone Design> 2425 Teodor<:> N.
A lbuquerque, NM 871 07.5051345-4800;
e-mail: info@stone.c<:>m ..

- inside NeXTSTEP

U.S.A.: INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY INC.

(503) 644·0111 'lTI@inttech.com
Europe: (33-1) 46 93 29 25
info@cubx.oleane.com
OSFIMotif is a trademark of Open Software Foundation, Inc.
X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Circle 67 on reader service card

of the 3-D
market leave
it vulnerable
to the looming
competition.
At th e
heart of 3D
Reality are six
extensible
libraries. You
create images
by dragging
and dropping
shapes, clip
art, shaders, textures, images, and
RIB files from the libraries into the
work area, then fine-tuning them
with inspectors. The inspectors allow you to change image details
such as shape, camera angle, shaders,
and lighting effects.
Though these features offer a
huge range of options, Stone Design
has only partly met the challenge of
presenting them in an understandable way to the user. It still has
work to do in reducing the complexity of the menus and making
the functionality more accessible and therefore more powerful.
The Shapes Library ships with
16 fully editable objects, including
the basic cube and sphere, as well as
more complex objects like parabolas, hyperbolas, cones, and even a
teapot. SEL, the Stone Extensible
Library, gives users a full API interface for building their own shapes
and inspector parameters. Even without programming, you can add your
own 3D Reality models to the SEL
for use as shapes in other models.
The Shapes Library also includes a surface-of-revolution editor
for creating lathed objects, by which
2-D images are rotated around a defined axis, as well as an extrusion
editor, which extends 2-D objects
out into 3-D space. A built-in text
extruder will easily create 3-D text
from any font in your system.
The Shader Library includes a
selection of basic shades. You can
also use the shaders and textures
provided in NeXTSTEP 3.0 or add
third-party shaders, such as Y.G.
Shaders from the Valis Group or
Form & Function's Wraptures. EPS
and TIFF files can also be processed
for use as texture maps or backgrounds and added to the libraries.
-A very powerful multilevel save
feature enables users to build their
own 3-D clip-art library. 3D Reality

allows the importation, saving,
editing of RIB files, the
form, industry-standard Render·
Man format. Completed can be stored in the Image
for use in documents or graphic·
arts projects.
Because of the built-in
Man support on the NeXT, 3D
Reality off-loads the rendering
to the system. This is a very
capability, although 3D
vides no user feedback as to
long a rendering task will take
how much progress has been
We think this is an area that
improvement. For quick
without having to wait for a fuU
rendering, the InstyRender
you quickly render only a
of the 3-D image and
design feedback while
While there are no real .
tion programs available on the
NeXT today, as new products
on the market you will be
export your models as TIFF or
files for use in animation
In the meantime, you can
a group of TIFF files to create
animated scene, similar to
PICT files into a PICS file on
Macintosh.
With the explosion in 3-D
graphics software, NeXT users
the opportunity to create
that were previously u" .ll~l)~~lIJlt\
(NeXTWORLD will present
roundup of 3-D modelers in
coming issue.) By shipping first
with a rich set of features but
evident flaws, 3D Reality sets
standard against which other
grams will be judged. •

by
and

DAVID S. JACO
AMY SHELTO N
• f
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FREE PRODUCT
INFORMATION

Simply print your name, title, address and telephone number
on the attached card. And answer the three questions.
~ Circle

•

the numbers on the card that match the number
at the bottom of the ads which interest you.

1(1 Mail this card today.
. . POSTAGE IS ABSOLUTELY FREE!
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Please print clearly
Name
Title

e. Publication you read regu larly
(please check all tha t apply):
o 15) Business Week
016) Byte
017) Comm unications Week
018) Computer Reseller News
019) Computerworld
020) Forbes
021) Fortune
022) Infoworld
o 23) LAN Times
o 24) MacUser
025) Macweek
026) Macworld
027) Open Systems Today
028) PC Magazine
B. Computer you use at work or at home 029) PC World
(please check all that apply):
030) Personal Workstation
010) IBM or compatible
o 31) Publish
o 11) Macintosh
032) SunWorid
012) NeXT
033) Unix Review
013) Sun
034) Unix World
014) Other Unix workstation
035) Wa ll Street Journal

o

Company
Address
City, State, Zi p (required)
Country

FAX

Phone: (Area code/Number)

Check here for a one-year subscription NeXTWORLD. $23.95/year
for 6 bimonthly issues a year.
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other foreign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airmail
delivery or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Check or money order accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge
Visa/Me.
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A. Department you most often work in
(please check one):
01) Accounting, finance or auditing
02) Administration or general
management
03) Design or creative services
04) Education or training
05) Engineering
o 6) Manufacturing, production or
operations
o 7) Marketing, promotion or
commun ications
08) MISIDP, tech. services or tech.
documenta tion
09) Other

Title
Company
Address
C ity, Stare, Zip (required )
Country

106
116
126
136
146

107
117
127
137
147

108
118
128
138
148

109
119
129
139
149

110
120
130
140
150

EXPlRES APRIL 14. 1993

A. Department you most often work in
(please check one):
01) Accounting, finance or auditing
02) Administration or general
management
o 3) Design or crea tive services
04) Education or training
o 5) Engineering
o 6) Manufacturing, production or
operations
o 7) Marketing, promotion or
communications
08) MISIDP, tech. services or tech.
documentation
09) Other

e. Publication YOll read regularly
(please check all that apply):
015) Business Week
016) Byte
017) Communications Week
018) Computer Reseller News
019) Computerworld
020) Forbes
021) Fortune
022) Infoworld
o 23) LAN Times
024) MacUser
025) Macweek
026) Macworld
027) Open Systems Today
028) PC Magazine
B. Computer you use at work or at home 029) PC World
(please check all that apply):
030) Personal Workstation
010) IBM or compatible
031) Publish
o 11) Macintosh
032) Sun World
012) NeXT
033) Unix Review
013) Sun
034) Unix World
014) Other Unix workstation
035) Wall Street Journal

o

Check here for a one-year subscription NeXTWORLD. $23.95/year
for 6 bimonthly issues a year.
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other foreign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airmail
delivery or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CAS·H .
Check or money order accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge
Visa/Me.
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REVIEWS

ppening Software?
r. . . . or all the talk about collaborative
computing, there are remarkably few
good applications for group scheduling on any platform. On NeXTSTEP,
where multitasking should make having a scheduler open at all times a
natural, calendar programs of any type have
been especially weak.
Now that is changing. With Sarrus Software
to shipping Pencil Me In and Adamation
off some of its Who's Calling technolinto a group scheduler called What's Hap-

views in What's Happening display workgroup schedules
.. avariety of visual time frames.

NeXT users have a choice of full-featured
in""Tr~ms for managing individual or group cal-

and to-do lists. The first out of the gate,
Happening is a comprehensive application that does almost anything you can imagine
in a calendar program. For some users, though,
may do more than they want.
The heart of What's Happening is the Event
panel) which allows you to categorize entries as
offive types of events. They may be tentaot firm, recurring or not. They may include
information, attached files, and Lip Service messages. Alarms can be set to tickle you by
voice message or screen panel. Events can be
assigned to any number of users or resources.
For security, they can be set as private, readable,
or writeable.
Schedules can be displayed in eight different
views - in text or charts by day, week, month,
and six months - or output in various report
fonnats. Navigating around the days, months,
and years is easy and natural. The group views
display scheduled time as bar charts, so finding

What's Happening?
fItoup.scheduling application that doe~ virtuallyaffYwant. Underlying database 'lends an indus-

open slots visually is easy.
The ability to handle multiple resources is
provided by the robust underlying database,
which Adamation licenses from Ingres. The
server technology provides for industrialstrength data' handling and searching, but it also
contributes to a somewhat industrial feel.
Using a computerized calendar should feel
like paging through a datebook, but What's
Happening feels more like a mainframe-style
database. While you can enter basic information
in the calendar views, you enter most data in the
Event panel. You are prompted twice, to confirm the entry and to inform you of the entry.
Although these messages can be switched off in
preference settings, the default settings err on the
side of too much information.
Depending on your preference settings, performance can be sluggish. If you want all views
updated or resources set on each view (otherwise you must refresh each screen individually),
the database response may take a second longer
than you would like.
I have some other quibbles. The to-do list
has no function for setting priorities, but simply
lists each entry alphabetically. Text can be
entered in the day and week views but can be
modified only in the Event panel. The views
have fixed text boxes, so only a limited amOlmt
of information is displayed. I'd also like to see
more report options, including reduced-size
output for popular notebook formats.
One annoyance relates to group scheduling.
What's Happening makes it possible for another
user to put a nonerasable event on your calendar. A better solution would be to provide a
means for users to accept a proposed event
before it is entered in the database.
What's Happening is a strong NeXTSTEP
program despite these reservations. It follows
the interface guidelines well. Screen real estate is
used judiciously with the proper preference setting, so it is natural to keep the program running at all times without cluttering your workspace. A Services menu item allows you to call
up schedules from within other applications.
The documentation is complete and contains a
good tutorial. Installation is fairly automatic for
stand-alone systems, but you'll want your system administrator to set it up on you network.
What's Happening is a good choice for
workgroups or departments with heavy scheduling needs, and it will likely find a home in many
corporate NeXT sites. Users more interested in
managing their calendars wouldn't go wrong
either, but they might find that What's Happening
is more database than they are looking for. •

by

DA N

RUBY
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Calling All Users
hout is a good idea
with a weak implementation.
NeXTmail is great
for messaging across a
network, but we all
know it can only act as a store-andforward answering machine. If you
need to reach someone in real time,
Information Technology Solutions's
Shout can give you the telephone
hookup you need.
Most UNIX systems, including
the NeXT, come with a pair of utilities, rwall and talk, for real-time
messaging and conferencing. They
aren't useful in the NeXT's graphi-

cal enviroTunent, though, because
they depend on everyone running a
terminal shell and looking at it regularly.
Shout provides the functionality of these utilities in a true NeXT
application. Unfortunately, Shout's
implementation is nothing to call
home about. The functionality is
there, but the interface is mediocre,
and in a convenience application,
interface is everything.
In the M essage window, you
can type Rich Text messages, drag
and drop files, or record sounds for
sending to your coworkers. Instead
of dropping files into the body of

Undergraduate
School

Graduate
School

-NeXTSTEP 101
-Intro to Object-Oriented Concepts
-Intro to Interpersonal Computing
-Objective-C Basics
-Database Concepts/Programming
-Executive Level Orientation
-Intro to Interpersonal Computing
-Programming NeXT Computers

-NeXT Developers Class
-NeXT Systems Administration
-NeXT Systems Administration for
UNIX Experts
-NeXT in a Mixed Computer
Environment
-NeXTSTEP 3.0 Entry Point
-Programming with DBKit

RDR , Inc., a certified NeXTEdge Training Partner, announces the
availability of a full spectrum of NeXTSTEP training classes in the
National Capital Area. Whether we use our two convenient training
facilities or train at your site, the RDR Team can provide users,
developers, and managers the skills needed to acquire and maintain
the NeXTEdge. PLUS, a full range of Third Party applications
training is available in conjunction with our training partner Electronic
Directions. ~ Call for a complete schedu le and course information
today.

s=;e~ ~
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Warplt

RDR, Inc.
10600 Arrowhead Drive - Fairfax, Virginia 22030
(703)591-9651 - FAX (703)273-8170 - email train@rdr.com

Visa/MC accepted
Circle 70 on reader service card
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board game like Stratego. One side
tries to maneuver Loki to an escape
while the gods of Asgard try to prevent the escape. The game is best
played between two players over
the network. The strategies involved are subtle and definitely not
obvious, requiring some hours of
experience to play well. DL

WorldClock

Information Technology Solutions,
400 W. Erie #402, Chicago, IL 60610.
312/951-7462.

People who call Germany in the
morning and Australia in the afternoon will find this product indispensible. It shows the time using
the same clock-face displays as
NeXT's Preferences application but
on page.
adds important features. Multiple
locks can be set for time zones
fromPeoria to Perth, although WorldClock is missing daylight-savingstime support for many time zones
and has limited placement and
display options for the clocks. An
alarm function can "sound" by
popping up a dialog box, sending
e-mail, launching a file (including
.snd), or executing a shell command. Rounding out the mix are a
E~~~~~~~[ii.:lliii service to time stamp documents
NeXTmail, except in the way it hal- and a lackluster timer. KD

CuillaMal1in Calculator Set 1.0

Cui/IaMartill, 610D Barron Blvd.,
Grayslake, IL 60030-1376. 708/223-5164.

Using a spreadsheet for simple calculations that occur in daily business life is like using a Scud missile
to kiUa fly. Calculator Set 1.0, like
adecent flyswatter, provides basic
LIt is more of a walkie-talkK functionality at an affordable price.
:lephone. But if you are p Included are basic mathematical,
n.etwork and receive mail scientific, and conversion calcula>that tend to get ignored tOrs. Although nicely done, the set's
last minute, the program utility is diminished by the need to
: an effective, if difficult-to- reach for three different apps. Also,
, of making your voice
lUch single-purpose items might
~
have more originality. CuillaMartin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- f has announced an update that combines the functionality of all three
~ E SHERMAN
calculators into a single unit. We
look forward to seeing it. LS

~
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$Z19

.IIID/opolis Systems, 3208 W. Lake St. #133,
.Iblllleapolis, MN 55416.612/822-1604.

Warplt's centerpiece is a nonlinear
h-warp capability (like that in
PixelPaint Pro on the Macintosh).
Towarp an image, you drag points
AI intersections on a mesh that sits
top of the image. The image will

~

$250
Digital Tool Works, 100 Charles St., Suite D,
Boston, MA 02114.617/742-4057.

reshape itself based on the new position of those points, producing a
highly distorted but visually arresting result. Though basically a onetrick pony, WarpIt also includes
more commonplace effects like rotation, shearing, and scaling. Limited animation support allows transformations to be recorded over a
series of frames, producing an effect
similar to a morpho LS

ceo

W
arplt

..

EquationBuilder

Jewel of the Matrix
.~
$99.95
Object Horizons, 167 Milk St. #212,
Boston, MA 02109-4315. 617/499-9523.

For NeXT users who don't have a
direct link to the Internet, Jewel
of the Matrix is a snapshot of the
Internet NeXT archives. The snapshot, taken in June 1992, predates
NeXTSTEP 3.0, which unfortunately makes this CD-ROM of limited value: Nearly all of the applications on Jewel of the Matrix are
now out of date. The text files are
indexed with Digital Librarian 2.0,
which means that they must be
copied onto your hard disk and reindexed if you wish to search them.
The disk also contains a spiffy application called Miner, designed to
uncompress and untar the archives
on the disk; unfortunately, Miner
isn't reliable tmder 3.0 either. Though
this version is of limited value, a
more current Jewel could be highly
useful. SLG

LaSTLock
~~~~
$195
Prevail, 5760 Herma St.,
San Jose, CA 95123. 408/629-3972.

This is the only solution sold specifically for securing your NeXT cube
against physical theft, and it does
the job well. It consists of two, huge
cables, three padlocks, and different
bolts for work surfaces of variable
thickness. Quality and attention
to detail are evident in this homegrown product. For example, it prevents removal of the back plate of
the Cube, to protect the physical
and data security of boards inside.
Installation instructions are clear
and thorough. Though we did not
try sawing through it, clearly the
casual and not-so-casual thief
would be deterred. Unfortunately,
there is no version of LaSTLock
designed for a Slab. DL

Ragnarok, Twilight of the Gods
~~~
$49.95
David S. Jeorg Productions,
2S-538 Heaton Dr., Batavia, IL 60510.
708/879-626 1.

Rarely is a game not just another
rehash of standard ideas. Given the
paucity of games for the NeXT,
Ragnarok's originality makes it especially welcome. This product is
based on an old Viking game and
can best be compared to a strategy

Typesetting mathematical expressions on any platform has always
posed a challenge. For documents
requiring a large number of expressions, TeX is the standard. EquationBuildeJ; however, is an excellent
alternative that non-TeXperts are
able to use instantly. The interface
is highly intuitive: Create ex-pressions with a few mouse clicks; edit
them with EB's Inspectors and twodimensional editing (a very nifty
feature). After you're satisfied, simply cut and paste into FrameMaker, Edit, or whatever. EquationBuilder's ability to paste in TeX
is useful as an easy method of creating complicated TeX expressions.
Although we reviewed the NeXTSTEP 2.1-compatible version,
EquationBuilder Version 3.0 with
Object Links was due to ship in
early December. DP

..

RightBrain Rulers
~

~

$99
RightBrain Software, 132 Hamilton Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA 94301 . 415/3 26-2974.

This is a special utility that floats a
pair of vertical and horizontal rulers, on your screen, to hover over
any NeXTSTEP application. The
rulers snap together to form an
angle tool to measure, line up, or
frame any elements in any document at any time. Since individual
programs offer their own rulers, the
product may seem superfluous_It
isn't. Built-in rulers fixed to the
sides of windows in other applications are tedious to line up against.
This product brings them right up
against the edge of your work. RR
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DBCommander Version 2 Does It AII!!!

Announci,

PapyrusFormsTM for NeXTSTEP
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Import I Export

Forms & Reports
0.0

SYBASE

ORACLE

Legend

I!!l Total Costs Ili!l CompoCo

DBCommander Does It All
Logical data modeling and diagramming, schema generation, database
engineering, ad-hoc sql and vql, dynamic form and report generation,
complete data import and export utilities, and, of course, powerful database
administration and configuration management. All multi-threaded. All
gra phical. All supporting user-customization. SYBASE, ORACLE, and
user-developed adapters are currently supported with OODBMS support
on the way. DBSA Inc. is also availa ble for custom database software
development. For the best in database sofware contact DBSA!!!

PapyrusForms is the first professional digital forms package for NextStep
Computer Systems. PapyrusForms is an easy to use interpersonal application which provides a palette with 50 built-in form templates. Once a
template is open, simply enter the information, attach images, voice, files,
or other forms, and then save, print, or E-mail the form. The recipient of
an E-mailed form doesn 't even need to have PapyrusForms! Features like
data-cloning and auto-naming reduce typing and increase form-productivity.

CHaR TSMITHTM is tht
package for NeXTSTEI
like gradient fills and stc
YO Ll create spectacular
includes a comp rehensi
access to the same pO\
bring yo ur da ta to life.

DBSA Inc./1525 Los Pueblos Road/ Los Alamos, NM 87544/Voice (505)662-5619
Fax (505)662-9944/email info@dbsa.com

Ensuing Technologies/4220 S. Maryland Parkway #406B/Las Vegas, NV 89119-7525/
1-800-788-2466/(702) 792-6799/Fax (702) 792-6794/Papyrus@ensuing.com

BLACKSMITH Inc./5911 5th Stl
703.524.7215 Fax/Email: info
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We've got you (overed!

MIDI M~

Need a GridView?

Se rvare Business Systems Offers Solutions
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Custom Software Development
Custom Database Applications
NeXT'"M Answer Center
Software & Network Integration
MicroNet Data Storage Devices
Remote Systems Administration
Imaging Applications
Fu" Motion & Still Video AO'Dliica tioons
NeXTSTEP™ 486 Consulting
~ Co" For Information

800-221-2217

•

Au thori zod Resc Uer

«:> 1992 SeNoro Intolllotionol, Inc.

Autholized RoscUe r

NeXT, t ho NoXT Logo, NoXTSTEP orc trodornarks of NoXT (omputer. Inc. UNIX is n tra demark of USL

reating music softwal

Servare Business Systems is a NeXT Value Added Reseller and a MicroN et
Authorized Reseller. Servare has developed custom UNIX®applications
for more than six years and provides custom software and turnkey
solutions to meet your needs. Call us today !

GridView is an Interface BuilderTM palette that allows programmers to
quickly add a spreadsheet style view to their programs. Features include:
-Comes with complete source code -Allows variable sized rows and
columns -Cell contents can be drawn with Cell objects -Full support for
targets and delegates -Includes bonus objects for Inspectors -Price $150
for 1-3 user workgroup

pasting pages together
network-w ide warni n ~
la king, you wa nt to e,
wa nt to make music w

Servare Business Syslems/25201 Paseo de Alicia - Suite 230/ Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(800) 221 -2217/ (714) 837-I175/Fax (714) 837-1768/Email: info@servare.com

AshSoft/2115 Industrial Drive/ Altus, OK 73521/(405) 477-1746
Fax (405) 477-1905

Pinnacle Research, Inc./ 4725
Fax (602) 299-91 33/NeXT N
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XTSTEP

Announcing CHaRTSMITHTM
•

A

'

•

Don't Get Caught Speechless!

•

2.0

0.0

Legend
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s package for N extStep
: interpersonal applicalrm templates. Once a
ach images, voice, files,
: form. The recipient of
·usForms! Features like
increase for m-produc-

CHaRTSMITHTM is the first presentation quality charting and graphing
package for NeXTSTEPTM. CH aRTSMITH combines powerful fea tu res
like gradient fills and stacked images with an intuitive user interface to let
you create spectacular charts quickly and easily. CH aRTSMITH also
includes a comprehensive API which provides your custom applications
access to the same powerful charting capa bilities. Let CH aRTSMITH
bring your data to life. Shipping Q 2 1993.

T rilli urn Sound Research Inc. presents the TextToSpeech Kit for the NeXT
computer. The TIS Kit is a full-featured system which converts any length
of text into natural sounding speech in real-time. T he Developer Kit
($35 0.00 CDN ) ena bles developers to build and test applications incorporating text-to-speech. The User Kit ($ 175.00 CDN) allows users to run
applications built using the Developer Kit. A services menu application is
bundled. Brochures are available.

gas, NV 89119-7525/
·us@ensuing.com

BLACKSMITH Inc./5911 5th Street North/ Arlington, Virginia 22203/703.524.61 47 Voice
703.524.7215 Fax/Email: info@blcksmth.com

Trillium Sound Research Inc./1500, 112 - 4th Ave. S.W./Calgary, Alberta, Canada. T2P OH3
(403) 284-9278/1 -800-L-ORATOR/Fax (403) 282·6778
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UPS Backup Power for NeXT Computers

5[E!f1I- LA

NeXTSTEp kjN - QlnQ ~

Power Protection System

L
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Stedi-LANding package includes:
i5fUninterruptible Power Refinery
i5fPower Monitoring Software
i5fRS-232 Interface cable

'Q--\.

5[EDI wa[[ ~
The Trusted Name In Pure Power Since 19741

allows programmers to
~ra m s . Features include:
aria ble sized rows and
lbjects -Full support for
: Inspectors - Price $150

Creating music software is just part of what we do at Pinnacle Research.
So, if you find yo ur workspace to be just a bit crowded, you' re sick of
pasting pages together for your FAX modem, you need a way to post
network-wide warnings, yo u're editing TIFF files and find Icon Builder
lacking, yo u want to edit and design custom postscript fonts or you just
want to make music with yo ur NeXT, give us a call.

The Stedi-LANding system for N eXT, which works across an entire
network, mo ni tors power conditions and intelligently eliminates data loss
caused by Surges, Spikes, Brownouts, Blackouts, and Over-Voltage.
Features incl ude three stage visual and voice warning messages, low
battery shutdown, power pro blem log, dyna mic monthly battery test,
power diagnostics, EMIIRFI noise filtering, RJ-11 protection, easy installation and much more. Four models; 400 to 1000 watts.

746

Pinnacle Research, Inc./4725 E. Sunrise Dr. #435/ Tucson, AZ 85718/(602) 529-1135
Fax (602) 299-9133/NeXT Mail: info@pri.com

AESI/StediWall/2005 Lincoln Way East/ Chambersburg, PA 17201/(800)-345-1280
Fax: (717)-263-1 040/E-mail: s.liddick@genie.geis.cam

Ird
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NXFax - High Speed Fax andData

$399.00 PrE

Radiant Technology offers a complete line of compatible optical disk drive
prod ucts for NeXTSTEP and NeXSTEP486 computers. Radiant offers
128MB and 650MB optical drives boasting an ind ustry leading 19ms
access time, bringing to the market the benefits of optical storage with the
access time of a hard drive ! Furthermore, our products are compatible
with PC, MAC, SUN, HP, SGI, and others. We offer optical drives to 1 GB,
hard disks to 3.4GB, DAT, and Exabyte tape drives, all at very competitive
prices. Call Ra diant or your local NeXT reseller.

NXFax and the ZyXEL modem make high speed fax and data communications easy on the NeXT Computer under System 2 and 3. NXFax offers
adaptive answering for all incoming fax and data calls with speeds to
38,400 bps. Accessible via network, NXFax provides outgoing call
transparency by sharing the serial port with other applications incl uding
SLIP, tip, and Micro Phone Pro. NXFax Mo nitor provides detailed
feedback on fax connections. Price $135 . Call for free demo. NXFaxl
ZyXEL package prices start at $600.

Finally affordable ,
@;mageisunmatchec
tool capabilities inclu
ounds, and graphic
awesome! View the I
network. Also availa
NeXTSTEP. Call toc
tor the NeXT Comp

Radiant Technolagy/7222 Kiowa Drive/ Larkspur, CO 80118/(303) 762-6059
Fax (303) 681 -2204/ Email: info@radianl.com

Black & White Software/Bridge Street Marketplace/Waitsfield, VT 05673-1210
(802) 496-8500/Fax (802) 496-5112/nxfax@bandw.com

RDR, 111<./1 0600 Arrowhet
fax (703) 273-8170/ erna
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ICONgalieryTM
Are you a programmer
or a user,

@

Spherical's Enhanced Processing Board (EPB)

CuiliaMal

Trouble desig
Shrinking a
Using ict
icaliOnS?

an Artist?

AFTER

ICONgaIleryTM is an icon art solution and image manager. Over 100
icons to customize your workspace. Make your home directory something
other than the house. Embellish your custom applications with custom
buttons and animated icon sequences. Give your UNIX script an icon and
have it perform a NeXPM launch. Manage and view your own images in
the gallery! ICONgalleryTM is an imaginative icon solution - only$99!
Trident Data Systems ...
Specializing in NeXPM solutions.

Sphencal's Enhanced Processi ng Board (EPB) brings increased power and
functionality to the Cube today ! Using specially mod ified '030 or '040
CPU boards mounted inside the Cube, you get:
• Continuing use of NeXT Optical Drive with T urbo upgrade
• Distributed processing under Renderman, Mathematica, etc.
• Extra ports
• Primer, fax, mail and file service
• Many additional uses, incl ud ing depa rtmental-level service
Spherical modifies your extra board, and returns it with special ca bling,
documentation and software. Introd uctory price: $599
.

Trident Data Systems/5933 W. Century Blvd. #700/ Los Angeles, CA 90045
Phone 310-338-3594/Fax 310-649-5437/Email icons@tds.com

Spherical Solutions/47 Myrtle Avenue, Suite 1OOO/Mill Valley, CA 94941/415-383-7512
Fax 415-381 -9556/sphere@netcom.com ·
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and Data

$399.00 Presentation Graphics Software

NeXTSTEP Buyer's Guide

.x and data communi-

Finally, affordable desktop presentation graphics for NeXTSTEPTM .
@imageis unmatchedinfeatures, quality,andprice. The @imageauthoring
tool capabilities include slide drawing, arrangement, annotation, per-page
sounds, and graphical transitions. @image presentation capabilities are
awesome! View the presentation locally or show it to a co-worker via the
network. Also available from RDR: PowerPalettes™, reusable objects for
NeXTSTEP. Call today for pricing and availablitiy of all RDR products
for the NeXT Computer.

NOW PUBLISHED ! Taking the Next Step: T he Buyer's Guide to
NeXTSEPTM Computing. Popular NeXTWORLD writers Seth Ross &
Daniel Kehoe blast thro ugh hype, fear and confusion, examining
NeXTSTEP's virtues and drawbacks in this large format guide. Up-todate! All you need to know for an informed decision, including must-have
software & peripherals, and choosing between NeXT computers or
NeXTSTEP 4 86. Not in bookstores - available direct from Albion Books
for $29.95. Order now !

RDR, Inc./l0600 Arrowhead Drive, Suile 350/ Fairfax, VA 22030/(703) 591 -8713
Fax (703) 273-8170/ email: info@rdr.com

Albion Books/4547 California SI./ San Francisco, CA 94118/0rders 415.752.7666
email: info@albion.sf.ca.us
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CuiliaMartin Calculator Set 1.1

Circle 114 on reader service card

DefaultManager 3.0 from CuiliaMartin

Unable to sit still, we've improved our Calculator Set. Version 1.1 now
offers refinements that makes using our calculator better tha n any other.
We still have Basic, Scientific and Conversion, but now we've added to
Scientific and improved Basic, plus we' ve inCluded new Business features .
We're also NeXTSTEP 3.0-savvy, including NeXT Help !
50... to get a demo, we'd be glad to send one, just call us, or to order,
contact NeXTConnecrion (800.800.6398) or your local NeXT Reseller.

DefaultManager 3.0 from CuillaMartin is the only default inspector and
manager for the NeXTSTEP platform.
DefaultManager 3.0 from CuillaMartin is a terrific new tool for managing
the NeXTSTEP defaults database, browsing, investigating, changing and
saving new default settings. DefaultManager 3.0 has been created fro m
the start to support and take advantage of NeXTSTEP 3.0!
So ... to get a demo, we'd be glad to send one, just call us, or to order,
contact NeXTConnection (800.800.6398) or Paget Press (800.733 .2031) .

CuillaMarlin Company/610D Barron Boulevard/ Grayslake, IL60030/708.223.51 64

CuillaMarlin Company / 61 OD Barron Boulevard/ Grayslake, IL 60030/708.223.51 64
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Watch it in Full Color

DBlnspedor - Now Supports Mesa and Improv!

PDSoft

Introducing Color Digital Eye™ - a video frame grabber for yo ur
NeXTstation™ Co lor. "Gra b" color video frames, retouch and save
them. Also, produce stunning color ani mation sequences. T he hardware
comes with two, easy to use software applications, ColorSnapshot™ and
ColorM ovieWorks™ .
Metaresearch also offers Digital Ears™, a precision aud io digitizer that's
powerful enough to be used for laboratory data acquisition. And
SoundWorks™ a software package that gives yo u complete control over

Use DBInspector™ to read Sybase™ data with Mesa™ or Improv™.
• Point and click on tables and columns to quickly build SQL queries
• Insert, update, and delete Sybase data directly • Exa mine several ta bles,
databases, or servers in an unlimited number of browsers • Inspect
parameters, types, creation dates, and SQL code of database objects.
Perfect for data base administrators, programmers, and Parabase users.
Includes English and Japanese VIs and documentation.
Price: $349.00 per user.

From the publishers c
reviews and informat
version of rhe Big Gre!
utilities, source code,
and more. To help y
indexed 800+ READ]
from NeXTConnecti,
inquiries welcome .

Blo(k Market Technologies, In(./501 Hi(ks Street, #307/ Brooklyn, NY 11 23 1
+1 718 522-5090/ E-moil: info@bmt.gun.(om

Skylee Press/POBox 47161
Fox (41 5) 474-7896/editor

.th~. ~.~~~.~. !~. Y.?~!. ~~~I"~ . ~.~ !:l:I?.t.!!~.r:....... ... ........ ................. ... ......
Metoreseorch, In(./516 SE Morrison, Suite Ml/Portlond, Or 97214/(503) 238-5728
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Revolutionary Graphical Debugger
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Unplug your NeXT!

Backup to DAT,
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BugByte™ is a revolutionary graphical debugger providing the NeXyrM
software developer with an accelerated environment for application de bugging. Its intuitive user interface increases productivity and effectiveness
immediately. BugByte™ fea tures dynamic display of source-level execution,
drag and drop setting of breakpoints, remote debugging, display of variable
contents, dynamic varia ble tracing, and much more. Now shipping version
2.2 for only $295 retail (FREE upgrade to registered 2.x users). Order now
and boost yo ur programming productivity.

T his disc contains nearly all of the freely distributable software that is
availa ble for NeXT workstations. This includes Demos, Games, Utilities,
Images, CD-Quality Sounds, Programming examples, and Use net articles
through December, 1991. All software has been unpacked so it can be lett
on the disc, not on your hard disk. If yo u have a CD-ROM drive on your
NeXT workstatio n, you need this disc. Price $79.95 VISNMClDiscover
accepted.

enTar™ will effor tl es~
I tape drives, or fI
If-configures to use,
compression (.ta r.Z :
systems like SUN and
To order enTar or to
demos are a lso ava il a~
and on vario us CD-R<
of NeXTwatch TM.

ONyX Systems, In(./P.O. Box 101596/ fort Worth, Texas 76185/(817) 432-9107
fox (817) 731-0157/Emoil: info@onyx.(om

ISOMEDIA, In(./14808 NE. 31st Cirde/Redmond, WA 98052/ (206) 869-541 1
(800) 468-3939/Fox (206) 869-9437

Impact Software Publishing h
Tel: (212) 686-3512/ fox: 0
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ia and Improv!

PD Software on CD!

More Than Just Hard Drives!
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From the publishers of Ne,tTwatch TM, the popular monthly newsletter of
reviews and information, comes the Big Green CDTM, a fully updated CD
version of the Big Green Disk™: over 600 megabytes of free and shareware
utilities, source code, references, programming languages, games, demos,
and more. To help you quickly find what you want, we've sorted and
indexed 800+ README files for use in Digital Librarian. Available now
from NeXTConnection (1-800-800-6398 or + 1-603-446-7771). Dealer
inquiries welcome.

In addition to our traditional 5 1/4 inch hard disk drives, Cube Route now
offers high density 3 112 inch dirves, DAT drives, optical drives, floppy
drives and duplicators for 68040 machines, telecommunication hardware,
inexpensive 2.88 MB floppies, and custom hardware interfacing and
design. Call for details.

Skylee Press/PO Box 471645/ Son Francisco, CA 94147-1645/(415) 474-7803
Fax (415) 474-7896/ edilors@skylee.com

The Cube Roule, Inc./430 Broadway/ Cambridge, MA 02138-4226/(800) 282-3783
(617) 876-8554
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Backup to DAT, 8mm, Floppy or OD with enTarrM

Voila, our visually programmed voice-mail application, will ship in midQ1 using the Hayes ISDN Extender.
1-800-CUBE-RTE
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Super Debugger'" Makes Debugging Quicker and Easier
[_
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enTar™ will effortlessly backup your user data to OAT, 8mm and other
SCSI tape drives, or floppy, optical and other removable disks. enTar™
self-configures to use any SCSI tape drive, and features UNIX archive and
compression (.tar.Z format) so data may be exchanged with UNIX
systems like SUN and IBM. Price: $49.
To order enTar or to request a demo copy, call 1-800-822-3385. enTar
demos are also available by ftp from nova.cc.purdue.edu and cs.orst.edu,
and on various CD-ROM's such as the Big Green CD from the publishers
of NeXTwatch™.

SuperDebuggerTM simplifies debugging by providing an intuitive graphical interface, with the following additional features not found in the Edit
debugger interface: 1. Point and click setting of breakpoints 2. Visual
indication of breakpoints 3. Key bindings for common debugging functions 4. A browser for automatically bringing up source files and function!
method definitions 5. A breakpoints browser for quickly bringing up any
file containing a breakpoint 6. User-definable macros 7. Compiling
interface 8. NeXTSTEPTM Release 3 help facility. Price $99.

16) 869-5411

Impact Software Publishing Inc./156 Easl 33rd 51./ New York, NY 10016
Tel: (212) 686-3512/ Fax: (212) 686-0727/Email: impacl@impacl.com

Impact Soflware Publishing Inc./156 Easl 33rd 51./ New York, NY 10016/1-800-822-3385
(212) 686-3512/Fax (212) 686-0727/info@impact.com

~
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Shell Saipting Made Easier!

Advertise

The Ultimate Peripherals by TECOR
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101
ScriptWriter'" allows you to build C shell scripts in an intuitive NeXT
environment by dropping command icons into a script window. Create
pipes and redirections by dragging connecti ons between the icons. Build
command values using a powerful, point and click expression builder.
T hen, click on a button to run the script!
ScriptWriter™ will be availa ble 3Q 1992.
Firstsoft is also ava ilab le for systems consu lting an d custom N eXTstep
software development.
Firstsolt Inc./P.O. Box 1252/ Los Alamos, NM 87544/Voice (50S) 662-7176
Fax (50S) 662-9944/Email info@firstsoft.com
Circle 125 on reader service card

SBook, the One-dick Contacts Manager

10
Tecor has expanded again ! 3.5 " drives up to 1.2 GB an d 5.25 " drives up 102
to 2.4 GB. Disk Array storage up to 40GB. New portable drives up to 125
1.2GB. CD-ROM, RIW Optical Drives, DAT, Exa byte, and a new line
Removable Hard Drives from the best manufacturers - all at the lowest
prices available. Our remova ble hard dr ives are not the same flimsy
ca rtridge units sold by others. Shop and compare. Tecor hard drives and
enclosures are still the very best money can buy. Call for the latest prices.
800-252-DISK
TECOR Inc/237 Miramar Dr/Santa Cruz, CA 95060/408-458-3197/800-252-3475
Fox 408-425-1804 /info@tecor.com
Circle 126 on reader service card
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Athena Desig
Axsys
Baccus
Black & Whit
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Chromagrafx
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DBSA
Digitallnstrun
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Information Te.
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SBOOK 3.0 NOW AVAILABLE! Just enter free-form contact information, and SBook automatically adds icons next to addresses, phone
numbers, and email addresses. Click an icon to print an envelope or
mailing label, send a fax, dial the phone, or send email. SBook logs
everything you do and keeps track of your time. Effortlessly handles large
ma iling lists with thousands of entries. Very easy to use: just click, drag and
drop. Call today for a demo!

Make the most of your advertising dollar by letting NeXTWORLD do the
work for you. T he Product Showcase w ill give you extensive reach to a
dedicated NeXT aud ience. It' s perfect for introducing and test marketing
new products. To participate, please submit the foll owing: one four-color
trasparency or 35mm slide, or electronic/computer-generated art supplied
on disk; 75 words of ad copy; and a br ief headline. NeXTWO RLD
handles color separation and ad layout for you. Deadline: Six days prior
to issue close date. For media kit, please contact NeXTWO RLD.

Simson Garfinkel and Associates/521/2 Pleasant St./Cambridge, MA 02139/
(617) 354-7888/FAX (617) 876-6444/orders@next.cambridge.ma.us

Company Name/Street Address/City, State, ZIP Code/Telephone Number
Fax Number/Modem Address/ Etc.

USER GROUPS

BAY AF
NeXTGF
Join BANG, the world's larg
purer user group dedicatee
NeXT platform! BANG act1
rum for communica tion in th
comm u ni ty, spon sor ing n
meetings, newsletters, special
groups, user Support, and me
For BANG
more P.O. Box 173 1
info, Palo Alto, CA 9.
please + 1.41S.327.BAr'
contact: info@ BANG.orl
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USER GROUPS

BAY AREA
NeXT GROUP

Join BANG, the world's largest computer user group dedicated to the
NeXT platform! BANG acts as a forum for communication in the NeXT
community, sponsoring monthly
meetings, newsletters, special interest
groups, user support, and more.
For
more
info,

please
contact:

BANG
P.O. Box 1731
Palo Alto, CA 94302
+1.41S.327.BANG
info@BANG.org

MARKETING

ment exper. on NeXT mandatory. Must
have strong interpersonal skills &

Marketing Help
for NeXT Developers
We shrinkwrap your dreams.
Our experience can tum your
projects into saleable products.
From marketing plans to marcomm collateral , we know what
works in the very special NeXT
market. Don't leave success to
chance. Call for information now.

FORTUITY
415-488-9142
PO Box N. Forest Knolls, CA 94933

Lt. Sullivan

ability to work w/customers. Bachelors
in Computer Science or equivalent work
exper. Salary $50K plus. Develop state
of the art info systems that make a
difference!

Resume to HR Tech Svcs

Div.P.O.Box231,Fairfax, VA 22030- .•

0231. EOEIMIFIDN

Trade your juicy insider tip for a
collectible Lt. Sullivan coffee mug.
E-mail sullivan@nextworld.com or
leave a message on his voicemail
4151978/3374.

MISSING SOMETHING?

CONSULTING SERVICES

NeXT Developer
Professional svcs company seeks

For NeXTWORLD Back Issues
call Catherine Huchting at
415/267-1746

NeXT Developers for Baltimore, MDI
Washington D.C. work location.
UNIX, Obj C, Sybase, Oracle, Object
Oriented

Concepts,

GUIs,

&

NeXTSTEP exper. 1-2 yrs. develop-

NEED

REPRINTS?

500 - 20,000 or more
call Hilal Sala at
4151978-3320

VANISHING
are companies die of indigestion than starvation." That's
what Steve Jobs told us during the first NeXT product introduction. It was October of 1988, a time of some quaintness
when viewed from here.
Ross Perot (who was there) hadn't run for president even once yet. It
was claimed that all NeXT data storage and distribution would occur on a
Canon floptical. And, when someone asked how a nonstudent might have
some of this cool, black stuff, Jobs shot back, "Matriculate."
Obviously, there've been a few bytes through the old CPU since then. But
perhaps more startling than anything that has happened to NeXT following that moment of great and
innocent potential is what hasn't happened. NeXT
has neither disappeared from the face of the earth
nor entered into the sort of logarithmic growth spiral that passes for health in the computer business.
Instead, it has experienced incremental but
steady gains in revenue, defying the conventional
wisdom, which maintains that any computer company not busy growing like kudzu is busy dying.
This unquestioned faith in explosive growth puzzles me: If you look at the ash heap of computerindustry history, you find as many companies that
have choked from too much growth as have starved from too little.
Now might be a good time for Jobs to heed his own wisdom. There
are signs emerging that NeXT's creative anarchy might become simple
chaos. Consider, for example, the discouraging matter of NeXTSTEP 3.0.
Among the many reasons I have loved my NeXT cube has been the
uncrashable stoicism of its operating system. After years on a Macintosh,
which rarely stayed on its feet a full hour, I developed a Save reflex like a
bad tic. So a machine that crashed precisely three times in Fiscal 1992 is
like digital Valhalla. Not only was my NeXT ridiculously robust, it was
fast, efficient, and elegant. I never had to wait for anything.

POINT

These wonderful days now seem to be ending. While NeXTSTEP
is hardly as squishy as System 7 (not to mention Windows), it is certa'
far more mortal than its predecessors. Under it, programs regularly se'
die, and do astonishingly unexpected things. Too often the whole enclli
lada just heads south. If, by some miracle, it doesn't crash for a few da~
it fills your hard disk with unretrieved virtual-memory allocations. And
then it dies.
In sum, 3.0 looks to me like a product made in haste. This bodes
for NeXT, which is now in such a panic to get NeXTSTEP '486 to its
corporate mega-darlings that it may be negl
to dance with the gal that brung 'im.
To take one small example, the largest si
purchaser of NeXTs may be a certain shadoll
division of Armageddon Inc., which has also
bought copies of Stone Design's DataPhile br
C5A-load. Unfortunately, in allocating resoure
to NeXTSTEP '486, NeXT has dropped sup~
for the indexing tool kit, the engine that driv
DataPhile. This move could irritate some gQ(f
customers at Langley.
There's more. Much more. Orders are Jl3l
fully slow in delivery. Customer support is g
If I recited a proper bill of particulars, I'd squeeze the puzzle right off
the bottom of the page.
Like Shaman Steve's previous corporate construction, NeXT is, fa:
its appearance of anodized-magnesium modernity, a tribal culture. Likl
other natural organisms, it is highly sensitive to the ravages of too mu
too fast. If the condition of 3.0 is any indication, the leaders at NeXT
should pause to consider the full consequences of achieving the rate of
growth they so fervently wish for. •
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Scarlet Letter
NEXT GAMES

by Scott Kim
Creating the graphical user interface to a program is an arduous process on most computers. One of the reasons software developers love
the NeXT machine is Interface Builder, which lets you create the screen
appearance of a program simply by dragging
premade interface elements from a palette.
I used Interface Builder to create a custom
application called The Scarlet Letter. There. are
six controls, each with two positions: horizontal
slider (left or right), vertical slider (top or bottom), radio buttons (the white button is selected),
switch (checked or unchecked), button (turns
white when pressed), and pop-up list (one of two possible words).
Each control affects a different variable, each with two values:
background color (yellow or green), foreground color (scarlet or blue),
letter (A or B), case (upper or lower), style (regular or italic), and orientation (right side up or upside down).
Unfortunately, some prankster has changed the labels on my controls. All I was able to salvage were these four screen shots. Can you
help me figure out which variable each control affects?

CONTEST

Fill in each variable's value in the blanks below. For instance, libera
might be scarlet and conservative might be blue. Up to ten lucky
ners will receive a NeXTWORLD T-shirt. Address entries to
Editor, NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St., San Francisco CA 94107.
fax us at 4151978-3196. And while you're at it, write us a note a
the magazine. Entries must be received by February 15, 1993.

pum:

Liberal

Conservative

Happy

Sad

Classical

Rock

Pants (pressed)

Pants (not pressed)

Baggage (checked)

Baggage (not checkt

Lasagna

Ravioli
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drawing. '
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A Different Approach

A Good Thing Gets Even Better

The world is filled with drawing programs built for
creating artwork. But only one program recognizes that
pictures aren't just an artform: in today's world,
they're a valuable tool for communication.

So why would we change NeXTSTEP's best-selling
graphiCS tool? Because you asked for it.

Diagram! allows users to concentrate on turning ideas
into graphics, rather than on the mechanics of
drawing. That's why NeXTSTEP's largest customers tell
us that Diagram! is their most productive tool for
business and technical graphiCS.

Using Diagram's built-in Suggestion panel, you asked
for rotation, object and text rulers, finer label control,
and even a file format readable by custom
applications. You asked for NeXTSTEP 3.0 Object
Links, infinite undo and redo, and user-configurable
palette menus. And we delivered.

iaaram!
Drawing on the Power of NeXTSTEpTM
For more information callSOO/366-2279 or 415/570-7736, or send e-mail toin(o@lighthouse.com.
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I

Store:many diff.erent
types of data ,
including multi -m edia

'

.-

',i f

,

Define your own '
database structure
and modify it
at any time

'"

track of
r contacts and
correspondance'
<,

Import
from any text
an existing database,
create a new database

The Premier Flatfile Database
for the NeXTSTEP computers

SlONE.
'.
'.

"

Stone Design
2425 Teodoro NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
Email: info@stone.com Phone: 505-345-4800

to other
uments, applications
and directories '

any number
of custom label
.
and envelope reports

Suggested
Retail Price

$695
DataPhile is designed for users who need a flexible,
everyday database without the complexities of a rigid,
relational system. Using DataPhi1e's intuitive front
end, anyone can build and manage a personal flat-file
database, modifying it and generating reports easily and at
any time. DataPhi1e also comes with a number of useful
template databases so you can begin using it right out of
the box. DataPhile, requires no additional servers: it stands
alone and uses state of the' art btree technology, so that the
system works quickly and searnlessly:
Circle 44 on reader service card
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Introducing••• USB SPELL
HSD SPELL'"
International spell checking for NeXTSTEPTM

$195 other
Includes English and one
language. Each
additional language $99.

Integrated

Check spelling in the language of yaur choice from within any
NeXTSTEP application

$99 upgrade price for current Scan-X users_

PowerScan™

International Support

Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish, U.K. English, U.S. Englis~

Professional scanning and image enhancement software_
Scanning Features

Batch Scanning

Supports automatic scanning of multipage documents. Saves images as multi'
IliH" fW,Z%'. Image Processing
. Features page TIFF files.
Scannerl Depth and format conversions,
Power and Flexibility
brightness, contrast, filtering, scaling,
Use as a stand-alone applictrtion OJ NeX:l
"service."
rotation, flip and threshold.

Included Line art, grayscale, color previews and
iiiii'i~;P'"!iiFi"iiiiiiii final scans.

Scan-X DP20'"

$5995

Apowerful, versatile scanner designed to handle all of
your document and image management needs.
High Speed

Up to 15 pages per minute,
Automatic Document Feeder

2400 dpi Resolution

Crisp, flawless, high-resolution line art
scans. No more jaggies or pixel editing.
8-bit Grayscale

Capture up to 256 shades of gray for
more accurate reproductions.
Spectrum Enhancement"'"

Expand the scanner's dynamic range to
capture details, highlights and nuances.
Optional'automatic document feeder:5449

Handles up to 50 sheets for batch processing of documents.
Durability

Designed to handle up to 200,000 pages per year.

OCR Sef<vant™
Optical character recognition software for converting scanned
documents and faxes to ASCII text.
High Accuracy

Up to 100 percent accuracy with documents of good quality.

Scan-,X Color

$1995

Fast Recognition Speed

2400 dpi Resolution

Crisp, flawless, high-resolution line art
scans. No more jaggies OJ pixel editing.
24-bit Color

Capture up to 16.8 million colors for rich,
vibrant images that come alive.
Spectrum Enhancement"'"

Expand the scanner's dynamic range to
capture details, highlig~ts and nuances.
Optional-automatic documenffeeJer: S449

Recognizes Up to 200 characters per second.
Omnifont Technology

Automatically recognizes text without the necessity to "train" the system.

Simon Says••:

M

$295

Premiere voice recognition software.
Control any NeXT application by voice

Use spoken commands to execute any function normally
performed with your keyboard or mouse,
Speaker dependent, language independent

Recognizes any voice, language, dialect and accent.
Increase Productivity

Use voice commands to increase productivity by 50%.

Service & Support
• Unlimited toll-free support
• One-year warranty
• 30-day money-back
on hardware products
HSO Microcomputer U.S., Inc.
1350 Pear Avenue, Suite (
Mountain View, CA 94043 U.S.A.
Phone: 415-964-1400
Fax: 415-964-1538
Email: info@hsd.com

Order Direct
• Call Mon - Fri 8am-5pm PSI
• Major credit cords acceptea
• Corporate, Gov't and Edue.
subject to approval

Circle 13 on reader service card
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N EXT

ven though we had all seen it coming for some time, Black Tuesday hit the community hard. The embodiment of NeXT's original
[ ] vision, its elegant black hardware, was dead. The keepers of the
flame, hundreds of dedicated NeXT employees, were gone, too.
But if the physical manifestation of the vision is gone, the dream itself
lives on in the form of NeXTSTEP software. With its decision to abandon
hardware sales, NeXT now becomes the computerless computer company
described in an influential 1992 Harvard Business Review article. NeXT
has proven the article's premise: Hardware is a commodity and innovative
hardware is an anchor. The real value of computers is delivered in software - operating systems, databases, development tools, user interfaces, and applications.
In those areas, NeXT leads the field.-As
long as it sold hardware, NeXT was limited to
slugging it out for a minority share of a minority
workstation market. Now NeXT is free to offer
its true software advantages on wha tever
hardware is dominant. Today it's '486 PCs. Tomor(0\" it's Pentium, Power PC, SPARC, HP-PA,
and Alpha.
Instead of playing on the fringes of the market, NeXT now moves to the mainstream of corporate computing. As our
cover stories in this issue demonstrate, NeXTSTEP on white hardware is little
different than NeXTSTEP on black hardware. The real difference is NeXTSTEP itself, which will now stand on its own in the race against Microsoft,
Taligent, and the other contenders for the object-oriented operating-system
market of the future.
In the next phase of corporate computing, the focus on individual
productivity will be replaced by the need to maximize operational productivity. To serve that emerging need, today's dominant operating systems
will give way to fully object-oriented, client-server systems. Alone among

W 0 R L 0

current offerings, NeXTSTEP provides those capabilities today.
Of course, there are still hurdles to clear. NeXT's software, like its
hardware, is nonstandard. Customers still must choose NeXTSTEP in
place of more accepted operating systems. But the bar is lower. Users don't
need to make as high a commitment of dollars to try NeXTSTEP, and they
also can use it in conjunction with other systems.
The result is that NeXT can be expected to capture many more corporate seats with its software than it would have with its hardware. That's
great news for developers, dealers, consultants, and customers. While Black
Tuesday was a traumatic shock to the system,
the reality is that White Wednesday offers far
greater opportunity to the NeXT community.

* * *

When we planned the black-and-white concept
for the issue, we didn't know of NeXT's impending decision to fundamentally change its business
model. Scrambling quickly, we modified our
cover, inserted a news analysis of NeXT's decision, and rewrote several of our columns.
As the NeXT community now regroups
for NeXTWORLD Expo in May, deeper reflection and analysis remains ahead. For now, we must absorb the shock and
deal with immediate ramifications. Uppermost among these is the fate of
NeXT's installed base of Motorola hardware. NeXT's announced ongoing service provisions are reassuring, but we'd also like NeXT to guarantee timely delivery of future software releases for black hardware.
An era is over, but the dream lives on. As NeXT moves on to new markets and customers, it must also demonstrate its loyalty to the true believers
who have been with NeXT since the beginning. •
DAN RUB Y is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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When you need information at your fingertips fast , you need our CY-2000
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DAVE ERICKSON
If file access is trying your patience, don't wait another minute. For complete Los Angeles
information on the CY-2000 , call today at (804) 873-9000
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LETTERS
I am concerned about the delays in
shippingNeXTSTEP '486. Has anyone actually seen it? NeXTWORLD's
purpose is obviously to report the
news there is; but perhaps you
should also report the news there
isn't. The main problem for NeXT
is that sooner or later Windows NT
is going to arrive. AT&T has already
released Destiny (its fledgling PC
UNIX). If NeXT is to survive the
next 18 months, it has got to take
development and promotion of
eXTSTEP '486 very seriously.

See our cover story in this issue for
OIIT first impressions of NeXTSTEP
'486. -NW
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PC MS-DOS
PC Xenix/Unix
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Sequent
Silicon
Graphics
STC
Sun
Texas
Instruments
Unisys
and more

lei Port
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1 tape subsystems

In "Sleeping with the Enemy," in
the February/March issue of NeXTWORLD, Simson Garfinkel
expressed the opinion that NeXT's
"mother of all competitors" is
Microsoft and not Sun Microsysterns. I agree. But the nature of that
competition has to be clarified.
Miorosoft software is s~ccessful primarily because of IBM PC clones.
The expansive fea tures and low
cost of these machines makes them
attractive regardless of the deficiencies of DOS and its offspring.
At this stage, I doubt that
eXTSTEP '486 can have much
of an impact on Microsoft's domiQance. Where NeXT can make a
difference is in the hardware arena.
In other words, NeXT hardware
must drive NeXTSTEP rather than
the other way around. How so?
IBM PC clones are ubiquitous. So
[00 must low-cost NeXT Clones be
ubiquitous.
If, as Steve Jobs has stated, his
goal is to create a new PC standard,
then he must allow that standard to
propagate in the open market. You
can't have your cake and eat it too.
Without a low-cost NeXT clone,
eXTSTEP will whither.

e. For complete
P 0 R A R Y
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for six months, I've been reading in
NeXTWORLD and elsewhere that
eXT is losing its edge on hardware production and focusing

primarily on software. Well, I
don't think NeXT should be a
"software company that happens to
make good hardware"; it should
make both!
The reason I fell in love with
NeXT is because it squeezed more
standards and innovation into the
black box than any other desktopcomputer manufacturer. NeXT
made bold moves when it included
the :DSP and the optical drive as
standard equipment.
The only reason a PC is worth
anything is because of the Intel chip
inside. To have great software like
NeXTSTEP, you need great hardware to run it on!

lying Photo-Realistic Rendering
engine - prman) provide no means
for this. We are addressing the
problem and should have a solution soon.
However, we believe that the
other criticisms are the price that
one pays for working with extremely new technology. The advantages to using the 3DKit far
outweigh the ramifications of not
using it. By building 3D Reality on
top of the 3DKit (and the rest of
the tools that NeXTSTEP provides), we feel we have built the
most extensible and flexible 3-D
graphics tool on any platform.
ANDREW STONE

MARK ERICKSEN

and BILL

Tacoma,
Washington

BUMGARNER

Reality check
The claim in "Perception and Reality" (NeXTWORLD,
February/March)
that "3D Reality is a
polygon-based renderer" is misleading.
Photo-Realistic RenderMan and Quick
RenderMan are environments for rendering descriptions of
3-D Geometry and
visual attributes into
images for either
interactive use or
final production. 3-D
Geometries are collections of primitives consisting of polygons, curved
surface patches, or NURBs (NonUniform Rational B-splines). Any of
these can be combined to form new,
more complex geometries, and
these can be modified by procedural or texture-based shading.
Also, the article failed to explain that shaders can be more
than simple patterns mapped to
the surface of an object - they can
also provide light sources, shadows, reflections, displacement
mapping, or even volume shading.
We acknowledge that it would be
extremely useful to have some sort
of indication of progress being
made on rendering jobs, as suggested in the review. At this point
in time, the 3DKit (and the under-

Stone Design
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Due to a production
error, cube ratings
for two products
were incorrect in the
February/March issue. Stone Design's
3D Reality should
have had 2.5 cubes,
while Adamation's
What's Happeing?
should have had
3.5 cubes. -NW

Nix on IXKit?
In John Perry
Barlow's column
("Vanishing Point;' FebruarylMarch),
kudzu seems to be taking some liberty as well as revenge. He writes,
"Unfortunately, in allocating resources to NeXTSTEP '486, NeXT
has dropped support for the indexing tool kit, the engine that
drives DataPhile."
This is incorrect. NeXT has
invested several man-months in
bug-fixing the IXKit for 3.1 and
porting it to '486. The kit is central
to the operation of Help, Librarian,
Webster, BuildDisk, Installer, and
Upgrader, as well as several internal
and future products.
JACK GREENFIELD

NeXT Computer
Redwood City, California

At the time Barlow wrote his column, the IXKit was in peril of
becoming a victim of resource limitations. After consultation with severallarge customers and commercial developers, NeXT reconsidered
its decision and has since completed
the fix for IXKit. - NW

Mail fraud
This is an open letter to all software vendors who advertise in
NeXTWORLD and to the magazine's editors. I notice a lot of companies running ads without e-mail
addresses and I read reviews where
only phone numbers and snail mail
addresses are listed. For people like
me who hate the phone, e-mail
addresses would be a saving grace.
ROB WYATT

Los Angeles

For the record
In our article "Just the Fax," in the
Winter 1992 issue, we reviewed and
showed a photograph of the ZyXEL
1496S modem, which includes an
LCD front-panel display. We have
discovered that B&W Software's
bundled price of $ 600 includes
the 1496E modem, not the 1496S.
While the two modems function
the same with B&W's NXFax software, the 1496E is physically smaller and does not include the two-line
LCD display found on the 1496S.
Users who want the LCD display
can purchase the 1496S modem
bundled with B&W's NXFax software for $800.
In the February/March "New in
Shrinkwrap," we described BOSS
Document Manager 2.0 incorrectly. The program is designed for
full document life-cycle management, including revision control
and security.
In "Scanning the Landscape,"
NeXTWORLD February/March,
the prices and resolution of HSD
scanner.s were incorrect. Its color
scanner is $1995; the grayscale
costs $1495; and the maximum
resolution of both is 2400 dpi.
NeXTWORLD welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLD. 501 Second St.•
San Francisco. CA 94107; or
e-mail: letters@nexiworld.com.
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Painful Transition
NeXT reinvents itself as software company
BREAKING
NEXT'S MASSIVE TRANSFORMATION FROM HARDWARE MANUFACTURER TO

systems-software supplier will leave many users, developers, and former
employees temporarily dislocated, but a new, stronger NeXT is likely to
emerge from the wreckage.
According to NeXT CEO Steve Jobs, the company faced a choice:
"We could continue
NeXT in Transition
and be a second-tier
hardware company
• Discontinue sales of '040 NeXT hardware
like SGI or change and
be a first-tier software
• Hardware engllJefH'lng sold to canon
company like Micro• Hardware manufacturing to be sold or shut down
soft." NeXT cannot
do both because it
lacks the management
• Approximately 280 employees laid
and financial bandf.leXT hardware units shipped worldwide
width, Jobs said.
The radical change
30,000
in the company's structure and strategy was
25,000
announced February
20,000
10 and is now under(see charts). NeXT
way
tS,GOO
will discontinue production, development,
10,000
and sales of its own
5000
hardware. The company will shrink from
19112
19111
1990
1989
1988
530 employees to as
few as 200 as a result
• = NeXT hardware units as a percentage of
worldwide workstation shipments
of significant cuts in
Source: International Data Corporation
sales, marketing, and
administration staff, as well as the elimination of most hardware-related
jobs. It will change its name from NeXT Computer, Inc. to NeXT, Inc.
Acting on the advice of its customers, partners, and investors, NeXT will
focus all of its resources toward making NeXTSTEP a dominant object-oriented operating system (OOOS) . NeXT cites new numbers from industry
analysts at IDC that the OOOS market will grow to almost $3 billion in
1996, more than the projected sales of traditional desktop operating systems.
For NeXT, this is an opportunity to compete for the mainstream business
client-server market, which has been closed to the company as long as it sold
a nonstandard hardware platform. But as it reaches for the brass
ring, NeXT cannot ignore the
marketing might of Microsoft,
which is developing an object-oriented extension of Windows NT,
code-named Cairo, for delivery in
late 1994. The only other competitor NeXT foresees is Taligent,
• r
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least be Avis." NeXT claims to have a lead of two to three years on the
competition.
NeXT observers agree that the company can be competitive in the 0
ating-system market now that it has shed its hardware legacy. "NeXT has
removed the biggest barrier to the rapid deployment of NeXTSTEP,"
Jonathan Schwaltz, president of Lighthouse Design. "This removes the ba;
riers to negotiating strategic partnerships with hardware manufacturers."
Without the drag of hardware, sales of NeXTSTEP should be far ea;
ier. While 100 units of NeXT hardware might be a $1 million purcha
decision requiring the approval of committees and vice-presidents, tbe
same order for NeXTSTEP might cost only $75,000, an expenditure
can be approved at a
lower level. With the
President
reduced cost structure of the company,
NeXT makes just
about as much profit
on the software sale.
Though NeXT's
ALL THE TI1IRD-PARTI
future may be bright,
platform, probably non
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OFALL 1HE THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE COMPANIES TARGETING THE NEXT
platform, probably none has more riding on it than Pages Software, the
San Diego start-up with a fundamentally new idea in document creation
and design.
Most other NeXT developers are either small-stakes players taking
a flyer or multiplatform publishers covering a side bet. With 23 employees and $3.5 million in venture capital, Pages has the size and funding of
a full-fledged software start-up. And it has placed all its chips squarely
behind NeXT.
"We Can be NeXT's Aldus," says President Larry Spelhaug, who
came to Pages from the real Aldus. "Macs sold because of PageMaker.
eXTSTEP will sell because of Pages."
That's not just bravado. By packaging the expertise of graphic designers for use by nonartists, Pages represents a brand-new approach for
creating business documents. The question is whether the NeXT market
can sustain a large organization and sophisticated product. Now, with
Pages by Pages ready to ship after three years of development, Spelhaug
and company are about to find out.
The concept behind this innovative product dates back 15 years, to
when Vic Spindler, a New York graphic artist, began playing with the
notion of "a software program that could do for design what Gutenberg
did for type." Of course, this was long before the inception of desktop
publishing, when the state of computer tools for graphic design was limited at best.
During the 1980s, Spindler hooked up with Mike Parker, a veteran
of the electronic-publishing industry who, among other accomplishments, was one of the founders of Bitstream, the electronic-type foundry.
Spindler and Parker took the idea to a variety of established software
publishers but found none ready to take a risk on an unproven concept.
In June 1990, Parker divested his interest in Bitstream and put up
the seed money to launch a company with Spindler. While the two
founders fleshed out the concept by analyzing thousands of documents
and breaking them down into standard, repeatable elements, they
brought in Bruce Webster to head up development.
Webster, the well-known author of The NeXT Book, knew that
eXTSTEP was the perfect environment for prototyping and developing
the product. He was not as certain, though, that NeXT would be the
right platform on which to release it.
Early development went quickly. Webster laid out a user interface
governing the application of document elements, while
lIE PAGE 18
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Great Expectations
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Last issue's Number 1,1993 Expo irtformation, went in the bag as the
magazine went to press. Several from this edition couLd be history by the
time NeXlWORlD Expo comes off at the end of May.
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Choice of hardware
The exodus continues
MCCA getting lonely
Will it work with 640
by 480?
People
are coping
NeXTSTEP 3.1
HP, Sun, or DEC
Major industry alliance(s)
NeXT hardware forever
RISC workstation
For custom developers
Group-project management
Object-management standard Extend lead over Microsoft
Full screen, full motion
World-class video

Early '486 shipment
NeXT management stability
Expanded marketing message
NeXTSTEP notebook

NOVEMBER 1 TO JANUARY 1
CONNECTIVITY/COMMUNICATIONS
AND EMUlATION
'EXECUTOR 1.2.1

Integrates Mac software

VERSANT ODBMS

Object-oriented darabase
Versant Object Technology
4151329-7500

ARDI
505/766-9115

MA1i-IISCIENCE
2.1
Nwneric, symbolic, and graphical
computation
Wolfram Research
217/398-0700

MATH.EMATICA

DATABASE AND INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
DAYTRlPPER

Personal and group scheduling
MlDJapolis Systems
6121822-1604

PUBLISHING AND GRAPHICS
ARTB~:BACKGROUNDS

FRONTDFSK

Integrated messaging system
Integrity Solutions
612J123-8474

MEsA 1.3
Spreadsheet
Athena Design
617rl34-6372

QUlCKBASE-SQL
SQL database server
SofDesign Solutions
203/629-0970

Screen, presentation, brochure, and
overhead backgrounds
ARTBuRSTS: BoRDERS & BOXES
Frames, boxes, borders, and frameobject images
ARTB~: DESIGNS

Decorative swirls, diamonds, and
banner images
ARTB~:

ICONs+

Over 4000 TIFF icons
MIDIapolis Systems
6121822-1604
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I'M AS COMMIITED AS ANY OTHER N EXT EN1HUSIAST TO THE PROSPERITY
When David Gregory \
the platform. Before the euphoria of NeXTSTEP '486 takes hold, howsomeone
to head the I
ever, I'd like to raise a concern: Will it differ enough, in a technical and
one look at the job de!
marketing sense, from the NeXTSTEP of the past three years? If industq·
wide success is eluding NeXT because of inconsistent marketing and old
''That person isn't
questions about viability, these problems will be more acute on the Intel ative work. They're go
platform. Microsoft has established standards against which NeXT will
ployees will wear jean!
now be compared.
NeXTSTEP's ability to stand up to Microsoft's Windows NT, as weD
as IBM's OS/2, Novell's UNIX, and Taligent's forthcoming as, will rest
NeXT's effectiveness at educating buyers and selling its uniqueness. N I
and its vendors must develop a marketing scheme aimed at handling the
Intel platform as a whole rather than a sum of its parts. And it must haw
money behind it and happen well in advance of the introduction of N
STEP '486.
There are real questions about the quality of NeXT products. Most
observers agree that while the technology has continued to advance, it
no longer be significantly superior to competing environrnen
For the most part, NeXT del
opers have not benefited fro
one-upmanship among com
Imagines David Gregory bank
ing products, as they have a
shipped buggy programs that Oper, Imagine has wate
lacking in key features. NeXT than one occasion and
buyers have tolerated this situ!
Indigo, steal some of N
tion because they know that
But Gregory's pers
most of the developers are smr
ping products for the first time company formalized a I
and lack the resources for ad~ ips Consumer Electron
quate beta testing.
for delivering multimec
Then there is the matter d
tlve). Using a new proc
distribution. NeXT's current
to continue limited distributioo ship this year, NeXTSTI
to integrators, VARs, and s
live presentations Simp
dealers will hinder its success '
resent different types o'
the '486 market; hands-on d
The most basic of .
of any popular PC as and a
allows for output to vide
cation can be had at most stores that resell computer-related products.
Potential N eXTSTEP '486 customers will also consider the suppon C~lIisto for CD-' adds thi
that NeXTSTEP developers can offer. Enthusiasts have settled for limit
Gregory's search fa
training and support from NeXT, its vendors, and resellers. This attitu&
on the part of customers will not endure in the Intel market, which has the mid-1980s at the Uni
and founded the school'!
ablmdance of such resources.
Regardless of NeXT's ability to raise sufficient capital to launch Ne
He was initially attra
STEP '486 as a viable as, third-party developers will have a hard time cally had the reputation
financing the positioning of their products against applications put out.
industry leaders such as Microsoft, Lotus, WordPerfect, Inforrnix, Bor types," says Gregory. "\
Aldus, Adobe, and Quark. Very few of the NeXT companies can counl back in 1981, before the
an annual revenue of more than $2 million. And the funding commuu' started to do creative we
has proven bearish on NeXT vendors.
One repercussion of undercapitalization may be that NeXT's core
velopers are nudged out of the NeXT market or absorbed by well-fun sentations or performa
PC companies waiting to migrate to the NeXT platform. Or they may 2O-second blip."
fer from indigestion: too much too soon. If NeXTSTEP '486 does we~
Frustrated, he turm
most NeXT developers will have trouble supporting a user base that
grow from 2000 to 10,000 in a couple of fiscal quarters.
soon discovered they he
Finally, self-promotion will be a daunting task. Advertising and ,. ..mfT.p problems with virt
exhibit space in the NeXT-specific market is expensive enough. To
and good quality
an impact in broader-based PC magazines and trade shows
had a lousy GUI and
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When David Gregory was contacted by headhunters looking for
someone to head the IBM/Apple joint venture Kalieda, he took just
one look at the job description before declining.
"That person isn't going to be in the trenches doing the creative work. They're going be busy worrying about whether the employees will wear jeans or suits to work," says Gregory, a former
professor of music who left

Windows NT, as well
:oming as, will rest on
~ its uniqueness. NeXT
imed at handling the
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introduction of NeXTeXT products. Most
fiued to advance, it may
: be significantly supeompeting environments.
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academia behind to form
his own company, Imagine
Multimedia.
Not that sticking with
Imagine - or NeXT - has
been very easy. After what
Gregory has seen, it has
required a good imagination
to continue to have faith. As
.Imagine's David Gregory banks on multimedia.

the oldest registered NeXT
third-party software devel-

oper, Imagine has watched NeXT drop the multimedia ball on more
than one occasion and other computers, like Silicon Graphics' IRIS
Indigo, steal some of NeXT's multimedia thunder.
But Gregory's perseverance is about to payoff. In January, the
company formalized a partnership with compact-disc-maker Phil-

the least to VideoWorks or Performer."

ips Consumer Electronics aimed at developing a complete solution

NeXT machines, being neither workstations nor PCs but combining the best features of both, were the answer Gregory had been
looking for.

for delivering multimedia content on CD-I (compact disc-interactive). Using a new product called Calisto, which is scheduled to
ship this year, NeXTSTEP users will be able to put together interactive presentations simply by dragging and dropping icons that represent different types of media into a presentation window.
The most basic of three versions developed for the NeXT
allows for output to videotape; Calisto Author is more interactive;
Calisto for CD-I adds the CD-I technology.
Gregory's search for the perfect multimedia computer began in
the mid-1980s at the University of Michigan, where he taught music
and founded the school's Center for Performing Arts and Technology.

t capital to launch NeXT·
will have a hard time
t applications put out by
'erfect, Informix, Borland
companies can count on
the funding community
, be that N eXT's core deabsorbed by well-funded
latform. Or they may suf·
[STEP '486 does well,
:ing a user base that could
luarters.
;k. Advertising and expo
ensive enough. To make
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He was initially attracted to the Macintosh. "Apple has historically had the reputation of appealing to more adventurous, creative
types," says Gregory. "We were digitizing video with an Apple II
back in 1981, before there even was an IBM PC. Once you actually
started to do creative work, you began to run up against the limitations of the hardware. In the real world, when you are doing pre-

Since 1989, Imagine has concentrated on creating tools that
make it easy to combine text, graphics, images, video, animation,
and sound. MediaStation, the first product released by the company, provided NeXT users in academia with a sorely needed system for acquiring, cataloging, and storing all types of media. MediaStation's facility with video, in particular, made it the NeXT's first
true authoring environment.
Gregory thinks multimedia can be a practical business tool and
an essential part of NeXT's thrust into the Fortune 1000. "Multimedia will become a billion-dollar market when it becomes a business
tool that is as accepted as desktop publishing," he says.
And it looks likes Imagine will now have the resources to stay at
the forefront of that market. The Philips CD-I agreement coincided
with a joint capital investment announced in January by Philips's investment arm, Philips Venture Capital, B.V., of The Netherlands, and

sentations or performance art, you don't want to be limited to a
2().second blip."

the Enterprise Development Fund of Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Frustrated, he turned to workstations from Sun and IBM but
soon discovered they had limitations of their own. "They solved

creativity for its own sake - to "putting tools in the hands of artists,"
as he describes it - appears to make business sense as well. •

The time may be right for Gregory's mission. His commitment to

some problems with virtual memory, larger disks, good color resolution, and good quality imaging," he recalls. ''The short side was

by
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you had a lousy GUI and no commercial software that compared in
PHoTOGRAPH BY BILL SCHWAB
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and test drive a NeXT; company executives in Redwood City still cal.l~11 picture an
vidual user writing out a personal check and carrying home a machine.
But that's just what's happening in£an Francisco at MACadam Computers, a
urn-sized computer dealer in the city's growing South of Market district. The shop,
started out as a Macintosh value-added reseller neady four years ago, dr:aws its
tomers from the ranks of artists and multimedia programmers who have settled
in an area known as Multimedia Gulth.
The idea to ~eU NeXT hardware alld software in a storefront setting, <;0:mp,!ete
the requisite number of professionais and a cotl,pIe of friendly. dogs, belongs to
pIe - owner Tom Santos and
HaJ Fox-:,Palmer - who a:re
that NeXT sales will bmgeoD
coming years.
Sant0s has been around the
compute,\.' industo' since the
of the Macintosh. He purchased
NeXT system three years ago and
his first overtures abeut "o;;~.VUJ.J.lll'.
authorized NeXT dealer in a
months.
At fiEst, "They told us we
the wrong market, and that it
be a long time before we sold
madline," Santos remembers.
then., NeXT stiR believed tnat
their systems would be sold
Siintos and Fox-Palmer of MACadam Computers
Businesstand" - an assumption
would tum Qut to be ill-founded. The would-be giant retailer failed spectacularly,
ing MACadam with the opening it needed to approach NeXT again. "We resumed
talks:in December 1991 and became an authorized dealer in Apr,il 1J92," Sant0s
MACadam sold its first NeXT to a customer who walked into the store less
two weeks late.t; according to Fox-Palmer. Now, while the sales of Macintosh
also software, and customized systems continue to pay MACadam's montf:tly rent,
of black harcdware are rising steadily.
M0re important, according to MACadam's owneJ;, is that the store is filling a
ously unaddressed need: It's a place where people who want to exp10re the NeXT
sit Gown and use the machines without feeling pressured to buy.
The idea has caught on particularly well since last spring. "We've had people
from San Diego, catch a plane, and come into the stOle," says Santos. "We had
tomer get off a plane from Germany and buy a system." According to
learned that if someone eame in and spent 20 minutes with the NeXT, rhein love
Wilih the Mac was over."
.
Of course the machio.e do.esn?t always sell itself. The team at MACadam
that the Mac'sprali£eration and the availability of inexpensive SOMHz Intel
based workstations running soitwa):e such: as Microsoft's Windows or IBM's
neW levels of complexity to NeXT sales. "Most walk-in customers need to be
about the benefits of a NeXT wo.kstation," says Santos.
But some of the new applications are helping with b.ardware sales,
notes. "We're beginning to sell systems to local graphic artists who want to run
Virtuoso. 'lJ).at's good for us, since our store is within bloeks ()f about 200
MACadam's futu:re in the NeXT market looks like it might be bright. Santos
Fox-Palmer fi.gure they are poised to cat<:h and ride NeXT's big wav:e for 1993:
STEP '486. In fact, Santos expects the '486 env:i.r0nment to do so well that he
day be selling more sQttware than hardware. The only constants,
believes, wiu
NeXT - and the foot traffic. •

ne
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Where are they now?
One way to look at NeXT's revolving executive door is that'
resents a brain drain of the 'company's best and brightest. Another
is that NeXT is seeding the computer industry with executives
pathetic to its cause.
Name
" DANLLEWIN
i

,

Position and
years at NeXT
VP, MARKETING,
1985-FEB. 1990

* SUSAN KaLY-BARNES

CPO,
1985-APRIL 1991

" Bun TRIBBLE

VP, SonWARE,
1985-JUNE 1992

"

,.

Current company
and title
VP, SALES, KALEIDA LABS

SUN M.!CROSYSTEMS

GARY MOORE

VP, GENERAL COUNSEL, PARTNER, MCClITCHEN,

MAx HENRy

1988-JULY 1992
vp,AsrA,

MIKE SLADE

1988-JULY 1992
VP, MARKETING,

* RrCH PAGE

1991-Ocr.1992
VP, HARDWARE,

BROWN & ENERSON
PRESIDENT, JSB
SPECIAL PROJECTS
FOR PAUL ALLEN
TAKING TIME OFF

1985-JAN. 1993
TODD RULON-MILLER VP, SALES,
1986-JAN. 1993

PRESIDENT AND CEO,
SOFtWARE ALLIANCE
CORPORATION

" NEXT COMPUI1lR FOUNDERS

IG.Y

Shrinkwrap

ExrRASCAN

Drives Epson ESlGT (USAlEurope)
scanner series
ExrRASET
Software allows direct printing to
Ultre-based technologies
Goldleaf Publishing
415/257-3510

HSDSPELL
Multilingual spell checker
HSD Microcomputer U.S.

CD-ROM BIMONTHLY
NeXT and UNIX software, news,
clip art, source codes, etc.
Jana Publishing
613/531-5463

MIcRo/CD-ROM SYSTEM
Mulrisession Photo ~apable
Rf)Mplaye~

Servare Business Systems
714/837-1175

415/964-1400
&I'SOFT IMAGE

Image processor
Appsoft
415/802-2900

M 'WSIC
Pattern-sound programmer and
SOUNDHoUSE

market in the
NeXTWORLD.

Sound player and editor
MIDlapolis Systems
6121822-1604
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Find oul whal's nexl anidisave M:O,NIE,! '1:80!
Yes!

Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $23 .95. I'll get
6 bimonthly issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.

NeXTWORLD

FOR ONLY

$23.951

....
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Name _ _ _ ____ _ _ _____ _ __ _ __ ____________ __ _____ _ _
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For Canada add $15 (includes 7% CST tax). All other
foreign orders must be pre·paid in U.S. fUlIds only alld
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delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. Check or money order
accepted. FAX: 1·415-442·1 891 to charge Visa/Me.
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Get a friend into NeXTWORLD for' ~y $23.9'5!
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Please start my subscription to Ne.X TWORLD for just $23.95. I'll get
6 bimonthly issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.
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accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge Visa/Me.
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1teX7Step

~C<:Uede~:

~Experience ...
NeXT since 1989
OOPS since 1985
Intel 80x86 since 1979
Business Systems since 1965

~ Service ...
Prototyping
Rapid Development
Full Project Life Cycle
Turnkey Systems
Work Flow Management
Human Interface
Database Design
Transaction Processing
Document Management
Expert Systems
Global Networking

~ Location ...
New York
Washington, D. C.
San Francisco

Great Expectations

~ Availability ...
On demand

will require vastly bigger marketing budgets. It doesn't take Mathematica
to figure out that NeXT and its developers will require significant capital
to cultivate and maintain industry awareness in the Intel market.
With the NeXT community competing against the most entrenched
software publishers in the computer industry, it's critical that a concise,
coherent, and - above all - consistent plan stress the qualities only NeXTSTEP can boast: an environment capable of developing and deploying cus10m applications as easily as it runs packaged software. This combination is NeXT's distinguishing advantage. •
bySTE PHAN

AD A M S

D

Contact ...
We Design, Inc.
4286 Redwood Hwy .• Suite 237
San Rafael, CA 94903
Phone: 415.479 .1105
Fax:
415.499.0967
Email: warren@we.com

We make it so.

SM
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Peace Di~idend
NEXT

In 19'89, a top-secret client ot defense contractor RDR
made inquiri es about Ne'X1i computers;
the client h"d ,NeXT pr.oject unde",
way and needed help WIlting
custom app1lcallons. As
luck would have it, RDR
had jus" hired Chris Walters, who had enough e]{pedence with NeX,T s to set up a
sl'dall gr.oup of programmers - and
help push the company in a luerattve new direction.
RDR has since idenllfied a tactical opportunity in the
sHortage of qualified programmers ve1'Sed in Objectb,eC and NeXT's AppKit. The firm's expertise, and now a
couple of its own product-&, are benefiting many of the
govemmenl agencies and private firms turning to NeXTSTEP for mission-critical custom applications. RDR
recently signed a contract to design the retirement system for tlie city of Baltimo1'e.. It is also helping the consulting firm OCM, which is running Earl Williams'S
gubernatorial campaign in tHe siate 01 Virginia.

SER\, I CE~

RDR started as a small secu,lt.y, consurtlng grc)lIalr ll
1986, when ite found.,,, Colonel Cal Sasat, ret:l reclfiron
the military after' 26 1ear. ot active senlce. Sasai
upon his mllilaw credentials - Including time spent

Army manage ils computer sy,stems. 1ihe 81omll).·"'.,
which Is headquadereclless thaft 15 minutes from
Pen'lagon, in Faidax, Virginia, qulckl~ grew to about
people.
The company's decision to putslle the NeD
came two yealls Into Chris Walt'ers's project, on
ber4, 1991, when NeXT hosted a show for aOlvs,mlma
customers. Sasai realized that the NeX"T mllrk.et.,laict
t ime to get involved in product development. A few
later, he created RDR's advanced technology 50'IU"101
group, with Walters as technical head. waltells sold
the rights fo, a set of Inter.taceBulider palettes he
been working on, and the company starCed mllrk:etl.ni
them in January t992 8t the flr.st Ne)ffWORLD
also began aggressivelV pursuing contracting and

I

/

!

I

THE ULTIMATE

OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY MANA

• 3 X-Windo

FEATURES
't? SCHEDULING
't? CONTACT MANAGER
't? NO TEPAD PROJECT

't? NAME MANAGER
't? TO-DO LISTS
't? CALCULA TOR

ORGANIZER

"Great product, great support! Thanks Again. "
- Nathan Albertson, US West

Streamline the way you work and
Maximize Performance!
Digital Instrumentation T echnology, Inc, .
127 Eastgate D rive #20500, Los Alamos, N M
Ph: 1-800-467-1459 FAX: (50 5)-662-0897
E-mail: od-request@dit. com

=Cu

SYS ')

051IMotif Is a trodemark of Open
K Window System is a trad emark

Ci
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COMMUNITY
opportunities in the NeXT community - and succeedwell.
"A lot of people have been bumed by systems integrators," explains Robert Ward, the company's vice-president. RDR's solution is to use NeXTS'TEP's
rapid development environ.
ment to deliver working
prototypes of applications "within six to
twelve weeks" of signing a contract, he says,
letting customers
"drive before they buy."
On a typical $500,000
contract to develop a
application, the customer commits $50,000
front.
A few months later "we give them an application
can try," says Ward. The customer then has the
of canceling the contract or letting RDA finiSh the
and paying the contract's face value. So far, says
nobody has ever opted to cancel a project.
RDR is getting aggressive with products as well. The
_any has polished up a presentation program cailed

@image that Walters developed with two friends several
years ago while moonlighting. The software, originally
called NeXT Question, was put on the back bumer when
Lighthouse Design's ConcurrenCe came on the scene.
While @image doesn't provide the outlining .capabilities
of Concurrence, it costs less than half as much.
Meanwhile, RDR has taken NeXT's Developer Camp
model one better: This spring, the company is opening
the doors of its own "NeXT University." In addition to
being an authorized' provider of NeXT courses for users,
developers, and system administrators, RDR will be
offering introductory classes in UNIX, ObJective-C, and
most NeXTSTEP productivity applications.
Colonel Sasai is convinc4'td that' the flurry of NeXT.
related activity at his company ,won't die -down anytime
soon. "NeXT is new," Sasai ,says enthusiastically, so
RDR can make a name for itself in this market - and
grow with it. •
by S 1 M .S 0
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G ARFI NKEL

JRE THAN JUST A

IRISCHEDULER-

flMATE
yMANAGER!
NAME MANAGER
TO-DOLISTS
CALCULATOR

fOOD fo~ THOUGHT

. "
n k s A gam.

work and
nance!

Fron iface is f ortif ied wi[h n'ine essential fea tures:

V'eisio'lfOf Cub 'X-Window

I

:hnology, Inc.
, Los Alamos, N M 87544
(5 05)-662-0897

ce card

=Cub'x
SYS T E M ES

U.S.A.: INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY INC.

(503) 644-0111 'ITI@inttech,com

Primitive objects, 3D text, Geometry conversions, Automatic shadow an d environment mapping, Direct texture map positioning,
Shader control, Context-sensitive drag and drop,
RIB inputJoutput and more.
Frontface will give yoW' ideas the extra nutlition they need.

Europe: (33)-(1) 4708 7440
info@cubx.com

OSF/Motif is d t rademark of Open Softwa re Founda tion, Inc.
X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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When you see a posting on the Net
with the subject "Re: nextstep" and
it isn't referring to a certain Redwood City-based company's operating software, you know something interesting is up. In this case,
it's the latest in a long series of NeXT
and NeXT-related sightings that
have amazed, intrigued, and frustrated Net readers, who are baffled
by NeXT's failure to take better advantage of these mentions.
Sightings have been confirmed

in sllch diverse media as a Paula
Abdul MTV video; a TDK television commercial; a network series
(the now-defunct "PS - ILUVU");
several major motion pictures,
including "Flatliners"; and various
CNN "Headline News" stories,
including a report from a weather
center during a hurricane.
But the "Re: nextstep" thread
is particularly amusing (and frustrating) because it refers to "the
next step," a new San Franciscobased technology-oi-the-future
television series currently running
on the Discovery Channel. Despite
having a name, look, and logo
similar to NeXT's (including a
spinning square at an angle with

a NeXT-HQ-like staircase superimposed), the show has never
reported on its namesake, NeXTSTEP, certainly. one of the most
interesting new technologies in
the computer industry.
This lapse would be worth
protesting if NeXT had ever made
a serious effort to penetrate the national media. Many of the sightings on the Net are by non-NeXT
people who get excited enough
just by the look of the hardware
. and its apparent functionality to
join NeXT Net news groups and
sometimes even purchase hardware. Imagine the level of interest if NeXT actually tried to be
seen. They could start by push-

ing for a segment on "the next
step" (it's in San Francisco, after
all); actively seek higher visibility
in the mass media; and, finally,
create some killer commercials:
NeXT has no excuse for not do·
ing this in 1993. But then again,
NeXT had no excuse for not do
ing this in 1992. f

by

CHARLES

PERKINS

-----------------.- -----

Undergraduate
School

Graduate

-NeXTSTEP 101
-Intro to Object-Oriented Concepts
-Intro to Interpersonal Computing
-Objective-C Basics
-Database Concepts/Programming
-Executive Level Orientation
-Intro to Interpersonal Computing
-Programming NeXT Computers

-NeXT Developers Class
-NeXT Systems Administration
-NeXT Systems Administration for
UNIX Experts
-NeXT in a Mixed Computer
Environment
-NeXTSTEP 3.0 Entry Point
-Programming with DBKit

Schoo.1

"Occa
coincic
Softwa
Bove&R

RDR , Inc., a certified

NeXTEdge Training Partner, announces the
availability of a full spectrum of NeXTSTEP training classes in the
National Capital Area. Whether we use our two convenient training
facilities or train at your site, the RDR Team can provide ' users,
developers, and managers the skills needed to acquire and maintain
the NeXTEdge. PLUS, a full range of Third Party applications
training is available in conjunction with our training partner Electronic
Directions. ~ Call for a complete schedule and course information
today.

"Pages
produ(
SteveJol
"Peopl~

EstalFain
Preferrec

RDR, Inc.
10600 Arrowhead Drive - Fairfax, Virginia 22030
(703)591 -9651 - FAX (703)273-8170 - email train@rdr.com

Visa/MC

d
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Brochure

And how we do it
lets you be more productive.
"Pages Software ... provided impressive
demonstrations of its concepts 18 months
ago ... it has been polished significantly
to the point where it is quite impressive."
"Pages goes much farther than most
systems in displaying icons to represent
the various ways a document will look ... "

---------==
------------------------------------------Brochure

" ... the only options presented to the
user are ones that would be considered
appropriate typographically .... you won't
see pages with four or more narrow
columns, or headlines that are seven or
eight lines deep-mistakes that people
often make when they design their own
layouts with standard software."
"(Pages) system offers a lot of innovative
ideas and solid functionality."
The Seybold Report on Desktop Publishing 11 /2/92

"Occasionally a program comes along that defines a new genre of applications and (not
coincidentally) makes-an entirely new and different platform worth buying. Pages ... from Pages
Software is a program that could do just that for the NeXT machine .... Awesome in its simplicity."
Bove & Rhodes INSIDE REPORT 10/ 1992

"Pages is a stunning product, and I believe it will become a major mainstream
product on NeXTSTEP."
Steve Jobs, Founderand CEO of NeXT Computer, Inc,

"People will buy NeXTs just to run Pages!"
Estal Fain, Senior Vice President Information Systems,
Preferred Health Care Systems

o c' \'\I'O~\ \ . ~?JO
~o~ ?~o \.} g~_qoSO e'f..'·
co'\'. b,q IY.
0 ~e
,,,, ",Ov...\f\9 y>eouC
? ,':-.Ie
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COMMUNITY
Pages' Big Gamble
Spindler and Parker worked on the companion design models. Webster
demonstrated the prototype to Steve Jobs, who loved what he saw: a
potential breakthrough application that could differentiate NeXT in the
I@"

publishing arena.
In March 1991, the company demonstrated Pages publicly at a Seybold conference, where it received a great deal of attention. In December, Paragon Venture Partners took the lead among several blue-chip
venture firms in backing Pages to the tune of $3.5 million. One of the
conditions for funding was that the company hire an experienced software executive to run the company.
Enter Spelhaug, a computer-industry executive with 25 years of
expertise in computer-based publishing. Among his career highlights,
Spelhaug directed Xerox's entry into the desktop-publishing market
with Ventura Publisher and later ran marketing for Aldus Corporation, the leading publisher of graphic-design software for desktop
computers.
Knowing that he had a good product, Spelhaug set out to build a
strong company. He quickly added Rand Schulman from Island Graphics to run sales and marketing; Jim Hamerly from Xerox to manage
R&D; John Curry from Chipsoft to control finances; and Dave Krich

from Claris to establish testing and quality-assurance programs. He
clarified the roles for Spindler as product manager; Parker as director
design models; and Webster as chief architect.
"This is not a couple of guys in a garage, but an exceptionally experienced team," Spelhaug says. "This is a structure scaled to support a
$20 million business."
But it is also a gamble that the NeXT installed base can support
such a large operation. Spelhaug says that NeXT was the right bet for
Pages, since it provides a chance to establish a dominant market share
on a technologically advanced platform. By defining the product as general-purpose document-creation software for writing, designing, presenting, and publishing, Pages has a chance to capture the broad main·
stream of the market. With sufficient penetration and sufficient success
for NeXTSTEP '486, Spelhaug is confident that Pages can live up to
its business plan.
Down the road, the company foresees possible ports to other plat·
forms _ certainly Windows NT looms large. But that's 'a wager for
another day; first Pages has to collect on its NeXT gamble. The wheel
is spinning. •

by

DAN

RUB Y

YOUR PASSPORT To A WHOLE
WORLD OF GRAPHICS FILES
Or export pictures
Introducing Pixel B!I!_~~!!IIIl~!!!!!
created on the NeXT to
T
Magician " , the uniother platforms in the
versal picture file
appropriate file format,
viewer and translator
color map and bit depth.
for NeXT computers.
Additional features
Pixel Magician gives
include: mass image
your NeXT free reign in
conversion , precise
the world of computer
scaling,
variable
aspect ratios and image
graphics because it converts images to
resolutions, alpha channel support,
and from just about any file format TIFF, GIF, PICT, JPEG , TGA, PCX, dithering, color quanti zation and
flexible output options.
EPS, PS, BMP, IFF, RAST and others.
Pixel Magician from Biicchus, Inc.
Pixel Magician lets you view
Your
passport to a whole world of
graphic files in different formats, import
them and treat them as if they were graphics files! Call (310) 820-9145
today for more information.
created directly on your NeXT.

With the Pi
ways, Lotus~ Irnprc
Th begin, I:r

Improv gives you th
means your spread!
Finally, wit
charts and presento

Bacchus
2210 WIL SHIRE BOULEVARD , SUITE 33 0 , SANT A MONIC A, CA 9040 3
FAX : 310/820·5930· E·mail: info @bacc\ms.com
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Lotus Improv.
The NeXTgeneration in spreadsheets.

ports to other plathat's 'a wager for
, gamble. The wheel

With the power to analyze, view, and present numbers in vastly new and exciting
((.../mprov knocked me out. It's the first new
ways, Lotus'" Improv™ is clearly unlike any spreadsheet you've ever seen before.
program thatI've seen in months. Lotus's
Th begin, Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and create formulas. Then designs are truly innova1:ive." - BYTE Magazine, 10/90
,huprov gives you the ability to rearrange everything- in mere seconds instead of hours. Which
';4 stunningly simple approach fIJ organizing
means your spreadsheet models become infinitely more flexible- and insightful.
complex: data."
-pc World, lJI90
Finally, with stunning clarity and resolution, Improv produces the most compelling
charts and presentations, using graphs, text, images, even sound.
"Improv is one of the most in1eresting applicafur more information about Lotus Improv, call 1-800-343-5414 . tions I've seen in quite some time. It's a f1Jtally
One look will convince you that Lotus Improv is the NeXT generation different take on the spreadsheet." - Info World, 1111190
of spreadsheets.

LotuJ; Impraufar the NeXT Computer.
Circle 50 on reader service card
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CARVING OUT A BLACK
MARKET FOR NEXTSTEP
ON INTEL MEANS WRESTLING
WITH AN 800-POUND GORILLA
NAMED MICROSOFT

..

by

SIMSON

L.

GARFINKEL

A battle is brewing for the mainstream business-computing desktop. For the first time, mass-market personal computers have caught up
with the speed and performance of low-end workstations, while workstations are newly competitive with PCs on price.
As hardware choices become increasingly irrelevant, the key differentiator in corporate environments will be system software. That's
because the operating systems that have dominated business computing - DOS, Windows, and Macintosh - are underpowered for the enterprisewide, client-server applications that corporate users are demanding.
Tapping the real power of industrystandard '486- or Pentium-based computers requires that PCs be equipped
with an advanced operating system
capable of managing simultaneous
tasks and supporting complex networks. Coming from the workstation
market, UNIX-based systems suppliers, including NeXT, have targeted
the emerging market for PC-based advanced systems. Coming from the
PC world, Microsoft, Novell, and Apple are evolving their operating systems to serve the same market.
The first shots will be fired this summer, as Microsoft, SunS oft, and NeXT
each ship the first versions of advanced operating systems for Intel-based PCs.
THE COMPETITION

Analysts agree that the 800-pound gorilla in the advanced-systems market is
Microsoft, which bills its Windows NT as "a powerful, scalable, multitasking
32-bit operating system that runs applications for both Windows and MSDOS." Microsoft is positioning Windows NT as part of a logical continuum of
Windows products that will run on everything from low-end PCs to high-end
multiprocessor RISC supercomputers. Microsoft hopes that NT will be the
future operating system for all computers.
Microsoft has also already ported NT to both the MIPS and Alpha RISC
platforms - with more ports expected. That means that PC users will have an
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easy way to move to significantly faster computers in the next few years
$79. In so doing, Microsoft has created an army of people trained in NT
without having to change their applications or operating system.
to develop applications, help new installations, and write purchase orders.
Most systems vendors concede that Microsoft will be the dominant
"The general marketplace is Microsoft's to lose. Microsoft has to
force in the advanced-systems market; the others are jockeying for position screw up," says Cubbage.
as the leading alternative to NT. NeXTSTEP for Intel has an opportunity
to assume that role because of its advantages for object-oriented develApPLES AND ORANGES?
opment. For all of NT's strengths, it doesn't begin to provide the object If NeXT is worried about the competition, they're not showing it. "We are
tools or libraries that are already fairly mature in NeXTnot positioning it feature-for-feature, head-to-head with
STEP. That won't come for Microsoft until a followNT or Solaris," says Bachman.
_ w.. . .....
up version of NT, code-named Cairo, brings object orienInstead, NeXT is selling NeXTSTEP for Intel as an
:;.:::i.
ration to the Windows world in 1994 or later.
object-oriented development environment and runRelying heavily on the advantages of InterfaceBuilder
time system for corporate desktops. "It's a better means
and the Database Kit, NeXT is being priced, marketed,
to develop and deploy custom applications to autoand sold, not as a general-purpose operating system, but
mate business processes," Bachman says confidently.
as "the best object-oriented platform for writing and
The power of NeXTSTEP, he adds, makes it easy to
deploying client-server applications," says Brett Bachman,
integrate custom-built applications with shrinkwrapped
NeXT's director of software product marketing.
offerings.
Meanwhile, the other contenders have their own
Rather than compare NeXTSTEP to operating systrengths: IBM's much-maligned OS/2 has a sizable mar- NeXTSTIP for Intel: Object-oriented environment terns like NT, Bachman suggests comparing NeXTSTEP WI°th 0ther 0 bJeet-onented appli catlon-deveIopment
ket share in corporate environments, with more than two eases custom developmenl
million copies sold; SunSoft's Solaris 2.0 for Intel brings
systems such as Galaxy, from Visix Software. Galaxy
Sun's strength among technical users to the PC market;
costs $9600 per developer on UNIX workstations,
Santa Cruz Operation (SCO) has served the Intel-based
$7800 for Windows. Such systems typically offer
world with Xenix and UNIX systems for the past decade,
object-oriented development tools, text objects, color
with more than a million copies installed; and Novell, a
pickers - all the stuff of NeXTSTEP. Bachman maincompany with both the money and inclination to become
tains that when they compare NeXTSTEP with those
Microsoft's archrival, recently purchased UNIX Systems
high-priced systems, corporate developers think that
Laboratories (USL) - and UNIX itself - from AT&T.
NeXT is practically giving away NeXTSTEP for free.
In many ways, giving NeXTSTEP away for free
WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
is what NeXT has been doing all along - the operatMany observers feel that the market will only support
ing system came free when you bought NeXT's propriIndustrial-strength Windows may dominate
h d
I' h
h d
N XT
one or two major operating systems. As evidence, they NT:
market bnt lacks object orientation_
etary ar ware. t stat propnetary ar ware, e
point to the existing market for PC operating systems:
now believes, that has been scaring customers away.
Although most PCs can run a wide range of DOS-compatible
Many large companies have "PC service organizations,"
operating systems, Microsoft's DOS owns the overwhelmexplains Robert E. Lawton, program manager for NeXTSTEP for Intel. "They may have six people who do nothing
ing majority of desktops.
more than put boards in machines" and tear them apalt
In the advanced-systems market, though, Microsoft may
when they break down.
have squandered an opportunity by taking years to establish Windows as a standard graphical environment and even longer to
NeXTSTEP for Intel lets customers focus on the added
provide multitasking and other UNIX-like features. "Microsoft
value of NeXT's software, Lawton says, without having to
worry about the difficulty of installing, upgrading, and sertook a very long time to make Windows work - seven years,"
vicing NeXT hardware.
says Paul Cubbage, a principal analyst at Dataquest. "They proRealizing that it must make NeXTSTEP for Intel attracvided a wide-open window of opportunity for UNIX, and the
UNIX folks have done nothing about it," Cubbage says.
tive for both existing NeXT users and new customers, NeXT
Indeed, during those seven years, the UNIX community
has also gone to great pains to minimize the hassles of operhas fo ught and fractured, developing at least 13 different verating in a mixed environment.
ions of the operating system and not less than four inc om- Solarias for Intel: Sun brings
For example, NeXT modified the UNIX file system so
.
.
.
f
.
strengths in technical markets
that floppy disks and hard drives formatted on one kind of
patlble graphICal user mter aces. "There are too many dIfferent to corporate desktops.
UNIXes," says Don Babcock, vice-president for Timeline,
computer can be readily moved to another. NeXT has also
which is developing an acco unting package based upon Microsoft Access, pioneered fat binaries for storing executable code for several different
microprocessors in a single file. This lets a large site have a single 1L0calApps
Microsoft's new database product. "UNIX can't get its act together."
directory for both its black and white hardware.
So the biggest strength of Windows NT may not be its technical merAnd if NeXTSTEP is ported to a high-performance RISC workstation,
irs, but the fact that it comes from a single supplier, in a single version.
it will already have the hooks built into the system for incorporating RISC
"NT is NT is NT. You don't have different flavors of NT," says David
machines into '486-based networks.
Price, a Windows NT manager at Digital Equipment Corporation.
NeXT is also banking on the ability of NeXTSTEP for Intel to run
Analysts expect Microsoft to come on with NT like a steamroller.
Over the past few years, Microsoft - a company that earned $2.7 billion in DOS and Windows programs. NeXT plans to use a special '486-based version of Software Ventures' SoftPC Professional, which should make DOS
fiscal year 1992 - has developed an operating system that will provide a
and Windows programs running on a '486 nill as fast as if they were on a
multitasking, multithreaded, protected-mode operating system with sophis386-based computer (see "Windows Dressing"). The program will interticated security capabilities. It will plug and play on most networks. It will
cept Windows calls and map them directly to Display PostScript, which
run DOS and Windows programs. And it is portable.
'While Microsoft has yet to announce any pricing for Windows NT, by should speed performance considerably. NeXT also plans to integrate
Microsoft's DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) and OLE (Object Linking and
the end of 1992 it had seeded the world with 38,000 copies of NT and the
complete development system to any consultant willing to shell out a mere Embedding) into NeXTSTEP's cut-and-paste system, for "sean11ess" Win--~~-
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An important side bene~t of NeXT's move to '486
ware is the immediate availability of portable
something that has. been sorely lacking from aa_. V"I'"
product line. To old·timers who used to haul arc:'UIlId:
NeXTcubes, the Slab may have seemed .like a norta.
but in reality NeXT has been completely shut out of
market for laptop and notebook computers.
No longer. The requirements for a NeXTSTEP
able are the same as for any other Intel·based
though most portables use the low·powered SL
of the '486 processor. Processor-speed and me~mc~ry.l
configuration requirements are comparable to
machines. With today's hardware, however, the
available color or grayscale screen is good enlolllgn;
run NeXTSTEP only in 2-bit grclYsicai
at 64()'by-480 resolution. Any type
portable screen will work, th4)U~11i
active-matrix display is SU1~gttst4!M1
acceptable cursor-response
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dows support.
Of course, NeXTSTEP isn't the only '486 operating system that is
aiming for the Windows replacement market. IBM has always claimed
that OS/2 can run Windows programs "better than Windows." SCO and
Univel use Locus Merge, which simulates an entire PC in an X window.
And SunSoft recently acquired a DOSlWindows emulator from Praxsys
that is supposed to work similarly to SoftPC Professional.
But while the ability to run Windows programs is a requirement for
any competitor to NT, it is not enough to convince customers to switch,
ays Terry Bennett, director of technical systems research at InfoCorp. If
users want to run DOS and Windows programs, they'll stick with Windows and "and bite their nails waiting for NT."
"The software heritage for the general workgroup is all coming from
DOS and Windows," says Bennett. "In order to look at UNIX, customers
need to be looking at software that isn't available under' DOS."

THE RIGHT STUFF?
Windows NT is designed to correct many of the problems that today's
Windows users are having - without forcing users to abandon Microsoft
operating systems and move on to something else. Whereas Windows 3.1
runs on top of DOS, Windows NT puts Microsoft's graphical interface on
top of a fundamentally new and robust operating system.
NT provides a reliable computing environment with memory protection, so that one application can't readily crash other applications running
on the same computer. Like NeXTSTEp, NT is a multiuser system that provides for peer-to-peer networking and easy sharing of printers. NT even
offers the promise of cheap laser printers with scalable fonts, thanks to
Microsoft's TrueType technology, which has been adopted by many printer
manufacturers. Microsoft also hopes NT will address the computer security

P on the Roa·d

and memorytarable to desktop
!)wever. the best

units, NeXT expected to provide support for the
433D, Compaq LTE Lite, several of the Toshiba
machines, and a future NEC product line. Several
of these are so small and light that they qualify as noterather than laptops.
We were able to play with an early version of NeXTfor Intel running on a Toshiba 4400C notebook
to the gills with 20MB of memory (thanks to an
kit by Apricom) and an active-matrix display. It
twelghed just eight pounds, including the battery, and
.
also equipped with a docking station to hold the
~themet card when we retumed to our desk.
NeXTSTEP ran fast and was stable, though we had
get used to a few facts of life about portables. First,
640-by-480 resolution provides just one-quarter the
of a MegaPixel Display. Even with hiding the
and menus and making other screen elements as
as possible, it seems likely that SOme apps will
not run effectively at this resolution. Hopefully,
~developers will redesign their apps in low-resolution
~Y8I'Sions for portable users.
The second difference is that, unlike fully net[;worked desktop NeXTs, portables do not live on a
!network. Users will need to adjust to dialing in at regintervals and managing their files and e-mail

•
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needs of most of its users. The company boasts C2-level security, although
that certification hasn't yet been awarded by the u.s. government.
Even without it, though, NT has features that NeXTSTEP lacks. For
example, the system administrator can force or forbid users to change their
passwords. One of the most impressive aspects of NT is the new NT file
system (NTFS), which supports out of the box high-performance, faulttolerant techniques such as disk mirroring, disk striping, and RAID. The
NTFS can be restarted seconds after a system crash or power failure. The
UNIX file system, on the other hand, must lUll through a file-checking protocol after a crash - a process that can take an hour or more on large systems.
But NT is still relatively untested in the field - and new operating systems have a history of being difficult beasts to manage. Even though the
early releases of NT appear stable, the industry is still waiting to see the
finished product: Bugs have a way of creeping in at the end of the development cycle, and Microsoft does not have a good record of shipping system
software on time.
Some analysts also think that NT might be too complex for ordinary
users to master, while not offering enough features to make it the server
hub of a busy LAN. After the initial offering, Microsoft might take the
.feedback and return to the lab to figure out what users really need.
"NT has to try to be all things to all people. Our sense is that it won't
be before the mid-1990s that the NT OS begins to ship in volume," says
George Weiss, an analyst with the Gartner Group, a Connecticut-based
research firm.

OTHER CONTENDERS
Time may provide an opportunity for NeXT and others to establish their
offerings in the market.
SunS oft - Sun Microsystems' wholly-owned software subsidiary - is
busy, like NeXT, porting its operating system from proprietary hardware to
Intel '486- based PCs. Whereas NeXT stresses the advantage of its objectbased environment, SunS oft stresses its adherence to industry standards. For
example, all NeXT applications are built with the company's proprietary
Application Kit; SunS oft ships Solaris with three different industry-standard tool kits for developing applications. "When you give the developer a
single tool kit, you limit the developer," says a SunSoft representative.
SCO is selling a similar vision of standards-based computing. SCO
boasts nearly ten years of experience delivering UNIX and UNIX-like
operating systems for Intel processors, and it recently shipped its millionth
system. The company's catalog lists more than 7000 applications. SCO's
Xenix and UNIX operating systems support more than 800 different offthe-shelf peripherals. SCO is becoming even more competitive with its new
Open Desktop environment, which combines X, Motif, NFS, TCPIIP, and
Merge, a program which runs DOS programs in X windows.
Univel, with its parent company Novell's purchase of USL, is also
making a play to become a serious '486 contender. The company's UnixWare operating system is a full release ofUSL's System V Release 4.2, integrated so that it can share files from Novell NetWare servers. Like the
other vendors, Univel is targeting mission-critical custom applications at
companies that are downsizing and turning to client-server computing,
says a company spokesperson.
IBM is making a two-pronged attack with OS/2. Organizations with
IBM mainframes have used OS/2 as a simple tool for building network
clients, thanks to OS/2's built-in SNA (Systems Network Architecture) connectivity. Outside of traditional mainframe shops, OS/2 has made a mark
as a server operating system itself, particularly with government clients.
Unlike NeXTSTEP, all other '486 operating systems will also run on
'386-based computers (although Solaris requires that machines be equipped
with a math coprocessor or disk-accelerator board). That's important for
capturing the installed hardware base, as well as for allowing customers to
field the lowest possible cost per seat. And all systems other than NeXTSTEP will display color graphics on standard VGA adaptors - they don't
need expensive memory-mapped hardware, since X needs less bandwidth
compared with Display PostScript.

MAY THE BEST

as

WIN

Industry observers point out that the contest for the '486 market need not
be decided upon technical merits. "UNIX was already in the hands of
people [in 1981]," says Carl R. Dichter of UNIX Review. "We watched a
single-user, single-tasking operating system take over the market."
For the '486 desktop, says Dichter, "there is only room in the market
for a few big players." He sees Microsoft's competitors "converging and
joining forces against Windows NT." As for NeXT, Dichter says, technical
advantages may not be enough. "We've seen better operating systems get
killed off by DOS."
That's why NeXT is careful to position its product as an OS designed
to quickly develop object-oriented, client-server applications. While that
strategy has been successful to a point, though, "It's spot successes," says
the Gartner Group's George Weiss. "They have found companies that will
love NeXT, that environment, and working with those tools."

These customers, says Weiss, don't care about being locked into
etary tools: "They want an application up and running as fast as possible
gain a competitive advantage - even if they have to junk the system later
Thus, NeXT may be linliting its future opportunity if it positions
NeXTSTEP only as an object-oriented development environment, warns
Dataquest's Cubbage. "They are saying that they have a high-value
market. They will live in that niche market as long as it takes their
power and their kind of software. However, the commonest kind of
I've seen in here [in the past six months] are products that look like
faceBuilder, and they're all designed for Windows." •
S I M SON L. GAR FIN

KEL

is a NeXTWORLD senior editor.

Porting NeXTSTEP Programs
When NeXT announced NeXTSTEP for Intel last year,
the company claimed that most existing applications
would port to the new operating system with little more
than a recompile. NeXT even showed off newly ported
versions of Create and Concurrence running on NeXTSTEP '486 to boost its claim.
Despite Steve .Jobs's statement that everything
about NeXTSTEP and NeXTSTEP for Intel was the same,
observers remained skeptical. PCs are indeed different
than NeXTstations: different video displays, different
keyboards, different mice. Wouldn't programs have to be
modified? Furthermore, the Intel and Motorola microprocessors represent numbers with exactly the opposite
byte order: Wouldn't data files written by one have to be
translated to be readable by the other?
A year later, it seems that most of these fears were
unfounded. That's because, unlike in the DOS world, NeXT
programs don't directly access the computer's hardware;
they communicate with the NeXTSTEP operating system
instead. By porting the operating system itself, NeXT has
hidden all the differences. (The idea of porting applications by porting the opeIating system dates back to 1977,
when Bell Labs ported the UNIX operating system from
a DEC PDP.11 to an Interdata 8/32.)
In my experience, programming NeXTSTEP for Intel
is almost exactly the same as programming a NeXTstationa For example, every program in my book, NeXTSTEP
PIogramming, can be run on NeXTSTEP for Intel by simply
compiling the program on a '486 computer. I also tried
porting SBook, my 26,OOOalIne address-book program.
The program worked on NeXTSTEP '486 the first time,
without a single line of code being modified.
Other programs may not fare as well. For example,
windows that are wider than 800 pixels or higher than
600 simply won't fit on the smaller screen of most '486
systems. And some programs, like WriteNow, won't port
at all, since they're mostly written in 68000aassembler
language.
Data·file compatibility is likely to be a nagging problem for some developers. NeXTSTEP's archiving package will automatically swap bytes, but developers who

write their own - or who use bit fields - will have
modify their programs to deal with this nagging architectural incompatibility. SBook does neither, but anntl!loI!II
program I wrote did its own archiving, and I still haIIlAlI't
tracked down all of the byte-swapping bugs.
Other NeXT programmers are reporting similar
rienees. It took David Pollak, president of Athena Design, just 30 minutes to get his Mesa spreadsheet
ing under NeXTSTEP for Intel, though it took the
part of a week to get all of the bugs ironed out to provide true file compatibility.
Not surprisingly, SunSoft reports similar eX'IH!!riIl!YI£:A
with developers porting from Solaris on SPARC to
is on Intel. Most Solaris developers only have to recompile their application. "It's taken as little as 30
minutes; the longest that I know of was three days,
says .Judy Borcz, a product manager at Sun.
Windows NT developers tell similar stories about
moving from Intel to high-performance RISC architectures. 'C'fhird parties that have already ported to NT are
experiencing very little difficulty in moving to the
Alpha platform. In most cases it's just a recompile,"
says David Price, a manager at Digital Equipment
Corporation's Windows NT project.
Operating in a mixed environment - Intel and ....,~ftIIo ~
ola, or Intel and SPARC - is a different matter entirely.
NeXT is the only company that has announced any
of system for letting two different architectures run
a single binary. NeXT's "fat binaries" should make life
easier for both developers shipping programs on ..UIL. . . ·'
disks and system administrators trying to manage heterogenous networks.
NeXT has also modified the UNIX file system so
floppy disks and hard drives formatted on one kind of
computer can be readily moved to another - something
that NT does but Solaris doesn't. "At Sun, we used to
move data around on DOS floppy disks," says Bob lawton, NeXTSTEP for Intel program manager, who formeltl~,.
headed Sun's Solaris on Intel project. "That's stupid."
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The CY-8500 can store up to 25 GB
on a single tape, at speeds of up to
90 MB per minute, completely
unattended.
How? With hardware data compression that can boost capacity by
up to five times.
No other 8mm tape drive can
match the capacity, speed, and priceperformance of this best-selling drive.
ADVANCED. You'll never be left in
the dark. A bright, backlit status
display gives you the command
under execution, transfer rate, compression ratio, amount of tape remaining and more.
Our data compression option is the
fastest available. And it's switch selectable, so you can still read and write
standard tapes. Locate and restore _
files qUickly and easily with our
accelerated file access option. Add
data encryption to control backup and
restore operations through the use of
encoded card keys.

FLEXIBLE. The CY-8500 is plug
compatible with virtually every
computer system. Rack mounting
options, dual drive configurations
and a variety of cable lengths ensure
a seamless fit into your computing
environment. And as storage needs
grow, you can upgrade to our ten
tape library, capable of managing
between 25 GB and 250 GB-all
without manual intervention.
RELIABLE. A sophisticated Error
Correction Code yields a bit error
rate of less than one in 10 17 -the best
in the industry. A MTBF rate of
60,000 hours ensures reliability.
Each turnkey subsystem features
a 12-month warranty that includes
technical support from our experienced in-house engineering groups.
Everything you want in a backup
subsystem is available right now.
Call today for information at

CYBERMma

(804)873-9000

Rock Landing Corporate Center· 11 846 Rock Landing
Newport News, Virginia 23606· Fax (804)873-8836
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TRUE PLUG COMPAnBILITY
Alliant
Alpha Micro
Altos
Apollo
Arix
AT&T
Saslc-4
Concurrent
Convergent
DataGeneral
DEC 3100/5000
DECBI-Bus
DEC DSSI
DECHSC
DECO-Bus
DEC TUITA81
DEC Unibus
Gould/Encore
HP .
IBM AS/400
IBM Mainframe
IBM cRlse/6000
IBMRT
IBMS/38
lel
Intergraph
Macintosh

McDonnell
Douglas
Motorola
NCR
NeXT
Novell
OS/2
PS/2
Parallel Port
PC 386/ix
PC MS-DOS
PC Xenlx/Unix
Pertec
Plexus
Prime
Pyramid
Sequent
Silicon
Graphics
STC
Stratus
Sun
Texas
Instruments
Unisys
Wang
and more
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IF YOU BUY A NeXT COMPUTER,
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WHO CARES?

When a com puter comes out of its box,
most manufacturers consider that the end of
their responsibility.
At NeXT™we take a different view-we
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For instance, we let you minimize your worries about downtime through service direct
from NeXT: Our affordable Extended Warranty
Contracts give you on-site coverage that
extends past the duration of your one-year
warranty, for up to three additional years.
Options for large and medium-size organizations are also available, and we can create a
custom proposal to address any unique
needs you may have.
When you need help, we can provide itwith our substantial support program. The
NeXTedge Technical Support Hotline will give
you direct telephone access to our highly
knowledgeable Customer Support Engineering team. We also offer a regularly published
support bulletin, complete with answers to
technical questions on a floppy disk.
Our education program will assure that you
enjoy the full benefits of NeXT's technology
from the very beginning. We offer a complete
curriculum-taught at NeXT's headquarters
or at any of several locations nationwide. In
particular, we offer courses for end users and
administrators, as well as a complete Developers' Camp that will help you take full
advantage of our unique object-oriented
programming capabilities.
Call us today, at 1-800-848-NeXT, for
unpacked, we offer you one of the most com- NeXTedge data sheets, course information,
prehensive service, support and training
. and pricing. You'll discover that
programs in the entire workstation industry.
NeXTedge is quite possibly the most
It's called NeXTedge~M It gives you the
complete program in the industry.
I buy one of our security of being able to deal directly with the
In other words, that we care.
)0 instead of
manufacturer. And it's a flexible enough pro- THE OBJECT IS THE ADVANTAGE:
0/
Ie machine
gram to be certain to meet your needs.
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One Group Sched· System~.
Sllnpler Than Ours.
Sure, you'll get everyone
together. But just how
practical are leg irons?
You'll do better with our
Pencil Me In software for
NeXT'" computers.
It looks like a date book. And
it's just as easy to use. No complicated interfaces - or chains - to tie
you up. Click on a time slot with your
mouse. Type in an appointment.
Nothing to it.
Want to set up a group meeting?
You can display everyone's schedule as
a composite calendar. And see, in an
instant, when everyone's free.
TW

Pick a time.

Pencil Me In will automatically
place appointments in each
schedule and let you send out
invitations by E-mail, alerting
staff to the event. So they won't
run off.
It will also schedule recurring meetings, display reminders and print
schedules, all with a
click of the mouse and a
few keystrokes.
All of which should
please the gang. To learn
SOFTW ARE
more and to order, call

iii
SARRUS

1-800-995-1963.

The group software people.

Sarrus Software, Inc., 777-C Woodside Road, Redwood City, CA 94061, voice: 415-306-2495 fax:
415-364-2687, E-Mail: Info@sarrus.com. Pencil Me In is a trademark of Sanlls Software, Inc. NeXT is a
trademark of N eXT Computer, Inc. ©1992 Sarrus Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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ast month, reading through the Help Wanted section of the
Boston Globe, I discovered an advertisement for a telecommunications company seeking NeXTSTEP programmers.
The full-page spread cost the company a cool $38,000.
There's never been a better time than now to be a NeXTSTEP programmer. Companies aren't looking for entry-level programmers - they're
seeking team leaders and offering salaries in the high $60s to low $90s.
There's even more money to be made as a consultant. That's because
many companies want to test the waters by having a few hired guns write
one of those mission-critical custom applications before committing themselves to training or new hires. After all, most people know that it's one
thing to watch a hot Steve Jobs demo; it's
another thing entirely to sit down and make
something that actually works. No matter
how easy InterfaceBuilder seems, building
applications still involves more work than
simply connecting objects with thin black lines.
That's why NeXT's announced pricing
for NeXTSTEP '486-$995 for the userversion and $2495 for the developer edition is so disturbing. NeXT needs to create an
anny of evangelist-consultants who are enamored with the technology and hungry to share
their vision. Now is the time to seed the market. But, oddly, NeXT has priced NeXTSTEP '486 to turn a quick buck from
outfits like Chrysler Financial. NeXT doesn't see single-copy sales having
any impact on the company's future.
Self-employed consultants aren't going to spend $2495 for a copy of
NeXTSTEP to run on their spiffy new '486s. Not when they can buy a
comparable OS/2 or Windows 3.1 development system for under $500and the beta version of Windows NT for less than $100.
"It sounds as if they're coming out with a killer product, and they're

C' AMP

taking every step necessary to make sure that they fail," says a friend and
Windows consultant who would dearly love to add NeXTSTEP to his
portfolio. His problem: The cost of admission is just too high.
NeXT is quick to point out that NeXTSTEP isn't comparable to the
competition. It compares its object-oriented environment to expensive
CASE systems costing $10,000 or more. The payoff in increased programmer productivity is worth it, NeXT says.
While that argument might make sense to the company footing the
bill for a project, it rings hollow to my friend, who gets paid by the hour.
Sure, he might be five times less productive writing programs for Win. dows, but his hourly rate is still the same. Is anybody going to pay him five
times more to write NeXTSTEP programs
simply because he's five times more productive? Not a chance.
So why be a NeXTSTEP consultant?
Because its more fun to write programs for
NeXTSTEP than for Wmdows.
It puts my friend in a difficult position. He likes NeXT but can't afford to
shell out $2495 to get a copy of the NeXTSTEP developer edition. Is he better off
pirating a copy from a willing co-conspirator or just forgetting about NeXTSTEP
and sticking with Windows NT?
The feverish competition for the hearts and minds of programmers
is about to take off, as NeXT, SunSoft, and Microsoft all expect to ship
advanced operating systems for Intel this summer. NeXT's technology is
more than competitive, but that may not be enough. To attract developers, NeXT will have to reconsider its pricing strategy. •
S 1M SON L . GAR FIN K E L, NeXTWORLD senior technical editor,
is coauthor of NeXTSTEP Programming (Springe/'-Verlag, 1992).

The Best NeXT Thin
Altsys Virtuoso" is a three-in-one
masterpiece that combines superb drawing,
text-handling, and production capabilities in

'There is no doubt in our minds that Virtuoso has
raised the level of functionality for illustration
programs. It will be hard to beat."

one powerful program. And, as you'd expect
from the creator of Aldus FreeHand®and

Tony Bove & Cheryl Rhodes, NeXTWORLD

Fontographer? Virtuoso draws rave reviews.

J\bsolutely the best drawing packnge I've ever seen."
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Michael Sullivan, HOW Magazine
For the best NeXT® thing in graphic
design, call your software reseller,
or contact Altsys.
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NowYour NeXf'" DoesWindows
Click again, and you're back to
SoftPCe Professional is the award winning
your
NeXT. You can even share files
software only solution that lets you run more
belween DOS and the NeXTstep·
than 50,000 standard and custom DOS
environment.
applications on your NeXT.
So while a PC is just a PC,
And now, SoftPC with Windows;" the
' SoftPC with Windows' makes your
newest member of the SoftPC family, includes
Windows installed and ready to run. Plus, we've both a workstation and a PC with
Windows.
added special optimized drivers to give you the
Call 800-848-7677 to order your
performance you need .
SoftPC solution today.
With just a click, you can instantly
After aiL if you can run
be running any standard-mode
have your NeXT workstation too, you've
Windows or MS-DOS· application you
got a very clear advantage.
Bridging
Worlds
Of
Software"
want. VGA graphics too, of course.

NetworkMru
Networking your NeX
is only the beginning.
NetWatch'" helps you
control the entire netw(
interface that's intuitive,
Even if you' ve never m
management software befc

Insignia"Solutions

For information on all Insignia's products and services, call our toll free Fox Respcnse Service ot 800·8·S0FTPC .
Insignia Solutions Inc., 800·848-7677 . 526 Clyde Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043 . FAX (415) 964-5434. Call (4 15) 694-7600.
Insignio Solulions Ltd., Chippendale Court, Frederick Place, Kingsmead, London Road, High Wycombe, Buckinghomshire, UK. FAX +44 494-459720. Call +44 494-459426.

13715 W. MaJJbu Rd., Suite 376, Malibu, C.
C" IWl Rldt~Mek Solutions. Nt!IWatch is :! trad,
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s painful as it is for long-time NeXT partisans like myself, the
demise of NeXT's hardware was a necessary step for achieving
both the idealistic and business goals of the company.
.
The idealistic goal behind NeXT's seven-year odyssey has
been to fundamentally change the way people work. Unfortunately,
20,000 units a year hardly makes a ripple in the world. Even with projected increases in hardware sales, NeXT users would have remained in a
technological ghetto. To have a chance of really changing the world,
NeXT needs hundreds of thousands of mainstream business users. Let's
look at the business case behind NeXT's software-only strategy.
The average revenue to NeXT from a sale of NeXTSTEP might be about
$600, versus an average of about $6000 per sale on a
complete NeXT machine. On the face of it, this looks
like NeXT would make only ten percent as much
money. Increased sales and higher profit margins on
software, however, more than make up for that.
First, a sale for one-tenth the ticket price is much
easier to make. A 100-unit sale becomes a five-fig.
lire decision for middle management, while a 100unit hardware commitment is a million-dollar
purchase needing approval from corporate capitalplanning commissars. Yes, the customer needs an
Intel machine, but corporations are already buying
'4865 by the boatload.
Second, NeXT doesn't need to generate equal revenues to make equal
profits: Using rough industry benchmarks of an SO-percent gross margin
on software (versus 40 percent for hardware), NeXT needs to increase its
unit sales by a factor of five to match its 1992 profit figures.
Tllis assumes that NeXT's cost structure will remain the same, but it
will not. Through layoffs and other cost savings, NeXT plans to reduce its
overhead by 30 percent to 40 percent, so it would only need to double the
number of unit sales to achieve the same break-even point.
'

.

INK
And NeXT can do considerably better than break even; doubling sales
is conservative. An average field sales rep in the systems-software industry
sells several million dollars worth of product a year. That's several thousand seats of NeXTSTEP per salesperson, as opposed to about 200 seats
in 1992. For now, NeXT has had to reduce the number of reps dramatically, but any new reps will boost the installed base in meaningful leaps.
This is just the direct-sales force, which will call only on companies in
the Fortune 200 range. Without the anchor of black hardware, the software-distribution channel of dealers, VARs, and systems integrators will
come into meaningful play for the first time.
Beyond direct and channel sales, other computer manufacturers now have
an incentive to provide NeXTSTEP as an option,
which could result in major additional sales that
were impossible as long as NeXT sold hardware.
Taken together, reaching a base of several hundred thousand units before Taligent or Cairo sell
their first copies is an achievable goal. A solid $30n1illion software company will deliver more than
double the number of changed users than a shaky
$120-million hardware company.
The fact is that NeXT had little choice but to
make these changes or risk losing it all. With the
high overhead and thin margins of hardware, a bad
quarter could have had dire consequences. With the
new strategy, NeXT reduces that risk and boosts the potential up side.
As difficult as the change is for all of us, especially those directly
affected, more seats serve NeXT's business goals by providing higher profits for stockholders. The changes also serve NeXT's idealism by bringing
the advantages of NeXTSTEP to a much wider audience. And that's why
we're all here, isn't it? •
D AN

L A V I N comments on business issues in NeXT Ink.
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Network Management For Mere Mortals
Networking your NeXt computers
is only the beginning.
NetWatch'" helps you monitor and
control the entire network with an
interface that's intuitive and fami liar.
Even if you've never used network
management software before.

tLI

And if you are a networking deity,
you'll be happy to know that NetWatch
is SNMP Mm-I and -II compatible and
works with our powerful SNMP agent
software for NeXTSTEP and Sun. Call
310/456-6094 or e-mail Ridgeback
today for a demo disk.

Ridgeback Solutions
the lIetworking company

Data Change Notifier
Database BuilderTM
Object Toolkit

Q~s~£!frl!!se TM

23715 W. Malibu Rd., Suile 376, Malibu, CA 90265 •PAX: 310/456·971 5-E-maii: info@ridgeback.com orzulu.info@uu4.psi.com
CI993 Ridgeback SolUTions. NetWatch is a trOldcrnark of Ridgeback Solutions. All other lrJdemarks arc the propcny of Their res]X:cti vc owners.
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If You Pay More Than $99
Virtu
fora NeXTSTEP Spreadsheet... Perf.
You're Wasting Your Money!!! Moveover
drawingpr
Itsys has c
Systems f(
in illustrat

Ed Comes Through
Wha1eVer the reason, it has
proven to be a banner yeafor Ed's group. Even in a
dfpression, wefind themaket
forourused308's ond348's
to be very strong.

Once again the Central Team leads the way in top
perfonnance with the Quarterly Sales Award ·We
think it is the hard work and teamwork that puts us
on top .• said Ed Testa, Regional Manager for Game
Italian's Central Region.

This
East
West
Cent

The new TR's have been
selling poorly for the dealers
buttl1.s has ClllSed 1) strelgQ!el
the secondary marl<.et fur the
308' s and the 328' s.
As you om. seefrom thechiIt;
we have all been having a

great year. Keep it up.

Gbarers Numbers ..........
July

Aug

Sept

$328,281
$323,326
$456,669

$295,720
$342,340
$ 323,709

$180,079
$476,000
$ 527,539

CONRDENTIAL
For the next 90 days, you can own Appsoft Solution, the newest NeXTSTEP spreadsheet
only $99. Solution reads Lotus 1·2·3 files, produces 13 full color charts (including 3D),
supports local and global macros (248 macro commands), include EPS, TIFF, sound and
graphics. Complete documentation (more than 500 pages). Stop wasting your money. Get
your copy now and save more than $400.
M

..'

To order call 1 800-428-2777 or 415-802-2900.
•

Appsoft Incorporated
28 Laburnum Road
Atherton , CA 94027
(415) 802-2900
(415) 321-9309 Fax

Circle 39 on reader service card
Appsoft and Appsoft Solution are trademarks of Appsoft Corporation, Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Corporation
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Move over Illustrator - here comes a
drawing program with text in columns
by

TONY

BOVE

and

CHERYL

ltsys has dogged Adobe
Systems for supremacy
in illustration software
since the dawn of drawing programs. The Altsys-developed Aldus FreeHand competes against Adobe lllustrator on
the Mac and Windows platforms.
Illustrator was the first to arrive for
NeXT, offering curve drawing and
image tracing, text manipulation,
minimal page-layout features, object-transformation tools (rotating,
scaling, skewing, and so on), and
color separations for printing. Now
Altsys VIrtuoso has arrived with
virtually everything lllustrator offers,
plus more typographical and objectmanipulation features. Virtuoso
is also the first drawing program on
the NeXT platform to provide the
capability to color-separate TIFF
images and PostScript graphics.
Considering that lllustrator has
made no major revisions to its NeXT
product in the last two years, Altsys

Virtuoso 1.0

"'f.

superb illustration program with many
.fIInoVative features. Sporting superior
~t and text-formatting capabilities
~ its competitor, WI/strator, Virtuoso
~ only graphing tools.

'tIllS

Jreadsheet fOl
ding 3D),
;ound and
r money. Get
lcorporated
lum Road
CA 94027
-2900
-9309 Fax

AIJsys Corporation, 269 West Renner,
Richardson, TX 75080.
2141680·2060,800/477-2131 .

Illustrator (r.ltlllg upd .ltc i

••••

iJthougb fllllstrator was nearly perfect
when it came Ollt, Adobe has left this
f110gram unchanged for two years. With
tlJtmarch of technology and Altsys's
.r;lJaJlenge, the program now rates a retlMudfour atbes.

RHODES

seems to have leap-frogged Adobe
this time, especially for layoutintensive applications.

Drawing and tracing
Virtuoso offers most of the drawing
features found in Illustrator and
adds some new ones. The bezigon
tool lets you draw any kind of freeform path with any number of
points and automatic curvature the program decides where to place
control points while you are placing
the corner points. The tool is especially useful for drawing shapes' that
consist of lines and circular arcs.
Virtuoso also offers a multigon tool
to create polygons and star bursts,
giving control over the number of
sides and obtuseness of the shapes.
One unique feature of Virtuoso
is the capability to use its freehand
tool as a variable-weight pen for
pressure-sensitive drawing or painting' or as a calligraphic pen for calligraphy. A drawback of this is that
the program does not offer the ability to set tolerance levels for controlling sensitivity to hand movements (as lllustrator does). Nevertheless, Virtuoso is more forgiving of
errors, offering up to 100 levels of
undo, compared with Illustrator's
single level.
In addition, Virtuoso adheres
more to the NeXT's interface, providing an Inspector panel that includes information about any selected object. Precise changes to the
object are made by changing the
attributes listed in the panel. This
feature comes in handy when you
do blends. With the Inspector
panel, Virtuoso lets you automatically reblend a blend without having to delete and regenerate the
steps (as lllustrator requires).
Virtuoso lets you trace images
automatically and drag a selection

NeXlWORLD attist Gordon Studer, an experienced FreeHand user, created this image in Virtuoso.

rectangle around a placed TIFF
image to trace only part of the
image, so you get only the curve
you want. Compared with lllustrator, however, Virtuoso makes you
go through an extra step when
manually tracing images: You must
place the image in the document,
then send it to the background
layer to make it lighter in shade for
easier tracing. Virtuoso also lacks
an auto-trace gap-distance setting
(for ignoring gaps in an image) and
a color-tolerance setting (for controlling the tool's sensitivity to color
differentials in an image).
Virtuoso provides convenient
Fill and Line Inspector panels for
setting an object's fill pattern or
color and line attributes. VIrtuoso
also has arrowheads for lines, a
Styles List for quickly applying fill
and line styles to objects, and 40
editable PostScript lines and fills
(you can also add your own). But
the program does not go as far as
Illustrator in its pattern control,
which allows you to define any
graphic as the basis for a pattern.

Using text
Virtuoso offers more text-manipulation features for single-page layout of text blocks than any other
drawing program on the NeXT. It
offers automatic hyphenation, copyfitting control, and settings for multiple rows and columns inside a text
container. It also provides extensive
control over text attributes such
as leading, kerning, tracking, and
spacmg.
When you select text in Virtuoso, a ruler appears at the top of its

container, making five types of tabs
available: align left, align right, center, decimal, and wrapping (for tabular columns). The exact dimensions of a container and text insets
can be specified in the Inspector
panel. Unlike lllustrator and other
drawing programs, which treat
each text block as a single column,
Virtuoso lets you specify several
columns and rows within a container, and you can wrap text from
top to bottom of a column or froin
side to side across columns.
Virtuoso also offers features
found only in page-layout programs, such as automatic rulesbased hyphenation and a keep-onsame-line option. Virtuoso goes
further than Illustrator in typographic control by offering raggedzone control, spacing before and
after paragraphs, a keep-lines-together option, and paragraph rules
(lines that float with the text) . It
also goes further in controlling text
set along a path, with settings available in the Inspector panel. Virtuoso lets you set text-standoff distances for wrapping text around a
graphic object or TIFF image. The
only feature missing is an autokerning option (for using the font
designer's built-in character-pair
kerning) that can be applied to an
entire document. Virtuoso's kerning
and tracking sliders are more convenient than lllustrator's, and Virtuoso offers three different methods
of controlling line leading. Virtuoso
also provides in-line, shadow, and
zoom text effects.
Overall, Virtuoso offers more
text-manipulation features and con-
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according to
printer's resolu·
tion. Virtuoso
can also apply
You can change Virtuoso's freehand tool into a variable-weight pen
for pressure-sensitive drawing or painting, or into a calligraphic pen
color directly
for calligraphy.
TIFF images,
trol over attributes than other draw- placing black areas.
Virtuoso offers no aut:omlaoc
ing programs, and is much better
charting and graphing tools
than Illustrator for creating tables
of which are available in Illustra·
with rows and columns.
tor), and the program, in its 1.0
version,
is less mature than
Layout and assembly
Virtuoso offers exceptional features tor due to its support of NeXTSTEP 3.0 features . The Altsys
for arranging graphic objects, such
product crashed twice (both .
as rulers, ruler guides, grids, snapto options, and precise movement when we were using questlOIllablt
fonts in the Font panel to
control. The program's powerful
Layers feature lets you organize the cally alter the appearance of
but otherwise performed fla
illustration's parts into named layAs to the inevitable compaters that can be separately printed,
viewed, and locked. Layers make it isons with Illustratot; Virtuoso
easy to change the stacking order of in text formatting and page
while Illustrator is better at
overlapping elements in a drawing
freehand shapes and tracing
or to print documents without
printing their TIFF images. You can The documentation for Illustrator
more concise, easier to follow, and
also manipulate the stacking of eleeasier to use for reference than Vu·
ments in a single layer.
tuoso's documentation, which is
Other cool layout features in
Virtuoso include alignment and dis- nevertheless complete and prole!sional. By use of Inspector panek
tribution capabilities not found in
Virtuoso conforms closer to the
Illustrator. Virtuoso can align selected objects based on the rectangu- style of NeXT applications.
Your choice will most likeli
lar area each object occupies. It can
depend on the availa&ility of spOO:.
also distribute, or space out, objects proportionally along an axis, features, or the overall style and &:
of the program. Fortunately, the
even if the objects are different in
programs
import and export com
shape and size. While Illustrator's
mon file formats and can transfu
methods of measuring distances
PostScript graphics to and from
and moving objects are powerful
each other, leaving professiona~i
for precision work, Virtuoso's alignlustra tors the option of using hoc
ment options are more automatic
But for those users who need to
and easier to use, which makes
create single-page layouts with
Virtuoso better than Illustrator for
in rows and columns, Altsys giv
typical layout functions.
virtuoso performance. •
Different strokes
TONY BOVE and CHE RYl
Virtuoso and Illustrator are more
alike than different, providing ex- RHO DES are contributing ed~
to NeXTWORLD and publisher.
cellent tools and features for illustration, color separation, and print- of the Bove & Rhodes Inside Repl
ing. They differ in the special effects on Multimedia and Publishing
that are not typical of drawing pro- Technologies. They can be read,
at t-and-c@toad.com.
grams: Virtuoso takes care of TIFF
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The second annual NeXTWORLD EXPO combines a worldwide Developer Conference,
User Conference, and Product Exposition spanning three days. This year's NeXTWORLD
EXPO marks the culmination of the most significant event in NeXT's history. At
the Expo, NeXT will deliver the completed, shrinkwrapped release of NeXTSTEP®for
Intel®processors. The product that Byte magazine has called, "... the most respected
piece of software on the planet ..."- now available on industry-standard computers.
When you see NeXTSTEp, we think you'll agree. NeXT's decision to concentrate on
object-oriented software, move away from signature black hardware, and devote all
company resources to running NeXTSTEP on white hardware- is more than the transformation of a company. It is, in all likelihood, the transformation of an entire industry.
We look forward to seeing you at the Expo.
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As a special offer, all registered NeXTWORLD EXPO attendees will receive an aggressive
discount on NeXT's software products available at the Expo.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Sieve Jobs, Chairman and CEO, NeXT, Inc.
Hear Steve Jobs disc uss the future of object-oriented, client/server computing.
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DEVELOPER CONFERENCE
The NeXTWORLD EXPO Developer Conference will focus on creating both shrinkwrapped app lications and
client/server custom applications. Because the ability to run NeXTSTEP applications on Intel ®-based computers
is now a reality, both the general session and the conference tracks provide valuable information about porting
and distribution .
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USER CONFERENCE
T he NeXTWORLD EXPO User Conference offers in-depth inform ation about the use of NeXT STEP in corporate
information systems and on individual deskwps . Designed for experienced NeXTSTEP end users, system managers, and IS strategists, this program focuses on issues of deploying NeXTSTEP in enterprise-wide systems, us ing
NeXTSTEP for maximum be nefits, case studies of NeXTSTEP usage in the real world, and comparative looks
at the most innovative third-party products in the NeXT market.

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
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See under one roof over 100 product exhibits and find out why so many companies have embraced NeXTSTEP
technology. See the latest in NeXTSTEP hardware and software, and meet with users, resellers, and partners. The
Expo also features an ObjectWare Pavilion dedicated to the growing number of NeXTSTEP ObjectWare vendors.

USER GROUP PROGRAM
NoIR (NeXT Organizations InteRnational) is sponsoring a worldwide User Group Program. This year's program
theme is "486-An Explosion of New Users Und e r NeXT's Big Tent." Last year over 100 groups from around the
world were represented and this year we expect many more.

CALL 800-767-2336 TO REGISTER
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USER CONFERENCE AGENDA
Enterprise Computing

Integrating ShrinkWrap
Applications in
a Custom Solution

The Zen of Debugging

Getting Started with
DataBase Kit

A Developers' Guide to
Enterprise,Wide
Deployment

Developing Obj·C
Applications for NeXTSTEP
& Windows

Va lidating NeXTSTEP
Applications
and Objects

Real·Worid DataBase Kit
Applications

The Zen of Debugging
(repeat)

Advanced DataBase Kit
Issues

NeXT's Markets and Their
Development Oppo rtunities

Getti ng Storted with
DataBase Ki t (repeat)
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Using NeXTSTEP

In the Trenches

Hot Products

End of the Paradox :
Operational Productivity

Introduction to NeXTSTEP
fo r Intel Processors

Unifying the Desktop

Document Creation

Why OOP and
NeXTSTEP

NeXTSTEP for
Intel Processors : O&A

Rightsizi ng with NeXTSTEP

Integra ting Intel and
Motorola Based Hardware

Rollups and Drilldowns:
Executive Info Systems

Productivity,
NeXTSTEP Style

Engineering Client/Server
Systems

Publishing with NeXTSTEP

W hy NeXTCustomer Perspectives

Information Managers

Developing and Deploying
Client/Server Custom Apps

Managing Your Data

Manag ing Documents

Better Presentations

Accessing Corporate
Databases

NeXTSTEP Tips
and Tricks

Serving Your Customer

Emulation and Connectivity

Rightsizing with NeXTSTEP
(repeot)

NeXTSTEP for Intel
Processors: O&A (repeat)

Heterogeneous Networks
and NeXTSTEP

Connecting to the World

Enterprise Transformation

Graphics for Business
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Connecting the Enterprise

Object Technology
and You

Custom Applica tion
Development

Multimedia and 3D
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Managing Application
Development Pro jects

Collaborative Saftwore

Training for Success

Document Management
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Distributing NeXTSTEP
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NeXTSTEP Means Business

Getting More Speed Out of
Your Applica tion

Us ing Release 3 Features

Introduction to NeXTSTEP
Programm ing
UI Performance

Protecting Your Technology

Obiect links in Detail

Building Better NeXTSTEP
Applications
Nothing 's Easier than
NeXTSTEP Development

Workflow Tools in Custom
Applications

Writi ng Dynamic
Applications

Programming with
Distributed Objects

Succeeding with Object·
Oriented Development

Object-Oriented
Client/Server
Application DeSign

Creating Interface
Builder Palettes

Indexing Kit
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Integration
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Developing and Deploying
Client/Server Custom Apps
(repeat)
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Options fo r Portability
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Issues in System
Admin istration

Strategies for Dynamic
Personalized Systems

Advantages of Electronic
Documentation

Creating Interface Builder
Palettes (repeat)

DriverKit for NeXTSTEP

Developer Success Stories

A NeXTSTEP Shared
Development Environment

Getting More Speed Out of
Your Applica tion (repeat)

Using Release 3 Features
(repea t)

Meet the Software
Engineers

Sketching Out a Better
User Interface

UI Performance (repeat)

Obiect li nks in Detail
(repeat)
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COMPANIES PARTICIPATING IN NeXTWORlD EXPO
ADAMATION
Alembic Systems Internation al L td.
Altsys Corporation
Anderson Financial Systems, Inc.
ANDI
Appsoft, Inc.
Athena Des ign
Axsys
Bacc hus, Inc.
Be naTong
Blacksmith
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
Canon
Ci usa, Inc.
Conextions, Inc.
Cub'X Systems
Data General Corp.
Dell
F irstsoft , Inc./D BSA, Inc.

Epson
Goldleaf Publi shing, Inc.
Harvard Tool Works
Hewlett-Packard Company
Highl and Digital
HSD Microcomputer
Hypersight, Inc.
i- link Gm bH
Imagine Multimedia, I nc.
INS IG HT Software
Insigni a Solutions Inc.
I ntel Corporation
Jana Publishing
L ighthouse Design, Ltd.
Logicon Ultrasys tems Inc.
LogicStream
Lotus Development Corp.
Marble Softwa re Products
Memory International, Inc.

Millennium Software L abs, Inc.
M RJ , Inc.
N EC Technologies Inc.
N orth star
nPoint
O bj ective Technologies, Inc.
ONyX Sys tems, Inc.
Pages Software, Inc.
Pa ngea Corporati on
PARABASE
Penco m
Perennial Software
Pinnacle Research, Inc.
Profess ional Software Inc.
RD R, Inc.
Ridgeback Soluti ons
RightBrain Software, Inc.
Sarrus Software, Inc.
Schema Research Corp.

Second Gl ance Software
SiRi US Solutions, Inc.
Skylee Press
Sofdesign
Stone Design
Software Ventures
System House Inc.
Systemix Software, Inc.
Tecor, Inc.
T elos/Springer-Verlag
T rident Data Systems
T rirex Systems Vertex Software
WordPerfect Corporation
Yrrid Incorporated
. .. and more!

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
TO REGISTER
Moil to: NeXTWORLD EXPO

Fox to: 508/470-0526

Call Toll-Free: 800/767-2336

International Registration:

DC I
204 Andover Street
Andover, MA 01810

24 hours a day

U.S. only
8:30 a. m.- 6:00 p.m. (est)
24 he. voice mail

Call 508/470-3880

Exhibits Only (#3034)

User Group Program

Developer Conference (#3032)

User Conference (#3033)

0 $695
0 $195
0 $25
0 Free!
0 $745 (on-site)
0 $245 (on-site)
0 $40 (on-site)
(included with all registration)
$995 (#3032N): Includes NeXTSTEP for Intel processors User E nviro nment and D evelopment T ools.
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Registrants
Name

Company

Tide

D ivision

Na me

Street

Ma il Stop

Ti tle

C it y

StatcJZip C ode

Name

Phone N llmbe r

T itle

Fax N umbe r

Authorized SiAnall lrc

Method of Payment

o Check enclosed payable to NeXTWO RLD EXPO

o VISA

Card#

C;l rdlHlld cr Name

Expi r:lI ion Date

o Bill my firm . Attention of: _ __ _ _ __

o MasterCard

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _

C on fe rence cancel lation policy: Subsri m rions may be made :I1 any rime. Co.nccl lario ns made by May 11 , 1993 will be :lceeptcd, subject
cd after May II , 1993 3rc liab lc for rhc emi re registration fcc. All c:l ncclhlt iom must be made in writing.

to :l

ca ncel lation service charge of $ I00. Confirmed registra nts who do nOt :me nd the conference

HOTEL AND TRAVEL INFORMATION
T he N eXTWORLD EXPO is pleased to offer you special discounted hotel overnight rooms and airfares. To receive
discounted reservations or information on these special services, please call Conference and Travel Services (CATS)!!
800/767-2755 or 508/470-3933 or fax your request to 508/470-0526.

May 25-27

NUXTWORLD EXPO

San F rancisco
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C HRI S T O PH E R

ST E T SON

sing a PC after experiencing a NeXT might
seem like slitting your
wrists to see the color
red. But if you need to
access a DOS- or Windows-based
application or CD-ROM, then having a PC may be a necessary evil
with which you have to live. Instead
of putting a clunky PC on your desk
for the occasional dive into DOS,
Insignia Solutions offers an elegant,
if somewhat slow, software solution to the DOS dilemma. More
importantly, SoftPC allows cutand-paste interoperability between
your NeXT and DOS applications.

SoftPC 3.0 is effectively a
robust, DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows-capable PC running inside
your NeXT machine. SoftpC offers
up to 16MB of extended memory.
If you have a color NeXTstation,
SoftPC looks like a 16-bit-color Pc.
The Windows screen is also resizable, so Windows can have as much
screen area as you want to dedicate
to it. DOS applications that don't
have PostScript print drivers can
still print, because SoftPC does onthe-fly HP Laser]et-to-PostScript
conversions. Since SoftpC emulates
the '286 instruction set at '386
speeds, the few programs that are

'386- or '486-specific will not run.
SoftPC 3.0 makes it even easier
to put your DOS files in a UNIX
partition, although this capability
was present in an earlier version as
well. As before, SoftPC will create
DOS partitions on the NeXT file
system, but the partitions look like
whole files. Using the NeXT file system instead, all DOS files appear
as UNIX files and can be accessed
by NeXT and UNIX programs
alike, as well as Softpc. The preferences settings allow you to set up
either DOS or UNIX disks.
Besides sharing files, you can
also cut and paste between your
NeXT and Softpc. Text is supported bidirectionally, so you can move
text either way. You can also take
graphics from Windows onto the
NeXT, but you can't bring NeXT
graphics over because Windows
doesn't support PostScript for single-page layout of text blocks.

Start your engines
So how does it feel? It is amazing in
some ways to see a real, functioning
PC screen right in the middle of
your NeXT. Besides making you
just feel good that you are not con-

SoftPC 3.0

••••

Soft PC is a nearly flawless emulation of
a low·end '386 PC on your NeXT. The
performance is a LittLe slow in Windows
mode but more than adequate for DOS.
$499 DOS version; $699 Windows version

Insignia SoLutions, 526 Clyde Ave.,
Mountain View, CA 940043.
415/694-7600.

strained to that brain-dead universe,
SoftpC tackles the very difficult job
with aplomb, and, in our tests,
without a hitch.
In terms of speed, as promised
by Insignia, it felt like a slow '386. I
found that SoftpC ran Windows
like my 16MHz '386 SX PC with 8bit color turned on. I generally don't
run my PC with 8-bit color when
I do use it, but it is acceptable for
short spurts.You need a NeXTstation Turbo or faster if you plan on
using Windows under SoftpC for
any time at all. Interestingly, I found
that as I performed a repetitive operation, such as drawing a rule, SoftPC sped up.
The feeling of slow performance is slightly illusory, because
the NeXT is so fast at the same
things at which Windows appears
to be so slow. Moving a window
around within Windows, an operation that is instantaneous on the
NeXT, is pretty slow because it
can't be mapped directly to a NeXT
window operation. When the
mouse is over the SoftPC's Windows window, it appears as a typically lethargic Windows mouse, but
as the mouse moves past Windows
to other NeXT apps, it pops out
and immediately accelerates.
Running DOS apps was a
much better experience, because the
multiple levels of emulation could
be stripped away. Microsoft QuickBasic ran acceptably, both for typing and running Basic programs.
SoftPC has a mouse driver that
seemed to work well, if a little
slowly. Insignia said that NeXT
users with the new ADB mouse will
see faster mouse performance.
Another drag on performance
is the SoftPC's VGA emulation. To
effectively emulate VGA, and even
Super VGA, SoftPC looks to hardware like a Video 7 card, a common video board on the Pc. Emulating VGA is not an easy task;
APRIL/MAY 1993 NIXTWORLD 37
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about zero.
must first appear in the File Viewer
Insignia was not able to supwhen SoftPC is launching. Ejecting
port all Windows functions in this
a floppy requires first using the
release. Multimedia extensions,
Detach Floppy command in Softwhich play sounds and control
PC, then using the Eject command
other multimedia devices, is not
in the workspace. Once the routine
is committed to memory, it is pretty supported, although SoftpC, through
Some differences
the NeXT's built-in'SCSI port, does
Some of the differences between the straightforward, if inelegant.
support DOS CD-ROMs in ISO
You
set
up
SoftpC's
memory
in
NeXT and PC became clear when I
9660 format. A version of Soft
the
Preferences
menu,
which
also
was trying to add a program to the
Node, Insignia Solutions' NetWareDOS PATH command. The NeXT lets you set up printers, com ports,
aware SoftpC, was scheduled to be
and other system features. Comkeyboard did not seem to support
available in the first quarter.
the DOS \ (back slash), a required pared to having to set up system
Ironically, a PC emulator will
symbol for a PATH statement. After features on a PC, SoftPC's iconic
be
required
to run programs on PCs
interface is much more straighta little searching, I found the back
running
NeXTSTEP
'486. Because
slash on a SoftpC palette called Num- forward and doesn't require you
NeXT
will
be
using
SoftPC's
techto know about cylinders, interrupts,
ber Pad, where it has been moved,
NeXTSTEP
'486,
nology
for
or any of the arcane features of PC
along with the rest of the NeXT
though, the feature set is exactly
number pad, because SoftPC has re- configuration.
what you would want it to be.
mapped the NeXT keyboard to beInsignia says it expects to get 90
Bottom
Hoe
have like a PC keyboard. SoftPC
percent of the performance of a
SoftpC
is
not
a
program
that
you
has a Keys menu with such things as
'486 when running SoftPC on the
function keys, Print Screen key, Scroll cali casually try out on your sysIntel platform. This means that a
tem. It takes a minimum of 25MB
Lock key, and it series of others,
50MHz '486 will behave like a 45of hard-disk space. It also takes a
although it lacks a back slash key.
MHz '486 for Windows. And betoll on your system's processor.
Another difference centers
cause NeXTSTEP '486 has support
around the floppy. SoftPC supports When SoftPC is left running in the
for
16- and 24-bit color, NeXTbackground, other applications beDOS floppies, but using them is
STEP
'486 will be the only 32-bit
cumbersome because of the interac- haved sluggishly. Fortunately, Insigoperating
system able to run Winnia has included a Freeze command
tion between SoftpC and the NeXT
dows
in
a
true-color
mode, right
that
stops
all
SoftPC
activity,
reducfloppy driver. In order for SoftpC
out
of
the
box.
CPU
usage
to
just
ing
SoftpC's
to acknowledge a floppy, the floppy

Microsoft has not even fully implemented VGA emulation in Windows for DOS apps, and having to
remap VGA to Display PostScript
adds further to the strain.

that if you require access to
Windows apps and need only '386
power and the '286 instruction Sf!,
SoftPC is the way to go. At $499
for DOS-only and $699 with Win·
dows, it is cheaper and more elegart
than a PC and doesn't take up the
desk space that a PC will. It also a!lows you to exchange data and
share files between your DOS, Wilt
dows, and NeXTSTEP apps. Just!
few years ago, 16MHz performaM
was truly speedy, but the world Iw
changed. So if you need '486 PO\ll!
SoftPC is not the way to go. •
J

CHRISTOPHER STETSO N!

a multimedia developer based in
Brooklyn, New York. He has fa!
years experience in the computer
industry on NeXT, PC, and MaO.
tosh platforms.

Vertex

Advanced 'nformation Retrieval for NeXT.tep
Vertex Librarian is a powerful information retrieval
system which extends the idea of the NeXTstep
Libra~ian with features such as:
... Seamless management of word processor tiles,
including WordPerfecttiJand WriteNo~
...

Hypertext browsing and editing

...

Thesaurus-based conceptual searching

...

Advanced query language

...

Docl:Jment structure (pattern) analysis

...

Multi-usel' network integrity

...

Managemen t of any type of NeXTstep "fife stolrellJll
locally, on the network or on CD-ROM

Develop your own application inGorporating all of the
features 0f Vertex Ubrarian using t he newly re
Vertex Librarian Developer.
$399 fGr a single user copy.
inquiries welcome.

OEM and

Managing Information at Peak Pe
Vertex Software ~ 15 EvergfeeA Heigf.lts Drive, Pittsbungh , PA 1
Product Inquiries : (800) 333-4845, (412) 93 1-7600, Fax: (41 2) 931
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require access to DOS or
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be way to go. At $499
nly and $699 with Wiocheaper and more elegant
and doesn't take up the
that a PC will. It also al:0 exchange data and
between your DOS, WioNeXTSTEP apps. Just a
19O, 16MHz performance
peedy, but the world has
o if you need '486 power,
lot the way to go. •
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dia developer based in
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d site license
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Executor and ARDI are trademarks of Abacus Research and Development, Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. NeXTSTEP is a registered trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc. NeXT is a trademark of Next Computer, Inc.
Macintosh and Apple are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AU other products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Ultimate
Scrapbook

I

I

Lighthouse j
whiteboard

j

Millennium's NoteBook puts personal
and group information at your fingertips
by

D

AN

RUB Y

hen you look at the
individual ideas
embodied in Millennium Software Labs'
NoteBook 1.1, you
don't find anything truly new. Outlining. Free-form databases. Notebook metaphor. The notion of idea,
or information, processing. Each
concept has found expression in
software products on other computer platforms.
But the synthesis of all these
ideas in one polished program delivers something truly unique: the ultimate digital scrapbook for storing
and organizing massive amounts of
personal or group information. The
result is a program that changes
how you work.
NoteBook, the brainchild of
Jayson Adams, who also developed
Engage! with highly original Dockextension capabilities, is among the
most useful and elegant applications available under NeXTSTEP.
It should win a large following of
current NeXT owners and could
even sell other users on the platform. It's that good.
Like all new ideas in software,
it is difficult at first to categorize
NoteBook in any existing software
genre. The description preferred by

Circle 76 on reader service card

B G

Millennium, "information processor," seems too vague. Ultimately,
NoteBook is the place you clip and
save unstructured information from
any source. With its tools for organizing, searching, and reassembling
that information into new forms,
it serves as a briefing book, a meeting mediator, a personal- or groupinformation manager, and much
more. Every NeXTmail user will
find an immediate use for it as an
organizer for archived mail. For
many users, NoteBook will serve as
a central application kept open on
their screen at all ·times.
NoteBook is presented to the
user in the form of - you guessed it a notebook. It has section markers and tabs, a spiral binding, pages
that turn, a cover, and a choice of
page styles. Information is organized
in outline form, and the program
offers all the sophisticated outline
tools found in a program like Lighthouse Design'S Concurrence.
But NoteBook outlines have a
difference. Each item in the outline
is a separate cell that can have its
own attributes -labels, dates, priorities, and more. Thus, outlines can
be sorted or entire notebooks
searched based on any cell attribute.
Any kind of data - rich text, graphics, files, and folders - can be dragged
and dropped into a cell.
All information in a notebook
is automatically indexed by multiple attributes, so it is easy to retrieve
data even if you can't remember
when and where you entered it. The
index can be included under an
Index tab, or you can search for
information using a powerful Mark
and Gather panel. Cells can also be
linked across pages.
A variety of other tools for managing labels and templates, customizing the display of pages, plac-

Random infonnation from multiple
easily organized on a NoteBook page.

CA LI C

iagram! reigl
the most wid
plications on
platform, wi
est installed
any nonbundled applicati
ing to its publisher, Ligl
De ign. N ow, the comp
foUowed up with Diagra
maocally improved versi,
ports new features and ;;
interface Jayer, while reta

ing bookmarks, and creating
bundles to share with other use!;
extend the power and usability
the product.
Performance was more
acceptable, even with coniplex
searches through moderately
notebooks. The program fits
the overall NeXT environment,
admirably implementing
direct-manipulation model.lt
vides a Clipping feature in
vices menu for other'" L V'T'M"'I1n e;<,
applications and uses color
sively but tastefully. The ClO(:Ul1lC!li.
tation and example files orc,vldilE
are informative and complete.
There is little to dislike
NoteBook. Despite the
page bundles, NoteBook is
really a collaborative
since only one user can have a
book open at a time. To
it a tool for group interaction, "old" way of doing things
Millennium needs to producel hard fans of the original pi
true multiuser version.
Diagram! is hard to (
My other wish is not so ughthou e describes it as ;
thing Millennium can provid6 ~ purpo e, structured graphi
itself. NoteBook would really a "digital whiteboard." 1
on a portable computer, for
users fUld it a very comfort
gram for creating charts, 1
it could be the primary·
Such a combination would
flow diagrams, or any gra
approach the functionality of
text is used.
tems like Go PenPoint
which also use a notebook
phor as the central
ciple. Millennium should
make a simplified version
interface for the pixel-poor
480 laptop screen size.
But even chained to our
tops, NoteBook is a Ull"'-U'J.- d "J
tool that will find almost as

DAN RUBY

is

editor in chief
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The Power of 2

diagram. For example, a flow chart
could reference Mesa spreadsheets
or a DataPhile database. A link-management system lets you find existing links or cut them completely so
a document can travel alone.
The program is almost completely intuitive, giving an edge to
occasional users who have a project
by BEN CALICA
to get done. But figuring out how
to get the most out of the program
iagram! reigns as one of
The latest version is the result takes a little time: It's not obvious,
the most widely used ap- of more than 2000 proposals sent
for example, how to add points to a
plications on the NeXT
in from the product's electronic sug- line. (You must drag a point object
platform, with the larg- gestion box. Experienced users will
off the graphics palette.)
est installed base of
notice three things immediately: A
Lighthouse has revamped the
any nottbundled application, accord- new tool ribbon makes major profile format into an easily readable
ing to its publisher, Lighthouse
gram features immediately accessilist. This allows programmers to
Design. Now, the company has
ble; an enhanced inspector permits write custom applications that interfollowed up with Diagram!2, a dra- direct manipulation of graphic and act directly with Diagram! files.
matically improved version that
text elements; and the default page
This kind of interoperability, comsports new features and a userlayout is now in landscape mode,
bined with Object Linking, gives
interface layer, while retaining the
matching most people's use of the
NeXT users a giant advantage over
program.
other platforms in creating entire
Diagram! has a
custom environments consisting of
palette of drawing
both custom and shrinkwrapped
tools that resembles
software. In fact, Diagram!2 is the
a cookie-cutter temfirst shipping NeXT application to
plate of basic shapes. act as both a source and destination
Either drag a shape
for Object Linking.
off the palette or
On the down side, a few feadraw directly with
tures are missing. While you can imthe form using the
port any graphic, all polygons are
program's nifty new constrained by the rectangle that
Tools and Attributes bounds them. So you can stretch a
panel. Drag a contriangle all you want, but you can't
necting line between mess with any of its points. The
Digram!2 features a new tool ribbon, enhanced inspector, and
two shapes and
program lacks features for creating
defauH landsc:ape mode.
you're charting. The automatic charts in different styles,
lines stick to chart
which a standard organization"old" way of doing things for dieelements through what Lighthouse
chart program would normally
hard fans of the original product.
aptly calls "rubberbanding," so as
have. Also, the inability to align
Diagram! is hard to classify.
you move Aunt Millie next to Uncle objects around one that has been
Lighthouse describes it as a general- Bert, her connection to Grandma
locked in place is inconvenient.
purpose, structured graphics tool or Rose follows along.
I would also suggest expanding
a "digital whiteboard ." Many
Each shape can be resized,
the tool palette to include more operusers find it a very comfortable pro- rotated, or given a drop shadow. A
ations. I can see a lot of mouse
gram for creating charts, graphs,
unique find feature lets you select
clicks saved by putting, say, the 25
flow diagrams, or any graphic in
all the graphics of a particular
most-used operations on the palette.
which text is used.
shape, so they can be manipulated
Most of these criticisms are nittogether. If you create a graphic that picks. The software felt good to use
you want to reuse, it can be added
and it was easy to create great-lookto your own custom palette.
ing results. In general, if you need to
It is easy to add a text label to a create charts and graphs that use a
shape by double clicking. You have
lot of text, Diagram!2 is for you. We
to the popular,"diga lot more control over text in this
recommend the upgrade to existing
~itebqard» that incprporates arbirelease, with new features like arbid gfaphic rptatipn and a reand new users alike. •
interface. Although aimpst
trary rotation of the text, a Find
;rruccured, still a big winner. Higppanel, arid spell checking. Also, you BEN CAL I C A is a contributing
can tab from one shape to the next
editor to NeXTWORLD.
to add text, removing a point-andclick hurdle from the last release.
Files, external graphics, and
sounds can also be attached to your

Lighthouse Design's digital
wh#eboard is now twice as nice

mation from muHiple sources is
ed on a NoteBook page.

arks, and creating page
share with other users
power and usability of
t.

'mance was more than
:, even with complex
lrough moderately large
. The program fits well in
NeXT environment,
implementing NeXT's
~pulation model. It propping feature in the SerI for other NeXTSTEP
IS and uses color exten:astefully. The docwnenexample files provided
ative and complete.
is little to dislike about
:. Despite the option for
lIes, NoteBook is not
llaborative application,
one user can have a notel at a time. To really make
)r group interaction,
m needs to produce a
user verSlOn.
ther wish is not someenniwn can provide by
eBook would really shine
He computer, for whic:h
: the primary interface.
nbination would begin to
the functionality of sysGo PenPoint computers,
J use a notebook meta,e central organizing prinenniwn should work to
nplified version of its rich
or the pixel-poor 640-by·
p screen size.
\Ten chained to our deskeBook is a one-of-a-kind
N"ill find almost as many
,ns as there are users. f
UBY

:hief·

is NeXTWORLD's

marble
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Marble Software Products
1641 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95112 USA
408-436-7299 0·436-7147 (fax)

teleconnect-info@marble.com
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Quark Killer?
Well, not quite yet - PasteUp aims
high but only partly delivers
by

TONY

BOVE

and

CHERYL

emember way back in
1988, when NeXT declared its new computer
to be the best platform
for desktop publishing?
It was a hard sell, considering that
NeXT boasted a single publishing
program - FrameMaker - a tool
more appropriate for processing
books than designing pages. There
was no equivalent to Macintosh
programs such as Aldus PageMaker
and QuarkXPress.
Now it's 1993, and the arrival
of PasteUp from RightBrain Software brings the promise of NeXTSTEP desktop publishing much
closer to reality. While the program
largely succeeds in combining some
of the power of QuarkXPress (such
as the ability to rotate text blocks
and any other object) with the ease
of use and flexibility of PageMaker,
PasteUp does not offer the extensive typographic control of either
program. Furthermore, the 1.1 version that we reviewed was sluggish
and flawed by minor bugs. RightBr;),in promises to improve the program during the coming year. In the
meantime, the program is certainly
usable and offers a few significant
advantages over its Mac cousins.

m
I

RHOD ES

editing, almost everything is manipulation and drag and drop. Colors,
paragraph styles (named collections
of text attributes), and graphic
styles (named collections of line and
fill attributes) can be dragged from
panels and dropped on objects.
PasteUp's tools are like a bag of
tricks that can be applied to any
object in any combination. Any object can be grouped, scaled, skewed,
moved by a specified offset, rotated,
or given a drop shadow. Objects
can also be locked, so attributes and
position aren't changed.

Working with page elements
PasteUp feels like QuarkXPress in
its control over detail, but with PageMaker's freedom of movement - the
flexibility to drag elements as you
wish. The Page Navigator panel
displays thumbnail images of each
page; icons let you add, delete, collapse, or expand pages; create new
views; and print.
PasteUp has a Master Layer for
placing objects repeatedly on every
page. You can switch between this
layer and layout pages, or show the
Master Layer as a dimmed background while editing pages. It provides a Precision panel for altering
the position, scale, and rotation
angle of any object, as well as a
Bag of tricks
Runaround panel to define how
PasteUp can open multiple documents and display multiple views of text wraps around graphic objects.
The program lets you drag and
a single document (at up to 1600drop
EPS graphics, TIFF images,
percent magnification). Once you're
faxes, and other files, and then treat
them as objects. Dragging and dropPasteUp 1.1
ping imports placed files by reference, without copying the file's contents into the PasteUp document.
PasteUp has an innovative apprOiZch to
The Links panel lets you replace one
page layout, combining the power of
imported file with another.
NeXTSTEP, the control of Quark, and
Another feature we like is the
the freedom of PageMaker. But the program is sluggish and suffers from a variAlignlDistribute function, which
ety of minor bugs and annayances.
lets you align the edges, tops, bot$795
toms, or centers of objects. You can
Right Brain Software, 132 Hamilton Ave.,
distribute objects horizontally or
Palo Alto, CA 94301.
vertically so that their centers or
4151326·2974, 8001472·7246.
edges are equidistant.

•••

PasteUp's Page Navigator panel displays thumbnail images of each page, along with icons II
adding and deleting pages, collapsing and expanding pages, creating new views, and
The Precision panel aHers on the fly the position, scale, and rotation angle of any object.

You can copy and paste objects The results
RightBrain saved finishing its te~l
or just their attributes (color, location, line, fill, width, height, scale, , engine for last, and it shows. WhiH
the engine is powerful, it is slow
rotation, and so on). You can use
and buggy. For example, PasteUp\
Copy Attribute with text blocks,
Smart Quotes feature automari
copying fonts, character and parareplaces letters like "fi" with the
graph specs, and text styles.
appropriate ligature; unfortunat
in version 1.1, the ligature replaCt'
Working with text
ment is not reversed when the w
PasteUp makes it easy to draw text
is being,edited. On runarounds,
columns and edit text. You can use
text sometimes failed to rewrap
the Text tool to type nonwrapping
after we moved a TIFF.
headlines that expand horizontally
On the output side, PasteU,
to fit the type or to create text
performs
admirably with NeXT
blocks with wrapping text, which
printers,
and
it can prepare color,
can be placed from a file. The editseparated
pages.
PasteUp SUpPOIli
ing functions work the same as
Adobe
Separator's
compatibili~'
with most NeXT word processors.
guidelines
for
overprinting.
Columns can be set automatiPasteUp's documentation i\
cally in the Column Layout panel,
sparse
- it includes virtually no
with settings for space between
planation of options and settings
colunms, column height, and marpanels - and it lacks a serviceabl '
gins. Columns can be linked in the
dex. The package needs a few
Master Layer or manually from
documents and templates.
page to page, but the automatic
In general, PasteUp perfollT!l
linking is awkward. You can create
adequately
but not flawlessly, Wt
multiple auto-flow columns in the
can
overlook
its problems for
Master Layer, but they must be
for
short
documents
needing dy·
linked into one flow. In this regard,
namic
layout,
PasteUp
is far bettL'
PasteUp is not as flexible as Pagethan
FrameMaker.
It
brings
un'
Maker or FrameMaker, which can
features
to
the
table
and
takes
flow text in multiple columns over
advantage of the power of NeXli
multiple pages without the need to
STEP. RightBrain has aimed '
link them beforehand.
and even if they fall a little
Tracking, leading, and word
we're happy to have such a
spacing can be set in either the Font
panel or the Paragraph paneL Auto- gram finally appear. •
matic kerning and hanging punctuTO N Y BOVE and
ation are provided for, along with
RHO DES are contributing
control over the spacing before and
to NeXTWORLD.
after paragraphs.
I
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ch page, along with icons for
Iting new views, and printing.
lion angle of any object.

saved finishing its text
1st, and it shows. While
>powerful, it is slow
For example, PasteUp's
:es feature automatically
ers like "fi" with the
: ligature; unfortunately,
.1, the ligature replacereversed when the word
ted. On runarounds, the
mes failed to rewrap
wed a TIFF.
: output side, PasteUp
dmira bly with NeXT
d it can prepare colorlages. PasteUp supports
uator's compatibility
:or overprinting.
Ip's documentation is
ncludes virtually no exIf options and settings in
d it lacks a serviceable inlckage needs a few sample
and templates.
~ral, PasteUp performed
but not flawlessly. We
)k its problems for now;
ocurnents needing dy,ut, PasteUp is far better
eMaker. It brings lmique
I the table and takes
of the power of NeXThtBrain has aimed high,
f they fall a little short,
py to have such a prolyappear. •
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; are contributing editors
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Since Mesa shipped eight months ago, it has become the standard NeXTSTEpTM
spreadsheet in the corporate community. Leading vendors have written Addlns for Mesa.
Mesa has features found in no other spreadsheet - on any machine.
Mesa makes moving to NeXTSTEP easier with Lotus" macro execution, 1-2-3"' and Excet
file compatibility.
Mesa - the quickest spreadsheet available for NeXTSTEP.
technical support and one year of free upgrades.

Backed with unlimited

Mesa™- Your Corporate Spreadsheet Solution™
Reads 1-2-3 and Excel Files
Executes Lotus Macros
SQL Quer ies
. Presentation Quality Reports

Includes Object Library
Linked Worksheets
3D Graphs
. Real Time Market Data Feeds

Athena Design, Inc.
17 Saint Mary's Court
Boston, MA 02146 USA

Ret ail price: $499
Educational price : $99
Available from NeXT Computer Reseller s
Floating License Man ager available

1.617.734.MESA
fax 1.6 17 .734.1130
info@athena.com

Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
NeXTSTEP and NeXT are trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc.
Excel is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corportation.

Mesa demo on archives
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Computer Dating
rograms that keep
track of day-to-day information like appointments and to-do lists
often force users to conform to a particular
way of doing things, causing many
to revert to their old paper-based
systems. Pencil Me In from Sarrus
Software takes a more flexible approach, blending the ease of using
a real date book with electronic
advantages such as automatic

Pencil Me In
Easy-to-llse personal scheduler thqt
scales lip for lISe by small workgroups.
While more flexible than most, Pencil
Me In could be improved by providing
more personalization options like font
selection, icons, or banners.
$300 per user

SamlS Software, 777-C Woodside Rd.
#101, Redwood City, CA 94051.
415/306-2495.

reminders, instant updating, and
the ability to roll over to-do items
to the next day.
Instead of entering events in a
dialog box, you type directly into
the date book itself, without having
to worry about assigning an event
type: Events are catalogued as either
appointments or action items. While
appointments are tied to a specific
time and date, action items float
from day to day until completed.
You can also assign a due date,
after which a detail will appear on
a list of overdue items. Descriptions
can be as long as you like, and
rescheduling an appointment is as
simple as dragging it to a new time
slot. The flip side to this free-form
approach, of course, is that it isn't
possible to sort events by type or to
prioritize items on your to-do list.
This combination of user control and computerized assistance is
also apparent in the program's handling of scheduling conflicts. You
are alerted to conflicts but given the
option to override; the conflict can

Why

PaperSight®
• Complete Document/File Management
• Sales Material Management
• Fax Management
• Scanner Control
•

OCR

• Fonns Completion
• Correspondence Management
• Document Workflow Management
• Workgroup Notification and Routing

ftt,,~ Personal PaperSight with
~ Super-Threading for NEXTSTEP!
For More Information Call or Write
Visual Understanding Systems, Inc.
2100 Wharton Street
Pittsburgh, P A 15203
Call 412-488-3600
(800) 36 VISUS
Fax 412-488-3611
Email info @ visus. com
PaperSight is a trademark of Visual Understanding Systems, Inc.
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f you haven't ye
your PC or Mal
you're waiting £
STEP personalprogram, you'r'
face a dilemma
Dimension, $249 from 1
here, but you'll sacrifice
and convenience if you w
this oftwa re to manag(
money. And you might n(
interface quirks.
Fiscal Dimension put
STEP face on the chores 0 :
a heckbook and tracking
It enforces the discipline 0
entry book keeping, whic
the chance for error but ir
th work. Most Mac ant
grams, though, do a bett(
ca ring accounting chore~
gui e of fa miliar metapht
heckbooks. Fiscal Dime
a panel that looks like a cl
entering transactions, but I
that, there are very few cO(
Pencil Me In's interface mimics that of a date book but takes advantage of NeXTSlIP
The selected appointments, represented by the icon in the file well, are ready to be dragged
the new user.
another user's calendar or sent by e-mail.
Experienced bookkef
be more comfortable wit
remain in the calendar. Alarms can
same; a group calendar is simply Dimension. Allow about
get tarted - you'll need tc
alert you to an appointment (but not calendar that subscribes to
chan of aCCounts and inpu
others, and your personal
an action item) by message panel,
transactions you want to n
e-mail, or sound of your choice,
becomes a shared calendar
cal Dimension cannot imP'
although Pencil Me In must be runyou permit someone else in
The program offers little
ning and your calendar open in
workgroup to access it.
rion about how to organiz
order for the alarms to function - a
Pencil Me In has an
accounts, apart from a set
major drawback. Sarrus should
user interface, which looks
book , which are sorely m
provide a background daemon that
a DayTimer-type address
monitors alarm settings.
Sarrus should go even further supplement sparse on-line
Pencil Me In's handling of work- allow you to personalize
Fiscal Dimension allo'
heated control over budg
group-scheduling tasks is less powendars with different fonts,
erful than Adamation's What's
and icons. A banner feature, for gories, including allocating
Happening? (see "Office Manager
blocking out events that span to ubaccounts; you might
ample track expenses by I
in a Box," NeXTWORLD, Spring
than one day, such as trade
or vacations, would also be wel1992), but for smaller workgroups
it may suffice. Pencil Me In's
come. Lastly, you can
size of your printout, but the
approach takes into account the
distance that may exist between
gram lacks preset formats for
individuals in a workgroup, either
dards like DayTuner, LJdlVnwu.
and Filofax, so you'll have to
geographically or because of an
organizational hierarchy. On-thesure the pages first.
fly workgroups can be established
No computerized
by using e-mail to send appointmeet the needs of all users,
ments to other users. These appoint- you have moderate, rp l " tIVp lv "
ments can be dragged into a user's
dard scheduling needs, you
calendar, with all settings and
make a date with Pencil Me
attributes intact.
by LEE SHERMAN
The secret to Pencil Me In's
success in providing groupware features is that all calendars are the
'-UO,LVU""
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Budget Deficit

ltage of NeXTSTEP features:
are ready to be dragged into

lp calendar is simply a
t subscribes to several
your personal calendar
flared calendar when
someone else in your
to access it.
.1e In has an excellent
e, which looks just like
·type address book, but
d go even further and
) personalize your caldifferent fonts, colors,
. banner feature, for
t events that span more
y, such as trade shows
, would also be welc
" you can customize the
printout, but the prolreset formats for stanayTimer, DayRunner,
so you'll have to meaes first.
lputerized calendar will
:ds of all users, but if
)derate, relatively stanling needs, you should
with Pencil Me In. •
SHERMAN

f you haven't yet discarded
your PC or Mac because
you're waiting for a NeXTSTEP personal-finance
program, you're going to
face a dilemma. Fiscal
Dimension, $249 from AXSYS, is
here, but you'll sacrifice features
and convenience if you want to use
this software to manage your
money. And you might not like its
interface quirks.
Fiscal Dimension puts a NeXTSTEP face on the chores of keeping
a checkbook and tracking expenses.
It enforces the discipline of doubleentry bookkeeping, which reduces
the chance for error but increases
the work. Most Mac and PC programs, though, do a better job of
casting accowlting chores in the
guise of familiar metaphors like
checkbooks. Fiscal Dimension uses
apanel that looks like a check for
entering transactions, but other than
that, there are very few cues to orient
the new user.
Experienced bookkeepers will
be more comfortable with Fiscal
Dimension. Allow about a day to
get started - you'll need to set up a
chart of accounts and input any past
transactions you want to record (Fiscal Dimension cannot import files).
The program offers little explanation about how to organize your
accounts, apart from a set of sample
books, which are sorely needed to
supplement sparse on-line manual.
Fiscal Dimension allows sophisticated control over budget categories, including allocating expenses
rosubaccounts; you might, for example, track expenses by project as

well as tax category. Reporting is
less sophisticated. Standard accounting forms such as Trial Balance are
available, but these reports are intended to be printed only and cannot
be manipulated on-screen. Nor is
there any way to adjust the format
of the reports - they print in eightpoint type, whether you want that
or not. And they output to NeXT
printers only - program flaws prevent Fiscal Dimension from printing
to non-NeXT PostScript printers.
In addition, tlle interface is
quirky. We discovered iliat an automatic-entry feature worked welluntil we edited a transaction. The
automatic-entry feature disappeared
during editing, leaving us with extra
keystrokes as our only option. Furthermore, Fiscal Dimension doesn't
adhere to NeXTSTEP interface conventions: New windows completely
hid existing windows, and a splitview window that showed a list of
accounts and transactions in each
account could not be resized until
we'd filled both its halves. Finally,
we dearly wished for a home window, such as a checkbook register,
that would provide a point of reference when we opened a new set
of books.
To Fiscal Dimension's credit,
the application handles a complex
set of accounts and subaccounts
well. Users report that AXSYS provides excellent technical support and
quick fixes for reported bugs. Future
versions of ilie application will assist
small businesses wiili support for
requirements like aging of accounts
receivable and invoicing, but for
users who expect the features of personal-finance applications on Macs
or PCs (such as tax estimating, financial planning, investment management, graphs, or even automation
of recurring entries), Fiscal Dimension may prove a disappointment.
Fiscal Dimension fills a need,
but its lack of attention to interface
design and a limited feature set is a
current liability. •

by

DANIEL MILES KEHOE

Fiscal Dimension puts double-enby accounting alongside a familiar checkbook metaphor.
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ability to merge documents so
can be sent in a single fax or
session. The program accepts any
TIFF, EPS, or PostScript file
spits out a composite
that can be viewed with
faxed, or printed. You can't edit
resulting document, but it
sent to others without worrying
about whether they have the
cation required to open the file.
software works as advertised,
its bare-bones interface could
improved with the addition of
control over the scaling and
tion of individual pages. LS

HSD Spell

••••

$195 for English and one other language;
$99 each additional language .

HSD Microcomputer U.S., 1350 Pear Ave.,
Ste. C, Mountain View, CA 94043 .
415/964-1400,800/828-5522.

HSD has successfully navigated the
tricky waters of providing an upgrade to bundled NeXT software in this case, the spell checker. Spell
has enough added functionality at a
low-enough cost to make it a win
for many users. The HSD-enhanced
English dictionary and your choice
of one of the ten included international diction~ries are enabled by
your initial license; additional languages, at $99 a pop, are just a
phone call away. If an application
uses the NeXT text object, using
Spell is as simple as using the builtin checker: You just change a pulldown menu in the Spelling panel.
Other applications, notably WriteNow, require that you use Spell
from the Services menu. In our
tests, Spell was superior to the
NeXT English dictionary. The German dictionary we used correctly
identified several subtle errors in
spelling and capitalization. DL

,

ArtBursts: Icons+

...

VirtSpace 3.0
~

$30

Pinnacle Research, 4725 E. Sunrise Dr. #435,
Ti~cson, AZ 85718.602/529-1135.

.

Desktop vl.l

...

Wacom SD-43lD Digitizing Tablet
and Pressure Sensitive Stylus
~

$1095

Wacom Technology Corporation,
501 S.E. Columbia Shores Blvd. #300,
Vancouver, WA 98661. 206/750-8882 .

~

•

$109

MIDlapolis Systems,
3208 W. Lake St. #133,
Minneapolis, MN 55416. 612/822-1

ArtBursts: Icons+ is a collection
over 4000 icons in EPS and TI
format that can be added licensefree to your custom applications
simply used to personalize you:
workspace. There are a few gc .
the rough but unfortunately tlx
amateurish style used through
more suited to shareware than a
mercial package, and none of
icons are offered in color (an 0\
sight MIDIapolis says it will co
in a future release). In the hands
a truly talented artist, this co
have been a treasure trove for N
developers. LS

For most NeXT users, the only
pointing and drawing option has
Johnson Sielt, P.O. Box 367, Berkeley,
been the mouse. Successful on other
CA 94701-0367.
platforms, Wacom is the only tablet
Screen too small? These two proavailable that boasts a combination
grams each make your NeXTstaof cordless stylus, pressure sensitivtion's MegaPixel Display a window
ity, and battery-free operation. It
Sound House
onto a much larger screenscape.
changes the way you work by givThe more sophisticated of the two
ing your illustrations a more natuis VirtSpace, a $30 program from
$69
ral, less-computer-generated feel.
Pinnacle Research. VirtS pace creMIDlapolis Systems,
This 12-inch-by-12-inch tablet has
3208 W. Lake St. #133,
ates a screen window filled with lita standard power cable and conMinneapolis, MN 55416.612/822-1604.
tle rectangles that correspond to
nects to your NeXT serial port. It
SoundHouse, an inexpensive sound- each window on your screen. By
comes with your choice of one pointrecording program, is a welcome
dragging these rectangles, you can
Dark Forest
ing device (either of two pressurecompanion to NeXT's internal
drag your real windows. By default, sensitive pens, two nonpressure~
microphone. Recording is limited to
the VirtS pace window is four times
sensitive pens, or a four-button cord- Free
8KHz - telephone-quality sound tlle size of the NeXT screen, but
less cursor). No software is needed,
you can resize it to be as big as you
but you can also use the program
though it requires NeXTSTEP 3.0.
for simple cut, copy, and paste edit- want. You can also simulate a mulThe device is especially useful in
We don't normally review
ing of existing sound files, up to
timon it or system by setting up
conjunction with programs, such as but the excellence of Dark
full-CD quality. Newcomers to digi- VirtS pace to automatically scroll or
Altsys Virtuoso, that are aware of
makes it an exception. This
tal audio will like the easy-to-operjump from screen to screen when
its presence and can produce varilists folders in a given disk or
ate transport controls. Professionals you move the mouse over the edge.
able-weight lines depending how
tory in descending size order;
Desktop v1.1 is similar to VirtSpace hard the user presses the stylus. RR
will appreciate the accurate sound
identifying your space
meter; ability to adjust the volume
but lacks many of its nicer features.
allowing you to delete or
of left and right channels indepenThe interface is clunkier and omits
them. For example, it gives
some crucial elements. Both these
dently; and information display
PageChain
size of your active mailbox
about a sound's size, length, num- programs take some getting used
with the size of enclosures,
ber of samples, number of chanto; many users will prefer to use
a tedious task. Though only a
$129
nels, sample format, and rate . If
NeXTSTEP's ability to hide appliper for UNIX commands,
Pinnacle Research, 4725 E. Sunrise Dr. #435,
you don't require the advanced
cations and turn windows into
est is nearly perfect in its
Tucson, AZ 85718. 602/529-1135.
mixing and effects capabilities
icons. But for people who want to
If you routinely fax pages created in tation. Loses half a cube
have a simulated larger screen, we
found in higher-priced products,
to support issues arising from
multiple applications, you'll apprecan recommend VirtS pace. SLG
SoundHouse is a bargain. LS
ware. Everyone should own
ciate PageChain's single-minded
of this product. DL
$30
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When you

purchase a NeX'
computer, one E
High Density di~
comes with it
The only I

disk good enoug
the NeXT generc
of computers.
Toshiba's]
High Density di~
2.88MB of forml
storage (4MB U1.
Toshibadt
recording mediu
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GREhT
NEW
pRlCE\
When you
Today Toshiba's
purchase a NeXT™
Extra High Density
computer, one Extra
disks are the standard
High Density disk
for performance and
comes with it
reliability. A standard
The only ED
other manufacturers
disk good enough for
will be pursuing for years
the NeXT generation
to come.
of computers.
Available individually,
Toshiba's Extra
or in boxes of five or ten,
High Density disk with
we've made it easy for you
2.88MB of formatted
_ to follow NeXT's cue when
storage (4MB unformatted).
. you buy another Extra High Density disk.
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
Just make the Toshiba ED disk your NeXT.
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
And your NeXT.
invented the revolutionary perpendicular recording
And your NeXT.
technology that goes with it And, more imporCall 1-800-843-2108 for the name and number
tantly, we created a whole new standard in disk
ofthe Toshiba dealer nearest you, or for faster delivery,
manufacturing to match this new media technology. contact a dealer listed below.

NeXTConnection
1-SOJ-SOJ-NeXT

.

Inmac

1-SOJ-547-5444
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

Circle 35 on reader service card

ThePlaceto Go
For
tever's NeXT.
You can think of us as your NeXT ·
. purchasing department.
....... here are all kinds of
companies mak- .
ing products for
the NeXT market.
From three-person startups to mega-corporations
that have been dominant
forces in the PC and Mac
markets for years. That
makes things exciting and
sometimes a little confusing. Because each company tends to have
different policies and
procedures.
Fortunately, we have relationships with all these companies. And we buy in quantities that, well, gives us a bit of
clout. Which means that
whether you're looking for one
copy or a company-wide purchase, we can help you get the
best possible deal.
In fact, we recently established a Corporate Account
Support Program for busi-

And you can also think of us as your
NeXT consultant.

Chuck Milliken,
NeXTConnection Corporate Sales

nesses, schools, government
agencies, and anyone else who
buys in large quantities. We
provide an up-to-date product
list every month complete with
the latest version number, list
price, our price, and MBG
(Money-Back Guarantee)
information.

When you need to make a
volume purchase we will negotiate the best deal for you, be it a
site license, volume
discount, or special educational price. And, no
matter how many products you order, you get all
our legendary services!
One-stop shopping. We
have the largest variety of
NeXT software and
peripherals anywhere.
Toll-free support Call us
with any questions about compatibility or features before or
after you buy.
Money-Back Guarantees.
Many products are now covered
for 30 or 60 days. If you're not
satisfied for any reason, just call
for a return authorization and
send it back.
Everything Overnight ~ All
non-COD, in-stock orders
phoned in by 3:00 a.m. are
shipped overnight for just $3.
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WHY MAKE THINGS DIFFICULT?
STONE DESIGN
At Stone Design, anyone can deal with data. Most people
and businesses don't need the complexities of relational
databases. Especially when they can have a sophisticated
!latlile like DataPhilii on their NeXT.
Thesimple visual interface makes quick work of creating a
custom database. Default values and entry lists make manual
data entry asnap and DataPhile can also incorporate data
from an existing text file. (Databases can include graphics
andsounds, too.)
Wrth the default view you can start entering data immediately.
Or design custom views complete with specific fields, multiple
records, labels, graphic elements, rules, grids, and more.

When it's time to search or sort for reports, "btree"
technology keeps the speed high, and user-specifiable field
indices give you a wide range of sorting options.
And create dazzling drawings. You'll be sending those
deSigners running for cover when you start to Create your
own high-impact logos, display text, and graphic designs
with this powerful color draw program.
The extensive tool palette lets you develop a wide variety
of objects (circles, ovals, rectangles, beziers, freehand
shapes, and more) with or without text. "Inspectors" help
you modify line characteristics, choose fill colors and
patterns, and skew, scale, rotate, align, etc. Create includes

all the powerful text effects of Stone Design's popular TextArt
including kerning and font controls.
Layout tools include grid and ruler controls, multiple zoom
views, object grouping, alignment, and more. And you can use
it with DataPhile to create a compact database for graphics.
Whether you want to design logos or enhance your
reports, Create puts PostScript draw power within reach.
Stone DeSign, Inc. •.. 3D day MBG
1637 Dataphile 1.04 ................................................. $529.
1066 Create 1.1........................................................... 395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 ......................................................... 229.

DRAWING ON THE POWER OF NEXTSTEP.
DIAGRAM! 2.0
Finally, a drawing tool that lets you think and draw. At the
same time. If your work revolves around whiteboards,
business drawings, or technical graphics, Diagram! is a lifesaver. Based on a revolutionary and much-imitated "drag and
drop" drawing metaphor, Diagram! 2.0 offers a new way of
creating and revising information graphics: pictures and
drawings that communicate ideas and information.
Just drag shapes off of pre-set drawing palettes, and you'll
be ahead of schedule from square one. Create your own
palettes, and they'll be a mouse click away in Diagram! 's
"Palettes" menu. With Diagram!'s "rubberbanding," lines and
labels drawn between objects are automatically redrawn when

the objects are moved, saving hours of time and tedium. Simply
put, Diagram! offers afaster and smarter alternative to drawing
programs built for artist and illustrators.
Now in its second release, Diagram! 's enhancements
include arbitrary rotation, Hot Linking to any NeXTSTEP
application, an extensible "Palettes" menu in which you can
display and retrieve custom palettes, and a documented file
format, giving developers easy access to the information
underlying many CASE or technical graphics. There's also
infinite undo and redo, line labels that "know" where they
belong, a button ribbon for easy access to Diagram! 's five
drawing modes, simple table editing, and a whole host of
other features too numerous to list.

Because information graphics are seldom just pretty pictures,
Diagram! lets you reference background information from
your drawings. With just a simple drag and drop, business
drawings can reference financial statements, or screenshots
from your custom applications can reference training documents. And sound annotation brings the voice of reason to
the most complex drawings. You can even generate Diagram!
drawings using its documented file format.
All in all, Diagram! is drawing on the power of NeXTSTEP.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ••• liD day MBG
8686 Diagram! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0) ...........

$395,
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CONCURRENCE
"Worth the price of a NeXT all by itself." That's how John
Barlow described Concurrence (NeXTWORLD Spring '92),
NeXTSTEP's first general-purpose presentation and outlining
application, and one of the major highlights of the January
'92 NeXTWORLD Expo. Created by the same team behind the
best-selling Diagram!, Concurrence is the tool for anyone in
the business of communicating through presentations.
Concurrence's outliner is built for brainstorming. The
collapse and expand capabilities, drag-and-drop text, rulers,
and labels make it a breeze to create even the most complex
outlines. Plus, with the built-in spell checker and automatic
topic formatting features, you can get professional-quality

presentations for delivery across your entire organization!
results immediately. You can even use multiple views to
And when it comes to quality output-whether it's viewcreate several versions of the same outline, and modify them
graphs, 35mm slides, or overheadS-just hook your NeXT to
all simultaneously!
Just push a button to hot-link a presentation to your outline. any PostScript output device or send your Concurrence
With its voice-overs and drag-and-drop graphics, Concurrence documents via NeXT Mail to one of Lighthouse's qualified
service bureaus. As the review in NeXTWORLD (Summer '92)
makes multimedia presentations on your NeXT a reality
put it, "Concurrence is a compelling piece of software that
today. To bring the true power behind NeXTSTEP to your
Concurrence presentations, add file links from other applica- NeXT users won't want to live without."
tions (such as Diagram!) and choose from an impressive
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
array of transition effects. You can also create multiple
2409 Concurrence 1.1 ........................................... $795.
versions of the same presentations, using different fonts,
colors, and backgrounds-they'll track each other word for
word. In no time at all, you'll be preparing high-impact

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
Power of Sybase at your fingertips. Professional software has
a complete set of tools free of Objective-C for Sybase
applications and databases.
Objective DB Toolkit is designed for NeXTSTEP developers
who need the power of Sybase but want the convenience of
programming in SOL. The rich set of objects in both palettes
allows users to develop complex applications with little know·
ledge of NeXT's AppKit and very little, if any, Objective-C code
is required. The Toolkit is straightforward, and has a short
learning curve enabling untrained (and trained) developers to
design applications in the NeXTSTEP environment much faster
and with greater ease.
Best of all, the program's ease of use doesn't mean your options
are limited. Any field value can be substituted in Sal statements.
Internal variables can be used to communicate data from field
to field or window to window. Exits can be cascaded in a single
field. DB Toolkit is for the serious application developer who
needs the power of Sybase without the pain of 3Gl coding.
Get Objective DB Designer free with the purchase of the
Toolkit. It's a database design tool specifically for the Sybase
engine. The Designer no longer requires you to know or type
tedious Sal statements, allowing you to build database tables
using only the mouse through a highly visual and Interactive
NeXTSTEP-designed interface. Includes a full report writer.
Both the Objective DB Toolkit and Objective DB Designer
run on NeXTSTEP 2, NeXTSTEP 3, and NeXTSTEP 486.
Professional Software
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 ........... " ..... ",,, ...............

$895,

METROToOLS
Save your screen, import Mac fonts, find lost files, and more. The six utilities in MetroTools
can really enhance your NeXT productivity. Former Mac users will particularly appreciate the
Font Installer which provides one-step drag-and-drop installation of both NeXT and Mac
PostScript fonts the and Sound Importer which converts Mac sound files to NeXT format.
The NiteLite screen saver uses colorful animations to protect your display from burn-in and
prying eyes, and it offers several workspace backdrops. The Application launcher lets you
create up to 32 groups of applications and documents that can be launched by clicking on tiles
or mini-icons. The Archiver offers drag·and-drop file compreSSion, decompression, and
archiving while the File locator offers several name-matching schemes to find misplaced files.
You can also sort by date, time, owner, and size. As NeXTWORLD (Winter 1992) wrote,
"...convenience and value recommend this bag of tricks."
Metrosoft ... 30 day MBG
8325 MetroTools 1.22 .....................

uo" .. .... .. ... ...... ........................... · ..... .............. . . .. . " .....

$69,

MIDIAPOLIS SYSTEMS
Inexpensive and powerful. Warplt is the Image Transformation application that lets you distort
images to create new images and animation. ArtBursts are digital art collections like you've never
seen-great for adding pizzazz to brochures and applications. SoundBursts are CD-quality digital
sound collections you can add to presentations, voice annotations, and music scores. SoundHouse
lets you quickly create voice annotations and music recordings. DayTripper is the personal and
group time manager that lets you set up appOintments and reminders for days, weeks, months,
and more. DigitalRhymes is a digital library of rhymes to make songwriting less of a chore.
MlDlapolis Systems ... 30 day MBG
9i36 Warplt 1.1 ............................................................................................................ $179,
10012 .ArtBursts: Backgrounds ............ 89.
10013 ArtBursts: Borders & Boxes ..... 89,
10014 ArtBursts: Designs .................... 89.
10015 ArtBursts: Iconst ..................... 89,
5972 SoundBursts: Effects ................. 89.
6025 Sound Bursts: Percussion ......... 89,
7141 Sound House ............................... 59.
10011 DigitalRhymes ........................... 99,
10044 DayTripper 1.1 ........................................................ ................................................... 99,
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STEP UP TO APPSOFT.
ApPSOFT
Create inspiring graphics. With its easy-to-use interface
andpowerful drawing tools, AppsoH Draw is perfect for
effective presentations, intelligent forms, illustrious
illustrations, and multi-page documents.
Jhe comprehensive tool palette gives you fast and interactive control of lines, arcs, rectangles, polygons, 24-bit color,
TIFFand EPS images, and beziers, along with total text
control including scaling and rotation.
Everything you need to combine and retouch photos.
You'll feel like the reincarnation of Ansel Adams and
Rembrandt with Image. It paints images and airbrushes

too-in grayscale or true color. You can adjust contrast,
color balance, clone part of an image, or airbrush out
imperfections. You can even draw freehand or create a
custom mask.
Image is fully WYSIWYG and lets you calibrate your screen
to your output device for accurate output.
Full·featured word processing for NeXTSTEP. WriteNow
keeps the writing simple and intuitive while packing enough
power to create professional-looking documents.
Rulers make formatting a snap and you can incorporate all
the fonts and graphics you like. There's also multi-column
formatting, mail merge, spell checking, footnotes, headers

and footers, search and replace, character and word counting,
auto-page numbering and date insertion.
Remember, since all Appsoft programs run under
NeXTSTEP, you get complete compatibility and true work
group productivity.
AppsoH ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 ................................................. $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ...................................... 739.
8685 Image 1.0 .......................................................... 749.
10029 Image 1.0 (5 pack) ......................................... 3295.
4465 Draw 1.02........................................................ 299.
7028 Draw 1.02 (5 pack) ........................................ 1295.

OBJECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Say good-bye to models with out-dated data_ Objective
Technologies' OTProvide automatically links your database with
your Improv spreadsheet. Every time you open a spreadsheet,
the latest data is imported to refresh the model. With OTProvide
you can be confident that your calculations are based on the
most up-to-date information. Plus you'll eliminate timeconsuming data entry and avoid data entry errors.
SqlBuddy, new from Objective Technologies, is the database
tool for professionals. It creates afriendly environment for
working with relational databases. With it, you can perform
database queries and commands and review the results. You
don't need to know th Structured Ouery Language (SOL)
because SqlBuddy has an easy-to-use point and click interface.
Also try Objective Technologies' developer tools designed to
enhance developer efficiency and consistency: GraphPalette
(to graph data in custom applications), MathPalette (to create
links to Mathematica) , SmartFieldPalette (to restrict and format
input), and ChooserPalette (to manage selection lists).
Objective Technologies
3282 OTProvide 1.0..................................................... $699.
7142 SqlBuddy (floating license). .. .... .. ... :....................... 399.
9344 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Graph ....................................... 795.
9346 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Math ......................................... 795.
9345 lOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField ................................ 395.
9347 lOT Palettes: '2.0] Chooser ................................... 199.

MESA
MESA-your corporate spreadsheet solution! Finally an easy-to-use spreadsheet designed
exclusively to take advantage of the power of NeXT. John Perry Barlow of NeXTWORLD (Winte~
1992) wrote, "If you know either Lotus or Excel, you shouldn't even need to open its mapual."
New features include 3D graphing capability, full SOL capabilities via DBKit, available real time
stock market data feeds, and point and click sheet linking.
Mesa doesn't ignore the basics! It reads Lotus and Excel files. In benchmark tests it
preformed over 30 times faster than Improv.
Presentation quality reports-unlimited text and color choices for each cell. Place commands,
macros, queries, and reports in a user-definable toolbar. Mesa Object Library allows placement
of live spreadsheet views and graphs in custom applications. Infinite number of views.
Unlimited technical support.
Athena Design ••• 30 day MBG
8684 Mesa 1.3 ............. .. ........ .. .. ....... ... .. ·.... ····· ·.... ··.... ·.. ·· ··· ................ .......... .

EXODUS
eXodus leads the way to the promised land of Xand NeXTSTEP integration. Applications
using the XWindow System are seamlessly integrated into NeXT's remarkable graphical user
environment with eXodus. Use it to connect to Xapplications on any host that supports TCP/IPSun, HP, IBM, DEC, etc.-or run Xprograms installed directly on your NeXT. eXodus allows
NeXTSTEP and Xapps to run simultaneously, side by side, so you can maximize your NeXT
investment and training while saving the cost of additional Xterminals.
Version 5.0 of eXodus for the NeXT Computer is based on X11, Release 5 of the XWindow
System from MIT. New features include complete color support for all NeXT monitors, "rootless'
windows and full compatiblity with NeXT Computer's release of NeXTSTEP 3.0. It's easy to
install-no special hardware or software is required! And comes with some basic X programs
to help you get started. From the same people who developed eXodus for the Macintosh.
White Pine Software
6316 eXodus 5.0 .....................................................................·· ....................................

$239.
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OPEN THE DOOR TO DOS.
INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS
SoftPC Professional is the award-winning software-only
solution that lets you run more than 50,000 DOS applicaUonson your NeXT. "SoftPC Ranks as one of the most
important programs for the NeXT," says NeXTWORLD
(4/91). Now SoftPC Professional supports protect mode,
VGA, and even Super VGA graphics-PC CD-ROMs too!
And now SoftPC with Windows, the newest member of
the SoftPC family, includes Microsoft Windows 3.1 installed
and ready to run with a set of optimized drivers to speed
up Windows.
SoftPC Professional and SoftPC with Windows come
with DOS 5.0 pre-installed . Both offer protect mode support,

Super VGA, EGA, CGA graphics support, tl'{Oserial ports, two
parallel ports, and PC CD-ROM support. They support both
extended and expanded memory configurations and can be
configured for multiple hard disks. They both allow DOS
access to the UNIX file system .
When it comes to performance, SoftPC and NeXTSTEP
make a great team. You can run multiple DOS windows
and even run NeXT and DOS software side by side. Sharing
files is as easy as cutting and pasting. There's also support
for EMS 4.0 expanded memory-in fact, SoftPC can access
32 MB of RAM, enough for even the most RAM-intensive
applications. For optimum performance, the recommended
system configurations calls for at least 16 MB RAM memory

and the fastest processor available.
The power of the NeXT-The application library of OOSThat's SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC Professional ....................................... $329.
10010 SoftPC with Windows ....................................... 439.

o

VIRTUOSO
Get professional drawing results with tools from the drawing
professionals with the advanced PostScript drawing design
and production program, Virtuoso. As the developer of awardwinning graphics programs such as Fontographerand Aldus
FreeHand, Altsys knows what you need most from a drawing
program. Altsys has taken their knowledge and experience and
combined it with the power of the NeXT to bring you Virtuoso,
You can create artwork free-style with the Freehand drawing
tool or import it form the extensive, professional Clip-art library.
Draw basic shapes and lines with the rectangle, oval, and
straight line tool , or get fancy with the Multigon and Pen tools.
Rotate, reflect, scale, and skew objects quickly and easily.
Autotrace scanned images with superb control.
Virtuoso also gives you the editing, coloring, and organization
tools you need to create your designs. Undo or redo-not just
the last few actions, but up to 100 levels. Zoom in or out-not
just 100% or 200%, but up to 1600%. Choose spot process colors
from the NeXT Color Panel, then drag and drop them into objects.
Automatically create percentages of any color with the Tint
Panel. Maintain your work in an unlimited number of nameable,
reorderable layers-each one separately hideable and lockable.
Wonderfully flexible PostScript support, meticulously accurate
alignment control, superb text editing and typographic control,
varied import and export capabilities, comprehensive built-in production tools (including color separations, spot-to-process conversions, and on-screen previews)-all this is just the b.eginning
of the list of innovative and productive features in Virtuoso, each
designed to simplify your work and stimulate your creativity,
Altsys Corporation
6931 Virtuoso 1.0 .......................................................
8683 Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) ..........................................

$495.
1895.

WORDPERFECT
WordPerfect unleashed! Full-time WYSIWYG and effortless
multitasking. There are awhole lot of DOS users of WordPerfect
out there who are struggling with whether they should start
using their favorite application under Windows or on the Mac,
Well, the answer is neither. If you want to realize WordPerfec~s
full word-processing potential, the solution is NeXT.
NeXT's unified PostScript imaging system puts the WordPertoct
Preview mode to rest once and for all. Every element, including
fonts of all sizes, headers, footer, footnotes, graphics, and
columns, always appear just as they will print And NeXT
features like built-in multitasking and fax capability make
WordPerfect the ultimate power tool for working with words.
But, of course, not just words. WordPe1ect easily integrates
text and graphics. Just grab your image file with the mouse aoo
drop it on the page wherever you want (inserted in a line of
text, tied to a paragraph, or even placed in a header or footer),
You can scale, move, and rotate your images every which way,
and add captions and borders with ease. Each time the type Iii
automatically rearrange itself. '
Naturally, you get all the basic word-processing power
features WordPerfect is famous for: parallel and newspaper
columns, powerful macros, mail merge, table of contents,
indexing, footnotes/endnotes, a 115,000-word spell checker,
thesaurus, and automatic timed backup. Any questions? Ask
the Digital Librarian or consult the online reference manual.
This is truly full-featured word processing for NeXT.
WordPerfect
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 ............................................. ..
1576 WordPerfect Additional Station .. .,., .. ,.................. .
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LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
IMPROV
Look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
when you give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor and 8 MB of RAM and let them
improvise to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a
revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing , and
presenting your data in ways never before possible.
Improv's unique dynamic view feature lets you see the
same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships and
prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange
your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly, without
any re-keying, You can actually work with 12 different
catagories of data at once, displayed in 20 or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g., "Dollars =Tons x 12.5"). So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
and re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3 style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch, You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates and/or
import existing 1-2-3files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that take full advantage of NeXT. But how good is it , really? Byte (10/90)
wrote , "Improv knocked me out." PC World (11/90) called it
"a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex data."

What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990." And Info World (1 0/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs ...it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time."

~~~~ ~~~~~o:~~~t

. ,." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$499.

ELECTROFILE
Electronic filing arrives. Introducing a real solution for document management that gives you the power to locate any type
of file-text, TIFF, EPS, etc.---'quickly and easily. No matter
how many files your library contains.
ElectroFile from Insight Software allows you to build your
own classification scheme, based upon your own requirements.
Because documents can be indexed and classified in numerous
ways, they become much easier to locate-even those without
text. ElectroFile's retrieval engine is based upon B*Tree indexes
which generate fast searches, regardless of the number of
documents in the library. You can design complex search
paradigms with just afew keystrokes, thereby reducing
thousands of possibilities down to the right one. Once you find
the file you're looking for, just click "show" and ElectroFile will
display an image of the original document alongside the
classification interface. Then you can make corrections, attach
other files, add notes or important text, and even record voice
messages on the document.
And now ElectroFile is compatible with a variety of highspeed scanners and optical character recognition (OCR)
systems. So you really can use it as a paperless filing cabinet.
Just scan images and documents directly onto your hard drive
via ElectroFile and forget about hard copies altogether!
Designed to be both powerful and flexible, ElectroFile is ideal
for imaging, cataloging, customer support, account processing,
or any activity which can take advantage of cross-indexing.
After all, if you own a NeXT computer you're already halfway t~
having the world's most sophisticated filing system right there
on your desk-now, with ElectroFile, you can go all the way.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
3308 ElectroFile 2.0 ........... ........................................

$4491

WINGZ
It takes spreadsheet power to new heights. Wingz is the
easy-to-use, high-performance graphic spreadsheet for
business and technical professionals. You can combine
numbers, words, charts, and graphics in one window and print
to one page-all with one product. The Wingz worksheet is
32,768 rows by 32,768 columns (more than a billion cells) and
includes over 140 built-in functions, 2D and 3D charts, and
support for as many colors as your system can display.
Wingz includes HyperScript, an English-like event-driven
development environment, and DataLink, an SOL database
access tool. HyperScript was written specifically for graphical
application development and allows you to place functional
buttons, scrolling lists, and other controls right on the
worksheet. And with its built-in lEARN mode, even novice
users can create their own applications or customize the Wingz
environment quickly and easily. DataLink, which was written in
HyperScript, gives you point-and-click access to data in
Informix SOL databases without having to know SOL. Just
point and click at the data you need-you never have to leave
Wingz' friendly graphical environment. DataLink also includes!
function library so you can build custom front-end applications
for your SOL database and Executive Information Systems (EIS).
Other features include powerful text capabilities-including
fields for free-floating text on the worksheet, with multiple text·
processing options and attribute settings-and the ability to
import/export Wingz graphics as EPS images.
Minimize your reliance on MIS and create your own
applications and reports with Wingz!
Informix Software
3332 Wingz 1.1 AB .............. .
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ANY DOCUMENT. NO MATTER HOW COMPLEX.
FRAMEMAKER
The ideal document publisher for corporate workgroups. Imagine WYSIWYG word processing, page layout,
graphics, tables, and even equations in one program. That's
FrameMaker-ali the writing and graphic tools you need
for long, structured documents like textbooks, software
documentation, policy manuals, and proposals. And it was
specifically designed to be used by multiple authors working
together across multiple platforms. In fact it offers 100% .
compatibility between 25 different UNIX platforms and the
Macintosh (and even won a 1991 MacUserEddy Award).
The sophisticated page-layout features include the ability
tocreate up to 25 master pages (Le., page formats) per

document. So you can ensure consistency as new files are
incorporated and documents are revised, edited, and
rearranged. You can also create extensive tables of contents,
lists of tables, indexes, and cross references that will
automatically update whenever your document changes.
FrameMaker's flexible drawing tools include a broad
palette of pen and fill patterns for drawing detailed forms,
diagrams, or complex schematics.
The word processing capabilities rival those of dedicated
word processors. There's a 130,000-word spelling and
hyphenation dictionary; search and replace; automatic page,
paragraph, and footnote numbering; and a complete equation
palette with over 250 symbols, delimiters, and operators.

You can also create complex multi-page tables--{;omplete
with graphics and equations that include multiple styles in a
Single cell. And there's an ingenious conditional text feature
that lets you develop multiple variations of a document from
a single source file by simply tagging the variable text or
graphics.
As NeXTWORLD (Fall '91) wrote: "If your work calls for
long documents with large page counts, multiple chapters,
tables, lists, illustrations, and indexes, then you won't believe
your luck ... FrameMaker is as good as they come."
Frame Technology
8241 FrameMaker 3.0.............................................

$549,

Great communications software has arrived. With
MicroPhone Pro, you'll have easy, intuitive communications
software that takes full advantage of NeXT capabilities.
Watch in amazement or, better yet, do something else
entirely, while MicroPhone Pro dials your mail service and
automatically downloads your messages in the background.
Next time you log onto your favorite service, turn on the
Watch Me feature and your keystrokes will be saved. Give the
resulting script a button and you're never more than a click
away. If you've written MicroPhone scripts in Windows or on
the Mac, you'll discover you can use them on the NeXT with
little or no modification.
And wait until you see Loran, a new MicroPhone Pro
document that includes front ends to CompuServeMail and
Software Ventures' own BBS. Even though you send and
receive mail from entirely different systems, the Loran interface
you use is the same, saving you time and effort. Eventually,
Loran will hold additional front ends for news, messaging and
other services, making it atrue information valet. You can also
build your own NeXT front end with MicroPhone Pro's
enhanced scripting power and NeXT's Interface Builder.
It's so easy to be online with MicroPhone Pro that you'll
soon be doubling you r pleasure and your productivity-thanks
to multi-session capability that allows you to log onto several
information services simultaneously. Safely send or receive
anything-text, pictures, or sound-through a comprehensive
set of file transfer protocols such as ASCII, XMODEM,
YMODEM, ZMODEM, and KERMIT.
Insanely great software for an insanely great computer.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
4759 MicroPhone Pro 1.0 ....... ................................. ··

$279.

DOVEFAX PRO
Afax and modem combined. The DoveFax Desktop for NeXT features a 9600 bps CCID
Group-3-compatible fax that makes full use of the intuitive NeXT fax interface so you can send
any kind of document directly from your NeXT. DoveFax features true background operation, an
on line telephone directory, automatic answering, fax preview, and customized cover pages.
You can send faxes at high resolution and print incoming faxes at your choice of 200 x 200 dpi
or 200 x 100 dpi Display PostScript.
DoveFax Desktop also includes a Hayes-compatible 2400 bps modem that supports a
complete range of communications services, protocols, applications, and electronic bulletin
boards. The DoveFax 14.4 Pro handles everything the DoveFax can, but has a 14,400 bps data
modem with V.32, V.42N.42bis advanced data compression and error correction for
throughput up to 57,600 bps. You can also send faxes at 14,400 bps (downward compatible to
9600 bps). Both modems are backe9 by Dove's solid customer support and 1-year warranty.
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop .......................

$295.

7154 DoveFax 14.4 Pro .....

MEMORY
Running out of RAM? We can help you get back to full power overnight. Just call as soon as you
start running out of room and we'll send more memory by Airborne Express for delivery the
next business day. Our 4 MB and 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kits feature low profile, non-parity,
80ns SIMMs that are compatible with the 68030 and 68040 Cube and the 040 workstation
(monochrome only). We also carry 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kits for NeXTstation Color and
NeXTdimension boards. (The latter requires 2 Kits/16 MB at atime.) And Installation? For the
workstation we recommend an authorized dealer-otherwise you risk voiding the warranty. But
you can go ahead and install them yourself in the cube-we'll provide toll-free tech support.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
8910 4 MB SIMM (80ns) ...... ............................................................ . ............................ .
1935 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTstation Color, NeXTdimension, and NeXTstation
Turbo; two 4 MB x 8 SIMMs, 70ns) .................................. ........................................
8911 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB x 8 SIMMs, 80ns) ...................................... .
8324 16 MB Memory Upgrd. Kit (mono & color turbo stations; two 8 MB x 8 SIMMs, 70ns).
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027) Open Systems Today
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B. Computer you use at work or at home 029) PC World
(please check all that apply) :
030) Personal Workstation
010) IBM or compatible
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011) Macintosh
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Check here for a one-year subscription NeXTWORLD. $23 .95/year
for 6 bimonthly issues a year.
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other foreign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airmail
delivery or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Check or money order accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge
Visa/Me.
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o 3) Design or creative services
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05) Engineering
06) Manufact uring, production or
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o 7) Marketing, promotion or
communications
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documentation
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e. Publication you read regularly
(please check all that apply):
015) Business Week
016) Byte
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018) Computer Reseller News
o 19) Comp uterworld
020) Forbes
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022) Infoworld
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o 26) Macworld
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B. Computer you use at work or at home 029) PC World
(please check all that app ly):
030) Personal Workstation
010) IBM or compatible
031) Publish
o 11) Macintosh
032) SunWorld
012) NeXT
o 33) Unix Rev iew
013) Sun
034) Unix World
014) Other Unix workstation
035) Wall Street Journal

o

Check here for a one-year subscription NeXTWORLD. $23 .95/year
for 6 bimonthly issues a year.
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other foreign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airma il
delivery or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Check or money order accepted. FAX: 1-415-442-1891 to charge
Visa/Me.
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voice and data technology has arrived. And NeXT
are the perfect platform for this exciting breakthrough.
new Hayes ISDN Extender is designed to work with
3.0 and all the new ISDN applications that are coming
high-speed, digitized voice, data, fax modem, and multias well as remote LAN connections. It's the first telecomnetwork interface module for NeXT computers that
both ISDN Basic Rate Access and analog telephone line
ity to NeXT computers, thereby providing low-cost,
connectivity to NeXT users worldwide. There's an 8-pin
connector for an ISDN Basic Rate Line and a 6-pin
connector for an analog phone line.
Extender supports both AT&Tand Northern Telecom ISDN
and fully implements both the Hayes Standard AT
Set (so you can use those familiar Hayes commands)
Hayes AutoStream protocol which , with supported
, opens the door to multiple voice/data sessions.
transmission options range from 300 bps to 38,400
voice capabilities include the standard analog phone
along with battery feed and ring voltage for up to three
analog devices (e.g., phone, fax, and answering machine).
re not using NeXTSTEP 3.0 or you need to bring ISDN
ivity to a Sun or other workstation you'll want the
ISDN System Adapter, an external RS-232 serial device
a switch-selectable V.35 interface) that comes complete
own Digital Signal Processor (DSP), codec, high-speed
, and power supply.
... 2 year warranty
ISDN Extender .................................................... $279.
ISDN System Adapter (requires cable). ................. 749.

TOSHIBA DISKS
announces dramatic price reduction on Toshiba 2.88 MB ED disks. Now Toshiba
MB ED_gisks, NeXT's choice in ED disks, are also the best value in diskette storage for
systems. Toshiba's new pricing makes the cost per megabyte of Toshiba ED disks equal
less than conventional 1.44 MB HD disks. Because Toshiba invented ED technology and is
media manufacturer with the experience and the expertise required to make superior
2.88 MB disks, NeXT chose Toshiba's 2.88 MB floppy disks to include with each NeXT
Now more than ever Toshiba's 2.88 MB disks are your best choice as well.
... lifetime warranty
Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disk (5 Pack) ..................... .......... ... ················ ................ ..... $17.
Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disks (10 Pack) ..................................................... ............... 29.

AVERY
can you label next? Make sure everything is easily identifyable with Avery Laser Labels.
dot matrix, inkjet, or laser printer to label your folders, envelopes, post cards,
tabs, name badges. rotary cards, audio and videotapes, and index cards.

Corporate Accounts Welcome

Digital Toolworl
10828 Equation Builder
Objective Techr
(Seepage F)
9347 rOT Palettes : 2.0
9346 rOT Palettes: 2.0
9345 rOT Palettes : 2.0
9344 rOT Palettes: 2.0
3282 OT Provide 1.0 .. .
7142 SqlBuddy (floatin
ONyX Systems
2340 BugByte 2.2 ... .. ..
ProfeSSional So
(Seepage D)
9357 Objective DB Toe
RDR, Inc.
10792 ImageView ........ .
10790 Gadgets .......... .. .
10789 Selector ........ .... ..
10791 SwitchView ........ .
Triakls ... 30 da
1963 T-Calc 1.0 .. ...... ..
1965 Math++ 3.0 .. .. ... ..
1966 DAN, the Data N
White Pine So1t¥
(Seepage F)
6316 eXodus 5.0 .. ........
Wolfram Researc
251 6 Mathematica 2.0 .

Yes, we gladly accept P.O.s. Always have, always will. In fact, we do everything possible
to make corporate mail-order purchasing of computer software and peripherals as easy
and enjoyable a process as possible-within the realm of common decency, of course.
Many companies (including most of the Fortune 1000 and other just-as-fortunate smaller
ones) have accounts with us. If you'd like to open one (or check whether your company
already has one), simply call our order line at 800-800-NeXT.
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Adamation ... 30 day MBG
Who's Calling? 2.5 .. ..... ... ... ..... .. .... .... ... . $295.
Who's ~alling? 2.5 (4 pack) .. ........ .. ...... 1349.
What's Happening? 2.5 .......... ........... ...... 219.
LiveWire 1.0 (4 pack) .. ........ .... ........... .... . 599.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
WriteNow 2.1 ........... .. ...... .. ...... ............... 159.
Write Now 2.1 (5 pack) ... .. ...... ....... .......... 739.
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage F)
Mesa 1.3 ................. ................................ 395.
Mesa Floating License (5 pack) .. .. ..... ... 1695.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
OnDuty 1.0 ..... ....... .......... ...... .. .... .. .......... 279.
Imagine Multimedia, Inc.
MediaStation 2.1 ..................................... 495.
MediaStation(5 pack) ..... ... ...... ..... ..... .. .. 2199.
MediaStation (20 pack) ... ...................... 5499.
Information Technology ... 60 day MBG
SpeedDex 1.0 .. .......... .. ... .. ................ .. ...... 79.
Informix Software
(SeepageJ)
Wingz 1.1 AB ....... .... .. ..... ... ... ... ......... ..... .. 469.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
ElectroFile 2.0 ..... ......... ...... ..................... 449.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage C)
Concurrence 1.1 .................... ............. .. .. 795.
Lotus Development
(Seepage /)
Improv 1.0 .......... .. ......... .... .............. ........ 499.
MlDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
DayTripper 1.1 .... .... ...... ............................ 99.
Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(See page A)
Dataphile 1.04. .... ...... ...... .. ...... ................ 529.
Teledia
FileMaster 1.0 ... .................. .... .. .. .. .. ........ 299.
WordPerfect
(Seepage H)
WordPerfect 1.0.1 .. ...................... ......... .. 299.
WordPerfect Additional Station ...... .. ...... . 169.

COMMUNICATIONS
& DATA TRANSFER
Abacus Research & Develop. ... 60 day MBG
151 8 Executor 1.2.1 ................... .. ........... ...... ... 295.
DataViz ... 60 day MBG
1823 MacLinkPlus/PC 7.0.................... .. ... .. .. .. . 129.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
8656 FloppyWorks 2.2L ....... .... ..... ....... ..... ........ . 69.

9356
7154

5024
1013
4998

1456
10010
1012

4759
5080
8165
7601

Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
(Seepage L)
DoveFax Desktop (incl. 2400 modem) .. $295.
DoveFax 14.4 Pro .................. .. .. ............. 499.
Hayes ... 2 year warranty
(SeepageM)
Ultra 14.4 Modem (requires cable) .... ... ... 669.
ISDN Extender ....... .... .. .. .. ..................... .. 279.
ISDN System Adapter (requires cable). ... 749 .
Insignia Solutions
(Seepage G)
SoftPC Professional. ....... .......... .............. 329.
SoftPC with Windows ............ .. .. .............. 439.
Marble Associates
Teleconnect 1.1 ....... ........ ....................... 249.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageL)
MicroPhone Pro 1.0 ..... ...... .... ........ .... .. .. . 279.
Telebit ... 1 year warranty
T3000 Modem (requires cable). .... .... .... .. 669.
Worldblazer Modem (requires cable). .. ... 769.
YRRID, Inc.... 120 day warranty
TTYDSP (high speed serial port) ..... ....... 159.

PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS
1827
9765
9741
1832
1834

6931
8683

8685
10029
4465
7028

8241

8686

10016
10012
1001 3
10014
10015
9736
9276
6809

Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1 ..... ..... .. .. ........ ....... 459.
Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 ..................... .......... 129.
Adobe TouchType 2.1.1 ............ .. .... .. ...... 175.
Adobe TypeSet 1.. 65. 1833 TypeSet 2 .. 65.
Adobe TypeSet 3 ......... ........ ... ...... ... .. ..... 129.
Adobe Fonts Available ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... call
Altsys Corporation
(Seepage H)
Virtuoso 1.0 ..................... .. ......... .... ... .. .... 495.
Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) ... ... ... .. ........ ...... .... 1895.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
Image 1.0 ...... .. ........... .................... .. ....... 749.
Image 1.0 (5 pack) ................ ... ... ... ... .... 3295.
Draw 1.02 ....... ..... .............. .. .................... 299.
Draw 1.02 (5 pack) ..... ... ......... ..... ..... ... .. 1295.
Frame Technology
(SeepageK)
FrameMaker 3.0 ...... ... ......... ........ .... ........ 549.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage 8)
Diagram! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3. 0) . 395 .
MIDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
ArtBursts: ArtPak ................... ... ..... .... .... 269.
ArtBursts: Backgrounds .... .. ..... ... ... ...... .... 89.
ArtBursts: Borders & Boxes ..... .... ..... .... .. . 89.
ArtBursts: Designs .... .. ....... ....... ......... .... .. 89.
ArtBu rsts : Icons+ .. .... .. ......... .. ........ .......... . 89.
Warp It 1.1 ... .. ................ ............... ....... .... 179.
MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
MapArt 1.0 ....... .. ... ... ............ ...... ............... 95.
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
PasteUp.... ... ... .......... .. ................ ............ 595.

Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage A)
1066 Create 1.1 .. .............. ... ......... ......... .... ... . $395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 ............ .... .... .. ..... ............. ...... 229.
Vivid Publishing ... 30 day MBG
4496 TypeView 1.0 .......................... .. ................ 99.

RECREATIONAL
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
3876 Culture Shock 1.0 (color) .......... .... ... ......... 25.
Lighthouse DeSign, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) ...... .. .. ... ........... ... 99.

VIDEO & SOUND
9682
9683
9681
4848
9680

7141
5972
6025
10045
10011

Metaresearch ... 1 year warranty
Digital Ears .. .. ... .... .. ............... .................. 499.
Digital Ears (with SoundWorks) .............. 669.
Monochrome Digital Eye ......................... 829.
Color Digital Eye .. .................. ...... ...... .. ... 995.
SoundWorks 2.0 .. .. .. .... .. .. ................ ....... 269.
MIDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
SoundHouse .. ........ .. ......... .. ...................... 59.
Sound Bursts (effects) .. .. ........................... 89.
SoundBursts (percussion) .... .. ................. .. 89.
SoundPak .. .. ................. .... .. .................... 179.
DigitalRhymes ...... ............ .. ........... ............ 99.

INPUT/
71 05
9365
9364
71 07
68 14
5973
7156
8806

UTILITIES
Agog, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
1476 Squash! 1.0 79.1478 (10pak) ...... .... .. ... 699.
CuiliaMartin ... 30 day MBG
6225 Calculator Set (single). .. .......... .. .. .. ............ 59,
6226 Calculator Set (10 pak) ......... .. ... ..... .... .... 479.
MetroSoft ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage 0)
8325 MetroTools 1.22 ...................... .... .. ............. 69
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
4148 LockScreen 3. 2 .. ................ .. .. .. ........ .. ....... 7~
4493 LaunchPad .... .. ...................... ........ .. .. ........ 79.
4498 Portfolio ..................................................... 79
4494 Rulers ....... .. .................... .. .. .. ............... ...... 79
3728 Bundle (All four listed above) ...... .. ...... .... 1 ~
Sky lee Press
8663 Big Green Disk (optical disk only) ...... ....
8716 Big Green CD (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0).
Teledia
2514 Phrase Player 2.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... 129
251 3 Backup Master ........ .. .... .. .. ........ .. ............ 249
7144 Backup Master (floppy only) .... .... .. .. .... ..... 79
T/Maker
11 85 ClickArt ................ ................................... .

American Power
Smart-UPS 600 .. .
Smart-UPS 900 .. .
Smart-UPS 1250 .
Back-UPS 450 .. ..
CH Products .. .
TrackBall ...... .. .... .
Second Glance S
Scantastic (Epson
Scantastic (HP Sc
Scantastic (Microt,

•
•
•
•

We accept VISA & MAS
No surcharge will be ad(
Your card is not chargee
If we must ship a partial
that complete the order I
• No sales tax is charged,
• All U.S. shipments insun
First Class Mail.
• International orders U.S.
• Manufacturer support an
• Upon receipt and approv
day for immediate shipm
• Corporate P.O.s are acc,
• C.O.D. maximum is $100
• 120-day limited warranty
• Defective software repla<
replaced at our discretior
promotions are subject te
• Order lines: Open continu
Business offices: Call 603-

PROGRAMMING & MATH TOOLS
Absoft
8898
6745 FX Debugger ................ .. ........ .. .. ........ .. .. .

SIMSON00001545
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DRIVES & CABLES
All drives require a SCSI cable.

8906
8909
10285
4964
6744
8991
1540
1441
3466
3458
3465
5722
3456
3432
3437
2530
2467
6499
7151
6804
3603

439.
649.
869.
215.

8984
4415
4412
6808
8979
8978
5029

119.
299.
299.
299.

8887
2531
8547
2529

Cables ... lifetime warranty
SCSI 2-50 pin Centronics (4 ft.) ...... .......... 35.
50 pin-50 pin Centronics ........................... 15.
50 pin-50 pin Centronics (gray, 3 feet) .. .... 25.
50 pin-50 pin Centronics (gray, 6 feet) .... .. 29 .
SCSI Terminator (block type). .... ........ .. ..... 15.
68040 Modem Cable (8 ft.) .. .. ................... 15.
Mini DIN 8 to Mini DIN 8 Null Modem Cable 15.
Mini DIN 8 to DB25 Null Modem Cable ...... 15.
BNC Connector (50 ohm) ...... ................. 3.99
BNC T-Connector .. .. ................... .. .......... 8.99
BNC Terminator without Ground ............. 5.99
BNC Terminator with Ground .......... ............ O.
25' Ethernet Cable (wI BNC Connectors).. 25.
50' Ethernet Cable (wI BNC Connectors) .. . 39.
100' Ethernet Cable (wI BNC Connectors) . 59.
IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty
Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge .... .... .... .... ....... 149.
Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge Tri-Pack ........ 439.
Bernoulli Transportable 90 PRO .............. 659.
NeXT Interface Kit 65. 2481 Care Kit... 35.
MDS Drives ... 2 year warranty
MDS 88 Removable Drive ............ .. .. .. .... 579.
MDS 88 Removable Cartridge .... ............. 100.
Micropolis '" 5 year warranty
280 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .. ...... .. 1589.
550 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .. .. ...... 1699.
860 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .......... 1999.
1.1 GB MICRODISK (formatted) ........... 2299 .
280 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) ..... 1149.
550 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) ..... 1299.
860 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) .... . 1699.
Peripheral Land, Inc . ... 1 year warranty
CD-ROM Caddy (single) ............ .. ...... ....... 14.
CD-ROM Caddy (10 pack) .. .............. .... .. .. 99 .
Super Floppy 2.88 Drive .. ....................... 449.
DATTape Backup .. .. .. .. ...................... ... 1999.

OUR POLICY

(10 pak) .. .... .. ....... 699.

... .. ...................... ....... 69.
... 30 day MBG
.. ............ .. ................ 79.
.. .... ................... .. .... . 79.
.... .............. .. .. .... .... ... 79.
.... .. ........ ............. .... .. 79.
, above) ........ .... ...... 199.

American Power ... 2 year warranty
Smart-UPS 600 .......... .. .. ......... ......... .... .. .
Smart-UPS 900 ...................... .................
Smart-UPS 1250...................... .. .... .........
Back-UPS 450 .............. .. .......... .. .. .... .. ....
CH Products ... 30 day MBG
TrackBall ..................................... .. .. .. ......
Second Glance Software
Scantastic (Epson ES300C) .... ... .. .. .. ......
Scantastic (HP ScanJet IIc) ........ .. .... ......
Scantastic (Microtek 600zs) ....................

•
•
•
•

ACCESSORIES

Tripp Lite ... 2 year warranty
1528 600VA On-Line UPS .................. .... ....... $559.

INPUT/OUTPUT

,MBG
layMBG
) ............ .. ................. 59.
k) ............ .......... .. ... 479.
,MBG

Digital Toolworks
Equation Builder .. ............. .. .. .. ............... $199.
Objective Technologies
(Seepage F)
rOT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser ................ .. ... 199.
rOT Palettes : 2.0] Math ................... ........ 795.
rOT Palettes : 2.0] SmartField .... .. ............ 395.
rOT Palettes : 2.0] Graph ............ .. ........... 795.
OT Provide 1.0 ............ ............ .. ....... .. .... . 699.
SqlBuddy (floating license) .. ... .. .. .... ........ 399.
ONyX Systems ... 30 day MBG
BugByte 2.2 .............. .. .. .......................... 119.
Professional Software
(Seepage D)
Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 ................. ........ 895 .
RDR, Inc.
Image View ....... ................... ............ .. .. ...... 99.
Gadgets ...... ... ... .. ......... ... .. .. .. .. .... ......... ... .. 99.
Selector ... ................................................ 149.
SwitchView ...... .. .. .. .... .... ..................... .. .. . 109.
Triakis ... 30 day MBG
T-Calc 1.0 .................... .. ...... .. .......... ......... 59.
Math++ 3.0 ............ .......... .... ........ ......... ... 199.
DAN, the Data ANalyzer 2.1 .0 ............ .... 269.
White Pine Software
(Seepage F)
eXodus 5.0 .................... .. .. .. .. .. ............ .... 239.
Wolfram Research ... 30 day MBG
Mathematica 2.0 ................................ .... 1699.

We accept VISA & MASTERCARD.
No surcharge will be added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the shipment(s)
that complete the order (in the U.S.).
• No sales tax is charged, except for Ohio residents (please add applicable tax).
• All U.S. shipments insured , no additional charge. APO/FPO orders shipped
First Class Mail.
• International orders U.S. $100 minimum .
• Manufacturer support and upgrade eligibility may be limited outside the U.S.A.
• Upon receipt and approval, personal and company checks clear the same
day for immediate shipment of your order.
• Corporate P.O.s are accepted subject to credit approval.
• C.O.D. maximum is $1000. Cash or certified check.
• 120-day limited warranty on all products.
• Defective software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or
replaced at our discretion . All items are subject to availability. Prices and
promotions are subject to change without notice.
• Order lines: Open continuously from 8:00 a.m. Monday until midnight Friday, ET.
Business offices: Call 603-446-7771 Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ET.

5392
1430
4808
4811
5392

98 11
5488
5461
5464
5480
8099

8790
8910
1935
8911
8324
8576
8548
10313
8244
1578
1603
2520
5912
3603
5530

4858
9755

Avery ... 60 day MBG
(SeepageM)
3W ' Diskette Labels (Oty. 630) ............... $29.
1" x 4" Address Labels .............................. 24.
1V3" x 4" Laser Labels ................ .. .. ... .. .. .. . 24.
8W ' x 11" Laser Transparencies .............. 22.
3.5" Disk Labels .................. .... ............. .. .. . 29.
Canon ... 90 day warranty
512 MB Optical Cartridge MO-502m ....... 175.
Black Cartridge (for Color Printer) ............. 19.
Cyan Cartridge (for Color Printer) .... ......... 29.
Magenta Cartridge (for Color Printer) ....... 29.
Yellow Cartridge (for Color Printer) ........... 29 .
Hewlett-Packard ... 120 day warranty
Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer .. .. .......... 93.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
(Seepage L)
1 MB SIMM (80ns) or 9284 (set of 4) ....... call
4 MB Memory SIMM (80ns) .. ................ .. .. call
8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTdimension,
NeXTstation Color & NeXTstation Turbo) .. . call
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB) .. call
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 8 MB) .. call
Moustrak ... lifetime warranty
Mouspad: black (7" x 9") .. ...... .. .......... ea. 8.
Mouspad: black (9" x 11") ................... ea. 9.
Mouspad: UF black (9 " x 11") .... ...... ........ 10
Pacific Micro ... 1 year warranty
External Hard Drive Enclosure .......... .... .. 395.
Sony ... 60 day MBG
DG5CL 4mm Cleanining Cartridge .... .... .. . 13 .
DG60M (60 meter OAT Tape). .. ...... .... ...... 15 .
DG90M (90 meter OAT Tape). .. .. ..... ...... ... 19.
SyQuest ... 60 day MBG
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB). ................ .. .... 65 .
SyQuest Cart. (88 MB) 100. 5531 (3 pak) 292 .
(5 pak) ....... 480. 3600 (10 pak) .. .... .. .... 950.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
(SeepageM)
3.5" ED Floppy Disk (5 pack) ...... ...... .. .... . 17.
3.5" ED Floppy Disk ( 10 pack) .... .. ........... 29.

SHIPPING
Continental U.S.:
Barring events beyond our control, all credit card orders phoned in weekdays
by 3:15 a.m. ET will ship Airborne Express for delivery the next business day.
Which means same day delivery for orders placed between midnight and
3:15 a.m. ET. Saturday delivery is available to many areas upon request.
Some areas require an additional day for delivery. The total freight charge on
any non-C.O.D. order placed with NeXTConnection is only $3. C.O.D. orders
will ship for $8.
Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands:
Call 800-800-NeXT for information on shipping and charges .
All other areas:
Call 603-446-7771 or FAX 603-446-7791 for information.
© Copyright 1993 PC Connection, Inc. NeXTConnection is a division of
PC Connection, Inc., Marlow, NH. NeXTConnection is a trademark of
PC Connection, Inc. and NeXT Computer, Inc. Everything Overnight is a
registered trademark of PC Connection, Inc. "NeXT" is a service mark of
NeXT Computer, Inc. and is used under license. NeXTConnection is not
affiliated with NeXT Computer, Inc. All other trademarks remain the property
of their respective companies .

.. .... .. ........ .... ........... 195.

i & MATH TOOLS

NeXTConnectiori"
9 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 800-800-NeXT 603-446-7771 FAX 603-446-7791

Product Showcase

MindOverMail™3.0, the Premier Envelope Printer

Mullimel

Tum here every issue for the latest-breaking, most interesting products in the NeX'fTM marketplace. This is an
exciting time for NeXT users. Development is exploding.
The NeXTstep environment is proving to be a spawning
ground for unique products. These ads keep you abreast
of the best of what's out there. Showcase ads provide you
with concise, easy-to-use information. Every one includes
a picture, product information, and a handy reader service
number.
All this in 1,075 words (picture = 1,000 words + 75 text.)

Fabulous New Features! Paltry New Price! MindOverMail 3.0 is unexcelled for printing envelopes and labels from NeXTSTEP 3.0. With
complete support for 3/5 presort, you'll save more than the price of
MoM on your first bulk mailing. The bad news? MoM 3.0 has too
many new features and enhancements to list in this ad. The good
news? Until April 1 you can purchase MoM for only $50. And you'll
even get fixes for all the bugs that were found last year- both of them.

Introducing the first CI
Multimedia Birds of Eur
dard by which other Nt
program contains descri;
and egg paintings - ove;
glossary of hWldreds of :
rion to ornithology and a
- D Version - $149, NeX

Sail Spring Technical/lSI 80 S.W. 133rd Avenue/Tl9ard, OR 97224-1641/(503) 684-1 416
Fax (503) 639-6652/sallspring@twiI"l9hl.rain.com

m/postbox 4766/N-1009 A
Fox 31 20525 7238/NeXTM,

..............................

Circle 101 on reader service card

Database BuilderTM Automates!

FontWorks-Font Management Solutions

Cil

Shell Scri

When you can do this!
A

B

Database BuilderTM makes it happen without loop to loops. Design
screens that automatically update as the database changes. Specify relationships between database tables. Build the custom applications you
and your customers need. And do it right the first time.
Database BuilderTM produces Objective-C source to integrate your
Interface Builder windows with the QuickBase-SQFM toolkit.
1-800-234-0,990
SofDesigl SohItIoas, 111(./47 Arch Streel/Gr_wich, a 06830/(203) 629-0970
Fax: (203) 629-0972/

Circle 102 on reader service card

FontWorks-developed with Y&Y Software-is a suite of applicatiol1l
to manage fonts on your NeXT. DosToNeXT and MacToNeXT automatically convert and install from DOS and Macintosh storage formats; PfmToAfm and A£mBuilder create AFM data from PFM or from
font; FontCase creates font "suitcases"; ShowFont and ShowMetria
display character sets and character metrics. TEX font management
solutions also available. FontWorks applications are available at thl
low price of $39 each. Call for your font management solution.

Firstsoft Inc. presents S
that allows users to ext
scripts via drag and dn
mands, parse and brow
and drop -and connect
expression using the po
available for systems
development.

TriIIthoII Software/Two OhIone/Portoia Valey, Calfonia 94028/(415) 851-7233

Firstsoft III(./P.O. Box 1252/L
Fox (505) 662-9944/(_ infe

info@trltl!oe....CO'IIS

Circle 103 on

.............................. .
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Multimedia Birds of

Introducing the first CD from the ETl Biodiversity Database Project - the
Multinledia Birds of Europe. Created in CraftMan and representing the standard by which other NeXTStep multimedia applications will be judged, the
program contains descriptions of 419 birds, with sounds, distribution maps
and egg paintings - over 1200 TIFF files - , a complete identification key, a
~ossary of hundreds of scientific terms, a useful and an interesting introduction to ornithology and a quiz to test your knowledge.
CD Version - $149, NeXT Optical Disc version - $289. FREE DEMO DISC!
Ell/Postbox 4766/N-I009 AT Amsterdam/The Netherlands
lax 31 20 525 1238/NeXTMaU kestep@eti.bio.uva.nl
Circle 104 on reader service card

The App for Marketing &Social Research

Graphically create and execute queries like:
Find places in metro Philadelphia and New Jersey where more than
20% of the households have incomes more than $100,000 and at least
10% of the workers are self-employed.
Find the geographic center of Dallas weighted by the number of homes
built before 1960. Show the corresponding 9-digit zip codes.
Find the variance in the number of persons of Hispanic origin for census tracts within a 5 mile radius of downtown Chicago.
Requires Sybase server and NeXTSTEPTM 3.0
..... .. .......... ................. ..... ...... .. ............. ....... ...... .... ............ .. .
Siegeltuch & Associates/I 817 Lincoln Steet/Evanston, IL 60201-2232/Phone: 708-475-6055
Fax: 708-475-6068/info@cenplus.com
Circle lOS on reader service card

'nt Solutions

Shell Scripting Made Easier!

a suite of applications
1d MacToNeXT auto-iacintosh storage forata from PFM or from
'ont and ShowMetrics
"EX font management
1S are available at the
:ment solution.

Firstsoft Inc. presents ScriptWriter: an intuitive NeXTSTEP application
that allows users to execute, build and manage C shell scripts. Execute
scripts via drag and drop or the Services menu. Browse 370 Unix commands, parse and browse site-specific commands. Build scripts by drag
and drop and connect them with pipes and redirectors. Build a Unix
expression using the point and click expression builder. Firstsoft is also
available for systems consulting and custom NeXTSTEP software
development.

LabelWorks is the low-cost answer to your address label and mailing
list needs. The label designer takes advantage of NeXT's powerful text
and graphics. LabelWorks supports the fuil range of Avery products
including diskette labels. Import records from database managers and
spreadsheets to fill dynamic text fields . Arrange labels to order by sorting on text fields. Templates get you started designing labels right
away. LabelWorks is available at the low price of $79.

1/(415) 851-7233

Ihtsoft IIK./P.O. Box 1252/Los Alamos, NM 87544/ Voice (505) 662-7176
lax (505) 662-9944/lmail info@firstsoft.cORl

Trilithon Software/Two Ohlone/Portola Valley, Carlfornia 94028/(415) 851-7233
info@trilithon.mpk.CD.U5

rd

Circle 106 on reader service card

LabelWorks-NeXT Designer Labels

Circle 107 on reader service card

Product Showcase

OTI Supplies the Missing Tools •••

We've got you (overed!

Unplug y

Servore Business Systems Offers Solutions

o Custom Softwore Development
o Custom Database Applications
o NeXr Answer Center
o Software & Network Integration
o MicroNet Data Storage Devices
o Remote Systems Administration
o Imaging Applications
o Full Motion & Still Video Appli ......""",
o NeXTSTEP™ 486 Consulting
M

181

Call For Information

800-221-2217

•

Authorizod Rosotlor

Authorizod Rcs_

<.C> 1 992 Servo ra Inte rnotional. Inc.
NoXT, tho NeXT logo, NoXTSTEP Of 0 tra dem arks of NeXT Computer, Inc. UNIX is 0 lTodcmork of USl

Use Our Tools to Speed Development and Add Power!
[aT Palettes:3.0)TM - SmartFieldsPalette - New & Improved!,
ChooserPalette, MathPalette and GraphPalette.
StringKit - Tool kit of objects for string management, parsing, searching
and file path manipulation. New!
OTProvide - Build dynamic Improv models with database data.
SqlBuddy - the ultimate database programmer's assistant.

Objective Technologies, Inc./7 Dey St Suite 1502/New York City, NY 10007/(212) 227-6767
(800) 3.0BJECT/Fax (212) 227-3567/info@object.com
Circle 108 on reader service card

PapyrusFormsTM for NeXTSTEP

Servare Business Systems is a NeXTValue Added Reseller and a
MicroNet Authorized Reseller. Servare has developed custom UNIXIil
applications for more than six years and provides custom software and
turnkey solutions to meet your needs. Call us today!

Servare Business Systems/23792 Rockfield Blvd Suite 230/Lake Farest CA 92630
(800) 221-2217/(714) 837-1 175/Fax (714) 837-1768/Email: infa@servare.com
Circle 109 on

service card
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ISOMEDIA,.ln(./14808 NE. 315
(800) 468-3939/Fax (206) 86
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Hard drives and more!
Hard Drives

Floppy Drives

High Quality

Low prices

Watch Whf

''''
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1-800-CUBE-RTE
Optical Drives

Telecommunicatio

PapyrusForms is the first professional digital forms package for NextStep
Computer Systems. PapyrusForms is an easy to use interpersonal application which provides a palette with 50 built-in form templates. Once a
template is open, simply enter the information, attach images, voice, files,
or other forms, and then save, print, or E-mail the form. The recipient of
an E-mailed form doesn't even need to have PapyrusForms! Features like
dat;l-cloning and auto-naming reduce typing and increase form-productivity.

We offer a full range of 5.25" and 3.5" Hard Drives, ranging from
100MB to 2500MB, Floppy Drives from $225, 2.5MB (formatted)
floppy disks as low as $1 per disk, high speed CD-ROMS, optical
drives, tape backup systems, and telecommunication software and
hardware. All products are specifically designed and optimized for
NeXT. Prices are always dropping, so please call for a current produa
list and pricing. Custom hardware and programming available. We
will meet or beat ANY NeXT vendors price!

Ensuing Technologies/4220 S. Maryland Parkway f406B/Las Vegas, NV 89119-7525/
1-800-788-2466/(702). 792-6799/Fax (702) 792-6794/Papyrus@ensuing.com

The Cube Route, In(./680 Kingman Ave.,/Scmta Manica, CA 90402/ (310) 459-6831
Fax: (310) 459-6055
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This disc contains nearly all of the freely distributable software that is
available for NeXT workstations. This includes Demos, Games, Utilities,
Images, CD-Quality Sounds, Programming examples, and Usenet articles
through December, 1991. All software has been unpacked so it can be left
on the disc, not on your hard disk. If you have a CD-ROM drive on your
NeXT workstation, you need this disc. Price $79.95 VISNMClDiscover
accepted.

Seamless integration is crucial to reliable telecommunictions, and herein
lies the DFax difference. DFax 1.0 supports fully transparent fax and
data transmissions on the SupraFAXmodem at speeds up to 57,600
bps. Future releases will support many additional modems. The reliablility of DFax and economy of the SupraFAXmodem makes it possible for every NeXT owner to afford quality telecommunications.
DFax 1.0 - $230 retail, $145 edu
Complete DFax 1.0/SupraFAXmodem package - $649 retail, $495 edu

ISOMEDIA, Inc./14808 NE. 31st Circle/Redmond, WA 98052/ (206) 869-5411
(800) 468-3939/ Fax (206) 869-9437

Alembic Systems International Ltd./ 14Invemess Drive East/BUl1cRng G, Suite 228/
Englewaad,. Colarado 80112/TeI: 1-800-452-7608/ E-1IIIII1: info@alembic.com

Circle 112 on reader service cord

lore!

Watch What You Say!

Circle 113 on reader service cord

DB Inspector Makes Ufe with Sybase Easier!
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and then change it around, if you like. In fact, the SoundWorks™ software
package gives you complete control over sounds you use on your NeXTTM
computer.
Metaresearch, Inc. specializes in hardware and software tools for multimedia on the NeXT platform.
There's Digital Ears™, a precision audio digitizer (that's powerful enough
to be used for laboratory data acquisition as well). And Digital Eye™, a
video digitizer that comes bundled with the software applications Snapshot™ and MovieWorks™ .
Metaresearch, 1nc./516 SE Morrison, Suite M1/Portland, OR 97214/(503) 238-5728
Circle ·114 on reader service cord

Use DBInspector™ to read Sybase™ data with Mesa™ or Improv™.
• Point and click on database columns to quickly build SQL queries
• Insert, update, and delete Sybase data directly • Examine several
tables, databases, or servers in an unlimited number of browsers
• Inspect parameters, types, creation dates, and SQL code of database
objects. Perfect for database administrators and programmers and
spreadsheet users. Includes English and Japanese Uls and documentation.
Price: $349.00 per user. Supports NeXTSTEP 2.1, 2.1J, and 3.0.
BkKk MarketTechnologles/501 Hicks Street, '307/Brooldyn, NY 11231/+1 718522-5090
E-mail: info@bmt.gun.com
Circle 115 on reader service cord
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ICONgaliery

Quabty Drives •• •Unbeatable Prices

Are you a programmer
or a user,

8

an Artist?

~lIi
ga[[ery

TM

DBComlnondt

Trouble designing Icons?
Shrinking a TIFF?
Using iCO;
itaIiO",'

AFTER

Import I Export

SYBASE

DBCol
Seagate 1.2 GB 3.5" 10.5ms$1495 Quantum 1GB 3.5" 10ms
$1395
$895 Maxtor 1.2 GB 5.25" 13.5ms $1495
Fujitsu 520MB 3.5 " 9ms
Sony CD-541, Ext. CD-ROM $599 Pinnacle Optical 3.5 " 130MB $1495
Guaranteed lowest prices anywhere! We will beat any advertised price.
Call us before you buy. Tecor's reputation is built on quality enclosures,
the finest technical support and the lowest prices anywhere. All major
brand drives carried. Call for latest prices and information on dye sublimation printers, random access tape drives, disk arrays, cables etc. All

ICON gallery is an icon art solution and image manager. 175++ icons to
customize your workspace. Make your home directory something other
than the house. Embellish your custom applications wi th custom buttons
and animated icon sequences. Give your UNIX sClipt an icon and have it
perform a NeXT® launch. Manage and view your own images in the ,
gallery! ICONgallery is an imaginative icon solution - only $99!
Trident Data Systems ....
Specializing in NeXT solutions.

d~i.~~~..s.~!P'~~~. f~:~.~~~~ .~?~ .t.~~. ~~~.~. ~i.t.~.:..~.~. ?~~.~:~~:~: ............. .
T(COR Inc/235 Miramar Dr/ Santa Cruz, CA 95060/408-458-3197
Fax 408-425-1804/ 800-252-DISK/info@tecor.com
Circle 11 6 on reader se rvice card

Don't Get Caught Speechless!

Trillium Sound Research Inc. presents the TextToSpeech Kit for the NeXT
computer. The TIS Kit is a fu ll-featured system which converts any length
of text into natural sounding speech in real-time. The Developer Kit
($350.00 CDN) enables developers to build and test applications incorporating text-to-speech. The User Kit ($175.00 CDN) allows users to run
- applications built using the Developer Kit. A services menu application is
bundled. Brochures are available.

TrilliumSound Research Inc./1500, 112 - 4th Ave. S.W_/Calgary, Alberto, Canada. T2P OH3
(403) 284-9278/1-800-L-ORATOR/Fax (403) 282-6778
Circle 118 on reader service card

Trident Data Systemsl5933 W. Century Blvd. #700/Los Angeles, CA 90045
Phone 310-338-3594/Fax 310-649-5437/Email icons@tds.com

Circle 117 on reader service card

Logical data modelinJ
engineering, ad-hoc s.
complete data import a
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DBSA Inc./1525 Los Pueblos
Fax (505)662-9944/ email in

C

QuickReportTM presents your data.

Working \

QuickReport™ is the first stand alone reporting tool for the NeXT compUi'
er. With QuickReport™ you can draw the standard look of your
and specify where you want your data to go. Then watch as your .
tion flows onto your custom report. It's that simple. Users can design
report once and use it on different sets of data. Application developers
use QuickReport™ as a complete report generator for applications.
Q uickReport™ can read da ta from text files or directl y fro m
QuickBase-SQL database server.
Price:$395

SafetyNet is comprehen:
File selection is as easy a
fas t because SafetyNet
Average access time to a
Doing the same backu{:
and just double click it :
priced at only $149, is p
at $399) can be used to b

SofDesign Solutions, Inc./47 Arch Street/Greenwich, a 06830/(203) 629-0970
Fax: (203) 629-0972/1-800-234-0990
119 on reader service card

SYlllllix Software, Inc./PO B
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DBCommonder Version 2 Does It All!!!

New CDs from Skylee!

jesigning Icons?
nking a TIFF?

',ieations,
~FTER

Forms & Reports

Import I Export

ORACLE

SYBAsE

DBCommander Does It All
;er. 175++ icons to
)ry something other
with custom buttons
an icon and have it
own images in the
- only $99 !

Logical data modeling and diagramming, schema generation, database
engineering, ad-hoc sql and vql, dynamic form and report generation,
complete data import and export utilities, and, of course, powerful database
administration and configuration management. All multi-threaded. All
graphical. All supporting user-customization. SYBASE, ORACLE, and
user-developed adapters are currently supported with OODBMS support
on the way. DBSA Inc. is also available for custom database software
development. For the best in database sofware contact DBSA!!!

ns.

.............................................................................................

..........................................
~

DBSA Inc./1525 Los Pueblos Road/ Los Alamos, NM 87544/Voice (505)662-S619
Fax (505)662-9944/ email info@dbsa.com
Circle 120 on reader service card

90045

rour data.

.,

Working Without a SafetyNet?
~.

A new edition of the definitive collection of free and shareware software
for NeXTSTEP systems: over 600 megabytes of utilities, source, references, games, demos, and more. Updated for NeXTSTEP 3.0. Still just
$99! Available from NeXTConnection.
Early 1993: the NeXTwatch™ CD! The first issues of NeXTwatch on CD
indexed for Digital Librarian, with demonstration versions of reviewed software.
• Clip Art: "-350+ high quality TIFF and EPS images on CD. Architecture, business, education, entertainment, transportation, more! • NeXTwatch

C~l!:R~~?<?~ .-. ?<?~~~:'~!. .~?~~~!~~I!. ~~ !~~. ~~~~ .~~ .i?~.l!~~. ~~ ~~~!~~~~~: ..... .
Skylee Press/PO Box 471645/San Frandsco, CA 94147-1645/(415) 474-7803
Fax (415) 474-7896/editors@ skylee.com
Circle 121 on reader service card

Announcing CHaRTSMITH™
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Price:$395.
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!03) 629-0970

SafetyNet is comprehensive backup and archiving software for your NeXT.
File selection is as easy as drag and drop' while restoring files is effortless and
fast because SafetyNet always knows where files are on backup media.
Average access time to a file on DAT for instance, is well under one minute.
Doing the same backup often? Then create a backup profile in SafetyNet
and just double click it anytime you want to execute it. SafetyNet/Personal,
priced at only $149, is perfect for standalone NeXTs. SafetyNet/Professional,
at $399, can be used to backup entire networks of NeXTs.

............................................................................................

Systemlx Software, Inc./PO Box 2457/Columbia, MD 21045/(410) 290-8813
Fax: (410) 290-8934/lntemet: info@systemix.com
Circle 122 an reader service card

CHaRTSMITHTM is the first presentation quality charting and graphing package for NeXTSTEpTM. CHaRTSMITH combines powerful
freatures like gradient fills, 3D effects, and stacked images with an
intuitive user interface to let you create spectacular charts quickly and
easily. CHaRTSMITH's template feature provides a way to quickly
recreate custom designed charts, and an API allows custom applications to create charts too. Let CHaRTSMITH bring your data to life.
Shipping Q2 1993.

............................................................................................

BLaCKSMITH, Inc./5911 5th Street North/ Arlington, Virginia 22203/703.524.6147 Voice
703.524.7215 Fax/Email: info@blcksmth.com
Circle 123 on reader service card
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SuperDebuggerTM Reduces Development TIme

Backup to DAT, Smm, Floppy or OD with enTar™
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SuperDebuggerTM can greatly reduce your application development time
by providing a more powerful and easy-to-use debugging environment. It
features dynamic display of source-level execution, point and click setting
of breakpoints, savable debugging environments, user-definable macros,
a variable contents display, a dynamic local variables browser, a methods
browser, a breakpoints browser, and much more. SuperDebuggerTM is
very easy to learn, and includes an extensive context-sensitive help facility. Call now to order or to request a free demo floppy. List Price: $99.

Impact Software Publishing Inc./156 East 33rd St./New York, NY 10016/1-800-822-3385
Tel (212) 686-3512/Fax (212) 686-0727/info@impact.(om
Circle 124 on reader service cord

NOW AVAILABLE!

enTar™ provides an intuitive graphical interface which will make backing
your files and directories almost effottless. enTar™ works with DAT,
and other SCSI tape drives, and also floppy, optical and other removable .
enTar™ self-configures to use any SCSI tape drive, and features UNIX
and compression (.tar.Z format) so that archived files can be exchanged
other UNIX systems like SUN and IBM.
To order enTar™ or to request a free demo floppy, call 1-800-822-3385 or
686-3512. enTar™ demos are also available by ftpfromnova.cc.purdue.edu
cs.orst.edu, and on various CD-ROM's such as the Big Green CDTM.

........................................................................................... .

Impact Software Publishing Inc./156 East 33rd St./New York, NY 10016/1-800-822-3385
Tel (212) 686-3512/Fax (212) 686-0727/info@impact.(0ftI
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PowerCalc-Comprehensive Calculator Set Advertiser
COMPANY

Abacus Rese~
AJtsys
Appsoft
Athena Desig

Axsys

Special Features: • written to include the 3.0 version of NeXTSTEP and
applicable for use with NeXTSTEP 486 .• floppy disk included with book
contains source codes for all programs in the book and a tutorial for Interface
Builder • an easily accessible reference guide for beginning NeXTStep programmers • step-by-step examples make custom programming easy • classroom tested • hardcover .672 pages + diskette· $39.95 • Any serious
NeXT user interested in program development and user interface design needs
this book.
ORDER TODAY! CALL 1-S00-SPRINGER

TELOS: The Electroni( Ubrary of Sden(e, ASpringer-Verlag Imprint
3600 Prunerldge Avenue, Suite 200,/Sonta Oara, Cabfomia 95051
Circle 126 on reader service card

PowerCalc combines the functionality of four calculators in one pack·
age. A basic calculator for "back of the envelope" jobs. A scientificcaJ.
cualtor for trigonometry and calculus wizards. A financial calculator ·
just what you need for mortgage and taxes. Calculators operate
RPN or infix and include register and stack viewers. Finally, a unill:BJI06
conversion assistant helps you through the metric hurdles. P01weI1Ca1:IW
is available now for the low price of $59.

TnTrthon Sohware/Two Ohlone/Portola Valley, California 94028/(415) 851-7233
Info@tnllthon.mpk.(a.us
Circle 127 on reader service
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Picture your ad here!

~ with enTar™

Accelerate Your Software Development
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Make the most of your advertising dollar by letting NeXTWORLD do
the work for you. The Product Showcase will give you extensive reach
to a dedicated NeXT audience. It's perfect for introducing and test
marketing new products. To participate, please submit the following:
one four-color transparency or 35mm slide, or TIFF file supplied on
disk; 75 words of ad copy; and a brief headline. NeXTWORLD handles color separation and ad layout for you. Deadline: Six days prior to
issue close date. For media kit, please contact NeXTWORLD.

1-800-822-3385 or 212nova.cc.purdue.edu and
:;reen CDTM.
t
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BugByte™ is a revolutionary graphical debugger providing the NeXTTM
software developer with an accelerated environment for application debugging. Its intuitive user interface increases your productivity and effectiveness
immediately. BugByte™ features include dynamic display of source-level
execution, drag and drop breakpoints, conditional breakpoints, remote
debugging, display of variable contents, dynamic variable tracing, online help,
color support, and much more. Get BugByte 2.2 and accelerate your software
development today! Contact NeXTConnection for our NEW LOW PRICE.
ONyX Systems, Inc./P.O. Box 101596/Fort Worth, Texas 76185/(817) 432-9107
Fax (817) 731-0157/Eman:info@onyx.com
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VANISHING

POI N T

leaves only a few options to the NeXThead with dreams of true
am not writing this column on a NeXT. In many ways, I wish I
First, of course, you can do nothing. You can stay chained to
were. I miss its speed, its elegant totality as a working environdesk,
and cast upon the wild, free-roaming computists of your
ment, and the hardy stoicism of its software.
tance
the same baleful gaze you presently reserve for the rich, the
Whatever its virtues, there's no way I could use a NeXT at
ful,
and
Macarthur Foundation grant recipients - the same gaze DOS
this moment. I am (as I write this word) southbound on the 7th Avenue
slaves
once
cast upon you and your NeXT.
Express between Times Square and Soho. I am using a Macintosh PowerOr
you
can pin your hopes on NeXTSTEP '486. When NeXT
Book, the closest thing to the NeXT experience I could conjure in this
ships
its
Intel
version, you can expect that Toshiba or Dell or
nonstandard workplace.
Some will snort that a desire to write in the New York subway system will have a slick little plastic slab that will run it in some slightly cobbloo.
together fashion.
is a mere perversity, and while it would
Or you can grit your teeth and
hardly be the first time some harmless litwhat
I've done: get yourself a Pow
tle pleasure of mine incited disapproval, I
Book.
By this I don't mean abando '
would say there's more going on here.
your
NeXT.
It is possible, by some
Indeed, while it's an admittedly extreme
nation
of
determination,
grace, and
case of it, I think that what I'm doing now
to
integrate
the
two
pretty
seamlessl~
may represent the future of digital work.
You
don't
get
the
best
of
both
wod'
While the virtual world inside my
but
you
get
something
like
the
bettt
NeXT may be lush, the physical environhalf
of
both
worlds.
ment, the place my body must go to get
Unfortunately, a full accounting
there, usually feels like a desert. Offices
the
process
I've gone through to rea
don't inspire. The Real World, on the other
current
level
of NeXT-to-PowerBook
hand, can offer many a liberating whack
change
transparency
would
sound
a
lot
like
techno-whining.
After1l1
upside the literary head.
during
which
I've
carried
my
Power
Book
most
all
the
time
it
wasn'tlt
Anyway, whatever the reason, owning a notebook computer and a fist
ken
(another
long
story),
I
conclude
this:
If
NeXT
wants
a
major
stab
phone has changed the way I approach infowork even more than my ascenthe
future
of
computing
and
remains
unwilling
or
unable
to
make
arr;
sion from a Smith-Corona to a Compaq. Hot notebook sales demonstrate
portable
machine,
it's
going
to
have
to
work
a
lot
harder
on
making
~
that a lot of others share this experience. Many even doubt the very future
products
open
to
interaction
with
other
manufacturers'
portables.
of desktop computing. If they're right, what does that say about the future
The future is on my lap (or, soon, in my pocket) - not on my d
of NeXT, which has no apparent plans to make so much as a luggable?
Well, I suppose NeXT might change its mind, but its product strategists And we'll see where the future of NeXT lies. •
seem pretty convinced that a six-pound, battery-operated NeXT is a techni] 0 H N PER R Y BAR LOW appears in this space every issue.
cal challenge over which its gossamer-thin resources can't stretch. Which
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NEXT GAMES

w iH

by SCOTT KIM
1. spell, turn, age
What do the words below, since~ and after have in common? They are
2. couch, promise, news
all synonyms of the word next, according to the Digital Webster thesaurus.
3.
enjoy, akin, equal _
Here, to your right, are eight more triplets of words to puzzle over.
4. precise, awfully, really
All words in each triplet are listed in the Digital Webster thesaurus as
5. unique, simple, yet
synonyms of the same four-letter word.
Another game you can play with Digital Webster is to get from one 6. brave, fun, prey
word to another by following chains of synonyms. For instance, you
7. watch, face, eye
can get from black to white in just six steps, as shown on the right.
8. spring, emanate, stop
The turning point is the word austere, which has both positive and negyes
work
ative meanings.
black
Can you find synonym chains for worklplay, yes/no, and matter/
somber
energy? Can you find a shorter synonym chain for black/white? Conplay
bleak
secutive words in a synonym chain must have one word listed as a $ynno
austere
onym of the other in Digital Webster. Words in parentheses may be
sharp
omitted. Multiple-word phrases, obscene words (preceded by .. ), and
bright
hyphenated words are not allowed.
white

time

su p
tex
EM)
• Fil
gra l
scri l
to rr

Se lE
syst,

matter
Lig f

energy

292
Suit
Sa n

CONTEST

Find the shortest possible synonym chains for any or all of the following word pairs: cut/paste, do/undo, next/cube, part/whole, true/false,
circle/square, order!chaos, red/green. Up to ten lucky winners will receive NeXTWORLD T-shirts. Address entries to' Puzzle Editor, NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107. 0.r fax us at
415/978-3J96. And while you' re at it, write us a note about the magaliine. Entries must be recei¥ed by April 15, 199].

The correct answen to tile Scartel Letter
puuIe In NeX1WORLD FebrualYlMarch were:
Upper Case
Lower Case

Green
Blue

Yellow
Scartel

A

B

Right Side Up

Upside

Roman

Italic

Down
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LOOK AT NeXTSTEP's

MOST INNOVATIVE DRAWING

APPLICATION, CALL US AT 800·366-2279.
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• Easy to use drag-and-drop drawing palettes • "Button
Bar" provides easy access to 5 different Diagram! modes·
Arbitrary rotation for all text, graphics and groups • Smart
connecting lines "rubberband" to redraw themselves
automatically. Infinite Undo and Redo • Object Links
provide "Hot Linking" to other NeXTSTEP applications.
Dynamic menus provide instant access to custom palettes
• "Smart labels" can be repositioned anywhere along a
line segment· Tab key-based navigation for table editing
• Free T-Shirt! • Support for multiple-page documents·
Direct manipulation of position and size for all objects •
Rulers, resizable grids, and "snapping" • Object-based
Lock/Unlock. Magnifier tool for flexible zooming·
Powerful object alignment and distribution • Display
imported images within drawing symbols (circles,
squares, diamonds, etc.) • Text automatica lly wraps
within symbols • Full Rich Text Format (RTF) and color text
support· Control over horizontal and vertical position of
text within drawing symbols· Whizzy Info Panel! •
EMACS-style quick keys for all text input· Spell checking
• Find/Replace. Drag and drop to import any EPS or TIFF
graphic. Link any file (background files, spreadsheets,
scripts, etc.) to drawing symbols· Fully documented file
format is parsable for use with custom applications·
Selection by symbol shape· Extensive integrated help
system and on-line documentation· And much more!

Lighthouse Design, ltd.
2929 Campus Drive,
Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94403

info@lighthouse.com
(800)-366-2279
(415)-570-7736
Fax: (415)-570-7787
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+ ORTRPHILE
Store many different
types of data,
including multi-media
Define your own
database structure
and modify it
at any time

track of
r contacts and
correspondance
to other
applications
and directories
from any text
an existing database,
create a new database

The Premier Flatfile Database
for the NeXTSTEP computers

STONE
Stone Design
2425 Teodoro NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
Email: info@stone.com Phone: 505-345-4800

any number
custom label
and envelope reports

Suggested
Retail Price

$695
DataPhile is designed for users who need a flexible,
everyday database without the complexities of a rigid,
relational system. Using DataPhile's intuitive front
end, anyone can build and manage a personal flat-file
database, modifying it and generating reports easily and at
any time. DataPhile also comes with a number of useful
template databases so you can begin using it right out of .
the box. DataPhile requires no additional servers: it stands
alone and uses state of the art btree technology, so that the
system works quickly and seamlessly.
Circle 44 on reader service card
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The Best Mission Critical Applicati
Are the Ones You Didn't Have to

Whether you're drafting a presentation, creating
business or CASE graphics, or managing projects,
there's a world of work to be done outside your
"mission critical" custom apps. And that's where
Lighthouse Design delivers NeXTSTEP's clearest
advantage- great productivity software
seamlessly integrated with the world's most
powerful development environment.

Drawing on the Power of NeXTSTEP
With a revolutionary and much-imitated "drag
and drop" drawing metaphor, Diagram! 2 is the
first drawing program fo r any platform to focus
on business and CASE graphics. "Intelligent"
lines and labels, customizable drawing palettes
and an "open " file format let you think and draw
simultaneously, and use your work as more than
just pretty pictures. That's why Diagram! is
NeXTSTEP's best-selling drawing program.

Presenting Concurrence
By tightly integrating outlines and presentations,
Concurren ce speeds the production of highquality proposals and briefings. Print the results
to any postScript® device, from laser printers to
35mm slide makers, or deliver them via
NeXTMail to desktops throughout your
organization. Now in its second release,
Concurrence 2 includes a host of new features
including NeXTSTEP object linking, and support
for PowerPoint® file conversion.
Introducing TaskMaster
TaskMaster breaks new ground in serious project
management with a powerful task and resource
outliner, an intuitive "What If? " scenario
manager, and interactive Gantt charts. As
NeXTSTEP's only comprehensive project
management program, TaskMaster provides
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support for planning, tracking and
large and small projects. Advanced
include support for subprojects,
priority-based levelling, and
from other popular project
applications and spreadsheets.
draws on the power of Diagram! to
stunning PERT charts.

Lighthouse Design: We're Delivering
of NeXTSTEP.

brochure, contact N

2929 Campus Drive Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94403
415/570-7736415 /570-7787 (fax)
800/366-2279
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NEXT

n the aftermath of NeXT's business-model turnabout, the clamor
in the NeXT community for a bailout by a larger company has
reached fever pitch. Conventional wisdom says that the company
needs to make a deal, any deal, to survive.
That's wrong. While there are many types of business partnerships
that could help NeXT, let's be serious and recognize that not every deal is
a good deal. NeXT must not be railroaded into accepting any relationship
that doesn't serve its customers and developers.
I don't believe there is any single blockbuster deal that will fix all of
eXT's problems. What NeXT needs is a series
of smaller deals that address specific areas of need.
Oneo! more of these may be concluded soon, pos~bly before this column appears.
The kind of deal that none of us should want
is one that treats NeXTSTEP as a collection of
tochnologies to be broken up and reused in another,
incompatible system. For example, an outright
acquisition by another software supplier, even at
aprice thatleaves NeXT's investors whole, would
put NeXTSTEP at risk as an independent platform. Most potential buyers are interested in
'eXT's technology but not its product.
We should want deals that validate NeXTSTEP as a viable alternative
operating system. First, NeXT needs one or more partners among workstation manufacturers to support ports of NeXTSTEP to high-performance
hardware. NeXTSTEP for Intel supports fast systems based on the new
Pentium chip, but many customers need the promise of even faster performance on one or more of the various RISC architectures.
The second category of partner is one who believes enough in NeXT's
future to invest in it. A new.round of investment would allow NeXT to
take advantage of new opportunities. Of course, valuing the company for

WORLD

a new investment will be complex, but I think there are industry players
out there who stand to benefit by a play in NeXTSTEP and who would
give fair value for the opportunity.
The third kind of deal that NeXT needs is technology partnerships. It
was a disappointment that NeXTSTEP was not initially endorsed by the
Common Open Systems Environment (CaSE) alliance of UNIX hardware
and software vendors, but there are more cards yet to fall. As the process
plays out, it is more than possible that NeXT will playa role or team up
with CaSE participants in separate ventures.
Let's also give credit to NeXT for the new
relationships it has forged under the NeXTSTEP
for Intel banner. The lineup of important PC
manufacturers supporting NeXTSTEP is more
than respectable, and these players are excited
about their opportunities to sell NeXTSTEP PCs.
Yes, NeXT needs to strike deals. But no, it
should not go around with its hat in hand.
NeXTSTEP is a valuable asset that must live on
as an independent entity. Current NeXT customers know that better than anyone.

***

When NeXTWORLD goes monthly in August, we will finally take the
step we've been itching to make since the beginning. Our new frequency
allows us to include timely news coverage, so beginning with this issue
NeXTWORLD Extra returns as a regular section of the magazine.
Finally, three cheers for our BoB winners, the products in the NeXT
market that were honored at NeXTWORLD Expo as the Best of Breed.
We will have a full report on the BoB awards in our next issue. •
DAN

RUB Y

is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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The CY-8500 can store up to 25 GB
on a single tape, at speeds of up to
90 MB per minute, completely
unattended.
How? With hardware data compression that can boost capacity by
up to five times.
No other 8mm tape drive can
match the capacity, speed, and priceperformance of this best-selling drive.
ADVANCED. You'll never be left in
the dark. A bright, backlit status
display gives you the command
under execution, transfer rate, compression ratio, amount of tape remaining and more.
Our data compression option is the
fastest available. And it's switch selectable, so you can still read and write
standard tapes. Locate and restore
files qUickly and easily with our
accelerated file access option. Add
data encryption to control backup and
restore operations through the use of
encoded card keys.

FLEXIBLE. The CY-8500 is plug
compatible with virtually every
computer system. Rack mounting
options, dual drive configurations
and a variety of cable lengths ensure
a seamless fit into your computing
environment. And as storage needs
grow, you can upgrade to our ten
tape library, capable of managing
between 25 GB and 250 GB-all
without manual intervention.
RELIABLE. A sophisticated Error
Correction Code yields a bit error
rate of less than one in 1017 -the best
in the industry. A MTBF rate of
60,000 hours ensures reliability.
Each turnkey subsystem features
a 12-month warranty that includes
technical support from our experienced in-house engineering groups.
Everything you want in a backup
subsystem is available right now.
Call today for information at

CYBERNETICS

(804)873-9000

Rock Landing Corporate Center· 11846 Rock Landing
Newport News, Virginia 23606 • Fax (804)873-8836

'fRUE PLUG COMPA'FIBILfTV
Alliant
Alpha Micro
Altos
Apollo
Arix
AT&T
Basic-4
Concurrent
Convergent
DataGeneral
DEC 3100/5000
DEC BI-Bus
DEC DSSI
DECHSC
DECO-Bus
DEC TUITA81
DEC Unibus
Gould/Encore
HP
IBM AS/400
IBM Mainframe
IBM RISC/6000
IBMRT
IBMS/38
ICl
Intergraph
Macintosh

McDonnell
[)ouglas
Motorollil
NCR
NeXT
Novell
OS/2
PS/2
Parallel Port
PC 386/ix
PC MS-DOS
PC XenixiUnix
Pertee
Plexus
Prime
Pyramid
Sequent
Silicon
Graphics
STC
Stratus
Sun
Texas
InstrumeRts
Unisys
Wang
and,more i_
~
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angry and I feel like an idiot.
read NeXTWORLD since the
first issue but this will be the
one I buy. It's bad enough that
breaking the magazine into
real and extra (as if the NeXT
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all), but now I 'm peppered
little notes saying that this
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I don't want to be reminded
every third page that I'm going
have to spend even more money
the rest of the news about a
moribund environment.

Based on my tests using books for
two corporations, I would guess
that Daniel Miles Kehoe did not review Fiscal Dimension Version 1.0.
Other than the interface troubles he
describes, I fOlmd none of the problems he mentions. Also, Fiscal
Dimension is reviewed against personal financial-management programs even though it is an accounting package - and a darn good one
for only $249. With unrealistic expectations, a product will obviously
not review well, despite doing its assigned and advertised functions very
well indeed.
ALIX SHATTUCK

Los Alamos, New
Mexico
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Due to shipment
delays, NeXTWORLD reviewed
a beta version of
Fiscal Dimension
1.0, and the review
should have been
labeled as such.
Otherwise, NeXTWORLD followed
its established procedures, including a
full discussion of the
review conclusions
with the software
publisher. Daniel
Kehoe is fully qualified as an unbiased
reviewer ofaccount-O
ing software. As we
do with all beta
reviews, NeXTWORLD will publish
an updated rating of the shipping
version. - NW

like to offer some feedback
Daniel Miles Kehoe's acutely
:ative review of our application
NeXTWORLD's April/May
Beginning with the smearing
Mr. Kehoe's comments
that he wasn't interested in
familiar with the product
writing the review.
Most of his mistakes stem from
FiSCal Dimension's incorrect billing
as a "personal-finance program"
instead of an accounting package.
The confusion arises because the
current release is called the Personal
Version. It is "personal" because it
does not provide complete accountsreceivable and accounts-payable
a pabilities. Its general ledger capabilities are certainly capable of han- TIeS that bind
dJingthe most complex organizaIn the FebruarylMarch issue's Lip
tional accounting requirements.
Service, David Neuman asked
Mr. Kehoe also failed to menwhether Microsoft Windows suprion that he was evaluating a prere- ports dynamic binding and Steve
lease (.9.5) version; 1.0 shipped on Naroff correctly replied that this is
March 30. And he declined to dis- a language issue. But then he went
cuss many unique and important
on to say that Windows "does not
features of Fiscal Dimension. It is
have language support for any of
clearthat Mr. Kehoe was negathese features." That's not the case.
tively predisposed toward the prod- With Objective-C, which is availuct, which invalidates his review.
able under Microsoft Windows, it is
possible to build a single DLL per
MICHAEL D. STEELE, CPA
class, and link them dynamically at
President, AXSYS
run time.
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania

In the future, I recommend that
N eXTWORLD direct Windowsrelated questions to Windows experts
instead of NeXT employees, who
might have a vested interest in downplaying the abilities of Windows.
C HRISTOPHER LOZINSKI

Berkeley, California

High time
I noticed you omitted any mention of products for the CLC-300
or CLC-500 copiers (see "Scanning the Landscape," NeXIWORLD,
February/March). Please remember the high end next time!

tect itself against established UNIX
software vendors trying to position themselves in the PC market.
ERIK ROMERO

Puebla, Mexico
Since the Release of NeXTSTEP
3.0, I have been struggling with
bugs in nearly every program on
my personal NeXT. System
crashes are no longer the exception. Instead of taking Canon's
cash, NeXT would probably be
in better condition if it had borrowed management ideas, like
total quality management, from
its Japanese partner.

DYLAN KOHLER

Glendale,
California

THOMASHEIN

Suggestion

I can't decide if the NeXT ad on
pages 28 and 29 of your April/May
issue [a photograph of an empty
NeXT computer box with a NeXTedge promotion] is lighthearted or
just a failed cancellation. With the
future of support for my two NeXTs
currently unclear, I wonder about
the decision to keep publishing that
same ad. I would like to see NeXT
buy that two-page spread and tell
us what is really going on out there.

box

In my opinion, it
was the integration of NeXT's
hardware and
software that was
NeXT's main
strength. In the PC
world, the notion
of standards is a
vague one, due to
the diversity and
fierce competition.
If NeXT could
"recycle" its work
with workstations
and add-in-boards
into add-in cards
for UNIX PCs, the company
would retain the advantage it had
before dropping hardware.
One card could reuse the
56002 DSP parts to add voice annotation, fax, and other multimedia functions; another could
add a linear video-frame buffer;
another could be a video I/O card
for producing desktop and multimedia productions in-house; and
still another could serve as a
68040 "accelerator board" to run
applications that relied heavily on
68040 assemblers when running
on the black boxes.
Doing so would help define a
hardware standard in the critical
areas of audio and video and provide NeXT with a means to pro-

Berlin

CHRISTIAN RATLIFF

Portland, Maine

Photo chop
While your February/March issue
had the usual wealth of perceptive reviews and other good stuff,
I missed the mug shots of all the
columnists. Even though I've seen
Dan Ruby's picture a million
times, it puts a human face behind
his opinions.
ToNY AUSTIN
Van Nuys, California
NeXTWORLD welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107; or
e-mail: letters@nextworld.com.

In the Loop
Consider almost any event of importance in the
nity, and you can bet that Jim Opfer played a role in
is advising Steve Jobs on how to handle the
coordinating communication among large cUi9tomen
gelizing a favored software product, the retired Air
is behind the scenes making things happen.
More often than not, his Influence is feb in the
Mail, the 150 or more messages a day that burst
mobile palmtop computer over RAM Mobile
quency network. For industry insiders who seek
peripatetic Opfer is hard to pin down to a place and
he's always there via RadioMaii.
" Between NeXTSTEP and RadioMall, I may

Val Verde Unified: wired for the future

Next Generation

empowered single person anywhere. Technology
OODA loop," he sayS; referring to the fighter

EDUCATION
WATCHING NATHAN CASS WORK A NEXT MACHINE, YOU CAN TELL HE
knows what he's doing. He opens a Terminal shell to telnet a remote
FTP site and downloads a sound file into his home directory. Then he
launches Mathematica, graphs a function, and pastes the graph into a
Mail window. It's just another school day at Rancho Verde High, outside
Riverside, California.
Cass, a quiet l S-year-old freshman who wants to study particle physics at Cal Tech, isn't alone in the computer lab this lunch hour; seven
other students are playing interactive games or catching up on calculus
assignments. Math teacher Jim Smith moves among them, nibbling a
sandwich and answering questions. "We're animating calculus functions," Smith explains. "The students are making new connections by
using Mathematica to see results. And I can ask them questions I hadn't
thought of before, based on the animations."
With 420 NeXT machines networked between the district office,
administrators' and teachers' desks, and computer labs and a journalism
classroom, Val Verde Unified may rank as the most highly computerized
K-12 school district in the United States. Every administrator and teacher
has 10MB of disk space, while students are each given 5MB. File
permissions are designed for easy student-teacher access. And the 12
schools and district office are tied together with a hefty Tl Ethernet system, enough pipe for up to 1.5MB per second of data, with each school
wired with an FDDI (fiber distributed data interface) backbone for fiber
optics.
The system has even caught the eye of the Clinton Administration;
district IS Director Darrell Lynn is currently working with DARPA to
promote Vice President Al Gore's high-speed data network. He also
spoke in May before the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
in Washington, DC. "Our program has coupled teachers, students, and
administrators with infrastructure. The school board made technology
an important component of the district - rather than a bolt-on - and
everyone's responded," Lynn says.
The response, though, was a little slow in coming. The district was
unified only last year, and some teachers questioned spending state F&E
(furniture and equipment) funds on high-tech gizmos. Other teachers saw
the NeXT as just another Mac, but one with a higher price tag for
machines and active components like fi ber optics. To counter these concerns, the board got out the message that they only had one chance to do
it right - while the district was first forming and new schools were under
construction.
..,. PAGE 13
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U.S.A.E Col. (Ret.) Jim Opfer keeps his finger on the prlise of the
through mOTe than 100 daily RadioMails.

mation technology for the U.S.A.F. Space Systems
where he chose NeXT as the standard desktop
platform. NeXTSTEP solved two problems in the
information systems group: It excelled as a de1I1el()D

for group collaboration and organizational
After evaluating NeXTSTEP and meeting
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Logical Partner
DEVELOPER

tumult since last time resulted in major changes to the list. Early
shipment, NeXTSTEP 3.1, and NeXTSTEP notebook went in the
New concerns regarding viability rose quickly. Some may be settled
time this sees print.
IssUF.S

ITEM

COMMENT

4

Major industry aIliance(s)

Too late to fly solo

1

Community solidarity

Tune to stick together

6

Expanded marketing message

Serious demand creation

1

Aggressive IHV marketing

Early bird catches Worm

5

NeXT management stability

New org, board unproven

1

Black systems manufacturer

Reader's choice

1

Notebook interfaCe

Low-res NS variant

1

Gua,ranteed '040 support

Faithful are nervous

1

Aggressive corporate PR

Recent missed opportunities

1

Real Objt)CtWare

OTe is promising

ONUsr

6

3

2

JANUARY 1 TO MARCH 1

FOR)ffi.UNNER NXA-100 ATM COMPurnR
lNrERFACE

ATM networking for NeXT workstations
Fore Systems
4121967-4040

DATABASE AND INFORMATION
MANAGEt\1ENT

DBCONNEcr .FOR INGRES 1.0
DBKit adapter for INGRES database
Penultimate pevelopment
6121225-1401
NoTEBOOK
Persopal information processing
Millennium Software Labs
415/321-3720
PF..NCIl ME IN

1.0
Group-scheduling application
Sarrus Softwate
415/364-1432

Tom Atwood, the chairman of Object Design (ODI), is one of very few
people equally versed in the machinations of high technology and the history of philosophy. "My interest in object-oriented technology probably
had its roots in my interest in the poet William Blake," says Atwood. "He
proclaimed, 'Imagination created the world.' "
Imagination is practically a maxim for Atwood, who has been called
"the father of object-oriented databases" for his role in founding two
object-oriented database companies, Ontologic and ODI, and for his leadership role in organizing the Object Data Management standards group.
After studying literature at Yale, Atwood soon found himself implementing a database-management system at Data General Corporation
and, later, a distributed-object operating system at Digital Equipment Corporation. An entrepreneurial side of his personality emerged when he
found his drive for knowledge was matched by a drive to see technologies
come to life.
Under Atwood's leadership at ODI, making things happen has meant
seeking strategic partners and then getting leading-edge technologies into
the hands of people who will use
them. NeXT was a logical partner. A year ago, ODI announced
it would collaborate with NeXT
in developing the next generation of object-storage and database
technology, a project that will
culminate in future versions of
NeXTSTEP.
Unlike other companies building object-database technologies,
om is developing technology
that scales from languages to file
systems to multiuser objectdatabase-management systems
(ODBMSs). Where other ODBMS
companies hope to displace
Oracle or Sybase or other vendors of relational-database management systems, OD! hopes to
replace the very file systems that
are at the heart of computer operating environments.
"The short-term issue is best GUI, best DBMS," Atwood says. "The
long-term issue is the transition of the structure of operating systems to
micro kernels with an object manager alongside."
To the initiated, the partnership hints at a heart transplant for NeXTSTEP. With om and NeXT working together, observers speculate that the
conventional UNIX file system might be replaced by a radically new
object-oriented file system.
In February, however, NeXT's announcement of plans to drop hardware almost derailed the partnership. According to insiders, ODl's contract with NeXT called for significant revenues tied to sales of an unannounced server. Without that revenue stream, ODI executives questioned
the cost of long-term collaboration with NeXT.
But as Atwood puts it, "We are still excited about NeXT's ability to
define significant directions in software. In terms of the operating system,
we have a similar vision of the future, and in terms of a GUI and a database-management system, some wonderfully complementary technology."
Atwood sees an evolution taking place in computing. Character-based,
record-oriented data structures have evolved from simple files to databases
that allow retrieval of records based on relationships between records. Now
we have objects, and the data no longer has to be character-based. But stor1& PAGE 13
age systems have not yet evolved from storing objects
PHOT OGRAPH BY R AYMOND MEEKS
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International Alchemy

Good Gri

I NTEGRATOR

Most people with killer business plans and no funding are lucky to have a
parent's sympathy. Dale Pratt's dad, Jim, went one step further. He
was sitting on a fat pension fund accumulated over 25 years as
a pilot at United Airlines when he agreed to bankroll Alembic
Systems International.
"It seemed like there was a tremendous opportunity
driving him crazy, so I said, 'Fine, if no one else will fund
you, I will,' " says Jim Pratt of his COO son, who has substantial experience in systems integration after six years selling
NeXT's for the United Kingdom's Metric, Businessland,
and Random Access in Denver.
The company they founded is named for the glass vessels alchemists use in the transformation of base metals into
gold. "We chose the name because we act as a catalyst to transform the way people work through the application of NeXTSTEP
technology," says Leann Coulter, director of communications.
She explains that Alembic is focusing on specific vertical
markets such as real estate, health care, and publishing; the plan is
to offer systems integration, training, and software distribution. Unlike
many integrators, however, Alembic will be setting up high-perfomance
hardware and software systems without huge custom-development
contracts. The firm already has 12 employees, with more coming on board.
Shortly after Alembic opened its Denver offices on January 26 with authorization to resell NeXT
computers, NeXT left the hardware business. The Pratts took the change in stride. "It's better for us,"
says Dale. "Customers who were just standing around and looking at NeXT are now willing to make
a commitment because [NeXTSTEP will be running] on industry-standard hardware."
In addition to being an authorized reseller for several ' 486 computer lines and NeXTSTEP software, Alembic also resells Auspex servers, the high-priced, high-speed data hubs that are high on
wish lists at large NeXT sites.
Alembic's offerings in its training line read like a travel brochure. One option is instruction at a customer's site; another is the Englewood, Colorado training facility in the Rockies. But most likely to
capture a prospective student's imagination is Alembic's new NeXT training resort in Derbyshire,
north of London. The 42-room mansion is being refurbished as a bed and breakfast, NeXTSTEP training center, and Alembic's European headquarters. The director of European operations (and innkeeper) is Businessland veteran Chris Frampton.
Alembic's European base and international focus is no accident. Dale Pratt spent two years in
England and saw products being produced by European developers that needed distribution help in
the United States. Conversely, many U.S. products needed representation in Europe. Filling these
needs is Alembic's third business segment.
The company is already representing three European product lines in the United States: solidThinking Modeler and solidThinking Animator, a 3-D and an animation product from Gestelltalia, of
Vincenza, Italy; Compose In Color and Black Box, image-manipulation software and a hardware accelerator primarily for image processing from Unter Ecker software in Wiesbaden, Germany ; and
France's Ares ZZVolume, an architectural CAD product.
Is Jim Pratt worried about his pension? After more than 30 years flying jets, training young pilots,
and carrying hundreds of passengers in DC-10s every day, he's used to a little excitement. •
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Introducing the
NeXT best machine.
When NeXT announced they were
going to stop making hardware, a lot
of people were disappointed. Why?
Anyone who's ever seen a NeXT"
computer knows it's special. So when we
designed the new Epson@ Progression'"
NX machine, we knew we had big shoes
to fill, chiefly in the area of speed.
That's why we included a graphics accelerator chip called Wingine: It's like a turbocharger
for your graphics applications, enabling the NX to attain speeds up to 37 times
faster than standard VGN* The NX comes standard with 36 MB RAM, plenty for
NeXTSTEP;" and can be boosted all the way up to 128 MB RAM. It can carry big loads, too,
with a 525 MB hard drive, plus six expansion slots and five drive bays. Screen
resolution hits 1024 x 768, thanks to 2 MB of VRAM and our 17" analog color
monitor. If you're looking for the hot machine for NeXTSTEP, call 1-800-BUY-EPSON for an
Epson Progression NX. Even if you can't have the NeXT machine, you can have next best.

EPSON'

L.
*Willglnt is (I ugisfmtilradanark ojCH1PSnl and Ttchnologits. **Using Model 486DX2/66 naming WinTach in 1024 x 768 x 256. All olht r compall] fI1Ul / oT-proti-ucl names are trademarks and/or ugistm:d /mdt1lta rks oj Iht'irrespu tive
mQ ll ujaclurt:rs. Epson is a registtred trademark oj Stika Epson Corp. 0 1993 Epson. A71Ifflm, In.c., 20770 MadrOIlU Ave.• Torranu, CA 90509. For dta ler rtJt rral, ca1l80o-BUY-EPSON(800-289-3776J.
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Shrinkwrap

SlMPLA
Flat-file data-management system for

NeXTSTEP
Sonrisa SoftwaLe
818/878-9100

~Experience ...
N eXT since 1989
OOPS since 1985
INTEL 80x86 since 1979
Business Systems since 1965

~ Service ...

Location ...
Chicago
New York
Washington, D. C.
San Francisco

WHITELIGHT INFORMATION' MANAGER
Business modeler
WhiteLight Systems
415/321-2183

PERIPHERALS
TOTAL SYSTEM SOFTWARE'S DFAX
Fax driver for SupraFAXModem
Alembic Systems International
3031799-6223
GAMMASCAN
High-end color drum-scanner driver
Cbromagrafx
516/273-5708
PuBUSHlNG AND GRAPHICS
DIAGRAM! 2
New version of charting tool
Lighthouse Design
4151570-7736

FONTS FOR DfSlGN - ART DECO
COi.l.ECnON
62 PostScript an-deco display typefaces
Keystrokes
8021525-8837

On demand

[CONGALLERY
Icon-an solution and image manager
Trident Data Systems
310/338-3594

o Contact ...
We DeSign, Inc.
4286 Redwood Hwy. • Suite 237
San Rafael, CA 94903
Phone: 415.479.1105
Fax:
415.499.0967
Email: warren@we .com

We make it so.

Ledger accounting
DATRI)( 5 Ie ACCOUNTING

EXTRACOLOR
Color correction and image separation
Goldleaf SyStems
415/257-3515

~ Availability ...

SM

Circle 74 on reader service card

PRoLEXls
French dictionary and !melkhleck~
Plexus Distribution
5141270-1831
GF.STEL ITAUA'S sOUD'Il-nNIaNG
MODJ!LER

DATRI)( 5 ACCOUNl1NG

Inventory control
Datrix
6021545-7421

Prototyping
Rapid Development
Full Project Life Cycle
Turnkey Systems
Work Flow Management
Human Interface
Database Design
Transaction Processing
Document Management
Expert Systems
Global Networking

g

FINANCIAL MODELING AND
ACCOUNTING
Loms REALTIME 2.18 FOR NEXTSTEP
Real-time data access
Black Diamond
2121709-0508

NOVA CD-ROM
Public-domain programs,
commercial demos
Walnut Creek CD-ROM
510/947-5996

IMAGEAGENT 1.1
New version with suppon for Network
Floating Node licensing
PrXEL MAGICIAN 1.3
New version with support for Network
Floating Node licensing
Bacchus
31.0/820-9145

3-D modeler
Alembic Systems International
3031799-6223
WSI-FoNTS PRO'E'ESSION,U.
Collection of professlionall-CjLlality
Abstract Software
206/361·5080

AREs's ZZVOLUME
Architectural CAD and prel;entatili
program
Alembic Systems International
3031799-6223

UTiLITIES
NetwQrkiile-system backup
Systemix Software
4101290-8813
SCREENCAST
Screen-sharing and remlote-conlro
application
Otherwise
206/647-9436

TlMeFuEs
Software timepiece
Mouthing Flowers
206/325-7870
TIMESYNC
Automated system.dock
BenaTong
614/276-7859
ENGAGE! 1.1
Custom Dock for organizing
Millennium Software Labs
415/321-3720
VIRTSPACE
Multiple MegaPixel Display
Pinnacle Research
602/529-1135

market in the
NeXTWORLD.

lMAGEMA"IE 2.2
Supports slide and film production
Talus Imaging & Communications
713/561-0700
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CO MM U NI TY
Next Generation
Board members and IS department staff also exhibited their
commitment by working nights and weekends to lay fiber ca ble
and wire offices and schoolrooms. Then they embarked on a comprehensive teacher-training program and established full-time support. "For years, students have had Apples on their desks, but
reachers didn't understand or use them. N ow, we're making the
computer a teacher's tool first, and re-educating people as to what
computing is: interactions, not apps," Lynn explains.
Lynn's IS staff is building interactive networks with far-reaching technical capabilities. Under a new state law, all schools are required to maintain a complete portfolio of each student's schoolwork for 99 years; Lynn has plans to purchase an Auspex NS
5500 to house student papers, presentations, artwork, and grades.
The huge server will also store teacher curricula and syllabi. But
the most ambitious project may be a real-time video library that
Lynn is beginning to build with help from vendors such as GTE
and Xerox's PARe. By summer, Lynn should have a Switch 56
system in place to take advantage of his fiber-optic TCP/IP backbone, allowing the district office to broadcast meetings, conferences, or even special lessons to every site in the district.
On the student side, the journalism classroom at Rancho
Verde High is being used to produce and edit the school paper
and yearbook. With help from Imagine Multimedia's Callisto
CD-I authoring tool, students are also producing the yearbook
on CD-ROM. In addition, students can now build presentations
from a library of source images residing on a server at the California Museum of Photography in Riverside; when the video system is in place, students will be able to take virtual tours through
rhe galleries with a resident art historian. And any item in any
school's library can be accessed using a catalog system developed
by Virginia Tech that runs on top of Sybase.
Jim Smith, busy at his desk designing an algebra curriculum
based on the calculus-lab model, is also experimenting with using
Diagram! as a shapes-based modeler for lower-level math instruction. But he has to pause for a minute. Nathan Cass and another
student have questions about the screen graphics on a new game
they've downloaded, and bringing the next generation up to
speed is what Smith's job is all about. •
Ii"

by

ELIOT

BERGSON

" Logical Partner

in files to object databases that retrieve objects based on their relationships
\\ith each other.
Of all the partners ODI has worked with, Atwood says, "NeXT understands this best and has even pushed a little ahead of schedule." Despite
changes in NeXT's business model and the need for its partners to renegotiare contracts, Atwood feels the collaboration will stay on track.
Why? Because Atwood sees Steve Jobs as a fellow disciple of turn-ofthe-century logician Gottlob Frege. "Before Frege's time, all of Aristotelian
logic worried about objects that had properties. But it wasn't possible to
express a relationship between two objects. Frege changed that. Steve Jobs
is a successor to Frege." •
byDAN I E L MI L ES

KEHO E

COMMUNITY

Alliance for Progress
HARDWARE

PART

ER

WITH NEXT OUT OF THE HARDWARE BUSINESS, THE NORTI-l AMERI~AN AFFlUATE
anese conglomerate Seiko Epson is looking at a new market and seeing, of all
black. Officials at the Torrance, California, company are confident that its new
DXl2 '486 Progression will run NeXTSTEP as fast as, or faster than, M.)to'rOla-elq~
NeXTstations.
The machine, one of three new high-performance computers making up
Progression family, offers accelerated graphics and enough expansion slots,
memory, and other features -like a fast SCSI drive and an internal CD-ROM
please the most ,.<
station user.
Epson's confidence
Progression computers
on a strong relati
NeXT; the companies
talking since the spring
when NeXT became'
in the possibility of
66MHz machine as a
platform.
The machines
designed with
mind, according to
President of Product
ment Steve Huey. The
sion family, which
puters with 25MHz
33MHz '486DX
IU.I I "....'' "''

SpeedDex
A card file. Store graphics,
imported files, text. Search,
find and print capabilities.
$79.00 I plus tx & ship.

~

CalculatorSet

(Version 1.0)
3 premier caculation functions:
Scientific, Basic & Conversions.
$79.00 I plus tx & ship.

~

WorldClock

View the date and time any
place on the planet. Set
alarms, timed messages.
$49.95 I plus tx & ship

IT Sol utions
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

400 W. Erie #301
Chicago, IL 60610
312-587 -2000

"But NeXT's
the Progression found
copies of the environment worked very well ... and that the hardware's
ing graphics acceleration [which is coupled to the Progression's CPU]
performance," Huey says.
Both companies emphasize the importance of getting customers PVprvtlMt
require, right out of the box. "Epson's solution is pLug and play, just like
to provide from our factory in Fremont," says David Wertheimer, NeXT's
nel manager. "We believe our customers will see Epson as a highly optimized
for development and deployment of NeXTSTEP."
The other product Epson is introducing for the NeXTSTEP market fits
into NeXT's plans. The Epson NX model- officials are calling it the
deplQyment system" - is the client part of NeXT's favored client-server
a cost-effective system configured specifically for mass deployment of the
operating system and released to coincide with NeXT's official introduction of
STEP for Intel.
There is also a chance that NeXTSTEP users will have access to Epso.n's
butter: printers. ''It's a safe bet that we're working on drivers that will allow
STEP for Intel users to. send files to inexpensive Epson desktop dot-matrix
Hueysays.
Huey figures there isn't really a downside to Epson's relationship with
have a computer that fits nicely into our line, and runs NeXTSTEP for Intel
and we're no.t dependent o.n NeXT. But if's exciting to work with a company
pears to be reinventing the PC industry." •

by JIM FORB E S
Circle 43 on reader service card
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NUGsReact
"It's a whole new ball game."
That was Hugh O'Neill's conclusion after a frenetic Washington
(DC) Area NeXTSTEP User Group
meeting that fell on the very day
NeXT announced it would cease
manufacturing hardware. And as
NeXT users came together at 420
NUGs around the world to question or applaud NeXT's traumatic
transformation from black to
white, "new" summed it all up.
The Bay Area NeXT Group
tried to answer its members' questions by going straight to the
source: A week after the announcement, Steve Jobs, Peter van Cuylenburg, and several other NeXT executives appeared before BAN(!;;,
with further discussion by a panel
of local users and developers. Almost 300 people showed up, including numerous NeXT employees and alumni. After jobs's
presentation, he asked members of
the audience how they felt about
the transition. Nearly 60 percent
felt better about the company than
they did before, 25 percent felt the

same, and only 15 percent felt
worse. Still, one BANGer characterized the meeting as a "wake."
In other quarters, the uncertainty was equally evident. Shawn
Broderick, co-director of the Boston Computer Society NUG, comments, "The debate fell into two
camps, one saying 'NeXT should
have done this years ago,' and the
other saying 'Oh no! The fabulous
hardware is gone, and the vision
we bought into is gone.' " The
Boston membership was split 70
percent to 30 percent in favor of
the transition. Bob Bajwa saw the
same at the Vancouver NeXT User
Society (VNUS): "Some were happier to see a cheaper alternative;
others said that NeXT hardware
was a well-integrated bargain, a
machine that 'just works.' "
By the time of NeXT's announcement, however, some NUGs
had already seen the beginnings of
another split, between those determined to promote NeXTSTEP as
a way to leverage commodity hardware and a "More Power" contingent that saw the system's greatest
potential in ports to high-performance architectures from HP, Sun,
Silicon Graphics, and IBM.

Powerful Presentation Graphics
for the User...

Gotham Users of NeXTSTEP
(GUN) President Paul Murphy
argues, "To make effective use of
high technology, you need highend hardware solutions. Period."
From Chicago, Jon Landwehr
notes that "the financial people
are worried about whether the '486
will have enough power to handle their real-time analyses." But
Rocky Mountain NUG President
Barb Dyker finds "the switch to
Intel doesn't make it any cheaper it'll cost you as much if not more,
but it gives you flexibility in who
to purchase from, and in hardware
support." Similarly, John Glover
of HaNG, the Houston group, sees
great enthusiasm for Intel platforms but "no real, immediate
demand for RISC machines."
Of course, NUGs aren't mere
spectators to this changeover; they
will need to adapt to the new
world of "computerless computer
user groups" just as thoroughly
and decisively as NeXT has become a "computerless computer
company." The theme of the 1993
International User Group Conference at NeXTWORLD Expo in
May - '486: An Explosion of Users
Under NeXT's Big Tent - mirrors

this challenge.
Steve Macbeth, VNUS
dent, expects the hardware
sity to make it harder for
to stay focused, but that
be a payoff. "Up until now,
have been a certain type of
involved [with NUGs]: risk
and early adopters. Now, aJ
more people will be able to
and we'll have a real
adapting to this influx. Six
after the Intel release, our
bers will have so many
reasons to use NeXTSTEP
will be hard to accommodate
all," he says.
Robb Allan, Macintosh
eran and founder of GUN
establishing a NUG in
says the doubters are not
at the big picture.
happy, businesses with a
investment in NeXT
disappointed, naysayers are
ing their tongues out, but in the
term this is a courageous step.
future is software." •

by

ROHIT

KHARE

and PowerPalettes™ for the
Developer!

RDRSwitchView $149
for view switching

m
~

Ht,..,.-~-I. These are the speaker notes .

ite m which

yO l.l

-Wiici ~-il

Be sure to m enti o n th a t speci fi c

wa nt to dis cllss d OWll h e r e .

RDRGadgets $129

RDRlmaaeView $139

for drawing objects

for cOfor images

=-.::l..H.IioIl ______ _ _ _ _ •...._. _ _... __ •. ___ . _ _ .__ ...__ .... __...... _ ___ _ _

The best presentation graphics package at the
most affordable price of $399.

The most versatile family of interface
objects that saves development time
and cost.

10600 Arrowhead Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030 703/591-8713

RDR, Inc.
Circle 70 on reader service card
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COMMUNITY
In the loop
several times with Steve Jobs in the summer of 1991, Opfer
approved a major buy of NeXT warkstations. In the process, he
doubled NeXT's successful business in the defense community.
Sticking his neck ollt for innovative technology Was nothing
new for Opfer. Earlier in his Air force career, he had the task of
modernizing computers and communications in the Reagan White
House. There, he introduced e-mail, partable computefs, and
video-conferencing systems, long before the rest of the world disor

cavered these technologies.
Since retiring from military service last fall, Opfer has extended
his enthusiasm for technology to the commercial world through
free and paid consulting. He describes his role at NeXT. as some-

tors. He played a key role in the formation of ProNeXT, an
zation of about 20 large NeXT customers that has come to
an influential voice in NeXT's directions and priorities.
On a typical day, Opfer is in transit from his base in Los
les to a meeting in Denver. On the flight, he'll pound out 30
more e-mails on the HP 95 palmtop PC that serves as his
command center. Upon arrival, he turns on a radio t"""n-..nrdHa
bursts out the stared messages and sucks in the dazens of
ponses to his last batch. In a recent month, Opfer sent
ceived more than 7MB of e-mail over RadioMail.
For all his emphasis on technology, Opfer's main
people. "I don't care about technology for its own sake. It's
people use technology that solves problems. In an age

thing akin to a "rent-a-VP."
He advises NeXT executives on strategic issues, often telling
NeXT CEO Steve Jobs things he may not want to hear. He is also

everything moves so fast, getting the right brains together
change history. For me, that's how you can make a rliflfA...,onN

actively involved in NeXT interactions with customers and integra-

by

D AN

R UBY

Your Resource for
Networks and Applications

5933 W. Century Blvd., Suite 700 • Los Angeles, CA
3103383594 voice • 3106705121 fax
Circle 86 on reader service card

NeXTSTEP is a registered trademark of NeXT, Inc.
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Appsoft Solutio
A traditional spreadsheet for NeXTSTE
A tool bar provides access to
common feat ures
and contro ls.

Color is fully SU~
ported in the
spreadsheet,
graphics and

Eight different
obj ects are fully
supported including
rich text, sound,
TIFF and EPS.

Water hed Technologies wa~
t')(pt'Cled to ship GraphRight,
a pre entation-graphing appli
cation for business and financi,
u~. at eXTWORLD Exp o.
The 375 program includes ful
btured drawing tools, 18 grap
types, and a basic word proces
sor with speJl-checker, r ich tex
ohjecr linking, and color sup.
POrt. Watershed: 508/460-9612
Complete Access, a da tabasetool that combines repo:
"'ming forms, outlining, and
chamng, will ship at Expo fror
Ocean Software. The $495 pro.
gram an be used wi th Sybase
Or3cIe, Or any other SQL dati
N~ with an available adaptel
<Xean oftware: 904/363-164E
3CCess

Fourteen different
charts are just a
cli ck away.

Ridgeback Solutions is shippin .
• W h
I
• et are, a network-manage
m~m olution based on the
Imple etwork Management
Protocol (SNMP). The $1995
50frware, which incl udes ten
. '~fP agents, lets network
~dmjnistrators running NeXT
TEP monitor SNMP devices
mdudmg routers, bridges, an~
hubs. A version for NeXTSTEJ
(or Intel due is in June. Ridgeback Solutions: 310/456-6094.

• Telephone
Travel

o

Charts and tables
are easily exported
to other programs
via Object Links.

l!ntert~1lUlent

A product of more than 12 person-years of development, Solution gives you everything you 've come to expect from a spre
familiar, intuitive controls, a handy tool bar for quick access to common features, terrific charts and graphs, a robust macro I
and the ability to import Lotus 1-2-3 files. All this with the best of NeXTSTEP: 3.0 Help, Object Linking, Drag and Drop EPS, TIFF
Color, Rich Text Support and Sound.
With our unique "macro buttons ", you can automate the creation of complex spreadsheets including opening new windows,
charts, loading data and performing complex calculations all with a single click. Also included are 500 pages of Appsoft Sol
documentation provided for you on-line in Digital Librarian format .
If you act now, you can get Appsoft Solution for only $99. That's right, a complete, unrestricted, transferrable version of the
easiest NeXTSTEP spreadsheet. And we guarantee that you will be happy or your money back if returned within 30 days of pu

M

To order cal/1.-S00-42S-2777 or 1.-41.5-61.7-0595

.' .
•

fore Sy tems announced the
'XA-lOO ATM (Asyncruonou
Tran fer Mode) Computer
Interface for NeXTcube work
milan. The NXA-I OO turns
'eXT LA s into ATM-based
LA, , uppOrting high-speed
dara and distributed-multimedi,
networking applica tions commonly run on NeXT workstations.1t also supports TCPIIP.
PriCIng for the adapter starts a
13995, including system soft,,'are. Fore: 412/967-4040.
Alembic Systems International
ha~ become the U.S. distribulor (or two more Europea n
products: Compose in Color
{CIC), a $995 NeXTSTEP
photo-manipulatio n package
&om Unter-Ecker Software
of Wiesbaden, Germany; a:d
ZZVolume, a $3000 archirectural
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

Appsoft and Appsoft Solution are trademarks of Appsoft Corporation. Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Corporation
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/

Macro Buttons
prov ide sim ple yet
powerful controls.

Color is fu lly supported in the
-;;::; spreadsheet ,
/
gra ph ics and charts.

-

A robu st c harting
interface provides
s impl e co nt rols
for 3 D, legends
an d grap hi cs.

So und is ea sily
- - integrated into
yo ur sprea dsheet.

Just macro language
I Drop EPS, TIFF and

w windows, creating
If Appsoft Solution 's

~ rsion
I

of the newest,
days of purchase.

Appsoft Inc.
PO Box 51950
Palo Alto, CA 9q~v~-:100G
(4 15) 617-0595
(415) 321-9309 fax

N

BRIEF

Watershed Technologies was
expected to ship GraphRight,
a presentation-graphing application for business and financial
use, at NeXTWORLD Expo .
The $375 program includes fullfeatured drawing tools, 18 graph
l}'PeS, and a basic word processor with spell-checker, rich text,
object linking, and color supporro Watershed: 508/460-9612.
Complete Access, a data baseaccess tool that combines report
writing, forms, outlining, and
charring, will ship at Expo from
Ocean Sofuvare. The $495 program cau be used with Sybase,
Oracle, or any other SQL database with an available adapter.
Ocean Software: 904/363-1646.
Ridgeback Solutions is shipping
NetWatch, a network-management solution based on the
Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) . The $1995
software, which includes ten
SNMP agents, lets network
administrators running NeXTSTEP monitor SNMP devices,
including ro uters, bridges, and
bubs. A version for NeXTSTEP
for Intel due is in J une. Ridgeback Solutions: 310/456-6094.
Fore Systems anno unced the
NXA-IOO ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mo de) Comp uter
Interface for NeXTcube work-

networking applications commonly run on NeXT workstarions. It also supports TCP/IP.
Pricing for the adapter starts at
$3995, includ ing system software. Fore: 412/967-4040.
Alembic Systems International
bas become the u.s. distribu-·
tOt for two more European
products: Compose in Color
(CIC), a $995 NeXT STEP
photo-manipulation package
hom Unter-Ecker Software,
of Wiesbaden, Germany; and
ZZVolume, a $3 000 architectural
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 26]

NeXTSTEP PCsmake Expo premiere
3.1 release
4. Data General CDmPAIZ
near final
Q'Y DAN RUBY·

by
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GARFIN'KEI.

San Francisco - Three monr"hs
after putting all its eggs in th~
software basket, NeXT was set
to ~oll out irs future - NeXTSTEP
for Intel' Processors - at NeXTWORLD Expo here,
The company will ship nearfinal reIeases of NeXTSTEP 3.1
for Intel and MotOrola systems
at $795ioc the user environment
and $1995 for the developer environment. Final releases will ship
later this summer.
In the past, a NeXTSTEP license includ[SEE 3.1, MGE 261

San Francisco - With names like
Compaq, Dell, NEC, and Epson
op. the marquee, attendees at the
second NeXTWORLD Expo here
may feel the;, arrived at the wrong
show. On clo"ser inspection, however, they will find that every PC
is r unning NeXTSTEP.
Marking the debut of NeXTSTEP as a softwa"~e-on1y product
line~ NeX,fWOR'LD Expo will
alsO serve as the commg-out party
for the ·seven PC .rnanufacturers
who t;ndorsed NeXTSTEP as an
operatingsy~em :tvailable on their
most advanced 80486- and PentiUm-based personal computers.
"We think that Ne'XTSTEP is
second to none as a desktop-based
object-oriented development envi-

Imel-based .products make
European debut at CeBIT
by DAN
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Two mo nth s prior to
NeXTWORLD Expo,
~
"
"
.'
excited crowds examined
I2l
NeXTSTEP and thir d party applications running
on Intel-based hardware
d u ring the CeBIT show
here. Over 25,000 atten- ~fillNeX1'.d'ARrpartnerbooth.
dees were estimated to have visit:
• NeXT compJeted a major
ed one of the two bootHs devotOEM agreement with Siemensed to NeXTSTEP technology.
Nixdorf, the seconc!-la.rgest PC
At its main booth, NeXT feasupplier in
[SEE CEBIT, PAGE 23)
rULed several hardware platforms
,running NeXTSTEP, .while a partner booth organized by d'ART, a
i
$10 mi"llion 'NeXTSTEP-only
reseiler, showcased third.- party
software applications ~ many
cunning Intel.
by D AN LAVIN
"The reception to our offerings
by both customers and parqlers
Redwood City - Despite reports
was extremely positive, even more
to the contrary, talks at press"time
so than we anticipated," said
continued .between ·Canon and
Bernhard Woebker! NeXT vjceNeXT for transfer of the hardpresident for European sales and
ware division and factory., But a
Jl)arkering.
drain of personnel had. added an
Among the news makers:
urgency to completing the deal.
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ronment;" said John Paul, Compaq's vice-president of system software. "Many of our Ja.i:ge customers are interested in deploying
NeXTSTEP widely en lritel systems, and we want to assure they
clloose our hardware."
Five companies - Epson, NEC,
Dell, Data General, and SiemensNixdorf - will offer fully configured pes f~ctory installed wirh
NeXTSTEP. Compaq and HewlettPackard wiil c~rtify certain models to run NeXTSTEP. NeXT will
also publish a list of other NeXTSTEP-capable systems from
major manufacturers.

The,hardware pattners,wiI1 offer
the NeXTSTEP systems through
their own distribution channels,
while NeXt takes responsibility
for·creating demand and Steering
sales to the PC makers.
For buyers Who could pr.eviousIy run NeXTSTEP only on NeXT
hardware systems, the lineup of
systems ·m eans they ·can choose
appropriate NeXTSTEP systems
based on performance, price, and
vendor relationship. Buyers will
enjoy a choice of competitive system,s in every category, from highperformance desktops to lightc
weight notebooks. [SEe pcs, PAGE 26)

NeXT not ready to be COSE
b;y SIMSO
L. G A1\ Fl N K E L
and DAN LAVIN

San Francisco - NeXT was conspicuously absent when six major
UNIX ,system developers announced in March they were joining forces to develop a unified
UNIX environment that will work

Canon talks co.ntinue
"We will buy the ·hardware
division, " said a Canon spok~per
son. "We are hoping to finish the
deal by (NeXTWORLD) Expo."
Canon had agreed in principle
to acquire NeXT's Fremonc, Califomia, factory and hardwaredesign center, form a business
unit, and hue [SEE CAN"ON, PAGE 26J

across platforms to give users and
developers a consisfent look and
feel. But ongoing negotiations
bet\veen NeXT and several COSE
partners suggest that NeXT may
yet cozy up to the alliance, sburces
reported.
The [ounc!ing members of the
Commol) Open Soitware Environment, or .cOSE, are HewlettPackard, Sun Microsystems, the
Univel subsidiary of Novell,
the Santa Ccuz o.peration, and
UNIX Systems Laboratory. Although NeXT had been in discussion with "some but not all of me
members of the alliance prior to the
annotmcement," said BreffBacbman, director af product marketing ,a t NeXT, the company
was not "able to finalize.any relactionships" in time for the announcement.
Instead,
ISEE COSE, PAGE 24)
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SQl server options expand MindShare provides a
by DANIEL

MILES

KEHOE

The release of several new lowcost database servers sh0uld hell'
promote NeXTSTEP's emerging
role in enterprise computing.
Para base Software (formerly IP
Design) will release Gupta SQLBase Server, a data server popular among DOS and Windows
users. It is targeted at Para base
users frustrated at spending seyeral thousand dollars for Sybase
or Oracle servers, said Robert
Dyas, Gupta p.resident. The NeXTSTEP-fox-Intel version starts at
$995.
Blue Rose Systems planned to
release at Expo a low-cost SQL
server starting at $395 called
Rosebase. President M Carling,
who heads the Bay Area NeXT
Group, distinguishes Rosebase by
emphasizing the importance of
query-based decision suppo~t.
"Sybase or Oracle servers have
strengths in on-line transaction

Conextions
objects for

3270 links
by SIMSO N L. G A RF I NK E L

North Andover, MA - Seeking a
way to capitalize on its experience
connecting NeXTSTEP computers
with mM mainframes, Conextions
has taken the heart of its popular"
3270Vision communications program and turned it into an InterfaceBuilder palette that developers can incorporate intO their own
programs.
"We statted out with a shrinkwrapped terminal emulator. We're
moving towards application-development tools," said Edward
Kodinsky, company president.
The new product, called 3270Palette and scheduled for release
in early May, makes it easy for
developers to integrate virtual 3270
screens into custom applications.
The terminal can be run completely under program contro~ giving
developers an easy way to access
data in mainframe applications
from their NeXTSTEP desktops.
Conextions is also developing
a program called 3270Builder,
which will allow programs using
NeXT's DBKit to access information in mainframe-based applications as if they were stored in a
database.
Conextions can be reached at
508/689-3570. •

processing, but that's not why you'd
run a server unde~ NeXTSTEP. "
Also due at Expo was QuickBase from SofDesign Solutions of
Greenwich, Connecticut. Available
to NeXTSTEP developers in beta
form for a year, QuickBase will
start at $695.
The most interesting enttant in
the server race may be Borland
International. Sources said that
NeXT customer Abbott Labs contracted with Borland to port its
Interbase database-management

system to NeXTSTEP for Intel.
With versions now finished for
both 68040 and Intel NeXTSTEP,
Borland is expected to market
Interbase as the first distributed
database se,rver for NeXTSTEP.
Sybase SQL Server, which was
included fo.!' free in early versions
of NeXTSTEP, will not be offered
for NeXTSTEP for Intel or other
versions of NeXTSTEP. Sybase
will, however, continue to supply
NeXTSTEP dient libraries for
database developers••

NeXTS I EP plays HyperCard
by LEE
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Fort Collins, CO More than three
years after it was
announced, HyperSense authoring software is shipping from
Thoughtful Software. The prerelease version features a nearly identical scripting
language to Apple's HyperCard
and can impott HyperCard stacks.
HyperSense takes full advantage of NeXTSTEP features like
CD-quality sound, full-color PostScript graphics, object-oriented
drawing tools, and rich text.
Other features include full word
processing capabilities with rulerbased formatting, embedded graphics, and a built-in spell-checker.
While it laoks the power of
Xanthus CraftMan, which provides full access to the NexTsTEP
operating system, HyperSense will
allow business users to more easily create hypertext documents,
bUsiness presentations, databases,
and interactive tutorials. In
addition, developers can extend
the program through the use of
external commands written in
Objective-C.
The prerelease version of HyperSense is $299 until May 31; users
will get a free upgrade -to version
1.0, which was due at NeXT-

IRe.,..
tIIat lets J1III
CI'8IIII hyper.

tutdocuIIIIIIIa, basi-

-..-tIdIaaI, and
InteradlYe
tutorials.

WORLD Expo. After May 31, the
price will jump to $499. A version of HyperSense for Intelbased com,puters is expected this
summer.
Thoughtful can be reaehed at
303/221-4596. •

by DAN L"YIN

Hannover, Germany- - Cube
Information Systems used the
CeBIT trade show here to introduce a new CAD program for
NeXTSTEP. Called Academy, the
two-dimensional program also
supports isometric drawing.
Academy contains the engine
from the company's successful
Amiga product with a completely new NeXTSTEP interface. It is
designed for the occasional CAD
user who needs to produce technical documentation or make

tures such as object linking,
extensive on-line help. and filters
for conversion of various image
formats.
Create 3.0 will ship this summer for $595. Registered users can
upgrade for $99.
Stone Design can be reached
at 505/345-4800. •

v ..

by L E E SH E RM A N

Annandale, VA - Pangea
Corporation's MindShare, an enyironment
fo~ sharing information
within workgroups, was
scheduled to be shown
for the first time at
NeXTWORLD Expo.
According to Pangea
cofounder Seott Moyer,
MindShare, which will
ship in JUly for $695, was "designed
to facilitate the formation of discussion groups within an organization. Discussion groups are
similar to the news groups found
on the Internet but can be set up
on the fiy, with access limited to
members of a team.
"We realized that the most important thing about groupware is
tha t it has to be easy to use -and
incorporate into your organization. Otherwise, peQple won't use
it," said Moyer.
Groupware applications such
as Lorus Notes are expensive to
employ in an organization, due
to the cost of consultants, training,
and administra.tion. While most
NeXT sites already employ NeXTmail, Moyer believes MindShare

CAD Academy opens

Stone upgrades Create
Albuquerque, NM - Challenged
by the release of sophisticated
graphics programs from other
publishers, Stone Design is beefing up its color drawing application with high-end features.
Create 3.0 supports multiplepage documents, rich text and
graphics, NeXTSTEP 3,0 fea-

for information j . . . . . . . . . . . .

small changes in CAD files from
large-scale systems. The product
supports DXF, lllustrator, and
Virtuoso file fo~mats, as well as
full cut and paste.
Cube also introduced Open
End, a software driver that supports an array of plotters and shop
equipment, such as lathes. Open
End currently supports output to
devices from Hewlett-Paekard,
Roland, and Graphtek.
Both Academy and Open End,
which will retail for less than
$1000 each, were expected to be
shown at NeXTWORLD Expo . •

software, new d~ivers
roid slide scanners and
CJ10 color printer, and
new publishing utilities.
The company said it
team up with Epson
market a complete
umentation DUILJI"mUJI:
including the Epson
NX computer and
Goldleaf software
OCR, and h1gjtl-reSOltIOoD. ~
Goldleaf will also

Int

'486 developer offerings rea~
With the unveiling of NeXTSTEP
for Intel on May 25, users won't
have to go begging for applications to run under the new OS.
Products fo r NeXTSTEP for
Intel include Athena Design's
Mesa spreadsheet, WordPerfect
Corporation's word processor,
Lighthouse Design's Diagram! 2
and Concurrence whiteboard and
presentation packages, Imagine
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t puts video on screen Systemhouse focuses object,vision
~doorex. ~tel'snew~EOvide(r with new NeX I SI EP tech center · ,

AN

LA V I N

Germany - Video recrsTEPwith the introat CeBIT here of Screen
from Fast Electronics.
itcorporating the same Philips
in the NeXTdimenthe 16-bit board for
pes is paired with
software. It will sell
for about $1200 in
Machine is fully digital
inputs in PAI., NTSC,
formats, as well as

compression standard IS also supported. An optional $600 tuner
supports live television signals.
Unlike the NeXTdimension,
Screen Machine supports resizable
video windows. SM Camera
allows for frame grabbing and
compositing on the fly. ~
Munich-based Fast Electronics
is the market'leader in Europe for
video-capture boards, according
to Wilfried Beeck, head of d'ART
Compu~ersysteme GmbH, who
planned to show Screen Machine
at NeXTWORLD Expo. •

making made 'easier
CA - Spreadsheets are
hoc decision making,
information systems
a more .robust modeling
White Light Systems fills
in the NeXTSTEP marsophisticated program
decision-support,
-information, and
!:olive-information systems.
~teLight!Engineer is used
n-dimensional informathat are immedideployable 'as production

systems for such applications as
financial consolidation and
reporring, business pJanning and
budgeting, and financial analysis.
Shipping since March for '040
systems, WhiteLighflEngineer 1.5
for Intel systems was due to ship,
in mid-May. Depending on the
number of licenses at a site, the
program is priced at $500 to $5000
per seat. Versions of the software
for system architects, analysts,
auditors, and adrnini;trators will
follow at a later date.
WhiteLight Sy,stems can be
reached at 4151321-2183 . •

.
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by ELIOT B E RG SON

Boulder, CO - Systemhouse, the
large Canadian integrator responsible for fashioning NeXTSTEP
solutions at several corporate
sites, opened an object-oriented
technology research-and-devel"
opment center in April called the
Object Technology Center (OTC).
The center plans to offer "mentored" integration and application
development at worldwide offices
and corporate sites, access to a
central object repository, and periodic white papers on advances in
object-oriented technologies,
with an emphasis on NeXTSTEP.

eearr
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Europe, to sell PCs preloaded
with NeXTSTEP software. Linorype-HeIJ will use Siemens' PC as
the base for. its Signastation prepress machine.
• Intel formally introduced the
Pentium processor, which promises performance two to three times
fasrer than the '486. d'ART took
orders for several hundred of its
d'ARTstation, an OEM box made
by Intel.
• d'ART showed a new version
of Dots, a program for using non-

"Today, consultants and integrators come in, tell you your
problem and write an app for 'it.
There's no exchange of knowledge
in either direotion," said Vince
Jordan, vice-president of Systemhouse'S objecnechnology group.
"We want to teach people to frsh
rather than give them a fish."
The OTC will offer working
partnerships to corporations and
organizations seeking to build
custom apps and better understand object-oriented software
development. By wO!;king directly with' cOCporate developers and
giving them access to the object
repository and state-of-the-art

development methodolOgies, "we
can bring technology intelligence
back into a firm and stop aU this
outsow:cing, which puts the cutting edge [of. technology] outside
the finn," said Ted Shelton, founder
of Chicago-based IT Solutions
and now the center's director.
In addition, the OTC is negotiating to work closely with the
University of Colorado's Research
Center and offer "two or three"
yearly fellowships to bring students into the OTqs development
teams. "We want to get students
who will join corporations versed
in NeXTSTEP," Shelton explained.
OTC: 303/449-2874. •

PostScript laser, dot-matrix,inkjet, and dye-sublimation printers
mnning under NeXTSTEP. It
also showed 'VarioData, a flatfile database.
• HSD showed improved ScanX Color software incorporating
CIE color-space capability.
• tms GmbH premiered three
modules for its 1 Vision publishing system. The Lanston,
Cranache, and Manet modules
are for layout, image processing, and drawing, respectively.
English versions will be available

and final pricing determined at
Expo.
• i-Link announced an enhanced Intel version of its Mix
phone product that does not rely
on' the DSP chip formerly in NeXT
hardware.
• Rounding out the new software offerings were radio-stationmanagement software by Digital
CoUections; an accounting package by Wehsner that comforms
to European standards; and U.S.
third-party applications, including Concurrence and DataPhile. •

Introducing Office Etiquette
from APP Foundation

erings ready
ltimedia's Callisto CD-!
loring tool, Xanthus Interonal's CraftMan scripting
.vare, Sarrus Software's Penife In scheduler, and Adama's What's Happening? and
)'5 Calling? groupware.
We leveraged our developt techniques for '040 ma.es," said Stephan Adams,
ident of Adamation. •

See us at NeXTWORLD EXPO
Booth 708
App Foundation
2052 Kings House Road
Silver Spring, MD 20905
Voice: 301/384-0980, Fax: 301/384-6839

Board of Directors

Reaction to hanhvare loss mixed
Developers will 'wait and see'
by LEE SH E RM>\N

While most NeXT only developers have moved quickly to post
their applications to Intel systems, some large cross-platferm
developers are sitting on the
fence.
Dana Ybarra, marketing manager for Adobe's display products group, cenfirmed rwnors
that Adobe is taking a wait-andsee attitude toward the contin_ ued development of illustrator
an:d other applications for
NeXTSTEP. Ybarra added that
NeXTSTEP is the best showcase
for Adobe technologies such as
Display PostScript and PostScript Level 2, and the company
will continue to support NeXfls
efforts in these areas. Adobe
also planned to exhibit at NeXTWORLD Expo. "We will I?e
showing Display PostScript running under NeXTSTEP on an
Intel computer, along with our
development tools," Ybarra said.
Frame Technologies' current

plans indude continu,ed support
for FrameMaker on Motorola
hardware,' while the decision
to port FrameMaker to NeXTSTEP for InteLremains under
consideration. "We've had people call and ask if we were going
to discontinue FrameMaker on
the NeXT," said spokeswoman
Natalie Lingo. "tt would be too
soon for anyone to make that
kind of decision. "
WordPerfect Corporation plans
to support NeXTSTEP on Motorela and Intel hardware and ship
an interim Intel-based release of
its WordPerfect word prOCessor
at Expo. The new version lets users
drag and drop both graphics and
text onto the page and includes
a new on-line help system.
According to UNIX l,>wduct
Marketing Manager Gordon
Mella, work continues on a version of WordPerfect for NeXTSTEP that is feature ilnd fileformat compatible with its DOS,
Windows, and Macintosh
counterparts. •

VARS ready to find new markets
by DA N IEL MILES K E HO E

NeXT's reseUers are reacting
warolly to tbe impending release
of NeXTSTEP for Intel.
,,·the fact that NeXT will
move to '486 is very exciting, "
said Vinny Mullineaux, vicepresident of Trirex; Systems, a
system integrator in Westport,
Connecticut. "We see the market expanding tremendously."
Even V ARs who sold NeXT
hardware are unexpectedly
behind tbe move.
NeXT hardware ~eseUer Keith
Martin, president of B Cubed in
Woodbridge, New Jer.rey,said
he's more committed to NeXT
than ever. "I spent a week
doing damage control. AJot of
customers bought 30 to 40 units

... COSE

[FROM PAGE 21J

NeXT hopes to work with some
of the companies one-on-one and
to license them individual parts
of NeXTSTEP, Bachman added.
"We'd like to make it possible for
people to use NeXT distributedobject technology but to make it
work in a distributed object environmeI]t - have distributed objects

at a time. I told them they're in
a better position because they can
buy anyone's hardwl!,re now."
B Cubed is signing up as a
reseUer for Dell, Epson, and
NEC PGs. It will also apply for
Sun and HP autherization, based .
on rumors Martin has heard
about ports of NeXT STEP to
SPARC and PA-RISC.
NeXT Channel Manager
Erna Arnesen said, "Our valueadded dealers were affected
more than our VARs and integrators, but many VAps see
more velume opportunity in seUing a range of hardware than in
just selling a proprietary box,"
said Arnesen. "It's a short-term
adiust,nent and most of them
are interested in moving forward with us. " •

running on Solaris or NT."
The announcement is widely
seen as an attempt by the six
companies to present a common
front against Microsoft Windows
NT. Customers' biggest complaint against UNIX is that there
are too many versions, while
Windows NT is seen as presenting users with a single interface.

Customers still
committed

CEO
Steve Jobs
Dir. Product

VP North VP Europe

Marketing
Brett
Bachman

America
Warren Bernhard
M .Weiss Woebker

Dir.
Engineering
Paul Hegarty
J.M. Hullot,
CTO
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by ELIOT BERGSON

NeXT's plan to infiltrate corporations with software seems
to be working, as current NeXTSTEP purchasers stay the cour.re
and new customers sign on.
McCaw Cellular is seeking
PC video solutioQS fo~ customerservice apps d~veloped in-house
on NeXTs that don't currently
fit on PC screens, said spokesman Ingvar Perursson. The fi,rm,
he said, was "very confident
about NeXTSTEP·'486."
NeXTSTEP's future at AIG
Trading Corporation is less certain. The trading arm of AlG
Insurance moved to an interim
OS/2 solution when NeXT
stopped making the NeXTstations for which AlG had specifically built its new trading
floor, according to John Hack,
manager of systems development. "We still have a very
good relationship with NeXT
and like what we see on 66MHz
machines. "
According to sources, N eXT's
decision to drop its hardware also
threatened a sale to the Alberra
Solicito).' General's Motor Vehicle Division. But negotiations
between the division, systemintegrator DKW Systems Corporation, San Diego-based Metrosoft, and NEC were on-going.
Other clients had no hardware qualms. Calgary, AJDertabased PanCanadian Petroleum,
Canada's third-largest oil and
gas company, purchased an
unspecified nwnber of NeXTSTEP-for-Intel seats, but a: com:pany spokesman said the firm
"is committed to probl!,bly 60
percent to 70 of the, [1330
company] desktops to go NeXTSTEP in three to five years. "
Sources also reported imminent sales to United Parcel Service and Abbot Laboratories. •

"COSE leaves Windows out,
it doesn't leave NeXTSTEP out,"
said Scott McNealy, CEO of Sun
Microsystems. But he dismissed
the idea that COSE would evenmaJJy embrace NeXTSTEP. "They
can modify their interface to be
compliant. We had to change our
Open Look interface. Compromises are tough. " •

New NeXT org ch
looks lean and m
by DAN LAVIN

Redwood City, CA - Following
the departure of NeXT President
Peter van Cuy,lenburg, CEO Steve
Jobs has stabilized the company's
organization into a flat structure
with almost all positions filled.
But with the planned buyout
of the hardware divisien by Canon,
cofounder George Crow, the last
of the original five who started
the company with Jobs. in 1985,
has left the company.
The new org chart shows that
the,re is no longer a divisional
structu£e to the company. A mix
of five directors and vice-presidents report directly to Jobs.
Twenty-two directors and managers form a second tier of middle management for the 200-person company. The remaining
hardware.division employees do
not appear on the new org chart

because of their iml>cn(11Og
fer. to Canon.
NeXT hired former
Bradstreet Software
M . Weiss as North
sales and marketing
Perhaps the
sonnel change is
relinquished iI~"_t<,_il,,v
ment of the software
Hegarty has been
of engineering, wjth
Hullot becoming chief
officer.
Despite initial
weathered the del)artur,e,1
Cuylenburg with
Sources said that Van
departure capped
sion with Jobs. The
dent remains as a
reportedly received a rich
that .reflected guara
received from NeXT
from Mercury Colnmunicati

'.

Appsoft gets tou

Nl

Taking an aggressive stance against
piney, Appsoft claims that some
NeXT users may be using unauthorized copies of its WriteNow
word processer.
"WriteNow hundled with maehines prior to October 1, 1991
was provided under a personal
single-user license ... If you bought
your NeXT machine after October 1 and are running a copy of
WriteNow and haven't licensed i~

Designated drivers from
There is a price to be paid for ha.ving a variety of peripherals and
option cards available on the Intel
platform: the headache of developing drivers to support them. Pencom Software, already an expert in
driver production, is using its skills
to help alleviate some of the pain.

Pencom engineers
working at NeXT,
of the development team,
of individual hardware

NoteBook comb
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AN ORIGINAL,
NYWHERE YOU RUN IT.
NoteBook combines an outline processor, active indexing and a visually rich notebook user interface to create a powerful
productivity tool for individuals. U se NoteBook to manage and organize information such as email messages.to~do lists, notes,
outlines, ideas, agendas, proposals, contacts, projects, research and news clippings. NoteBook is available now for all computers
running N eXT STEP® Release 3.1. Call our toll free number at 1 800 732~9009 to order your own copy.
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CAD program developed by
Ares in Lyon, France. Alembic:
303/799-6223.
Schema Research has released
SchemaE for NeXTSTEP, a
CASE database-design and management tool for Sybase databases that works with InterfaceBuilder and the DBKit. SchemaE
communicates the design of a
database as a picture and reverseengineers the database every
work session, presenting a comprehensive, up-to-date picture
of the database. Pricing starts
at $950. Schema: 415/3688477.
ModemManager from Black
Market Technologies is designed
to help you set up and manage
UUCP connections to other computers. The $99 package, which
runs under NeXTSTEP 3.0,
includes tested, preset modem
and e-mail configurations, and
supports Telebit, ZyXEL and
Hayes-compatible modems.
Black Market: 718/522-5090.
Hutchinson Avenue Software
has two new digital dictionaries
for NeXTSTEP: Barron's Dic-

tionary of Finance and Investment Terms and the Oxford
Reference Dictionary of Computing. The company also announced HRT News, which
brings Dow Jones Dow-Vision
news feeds to NeXTSTEP desktops. Hutchsinson Avenue: 5141
499-2067.
Pinnacle Research is shipping a
line of Workspace Manager
enhancements for NeXTSTEP
3.0 called "Inspected by: Pinnacle." Among the inspectors,
which will sell for less than $20
each, are PRISoundInspector,
which provides file-format conversion and compression, as
well as a horizontal scrolling
window showing a sound wave
form . Pinnacle: 602/529-1135 .
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ed access to the entire system.
Now, users need to license the
user environment and developers
need a separate license for the
developer environment. Registered owners of Release 3.0 can
upgrade the user environment for
$50 per machine ($75 with CDROM); developers can upgrade
fOli $99. Nem- is also offering a
60-day promotion bundling a
developer license with 20 end-user
seats for $1495.
Besides its OEM agreements
w ith PC manufacturers, NeXT
will offer the software through distributor Ingram Micro, which will
authorize VARs and dealers to sell
NeXTSTEP. 1n addition, NeXl'Connection will sell the software
via mail order; systems integrators
such as Logicon, Pencom, and
Linotype·Hell will provide packaged solutions; and NeXT's sales
force will sell to major accounts.
Missing from the new versions
is support for AppleTalk and

In addition to systems from
NeXT OEMs, NeXTSl'EP will
be sold as a shrinkwrapped software product through NeXT's network of distributors and resellers
(see related story, "NeXTSTEP
3.1 release near final"). By matching the software with appropriate Ethernet, disk-control, and
sound cards, users can configure
NeXTSTEP systems around Intel
boxes from other manufacturers.
Beyond the switch from black
to white systems, attendees will
find a range of software exhibited
at NeXTWORLD Expo. NeXT
and its third patties will stress
NeXTSTEP's advantages as a
client-server operating system for
developing missiolL-critical custom applications. Othe~s will
focus on traditional NeXT markets for professional publishing,
collaborative computing, and enduser productivity.
The Expo was to feature keynote speeches by Steve Jobs and
Intel CEO Andy Grove, a slate
of developer- and user-conference
sessions, an international gathering of NeXT user groups, and
new produc~ introductions from
dozens of the more than 100
exhibitors on the trade-show
floor• •

c-.
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about SO NeXT hardware-division employees. But the purchase
relies heavily on maintaining the
expertise of the employees, and, at
press time, NeXT had lost a half

Yes sill ee, BoB
Outstanding thircf,.party NeXT-

buting reviewers, selected winAppleShare. NeXT is referring
users who need Apple compatibility to Information PIesentation
Technologies. The software also
lacks the native ability to run DOS
and Wmdows programs. Instead,
it will ship with a demo version
of Insignia Solutions' SoftPC.
A major change in the software
is its support for boin the Intel and
Motorola instruction sets, which
NeXT refers to as Multiple Architecture Binaries. NeXTSTEP's
Installer program now asks users

whicli binaries should be
Intel, Motorola, Oli both.
Builder gives developets a
of compiling arc:hl1:ecl:ures•.
NeXTSTEP 3.1 is
sion of NeXTSTEP to
ant with the POSIX
Operating System
UNIX) standard out of the
Support for t)te 1!:0,'ernlmea
GOSIP (Government
terns Interconnt;ction
network standard
able as an add-on

of its hardware engineers, leaving
about 25 still on staff. According
to NeXT, the critical senior managers, including Vice-President Jon
Rubinstein, ~emained in place.
NeXT cofounder George Crow,

issues complicated the
eluding Canon's long-rllDgtj
for the U.S. market and
relationsillp with NeXT.
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BoB
in 13 product categories.
To be eligible, products
had to be shipping by
May, 25 with announced
plans for a NeXTSTEPfor-Intel version. Look
for the BoB winners in
the August issue of
Magazine.

,I

Store It!
QuickBase™ is an SQL database server designed for NeXTSTEP.
QuickBase™ includes a DB Kit adaptor, an Objective-C library, an
invoicing application, and a number of database utilities. It supports
basic types including character strings, integers, floating point
numbers, date, time, and BLOBS (text, image, files, and folders) .

for the government's
(Government Open SysInterconnection Profile)
standard will be availas an add-on product. •

said that several other
compliqlted the talks, inCanon's long-range plan
market and its interwith NeXT. •

ill npIac/IIc Its IJIbIIJ

Globalize It1
QuickConnect™ replicates information between databases through
electronic mail. With QuickConnect'rM database changes automatically
migrate to other locations. Each corporate location may read and
write its own data, and read data originating from other locations.
Message numbering and recovery mechanisms make reliable and
inexpensive database replication possible.

Report It!
QuickReport™ is a generic re~rting tool for NeXTSTEP
applications. With QuickReport
you can draw the standard look
of your report and specify where you want your data to go. Then
watch as your information flows onto your custom report. It's that
simple. Users can design r~orts once and use them on different
sets of data. QuickReportT reads data from ASCII files and can
be used to generate repOlts for any application.

The above invoicing application was designed and built in three
days using QuickBase Object Tools and QuickBase-SQL.

Easy Objective-C interface
• Transparent networking

Construct It!
color _Itor, you'D
you In JOW miIndIoa
Is no, bat • lIlY on the
resoIuIIoa with • Del
RG8 cable SJRChed 01\
that make your

QuickBase Object ToolKit™ is a library of objects that can be
used to construct database applications. The objects are multi-user
safe and take advantage of application notification. This means that
data on your application's screen will automatically update when
the database changes. The TableView, FormView and DocumentView
objects are provided with this powerful toolkit.

Automate It!
Database Builder™ automates the construction of database systems.
Design screens that automatically update as the database changes.
Specify relationships between database tables. Build the custom
applications you and your customers need. And do it right the first
time. Database Builder™ produces Objective-C source to integrate
your Interface Builder windows with the QuickBase Object TooiKitTM.

• High speed multi-user access
• Affordable Price

Q~~£~!~selM
1-800-234-0990
For a demo write electronic mail to sdc_demo@gnn.com.
See us at the NeXTWORLD EXPO.

Solutions Corp. 47 Arch Street. Greenwich. CT • 203.629.0970 • Fax: 203.629.0972 • e-mail:
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Six hot configurations for every leve
Forget basic black. In the wonderful new world of Intel-based

make the

decide how much power you need; how much you want to pay; and ulh.~._'1T to buy YOI
system. ~ The options begin with the manufacturer of the base
heavy-hitting lineup of PC manufacturers from which to choose. Epson

Technologi,

puter, Data General, and Siemens-Nixdorf have all signed on as N
ers (OEMs). This means that they will sell systems preloaded and
will participate with NeXT in comarketing activities. ~ Other wei

n NeXTSTI
es from th

including Compaq and Hewlett-Packard, will offer computers ce
also roll their own by mixing and matching appropriate systems and

• ~ Beyc

ous advantages of competition, the choices mean that different
can work on machines that are appropriate to their budget and appl

nice thing i!

boxes are fast. ~ To give some idea of the choices available for the
together six sample configurations, ranging from a high-end fantasy
with a pair of options for road warriors.

BY

DAN

RUB Y
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NeXTSTEP buyers have a

mANtt;

Technologies, Dell Com-

.n as NeXT otal-equipment manufactur-

....WI. run NeXTSTEP, and they
_-ft.IU.llles from the PC world,
:e rs certifiedln NeXTSTEP. Buyers can
nts. ~ Beyond the obvi:ferent types

ees in a corporation
nice thing is that all the
buyer, NeXTWORLD put

ant asy mach,an entry-level econobox,
ND DAN
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READY TO SELL

PC manufacturers are pursuing the NeXTSTEP market with
ing degrees of enthusiasm. NeXT had cultivated the relationships
for more than a year, with interest levels rising after NeXT exited
the hardware business in February.
Epson views the NeXTSTEP market as a near-term OPDortullJ1l"
working first with the existing customer base and then supporting
NeXT in jointly developing new accounts, according to Steve
vice-president of PC products management for Epson in Torranct,
California. "Our projections show NeXTSTEP growing signi~
candy in the next few years. We want a healthy share of that
market," he says.
For Data General, which is positioned as a supplier for client·
server systems, "the vast majority of NeXTSTEP systems wili lY
sold in environments where databases are running on the serve!.
We'll sell NeXTSTEP into medium-to-Iarge commercial
that are focused on distributed computing and are looking fora
new way to do it," says Christine Wallis, director of marketing
the company's NeXT business unit in Marlborough, M;ass;lChlasetlll .
Other suppliers view NeXTSTEP as one operating-system option among several in the emerging market for ob'·leclt-olnerltect:Clf
ent-server systems. "NeXT is out there in the forefront nrp·opnr1l1<"
short-term business opportunities," says David Middleton,
of marketing for NEC Technologies in Boxborough, M'lssa.Chl~;eq
"As customers begin the downsizing process, NeXTSTEP is
more cost effective than any other current technology."
Dell Computer is also interested in downsizing and obiect~
ented custom development, but it also sees an opportunity for
ume sales. "Our customers have shown interest in all segments·
corporate, government, and education," says Dennis Jolly,
vice-president of Austin, Texas-based Dell USA.
Still others remain on the fence. "Our engineering people halt
always been excited about it. On the marketing side, we're still
ing to see what develops," says Steve Andler, director of market~ .
for Toshiba America Information Systems in Irvine, California.
SIX OF A KIND

The machines profiled in this article were chosen to be
tive of the options that will be available; they are not meant to
suggest that a given manufacturer is recommended for, or
produces, a given level of hardware. Dell, for example, also
duces high-performance screamers, while companies
Gateway 2000, AST, and Lucky Goldstar, not included
make a range of excellent offerings for NeXTSTEP.
Each system profile includes a detailed configuration
ate for typical user applications. These combinations represent
balanced systems of processor type and speed, graphics
tem, bus architecture, disk controller, display, sound and
ing cards, memory, and storage. For add-on cards, we selected
among products for which NeXT had announced support
time this article went to press.
The configured price that we list in each profile is NeXTWORLD's estimate of the cost to a typical customer direct fra:
the manufacturer. With discounts and special bundles, your
cost may be considerably lower.
At the top of our line, the fantasy machine is for
need all the speed and raw computing power currently
We picked an NEC Express system with a 66MHz
processor, packed it with high-resolution graphics,
add-in cards, and more-than-ample memory and storage.
tossed in an integrated CD-ROM drive, added it up, and
at the price tag. If you're doing serious 3-D modeling, heavy
base work, or compiling large applications, maybe you can
this particular fantasy. Pentium machines will start <11J11J"dJ.llI~."
midyear and, given the history of the '486, will proliferate
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The Epson Progression NX is our pick as a high-performance
system for developers and power users. If you routinely use computer-intensive applications, compile using ProjectBuilder, or just
like to have 15 applications open at once, this is the class of
machlle for you. While this machine has very fast graphics and fast
computational speeds, an EISA machine would offer better overall
throughput. A fully loaded system with 1024-by-768 Wmgine graphics; good SCSI, Ethernet, and sound cards; 500MB of disk and
36MB of RAM costs a fairly reasonable $6500.
There will be many good choices at this level, as NeXT's hardware OEMs initially target the market for in-house development.
Choose carefully, since subtle factors influence performance and
cost may be a secondary factor here.
Once applications have been developed, most customers will be
looking for a lower-cost box for widespread deployment and use
of shrinkwrapped productivity applications. Data General holds
down our slot for a mainstream business system with its Dasher II486 DX2I66 LE2 EISA box with local-bus video. Even though this
is a midrange NeXTSTEP machine, it is faster than the old NeXTstation Turbo Color.
Typically, midrange systems will use the same 66MHz processor
as the high-end machine but include less RAM, less disk, and
lower-priced components. Also, it may have a slower graphics subsystem. Another attractive choice for deployment systems is the
Epson NX, a slim-line model with an IDE drive base-priced at
around $4000.
Some users will want to get NeXTSTEP at the lowest-possible
entry point. Our representative system, the Dell 433/L Series,
equipped with mininlUm RAM and disk for about $2500, is appropriate as an e-mail station or clerical workstation. It has roughly
the speed of a NeXTstation 25MHz machine. Since it lacks a highperformance graphics subsystem, it may be a little slow dragging
around windows. This is also what a machine will be like if existing, older '486 systems are converted to NeXTSTEP.
Our full-powered portable runs on AC, so it is most appropriate for users traveling from office to office rather than actually
computing in the field. This machine still has plenty of power and
is excellent for financial users, like auditors. It performs somewhere between the low- and midrange machine. Beware the small
amount of screen real estate, however.
Our choice in this category is the Compaq Portable '486/66.
Compaq has not signed on as a full NeXT OEM, but the company
has said it plans to certify the machine to run NeXTSTEP.
NEC's UltraLite Versa wins the early nod among NeXTSTEP
notebooks. This machine is a 25MHz '486SL machine in a trim,
black 6-lb. package. At 640-by-480 resolution, screen real estate
on notebooks is quite limited - but who cares? Programs like Pinnacle Research's VirtSpace allow you to manage screen usage.
&sides, a partial NeXT STEP window that you can call up anywhere is better than no NeXTSTEP at all. Users who spend a lot of
time traveling will need one, while most everyone else will just
want one. Another good choice for NeXTSTEP-to-go is the Compaq LIE 25C, which will likely be certified by NeXT.
PICK AND CHOOSE
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The hardware specs may be just one factor in your choice. Pricing,
of course, will vary considerably. The mass-market vendors such as
Dell can be expected to set the pace, while specialized manufacturers such as Data General will emphasize value-added services. Buyers will benefit from the competitive market.
Several NeXTSTEP PC makers will promote the convenience
of complete plug-and-play systems. Data General plans to configure systems to most closely match the functionality of NeXT's late
hardware. That includes not just Ethernet and sound, but - soon NeXTdimension video. "It has to be plug and play. It has to just

Customers evaluate the options
work," says Data General's Wallis.
Each of the OEMs will preload NeXTSTEP software on their systems.
NEC says it will go one better by offering to install the customer's in-house
software on deployment machines. End users will get a turnkey system,
complete with the apps developed by their MIS department.
Finally, several companies will emphasize their comprehensive customer service and support offerings on the theory that NeXTSTEP buyers
don't want just boxes but also a relationship with the vendor.
The OEMs will mostly rely on their existing channels to distribute systems. Some will emphasize dealers and VARs, others will offer the speed
and convenience of catalogs and mail order, while others will count on
their direct sales forces.
"We let the customer decide how he wants to buy - dealers, VARs,
integrators, direct," says NEC's Middleton. "The one thing we probably
won't do is manufacture in large quantities and stock the dealer channel.
We'll build systems in our factory on a demand basis."
Hardware partners will also sell cooperatively with NeXT sales representatives. These calls might be initiated in some cases by NeXT and in
others by the OEM. Dell's Jolly forecasts that many of the company's corporate customers will be interested in looking at NeXTSTEP, and that
NeXT would be brought in as a co-presenter before these accounts.

NEXT

CUSTOMERS HAVE DIFFERING STRATEGIES FOR EVALUATING

RUNNING ON INTEL-BASED HARDWARE.

Trident Data Systems, a Los Angeles-based integrator worldng closely with
clients, is "focusing on user perfonnance" to evaluate '486 purchasing
customers, according to Chief Engineer Hal Stalcup. Trident is designing
involving beta releases of NeXTSTEP application software, which will be used
ate users as they step through typical tasks.
By quantifying these nonnally qualitative criteria, NeXTSTEP for Intel
can then choose machines ~ased on the needed level of sophistication. "We
an engineer waiting an hour to launch an app or having long screen ,
other hand, we don't need to have a secretary click a menu and - bang Stalcup says.
Seattle-based McCaw Cellular Communications, the nation's largest
vice prqvider, is looking at '486 SOMHz machines from Dell, Intel, and DEC
imum 20MB RAM and a 400MB hard disk because video will play an
its point-of·sale customer-service app. "The two important factors for us
olution and internal bus speeds on video and SCSI technology," says Scott

FIRST PITCH

While the market for NeXT STEP PCs remains unproven, lew of the
OEMs plan to invest heavily in advertising and other marketing. Most of
them consider demand-creation to be NeXT's job; they will help to raise
awareness with press and trade-show activities. Among the group, Epson
and Data General seem most aggressive in their approach to the NeXT
market, with planned promotions and targeted marketing.
Now that the lineup is set, it is time for the season to begin. As Steve
Jobs tosses out the ceremonial first pitch on May 25, the vendors are
upbeat and the customers are ready to examine their wares (see the sidebar
"Customers evaluate the options"). Says Dennis Jolly: "It is very clear that
NeXT is focused on a clear objective. NeXT is doing what its customers
want. Whenever you do that, it's tough to lose." •

and desktop service manager. User·acceptance testing is scheduled to take
the hardware review.
For companies looking to put a '486 box on every user's desk, the focus
imum-configuration needs. Chrysler Financial, which plans to put computen
ships around the world to handle car and truck loans, is sticking with a
hard disk and 16MB of RAM, according to Branch .Automation and Retail
ject Manager Mike Adelson.

In cases where multiple vendors offer similar products at similar
service and support may be the deciding factor. "Several manufacturers
cooperative. They've offered us machines to take for test drives. They're
our business," says George Lowrey, MIS partner at Conner & Winters, a

and DAN L A V I N are, respectively, editor in chief
and senior reviews editor ofNeXTWORLD.
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BY ELIOT BERGSON

The Future Of Client-Server Database
Technology
s

PARA BASI

PARABASE. The highest rated graphical front-end for NeXTSTEP.
Parabase is perfect for creating fully integrated custom applications for both single and multi
user systems. It is designed to seamlessly operate as a client to Sybase, Oracle, Interbase
and Gupta SQlBase Server, taking full advantage of the client-server architecture. So you
can begin working with your existing data in no time, or expand from a single user to multiple
users without changing a thing. It's so easy you can build and manage an entire database
application - including tables, graphical forms & reports, queries, scripts, buttons and pick
lists - all without leaving your mouse. You can size, resize, arrange and rearrange the fields
on your screen in any layout you like even after you have built your application. And you can
create scripts to automatically perform menu operations, update databases, run predefined
queries & sorts, generate reports and a whole lot more. Which is what lead NeXTWORlD
Magazine to say that Parabase is "The only NeXTSTEP '1!~r:~~1f~
software that builds SOL database applications without ~
programming." Plus you can store objects like images,
formatted text - even entire documents and files - directly
in the database. It's a single, easy to use application. Not
a collection of tools, modules and kits. So it all works
seamlessly. There's no need to struggle with object
oriented programming kits & C when you can get up to

speed fast with Parabase. And since it's client-server, you can always access the
any number of other applications - even your own C programs. It's perfect for
departments, individuals and businesses looking for an edge.

Gupta SQlBase Server. The highest rat~d SQl database
PC networks. SQlBase Server is a high performance, cost effective
server. It's easy to install, configure and administer. And it has advanced
declarative referential integrity, support for multimedia datatypes and
i
isolation levels. Its high performance, multi threaded SQl kernel handles
and caching with shared buffers to optimize memory usage and minimize
overhead. Data versioning, clustered hashed indexes and efficient +'''''~''r,linn.
maximize read/write throughput. Standard automatic crash recovery,
on-lin,e backup, and remote monitoring tools ensure the security and
database. Whether you are planning to implement a reliable, high nprfnrnn::lnl'A
solution, or are a single database user seeking the ultimate flexibility, SQlBase
perfect choice. And an adapter is available for integration with DbKit.

Special Limited Time Offer. For a limited time, you can get PARABASE
SQLBase together, a complete development system, for the special introductory
only $995. Or a 5 user Workgroup Pack for only $2,495. To order, call (206) 828'8172.

PARABASE SOFTWARE CORP. phone (206) 828-8172 fax (206) 828-2149 e-mail info@parabase.com/550KirklandWay, Suite 100 1 Kirkland, WA 98033
Parabase, SOlBase, Sybase, Oracle, Interbase and NeXTSTEP are trademarks of their respective companies. Parabase runs on NeXTSTEP Intel and 040. SOlBase runs on NeXTSTEP Intel.
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With NEXTSTEP for Intel Processors
you're already using the most advanced
operating system available today.
We're now adding video input and high
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And a multimedia database that allows
you to easily generate powerful and
flexible.information systems.
You can use every single one of these
tools and integrate them with other
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NEXTSTEP applications. Or use the
combination as a complete solution for

liways access the data with
It's perfect for workgroups,

your multimedia' information projects.
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Now irs all up to your imagination.
Lead me into temptation! Send me more information about

d'11t'-~ ITI
d'ART Software GmbH
Vlrchowstr. 17-19
22767 Hamburg" Germany
(49) 40 - 38023 - 0 phone
(49) 40 - 38023 - 290 fax

o Screen Machine, the top European board for video integration.
o Variodata, the next generation flat-file database,
o Dots, the printer driver for non-PostScript printers.

US' Distribution:
Alembic Systems International Ltd.
14 Inverness Drive East, Suite G-228
Englewood, Colorado 80112
(303) 799 6223 phone
7991435 fax

NW 3/93

VarioData is a powerful and flexible flatfile database caJ:)able of managing text,
numbers, dates, images, sounds, files, and key words. An extensive list of tools is available
for designing reports, searching for specific data records, integrating with FrameMaker,
and much more. VarioData offers an import and export interface with user-definable filters
and the ability to easily design and print labels, merged letters, and listings. All of these
features within a friendly, graphical user interface. VarioData offers mUlti-user network
capability, and records in use are locked and unlocked automatically. VarioData also
includes an extensive context-sensitive help facility.

SuperDebugger can greatly reduce your application development time by
providjhg a more powerful and easy-to-use debugging environment. It features dynamic
display of source-level execution, point and click setting of breakpoints, savable debugging
environments, user-definable macros, a variable contents display, a d1{namic local variables
browser, a methods browser, a breakpoints browser, and much more. It also gives users
the ability to easily inspect and trace dynamic variables. SuperDebugger is very easy to
learn, and includes an extensive context-sensitive help facility.

SuperDraw is a powerful and easy-to-use drawing and presentation program.
It features tools for rotating, scaling, skewing, joining, combining , multi-level masking, and
blending of graphic objects such as texts, lines, rectangles, polygons, 24-bit color, TIFF
and EPS images, and Bezier splines. SuperDraw offers 6400% zoom-in capability, up to
1000 .levels of undo/redo, multiple concurrent views of a multi-page document, object/sound
linking, varied import/export capabilities, and much more. It also allows you to choose
spot process colors from the NeXT Color Panel, then drag and drop them into objects.

en Tar will painlessly backup your files and directories onto mass storage devices.
enTar works with OAT, Bmm and other SCSI tape devices, and also floppy, optical and
other removable disks. In addition, enTar can backup your data to networked disks.
Because enTar automatically configures tape devices, it works with most SCSI tape
devices. enTar can backup multiple files and directories into a single backup file, and can
browse and selectively restore files within the single backup file. enTar also features UNIX
data compression and tar formats for backups so that backup data can be exchanged with
other UNIX systems like SUN or IBM.

Order Information:
• Call Mon-Fri 8am-5pm ET.
• VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.
• Network licensing and discounts available.
• Corporate, Gov't and Educ. P.O.'s accepted. (incl uding faxes)

Impact Software

TM

Publishing, Inc.
36-32 34th Street, Long Island City, New York 11106

Also Available ...
PhaseScope provides a comprehensive user-intertace and general
graphical display for analyzing dynamical systems, serving as a specialized
front-end to Mathematica's kernel.
Pixelsaver is a complete, extensible system-wide screensaver, background
image, and lockscreen utility with full animation , color, sound and network
support.
SpinDoctor provides dynamic, animated views of three-dimensional
data and saves views in ".spin" files or in EPS files for rapid recall and

1-800-822-3385 Tel: 718-472-0600 Fax: 718-472-0160 E-mail: info@impact.com
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awyers aren't known for embracing change, but they know a
good thing when they see it. Attorneys at Tulsa, Oklahomabased Conner & Winters waited just one week after NeXT
announced its new software strategy in February to end an eightmonth technology review and launch a pilot program with NeXTSTEP
for Intel as its computing environment.
"We wanted to move faster, but in a conservative law firm I couldn't
endorse a dead-end solution. With NeXTSTEP, we've got flexibility," says
a member of the firm's computer committee.
Conner & Winters isn't alone in considering or choosing NeXTSTEP
for the hefty computing needs of the legal profession. Multinational and
local firms have followed the lead of Portland, Oregon-based Marger,
Johnson, McCollom & Stolowitz (MJMS), a patent-law firm that was the
first in the country to choose NeXT, in 1990 (see "Point of Order," NeXTWORLD, Summer 1992). Several court cases in the past year used NeXTSTEP applications for discovery and document management. And the
Florida Bar Association in January picked NeXTSTEP as the backbone of
its legal-education and news system (see sidebar).
Although PCs have been in law offices for years, no operating environment has been able to provide the complete functionality lawyers require until now. Attorneys around the world using NeXTs and NeXTSTEP for
office productivity, on-line information retrieval, custom-application development, and document management and presentation are formulating a
unified vision of the high-tech legal office. They are even pushing developers toward finding solutions to document-assembly and legal-modeling
tasks that require applications to mimic legal reasoning.
As computer use in society, and particularly courtrooms, increases,
and computer-savvy law-school graduates join firms, attorneys "will be
able to off-load the mechanics of lawyering to computers and return to the
meaningful aspects of the law," says Marc Lauritsen, a senior research
associate for practice technology at Harvard University. "The NeXT is so
exciting because it comes closes to being the definitive information appliance for the lawyer."

L

r.

PAPER CHASE
When the first North Slope crude poured through the Trans-Alaska Pipeline in 1976, it brought with it an unforeseen byproduct - mountains of
paper. For the next 15 years, lawyers for the state wrangled with Exxon,
Arco, and British Petroleum, among others, over how royalty payments for
the oil were to be determined. There were no arguments, though, about
using NeXT machines to scan, organize, and display documents in court.
Applications developed under NeXTSTEP "allow high-speed processing of text. Attorneys have to take literally millions of documents and
images and then index and search them. They can't do that with standard
PCs," says Sam Van Vactor, president of Economic Insight, whose Insight
Software division developed ElectroFile, the document-management application used to catalog the oil-pricing and royalty contracts.
The Alaska Royalty Case never made it to trial, but NeXT machines
did make it into the Juneau courtroom. The state courthouse was rewired
to accommodate two 37-inch Mitsubishi monitors suspended from the
ceiling in front of the jury box and 20-inch monitors for the defense and
prosecution teams, judge, and audience -11 in all. A NeXTstation Turbo
Color ran the system. The installation was, for a time, a tourist attraction.
ElectroFile is currently being used in the planning stages of other cases,
Van Vactor says; attorneys will be able to quickly scan and index documents, perform complicated analyses, produce easily readable graphics,
and refute testimony in court by accessing and displaying contradictory
evidence from the database.
That database of relevant documentation can be immense: contracts,
reports, analyses, forecasts, minutes, memos, agreements, depositions
(which, in some class-action suits, fill boxes on truck palettes), previous litigation and decisions, state and federal rules, testimony, and statutory and

case law. In cases involving issues like malpractice or securities trading,
large amounts of information must also be drawn from other sources.
In a patent-infringement case brought against Seattle-based Applied
Technology Labs (ATL) by SRI International of Menlo Park, California,
independent consultant Jon Taenzer spent over 100 hours using Wolfram
Research's Mathematica to refute an ATL claim that SRI's medical ultra·
sonic-imaging technology was merely an extension of work done in the
1950s and 1960s and thus couldn't be infringed upon. Taenzer prepared
Mathematica screens to display at trial, but they showed ATI.?s infringement so clearly that the judge summarily ruled in SRI's favor.
"Document management isn't just searching for a needle in a haystack," says Gregory Miller, president of Inherent Technologies, a legal·
software spin-off of MJMS. "It's searching for the right needle in the
whole barn. Discovery is following a thread through a case by setting
up a language for that search. Importantly, it leads us to other places."
The success of a case, or even an entire firm, can ride on how well soft·
ware performs and lawyers are able to use it. For that reason, attorneys are
working with not just ElectroFile, but also PaperSight from VISUS and an
upcoming offering from Integrity Solutions, a spin-off of BOSS Logic. In
Alaska Royalty Case, lawyers for the oil companies were willing to use
NeXTSTEP technology to gain an edge - but a backup of physical docu·
ments was prepared in the event that something went wrong.

DISCOVERY
Lawyers have always been hesitant to try anything new, including compUlers. Law firms, historically flush with cash, have been "taken for a ride"
by the PC industry, says Inherent's Miller, as sales reps have "promised continents and delivered only an acre." Also, reliance on precedence has led (0
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a "cattle logic," by which a firm lets others set precedents while it remains
a strong follower. This grows out of a fear of predictability; lawyers can
replace personnel who don't work out "but can't say to a computer: 'Pack
up your chips and be out by lunch,' " Miller says.
.
The biggest variable, though, is the simple fact of age: Most attorneys
p(acticing today never learned about computers in law school. But "the
reticence is disappearing," says Harvard's Lauritsen, whose law school has
two NeXTs in its hardware mix. "Students are computer literate now; they
graduate with expectations of using them in their practice. There's a decent
amount of CALI (computer-assisted legal instruction) and courseware
being developed. The mother of all casebooks is now portable."
Rather than wait for computers to be embraced by the mainstream
legal market, NeXT has been able to make inroads at firms that specialize
in technology and intellectual-property law. At MJMS, all eight attorneys
hold engineering degrees in addition to law degrees; they were eager to use
lighthouse Design's Diagram! and Concurrence, and Adobe illustrato!; to
draft intricate patent applications and save money on outside drafting. In
addition, they use NeXTmail to transfer documents and memos, even between their homes - which are also equipped with NeXTs. The firm is currendy considering adding Intel-based laptop portability to its arsenal.
Lawyers in the intellectual properties group of Reed, Smith, Shaw &
McClay, the largest law fIrm in Pittsburgh, have begun a pilot project with
22 NeXTstations to replace a dumb-terminal system. The group has also
gotten support personnel quickly up to speed on scanning, graphics, faxing, and word-processing tasks, according to Tom Wettach, head of the
group. Wettach says Reed, Smith hopes to expand the expertise to clients,
which include HBO, MCI, and the Mellon Bank, by placing machines runningNeXTSTEP directly in their offices.
Smaller firms have found that little touches available under NeXTSTEP
can make for big productivity improvements. At Beckman, Hirsch, and
EU, in Burlington, Iowa, two NeXTstations organized as an on-line file
room via NeXTSTEP's hierarchical browser allow lawyers to "get to facts
quickly rather than fumbling with paper," according to David Beckman.
Client names on a NeXTmail window's subject line feed into the system,
and envelopes are printed out through WordPerfect macros and Sarrus
Software's SBook.
Attorneys argue that smaller firms will benefIt greatly from the ability
to design systems under NeXTSTEP for Intel on commodity-priced PCs.
But NeXTSTEP's successes underscore a weakness: Developers are
only just beginning to deliver custom and legal-specific shrinkwrapped
applications. "The predominant use of computers is for word processing,
mail, on-line research. It's popular, nonthreatening. New things that raise
trickier questions are the substantive systems: document assembly, expert
systems, and decision support," says Professor Lauritsen.

~

~

~

MISSING EVIDENCE
Now that document management and system capabilities allow lawyers to
manage huge amounts of information, attorneys are looking for fast and
efficient ways to do on-line research. In 1991, Scott Hess, an independent
NeXTSTEP programmer, developed a custom app for Northern States
Power attorneys to dial into Lexis/Nexis, the one-terabyte-plus electronic
database of court decisions, regulations, and news published by Mead
Data Central. Once information is downloaded, lawyers at the Minneapolis-based utility perform searches using Digital Librarian.
This is a big jump from what David Beckman has to do - read Iowa
State Supreme Court decisions off CD-ROMs - but a more powerful front
end to Lexis is currently available. Inherent's shrinkwrapped Lenex product offers multilevel security, automatic phone updates, NeXTSTEP system
capabilities such as color support and drag and drop, and modem administration, according to the company. Inherent plans interfaces for WestLaw
and Dialog, competitors to Lexis.
NeXTSTEP technology has also made inroads into larger legal net-

works. The American Bar Association now sports a growing UNIX newsgroup in its technology subsection. A N eXTSTEP-specmc legal news group,
called JuriNUG, has been on-line since December and counts several dozen
professionals and academics among it's subscribers. And in addition to
being tapped by the Florida Bar Association, N eXTSTEP is under consideration by two other states' bar associations.
.
Accessing information databases and coordinating documents at trial
give lawyers advantages.but not the power tools they really need. According to David Warner, professor at the Pettit College of Law at Ohio Northern University, "We need to turn the computer into an extension of what
we see now as computers presenting information in the courtroom."
Attempts to fill this void under NeXTSTEP have fostered the first
legal client-server database applications to help firms keep track of filing
deadlines, docketing, scheduling, and time and billing. "The time and
billing function is so critical for our survival that we won't experiment. It
has to be solid," says MJMS partner Micah Stolowitz.
Integrity Solutions is finishing up a case-management system, according to company President Dan McCreary, that uses a Sybase database and
integrates Integrity's own FrontDesk messaging system. The firm already
has experience providing custom solutions for USWest's corporate legal
office in Denver. Intelidoc, a docketing application from Inherent Technologies, will employ relational-technology tools from Para base Sofrware's
Para-base product. It will also drive Sarrus Sofrware's Pencil Me In and tie
together all messaging and calendaring functions. Vermont-based Labyrinth
Systems is currently developing a docketing system for Reed, Smith.
The real test of NeXTSTEP's development capabilities, though, will
come in the area of document assembly, which has to mirror so closely a
working lawyer's reasoning process. "Document-assembly tools are lacking under NeXTSTEP," says Robert Hartley, a partner at Martin, Wade,
Hartely, and Hollingsworth, in Indianapolis. In drawing up a will, for
example, a lawyer might have to establish different types of accounts or
trust funds for various forms of stock. As the lawyer chooses one type of
account or stock, the sofrware should enable him to automatically assemble sections of the will relevant to those choices.
Hartley argues that with these applications, all the legal expertise in a
document could be "built in." Both Integrity Solutions and Inherent Technologies plan to release object kits based on their legal-sofrware development. Still, Professor Warner warns that "we can emulate legal reasoning,
but I doubt we will actually fully achieve it. To learn things about problem
solving from the attempt, though, is realistic."

~

~

~

FINAL ARGUMENTS
Robert Hartley's vision may signal a genuine understanding of NeXTSTEP's capabilities. Surely, lawyers use NeXTSTEP more fully than professionals in other fIelds - affording NeXT and third-party developers the
almost limitless opportunity to provide ground-breaking tools. But this
could prove a daunting task: As lawyers continue to move slowly through
the evidence of different sofrware offerings, developers will lack the incentive to bring products to a market that is only slowly emerging.
For NeXTSTEP sofrware developers who have begun to understand
the needs behind legal reasoning, though, enthusiasm currently breeds success - steady success that avoids the booms and busts seen in development for other vertical markets. Referring to the eventual use of NeXTSTEP applications in courtrooms for document display and crime and accident re-enactments, Sam Van Vactor explains that "lawyers know that if
one side uses NeXTSTEP technology and wins a case, the other side will use
it the next time. You just have to take one case at a time." •
B ERG SON is associate editor ofNeXTWORLD. He can be
reached at birdsong@nextworld.com.
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o EVE LOP E R
here's not much advantage to object-oriented programming if
everybody has to recreate the same objects - yet that's just what
most NeXTSTEP developers have been forced to do for registration and licensing their software.
Copy protection is one of the oldest bugaboos of the software industry. Make your programs too easy to steal, and users will do just that:
Look at what happened to Lotus Improv. On the other hand, make your
program difficult to install, make it require a special key disk, or customize
it so that it only runs on a particular CPU, and you'll anger customers.
Copy protection is largely a thing of the past in the PC world. Most PC
software these days isn't protected, it's per.
sonalized: You can make as many copies of a
program as you want, but they all have your
name on them. Only a few high-end software
packages still require dongles - little boxes
that clamp onto a computer's printer port to be in place for the software to run.
In the NeXT world, developers adopted
a different strategy. Most NeXTSTEP software runs in demo mode until it is registered.
As a demo, the program might do everything
except save files, or not operate with databases
that contain more than 25 records. But call
up the developers, give them your credit-card number and type in a key,
and your program will become enabled with all of its features.
Demo mode is a powerful idea. It lets NeXTSTEP developers put full
copies of their programs on low-cost CD-ROM samplers or make them available for free over the Internet via anonymous ftp. Users can try before they
buy and have instant availability upon purchase. Demo mode all but eliminates the cost of distributing updates. The demo-mode idea may be one of the
great unrealized advantages of NeXTSTEP for third-party developers. Not
surprisingly, neither the DOS nor the Macintosh worlds have anything like it.

CAM P

What's missing is consistency. Nearly every major NeXTSTEP developer has also developed its own software-licensing system. That's because
NeXTSTEP has no built-in system for software licensing.
To write their own licensing systems, every NeXTSTEP developer must
become an expert in encryption, copy protection, and networking. They
have to spend time designing systems that work well for single users,
small networks, and large organizations. They have to think of all the ways
that something could go wrong. More than half the problems that I've seen
trying to get third-party programs to work on NeXT machines have to do
with the intricacies of registration coding.
In an attempt last year to solve this
problem, I wrote my own licensing system
and made it available on the Internet. I
withdrew the package two weeks later after
being inundated by telephone calls for technical support. It was the wrong solution:
This is a job for NeXT.
NeXT could solve the licensing problem once and for all by developing its own
application-licensing system, making the
objects available to developers free of charge,
and then bundling the manager into NeXTSTEP 4.0. Using public-key cryptography,
NeXT could virtually assure that one company couldn't issue keys for
another's software and eliminate the chance of piracy by some smart college
student with a disassembler. By integrating the floating license manager
with the NetInfo server, NeXT can make the system work equally well in
networks of five machines or 5000.
After all, isn't that the point of an object-oriented operating system? •
S I M SON L. GAR FIN K E L, NeXIWORLD senior technology editor, is coauthor of NeXTSTEP Programming (Springer-Verlag, 1992).
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Coming soon ...

• PYRAMID
• DEC
... and more.
Custom versions also available.
Use NeXTSTEP 3.0 tools to
manage your entire network.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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Xedoc Software Development Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 293 Albert Park 3206 Vic., Australia
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Make Sure Your Next Step is Secure

• Fast, easy to use interface
• Full or incremental backups
• Unattended scheduled backups
• Backup of remote NFS
mounted file systems
• On-line catalogs
• Unlimited patImarne length
• NeXTstep 2.x and 3.x
Stop Hanging Around Waiting for Backups compatiole
• Four cube rating by
Minimize downtime. Restoring files is
NeXTWORLD Magazine
faster, because SafetyNet always knows
For more information contact:
where files are on backup media. Doing
the same backup often? Create a backup
~/
profile in Safet),N et and launch it anytime
you want, or sched ule it for later,
unattended, execution.

SafetyNet™is the powerful backup and
archiving application for computers
running the advanced NeXTSTEP"
operating system. File selection is as easy
as drag and drop. And, SafetyNet
supports OAT, 8rnrn, Cartridge Tape, and
On-line Disk devices.
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here was NeXT? Here were six of the major players in the
UNIX marketplace joining together in an initiative to put a
common interface across UNIX platforms, along with some
commonality in graphics, multimedia, object technology,
and system administration. But NeXT was nowhere to be seen at the March
announcement of the Common apen Software Environment (CaSE).
On first glance, it appeared to be a monumental missed oppornmity.
\VtthHewlett-Packard, Sun, and Novell, among others, joined in this alliance,
what would that mean for NeXT's chances to form individual partnerships with these companies?
Answer: very little. For now, CaSE is only a
framework for a unified solution, not a finished
spec. With the right deals and partnerships, there
is also no reason that NeXT technology cannot
be incorporated later under the CaSE umbrella.
To playa role today, NeXT would have to be
ready to break up NeXTSTEP into its component
parts. CaSE is certainly not going to endorse
NeXT5TEP in toto, but it might well be interested
in various pieces of it. But having just undergone
amassive change by eliminating its hardware, NeXT
was not yet prepared to break up its software.
I believe that NeXT has to do just that, and that it will soon come to
that conclusion. Most potential customers don't care about NeXTSTEP
the complete operating system. They care about NeXTSTEP the user interface; NeXTSTEP the development environment; NeXTSTEP the sysadmin
solution. The kernel, Mach, has become an irrelevant advantage as it gains
wider acceptance in other operating environments. And the power of
machines has made the cleverness of kernels much less an issue.
50 instead of turning NeXTSTEP into an operating system that runs
on many hardware platforms, NeXT must go beyond that and become an

environment that runs on top of many operating systems. To make that
happen, it needs alliances.
The CaSE partners also have a lot to gain by incorporating pieces of
NeXTSTEP. The alliance is moving towards a unified solution based on
Motif, an old war-horse that has been yawned off by business users. Portions of NeXTSTEP could make UNIX easier to sell to Corporate America.
How could the process play out so that NeXTSTEP gets the chance?
NeXT must form a strategic alliance with the one caSE partner .that
really matters, Novell.
NeXT and Novell are natural partners .
Novell owns UNIX and has the muscle to market in Microsoft's face. NeXT has the user interface and development environment.
Melded togetheJ; Novell's kernel and NeXT's
environment and object technology would present a real alternative to Windows NT. Without the need to pay UNIX licensing fees to
Novell, this new form of NeXTSTEP could be
priced very aggressively. Novell would then be
able to include some of NeXT's technology in
the CaSE solution. For the first time, NeXT
would have an important role to play in the
battle for corporate computing standards.
For this to happen; NeXT must conclude its transition from hardware
to software and begin a second transformation by unbundling the NeXTSTEP environment from the operating system. This is laden with financial
and psychological implications, but I believe NeXT will make it work.
It doesn't matter that NeXT wasn't there at the announcement of
caSE. What matters is whether it will be there at the finish line. •
DAN
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bjects are the key to
developing applications
that run under NeXTSTEP. NeXT's own Application Kit is a collection of more than 100 objects specifically designed for writing programs
with graphical user interfaces; the
AppKit is the main reason that it is
SO much faster to develop programs
for NeXTSTEP than for systems
such as Microsoft Windows or X
Wmdows. The AppKit provides window, text-editor, and button objects,
and since they're all written in Objective-C, they can be modified or enhanced by subclassing.
Most NeXTSTEP developers
divide their days between developing new objects, writing them up
with InterfaceBuilder, and testing
their code with the debugger. Using
objects in the AppKit short-circuits
the process, since they are already
designed, written, and debugged.
Buying objects from third-party
vendors is a way to speed the
development process even further.
That's because there are many fealUres that NeXTSTEP either lacks
or has only partially developed.
OBJEcr IJNGO
Emphasis on NeXTSTEP's customprogramming cap abilities has
brought the entire lingo of object-<lriented programming into general use.
An object is a piece of a program that can 'store information, dislay itself on the computer's screen,
'and exchange messages with
oth-er objects.
A palette is a collection of
~ that can be loaded into the
'NexrSTEP Interfaceauilder program.
:Copies of the objects can then 'be
dragged offthe palette and into a
'program under development.
- A kit is a collectiqn of objects
are logically grouped,together,
as NeXTSTEP's DBKit, for accesdatabases, or the 3DKit, for deve~
jlping computer animations.
Although having objeGts on a
,tte can tnake them easier to use,
is more important to the develr that objects be reliatile~ wel~oc
nted, arid reasonably efficient.

Over the past few years, dozens of
independent software vendors have
taken aim at these holes and introduced their own objects for sale.
For the programmer, there is
little difference between a thirdparty object and one provided by
NeXT. Many third-party objects
come on palettes that can be loaded
into InterfaceBuilder and used just
like NeXT's own switches and buttons. The better objects come with
sample programs and documentation ready to load into Digital
Librarian, just like those provided
by NeXT.
Third-party objects require a
little more thought for the legal department: Different objects are sold
under different license agreements.
Commercial third-party objects
have to do more than simply work:
They need to be tested in a wide
variety of circumstances, have provisions that allow use in ways lmanticipated by the developer, have
technical support available, and
be well documented.
In the past year, several companies have emerged as active players
in the ObjectWare field. In this article, we review the offerings from
two of the leaders, Objective Technologies and RDR. We also look
at the object offerings from two
smaller companies, which we feel
are representative of a larger
group: one- or two-person shops
selling unique objects to a small
customer base.
We evaluated third-party objects using four criteria: scope and
usefulness, documentation, technical support provided by the company, and price.

Follow the leader
Objective Technologies (OTI) has
been selling objects to NeXT's customers longer than anyone else in
the business. The company's palettes are collections of objects that
OTI created specifically to help its
customers write mission-critical
custom applications.

Clockwise from top left: Hot Technologies' bar
codes can be used by other NeXT programs;
single window mixes browser objects from
OTChooser and RDRSelector; the RDR Palettes
panel is a menu of shapes for your program;
each object provides inspector panels that load

automatically into InterfaceBuilder.

OTI's palettes come with a surprising amount of high-quality online documentation, including class
descriptions that are formatted to
look just like those provided by
NeXT, tutorials, and numerous example programs.
ChooserPalette is a simple tool
for building selection lists (similar
to the list that NeXT's Mail application uses to display the contents
of your mailbox). It contains one
object - OTChooser - that displays
selectable cells with attractive borders and icons. It can also display a
title and the tag of each cell, and let
you reorder the cells in the matrix
by Control-clicking the entries.
OTChooser is remarkably similar to NeXT's developer example
ScrollDoodScroll, which is included
for free with the NeXTSTEP Developer's Edition. We didn't find OTChooser very compelling.
SmartfieldPalette is a NeXTSTEP TextField on steroids. The
palette provides a powerful solution
to the age-old problem of verifying
user input in forms-driven applications. You can program a field
with Smartfield to accept only
numbers, letters, dates, or whatever.
You can restrict input to a certain
range of values, have the field automatically convert lowercase input
to uppercase or vice versa, and validate the user's input in a dizzying

number of different ways. If the
user's input is invalid, you can program the field to flash, playa sOlmd,
or display a pop-up window. If you
don't like the field's behavior, you
can change it by subclassing OTI's
OTParser class or by creating your
own parser delegate. Indeed, there
is so much power in OTI's Smartfield that it requires 11 different
attributes inspectors to manipulate
all of its internal states.
We like SmartfieldPalette a
lot: It gives the developer a powerful and flexible way for adding data
validation to a program without
having to write a line of code.
GraphPalette is a powerful collection of objects for graphing almost any kind of data. Without having to write a single line of code, you
can build an application to graph,
for example, the price of two stocks
over a six-month period. GraphPalette automatically scales itself,
draws labels and axes, and attractively displays your data as a bar,
grid, high-low, line, or scatter plot.
Special methods exist for displaying
information from real-time data feeds.
Having spent days writing my
own graphing routines, I was impressed by the quality and range of
graphs. The inclusion of 3-D and
pie-chart graph types would make
this a perfect palette.
We were impressed by OTI's
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high level af technical suppart far
its praducts, and all af its palettes
installed perfectly. The abjects all
cantain co. de far OTI's flaating
license manager, althaugh the cade
runs anly when the abjects are run
from within InterfaceBuilder. There
are no. run-time fees far either custam applicatians ar bundling OTI's
abjects into. a cammercial praduct.
In many ways, OTI has set the
standard far third-party abjects.

VISUal objects
RDR is the ather leader in the NeXTSTEP abject warld. Unlike OTI,
RDR's abject afferings were nat the
autgrowth af cansulting but were
designed fram the graund up as palettes-far-sale.
In general, RDR's abjects are
less ambitiaus than OTI's. Instead
af affering fundamentally new
functianality, they provide the develaper with simple taals far sprucing
up NeXTSTEP interfaces. While
these might be time-savers, nane
af these abjects encampasses functians that any campetent programmer cauldn't write.
RDRGadgets is a palette af lines,
squares, and ellipses far making
yaur user interface mare visually
interesting. Other than displaying
themselves, they serve no. useful purpase in yaur applicatian. Yau can
change the gadgets' ratatian, line
width, calar, ar shading, either with
the Gadgets Inspectar ar pragrammatically. RDRGadgets is a little like
having a drawing pragrambuilt into.
InterfaceBuildet:
RDRlmageView is an abject
that displays an EPS ar TIFF file in
a rectangle an the screen. Unlike
NeXTSTEP's DBImageView, RDRImageView allaws yau to. set an
image to. be displayed fram within
InterfaceBuilder, change the scaling,
and resize the image to. its natural
prapartians.
RDRImageView wauld be mare
interesting if it affered mare than
three simple ways (copy, SOVER,
and dissalve) to. change from ane
image to. anather. As things stand,
the real purpase af RDRImageView,
like RDRGadgets, appears to. be aesthetic rather than functianal.
RDRSelectar is similar to. OTI's
OTChaaser but affers a few mare
features and laaks better an-screen.
RDRSelectar allaws the develaper
to. laad strings directly from Inter-

faceBuilder, change the alignment
and placement af the title, and specify whether users can mave cells
with a click, Cantral-click, ar ather
cambinatian af madifiers.
We think that RDRSelectar's
cantrol aver title placement, superior facilities far laading af data,
and richer set af methads make it
a clear favarite.
RDR's installatian procedures
need same wark. By default, the
RDR abjects install themselves in
ILocalLibrary rather than in 1LocalLibrarylPaletteslRDR ar samething
similarly lagical. We liked the fact
that the palettes cantained no. licensing cade: RD R relies instead an
the hanar af its develapers to. purchase a capy af the palettes far every
twa programmers hired. There are
no run-time fees.
Like OTl's, RDR's abjects
came with gaod dacumentation
and serviceable example programs.
RDR's technical suppart is gaod, althaugh its suppart engineers were
nat as readily available as OTI's.
Special purpose

Besides dedicated ObjectWare campanies, NeXTSTEP abjects are also.
affered by companies and individuals selling ane-af-a-kind abjects to.
develapers who. have specific needs.
The twa abjects reviewed belaw
are representative af many specialpurpose objects. Like custom-written applicatians as appased to
shrinkwrapped software, they are a
little raugh around the edges, do.
not have professional packaging,
and have minimal documentation.
BarCodeKit is a library of NeXT-

ObjedW.n
CbooserhIette 3.0
GraphhIette 3.0

SmartlieldPalette 3.8
RDRGadgets 1.2
ImRImageView 1.2

RDRSeIec:tor 1.2

RDRSwItchVlew 1.2
BaICodeICIt 1

PhoneTones 1.1

STEP View subclasses for generating bar codes. Using this kit, you
can have your application program
generate more than 30 different
kinds of bar cades - anything from
POSTNET and FIM codes for envelopes to ISBN bar codes for
books and UPC codes for small
packages sold in grocery stores.
Developers who need to generate bar cades will find it much
cheaper to purchase BarCodeKit
rather than develop their own
equivalent.
We had minor installation
problems with BarCodeKit that
Hot Technologies claims to have
now fixed. Compared with bath
OTI and RDR, Hot Technologies'
documentation was minimal. The
objects weren't on a palette and
didn't respond to NeXTSTEP's
action:sender messages. But all of
these are minor criticisms. If you
need bar codes, it's easier to buy
these objects than to write and
debug your own.
Hot Technologies was the only
campany in this review that had
special licensing arrangements
for commercial use of its objects. If
you want to put a bar code into an
application for resale, Hot Technologies will charge you $5000 up
front, plus a small percentage for
each application program shipped.
I believe that licensing arrangements such as these greatly limit
the use of objects by third-party developers and diminish the promise
of objects as a whole.
PhoneTones is a NeXTSTEP
class from KCW Consulting that
generates DTMF touch tones when

••
••••
••••
•••
•••
••••
•••

•••

$249

you press the keypad.
lets yau dial a telephone by
the receiver up to your NeXT
Pixel Display. Under NeXTSTEP
for Intel, you will need a highquality saund board and cnp,, ~. . .It;for PhoneTones to work.
Like many objects in NeXT!
original ObjectWare catalog,
Tones is saId on an as-is basis, will
no pretext af suppart ar upgra~
Since PhoneTones comes witb
source, and it works, I found
by
didn't need anything in the way
technical support to integrate "
with my own applications.
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Pagfls is a new itka in docum.ent creation
that frees users from the details of page
layqut by putting the expertise of professional designers Into-software. Excellent
for creating a coherent look. am}. feel for
a company's documents. Ma y be too
restrictive for some users.
$795 includes four bundled design
models; additional design O1odels priced
between $100 and $300 each
$995 Designer Toolkit.
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esktop publishing has
proven to be a liberating tool for professional
designers. For business
users, however, increasingly complicated DTP software
has meant wasting time with a
dizzying set of formatting options,
fbnt choices, and color-separation
capabilities they know little about.
Pages Software has come up
with a solution called Pages, which
takes a new approach to page layout by embedding the expertise of
professional designers into DTP
software. By separating form from
content and limiting the number
of decisions that must be made by
the user, Pages hopes to bring the
ability to create great-looking documents within the reach of the average office worker.
While traditional page-layout
software like PageMaker makes
page layout accessible by employing
the metaphors familiar to professional designers, Pages abandons
those metaphors entirely in favor of

Pages

its own iconic approach. Pages' document architecture breaks a document down into its components,
describing such elements as titles,
body text, graphics, fonts, columns,
and headers and footers. By grouping these elements under various
palettes, the program offers a logical way to think about the overall
composition of a page. Each element is assigned one or more styles,
all of which are designed to work in
harmony.
Design-model styles are contained in design models along with
rules for placing elements. With 23
different elements and an almost
unlimited number of styles for each
element, a single design model can
provide hundreds of variations on
a common theme.
Pages ships with four design
models, and additional styles are expected to be sold by Pages Software
and third parties, much as fonts are
today. Besides providing an additional revenue stream for the company, these aftermarket design mod-

Executive Summary
i::r;::~~t=;:.~
::c 11#~tUiooNb,,,,,,,, ...

Pages Software, 9755 Clairemont Mesa
Blvd., San Diego, CA 92124.
619/492:-9050; 619/492-912 4 fax;
or e-mail: info@Pages.com.

els will allow the program to be customized for vertical markets such as
legal, medical, and financial.
The starter set includes Victory,
for general business communications; April, for a high-style look;
Victory Presents, for making slides
and overheads that complement the
look of Victory; and Writer, for
basic word processing. Developing
your own or modifying the existing
design models requires an additional program called the Designer
Toolkit.
Behind each design model are
underlying constraints that prevent
you from making a design faux pas
but allow enough control so you
aren't held hostage by the software.
Instead of presenting you with a
confusing number of features, Pages
uses its built-in intelligence to provide only the options that are appropriate in a given context. At
minimum, you can just rely on the
default styles provided for each element and be assured of a properly
designed page, useful if your plane
is leaving in an hour and you need
to finish a 2S-page sales report,
complete with multiple columns,
charts, and captioned graphics .
Pages is aimed toward the novice - but if this was all it could do,
only robots would use the program.
With the tailoring option, you
can adjust certain elements, creating styles of your own. These styles
remain independent of the design
model but can form the basis for
templates that can be applied to
other documents. Since tailoring
lets users make changes that fall
outside of a design model's rule
base, it can defeat Pages' stated purpose. For corporate sites that need
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freeware and shareware
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new edition contains over
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NEW CO:! Klip It is a highquality clip-art collection of
nearly 400EPS and, TIFF
images on CD spanning a
broad range of topics. Klip It
really puts the "art~' back
into "clip-aft" .!
Availa'ble from your dealer
or NeXTConnection.
. Suggested retail $99 each
. BGCO upgrade only $39
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Big Gm n CD is . ,tradtcilark of Skyl •• Pr~. KlTp, II rs til tradomark of Ad. mltion. I~c. NexT Is a trademark orNoXT, Inc.
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222.

if, Pages Software will provide versions of the software with the tailoring option permanently disabled.
The intelligence built into the
software extends far beyond a few
basic do's and don'ts. An underlying object-oriented document archilecture makes it possible for elements to carry with them a sense of
how they fit into the overall structure of a document. Elements can
modify themselves by, for example,
snapping to a grid to ensure their
proper placement in the document.
Even more impressive is the
ability to convert documents from
one type of layout to another withouttbe need for manual reformatting. It's possible to flip through
design models on the fly, while
Pages automatically maps elements
in one style to their closest equivalents in another.

What's a beta review?

products as they shiP. Beta ratings do
~ (speed)

of a produc:t. The maxi-

set and intelface, at least: of four-

quaily and has hit a ceiling due to our
to judge the overan quaHty of the fin-

(303) 449-2876.

A new vision
Pages has maximized the
potential of the graphical
user interface in a way that
hasn't been seen in a publishing program before. Other programs let you drag
and drop graphics and text
files into place, but Pages
is the first layout program that lets you drop such
items as headlines, page numbers, rules, borders, bullets, drop caps, and pull
quotes directly into the layout. You can finish an entire layout without ever seeing a menu. The idea of
dragging and dropping has
been improved in less obvious ways as well. For example, any text can be promoted to headline status
simply by selecting it and dropping
a headline icon into place.
The visual orientation extends
to the inspectors, which display representative thumbnails of the various styles. Pages can reformat an
entire document with a single click.
The Document Manager provides a hierarchical overview, similar to the workspace File Viewer, of
every Pages document. From here,
you can easily create new documents and add new sections, stories,
and style sheets to existing ones. It
also provides a Recycler for disposing of unwanted items. Everything,
including style sheets, is displayed
graphically, so you can quickly see
what choices are available in a given
design model.
Pages' concept is not completely original. Style sheets and
templates have been a standard
part of word-processing and desktop-publishing packages for some
time now. Pages has simply taken
the idea to its logical conclusion.
Typing into a FrameMaker template, for example, bears a superficial resemblance to working in
Pages, but you can easily subvert
the intent of the templates' original designer by choosing a different font. Pages makes it impossible
to make a wrong choice.
The devil you know
This isn't the first time a NeXTSTEP
program has attempted a paradigm
shift. Lotus Improv claimed similar
gains in ease of use and productiv-

ity, but after years of becoming
used to cryptic cell addresses and
obtuse formulas, users cried out for
the traditional spreadsheet format
of 1-2-3. For the experienced user,
Pages is actually counterintuitive. If
you plan on using it as your word
processor, an idea that is encouraged by the inclusion of the Writer
design model, you'll need to unlearn
what you already know about formatting a document: The usual rulers, font panels, and page guides
are completely missing from the program.
Also, unlike other word processors, any changes are made globally
unless a special paragraphs option
is used. For the intermediate user,
there is the danger of being hemmed
in by the rules of a design model on
one end and the complex task of creating a new model on the other. For
example, only fonts approved in the
design model may be used in the
document, since the program does
not allow access to the standard
NeXT font panel.
These concerns aside, Pages is
a welcome addition to the platform.
Compared with FrameMaker, a
specialized tool for technical publishers, and PasteUp, a more traditional tool for designers, the Pages
system represents a breakthrough
in document processing that should
appeal to users at all levels.
Besides relying on the program's built-in intelligence to help
them create professional-looking
pages, newcomers can use the program's Resident Expert feature,
which provides information about
using different design models. Professional designers will appreciate
the opportunity to immortalize
their designs in software. And most
everyone else will spend more time
on the beach and less time tinkering
with their documents . •
LEE SHE R MAN is a NeXTWORLD contributing editor.

Marble Software Products
1641 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95112 USA
408-436-7299·436-7147 (fax)
-designertabe/s-info@marble.com
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3-D All Around
Three modelers add dimension to the
NeXTSTEP graphics environment
by

I I

DAVE

JACOBS

f you are a graphic artist,
designer, multimedia producer, or engineer, or just
interested in proof-of-concept visualizations, 3-D
modeling and rendering software is
an especially important category to
look at today. The new 3-D programs invite artists to construct and not merely represent - form,
space, and texture, giving users and
viewers a new perspective about the
physical world in which we live.
They also provide the creative opportunity to consider compositions
from multiple points of view.
While 3-D tools have been
available on other desktop platforms for several years, there is now
an explosion of NeXTSTEP 3-D
software taking place - the result
of the Pixar RenderMan support
and 3DKit development environment built into the as. Developers
can count on this support without
having to build its cost into their
product.
In this review, we take a look
at three new 3-D modeling products: solidThinking by Gestel Italia,
Frontface from nPoint, and a new
version of 3D Reality by Stone
Design. Frontface and solidThinking are high-end modelers for the
serious graphics artist, while 3D
Reality is for less demanding tasks
and is priced accordingly. Two
other new products still in development are Perspective from Appsoft and Intuitive'3D by Cub'x
Systemes.
All the modelers reviewed take
a different approach to creating
shapes and rendering objects. Each
includes a rich set of tools to create
3-D models - starting with lots of
geometric primitives with quadrics
(spheres, cylinders, etc.); bilinear
and bicubic parametric surfaces
(Bezier, B-spline, etc.); and NURBs
(Not Uniform Rational B-splines).
Fortunately, you don't have to
know what these model types are

to create and modify 3-D images
using any of these products. Because
they take advantage of the familiar
NeXTSTEP environment, gaining
efficiency with the products is generally intuitive.
Of course, now that NeXTSTEP
is moving to '486-based Intel hardware, these products must measure
up to standards already developed
on the PC, Macintosh, and Sun platforms. As a group, the NeXTSTEP
products are immature compared
with leading 3-D modelers and renderers on other platforms. Nevertheless, they represent a compelling
new software genre for NeXTSTEP
users, and as they mature they may
prove strong enough to attract 3-D
artists from other platforms. And
because 3-D is most often used as a
component of larger projects, such
as animations or presentation,
NeXTSTEP's ability to work seamlessly with other applications is a big
win overall.
(

"\

Frontface
In August of 1991, before RenderMan or the 3DKit were even announced, nPoint, in Niles, Illinois,
started developing Frontface. Frontface lets you create superb 3-D graph-

Frontface

(beta)

A high-end modeler with excellent sup-

port for imported RIB files. Suffers from
some interface weaktlesses.
$995

nPoint, 8026 N. Washington,
Niles, IL 60714. 708-825-7278;
or e-mail: info@nPOINT.com.

ics through the use of intuitive illustration tools, which create 2-D
shapes and extrude them out to
three dimensions. Frontface was
developed for the illustrator who is
new to 3-D drawing. It incorporates the conventional desktop-illus-

tration tools and userinte r face par adigms
found in Adobe Illustrator and Aldus Freehand, allowing users to
easily make the transition to creating 3-D
objects.
Frontface uses a
variety of complex geometric shapes that work
together. You can create
a sphere, and convert
and modify its profile Using Frontface involves juggling multiple windows, but eadI
into another shape. Then provides a wealth of control.
you can go back to the
ways and then added
original geometry and tuck and pull four viewpoints: three orthogon~
at any point to create irregularly
(top, front, and side) and one per'
shaped objects.
spective (camera view) . From
to create new primitives v
When creating complex models within these viewpoints, you can
" ,Ll4 ' U V '
.
process betweer
and applying rendering effects,
choose between wire-frame, flat·
primitives. You begin
though, users may experience frusshading, and gourand-shading .tJpJPJrt lnl !7 a starting and an e
tration trying to manage the clut. You then set the (
play - all of which can be con·
tered views and inspectors needed trolled by your mouse. The
morphing and obtain a r
to work the software. We looked
interface lays out all the tools and
from the software inter
at a beta version of Frontface and
between the two.
functions within easy access,
were unable to judge the perforing the work area clean and
The Profiler panel is one ·
mance, stability, or documentation
To create a model, you
~~~.rogram~ most powerful too]
of the product.
with the Primitive panel, which
a complete planar edito
Advanced users may want to
allows you to work on a series of
you to create compl(
import RIB files, which can then be simple objects - plane, cube, disk.
or lathed objects starti
manipulated and edited from every
sphere, cone, cylinder,
a 2-D profile. You can
vertex from within Frontface. This
paraboloid, and torus. These
or twist, scale, and stre
feature goes beyond other NeXTSTEP to-use primitives can be
so that it is extremely
3-D products, which
shells, springs, or ,
allow you only to repoexample. The planar edi
sition objects or edit colout simply, with the 3-D
ors and shaders on
display on the right 0
imported RIB files.
the bidimensional e,
To preview your
on the left, and the cont
model after you've apon the bottom.
plied color and shaders,
The program has an eas)
Frontface has a Render
shader builder that lets y<
to Window option that
complex customized sh~
gives you quick feedback.
being familiar with t
You can continua lly
of RenderMan. It autc
modify your shaders, colgenerates and compil
ors, and lighting until
with a high-quality pI
you achieve exactly the
, solidThinking pro
look you're going for.
hat greater depth of
When it ships, Frontface
ality than Frontface, t
should be one of the premiere 3-D
cost to the steeper lea
modeling and rendering products
The documentation eJ
available under NeXTSTEP.
points and gets yo
A high-end set of 3-D modules
spots. It was irnpossib
great
depth
of
features
and
solidThinking
interface. Advaneed features
technical support b(
This advanced 3-D modeling envisteep learning curve.
Systems Internation
ronment from Gestel Italia allows
$1400
putting u.s. distribution
you to create high-quality, photorealistic images. The heart of the
program is the Modeler, which was
designed for a user with no previous knowledge of 3-D production.
The main panel has the standard
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~ultiple

windows, but each

nts: three orthogonal
nd side} and one permera view}. From
viewpoints, you can
een wire-frame, flatI gourand-shading dis: which can be conur mouse. The Modeler
; out all the tools and
thin easy access, keep: area clean and usable.
te a model, you begin
mitive panel, which
o work on a series of
ts - plane, cube, disk,
, cylinder, hyperboloid
and torus. These ready·
tives can be modified in

Jvantage of the desktop, while

I control.

king 1.033
~
t of 3-D modules with a
features and good Ilser
'anced features result in a
~ curve.
.S. verso Verona 279,
r..za. 39/444/34.07.70; qr
'{intelit.next.it. In the Un'
'9-6223, 800/452-7608;
@alembic.com.

NeXT platform. We
16 fully editable objects. If you're
previously reviewed an
not a programmer and have no
earlier version of this
desire to do scripting, you can still
product (see "Percepadd to your library of shapes by
tion and Reality," NeXT- adding models you create to the
WORLD, February/
Clip Art Library for reuse in any
M arch) and were quite
3D Reality document.
critical- but 3D RealThe Shapes Library includes
ity took those hard
a surface-revolution editor for creknocks because it is the ating lathed objects (2-D images
first on the market. On rotated around a defined axis) and
the other hand, being
an extrusion editor (which extends
fi r st gives you the
a 2-D object into 3-D space). A
3D Rearlty's simple interface lends itself to quick projects by
opportunity to learn
built-in text ex truder easily creIIiIg the drag·and-drop metaphor.
from your mistakes
ates 3-D text effects from any font
and refine and improve included in your system.
I'llrious ways and then added to the on the original product. There's a
Version 1.2 has more than 20
common convention in the comnew features and numerous bug
main scene.
puter industry that 1.0 versions
fixes that make 3D Reality a very
A ffi'orphing capability allows
aren ' t actually finished and
usable product for a quick 3-D
l'OU to create new primitives via a
logo production or visualization.
shouldn't be considered sta ble
metamorphic process between two
until the next version. The curbasic primitives. You begin by
Our evaluation of this product has
gone up since the original review.
selecting a starting and an ending rent shipping version, 1.2, overprimitive. You then set the degree came a lot of the crash-and-hang
bugs that were irritating in the
Conclusion
of morphing and obtain a new
sbape from the software interpolat- first version. And the Lights User To be frank, all of these products
Interface has been given a major
suffered from crashing problems.
mg between the two.
face-lift, making the addition
Since they all behaved about the
The Profiler panel is one of the
and editing of light sources easprogram's most powerful tools. It
same, we think some of this has to
do with the wlderlying NeXTSTEP
has a complete planar editor that ier and more intuitive.
3-D engine. But crashing every
allows you to create complex exonce in a while is common across
truded or lathed objects starting
3D Reality 1.2
all platforms in the highly complex
from a 2-D profile. You can add
3-D work environment.
holes, or twist, scale, and stretch
Despite the stability problems,
models so that it is extremely easy
A strong update of Stone's product,
each of these products contributes
to create shells, springs, or vases,
answering many previOUS criticisms.
value to an integrated NeXTSTEP
for example. The planar editor is
Great for midrange 3-D applications.
graphics environment. Gestel's
laid out simply, with the 3-D pre$495
solidThinking has the most depth
view display on the right of the
Stone Design, 2425 Teodoro N. w.,
but the highest learning curve.
panel, the bidimensional editing
Albuquerque, NM 87107. 505/3454800; 505/345-3424 fax; or e"mail:
Frontface has superior handling of
,;ew on the left, and the controls
info@stone.com.
imported RIB files, a critical feasection on the bottom.
ture. Since cleaning up its earlier
The program has an easy-toshortcomings,
3D Reality is a woruse shader builder that lets you cre3D Reality is a less ambitious
thy competitor, especially for less
ate complex customized shades
complex projects. •
without being familiar with the lan- product than the Gestel and nPoint
products because it is primarily
guage of RenderMan. It automatiD A V E J A COB S is a consultant
designed to create small 3-D treatcally generates and compiles a
on multimedia hardware and softshade with a high-quality preview. ments as part of other projects
ware. He can be reached at bigrather than complex stand-alone
Overall, solidThinking provides
dave@applelink.apple.com.
models.
somewhat greater depth of funcThe Stone product uses a litionality than Frontface, but at
brary metaphor for creating images some cost to the steeper learning
you can check out shapes, clip art,
curve. The documentation explains
shaders, textures, images, and RIB
important points and gets you over
files by dragging and dropping icons
rough spots. It was impossible to
from the libraries into your work
measure technical support because
area. Objects in the work area can
Alembic Systems International was
be fine-tuned with corresponding
just putting U.S. distribution into
inspectors that allow you to change
place at press time.
detailed aspects of objects, like their
shape, camera angle, shaders, and
3D Reality
lighting effects.
Stone Design'S 3D Reality was the
The Shapes Library ships with
first 3-D modeler available for the

•••

marble
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Marble Software Products
1641 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95112 USA

408-436-7299 • 436-7147 (fax)

teleconnect-info@mBrble.com
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Appsoft improves on the Photoshop
standard for NeXT image processing
by

TONY

BOVE

and

CHERYL

ith the advantages of
Display PostScript
and fast throughput,
the NeXT machine
has always seemed
perfect for image processing, but
applications have been nonexistent
until now. Finally, Appsoft Image
($995) is available to make NeXTSTEP a viable system for image
processing, while also providing
excellent tools for painting, airbrushing, and adding PostScript
shapes to images.
Although image-processing
users don't typically exhibit platform loyalty, the Mac is still the
most popular box due to the enormous success of Adobe Photoshop.
Any vendor releasing an image-processing program on any platform
must contend with Photoshop as a
competitor.
Fortunately for NeXTSTEP
users, Appsoft Image provides nearly
all the features of Photoshop, along
with additional features, such as
drawing tools, to make it especially
attractive to designers and illustrators who do both types of jobs. With
the capability to copy and paste EPS
graphics, you can composite highresolution graphics with a scanned
or painted image, employing antialiasing to smooth the edges.
Image on a NeXTstation Turbo
Color redraws the screen much faster than Photoshop on a Mac Quadra
950, so you can actually drag the
image around the screen while viewing it (rather than dragging an out-

l!lJ

Image 1.01

••••

An excellent initial entry into the imageprocessing field under NeXTSTEP. Surpasses Adobe Photoshop in some ways
but misses a few key features.

$995
Appso{t, 255 Shoreline Ave. #520, Redwood City, CA 94065. 415/802-2900,
800/428-2m.

RHODES

line of the window) . Image manipulation and filtering are also faster
on the NeXT, unless you soup up a
Mac Quadra with a Photoshop-filters accelerator.

Uke Photoshop, only better
The Tools palette offers everything
for viewing, selecting, editing, and
painting an image. Selection
tools, erasers, and shape-painting
and fill tools are grouped together,
so it is easy to find the appropriate
tool. The Tool Preview, which
appears at the bottom of the palette,
is a cool feature that shows the currently selected settings, such as line
width, transfer option, and painting
mode for the selected painting tool.
Image automatically anti-aliases the
characters in the image.
We were quite pleased with the
selection tools and multiple levels of
undo, especially the abilities to create a Bezier selection by drag-selecting with the pen and to soften the
edges of a selection. The Tolerant
Eraser lets you erase similar colors,
based on a tolerance level you select,
and the Revert Eraser restores part
of an image to its latest saved version.
The usual sharpen, blur, smudge, and
crop tools are provided along with
polygon, multigon, and other shapedrawing tools. Even a freehand
shape tool is included, allowing
Image to act like a miniature version
of Virtuoso.
The Colors command lets you
open the standard NeXTSTEP Colors panel to apply colors, giving the
user a wide choice of color models.
The Spectrum model (which lets
you use a TIFF image as a color
palette) is particularly useful if you
are attempting to match colors in
another image.
Transfer options control how
paint is applied - you can paint on
top or behind another image, paint
with a transparent background,
or lighten or darken images while
painting. These options make it

Using a TIFF image as a palette with the Spectrum color model in Appsoft Image, you can"
match the colors. On the right, the image has gone through the pointillize filter. I1be
is of John Paul Bove, age 3.1

quite easy to add shadows and
depth to images.
Special effects
An image-processing program
would not be useful without the
ability to mask areas (to keep them
unaffected by airbrushing, painting,
etc.) and to work in separate channels (one for each channel in the
color model: red, green, blue, and
alpha). The Mask Inspector panel
lets you name and edit masks for
the image, which are defined using
the selection tools. The channel
operations provided in Photoshop,
such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, blending, and differencing,
are also offered in Image, so a
power Photoshop user should feel
right at home.
The program offers 25 built-in
special-effects filters, including motion blur, unsharp mask, pointillize,
swirl, and wave distortion. Filters
can be applied to any channel of an
image, all channels, or to any combination of channels.
Recognizing that image-processing customers may have other computers with scanners or other sources
of image files, Appsoft Image can import and export 14 different imageapplication file formats, including
Photoshop. The program lets you
perform color balancing and adjust
the brightness and contrast, and you
can calibrate your monitor for multiple output devices.
Appsoft has combined an impressive set of preferences for choos-

ing how to approach different
ations, such as handling QO(;UIllI_
specifying color separations, and
selecting printing inks and
settings. It is necessary to be
choose whether or not to
an undo buffer (for unlimited
levels that depend on the
free memory), set the default pixe
depth for documents, and
various color printing and ink
tions, such as undercolor
gray-component replacement, d«
gain, black-ink limit, total-ink
and the percentage of black for
black plate of a color separation.

Overall impressions
Appsoft Image is a trifle
For some reason, after
particularly complex selection
the wand, we could not change
selection, and when we tried to
change selection tools, the
crashed. However, problems
these were few and far betweea
We'd like the program
could acquire Photoshop
ters but are otherwise ir'npressedMi
Image because it provides
the features we expect to find
worthy Photoshop competitot •

are the VU ,OltSl1erl: or
the Bove & Rhodes Inside
on Multimedia and
nologies. They can be
the Internet at t-ana·'CIg'toaa.coq
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Bar None
f better visuals mean
smoother projects, FastTrack Schedule from AEC
Software could rescue
even the roughest jobs.
This charting program shows it like
it is, articulating everything from
lateness to the dependency of one
particular activity on another. The
result is a simple, commonsensical
system that sacrifices features associated with more complicated project managers in the interest of presentation quality and ease of use.
The program, a Gantt chart
scheduler, relies on a grid format,
Appsoft Image, you can easily
IOintillize fifter. (The photograph

I

'approach different opech as handling documents,
color separations, and
rinting inks and halftone
is necessary to be able to
ether or not to maintain
iller (for unlimited undo
depend on the amount of
ry), set the default pixel
documents, and specify
lor printing and ink opas undercolor removal,
onent replacement, dot
:-ink limit, total-ink limit,
rcentage of black for the
: of a color separation.
ressions
nage is a trifle unstable.
:eason, after making a
r complex selection with
we could not change the
and when we tried to
:ction tools, the program
[owever, problems like
few and far between.
ke the program more if it
Ie Photoshop plug-in filotherwise impressed with
use it provides nearly all
s we expect to find in a
,toshop competitOl: •

o V E and

C HER Y L

are the publishers of
. Rhodes Inside Report
!dia and Publishing Tech~ey can be reached on
~ at t-and-c@toad.com.

~ Gan#-chart scheduling program

of organizing pro;ects
progress.

with dates along the top (and botshow dependent
tom, if you like) and activities along relationships
the side. Users create a series of bars
between separate
to indicate the spread between start activities - and
and finish dates.
track delays. If the
You start out by establishing
space between two
scale - hours, days, weeks, months, activities is fixed,
etc. - with the Schedule Format
you connect the
panel and by listing activities in an
.bars by a hard link.
outline-style hierarchy. At the Tool- As time passes and
box, you settle on a drawing tool
the earlier bar
(there are nine) and a bar style. The stretches into the
Activity Bar Setup is for customiz- future, it pushes the
ing bar length, width, color, and
later bar with it.
outline; the same options are avail- Soft links show two FastTrack Schedule shows everything from lateness to tile dependency
able for designing milestones to
activities that are of one activity on another.
mark key dates.
connected in some
Columns (data fields) provide way but can't change each other resources. Also missing are on-line
more detail. Existing column types
assistance and options for fine-tununtil they start to overlap.
display standard chart information
ing the style of scale rows and other
The program's ability to juxsuch as start and finish dates, duratapose scheduled and actual work areas of a chart. But the product
tion, or actual start and actual finmakes up for any shortcomings
is more useful. You can run bars
ish. The data automatically updates or lines alongside an activity to
with simple usability. The accessiyour bars, and vice versa. Each
bility of the various panels is comcompare what staff were supposed
chart can accommodate up to ten
plemented by excellent formatting
to do with what they did. Another
and printing capabilities.
of these columns, and any number tool specifies the percentage of an
of them can be frozen in place so
The instruments for getting
activity that's complete.
your shop in order are all there; just
they don't disappear when you
FastTrack Schedule isn't set up
scroll to the right.
add the people. •
to manage large-scale projects;
Most users will probably take there are no facilities for analyzing
advantage of the Bar Links, which
complex data, such as costs or staff by SALLY CHEW

UG
FREE!
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Rosebase

We are so committed to providing the most reliable
ANSI SQL compatible database engine for
NeXTSTEP;M that if you find an original bug in
Rosebase™ we'll send your money back.
Call for details.

Blue Rose Systems
800-821-ROSE
Email: rosebase@BlueRose.com
Phone: 415-949-2426 Fax: 415-941-7129
Circle 81 on reader service card
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A Better Librarian?
igital Librarian (DL),
included with every
copy of NeXTSTEP,
has long been a jewel
of the as. By enabling
users to search large quantities of
data for selected items, DL is the
key to making your computer files
truly different from a paper filing
system. But DL is limited in significant ways, leaving an opportunity
for a third-party developer to release a commercial alternative with
added features.

[!]I

Vertex Librarian 1.2

•••

Conceptual searching and hypertext
linking are added to standard Digital
Librarian features, but interface flaws
contribute to a less-than-pleasant
experience.

$399
Vertex Software, 115 Evergreen

Height$ Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15229.
412/931-7600.

Vertex Librarian, billed as "the
advanced Digital Librarian for NeXTSTEP," is a substantial accomplishment, but it is not for the average
NeXT user. It provides many features not found in DL, such as conceptual searches, hypertext linking,
and the ability to index data files
stored on CD-ROM. UnfOltunately,
a confusing user interface makes
Vertex Librarian difficult to use.
Unlike DL, you can't just drag
folders to the Shelf and start searching them. Instead, you must first create an Info Base - a list of things to
search - and then drag folders and
files into it. Files are then automatically indexed in the foreground,
blocking all other uses of the program until the indexing is complete.
On the positive side, the program can index any number or
date that it finds in a document;
this lets you construct a search that
will find, for example, all the documents containing a date between
July 3, 1987, and July 4, 1992.

Network Management For Mere Mortals
Networking your NeXT computers
is only the beginning.
NetWatchT• helps you monitor and
control the entire network with an
interface that's intuitive and familiar.
Even if you've never used network
management software before.

And if you are a networking deity,
you'll be happy to know that NetWatch
is SNMP MIB-I and -II compatible and
works with our powerful SNMP agent
software for NeXTSTEP and Sun. Call
310/456-6094 or e-mail Ridgeback
today for a demo disk.

Ridgeback Solutions
the Rtt.'Orking company

23715 W. Malibu Rd., Suite 376. Malibu, CA90265 •FAX: 310/456·9715·E·mail: info@ridgeback.comorzulu!info@uu4.psi.com

You can also manually create
hypertext links between words in
different documents. Since the index
files and links are stored in a special
directory, Vertex Librarian can easily
index data stored on CD-ROMsomething that DL can't do.
By placing your search query
inside curly braces ({ or}) and highlighting a thesaurus or two, you
can perform a conceptual search.
A conceptual search on the word
"geek," for example, might produce files with the words "nerd,"
"freak," or "chicken decapitator,"
depending on the thesaurus you use.
Vertex ships Vertex Librarian
with several thesauri - standard
English, Morphology, and the NeXT
AppKit - as well as an Info Base for
on-line help. Creating your own
thesaurus is a job for experts; the
company plans to offer thesauri of
medical and legal terms later.
Vertex Librarian can't decide if
it has an icon- or menu-based interface. The Info Base and Thesaurus
menus use nonintuitive Import and
Load commands for putting Vertex-formatted items on the Shelf.
Adding new material is accomplished

HANGI
this. A progr
the fIrst imag,
to combine and
; .au~~t:; supports Displ.

different thesauri.

only by dragging. There is no
ous way to change the name
Info Base once it is created.
Count on spending a
learn all of the ins and outs
excels in doing searches
large document sets, it is not
casual user. •

by

KRISTIN DYER

Simson L. Garfinkel r:n11tril~lI/tj
to this review.

Light Printing Co., Inc. is a full service professional
typesetting and printing company. We can organize, output,
color separate, and print your project, whether it's
500 business cards or 500,000 books.
All film output FREE if part of a printing project.
PostScript delivery next day, anywhere Federal Express goes.
Call' Daniel Wasserman for a price quote.

Light Printing Co ., Inc.
101 Lafayette St. NY, NY 10013
Phone: 212-226-5003
Fax: 212-226-2777

NeXT mail:
uunet!ipmazda!dan

C I993 Ridgeback Solutions. NelWalch is a trademark of Ridgeback SoiUlions. All otlKr tr~e nurks are the property of their respective owners.
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CHANGE THE WORLD WITH ApPSOFT IMAGE
Imagine this. A program that works as both a custom darkroom and painter's palette, all in
Image, the fIrst image processing application for NeXfSTEP computers. With Appsoft Image
need to combine and retouch photos, paint images , airbrush and more-in grayscale or true
Image supports Display PostScript, what you see is exactly what you'll get. But we'll leave that
PROFESSIONAL PHOTO EDITING

&

IMAGE RETOUCHING

one. Introducing Appsoft
you have everything you
color. And, since Appsoft
to your imagination.

Retouching scanned photos is a

-----------------------------snap with
Appsoft Image. That's because you can airbrush out imperfections
instantly. Appsoft Image can restore any erased area to its last saved form or
remove all the pixels in any specified color range. Since you can work with
RGB, CMYK or HSB images, you can edit any color channel, including transparency. Adjust contrast, color balance, brightness and more. You can even
clone part of an image. And when your ready to output your artwork, calibrate your monitor to your output device for a perfect match every time.

auri.

agging. There is no obvi) change the name of an
once it is created.
t on spending a w eek to
f the ins and outs of Verian. While this program
loing searches through
iment sets, it is not for the
r. f

For photographic montages or to add
painterly touches to a scanned image, simply select the areas you want to
work with using one of the program's sophisticated tools. If you prefer, draw a
freehand selection or create a custom mask. Now paint with colors, gradations, textures, cloning, fIlters and with independent control over line and fill
paint attributes. Appsoft Image even ensures that your image looks precisely
the way you want it by magnifying up to 32: 1.
PRECISION PAINTING

) Tl N D YER

Garfinkel contributed
lew.

&

SELECTION TOOLS

With 25 fIlters and a range of paint brushes, Appsoft
Image makes it easy to turn a simple image into something simply spectacular. Diffuse an entire photo. Make waves or swirls in a selected area. Paint
with textures or cloned images from other photos. Transform a still-life into
real life by adding motion blur. With Appsoft Image's user adjustable fIlters
you're in complete control. What's more, you can create and save additional
textures, gradients and brushes for a truly customized painting environment.
CUSTOMIZED SPECIAL EFFECTS

Using your Appsoft Image creations with other NeXfSTEP software couldn't be easier. Just drop them into
any application that supports drag and drop graphics. Acquire, Import or
Export fIles to or from other applications on any platform with the program's
14 standard file formats, including Adobe Photoshop. Then, when you're
ready to output, print vivid color images or four-color separations directly
from Appsoft Image. Or send your fIle to another device. Built-in controls even
allow you to calibrate your monitor to your output device and save them for
future use.
EASY INTEGRATION ACROSS PLATFORMS

:>fess ional
.n organize, output,
tether it's

m ject.
:ederal Express goes.

Combine multiple image s to create stunning photorea/(stic art

• Expo Price applies to orders placed in person at the Appsoft Booth a t NeXIWORLD Expo .
Umlt one copy per company. regular price is $995.
~t

1993. Appsoll Inc. Appsoft a nd Appsoft Image are trademarks of Appsofl lnc. NeXT$TEP is a registered trademark of Nex
'Ier Inc.. Display PostScript. PostScript and PhotoShop are rt:gistered trademarks of Adobe Systems lncorporated .

..

IIlIlTM

r

card

ApPLICATIONS

IMAGE Is SHIPPING Now! CallI 800-428-APPS or 415-802-2900 for more information or the name of your nearest Appsoft dealer.

eXT mail:
unet!lpmazda!dan
ightPrinting@gun.com

&

Software for the way you work.™
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Windows on Windows
White Pine steps closer to fully integrating
X Windows and NeXTSTEP
f you are in the market
for a NeXTSTEP X Window server and found the
first release of White Pine
Software's eXodus wanting, you might like to look again.
White Pine's newest version now
offers color and rootless windows,
making it easier to integrate X applications into the NeXT STEP environment. Unfortunately, eXodus's
failure to integrate the X clipboard
with the NeXTSTEP pasteboard still
limits overall interoperability between the two environments.
eXodus is an XII Release 5
display server with minor extensions. It supports multiple X screens
in 2-bit grayscale, as well as 8-, 12and 24-bit color. Unlike NeXTSTEP, X Windows requires that a
special window-manager program
be used to display title bars and let
the user manipulate windows on

D

----

the screen. For ease of use, eXodus
comes with the most popular window managers: Motif window
manager (mwm), Open Look window manager (olwm), and Toms
window manager (twm).
Installing eXodus is easy. The

$349
White Pine Software, 4() Simon St. #201,
Nashua, NH 03060-9868.
6031886-9050; 603/886-9051 fax.

....

beta copy reviewed comes on 15
high-density diskettes and has two
packages to install. One package
contains eXodus.app and the X
Window System files; the other contains X Window client programs.
Installation must be done as root
to create files in ILocalApps,
lusrlbinlXll, lusr/liblXll, and
lusr/man/manl directories. You'll
need 20MB of disk space.
You can configure the eXodus
environment from inspectors in the
Preferences panel. The Global inspector sets security, the number of
virtual screens, and update speed.
Each screen inspector modifies the
size of screens and enables either
the built-in, rootless, or Motif window managers. Other inspectors set
screen-background patterns, colors,
button emulation, and font paths.
The program's flexibility is impressive: Our test system had the rootless, Motif, and Toms window
managers running concurrently in
separate virtual screens. The Open
Look window manager, however,
had some problems interacting with
others and ran when it was the only
window manager.

.

t~

A

"...~
piece 0/soft,
reason/or 1
B YTE , OCTOBER

We found performance accc!ptabrE
on our monochrome
with 32MB of RAM even when

"NeXTS
best platfonn /0
ing object-oriem
server applicati

---------------,

- NtXnVORW MagazilZt!

L ~ RR Y ELLI S ON , CHA
CEO . OR ~C L E C O RP.

Pixel Magician gives you free reign in the world of computer graphics
because it converts to and from all the popular image file formats: TIFF, GIF,
PICT, PCX, RIB, JPEG, TARGA, FAX, PS, EPS, Windows BMP, Sun Raster,
MacPaint and others. Use the automated capabilities of the Convert Window to
view, scale, rotate, quantize and convert an entire directory of image files with
a single mouse click.
Use Image Agent to drag and drop image files directly into NeXTSTEP
applications. Image Agent is included free with Pixel Magician.
Pixel Magician and Image Agent, our advanced image conversion tools
for NeXTSTEP. Call (310) 820-9145 today for more information.
.
Mass Image Conversion
Variable Image Resolutions
Flexible Output Options
Alpha Channel Support

II
II
II

Image Viewing
Precise ScaIing/Rotating
ring
PostScrip~ to Raster

U.S.A.: INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY INC.
2210 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SUITE 330 , SANTA MONI CA, CA 9040 3
FAX : 3101820-5930 • E-mail : info @bacchus.com
0 1993 BXchus. Inc. All rights reserved. All prod UCI names are trademarks or regisler«llfl1demarks or their re5peclh'e owners.

Circle 24 on reader service card

=Cub'x
SYSTEMES

(503) 644-0111 'lTI@inttech,com
Europe: (33)-(1) 4708 7440
info@cubx.com

OSFIMotif is a trad~mark of Open Software Foundation, Inc.
X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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"It's NeXTSTEP system software is years ahead of
its potential rivals such as Microsoft Corp's. Cairo and
Apple and IBM's Taligent systems."
B U SI N ES S WE E K , JA N U A R Y 25,

1993

"* have not seen a development environment

*

anywhere that matches the power of NeXTSTEP.
have
already proven this power by delivering applications to our
business in a matter of weeks that would have taken months
in other environments. "
I NGV AR P ET URSS O N, CIa, MCCAW CELLUL A R

IWS among NeXTSTtP windows
~lMlily

between the I!fIYiron.

I extensions to the X
stem standard are inis product: non-rectanes, Bezier drawing,
ring animation, and
ws server management.
erformance acceptable
lochrome NeXTstation
of RAM even when

" ... NeXTSTEP is probably the most respected
piece ofsoftware on the planet. The underlying
reason for NeXT's success is objects... "
" ...NeXT has the potential to be
the Microsoft of objects... "
BYT E , O C TOBER 1992

LISA THORELL, D ATAQ U EST

"NeXTSTEP is the
best platform for developing object-oriented, client/
server applications. "

"NeXTSTEP is the
ideal environmentfor crossplatform development. "
TO M MA L L OR Y, V P D E VEL 0 P MEN T,
WORDP E RF E CT CORP.

L ARRY ELLI S O N, CH A IRMA N &
OR AC L E CO R P.

CEO,

IT WON'T BE OUT OF THE BOX
UNDL MAY 25TH.
BUT THE REVIEWS ARE AlREADY IN.
Window

.

NeXTSTEP""for Intel®processors.The world's only
object-oriented user and development
environment. Coming soon to industrystandard computers all over the world.
For information, call 1-800-TRY-NEXT.

TN E OBJ EeT I S TN E ADVANTAGE:"
C J993 NtXTCompukr, Inc. NeXT and NeXTSTEP art rtgiJt,mt /mtkmorJs oj NeXT COmpl/lff, !tIC. Tk Obj«l
is JIJe AdwnltlQ is 11 trt:dmtori 0/NVCf Compuler, IIfC.ltIkJis 11 rrgiskm:J (radnnorl of Inltl Corpomtion.

Circle 1S on reader service card

executing intensive animation
applications. You can also tune the
server's time-slicing between processing events and redrawing the
screen, although the algorithm appears a little simplistic: A more sophisticated approach would allow
the user to set fixed priorities for serving the two tasks.
Sadly, eXodus does not do as
well integrating X applications with
NeXTSTEP programs: You can copy
images from the eXodus screens
and paste them into NeXTSTEP
applications or print them on the
printer, but there is no support for
exchanging text between the X clipboard and the NeXT pasteboard.
And programmers should beware:

White Pine does not offer the full X
Window System development environment.
As with W hite Pine's versions
of X for Microsoft Windows and
the M acintosh, eXodus has session
management built directly into the
X server. Session management is
h ow pr ograms are started and
stopped from inside a windowing
environment. Standard X Windows
offerings do not include simple
metho d s t o launch programs;
instead, programs must be started
by typing commands at the UNIX
prompt of an xterm terminal wind ow or fro m t he menu of an X
Window manager, w hich can be
complicated to configure.

Most of your' session-management configuration chores are handled by eXodus. The client-launch
editor panel helps build scripts without' complicated syntax or editing
by presenting a consistent user interface across all eXodus platforms. It
ena bles you to start X -client programs residing on the local computer or from a remote computer
on the network; select a menu item
associated with the script and the
X-client program will launch. Once
scripts are installed, a user does not
need to know how to enter esoteric
UNIX command lines. An administrator still needs to configure and
test launch scripts. Some problems
with permissions and network con-

figuration can cause launch
during initial setup. Ah, the
system administration!
Overall, this beta release is
superior to the first eXodus
of last year but still leaves the
feeling that running X progranllSl
NeXTSTEP is like stepping
foreign world. •

by

JO E

BARELLO

RDR University
RDR's Advanced Technology Solutions Group (ATSG)
is the authorized provider of NeXTSTEPTM training in
the Washington, D.C. area, offering a range of classes
for users and developers of all experience levels. Under
the RDR University curriculum, students are given their
own workstations, are taught by experienced instructors
and offered Hot-Line Support to ensure their success
outside the class.
Government and commercial
organizations are turning to RDR as their NeXTSTEP
training provider. Call 703/591-9651 for course
information, schedule and registration.

Undergraduate
End User Orientation to NeXTSTEP
Objective-C and Object-Oriented Concepts
UNIX for System Administrators
NeXTSTEP Developer Chus 101

'Graduate
NeXTSTEP Developer Chus 201
NeXT System Administration
NeXT in a Mixed UNIX Environment
Programming with DBKit

"The chus was extremely weD tIulglrl. (The instnldor) is both knuwkdgetIbU
and patient. ••1 thought the course nuderial was well organized and well
presented. ••1 would highly recommend it to anyone who would be developing
on a NeXT."
"This was an excellent course. It provided me with a comprehensive overview
of the object-oriented programming concepts as employed by NeXTSTEP. •.I
strongly endorse this course... ..

Golor Management System and
Golor Rendering ll!ictionaries for
'lNIDtl'S1llBP and RostSOlIipt Level 2.

Circle 98 on reader service card
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Fonts For Design - Art Deco
Collection

Rhythm King
~

••

$99
MlDlapolis Systems, 3208 W. Lake St. #133,
Minneapolis MN 55416. 612/822-1604.

$30
Keystrokes, R.R. 1, Box 168. Barton, VT
05822 . 802/525-8837.

If you can't keep a beat, don't worry.
Now your NeXT can do it for ~ou.
Rhythm King is a software eqwvalent of the drum machines that
drive hip hop and techno-music,
letting you record, sequence, and
play back high-quality samples.
Basically, you use a window with a
spreadsheet-like grid for assigning
sampled sounds to beats (patterns).
Drum sounds work best for this
kind of work, though any sampled
sound can be used. No musical
training is required. The included
patterns, by famous session drummers, will get you started. Installation is a bit tricky, requiring some
UNIX knowledge. Also, the meaning of various options in the Sound
Inspector and Preferences panels
are not always obvious to the
beginner, but Rhythm King makes
good use of NeXTSTEP's Help system in trying to explain them. LS

ICONgallery

•••

$99
Trident Data Systems, 5933 W. Century
Blvd. #700, Los Angeles, CA 90045.
3 10/338-3594; or e-mail: icons@tds.com.

I
II

Ii

ICONgallery's collection of 300 colorful TIFF-format icons (many of
them animated) for customizing
directories and applications is sure
to bring an overdue sense of fun to
NeXTSTEP. Although the program
stops short of providing icon-editing
capabilities, there's more here than
dinosaurs and cartoon characters.
Among the features included are exhibit halls for cataloging your own
icons, the capability to install custom
directory icons via drag and drop,
tools for grabbing screen images,
and a simple way to turn a UNIX
shell script into a double-clickable
application complete with a custom
icon and on-line help. Using the option to automatically open the icons
in the Icon or IconBuilder programs
rounds out a complete icon-management environment. LS

tion receiving machines in a session
can ~anipulate the sender's display.
Immediate applications for this
innovative product might include
$99 single user; $299 network upgrade;
$349 singer user, including hardware
multiuser electronic conferencing for
Marble Associates, 1541 North First St.,
training and corporate technical
San jose, CA 95112. 408/436-7299.
support. For training, ScreenCa~t
Labeling on the NeXT has always
could replace the need for expenSIve
been a chore; you had to use an
projection equipment. For sup~ort,
entire sheet of Avery labels and has- . combined with a voice connectton,
sle with the formatting. Marble
ScreenCast can take the place of a
Associates has the answer with
physical meeting. ScreenCast is the
Designer Labels and the Labelnext best thing to being there. JB
Writer printer. The software
quickly creates one-shot lab~ls
with multiple fonts and graphICS.
WSI-Fonts Professional Volume #1
A labeling service lets you select
text in an editor and print a label
$149; student price $99
or create tab-delimited files from
Abstract Software, P.O. Box 25045,
your favorite database and pri~t
Seattle, WA 98125-1945. 206/361-5080.
the mailing list. The hardware IS a
Weatherly Systems, an Alabamasmall dedicated printer that spits
out one label at a time from a roll. based font foundry, designed this collection of 123 typefaces mosdy from
It currently supports only 128 by
144 dpi and is slow - not as quick the inspiration of traditional fonts
from famous designers like Goudy,
and detailed as a laser printer but
Gill, Caslon, Bodoni, and Garamond.
certainly easier to use. JB
The collection covers all the basics for
most publishing tasks. While they may
not match the quality of the industry
ScreenCast
benchmark set by Adobe Systems,
the fonts are all good and include
$160 per user
text, script, display, and specialty
Otherwise, 1501 Lowe Ave., Bellingham,
typefaces. Each is complete with k~rn
WA 98226. 206/647-9436.
pairs. The accompanying ~an~alls
Screen Cast broadcasts the display
exceptional, with informattve di~u~
of one NeXTSTEP computer to
sions of each typeface and the prmCIother computers on the same netpies behind its design. RR
work. Everything that appears on
the sender's display - typing, window movements, mouse actions - is
simultaneously echoed on the displays of receiving machines. In addi-

Designer Labels

•••

• ••

••••

Unlike the WSI fonts, don't plan to
use this bargain collection of 62
typefaces to set your next news~et.
ter. The entire collection compnses
display faces, meant for large headlines, and are not designed for r~
ability in standard 10- or 12-pomt
sizes. Additionally, not all the fonts
in the collection have been equipped
with kern pairs, so the spacing
between characters can be strange.
If you are building headlines in
Adobe TouchType, the lack of kern
pairs is meaningless, and the~efaCl'S
will work well. Another pOSSible Ui
would be to take individual charac·
ters and convert them to editable
paths in Adobe illustrator or AJIS)'l
Virtuoso as a starting point for
design. If you understand typogra·
phy and have a need for an Art
Deco-style typeface, or if you are
whipping up a few clever invita·
tions or posters, this collection
could be useful. RR

Electronic AppWrapper

••••

$24/year; $36Iyear international
Paget Press, 2125 Westenl Ave. #300,
Seattle, WA 98121. 206/448-0845; or
e-mail: aw@paget.com.

The Electronic App Wrapper is
more than just a CD-ROMcatalog of NeXT software: It's
exciting adventure into a multimedia world of music, poetry. com·
puter animation, and Seattle-st}Y
insight. Brought to us by Paget
Press, the disc contains descriptiOl"6
for more than 100 NeXT prod·
ucts - many accompanied by
screen shots, demo copies, and
pany histories. To order by ~-m~
just click a button; the application
automatically displays an order
form, asks for your credit-card
number, and sends an encrypted
message to Paget. The App
also includes a listing of ever}'
NeXT user group worldwide, till
and techniques, and electronic
ries that play while you browse
products. No NeXT should be
without one. SLG
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Please start my subscription

• to NeXTWORLD Magazine for

just $29.95. I'll get 12 monthly issues
of the most complete coverage of the
NeXTSTEP market available - from
in-depth special reports to timely
product and business news. Send no
money now. We'll bill you later.

ClINT

IIIIISS

CIIT

II1II

UP

Send your request to NeXTWORLD, Subscriber Services, P. o. Box 5038, Brentwood, TN 37024; or pho!1e 800-685-3435 or 615-337-3322. For
Canada and Mexico, please add $18 jn U.S. funds only. Por foreign.orders add $40. Foreign orders must be prepaid in U.S. funds only. Check or
money order accepted. Pleaseiax 415-442·1891 to charge your VisalMC. All prices include current GSTtaX.
.
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WHY MAKE THINGS DIFFICULT?
STONE DESIGN
At Stone Design, anyone can deal with data. Most people
and businesses don't need the complexities of relational
databases. Especially when they can have a sophisticated
flatfile like DataPhile on their NeXTSTEP.
The simple visual interface makes quick work of creating a
custom database. Default values and entry lists make manual
data entry a snap and DataPhile can also incorporate data
from an existing text file. (Databases can include graphics
and sounds, too.)
With the default view you can start entering data immediately.
Or design custom views complete with specific fields, multiple
records, labels, graphic elements, rules, grids, and more.

When it's time to search or sort for reports, "btree"
technology keeps the speed high, and user-specifiable field
indices give you a wide range of sorting options.
And create dazzling drawings. You'll be sending those
designers running for cover when you start to Create your
own high-impact logos, display text, and graphic designs
with this powerful color draw program.
The extensive tool palette lets you develop a wide variety
of objects (circles, ovals, rectangles, beziers, freehand
shapes, and more) with or without text. "Inspectors" help
you modify line characteristics, choose fill colors and
patterns, and skew, scale, rotate, align, etc. Create includes

all the powerful text effects of Stone Design's popular TextArt
including kerning and font controls.
Layout tools include grid and ruler controls, multiple zoom
views, object grouping, alignment, and more. And you can use
it with DataPhile to create acompact database for graphics.
Whether you want to design logos or enhance your
reports, Create puts PostScript draw power within reach.
Stone DeSign, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
1637 Dataphile 1.1 ................................................... $529.
1066 Create 1.1 ........................................................... 395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 ......................................................... 229.

DRAWING ON THE POWER OF NEXTSTEP.
DIAGRAM! 2.0
Finally, a drawing tool that lets you think and draw. At the
same time. If your work revolves around whiteboards,
business drawings, or technical graphics, Diagram! is a lifesaver. Based on a revolutionary and much-imitated "drag and
drop" drawing metaphor, Diagram! 2.0 offers a new way of
creating and revising information graphics: pictures and
drawings that communicate ideas and information.
Just drag shapes off of pre-set drawing palettes, and you'll
be ahead of schedule from square one. Create your own
palettes, and they'll be a mouse click away in Diagram!'s
"Palettes" menu. With Diagram!'s "rubberbanding," lines and
labels drawn between objects are automatically redrawn when

the objects are moved, saving hours of time and tedium. Simply
put, Diagram! offers afaster and smarter alternative to drawing
programs built for artist and illustrators.
Now in its second release, Diagram!'s enhancements
include arbitrary rotation, Hot Linking to any NeXTSTEP
application, an extensible "Palettes" rnenu in which you can
display and retrieve custom palettes, and a documented file
format, giving developers easy access to the information
underlying many CASE or technical graphics. There's also
infinite undo and redo, line labels that "know" where they
belong, a button ribbon for easy access to Diagram! 's five
drawing modes, simple table editing, and a whole host of
other features too numerous to list.

Because information graphics are seldom just pretty pictures,
Diagram! lets you reference background information from
your drawings. With just a simple drag and drop, business
drawings can reference financial statements, or screenshots
from your custom applications can reference training documents. And sound annotation brings the voice of reason to
the most complex drawings. You can even generate Diagram!
drawings using its documented file format.
All in all, Diagram! is drawing on the power of NeXTSTEP.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
8686 Diagram ! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0) ...........

$395.
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CONCURRENCE
"Worth the price of a NeXT all by itself." That's how John
Barlow described Concurrence (NeXTWORLD Spring '92),
NeXTSTEP's first general-purpose presentation and outlining
application, and one of the major highlights of the January
'92 NeXTWORLD Expo. Created by the same team behind the
best-selling Diagram!, Concurrence is the tool for anyone in
the business of communicating through presentations.
Concurrence's outliner is built for brainstorming. The
collapse and expand capabilities, drag-and-drop text, rulers,
and labels make it a breeze to create even the most complex
outlines. Plus, with the built-in spell checker and automatic
topic formatting features, you can get professional-quality

results immediately. You can even use multiple views to
create several versions of the same outline, and modify them
all simultaneously!
Just push a button to hot-link apresentation to your outline.
With its voice-overs and drag-and-drop graphics, Concurrence
makes multimedia presentations on your NeXT a reality
today. To bring the true power behind NeXTSTEP to your
Concurrence presentations, add fi le links from other applications (sllch as Diagram!) and choose from an impressive
array of transition effects. You can also create multiple
versions of the same presentations, using different fonts,
colors, and backgrounds-they'll track each other word for
word . In no time at all, you'll be preparing high-impact

presentations for delivery across your entire organization!
And when it comes to quality output-whether it's viewgraphs, 35mm slides, or overheads-just hook your NeXT to
any PostScript output device or send your Concurrence
documents via NeXT Mail to one of lighthouse's qualified
service bureaus. As the review in NeXTWORLD (Summer '92)
put it, "Concurrence is a compelling piece of software that
NeXT users won't want to live without."
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
2409 Concurrence 1.1 ............................................

$795.

Power of Sybase at your fingertips. Professional software has
acomplete set of tools free of Objective-C for Sybase
applications and databases.
Objective DB Toolkit is designed for NeXTSTEP developers
who need the power of Sybase but want the convenience of
programming in SOL. The rich set of objects in both palettes
allows users to develop complex applications with little know·
ledge of NeXT's AppKit and very little, if any, Objective'Ccode
is required. The Toolkit is straightforward, and has a short
learning curve enabling untrained (and trained) developers to
design applications in the NeXTSTEP environrnent much faster
and with greater ease.
Best of all, the prograrn's ease of use doesn't mean your options
are limited. Any field value can be substituted in Sal statements.
Internal variables can be used to communicate data from field
to field or window to window. Exits can be cascaded in asingle
field. DB Toolkit is for the serious application developer who
needs the power of Sybase without the pain of 3Gl coding.
Get Objective DB Designer free with the purchase of the
Toolkit. It's a database design tool specifically for the Sybase
engine. The Designer no longer requires you to know or type
tedious Sal statements, allowing you to build database tables
using only the mouse through a highly visual and Interactive
NeXTSTEP-designed interface. Includes a full report writer.
Both the Objective DB Toolkit and Objective DB Designer
run on NeXTSTEP 2, NeXTSTEP 3, and NeXTSTEP 486.
Professional Software
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 ......................................

$895.

METROTOOLS
Save your screen, import Mac fonts, find lost files, and more. The six utilities in MetroTools
can really enhance your NeXT productivity. Former Mac users will particularly appreciate the
Font Installer which provides one-step drag-and-drop installation of both NeXT and Mac
PostScript fonts and the Sound Importer which converts Mac sound files to NeXT format.
The NiteLite screen saver uses colorful animations to protect your display from burn-in and
prying eyes. It offers several workspace backdrops, and runs during the login window too. The
Application launcher lets you create up to 32 groups of applications and documents that can be
launched by clicking on tiles or mini-icons. The Archiver offers drag-and-drop file compression,
decompression, and archiving while the File locator offers several name-matching schemes to
find misplaced files. You can also sort by date, time, owner, and size. "MetroTools has done a
great job in integrating utilities that make NeXTSTEP life easier. .. " (NeXTwatch, 10/92).
MetrosoH ••• 30 day MBG
8325 MetroTools 2.0 ........................................................................................................

$69.

MIDIAPOLIS SYSTEMS
Inexpensive and powerful. Warplt is the Image Transformation application that lets you distort
images to create new images and animation. ArtBursts are digital art collections like you've never
seen-great for adding pizzazz to brochures and applications. SoundBursts are CD-quality digital
sound collections you can add to presentations, voice annotations, and music scores. SoundHouse
lets you quickly create voice annotations and music recordings. DayTripper is the personal and
group time manager that lets you set up appointments and reminders for days, weeks, months,
and more. DigitalRhymes is a digital library of rhymes to make songwriting less of a chore.
MlDlapolis Systems ••. 30 day MBG
9736 Warplt 1.1 ............................................................................................................ $179.
10012 ArtBursts: Backgrounds ............ 89.
10013 ArtBursts: Borders & Boxes ..... 89.
10014 ArtBursts: Designs ................... , 89.
10015 ArtBursts: Iconst ..................... 89.
5972 SoundBursts: Effects ................. 89.
6025 SoundBursts: Percussion ......... 89.
7141 Sound House ............................... 59.
10011 DigitalRhymes ........................... 99,
10044 DayTripper 1.1 . ..................... ................................................................................... 99.
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STEP UP TO APPSOFT.
ApPSOFT
Create inspiring graphics. With its easy-to-use interface
and powerful drawing tools, AppsoH Draw is perfect for
effective presentations, intelligent forms, illustrious
illustrations, and multi-page documents.
The comprehensive tool palette gives you fast and interactive control of lines, arcs, rectangles, polygons, 24-bit color,
TIFF and EPS images, and beziers, along with total text
control including scaling and rotation.
Everything you need to combine and retouch photos.
You'll feel like the reincarnation of Ansel Adams and
Rembrandt with Image. It paints images and airbrushes

too-in grayscale or true color. You can adjust contrast,
color balance, clone part of an image, or airbrush out
imperfections. You can even draw freehand or create a
custom mask.
Image is fully WYSIWYG and lets you calibrate your screen
to your output device for accurate output.
Full-featured word processing for NeXTSTEP. WriteNow
keeps the writing simple and intuitive while packing enough
power to create professional-looking documents.
Rulers make formatting a snap and you can incorporate all
the fonts and graphics you like. There's also multi-column
formatting, mail merge, spell checking, footnotes, headers

and footers, search and replace, character and word counting,
auto-page numbering and date insertion.
Remember, since all Appsoft programs run under
NeXTSTEP, you get complete compatibility and true work
group productivity.
AppsoH ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 ................................................. $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) .. .................................... 739.
8685 Image 1.0 .......................................................... 749.
10029 Image 1.0 (5 pack) ......................................... 3295.
4465 Draw 1.02 ......................................................... 299.
7028 Draw 1.02 (5 pack) ........................................ 1295.

Say good-bye to models with out-dated data. Objective
Technologies' OTProvide automatically links your database with
your Improvspreadsheel. Every time you open a spreadsheet,
the latest data is imported to refresh the model. With OTProvide
you can be confident that your calculations are based on the
most up-to-date information. Plus you'll eliminate timeconsuming data entry and avoid data entry errors.
SqlBuddy, from Objective Technologies, is the database tool
for professionals. It creates a friendly environment for working
with relational databases. With it, you can perform database
queries and commands and review the results. You don't need
to know th Structured Ouery Language (SOL) because
SqlBuddy has an easy-to-use point and click interface.
Also try Objective Technologies' developer tools designed to
enhance developer efficiency and consistency: GraphPalette
(to graph data in custom applications), MathPalette (to create
links to Mathematica), SmartFieldPalette (to restrict and format
input), and ChooserPalette (to manage selection lists).
Objective Technologies
3282 OTProvide 1.2 ..................................................... $699.
7142 SqlBuddy 1.1 ......................................................... 399.
9344 lOT Palettes: 3.0] Graph ....................................... 795.
9346 lOT Palettes: 3.0] Math ......................................... 795.
9345 lOT Palettes: 3.0] SmartField ................................ 395.
9347 lOT Palettes: 3.0] Chooser ................................... 199.
All prices for 1 user floating license.

MESA
MESA-your corporate spreadsheet solution now runs on Intel Processors too! Mesa is a
traditional spreadsheet which includes functions to extract, sort and store information into
SOL databases. It also acts as a report formatting tool producing professional quality reports.
Mesa includes MOll-Mesa Object Library Interface which allows custom programs to interiace
with spreadsheets and MScript-a powerful, easy-to-Iearn scripting language which harnesses
the power of your spreadsheet. Mesa now has file compatibility with Excel 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3,
SYLK and 20/20. Free one year upgrade path. No extra charge for upgrades to NeXTSTEP for
Intel Processors.
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
8684 Mesa 1.5 .............................. ... ... ......... .................. ... ........... ......... .........

$395.

EXODUS
eXodus leads the way to the promised land of Xand NeXTSTEP integration. Applications
using the XWindow System are searnlessly integrated into NeXT's rernarkable graphical user
environment with eXodus. Use it to connect to Xapplications on any host that supports TCP/IPSun, HP, IBM, DEC, etc.-or run X programs installed directly on your NeXT. eXodus allows
NeXTSTEP and Xapps to run simultaneously, side by side, so you can maximize your NeXT
investrnent and training while saving the cost of additional Xterminals.
Version 4.0 of eXodus for the NeXT Computer is based on X11, Release 5 of the XWindow
Systern frorn MIT. New features include cornplete color support for all NeXT monitors, "rootless'
windows and full compatiblity with NeXT Computer's release of NeXTSTEP 3.0. It's easy to
install-no special hardware or software is required! And cornes with sorne basic X programs
to help you get started. From the same people who developed eXodus for the Macintosh.
White Pine Software
6316 eXodus 4.0...........................................................................................................

$239.
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OPEN THEDOORTODOS.
INSIGNIA SOLUTIONS
SoftPC Professional is the award-winning software-only
solution that lets you run more than 50,000 DOS applications on your NeXT. "SoftPC Ranks as one of the most
important programs for the NeXT," says NeXTWORLD
(4/91). Now SoftPC Professional supports protect mode,
VGA, and even Super VGA graphics-PC CD-ROMs too!
And now SoftPC with Windows, the newest member of
the SoftPCfamily, includes Microsoft Windows 3.1 installed
and ready to run with a set of optimized drivers to speed
upWindows .
SoftPC Professional and SoftPC with Windows come
with DOS 5.0 pre-installed. Both offer protect mode support,

Super VGA, EGA, CGA graphics support, two serial ports, two
parallel ports, and PC CD-ROM support. They support both
extended and expanded memory configurations and can be
configured for multiple hard disks. They both allow DOS
access to the UNIX file system.
When it comes to performance, SoftPC and NeXTSTEP
make a great team. You can run multiple DOS windows
and even run NeXT and DOS software side by side. Sharing
files is as easy as cutting and pasting. There's also support
for EMS 4.0 expanded memory-in fact, SoftPC can access
32 MB of RAM , enough for even the most RAM-intensive
applications. For optimum performance, the recommended
system configurations calls for at least 16 MB RAM memory

and the fastest processor available.
The power of the NeXT-The application library of OOSThat's SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC Professional ............ expires 5/31/93 $329.
10010 SoftPC with Windows ............ expires 5/31/93 439.

VIRTUOSO
Get professional drawing results with tools from the drawing
professionals with the advanced PostScript drawing design
and production program, Virtuoso. As the developer of award·
winning graphics programs such as Fontographerand Aldus
FreeHand, Altsys knows what you need most from a drawing
program. Altsys has taken their knowledge and experience and
combined it with the power of the NeXT to bring you Virtuoso.
You can create artwork free-style with the Freehand drawing
tool or import it form the extensive, professional clip-art library.
Draw basic shapes and lines with the rectangle, oval, and
straight line tool, or get fancy with the Multigon and Pen tools.
Rotate, reflect, scale, and skew objects quickly and easily.
Autotrace scanned images with superb control.
Virtuoso also gives you the editing, coloring, and organization
tools you need to create your designs. Undo or redo-not just
the last few actions, but up to 100 levels. Zoom in or out-not
just 100% or 200%, but up to 1600%. Choose spot process colOls
from the NeXT Color Panel, then drag and drop them into objects.
Automatically create percentages of any color with the Tint
Panel. Maintain your work in an unlimited number of nameable,
reorderable layers--each one separately hideable and lockable.
Wonderfully flexible PostScript support, meticulously accul1lte
alignment control, superb text editing and typographic control,
varied import and export capabilities, comprehensive built-in production tools (including color separations, spot-to-process con·
versions, and on-screen previews)-all this is just the beginning
of the list of innovative and productive features in Virtuoso, each
designed to simplify your work and stimulate your creativity.

II
I

Altsys Corporation
6931 Virtuoso 1.0 .... ........................ expires 5{31/93 $229.
8683 Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) .................. expires 5{31/93 895.

WORDPERFECT
WordPerfect unleashed! Full·time WYSIWYG and effortless
multitasking. There are awhole lot of DOS users of WordPerfect
out there who are struggling with whether they should start
using their favorite application under Windows or on the Mac.
Well, the answer is neither. If you want to realize WordPerfecfs
full word-processing potential, the solution is NeXT.
NeXT's unified PostScript imaging system puts the WordPerted
Preview mode to rest once and for all. Every element, including
fonts of all sizes, headers, footer, footnotes, graphics, and
columns, always appear just as they will print. And NeXT
features like built-in multitasking and fax capability make
WordPerfect the ultimate power tool for working with worcls.
But, of course, not just words. WordPerfect easily integl1ltes
text and graphics. Just grab your image file with the mouseand
drop it on the page wherever you want (inserted in aline of
text, tied to a paragraph, or even placed in a header or footer).
You can scale, move, and rotate your images every which way,
and add captions and borders with ease. Each time the type vnl
automatically rearrange itself.
Naturally, you get all the basic word-processing power
features WordPerfect is famous for: parallel and newspaper.
columns, powerful macros, mail merge, table of contents,
indexing, footnotes/endnotes, a 115,000-word spell checker,
thesaurus, and automatic timed backup. Any questions? Ask
the Digital Librarian or consult the online reference manual.
This is truly full-featured word processing for NeXT.

I

WordPerfect
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 .......................................... ·.... $299,
1576 WordPerfect Additional Station ......... ................... 169,
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For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other fore ign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S. funds only and add $40 for airmail
delivery or $15 for surface mail del ivery. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Check or money order accepted. FAX: 1-415-442- 189 1 to charge
Visa/Me.
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LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
IMPROV
Look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
when you give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor and 8 MB of RAM and let them
improvise to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a
revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing, and
presenting your data in ways never before possible.
Improv's unique dynamic view feature lets you see the
same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships and
prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange
your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly, without
any re-keying. You can actually work with 12 different
catagories of data at once, displayed in 20 or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g " "Dollars = Tons x 12.5"), So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
and re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3 style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch. You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates and/or
import existing 1-2-3 files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that take full advantage of NeXT. But how good is it , really? Byte (10/90)
wrote, "Improv knocked me out." PC World (11/90) called it
"a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex data."

What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990." And InfoWorld (1 0/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs .. .it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time."

~;~~s ~~~~~:~~~~.. .. . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . $499,

ELECTRO FILE
Electronic filing arrives. Introducing a real solution for docu·
ment management that gives you the power to locate any type
of file-text, TIFF, EPS, etc.-quickly and easily. No matter
how many files your library contains.
ElectroFlle from Insight Software allows you to build your
own classification scheme, based upon your own requirements.
Because documents can be indexed and classified in numerous
ways, they become much easier to locate-even those without
text. ElectroFile's retrieval engine is based upon B* Tree indexes
which generate fast searches, regardless of the number of
documents in the library. You can design complex search
paradigms with just afew keystrokes, thereby reducing
thousands of possibilities down to the right one. Once you find
the file you're looking for, just click "show" and ElectroFile will
display an image of the original document alongside the
classification interface. Then you can make corrections, attach
other files, add notes or important text, and even record voice
messages on the document.
And now ElectroFile is compatible with a variety of high·
speed scanners and optical character recognition (OCR)
systems. So you really can use it as a paperless filing cabinet.
Just scan images and documents directly onto your hard drive
via ElectroFile and forget about hard copies altogether!
Designed to be both powerful and flexible, ElectroFile is ideal
for imaging, cataloging, customer support, account processing,
or any activity which can take advantage of cross-indexing.
After all, if you own a NeXT computer you're already halfway to
having the world's most sophisticated filing system right .there
on your desk-now, with ElectroFile, you can go all the way.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
3308 ElectroFile 2.0 ...................................................

$395.

WINGZ
It takes spreadsheet power to new heights. Wingz is the
easy-to-use, high-performance graphic spreadsheet for
business and technical professionals. You can combine
numbers, words, charts, and graphics in one window and print
to one page-all with one product. The Wingz worksheet is
32,768 rows by 32,768 columns (more than a billion cells) and
includes over 140 built-in functions, 20 and 3D charts, and
support for as many colors as your system can display.
Wingz includes HyperScript, an English-like event-driven
development environment, and DataLink, an Sal database
access tool. HyperScript was written specifically for graphical
application development and allows you to place I,unctional
buttons, scrolling lists, and other controls right on the
worksheet. And with its built-in lEARN mode, even novice
users can create their own applications or customize the Wingz
environment quickly and easily. DataLink, which was written in
HyperScript, gives you point-and-click access to data in
Informix Sal databases without having to know SOL. Just
point and click at the data you need-you never have to leave
Wingz' friendly graphical environment. DataLink also includes a
function library so you can build custom front-end applications
for your Sal database and Executive Information Systems (EIS).
Other features include powerful text capabilities-including
fields for free-floating text on the worksheet, with multiple text·
processing options and attribute settings-and the ability to
import/export Wingz graphics as EPS images.
Minimize your reliance on MIS and create your own
applications and reports with Wingz!
Informix Software
3332 Wingz 1.1AB .....................................................

$469.
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ANY DOCUMENT. NO MATTER HOW COMPLEX.
FRAMEMAKER
The ideal document publisher for corporate workgroups. Imagine WYSIWYG word processing, page layout,
graphics, tables, and even equations in one program. That's
FrameMaker-ali the writing and graphic tools you need
for long, structured documents like textbooks, software
documentation, policy manuals, and proposals. And it was
specifically designed to be used by multiple authors working
together across multiple platforms. In fact it offers 100%
compatibility between 25 different UNIX platforms and the
Macintosh (and even won a 1991 MacUser Eddy Award).
The sophisticated page-layout features include the ability
to create up to 25 master pages (i.e., page formats) per

document. So you can ensure consistency as new files are
incorporated and documents are revised, edited, and
rearranged. You can also create extensive tables of contents,
lists of tables, indexes, and cross references that will
automatically update whenever your document changes.
FrameMaker's flexible drawing tools include a broad
palette of pen and fill patterns for drawing detailed forms,
diagrams, or complex schematics.
The word processing capabilities rival those of dedicated
word processors. There's a 130,000-word spelling and
hyphenation dictionary; search and replace; automatic page,
paragraph, and footnote numbering; and acomplete equation
palette with over 250 symbols, delimiters, and operators.

You can also create complex multi-page tables--{;omplete
with graphics and equations that include multiple styles in a
singlecell. And there's an ingenious conditional text feature
that lets you develop multiple variations of adocument from
asingle source file by simply tagging the variable text or
graphics.
As NeXTWORLD (Fall '91) wrote: "If your work calls for
long documents with large page counts, multiple chapters,
tables, lists, illustrations, and indexes, then you won't believe
your luck ... FrameMaker is as good as they come."

Frame Technology
8241 FrameMaker 3.0 .............................................

$549.

HA
Great communications software has arrived. With
MicroPhone Pro, you'll have easy, intuitive communications
software that takes full advantage of NeXT capabilities.
Watch in amazement or, better yet, do something else
entirely, while MicroPhone Pro dials your mail service and
automatically downloads your messages in the background.
Next time you log onto your favorite service, turn on the
Watch Me feature and your keystrokes will be saved. Give the
resulting script a button and you're never more than aclick
away. If you've written MicroPhone scripts in Windows or on
the Mac, you'll discover you can use them on the NeXT with
little or no modification.
And wait until you see Loran, a new MicroPhone Pro
document that includes front ends to CompuServeMail and
Software Ventures' own BBS. Even though you send and
receive mail from entirely different systems, the Loran intertace
you use is the same, saving you time and effort. Eventually,
Loran will hold additional front ends for news, messaging and
other services, making it atrue information valet. You can also
build your own NeXT front end with MicroPhone Pro's
enhanced scripting power and NeXT's Interface Builder.
It's so easy to be online with MicroPhone Pro that you'll
soon be doubling your pleasure and your productivity-thanks
to multi-session capability that allows you to log onto several
information services simultaneously. Safely send or receive
anything-text, pictures, or sound-through a comprehensive
set of file transfer protocols such as ASCII, XMODEM,
YMODEM, ZMODEM, and KERMIT.
Insanely great software for an insanely great computer.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
4759 MicroPhone Pro 1.0.................. expires 5/31/93

$99.
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Hayes ... 2 year warranty
1013 ISDN Extender .......... ..
4998 ISDN System Adapter I

DOVE FAX PRO
Afax and modem combined. The DoveFax Desktop for NeXT features a 9600 bps cCln
Group-3-compatible fax that makes full use of the intuitive NeXT fax interface so you can send
any kind of document directly from your NeXT. DoveFax features true background operation, an
on line telephone directory, automatic answering, fax preview, and customized cover pages.
You can send faxes at high resolution and print incoming faxes at your choice of 200 x 200 d~
or 200 x 100 dpi Display PostScript.
DoveFax Desktop also includes a Hayes-compatible 2400 bps modem that supports a
complete range of communications services, protocols, applications, and electronic bulletin
boards. The DoveFax 14.4 Pro handles everything the DoveFax can, but has a 14,400 bps data
modem with V.32, V.42N.42bis advanced data compression and error correction for
throughput up to 57,600·bps. You can also send faxes at 14,400 bps (downward compatible to
9600 bps). Both modems are backed by Dove's solid customer support and l-year warranty.
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop .......................
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$295.
MEMORY

Running out of RAM? We can help you get back to full power overnight. Just call as soon as yoo
start running out of room and we'll send more memory by Airborne Express for delivery the
next business day. Our 4 MB and 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kits feature low profile, non-parity,
80ns SIMMs that are compatible with the 68030 and 68040 Cube and the 040 workstation '
(monochrome only). We also carry 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kits for NeXTstation Color and
NeXTdimension boards. (The latter requires 2 Kits/16 MB at a time.) And Installation? For the
workstation we recommend an authorized dealer-otherwise you risk voiding the warranty.Bu!
you can go ahead and install them yourself in the cube-we'll provide toll-free tech support.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
8910 4 MB SIMM (80ns) ........................................................................................ · ·
1935 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTstation Color, NeXTdimension, and NeXTstation
Turbo; two 4 MB x 8 SIMMs, 70ns) ........................................................................... ca~
8911 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB x 8 SIMMs, 80ns) ...................................... .
8324 16 MB Memory Upgrd. Kit (mono & color turbo stations; two 8 MB x 8 SIMMs, 70ns).
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ITEM AVERY
NO. NO.
1430
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$99.

Integrated voice and data technology has arrived. And NeXT
computers are the perfect platform for this exciting breakthrough.
The new Hayes ISDN Extender is designed to work with
NeXTSTEP 3.0 and all the new ISDN applications that are coming
out for high-speed, digitized voice, data, fax modem, and multimedia as well as remote LAN connections. It's the first telecommunications network interface module for NeXT computers that
provides both ISDN Basic Rate Access and analog telephone line
connectivity to NeXT computers, thereby providing low-cost,
powerful connectivity to NeXT users worldwide. There's an 8-pin
modular connector for an ISDN Basic Rate Line and a 6-pin
RJ11 connector for an analog phone line.
The Extender supports both AT&T and Northern Telecom ISDN
switches and fully implements both the Hayes Standard AT
Command Set (so you can use those familiar Hayes commands)
and the Hayes AutoStream protocol which, with supported
software, opens the door to multiple voice/data sessions.
Data transmission options range from 300 bps to 38,400
bps and voice capabilities include the standard analog phone
interface along with battery feed and ring voltage for up to three
typical analog devices (e.g., phone, fax, and answering machine).
If you're not using NeXTSTEP 3.0 or you need to bring ISDN
connectivity to a Sun or other workstation you'll want the
Hayes ISDN System Adapter, an external RS-232 serial device
(with aswitch-selectable V.35 interface) that comes complete
with its own Digital Signal Processor (DSP), codec, high-speed
processor, and power supply.
Hayes .•• 2 year warranty
1013 ISDN Extender .................................................... $279.
4998 ISDN System Adapter (requires cable). ................. 749.
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14.4 Pro ...........

Toshiba announces dramatic price reduction on Toshiba 2.88 MB ED disks. Now Toshiba
2.88 MB ED disks, NeXT's choice in ED disks, are also the best value in diskette storage for
NeXT systems. Toshiba's new pricing makes the cost per megabyte of Toshiba ED disks equal
toor less than conventional 1.44 MB HD disks. Because Toshiba invented ED technology and is
the only media manufacturer with the experience and the expertise.required to make superior
quality 2.88 MB disks, NeXT chose Toshiba's 2.88 MB floppy disks to include with each NeXT
system. Now more than ever Toshiba's 2.88 MB disks are your best choice as well.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
4858 Toshiba 3.5' ED Floppy Disk (5 Pack) ........................................................ ............... $17.
9755 Toshiba 3.5' ED Floppy Disks (10 Pack) ..................................................................... 29.

$425.
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What can you label next? Make sure everything is easily identifyable with Avery Laser Labels.
Use your dot matrix, inkjet, or laser printer to label your folders, envelopes, post cards,
diskettes, tabs, name badges, rotary cards, audio and videotapes, and index cards.

ITEM AVERY
NO.
NO.
1430
7050
4807
4808
4810
4811
5392

5161
5660
5160
5162
5165
5182
5196

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

1" x 4" Address Labels
1" x 2%" Clear Address
l ' x 2%" White Address
1Ya' x 4" Laser Labels
8y," x 11 " Full SheetLaser
8y," x 11" Laser Trans.
3.5" Disk Labels

24.
32.
24.
24.
24.
22.
29.

ITEM AVERY
NO.
NO.
3643
3653
1428
4323
1618
1630
8771

5385
5389
5266
5395
5971
5972
5199

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

2)1s" x 4" Laser Rotary Cards 18.
15.
4" x 6" Laser Post Cards
14.
%" x 3~" File Folder
31.,
21'3" x 3%' Name Badge
1" x 2%" Fluorescent Green 12.
1" x 2%" Fluorescent Yellow 12.
31.
Video Tape Labels

,

Objective Techl
(Seepage F)
9347 [OT Palettes : 3.C
9346 [OT Palettes: 3.C
9345 [OT Palettes: 3.C
9344 [OT Palettes: 3,C
3282 OT Provide 1.2 ..
7142 SqlBuddy 1,1 .....
ONyX Systems
2340 Bug Byte 2,1 .. ... .
ProfeSSional So
(See page D)
9357 Objective DB TOI
RDR, Inc.
10792 ImageView .. .. ....
10790 Gadgets .......... ..
10789 Selector .. .......... "
10791 SwitchView ... ,.....
Triakis .•. 30 d~
1963 T-Calc 1.0 ....... ...
1965 Math++ 3.0 ....... ..
1966 DAN, the Data AI
White Pine Soft\
(Seepage F)
6316 eXodus 4.0 .........
Wolfram Resear
2516 Mathematica 2.1

Corporate Accounts Welcome
Yes, we gladly accept P.O.s. Always have, always will. In fact, we do everything possible
to make corporate mail-order purchasing of computer software and peripherals as easy
and enjoyable a process as possible-within the realm of common decency, of course.
Many companies (il1cluding most of the Fortune 1000 and other just-as-fortunate smaller
ones) have accounts with us. If you'd like to open one (or check whether your company
already has one), simply call our order line at SOO-SOO-NeXT.

PRODUCT INDEX
GENERAL BUSINESS
& PRODUCTIVITY
3357
3335
6817
3334

4128
4997

8684
9920
8657
1396
1397
1398
3710

3332

3308

2409

9794

10044

1637
4726

8818
1576

Adamation ... 30 day MBG
Who's Calling? 2.5 .... ,.. ... .. .. .... ..... ...... ... $295.
Who's Calling? 2.5 (4 pack) .. .... ............ 1349.
What's Happening? 2.5 .............. .. ... .. .. .... 219.
LiveWire 1.0 (4 pack) .................. .. .. ... ..... 599.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
Write Now 2,1 .. .... ....... ........ ....... .. .... ... ..... 159,
WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ...... ... ................... 739.
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage F)
Mesa 1.5 ...... .. ... .. ..... ................. .............. 395.
Mesa (5 pack, floating license) ........... .. 1695.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
OnDuty 1.0 .. ... .. .... ... .......... .... .... ..... .. .. ..... 279.
Imagine Multimedia, Inc.
MediaStation 2.1 ... .................... ...... ... ..... 495.
MediaStation (5 pack) ................. .... ...... 2199.
MediaStation (20 pack) ... ..... ...... .. ... . ..... 5499.
Information Technology .•. 60 day MBG
SpeedDex 1.0 ........ ... .. .. .......... .... .. .. ........... 79.
Informix Software
(SeepageJ)
Wingz 1.1 AB ......................... .................. 469.
Insight Software ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
ElectroFile 2.0.... .............. . .. ... ... ......... ... .. 395.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(Seepage C)
Concurrence 1.1 .. .. .... . .. ......... ........ ......... 795.
Lotus Development
(Seepage/)
Improv 1.0 ........ .......... .. ................. ... ... ... . 499.
MIDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
DayTripper 1.1 ... .. .............. ........ ... .... .. .. .... 99.
Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage A)
Datap~ile 1.1 ... ......... .. ............................. 529,
Teledia
PileMaster 1.0 ......................... .......... ...... 299.
WordPerfect
(Seepage H)
WordPerfect 1.0.1 ... ................................ 299.
WordPerfect Additional Station .. ............. 169,

COMMUNICATIONS
& DATA TRANSFER
Abacus Research & Develop. ... 60 day MBG
1518 Executor 1.2.1 ...... .. ... ... ....................... .... 295.
DataViz ... 60 day MBG
1823 MacLinkPlus/PC 7.0 ................................ 129.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
8656 FloppyWorks 2.2L .. ................................... 69.

9356
7154

5024
1013
4998

1456
10010
1012

4759
5080
8165
7601

Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
(Seepage L)
DoveFax Desktop (incl. 2400 modem) .. $295.
DoveFax 14.4 Pro .... ... .... .. ...................... 425,
Hayes ... 2 year warranty
(SeepageM)
Ultra 14.4 Modem (requires cable) .... ...... 669.
ISDN Extender ........................... .. ........... 279.
ISDN System Adapter (requires cable). ... 749 ,
Insignia Solutions
(Seepage G)
SoftPC Professional ...... expires 5/31/93 329.
SoftPC with Windows .... expires 5/31/93 439.
Marble Associates
Teleconnect 1.1 ........... ...... .... .. ............. .. 249.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageL)
MicroPhone Pro 1.0 ... ... ... expires 5/31/93 99.
Telebit ... 1 year warranty
T3000 Modem (requires cable). ......... ..... 669 .
WorldBlazer Modem (requires cable) ..... 769.
YRRID, Inc. ..• 120 day warranty
TTYDSP (high speed serial port) .. .......... 159.

PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS
1827
9765
9741
1832
1833
1834

6931
8683

8685
10029
4465
7028

8241

8686

10016
10012
10013
10014
10015
9736
9276
6809

Adobe Systems
Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1 . .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... 459.
Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 ... ... ..... ...... .. .... ........ 129.
Adobe TouchType 2.1.1 .............. ............ 175,
Adobe TypeSet 1 ........ .... .. ...... ..... ............. 65,
Adobe TypeSet 2 ................................. .. .. . 65.
Adobe TypeSet 3 .................. " ............... , 129.
Altsys Corporation
(Seepage H)
Virtuoso 1.0 .. ................. expires 5/31/93 229.
Virtuoso 1.0 (5 pack) ..... expires 5/31/93 895.
Appsoft .. , 60 day MBG
(Seepage E)
Image 1,0 ............... ... ..." .." ......" ............. 749,
Image 1.0 (5 pack) ....... .. ............ ........... 3295,
Draw 1.02 .............. .. ................... .. ........... 299.
Draw 1.02 (5 pack) ....... ...... .... .. .. ... ........ 1295.
Frame Technology
(Seepage K)
FrameMaker 3.0 ........ .. ..... .. ...... .. ......... .... 549.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. •.. 60 day MBG
(Seepage 8)
Diagram! 2.0 (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0) . 395 .
MIDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
ArtBursts : ArtPak ......................... .. .. .. ... . 269.
ArtBursts: Backgrounds ..... .................... .. 89,
ArtBursts: Borders & Boxes ..... .. .............. 89.
ArtBursts: Designs ..... .... ... .... . ... .... ... ....... . 89.
ArtBursts: Icons+ ... ........................ ... ........ 89.
Warp It 1,1 ... ......... ... ... ....... . .. .... .... .... ..... .. 179.
MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
MapArt 1.0 ................ ................................ 95.
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
PasteUp .. .................. ... ........................... 595,

Stone Design ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage A)
1066 Create 1.1 ... .. ... ........................ .. ........... $395.
8658 TextArt 1.0 .. .... .... ...... .. ... .................... .. ... 229.
Vivid Publishing ... 30 day MBG
4496 TypeView 1.0 .. .... .......... ... ......................... 99.

RECREATIONAL
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) .... .. .. .. ............. ,," 99,

VIDEO & SOUND
9682
9683
9681
4848
9680

7141
5972
6025
10045
10011

Metaresearch ... 1 year warranty
Digital Ears .............. .... ..... .... ... .. ............ " 499,
Digital Ears (with Sound Works) ..... ...... '" 549,
Monochrome Digital Eye .. ....................... 829,
Color Digital Eye ...................... .. ... " ........ 799,
SoundWorks 2.0 ... .. ......... .. ... ... .. .. ,.. .. .. .... 269,
MIDlapolis ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
Sound House .. ................ ........ .." .." ....... " .. 59.
SoundBursts (effects) .. .. .... ........ .............. , 89.
SoundBursts (percussion) .... ..... ........ ...... " 89,
SoundPak ... ............ ................................ 179.
DigitalRhymes .. ....... ... ... ........................ ,," 99,

INPUT,
7105
9365
9364
71 07
6814
5973
7156

UTILITIES
1476
6225
6226

8325
4148
4493
4498
4494
3728
8663
8716
2514
2513
7144
1185

Agog, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
Squash! 1.0 .. . 79.
1478 (10 pak) " , 699,
CuiliaMartin ... 30 day MBG
Calculator Set (single). .. ....... ......... .... .... "" 59.
Calculator Set (10 pak) ..................... ."". 479.
MetroSoft ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage D)
MetroTools 2.0 ........ .............. ........ ....."."".69,
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
LockScreen 3.2 .. .. ............................ " " ... " 79.
LaunchPad ........................ ......... .... .. " ... ,, " 79.
Portfolio .... ,' .................... .......... ... ............ " 79,
Rulers .... ........ .. .. ......... .. ... .... .. .................." 79,
Bundle (All four listed above) .... ... .... ....... 199,
Skylee Press
Big Green Disk (optical disk only) .. ..... ... 299,
Big Green CD (requires NeXTSTEP 3.0), 79.
Teledia
Phrase Player 2.0 ............................. ..... . 129,
Backup Master ................................ " .. " .. 249.
Backup Master (floppy only) ............... .. .. " 79,
T/Maker
ClickArt .... ................................... ........... " 195,

1528
1511

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

American Power
Smart-UPS 600 ..
Smart-UPS 900 ..
Smart-UPS 1250 .
Back-UPS 450 .. ..
CH Products .. .
TrackBall ............
Second Glance ~
Scantastic (Epsor
Scantastic (HP S(
Tripp Lite ... 2 ye
600VA On-Line UI
800VA On-Line UI

We accept VISA & MAt
No surcharge will be ado
Your card is not charge(
If we must ship a partial
that complete the order
No sales tax is charged,
All U.S. shipments insur
First Class Mail.
International orders U.S
Manufacturer support an
Upon receipt and apprOl
day for immediate shiprr
Corporate P,O.s are acc
C.O.D. maximum is $1OC
120-day limited warrant~
Defective software repla
replaced at our discretiol
promotions are subject t,
Order lines: Open continL
Business offices: Call 603·

PROGRAMMING & MATH TOOLS
Absoft
8898
6745 FX Debugger ............... .. ............ ... .......... , 595,
Digital Toolworks
10828 Equation Builder .. ........ .... ...... .. .... ... .. ....... 199,

SIMSON00001643
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DRIVES & CABLES

Objective Technologies
(See page F)
9347
9346
9345
9344
3282
7142

All drives require

[aT Palettes : 3.0] Chooser .. .. ...... .. .... .. . $ 199.
[aT Palettes: 3.0] Math .. .. ........ .. .. ........... 795.
[aT Palettes: 3.0] SmartField .. .. .. .... .. .. .... 395.
[aT Palettes: 3.0] Graph .. .... ...... ...... .... ... 795.
OT Provide 1.2 .... .. .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 699 .
SqlBuddy 1.1 .. .. .. ...... .. .. .... .. ............ .. .... .. . 399.

ONyX Systems ... 30 day MBG
2340 BugByte2.1 ...... ...... .. ........ .. .. .. .... .. ........ .. 119.

Professional Software
(Seepage D)
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.2 .... ..... ...... .. .. ... .. . 895.

yMBG

RDR, Inc.

.... ...... .. ... ....... . $395.
.... .............. ...... . 229.

day MBG
.. .. ....... .......... ...... 99.

10792
10790
10789
10791

Triakis ... 30 day MBG
1963 T-Calc 1.0 ...... .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. ....................... 59.
1965 Math++3 .0 .... .... .... ...... .. .... .... .......... .. .... .. 199.
1966 DAN, the Data ANalyzer 2.1 .0 .... ....... .. ... 269.

NAL
.... 60dayMBG

White Pine Software
(Seepage F)

.. ... .... .. ........ ...... .. 99.

631 6 eXodus 4.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ........ .. .. 239.

UNO

Wolfram Research ... 30 day MBG

Cables ... lifetime warranty
8906 SCSI 2-50 pin Centronics (4 ft.) .. .. .... .. .. .. $35.
8909
10285
4964
6744
8991
1540
1441
3466
3458
3465
5722
3456
3432
3437

499.
549.
829.
799.
269.

50 pin-50 pin Centronics .............. .... .. .. .. .. . 15.
50 pi n-50 pin Centronics (gray, 3 feet} .. .. .. 25.
50 pin-50 pin Centronics (gray, 6 feet) .. .. .. 29 .
SCSI Terminator (block type). .. .. .............. . 15.
68040 Modem Cable (8 ft.) .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ ... 15.
Mini DIN 8 to Mini DIN 8 Null Modem Cable 15.
Mini DIN 8 to DB25 Null Modem Cable .. .. .. 15.
BNC Connector (50 ohm) .... ...... .. .. .. .. ..... 3.99
BNC T-Connector .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ...... .. .... .. . 8.99
BNC Terminator without Ground .. .. ...... ... 5.99
BNC Terminator with Ground .... .. .... .. ..... .. .. .. 6.
25' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors).. 25 .
50' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors) ... 39 .
100' Ethernet Cable (w/BNC Connectors) . 59 .

IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty
2530
2467
6499
10452
7151
2481

Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge .. .... .. .... .. .. ...... . 149.
Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge Tri-Pack .. ...... 439.
Bernoulli Transportable 90 PRO ........ .... .. 659.
'B ernoulli Transportable 150 PRO .... .. ...... 849.
NeXT Interface Kit .. .. .................... ...... .... .. . 65.
NeXT Care Kit... .. .. .... .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. 35.

MDS Drives ... 2 year warranty

2516 Mathematica 2.1 .. .. .. .. .... .. ........ .. .. .. .. ...... 1699.

r warranty
......... ... .. .. ..... .. .. .
Works) ...... ..... .. .
....... .... .. ..... .... .. .
.. ...... .......... ... ... ..

ImageView .... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ...... .. .................. 99.
Gadgets .......... .. .. .... ...... .. ...................... .. .. 99.
Selector.... .... .................. .. .... .. .. .... ...... .. .. . 149.
SwitchView .... ............ .. .......... .... .. .. ..... ..... 109.

ACCESSORIES

a SCSI cable.

6804 MDS 88 Removable Drive ...... ...... .... .. .. .. 579.
3603 MDS 88 Removable Cartridge ...... .. .. .... .. . 100.

INPUT/OUTPUT

Micropolis ... 5 year warranty
American Power ... 2 year warranty
7105
9365
9364
7107

~BG

..... ... ... .............. ... 59.
.. ... .... ...... ............. 89.
1) .... ......... .... ... ..... 89.
.... .... .... ......... ... .. 179.
.. ... .. ....... .. .. .... ...... 99.

Smart-UPS 600 ............ ...... .................... .
Smart-UPS 900 .. .. .... .. .. ..... ........ .... ...... .. ..
Smart-UPS 1250 .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Back-UPS 450 .... .. .............. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ..

439.
649.
869.
215.

CH Products ... 30 day MBG
6814 TrackBall .. .. .. ........... .... ...... .. .. .. .... ..... ...... . 119.

Tripp Lite ... 2 year warranty

s

1528 600VA On-Line UPS .... .. .... .. .... .... .. ........ . 559.
1511 800VA On-Line UPS ........ .. .. .. .......... ...... . 699.

IBG

5392
1430
4808
4811
5392
5488
5461
5464
5480
8099

3W' Diskette Labels (Oty . 630) .. .. .......... . $29 .
1" x 4" Address Labels .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .. . 24.
11/3" x 4" Laser Labels ...... .. .. ........ .. ...... .... 24.
8V2" x 11" Laser Transparencies .............. 22.
3.5" Disk Labels .... .. ...... .... .. .. ............ .... .... 29.
Canon ... 90 day warranty
Black Cartridge (for Color Printer) .. .......... . 19.
Cyan Cartridge (for Color Printer) ..... ... .. .. . 29.
Magenta Cartridge (for Color Printer) ....... 29.
Yellow Cartridge (for Color Printer) .. .... .... . 29 .
Hewlett-Packard ... 120 day warranty
Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer .. .. .. ........ 93 .

Memory ... 2 year warranty
(Seepage L)
8790 1 MB SIMM (80ns) or 9284 (set af 4) .. .. ... call
89 10 4 MB Memory SIMM (80ns) ........ .... ...... ..... call
1935 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTdimension,
NeXTstatian Color & NeXTstatian Turbo) .. . call
8911 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 4 MB) .. call
8324 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (four 8 MB) .. call

Moustrak ... lifetime warranty
8576 Mouspad: black (7" x 9") .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. . 8.
8548 Mouspad: black (9" x 11") .......... .... ... .. ...... . 9.
10313 Mouspad: UF black (9" x 11") .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10

Pacific Micro ... 1 year warranty
8244 External Hard Drive Enclosure .. ...... .. .... .. 375.

8984
4415
44 12
6808
8979
8978
5029

280 MB MICRODISK (formatted} .... .... ..
550 MB MICRODISK (formatted) .... .. .. ..
860 MB MICROD ISK (formatted} ...... ....
1.1 GB MICRODISK (formatted) .. .........
280 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) .... .
550 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) .. ...
860 MB Internal Hard Drive (1 4.5 ms) ..

8887
2531
2326
8547
8894

C D-ROM Caddy (single). ............ .. .... .. ...... 14.
CD -ROM Caddy ( 10 pack} .. .... .. .. ..... .. .. .... . 99 .
CD-ROM Drive (beige} ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 589 .
Super Floppy 2.88 Drive ............. ...... .. .... 449.
Infinity 40 Twin .... .... ...... .... .... ........ ........ 1095.

Second Glance Software
5973 Scantastic (Epson ES-300C) ....... .. .... .. ... 299.
7156 Scantastic (HP ScanJet IIc) .... .... ........... . 299.

Avery ... 60 day MBG
(SeepageM)

1589.
1699.
1999.
2299.
1149 .
1299.
1699.

Peripheral Land, Inc . ... 1 year warranty

Sony ... 60 day MBG
1578 DG5CL 4mm Cleanining Cartridge ...... .... . 13.
1603 DG60M (60 meter OAT Tape} .. ...... ...... .... . 15 .
2520 DG90M (90 meter OAT Tape) ........ .. .. .... .. . 19.
5912
3603
5531
5530

SyQuest ... 60 day MBG
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB) .. .... ........ .. .. ..... 65 .
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB). .... .. ............ .. 100.
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB) (3 pak) .. .. .. . 292.
(5 pak} ....... 480. 3600 (10 pak) .... ...... .. 950 .

Toshiba ... lifeti me warranty
(SeepageM)
4858 3.5" ED Floppy Disk (5 pack) ...... .. ..... .. .... 17.
9755 3.5 " ED Floppy Disk ( 10 pack) ...... .. .. .. ..... 29.

1478 (10 pak) ... 699 .

MBG
... ... ....... .. ... ...... .... 59.
......... .......... .... ... 479.
IBG
... ..... ... .... .. ...... ...... 69.

30 day MBG

•
•
•
•

... ............. ... ... ...... 79.
79.
79.
........ .. .......... ... ..... 79.
)ove). ...... .. ... ..... . 199. ·

•
•

disk only) ..... . ... . 299.
NeXTSTEP 3.0} . 79 .

•
•
•
•

.. ... .. ....... .... .. .... .. 129.
....... .... ... .... ... ... ... 249.
mly) .... .. .. .... ..... .. .. 79.

•
•
•

•
... .. .. .. ...... ........ .... 195.

k MATH TOOLS
839.
595.

SHIPPING

OUR POLICY
We accept VISA & MASTERCARD .
No surcharge will be added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we sh ip.
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the sh ipment(s)
that complete the order (in the U.S.) .
No sales tax is charged, except for Ohio residents (please add applicable tax) .
All U.S. sh ipments insured, no add itional charge. APO/FPO orders shipped
First Class Mail.
International orders U.S. $100 minimum .
Manufacturer support and upgrade eligibil ity may be lirnited outside the U.S.A.
Upon receipt and approval, personal and company checks clear the same
day for immediate sh ipment of your order.
Corporate P. O.s are accepted subject to credit approval.
C.O.D. maximum is $1000. Cash or certified check.
120-day limited warranty on all products .
Defecti ve software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or
replaced at our discretion . All ite ms are subject to availability. Prices and
promotions are subject to change without notice.
Order lines: Open continuously from 8:00 a.m. Monday until midnight Friday, ET.
Business offices: Call 603-446-7771 Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ET.

Continental

u.s.:

Barring events beyond our control , all credit card orders phoned in weekdays
by 3:15 a.m . ET will ship Airborne Express for delivery the next business day.
Which means same day delivery for orders placed between midnight and
3:15 a.m. ET. Saturday delivery is available to many areas upon request.
Some areas require an additional day for delivery. The total freight charge on
any non-C. O .D. order placed with NeXTConnection is only $3. C.O .D. orders
will ship for $8.

Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands :
Call 800-800-NeXT for information on shipping and charges .

All ot her areas:
Call 603-446-7771 or FAX 603-446-7791 for information.
© Copyright 1993 PC Connection, Inc. NeXTConnection is a d ivision of
PC Connection , Inc., Marlow, NH. NeXTConnection is a trademark of
PC Connection , Inc. and NeXT Computer, Inc. Everything Overn ight is a
registered trademark of PC Connection , Inc. "N eXT" is a service mark of
NeXT Computer, Inc. and is used under li cense. NeXTConnection is not
affiliated with NeXT Computer, Inc. All othe r trademarks remain the property
of their respective compan ies .

NeXTConnectiori

M

9 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 800-800-NeXT 603-446-7771 FAX 603-446-7791
e-mail address:nextconnection@nextconn.com

Connect to the Worldwide Net!

IconMaker makes better Icons

The App for

ail

alp

Ort

'telebi

Connect! sets up and manages E-mail and WCP connections to other computers and Internet gateways .• Includes tested preset modem and e-mail configurations • Initialize "out-of-the-box" modems • Configure, test, and monitor connections to one or many mail servers • Requires no WCP or e-mail
administration knowledge to set up new connection. Perfect for user groups,
home computer users, and anyone new to NeXTSTEP who wants e-mail.
Supports Telebit, ZyXel, and 100% Hayes-compatible modems.
Price: $99.00 per CPU. Runs on all NeXTSTEP3 platforms.
Black Market Technologies/200 Warren Streel12/Brooklyn, NY 11201/+1 718522-5090
E-mail: infO@bmt.gun.(OIn
Circle 101 on reader service cord

IconMaker - Create and install your very own icons. Personalize home
directories. Create icons for custom applications. Features include:
Icon Importer - Selectively crops a TIFF or EPS image into an
importable icon size: Icon Browser - Views and imports any icon sized
TIFF that is placed in a folder; Install Folder Icon - Save your icons as
either a folder icon or an open folder icon for a clever animated effect.
100 free icons included.
Price $150
Blue Sky Softwore/P.O. Box 57096/Sherman Oaks Ca. 91403
FAXI (818) 989-4928/eronike@(erf.nel
Circle 102 on reader service card

Graphically create.
Find places in metro Phi
the households have inc
workers are self-employe
Fmd the geographic cent
before 1960. Show the c
Find the variance in the
tracts within a 5 mile rad
Req ui re s Sybase ~

Si~g'~'ii~ch'&'A~~o~'i~
223 2/Phone: 708-47
Cir

Hard drives and more!
Hard Drives

Floppy Drives

High Quality

NeXTSTEP Screen Sharing

Complet~

0thenvise

Low prices

1-800-CUBE-RTE
Optical Drives

Telecommunication

We offer a full range of 5.25" and 3.5" Hard Drives, ranging from
100MB to 2500MB, Floppy Drives from $225, 2.5MB (formatted)
floppy disks as low as $1 per disk, high speed CD-ROMS, optical
drives, tape backup systems, and telecommunication software and
hardware. All products are specifically designed and optimized for
NeXT. Prices are always dropping, so please call for a current product
list and pricing. Custom hardware and software available. Ask about
Voila, our drag and drop application builder.

ScreenCast™ lets users broadcast the display of one NeXTSTEP computer to one or more other computers on the network. Everthing that
appears on the sender's display-typing, window movements, mouse
actions-is simultaneously echoed on the receiving machines. The
receivers can also interact with the shared display using their mouse
and keyboard-allowing joint effort on a collaborative project or
remote control of the sending computer.

The Cube Roule, 1nc./430 Broodway/Combridge, MA 0218-4226
1-800-282-3783 or (6m 876-8554

Otherwise/1501 Lowe Ave./Belbngham. WA 98226
(206) 647-9436 voke and fax/saeencast@olherwlse.(OIn

Circle 103 on reader service cord

Circle 104 on reader service card

Complete Access is the ,
ing, forms, outlining, ch
database access tool fo.
Client/Server applicatiOl
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The App for Mar1<eting &Social Research

Unplug your NeXT! vol. 2

G rap h i c a II y create and execute queries like:
Find places in metro Philadelphia and New Jersey where more than 20% of
the households have incomes more than $100,000 and at least 10% of the
workers are self-employed.
Find the geographic center of Dallas weighted by the number of homes built
before 1960. Show the corresponding 9-digit zip codes.
Find the variance in the number of persons of Hispanic origin fi)r census
tracts within a 5 mile radius of downtown Chicago.
Requires Sybase server and NeXTSTEPTM 3 . 0

The most frequent question about volume 1 was "When is volume 2
coming out?" Well, it's here! This Rockridge compliant disc includes
Demos, Games, Utilities, Images , CD-Quality Sounds, and
Programming examples. All software has been unpacked so it can be
left on the disc, not on your hard disk. If you are usingJ'{eXTStep ver.
3.0, you need this disc! Price $79.95 VisalMasterCardlDiscover accepted. Vol. 1 is also available for $79.95. Order both for $140 and save
$20.00!

Siegeltuch & Associates/1817 Lincoln Street/Evanston, IL 602012232/Phone: 708-475-6055/Fax: 708-475-6068

Circle 106 on reader service card

Circle 105 on reader service card

•
Iring

Complete Access
."~~'~'"

'.' _-

L,",

•

ISOMEDIA, 1nc./2509152nd Ave. HE. 'A/Redmond, WA 98052
(206)869-5411/(800) 468-3939/Fax (206) 869-9431

Don'l Gel Caughl Speechless!

t"r~ "

--

CIlfIi'i\Ouor\o. s..MJ
lOU

J~},CIn.040

~TSTEP

com~verthing that
nents, mouse
.achines. The
~ their mouse
ve project or

Complete Access is the database access tool that combines report writing, forms, outlining, charting, and ease-of-use to provide the complete
database access tool for all NeXT users. With development costs of
Client/Server applications approaching $600,000 (Forrester Research,
Inc.), it pays to use the applicaton which lets you do it all yourself, in
record time. Complete Access can be used with Sybase, Oracle, or any
other SQL database for which an adaptor is available.

Trillium Sound Research Inc. presents the TextToSpeech Kit for the NeXT
computer. The TIS Kit is a full-featured system which converts any length
of text into natural sounding speech in real-time. The Developer Kit
($350.00 CDN) enables developers to build and test applications incorporating text-to-speech. The User Kit ($175 .00 CDN) allows users to run
applications built using the Developer Kit. A services menu application is
bundled. Brochures are available.

Gee. Software, 1nc./ 8683 Autumn Green Dr. SuIte .100/JackSOlvle, FL 32256
904-363-1646/1nfa@oc_saft.CDIII

TriIhm Sound ReseardIlnc./1500, 112 - 4th Ave. S.W./Caftart, Alberta, Canada. T2P OH3
(403) 284-9218/1-80D-L-oRATOR/ Fax (403) 282-6118

Circle 107 on reader service card

Circle 108 on reader service card
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your fax software even if you were giving away free six-slice
toasters. You people think that just because you write a fully
comprehensive and powerful fax/ modem package that
e verybody should automatically call you? Well, let me . tell you
something: I don't care for your software no matter how efficient it is.
I know that may sound remarkable to holier than thou people such as
y ourselves, but I have no desire to take advantage of the DFax
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think DFax is an awesome ideal The pro blems you have
solved have been making me pull my 'hai r outl I would be
interested in getting more informati on from you as It will be
of no harm or risk to me. Please send more Information, I
h av e already contacted you via the ad dress and phone number
below. Bravo I
.

Classifiel

MindOverMaiI™3.0, the Premier Envelope Printer

3182.

CONSULTING SERVI

Seamless integration is crucial to reliable telecommunications, and
herein lies the DFax difference. DFax 1.04 supports fully transparent
fax and data transmissions on the SupraFAXmodem at speeds up to
57.6 kbps. Future releases will support many additional modems. The
reliablility of DFax and economy of the SupraFAXmodem makes it
possible for every NeXT owner to afford quality telecommunications.
DFax 1.04 - $230 retail, $145 edu
Complete DFax 1.04/SupraFAXmodem package - $649 retail, $495 edu
NEXTWORLD Expo Booth #326

Fabulous New Features! Paltry New Price! MindOverMail 3.0 is unexcelled for printing envelopes and labels from NeXTSTEP 3.0. With
complete support for 3/5 presort, you'll save more than the price of
MoM on your first bulk mailing. The bad news? MoM 3.0 has too
many new features and enhancements to list here. The good news?
Single-user licenses are only $75 (host and network licenses also available). And you'll even get fixes for all the bugs that were found last
year-both of them.

~bic' S~~~~; 'I~~~ ·Ltd./i4· i~~~~'~; 'E~~i,' s;,ii~ ~228" " " " """""'"

s;.hs~·T~~'iisi80·S:w: ·i3~d·A~~rn;;i·oii97224:i64ii(S03i·684:i4i6 ..

Englewood. Colorado 80112/1-800-452-7608/Fax 303.799.1435/E-mail: info@aiembk.com

Fax (503) 639-6652/saltspring@twlght.raln.com

Circle 109 on reader service card

Client I Servi
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Co mplete;
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and Gupta SOL servers. Parabi
Corp. (206) 828-8172 info@ pan

Circle 110 on reader service card

Advertise
Bund Database Queries Graphically with RetrieverPaleHe

RSi
88
89
91

109
93

94
62
39
64

79
24

87
101

86

81
102
72
Welcome to SoftwarePlus! We sell approved hardware for NeXTSTEP
486. We sell software, and we sell peripherals. • Desktop systems by
Compaq, Dell, Epson, MicroTech Computer Corporation (Award winning 486 machines in BLACK housing!), and NEC • Portables by NEC
• Flight approved shipping containers • Software for NeXTSTEP by
Adobe, Altsys, Appsoft, Lotus, RightBrain, and many more • Modems
by Hayes, Supra, Telebit, US Robotics, and ZyXEL • Wacom Cordless
Digitizing Tablets. Hard drives by MicroNet, Microtech, and PLI..
We'd like to help you fly! Call us.

S~~~~Pfu;i'i-8cio:AU::N~XT (O;~~ ~)/i:8;'7:387-ii~iT ii.d~t~·~· i~;~
Orders)/1-817-566-6743 FAX

Circle IlIon reader service card

25
Target Development announces the RetrieverPalette, an intuitive object
for building custom queries in InterfaceBuilder. A Rettiever object handles an unlimited number of queries, which can be triggered from
TextFields, PopUpLists, MenuCells, Buttons, and more. Queries can be
pre-built, or dynamic, using runtime Ul values in the query. Custom wild
cards, case sensitivity, and multiple property sorting are also easily
applied. Excellent technical documentation, support, and demonstration
application included. $139.00 per machine. Free demo versions available.

............................................................................................

Target Development/72 West Elzabeth StrHt/Lanclsville, PA 17538/(800) 444-5435
(7m 898-9190/objeds@t_getHv.cOll

66
67

J03

96
97

83
82
84
98

32

COMPANY

Alembic SYSI
Alembic Sysl
Alembic Sysl
Alembic SYSI
Alembic Syst
AppFounda
Appsoft
Appsoft
Athena Desi~
B&WSoftw:
Bacchus
benchMark I
Black Markel
Blacksmith, L
Blue Rose Sy!
Blue Sky Soft
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grace and flair of typographic art.
Available now from Keystrokes. MC
or VISA accepted. Call 802-525-8837.
Available Soon from Paget Press-EAW.

Technology
Transfer

APPLICATIONS

Joe Barello Consulting
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StVenlines per inch. For column inch rates, please
call or write for complete rate card information.
Check or money order (or certified check) must
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of tbe publisher. NeXTWORLD magazine 501
Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107 415/978-
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Accounting App

3182.

CONSULTING SERVICES
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CheckSum is an accounting & bookkeeping
app designed for personal and small business
use on the NeXT. CheckSum organizes your
income, expenses, property, and cash,
balances your checkbook, and prints checks .
Cut & paste reporting is featured.

I

Client I Server
Database Consulting
Comple te application
development for NeXTSTEP.
Can be implemented on
HU..... Sybase, Oracle, Interbase
and Gupta Sal servers. Parabase Software
Corp. (206) 828-8172 info@parabase.com

It's easy to track your
finances in CheckSum!

FONTS
Fonts For Design Art Deco Collection 62 Art Deco Display fonts for
NeXT. Suited for Graphic Design,
Publishing, LOGO Creation, Ad Copy
and any other work requiring the

Version 0.9: $95
Includes free 1.0 upgrade

SiIius Solutions, Inc :"'~-..;
(415) 957-9044
checksum@sirius.com
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message
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415/978/3374.
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VANISHING

ark Twain is reported to have encountered his own obituary
and written its author a terse note, "Reports of my recent demise are grossly exaggerated." NeXT users have special reason
to relate to this quote right now.
Trouble is, "right now," as I write this, is mid-March. You won't read
this until the end of Mayor later. By then, Steve Jobs may have pulled his
greatest resurrection stunt yet. If he hasn't, an obituary of NeXT Computer
might not seem so exaggerated.
For the first time, and even though NeXT is doing most things right for
a change, I'm having serious doubts that the
company can become a serious player. If I'm
wrong and NeXT is looking at a real future
two months from now, I will gladly use the
occasion of NeXTWORLD Expo to eat these
words. I'll literally chow down on this page
of the magazine.
If I'm not eating paper come Expo, it
won't be because of technology. With
NeXTSTEP delivering today what Microsoft,
Sun, and Taligent hope to have Real Soon
Now, NeXT ought to be able clean up,
right? Maybe not. There seems to have been
a failure to communicate. The results are discouraging.
To name but one indication of this, I just read an entire issue of UnixWorld devoted to Windows NT and the other new-wave vapor operating
systems mentioned above. NeXTSTEP wasn't mentioned once, even in
derision. It was as though it doesn't exist.
Moreover, NeXT has been leaking brains as though from a massive
head injury. Peter Van Cuylenburg's departure is merely the latest in a discouraging parade toward the exits. As one of the departed said to me
recently, "The only people left at NeXT are those who simply can't say no."
And left alone at the top of this chaotic organization is the genuinely

POI N T

tragic figure of Steven Paul Jobs, a character with as much hubris as anIone who's shown up since Euripides quit writing plays.
Most of us yearn to do well the things we can't and tend to clirninit
the importance of our real gifts. Steve is no different. A truly great visi
ary and myth-maker, he has strangely but consistently aspired to be a
nessman and manager, showing markedly less talent for either of these
dreary vocations.
As a businessman, he's had a hard time remembering the role of
promise in the Art of the Deal. While adherence to principle is an hon(r·
able attribute, one must enter most n~
tiations prepared to give something.
one industry leader told me, "I've tried
do business with Steve Jobs on ten
occasions and it always failed over SOIll
meaningless little detail."
As a manager, he has a curse for
ing organizations that look more like
functional families, filled with people
dependent upon his whims for their ow.
self-esteem to tell him when he's wro~
If NeXT fails, I will take it person·
ally. I have staked a lot of my extrem&
scarce credibility on the proposition that, despite the worst marke~
since the Edsel, anything as cool as NeXTSTEP would sooner or 13t~
sell itself. Now the time has come to think the unwelcome but neni·
theless thinkable: This time, the magic may not work.
This column now goes in a time capsule to be opened at Expo.
the time you read these words, their gloom will likely either seem
terically exaggerated or just another piece of the eulogy. See you in
Francisco. •

J0
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PER R Y BAR LOW

appears in this space every issue.

Mental Blocks
NEXT GAMES

by SCOTT KIM
With the addition of the 3DKit to NeXTSTEP, developers are creating
many new applications that feature 3-D graphics. Here is a 3-D puzzle
to give your spatial imagination a workout.
I used Frontface from nPOINT to create the 16 floating objects at right.
Each object is composed of six cubes, all
the same size, joined face-to-face to make
D
a single, connected object. Some of the
cubes are hidden in back of other cubes,
H
where they can't be seen.
Your challenge is to identify eight different pairs of objects that have the same
K
L
I
J
shape (ignore color and texture). For
instance, although objects A and G are
p
M
N
viewed from different angles, they have
the same shape. Some objects have more
than one potential match - object B could match either objects H or J,
depending on where the missing cubes are - but in the final analysis, each
object can belong to only one pair.
Up to ten lucky winners will receive a NeXTWORLD T-shirt. Address entries to Puzzle Editor, NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St., San Francisco CA 94107. Or fax us at 415/978-3196. Entries must be received by
June 30, 1993. Ideas for new puzzles are welcome.

o

The solution to the FebruarylMarch 1993 NeXT Game will be
included in the next issue.
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IF YOU HAVE ALL
THE TIME IN THE
WORLD, THEN BY
ALL MEANS, DO IT
THE HARD WAY•••
••• IF YOU DON'T,
WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
Your next step
should be with Data General
You've chosen NeXTSTEP ® because you need to develop
mission - critical applications fast. Time spent configuring
PC hardware and software and wondering if your
NeXTSTEP environment will work is wasted time. When
you buy a system from Data General, you just plug it in and
start developing your critical applications immediately.
Data General DASHER II -486DX2/ 66LE2 ™ PCs running
NeXT STEP for Intel processors, combined with the power
and high availability features of our UNIX ® system-based
AViiON ® servers, give you not just high quality systems,
but the full service and support of a company that knows
client/server computing. After all, we've already spent our
time creating the AViiON open systems servers ranked #1
in the recent Computerworld Buyers' Scorecard. *
And, we have been a partner with NeXT Computer for over
a year. We have the commitment, knowledge, and experience to ensure that you maximize the return on your
investment in NeXTSTEP systems.

So, if you don 't have all the time in the world, take a minute
to step into our NeXTWORLD Expo Booth #616 and we'll show
you how easy Data General can make your next step.
Or call ,·aOO·DATA GEM

~.

Data General
Where the World is going!

Circle 97 on reader service card

*

"The CW Guide to Servers: Buyers' Scorecard," Computerworld , March 22, 1993.

© 1993 Data General Corporation DASHER 1l·486DX2/66LE2 is a trademark and AViiON is a registered
trademark of Data General Corporation. NeXTSTEP is a registered trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc.
Unix is a registered trademark of Unix System Laboratories, Inc.

+ ORTRPHILE
Store many different
types of data,
including multi-media
Define your own
database structure
and modify it
at any time

track of
your contacts and
correspondance

Import
from any text
an existing database,
create a new database

The Premier Flatfile Database
for the NeXTSTEP computers

STONE
Stone Design
2425 Teodoro NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
Email: jnfo@stone.com Phone: 505-345-4800

ks to other
documents, applications
and directories

any number
of custom label
and envelope reports

Suggested
Retail Price

$695
DataPhile is designed for users who need a flexible,
everyday database without the complexities of a rigid,
relational system. Using DataPhile's intuitive front
end, anyone can build and manage a personal fiat-fi le
database, modifying it and generating reports easily and at
any time. DataPhile also comes with a number of useful
template databases so you can begin using it right out of
the box. DataPhile requires no additional servers: it stands
alone and uses state of the art btree technology, so that the
system works quickly and searolessly.
Circle 44 on reader service card
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CON TRIBt

DIAGRAM! 2'"

CONCURRENCE 2'\1

Whether you're drafting a presentation, creating
business or CASE graphics, or managing projects,
there's a world of work to be done outside your
"mission critical" custom apps. And that's where
Lighthouse Design delivers NEXTSTEP's clearest
advantage- great productivity software
seamlessly integrated with the world's most
powerful development environment.

Presentation &: Outlining
By tightly integrating outlines and presentations,
Concurrence speeds the production of highquality proposals and briefings. Print the results
to any PostScript® device, from laser printers to
35mm slide makers, or deliver them via
NeXTMail to desktops throughout your
organization. Now in its second release,
Concurrence 2 has a host of new features
including NEXTSTEP object linking for "live
graphics," and support for PowerPoint® file
conversion.

Business and Technical Graphics
With a revolutionary and much-imitated "drag
and drop" drawing metaphor, Diagram! 2 is the
first drawing program for any platform to focus
on business and CASE graphics. "Intelligent"
lines and labels, customizable drawing palettes
and an "open" file format let you think and draw
simultaneously, and use your work as more than
just pretty pictures. That's why Diagram! is
NEXTSTEP's best-selling drawing program.

Comprehensive Project Management
TaskMaster breaks new ground in serious project
management with a powerful task and resource
outliner, drag-and-drop resource aSSignments,
and interactive Gantt charts. As NEXTSTEP's first
comprehensive project management program,

TASKMASTER' ·
TaskMaster provides support for
tracking and analyzing large and small
Advanced features include support for
document subprojects, automatic
from resource pools, priority-based
and importing data from
popular project management
TaskMaster minimizes training costs ~
incorporating user interface elements
to both Diagram! and Concurrence.
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NEXT

ime for a collective sigh of relief: The gloom rampant in the community a few months ago has lifted with the announcements at
Expo of the Hewlett-Packard port and PC hardware partnerships,
as well as the ample numbers of prospective customers at the show.
ow, after a brief summer lull (reflected in the size of this issue), the
rket has a window of perhaps 12 months to demonstrate new moment'JllI. To march through that window, NeXT needs to ship enough lmits of
.roSTEP to sustain a viable market for third parties and OEMs and to
erate sufficient revenue to support its own operation and satisfy investors.
How many units is that? In his Expo
eynote, Steve Jobs showed a slide listing
,000 firm orders for NEXTSTEP due for
fivery in the next two years. I don't think
"Ut I was the only person underwhelmed by
~Jt number. That might provide a marginal
!ll.lfket for third parties, but it certainly won't
iljlport a robust NeXT.
Ihave to assume that after years of overly
'mistic projections, Steve is now intenll!laUy lowballing. But if 40,000 units over
years doesn't cut it, what's a reasonable
_.eshold of success?
At the as Wars panel discussion during Expo, Pencom CEO Frank
King ran through a "back of the envelope" calculation, which went somelike this: NeXT's costs to support its roughly 250 employees and
a reasonable sales and marketing budget come in at around $40
Figuring standard margins on software and a 50-50 split of sales
developer and user systems, NeXT needs to sell in the range of
to 60,000 NEXTSTEP units a year to reach profitability.
One problem is that, unlike most software companies and despite its
channels such as hardware OEMs, Ingram Micro, and NeXTCon-

I
presents ...

WORLD

nection, the primary burden for selling NEXTSTEP will continue to fall
on NeXT's direct sales force. King estimated that a productive salesperson
will bring in about $1 million per year in revenue. That leads to his recommendation that NeXT beef up its sales force from about 30 quota-bearing
salespeople at present to at least 50 and preferably 100.
Thus, Steve's lowball figure is about half of what's really needed for viability. The good news is that it shouldn't be too hard to ramp up to the more
realistic sales goal. It just means that NeXT, and its new vice-president of
sales and marketing, Warren Weiss, have to perform effectively and execute
their plan. If those 40,000 orders are indeed
firm, it is a strong base from which to launch
a profitable software business.
On a related issue, I've heard a lot of
complaining about the $1995 and $795
list prices for the NEXTSTEP developer
and user editions. Other operating systems, the argument goes, sell for substantially less. In some cases, they are virtually
given away to gain market share.
Sorry, but I don't agree with that.
First, NEXTSTEP is all that NeXT sells,
and there is simply no economic model
that maintains a revenue base for future development and support at DOS/
Windows prices. More importantly, NEXTSTEP represents real value,
for which users should be prepared to make a reasonable commitment.
The $299 non-upgrade able eva I kit addresses the issue of getting it into
new hands; NeXT should probably extend the offer. NEXTSTEP may be
at the high end of OS pricing for now, but it's also at the high end of OS
value . •
DA N RUB Y is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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Class distinction
In the June/July issue of NeXTWORLD, Chris Lozinski's remarks
in "Ties that bind" are fallacious.
Windows' APIs were originally
developed in C, not Smalltalk or
Objective-Co As a result, customization in Windows is done with "window procs" and funky macros (instead of classes and methods), which
can lead to much less maintainable
code.
STEVE NAROFF

NeXT

Little guys
add up
NeXT isn't going
to make it unless
it starts treating
the little guys
better. Take my
case of trying to
get NS for Intel
running on my
machine, which
wasn't "blessed"
by NeXT. I could
barely get my sales
rep to return my
telephone call.
Compare
that to problems
with Windows.
Microsoft had
someone almost
living at my house,
even though we're just a four-computer operation. I know that NeXT
isn't big enough to hold the hand
of every guy that has trouble, but
the attitude, "If you're not going to
buy 1000 units, we don't want the
hassle," has got to go.
JERALD DAWSON

any Mac OS or Windows
ming jobs while I wait for
STEP customers to knock at
E. STEWARD
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, Colorado

DANIEL

E-mail lament part deux
Rob Wyatt, living in Los
may be only mildly irritated
lack of e-mail addresses in
NeXTWORLD ads (April!M.a~
To those of us overseas, it's a
nite pain in the butt. The WOlii
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doing customerit
favor by getting
800 number:
up! NeXT
the globe!
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DIEDERIC VLAMINGS
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For the record
Go for the gusto
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Does NeXT know the difference between the worth of a product and the
market value of a product? Apparently not. It's the old beer drinker's
dilemma. Why buy an expensive
imported beer when a cheap American beer will get you loaded for half
the price?
Attempting to sell NEXTSTEP
in a DOS market is about the same
thing. At the price that NeXT is asking for its operating system, I don't
see many PC users lining up for a
copy. NEXTSTEP is worth the $800
price tag, but I won't turn down

In the June/July Reviews
the price of Keystrokes'
Design - Art Deco Collectm• •
incorrect. The price is $150.

NeXTWORLD welcomes
ments. Please send them to
at NeXTWORLD, 501 SecIHJdlll
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bs while I wait for

E. STEWARD
10 State University
ins, Colorado

I lament part deux
yatt, living in Los Angeles,
only mildly irritated by tilt
e-mail addresses in some
VORLD ads (April/May).
e of us overseas, it's a defi·
n in the butt. The worst
offenders are those
who think they are
doing customers a
favor by getting an
800 number: Wake
up! NeXT encircles
the globe!

I

DAVE COYLE

Introducing the
NeXT best machine.
When NeXT announced they were
going to stop making hardware, a lot
of people were disappointed . Why?
Anyone who's ever seen a NeXT'"

Geislingen, Germany

Transparent
elTOr

Indeed we can add
Virtuoso to the top
five drawing applications in publishing
land. But the evalua·
tion (NeXTWO
April/May) does nO!
mention the lack of
support for transparency (alpha-chanhe NEXTSTEP Colors
l1stead, Virtuoso adds a
LffiSY solution of cloning an
nd changing its tints to
ion of transparency.
rica!.
Ie VLAMINGS

computer knows it's special. So when we
designed the new Epson®Progressiod"
NX machine, we knew we had big shoes
to fill, chiefly in the area of speed.
That's why we included a graphics accelerator chip called Wingine: It's like a turbocharger
for your graphics applications, enabling the NX to attain speeds up to 37 times
faster than standard VGA:' The NX comes standard with 36 MB RAM, plenty for
NeXTSTEP;" and can be boosted all the way up to 128 MB RAM. It can carry big loads, too,

:lam

with a 525 MB hard drive, plus six expansion slots and five drive bays. Screen

e record
unelJuly Reviews Desk,
:e of Keystrokes' Fonts
- Art Deco Collection
ct. The price is $150.

lRLD welcomes your comPlease send them to Lettets
WORLD, 501 Second St.,
'ncisco, CA 94107; or
letters@nextworld.com.

resolution hits 1024 x 768, thanks to 2 MB of VRAM and our 17" analog color
monitor. If you're looking for the hot machine for NeXTSTEP, call 1-800-BUY-EPSON for an
Epson Progression NX. Even if you can't have the NeXT machine, you can have next best.

EPSON
*Wingine is (l rtgisttrtd lradtma rk oj CHIPSTM and Ttch nologits. **Using Modt l486DX2/66 running Win'lilCh i" 1024 x 768 x 256. All other compan)' and/or product names art' trademarks and/or rtgisttrt'd Irademarlts oj theirreSptclive
manuf acturers. Epson is a rtgistered trademark of Stika Epson Corp. 0 1993 Epson America, Inc., 20770 Madrona Ave., Torra7lu, CA 90509. For dtakr referral, caJl 80o-BUY-EPSON(BOO-289-3776).

COMMUNITY

Sales Guy
NEW

TO

FINALLY, A SALES GUY. THAT WAS THE BUZZ AROUND NEXT HEADQUARTERS
with the arrival of Warren M . Weiss in Mayas vice-president of
North American sales and marketing. No matter how much vision
Steve Jobs brings to the table, there's nothing quite like the "where's
the world, I'll have it for breakfast" attitude a true salesperson brings
to the table.
Forget Weiss's demonstrable
skills in redirecting a company's
sales efforts and starting a new
business - tWQ things that NeXT
is currently attempting. Forget his
12 years with leading mainframesoftware developer Management
Science America (MSA) and its
subsidiaries, including being
named its youngest vice -president ever. Having a real sales guy
around makes everyone feel
better.
In person, Weiss, 36, lives up
to his reputation. He speaks of
his professional biography as a
litany of quotas met and exceeded,
goals topped, and tight turnarounds
accomplished. Only a true sales guy
can do this without boasting.
Wamm Weiss brings to NeXT a track
After an hour he says,
record in mainframe-software sales.
"Numbers? We want to be the
number-three operating system in
the world by 1995, after Microsoft and Apple, and first in object-oriented
operating systems. We'll accomplish the numbers necessary to achieve
that."
He wasn't always a numbers guy. Weiss earned a degree in criminology from Western Illinois University but turned down an offer
from the FBI to work instead for John Imlay at Georgia-based MSA.
Imlay became Weiss's mentor, and they worked together for the next
12 years.
At MSA, Weiss rose quickly through the sales ranks, operating in
different markets as the company acquired various businesses. By age
26, he had over 400 people reporting to him. Most of his experience
at that time centered on selling large systems to the financial industry.
Following a takeover attempt, Weiss was one of eight managers
entrusted with turning the company around. The turnaround was
successful, but the company was still sold to a white knight - Dun &
Bradstreet (D&B) Software. He became its youngest vice-president
and corporate officer ever. After 18 months, he grew restless with the
staid environment of D&B and elected to move out on his own.
After six months as a consultant, he joined Continuum, a financial-software company in Austin, Texas, that required his special talent for bringing corporations back to financial health. "I seem to be
attracted to companies in that position," he says. He tripled software
sales in just one year and started a new outsourcing business.
Weiss was recruited from his last job after a long courtship. He
wasn't interested at all while NeXT was making hardware. "The
hardware business is like selling TV sets, and I'm a software baby,"
he says.
What clinched the deal was the opportunity to offer customers
something completely new; he had seen businesses become ever more
6
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NEXT
stagnant under the weight of millions of lines of COBOL code.
STEP provides the opportunity to deliver custom applications
of fixes to existing systems that are ultimately doomed. "I
years in the business and there was essentially no new software,
Weiss says. "Mainframe software hit the client-server wall."
He looks forward to working with Steve Jobs. Calling it a
made in heaven," Weiss notes that they are the same age and
experience with success at a young age. There will be no
Weiss says, because Jobs is product-focused while he is
"If he can build it I can sell it," Weiss says.
His main goals for the short term are establishing
closing some major NEXT STEP sales; creating strategic
to make NeXT a full player in the future of enterprise
establishing credibility with OEMs to fill channels with
based software.
Weiss describes NeXT as a start-up with characteristics of
around - but blessed with lots of customers, lots of cash, and
non-niche sales opportunities. Sales guy again, but it makes sense.

by DAN L AV I N

A solid round of announcements at Expo put wo,r!<:l;tatlorl-mani
alliance, time-based media standard, early
guaranteed '040 support, community solidarity, and group
agement in the bag. (The first twQ have been announced but
shipping as products.) This month's list includes suggestions
Most Wanted panel discussion at Expo.
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NeXT's Chasm
COMMENTARY

As a consultant reviewing NeXT's 1993 marketing strategy, I've read
a lot of doomsday reports and analyses of the company's prospects.

;tom applications
.y doomed. "I spent 16
.y no new software,"
nt-server wall."
•Jobs . Calling it a
the same age and have
:re will be no conflicts,
while he is sales-

MMCH 1 TO MAY 1

But my own assessment is that the sky isn't about to fall on NeXT.
The company's destiny, in fact, is in its own hands.

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
DRAFTF.R

Technical graphing application
VVI
8141234-9613

NeXT is a case study in the "chasm," a concept related to the
Technology Adoption Life Cycle: Whenever a radically innovative
product is introduced, it will go through a cycle of acceptance by
innovators and early adopters before winning over the early majority, the late majority, and, finally, the laggards. As the cycle moves

TOOLS AND LANGUAGFS

;tablishing viability by
ng strategic partnerships

VISUALWORKS

Cross-platform, GUI-based client-server
application development
ParePlace Systems
408/481-9090

:haracteristics of a turns of cash, and tremendoll\'
Jut it makes sense..
'

& BILLING
Application template for co8tomworkflow development
Integrity Solutions
6!J.2J223-8475
TIME

~1'.database design

and management

from a market dominated by visionaries to a mainstream market
dominated by pragmatists, there is an adoption lull - what I call a
"chasm" - during which there is fundamentally no market.
NeXT is experiencing this chasm even

...v."'l'~"".ny\laijj' In hIgh I«Ii "
"'WJIlli.·~~ill_rretIibI UIII.('to.
(!O~.("Ii'"

as I write. It has successfully captured
the enthusiasm of the early market - witness the virtually universal accolades
given to NEXTSTEP - but is now floundering in search of a loyal following that
could give it a sustainable mainstream

UTILITIES

market . Indeed, NeXT hit the

TUv!liFLIFS 2.0
Tlllle-managemeur application

chasm head first in 1992 and, recog-

Mouthing Flowers
206/325-7870

nizing that, abandoned its hardware
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shortly afterward.
Whenever a company hits this chasm,

POWERGUARD\AN

ap-scheduling application

Monitors power supplies and performs
system,shutdown
:BenaTong
6141276-7859
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everyone in the industry believes the com-

Author Geoffrey Moore's
book charts the course
NeXT m ust take.

pany is finished. But this isn't the case. First,
the chasm is inevitable, like adolescence - painful beyond belief
but essential to growth. Second, crossing the chasm is a wellunderstood discipline, with well-established principles that

INSPECTED By: Ph'iNACLE

Custom workspace inspectors
Pinnacle Researeh
6021529-1135

NeXT's marketing organization is following. Third, it is far easier to
cross the chasm carrying NEXTSTEP rather than a bulky Cube.
Finally, the tougher the chasm is to cross, the higher the reward - if
it's hard for the innovator, it's hard for the followers. The chasm can

COMMENT

PERIPHERALS
BASIC SERIAL PORT Krr (FOR RELEAsE 3)

Client-senrer paradigm for serial
communications
BARCODE Box

Hardware interface
WAND-A-BAR

Sofrware for configuring and lnanaging
bar-code readers
Hot Technologies
617/252"0088

be a great moat.
To cross that chasm, the company must accomplish some key
goals in the near future. NEXTSTEP is the first comprehensive object-oriented operating system, so it must position itself correctly relative to the other operating-system alternatives. In this light, its competitors are going to be Cairo and Taligent - not UNIX, not NT, not
Windows. And in this competition, NeXT has a two-year head start.
NeXT must also make objects commercially viable. Today, the
universe of objects exists at the subprogram level; there are data

Jury's still out

objects and communications objects, text objects and window

Concern over downsimi
department

objects, and so forth. But at this level, objects are interesting only

High on list for NS 4.0
Did loyalties die hard

to computer scientists. This will all change when users hear about
comprehensive libraries of objects with names like mortgage basket,
..,. PAGE 8
currency hedge, or CD and know they can
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1& NeXT's Chasm
manipulate these objects - combining, trading,~

monitoring them. Now the idea of objects
very interesting indeed, and as users commit
and more of their business practices to
development, they become more and more
NeXT's ongoing viability.
Given this, NeXT's marketing strategy should
capitalize on its head start by creating a critical
mass of objects for one or more more target
tomer communities. And NeXT is in a very good
position to do this: NEXTSTEP is not only a
product, it is relatively mature and available now
a low-cost open-systems platform; NeXT has
established a beachhead in the financial-services
industry and recognized the need for partners
broader channels of distribution and support,
flected in the HP announcement; and NeXT has
at least one systems integrator, Systemhouse,
has already set up an object factory for "' ...". "'".
But challenges exist. NeXT must
cused. The sales force will find plenty of
adopt a clear discipline about how it will
when it will pass over opportunities, or at
them under some other prime contractor.
The second challenge is money. A critical
of objects is worth millions in the long term
not likely to be a generator of short-term cash.
theless, this is where the company must invest
A third challenge is overcoming the Steve
mystique, for it is the irony of chasm
assets in the early market tend to be liabilities
mainstream. Fortunately, however, there is a
pany just up the road from NeXT pointing the

Call IT Solultions for details:

Information
Technology
Solutions, Inc.
IT Solultions
400 W. Erie #301
Chicago,IL 60610

a solution. At Oracle, the Larry Ellison
the process of being overcome by the int..,n....tlft
increasingly autonomous layers of senior
tives. If the model can work there - and it is
every sign that it will - there's no reason why
be ported south.
For the next two years, NeXT has the
nity to control its own destiny. It should be
cross the chasm, solidify its beachhead in an

312-587-2000

target market, and begin to branch out from
How far that branching out will go is l'In1Jhn nll't '
limits on it. •
G E OFF R E y Moo R E is the author of
the Chasm (HarperBusiness, 1991) and hrocitiP"f,
Geoffrey Moore Consulting.
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NeXT and NEXTSTEP are trademarks of NeXT, Inc. 1·2·3 and Lotus are registered trademarks of the lotus Development
Corporation. Excel and SYLK are re.glstered trademarks of Microsoft, Inc. 20/20 is a registered trademark of Computer
Associates. Intel is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. PA-RISC is a registered trademark of Hewlett- Packard Co.
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Continental Drift
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VIRTUAL CORPORATION

For Pangea Corporation, it's a case of pract icing what you preach.
The four people on the Pangea
team are scat-

c:

tered across the country,
using NEXTSTEP technology to
develop not just a piece of
software but a corporate culture that crosses t he
boundaries of time and

space. "We

~ Oc. hope to be the first living example of why you
~

Share and what it can do for you," says Peter
need MindPark, the company's president.
With Park in Annandale, Virginia; Lighthouse Design founder
Roger Rosner in Washington, DC; Brad Vaughan in Cincinnati; and
Scott Moyer in San Francisco, each architect of this Lotus Notes-like
software is able to maintain divergent lifestyles and existing
relationships while contributing to the development of a product
they hope will help do the same for end users.
"I work out of my home and I really love it," says Rosner. "I
think it really boosts a person's efficiency. You can lead the life you
were designed to live."

According to Rosner, managers may have some concerns
about losing the ability to monitor their employees, but the

~-.1IraI1ion

kit. ' The key is to
user groups, to sh
work should be measured in results and results only. You don',
and users what tI
have to constantly watch the person. If you think you do,
"That was Steve}o
~ age to the faithful at th(
probably ought to fire them."
International NeXT User Gl
Rosner imagines a world where want ads don't exist,
nfcrence at NeXTWOR
an issue, and people work together in good faith to ~C'j~nnnnli'~ Ii_"1E
.. ,..... vv, In his keynote addres~
goals of an organization. It may sound utopian, but
. of Users Under Nt
Pangea are bringing us one step closer to this special kind
Tent," he urged 200-ode
from around the WOI
tual reality. " It's not a matter of how many hours people are I'w_ _• • _ •••• ~ the gospel " to their
in; it's a matter of delivering a product or a service."
brethren.
To that end, Jobs asked
While the Pangea team works to deliver its product, it
heavily on e-mail, sending messages, source code, and, most
"come to NeXT with p
Is on how we can helJ'
recently, the 3-D designs for the company's NeXTWORLD Expo
tra te the e PC user gro
pledged to provi de wha
booth. But as MindShare gets closer to completion, it is
increasing role in Pangea's own communications. The
are necessary.
an environment for group collaboration designed to go
That very afternoon, at
oIR (NEXT STEP
limitations of e-mail by providing features that make it easier to
~"",,,,. I \J '.I " InteRnational )
maintain discussions on an ongoing basis.
e sions on leadersl:
It was while serving as Air Force officers stationed at the
member services, many
tagon that the company's founders first encountered
repre entatives begar
up Jobs's offer. Andre,.
existing means of tackling information exchange in a large
IRnstPI' n of hAng said that
zation. While the Pentagon is, as Park puts it, "well wired,"
are really hard to co
mail system that runs over those wires does little more than
they love their mac
PC users alrea dy have
vide an electronic paper trail.
re . . . and there are
Unlike e-mail, MindShare provides a centralized storage
mem ." Paul Lynch, from
for information that can function like a company bulletin
Kingdom NUG, su
that NUGs work tog
can use it to post company policies, org charts, and
PC resellers and get m,
can be seen by everyone in a company. Because it allows
in PC-centric networkE
send messages to a discussion group instead of an
CompuSer ve.
can set up open forums that can be joined by anyone at any
tages of the virtual corporation far outweigh disadvantages. "I

even people that the sender of the message doesn't know.
Ad hoc teams can be established on the fly to work on
either from among co-workers in the same office or from
Coming soon ...
• PYRAMID

workers in geographically remote locations (MindShare uses

• DEC

Like the first Pangea, the supercontinent believed to
existed more than 200 million years ago, this virtual

... a nd more.

IP for LAN connectivity and will work over SLIP) .

hopes to unite islands of productivity in a sea where
Use NeXTSTEP 3.0 tools to
manage your ent ire netwo rk.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

THE NETINFO SOURCE
Xedoc Software Development Pty. ltd.
P.o. Box 293 Albert Park 3206 Vic., Australia
Tel: + 61·3-696·2490 Fax: + 61-3·696 6757
E-ma il : netinfo@xedoc.com.au

~~

flows freely. Even with tools like MindShare to aid in your
storming session, it's all too easy for great ideas to be lost.
advice to those who want to explore this new means of
tion ? "Take lots of notes." •

by

L EE
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SOF T WA RE D EVELO P ME N T PTY LTD

Netlnfo is a trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc. All other trademarks are the
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ve some concerns
yees, but the advanlisadvantages. "I think
Its only. You don't
ink you do, then you

l hl!( (, !( O l , !' \

liiltration kit. "The key is to infilrrate PC user gro ups, to show
developers and users what they're
missing." That was Steve jobs's
message to the faithful at the 1993
International NeXT User Group
don't exist, trust isn't Conference at NeXTWORLD
lith to accomplish the Expo. In his keynote address, "An
n, but companies like Explosion of Users Under NeXT's
Ilig Tent," he urged 200-odd NUG
s special kind of vir!taders from around the world to
us people a re putting 'spread the gospel" to their PCrvice."
using brethren.
To that end, Jobs asked NUGs
its prod uct, it relies
to"come
to NeXT with proe co de, a nd, mos t
posals on how we can help you
leXTWORlD Expo
Infiltrate these PC user groups ."
Iletion, it is playing an He pledged to provide whatever
resources are necessary.
ions. The program is
That very afternoon, at the
Jned to go beyond the
larious NaIR (NEXTSTEP OrIt make it easier to
g.lOizations InteRnational) conlerence sessions on leadership
lnd
mem ber services, many userstationed at the Pengroup
representatives began to
luntered problems with
uke up j obs's offer. Andrew LoInge in a large organi'lienstern of hAng said that "Mac
, "well wired," the eopJe are really hard to convert,
use they love their machines,
little more than probut PC users already have the
ardware . . . and there are tons
tralized storage place
of them." Paul Lynch, fro m the
any bulletin board. You United Kingdom NUG, suggested that NUGs work together
rts, and notices that
with
PC resellers and get more
!Use it allows you to
li.-nve in PC-centric networks such
ld of an individua l, you 15 CompuServe.
'I anyone at any time,
1he haL Nothing was cooler at this
doesn't know.
fly to work o n projects, rear's Expo than the lime-green
Iffice or from among
(MindS hare uses TCPI
LIP).

mt be lieved to have
is virtual corporation
~a where information
to a id in your braindeas to be lost. Park's
w means of collabom-

Mentality
inaccurate and nega- out of 54 total let-

and aqua-blue Expo baseball
caps, and there was only one
way to get them: by volunteering
for NoIR. More than 120 volunteers from as far away as Europe
and Japan donated more than
1750 hours to run everything
from conference security to the
NoIR Auction.
Volunteers ranged from NeXT
Campus Consultants to curious
Macintosh users; even the infamous phone phreak John Draper
(Captain Crunch) was sighted at
NoIR HQ. Elizabeth Mezias from
FOGnug noted that "NeXT has
a community and a support system that doesn't exist on any
other platform, and I'm proud to
be part of it." NoIR Volunteer
Coordinator Al Willis, reprising
his role from last year, said, "I
love working with our volunteers because they give so much
of t hemselves ." Quite a few of
the volunteers have already signed
up for Expo '94.
Then there was the NoIR
Auct ion. Where else could you
buy a box of 300 NeXTToois
($125), a set of dies for the NeXT
monitor cable (a total of $2300,
discounted from an original
retail value of $30,000), or dinner with Lt. Sullivan ($150)?
Other items included a set of
NeXT-logo Hackysacks autographed by master juggler and
NeXT trainer Randy Nelson
($ 250), NeXT letterhead from
the Fremont factory ($175), and
a four-foot square print of the
original optical disk ($1750) .

the Japanese NeXT Users Society, with 30 attendees who all
arrived in snappy lime-colored
NeXUS-logo windbreakers; and
BANG, the Bay Area NeXT User
Group, which has some 100 overseas members in 60 countries.
Runners-up included the United
Kingdom NUG, with 18 attendees, and the Vancouver (British
Columbia) NeXT Users Society,
with 34, eight of whom vanpooled
to San Francisco in 18 nonstop
hours. Conrad Geiger, NeXT's
User Group representative, also
presented 1993 Golden Nugget
awards to over 100 NUGs, with
prizes donated from 20 vendors.
The current NUG census tallies
some 435 groups worldwide; over
20 countries were represented at
Expo, from Lithuania to Singapore.

The article. Making it through
the transition from hardware to
software hasn't been easy for
NeXT's user-evangelists. One.
bombshell landed on the first
day, with a negative article in the
Wall Street Journal. Many people tried to address the dilemma
laid out by Paul Sonneman at a
N oIR conference on organizing
NUGs: "Outside the NeXT activist community, no one can have
a discussion about NEXTSTEP
without running into external concerns, like the transition." Ingvar
Petursson, CIO of McCaw Cellular, urged users to "fight bad press
with logic." •

by
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KHARE

Golden Nuggets. This year's member-miles award went to NeXUS,

sions, and at Expos, we can bring
the NeXT vision (and our sense of
humor) to a new set of peopJe hungry for quality and innovation. An
excerpt from the posting, «Response
to people who think NeXT is
alm()st out of business," sums it
up best:
The proper response when
someone asks, "NeXT? Aren't
they about to go out of business?" is, "Not at all. You must
be thinking of mM." .•

by CHARLES L.PERKINS

Voice: (703) 524-6147
E-Mail:

info@b1cksmtb.com

5911 5th Street N., Arlington, VA 22203
NeXTSTBP is a registered trademark of Ne}.' Computer, Inc. in the U.S. and othe r
_ _ _ _ _c_o_u_n_
tri es~·SM1TH is a trademark of Bl.aCKSMlTH, Inc.
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Appsoft Solutio
A traditional spreadsheet for NeXTSTE
A tool ba r provides access to
common features
a nd controls .

Eight different
objects are fully
supported including
rich text, sound,
TIFF and EPS.

Fourteen different
charts are just a
click away.
D Uti1.itie~
•

Telephone

OTI"ave l

Charts and tables
are easily exported
to other programs
via Object Links.

o F:ntertaiM.ent

A product of more than 12 person-years of development, Solution gives you everything you've come to expect from a s
familiar, intuitive controls, a handy tool bar for quick access to common features, terrific charts and graphs, a robust macro I
and the ability to import Lotus 1-2-3 files. All this with the best of NeXTSTEP: 3.0 Help, Object Linking, Drag and Drop EPS,
Color, Rich Text Support and Sound.
With our unique "macro buttons", you can automate the creation of complex spreadsheets including opening new windows,
charts, loading data and performing complex calculations all with a single click. Also included are 500 pages of Appsoft
documentation provided for you on-line in Digital Librarian format.
If you act now, you can get Appsoft Solution for only $99. That's right, a complete, unrestricted, transferrable version of the
easiest NeXTSTEP spreadsheet. And we guarantee that you will be happy or your money back if returned within 30 days of

To order ca//1.-S00-42S-2777 or 1.-41.5-61.7-0595

market in the
NeXTWORLD.

..

tIIl™

Appsoft and Appsoft Solution are trademarks of Appsoft Corporation, Lotus 1·2·3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Corporation
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ro
~TSTEP
Macro Buttons
proVide simple yet
powerful controls.

/

Color is fully supported in the
~ spreadsheet,
/
graphics and charts.

_

A robust cha
interface provides
s imple controls
for 3D, legends
and graphics.

Sound is easily
- - - integrated into
your spreadsheet.

robust macro la
md Drop EPS, TIFF

~

version of the npWPC::T_ "·'"

30 days of purchase.

Palo Alto, CA 94303·988B
(415) 617-0595
(415) 321-9309 fax

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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Find out what's next and save MONEY too!
Yes!

Please start my Corporate Subscription to NeXTWORLD for 10 or more people in mv office or
department. I'll get 12 MONTHLY issues, guaranteed to keep everybody in my company Informed about
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10 copies
20 copies
40 copies
60 copies
80 copies
120 copies
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NeXT computers.
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itS POET object-oriented
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NeXT has signed a new longterm agreement with IntegraredMedia, publisher of NeXTWORLD. The deal extends
througli 1995 and covers a trademark license for the use of the
NeX}WORLD name, customer
lists, and in-box promotion for
the magazine. The agreement
coil)Cides with NeXTWORLD 's
shift to monthly frequency and
a new focus on different PC

opees have two new published
resources. The Complete Guide
10 fhe NEXTSTEP User Envi-

(Springer-Verlag), by
Michael B. Shebanek, is a book!
diskette combination for both
tJeperienced users and those
considering a NEXTSTEP purchase. Alex Duong Nghiem's
EXTSTEP Programming: Concepts Q/ld Applications (Prentice
Hall) is a diagram-rich guide to
all aspects of object-oriented
design and analysis. It assumes
no prior knowledge of Objecuve·C or NEXTSTEP.
IOnlllellt

Aurora Software has released an
update of its QuickStart Dockextender and application-organizer software that helps optimize limited screen space. Aimed
anhe new market for NeXT-

includes invisible application
riles and automatic system-load
monitoring. Aurora Software:
608/231-3679.
POET Software has announced
NEXTSTEP support for Version
2.0 of its POET object-oriented
database system. This cross-platform ODBMS for C++ appli. cation development features
concurrency control, transaction
support, and event-handling
functions designed specifically
for heterogeneous environments.
POET Personal Edition. sells
for S l~OO; the four-developer
Professional Edition is $4500 .
POET Software: 408/748-3403.
[CONTIN UED ON r AGE 17]

NeXT ships solid NS 3.1 ~ NeXT, HP team up
lures buyers with Eval Kit
by

L

by
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San Francisco - As promised,
NeXT began its new life as a software company at NeXTWORLD
Expo with the shipment of NEXTSTEP 3.1 for Intel Processors.
"As of today, the transition is officially over - it's
behind us," NeXT CEO
Steve Jobs declared
in his keynote speech.
The software is available in $1995 developer and $795 user
versions; buyers of
the developer producr
must also purchase a user version.
NeXT is also offering a
limited Evaluation Kit for
$299.

The shipping products appear
solid, according to many developers present at NeXTWORLD
Expo. "Personally, I think it is the
stablest release of NeXTSTEP that
I've ever used," said Alex Cone,
president of Objective Technologies in New York.
Some remaining
problems in 3.1 include
bugs in DBKit and
a lack of support
for Insignia Solutions' SoftPC,
needed for compatibility with
DOS and Win" dows software.
NeXT said that
an upgraded release
3.2, due in late September or early October, will
correct those problems. The fall
[SEE 3.1 SHIPS, PAGE 15]
release

San Francisco NeXT will port
NEXTSTEP to
Hewlett-Packard's
PA-RISC workstations under a
wide-ranging
agreement between the companies announced Steve Jobs unveiling the ObjectoEnterprise alliance with HP.
at NeXlWORLD
Expo. Though the port will not
develop a Portable Distributed
be complete until mid-1994, the
Object (PDO) system running on
companies will immediately begin
servers over mixed networks.
co-selling NEXTSTEP in the finan"This deal was essential for
cial-services market.
NeXT. HP has access to market
The announcement was part of
channels NeXT needs," said
a long-term strategy, called Object o
Andrew Allison, a workstationEnterprise, that includes a plan to
market analyst [SEE HP, PAGE 17]

Lights~ camera~
by

Crowds tum out for Expo
by

DAN

RUBY

San Francisco - Preshow jitters
about the turnout for NeXTWORLD Expo turned out to be
greatly exaggerated. With more
than 7000 attendees on the
Moscone Convention Center show
floor, exhibitors were generally
pleased by the booth traffic.
"We received several hundred
leads - much better than anticipated," said Lauren Flanegan-Sellers, president of Goldleaf Systems
in Larkspur, California. "We had
reseller and large-organization
purchases from Asia, Europe, and
all over the United States. We also
made key contacts with large system integrators and resellers specializing in the government market."
According to Digital Consulting (DCI), the Expo management
company, the attendance figures
included 2000 registrations for the
developer and user conference
programs. Approximately 3500

visitors turned out to hear the
opening-day keynote by NeXT
CEO Steve Jobs (see the sidebar,
"Glitches mar keynote"). More
than 100 exhibitors displayed
products on the show floor.
DCI said the attendance figures were greater than those for
NeXTWORLD Expo 1992, held
while
[SEE CROWDS, PAGE 151
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San Francisco - Declaring that "R
& D is alive and well at NeXT,"
Steve Jobs wowed the NeXTWORLD Expo audience with the
first demonstrations of NEXTIME,
software for real-time video compression and audio synchronization, and Photo CD support.
"NeXT has been the leader in
providing an object-oriented multimedia development platform that
incorporates virtually all of the
critical media types, from images

Glitches mar keynote
Technical problems maIred Steve
Jobs's keynote presentation at
NeXlWORLD Expo '.9 3.
Shortly after beginning, Jobs
had to eompete with background
noise in the Moscone Convention
Center's North wing, whidh is
still under cob.stfuction. Next, his
P& s>,stem buzzed, then boomed,
wirhreverb.
Outsid e the theater, the
overflow crowd had a video

hook up 0.£ Jobs's pr.esentatiol}
but no sound. l'eop'\e began
chanting " fix the sound" and
demanding to be let into ·the
main auditorium. Jobs decided
to tet in the overB.ow crowd.
Jobs was nex;t confr<illited
w ith a crashed '486 PC. By f1ippil.1g a button on a video switcher,
he was able to continue his demonstrationl with a second, identically configured system. •

action

to CD-quality sound and photographs. Real-time video is clearly
the next addition we need to make,"
said NeXT Director of Product
Marketing Brett Bachman.
Similar to Apple's QuickTime
and Microsoft's Video for Windows, NEXTIME allows users to
store video sequences on a hard
disk, where the sequences can
easily be incorporated into other
applications. The key difference is
the software's capability to support symmetrical compression and
decompression of video. QuickTime can take from five to ten
times longer to compress as it does
to decompress, depending on the
method used. On current '486based machines, a typical 320by-240-pixel NEXTIME movie
will play at 24 frames per second,
including sound.
According to Bachman, this realtime capability will allow development of more advanced applications for video editing and teleconferencing.
NEXTIME's other improvements over current video technologies include support for CDquality sound, larger window
sizes,
[SEE L IGHTS, PAGE 15J

WP without frills
San Francisco - Hoping
to raise a new word
processor standard for
mixed -environment
NEXTSTEP sites,
RightBrain Software
introduced its new
word processor, ExactlyWrite, for Intel and
NeXT platforms at
May's NeXTWORLD
ExactJyWrite gets back to basics.
Expo here.
with Appsoft, ExactlyWrite will
The program is unrelated to
be able to read from and write to
RightBrain's page-iayout appliWriteNow files.
cation, PasteUp, but was written
ExactlyWrite will sell for $129,
using the NEXTSTEP Text object.
with a per-seat discounting scheme.
It was designed as a baseline word
A shipping date for the software
processor for letter and memo
had not been determined at press
writing in heterogeneous envitime.
ronments.
RightBrain: 4151326-2974 .•
Through a licensing agreement

Lighthouse takes project
management to task
San Mateo, CA - Filling a gap in the
NEXTSTEP application suite, lighthouse Design showed a new project-management program called
TaskMaster at Expo. It also shipped
its Foundation Classes, a library
of Lighthouse objects.
TaskMaster is a comprehensive
project-management application

Video to go
NeXT's decision to drop hardware
and produce a version of NEXTSTEP for Intel-based PCs is allowing developers to put NEXTSTEP
front ends on low-cost video-capture cards.
Imagine Multimedia's VideoGrinder, introduced at NeXTWORLD Expo, lets you record
digital video clips to your hard
disk by using Creative Labs'
Video Spigot card. The software
will rely on Imagine's proprietary
Flix .video-compression technology to create clips that can be used
with Callisto, Imagine's multimedia authoring software.
Making its American debut at
Expo, Screen Machine is a NEXTSTEP version of Europe's leading
video-capture card and includes
software for frame grabbing and
cut-and-paste editing of captured
video, as well as the capability to
view live video in a window . •

that allows users to get a handle on
scheduling, planning, and resource
management. It was in limited
release at press time; Version 2.0
will ship widely for $1295 at the
end of Q3 this year.
The Foundation Classes are a
class library that, unlike most userinterface-driven ObjectWare, focuses on storing items in the background of programs. This key task
is not addressed by the AppKit . •

See next
month's
issue for
more Expo
product news

Talus delivers
Russian code
San Francisco - Talus Imaging
and Communications Corporation showed a slew of new products at Expo, including the fruits
of its Moscow operations.
Retina is an application that
drives the entire line of IRIS highresolution ink-jet color printers.
LeafLink is a set of tools for scanning from LeafScan high-resolution film scanners. MatchMaster
is software for driving the Super"
Match ProofPositive color printers.
Also joining the fold is a new
encryption standard, developed
entirely within Russia. This product has important ramifications
for multinational corporations
needing encryption not affected by
strict U.S. export regulations.
FastKey provides a total solution for bilingual publishing between English and another language. With new Cyrillic fonts, that
other language can be Russian.
Typing Czar is software for learning how to type with the help of
progress indicators. Talus: 713/
561-0700 . •

San Francisco Celebro, a new
multiuser flat-file
database from
Stockholm-based
Xanthus International, made its
North American
debut at NeXTWORLD Expo.
The application
features multiuser access; ,formand label-design tools; multiple
data, table, report, and field types
and views; multimedia support;
drawing tools; and support for
user palettes.
Databases can be customized
using CScript, the Xanthus scripting language based on the Xanthus Common Language (XCL)
used in all the company's products. CScript also supports exter-

alorie database applil;ations.
Due to ship in .JC1}lClllUC1, UI
bro and Celebro Prc,fesl;iOltdl
sell for $695 and $9995,
tively.
Xanthus International:
635-3000; or e-mail:
thus.se. •

users can purchase p(
EXTSTEP pre-installe(
a number of leading PC ma
;u&;ICtlIret"S, system intllgrators, an
reseJlers. Users may al:
hrinkwrapped copies,
~CV'·M",.,n r1u:ough value-adde(
oftware reseUers, ani
from NeXT.

Altsys readies Virtuoso
San Francisco - Not resting on its
laurels, Altsys Corporation came
to Expo with an updated version
of its Virtuoso drawing program.
The company also teased users
with promises of a "secret" feature
scheduled to be announced for
various platforms at the beginning
of July.
Version 2.0 features full NEXTSTEP 3.1 compatibility for both
black and white hardware, as well

as Services support,
ing capabiliti.es, and
color support. Also '
a spelling checker,
and union commands,
path utility similar to
found in Illustrator 5
Mac for simplifying
ed via auto-tracing or on
er platform.
Altsys: k . ."O ,O V-LVO"';"

On-screen Perfonnance art

Engage! Desktop laun

Performance, the "infonnation theatre" tool from Boston-based Object Horizons,
takes messaging between objects and icons to a new heigtlt.. "Actors" move around
"stages" and are capable of holding, launching, mailing, or distributing everything
from local documents to remote folders_ "Directors" can be loaded or written in
Objectiye-C to control communications between adors.

by
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Menlo Park, CA - Niillennium
Software Labs introduced Engage!
Desktop, a complete reworking
of its existing Dock extender, as a
desktop environment for managing and personalizing the NEXTSTEP workspace.
The program's use of a traditional desktop metaphor allows
placement of applications, files,
and folders anywhere on the screen
for easy access. Any number of
named custom docks can be Created. Files can be dragged and
dropped from desktop folders
into Mail and other applications
without using the File Viewer.
"The idea is to enhance the
workspace, not replace it," said
Millennium President Scott Love.
"By providing easier access to

Developer

User Intelface Guide/i
DeVelopment Tools a~

Obiect~p~

C unguage book
Programming InterfaC
NEXTSJtp General Re
Support & Education (

SuP(l/eliientaI Release
CD-ROM Installation D
Free Upgrade Coupon
EValUation Kit

NEXTSJtp Release 3_1
NEXTSJtp User's Guid(
NEXTSJtp Developer C
Half-price coupon for fl
NEXTSJtp Advantage ~
NEXTSJtp Programmin
Michael Mahoney
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Easter frame rates, due to a
ceiling o n CPU perforII8IJ,has:izir,g that Jobs's Expo
was a technology demonrather than a product
Bachman sa id that NeXT
to determine when and
will be delivered.
in his keynote to look
.. _._ • .:- in 1994.
seen for the first time was

[FROM PAGE 13J

was a manufacturer of
systems. When NeXT
the hardware busiSome NEXTSTEP
wonied that atten-
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Celebro-ty
Ce/ebro
offen

flat-file.
data...
ac:ceaIIIity,aIcq

willi lIlY
cusIIImizaIIon.

unctions written in XCL or
:ctive-C.
Celebro Professional verallows users to create stand~ database applications.
lle to ship in September, Celemd Celebro Professional will
or $695 and $9995, respecy.
anthus International: 46/81
3000; or e-mail: celebro@Xanse. •

irtuoso 2~O
~rvices support, object-link:apabilities, and Pantone
r support. Also included are
:lling checker, intersection
ll1lion commands, and a new
utility similar: to the one
.d in Illustrator 5.0 on the
for simplifying paths creat.a auto-tracing or on anorhatform.
.tsys: 214/680-2060; o( e-mail:
oso_info@altsys.com . •

plaunches
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should also include drivers for a
"'ide!: array of sound, video, Emernet, and disk-controller cards
found ill the PC marketplace'.
rn his speech, Jobs positioned
.~'EXTSTEP as "one of the few
hopes to create an alternative stand.ml" to M icrosoft Windows NT.
Citing NEXTSTBP's support for
disuibmed objects and its integratId Database Kit, Jobs said NEXTSTEP is the industry-leading system
fu£ rapid development of custom
~pplications.

NeXT users can purchase PCs
with NEXTSTEP pre-installed
irom a number of leading PC manufactUrers; system integrators, and
hardware resellers. Users may also
purchase shrinkwrapped copies of
:IDITSTEP through value-added
resellers, software resellers, and
directly from NeXT.

"We have more support from
the PC industry than any nonMicrosoft product has ever had,"
Jobs said.
The Evaluation Kit program
introduced at Expo is designed "to
build momentwn and encourage
developers to develop NEXTSTEP
a pplications so they can experience the the prod uctivity gains
from using NEXTSTEP to develop
client-server applications," said
Brett Bachman, NeXT's director
of product marketing
The special offer, which is lin1ited to one copy per customer and
expires on July 31, includes both
the user and developer versions·of
NEXTSTEP 3.1. While regularly
priced copies of NEXTSTEP 3.1
include an upgrade to Release 3.2,
Evaluation Kit software is not upgradeable to future versions of
NEXTSTEP . •

What's in the Box
NEXTSTEP 3.1 for Intel Processors
NEXTSTEP User's Guide
Release NOtes ,booklet
Installing and Configuring bookJet
Here's IJow booklet
Support & Education Catalog
Thinl-Party Products Catalog
CD-ROM InStalJation Disk
Free 'Upgrade Coupon
NEXTSTEP Developer
User'lnterfiice Guidelines book
Development Tools and Techniques book
Object-Oriented Programming and the Objective
CLanguage book
Programming Interface Summary book
NEXTSJEP General Reference, Volumes ,1 and 2
Support &: Education ~CataIog
Supplemental Release Notes bodkIet
CD-ROM Installation Disk
Free upgrade Coupon
NEXTSTEP Evaluation Kit
NEXTSTEP Release 3_1 fur Intel ~rs CD-ROM
NEXTSTEP User's Guide
NEXTSTEP Deve.ioper CD-ROM
Half-price coupon fur full technical documentation
~EXTSTEP Advantage
booklet, video, and diskette
NEXTSTEP Programming bOok by Simson L tarfinkel &

Kit.

Mi~hael, Mahoney

, it lets you work smarter."
~e program is aimed at all
~TSTEP systems but is espcr useful on portable compurrith limited screen real esmte.
1art Level feature can be used
de and unhiderurming appli,ns as users switch bct\veen
rent docks.
19age! Desktop can be set to
matically launch applications
open documents a t start-up.
program uses color to orgawork projects or highlight
lently used documents. It also
.des a built-in screen saver.
19age! Desktop was due to
for Intel and NeXT systems
le end of June for $150. Reg:d owners of Engage! can upe for $25. Millennium Soft: Labs: 415/321-3720; or
,il: info@millennium.com .•

Lights
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and faster frame rates, due to a
higher ceiling on CPU performance.

Emphasizing that Jobs's Expo
keynote was a technology demonItr.ltion rather than a product
Intro, llachman said that NeXT
hJs yet to determine when and
how NEXTIME will be delivered.
Jobs said in his keynote to look
forit sometinle in 1994.
Also seen for the first time was

Crowds
!II~XT

[FROM PAGE

13]

was a manufacturer of
computer systems. When NeXT
abruptly- exited me hardware busiocss in February, some NEXTSTEP
developers worried that atten-

NeXT's incorporation of Kodak's
Photo CD technology into NEXTSTEP. By using Photo Alblun, a
demo application included in
NEXTSTEP 3.1, users can view
mumbnails of photographs stored
on Photo CDs.
NeXT will be porting Kodak's
Photo CD Access Development
Toolkit to NEXTSTEP. The
object-oriented kit will let developers add Photo CD support to
their applications . •

dance at the Expo would be extremely light.
Show organizers said that
NeXTWORLD Expo will return
to Moscone Center next year,
June 20-22,1994 . •
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NeXT plan to rebuild Europe
by

CLAIR

WHI 'rME R

San Francisco - NeXT used NeXTWorld Expo to demonstrate its
commitment to the European market, more than one year after the
company sharply cut back its European organization, said Bernhard
Woebker, vice-president of NeXT
Europe.
The company announced a
post-hardware reorganization of
its European distributioo, underscoring the market's importance
with a surprise visit from Steve
Jobs to me Expo's three-hour European showcase session.
"I mink we've figured out what
we're doing now. Things should
be .relatively stable from here on
out," said Jobs, addressing the
approximately 80 Emopean developers in tlle room and stressing
"how important having a global
product is for us."
Woebker estimated that 40
percent of NeXT's business may
come from Europe by me end of
mis year. NEXTSTEP for Intel is
now shipping with support for six
European languages.
NeXT has adopted an indirect
distribution model for the Eu(o.pean market, selling only to OEMs
and VADs (value-added distributors) who in turn recruit VARs.
The channel now includes about
15 distribution partners, including a new distributorfor Scandi-

navia and a Europe-wide service
company, Sorbus.
"We are not in control of the
third layer of distribution and we
don't want to be," said Woebker.
This indirect system may eventually serve as a model for the North
American market, he said.
A strong contingent of European developers- induding Xanthus International from Sweden,

NEXTSTEP wins at ObjectWorld
by

ROHIT

KHARE

San Francisco - Capping a strong
NEXTSTEP presence at ObjectWorld '93, the risk-management
system from Vienna-based Creditanstalt Bankverein was honored
at the second annual Computerworld Object Application Awards
as the best application utilizing
reusable components. The
afs:TRADE object kit from Anderson Financial Systems (AFS),
another NEXTSTEP-based application, was a finalist in the same
category.
Award-ceremony MC Steve
Jobs said afterward, "I think it's
great that two out of the three
finalists in the most significant
category were based on NEXTSTEP. It shows that NEXTSTEP

Mentors give boost
on NS learning curve
by

PAUL

KARO N

Along with me revolution in application development that NEXTSTEP is bringing to me computing
world, a new method of providing consuitillg expertise is gaining
popularity: mentoring.
Rather than concentrating on
traditional consulting methods,
NeXT and two third-party consulting firms have begun delivering educational instructo.rs to customer sites for extended JiIentoring
programs.
According to a NeXT spokeswoman, the program is designed
as a transfer of knowledge instead
of doing any actual development
work for me company. Corporate
developers learn object-oriented
programming by worlcing on the
prototype of their own missio.ncritiGal custom application.
The third-party programs are
designed to provide custom tech-

Cub' x Systemes from France,
Cube Informations-Systemes and
tms GmbH from Germany, and
Talus Imaging and Communications Corporation from Russia introduced new products at the
show.
U.S. reseUer Alembic Systems
International announced distriblltion agreements with several
other European developers . •

nical support and ihcrease the
quality of NEXTSTEP resources
iu the community. Companies
can then fully integrate objectoriented programming methods
into other software projects. "We
think this kind of program can
help people climb the technology
learning curve as fast as possible," said Joe Ortiz, manager of
product marketing for Pencom
Software, the Austin, Texas-based
integration firm.
"The idea is basically to have
them work side by side with our
people developing applications,"
said Greg Clemmons, director of
systems integration for Systemhouse, which in April opened the
Object Technology Center in BolUder, Colorado, to act as an objectoriented training and resource
center. "We'll take someone for
two or three months and, if we
can, maybe put them on a real project we're working on." .

is me king's road."
Werner Staringer, the system's
designer, began research on the
project in the Financial Markets
Laboratory at the Technical University of Vienna. The project
reuses several custom objects as
well as application APTs to leverage, for example, the capabilities
of Lotus Improv and Wolfram
Research's Mathematica.
Elsewhere at ObjectWorld,
NeXT and ObjectWare developers
promoted NEXTSTEP by focusing
on customer success stories. Several panels discllssed NEXTSTEP
projects at Fidelity Investments,
AFS, Systemhouse, and other sites.
Separately, IBM, HP, and SunSoft debuted a new 'a rchitecture
for object interchange and messaging, System Object Model (SOM),
along with Distributed SOM for
net\Vorked objects. It was not clear
at press time what effect, if any,
HP's corruninnent to DSOMmight
have on me HP-NeXT technology partnership and NEXTSTEP's
Portable Distributed Objects . •

New sales VP
San Francisco - NeXT named
William G. Wesemann as its new
vice-president of North American
sales on Jl111e 22. He will report to
Warren Weiss, NeXT's VP of
North American sales and marketing, and be responsible for direct
sales and sales through chamlels.
A former minor-league pitcher,
Wesemann, 36, said, "We'l!
pitch around Microsoft and face
Sun with our Hewlett-Packard
[alliance]."
He was most recently a VP of
sales and marketing at KnowledgeWare, a mainframe-software
maker currently in transition to
client-server development-tool sales.
"I'm familiar wim me alternatives
to NEXTSTEP, and our one
integrated environment is vastly
superior," he said . •
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NEXISTEP Pes appear
in black and white
RightBrain to
by

PAUL

K A RON

San Francisco The white boxes
are here, and, as
Steve Jobs might
say, they really
do just work.
At least ten
PC makers at
the Expo rolled
out machines '486 vendors moved quickly to pick up NEXTSTEP customers.
specially configturers - eCesys, elilom, and Omegaured and tuned for NEXTSTEP.
byte - are looking to carve out a
The companies make up an
market niche by offering ebony
impressive cross-section of the PC'486 towers.
manufacturing world: Compaq,
Larger manufacturers, such as
Data General (DG), Dell, Digital
HP and DEC, will also offer black
Equipment Corporation (DEC),
boxes as an option at ~.request
Epson, Hewlett-Packard (HP),
of corporate customers. ~
Lucky-Goldstar, NCR, NEC, and
Siemens-Nixdorf. Some smaller
companies are also vyulg for a
place in the NEXTSTEP market:
eCesys, elhom, and Omega byte.
"We've been working with
NeXT for ten months to port
NEXTSTEP [to the '486]," said
David Kang, general manager of
Lucky-Goldstar International
by ELIOT BERGSON
(America), of Fremont, California.
"It was quite painful, but now we
San Francisco - NeXTWORLD
can enjoy the good results."
Expo built it and they came. For
Several of the machines sportthe first time, corporate customers
ed one-inch-"s quare, black-andemerged from behind press releaswhite stickers that identified them
es, extolling the virtuous reality of
as "NEXTSTEP certified," a sign
NEXTSTEP in a short keynote
from NeXT that the machines and
video, on several user panels, and
the configurations can safely supall over the show floor.
port the operating software.
Most importantly, NeXT CEO
Dell, Epsoil, DG, Siemans-NixSteve Jobs announced signed condorf, and NEC are designated
tracts for 40,000 units of NeXTOEMs and will sell their maSTEP for Intel. The list featured
chines with NEXTSTEP preloadAbbot Laboratories, Contulental
ed at the factory. Compaq, HP ,
Computer Systems, VideoNet,
and Lucky-Goldstar are among
Logibec, DILAN, Comnetix Comthe firms that will load NEXTputer Systems, and Skyway Freight
STEP in the charmel under a variSystems. Corporate representaety of configurations.
tives from all over the world
Compaq and NEC also broke
walked the show floor, including,
new ground, demonstrating that
according to sources, executives
NEXTSTEP can run on notebook
of Fidelity Investments, the BostonPCs. In particular, crowds pressed
based manager of the world's
into the NEC booth, where they
largest money-market funds.
watched NEXTSTEP running on
Jobs showed a keynote video
the firm's Ultra Lite Versa '486
that featured CIOs from McCaw
notebook.
Cellular, securities trader Swiss
The small-screened notebook
Bank Corporation (SBC), intePCs have also created a software
grator Systemhouse, and Chrysler
niche for utilities to manage disFinancial Corporation talking
play real estate.
about using NEXTSTEP in their
Software maker Pinnacle
organizations.
Research, for example, has a soluA first-ever CIO roundtable at
tion with VirtSpace 3.0, a prothe user conference featured repgram that allows the creation of
resentatives from the u.S. Air
a "virtual workspace" that enables
Force; Val Verde Unified School
the PC to display smaller regions
District; Systemhouse; SBC; and
of the total NEXTSTEP workBozell, Jacobs, Kenyon, and
space.
Eckhardt . •
Some of the smaller manufac-

Customers
show faces

offer Adobe
DTP products
by

RICK

REYNOLDS

San Francisco - Adobe Systems has
signed a letter of intent to allew
RightBrain Software to develop
and market Adobe's Illustrator and
TouchType NEXT STEP products. The surprise announcement
delighted the publishing comn1Unity, which was concerned that
Adobe would drop support for
these publishing· staples as NeXT
moved onto additiona l hardware
architectures.
"I think this is an ideal situation and a big win for NEXTSTEP
publishing customers," said Julie
Saffren, manager of strategic relations for NeXT.
No timetable Was announced
a t press time for the final agreement to take effect. •

C

by

DAN

L AVIN

San Francisco NeXT relied on
a mix of tile old
municate its updated market-

representatives
from partners
and a newly designed booth. Revised catalogs demonstrated the
depth of third-party software
offerings.
Despite overlapping dates with
Spring Comdex in Atlanta, all
major hardware partners were represented by senior managers. These
managers were actively involved
with NeXT in.. meeting with the
press and customers alike. Presentations by HP and Intel figured
heavily in the Expo program.

QAN

LA V I N

Redwood City - NeXT rolled out
a new NEXTSTEP Registered
Developer Program (NRDP) and
a new NEXTSTEP Registered
Consultant Program (NRCP) during Expo. Together, NRDP and
NRCP replace the former registered-developer program, and all
current registered developers must
reapply if they are not sent a preapproved application in the mail.
"With our transition to software, we needed to refocus our
developer programs," said Julie

E

F
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common theme, was
an open booth stressing
of hardware solutions and
ness in general.
A training center and
briefing sessions were
to reach out to customers.
Sales of NeXT -licensed
sories reinforced the
image of NeXT, while a
serious sales booth let
know that new products
available immediately on
and-carry basis.
The familiar third-norfv ",illII
was updated for
products represented.
Ware catalog featured
dividual items for sale, up
last year's 172 . •

Pinnacle Research is shipping it
Transfer application for tappin!
into EXTSTEP mail servers vi,
modem frem remote locations.
The pc gram all ows ma il mes
sages ro be rea d as plain text 0
'eXTmaii and new messages t(
be composed .off-line and sent
eXTmail. The software sell
for $149. Pi nn acle R esearch :

6021529·J 135.
Metro oft is llew shipping Ver$Ion 2.0 of MetroTools, its pop
ulaf integra ted set of utilities
The update fea tures a Dock
extender for group applications
and .i screen saver that supports
III animated workspace or slide·
$how backdrop, in addition to
the archiver, fil e locator, sound
imporrec, font converter, and
development shell for creating
DeW tools fo und in the original
wrsion. The new version sells
for $89 but is free for registered
IIIerS. Metrosoft: 619/488-9411.
edoc Software Development

IYs released HP and OSF/1 verLawrence J. Ellison
Oracle Corporation

Daniel H. Case
Hambrecht & Quist

ing for Apple Computer. According to Jobs, both will concentrate
on strategic and operations issues
involved in helping the company
grow . •

New developer program
by

.
nti

cond Glance wi ll start shipping [his faJl Version 2.0 of it
nTastic image-scanning sof
ware fodntel and N eXT platfomlS. Supporting scarmers fror
HP, Epson, an d XRS, the $295
package will feature copier an
lax functions tllat allow image1
10 be scanned directly to a prin!
er or fax-mede m and a batch·
mode command that can produc
multiple originals on scan ners
with auto-doc ument feeders.
Second Glance: 714/855-2331.

NeXT names two to board
Redwoed City - Oracle Corporation Chairman of the Board
Lawrence J. Ellison and Hambrecht
& Quist President Daniel H. Case
were named to NeXT's board of
directors on May 25. They join
Keiichi Uno, of Canon, and NeXT
CEO Steve Jobs,.the only incwnbent board members.
Ellison is CEO of Oracle Corporation, the third-largest software
company in the world. Case's company is well-known for financing
high-tech companies, including
handling the initial public offer-

R
o

Saffren, NeXT's manager of developer programs.
The new programs ·both include
discounted pricing on NEXTSTEP
education, support, and software,
several technical-support publications, and monthly mailings. NeXT
will also facilitate direct- and comarketing opportunities. The programs do not include the separately administered technical-support
developer phone lines.
The programs each cost $250,
but the NRDP is free upon shipment of a product for NEXTSTEP. NeXT: 800/879-6398 .•

"NeXT's decision
small companies like
change strategies, too,"
Marquez, HSD's newly
president. He added that
pan y will cease sales
hardware to focus on

ions of its NetInfo networkadminisrration tools. In addition
Xedoc's earlier offerings for
SPARC and Auspex-based networks, system administrators
can now ma nage NEXTSTEP
IIttworks on HP PA-RISC workaariollSand DEC's Alpha-based
machines. Pricing for boili packtarts at $2500. Xedoc: 61/
3/696-2490; or e-mail : netinfo
edot.cem.

"eJU ¥rU~ILU magazine. H is

monthly by Integrated
• subsidiary of lOG Commu-

SOl Second St., San Fran94107, Lt. Sullivan's coI-
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and hello to new users:

er five years, the fa miliar
" booth, designed to showardware and emphasize a
on theme, was replaced by
:n booth stressing diversity
dware solutions and open·
] general.
:aining 'c enter and executive
19 sessions were design ed
eh out to customers.
!s of NeXT-licensed accesreinforced the community
: of NeXT, while a more
IS sales booth let attendees
that new products were
ble immediately on a cashHry basis.
: familiar third-party catalog
pdated for Expo, with 600
cts represented. The Obiectcatalog featured 1400 inlal items for sale, n p from
:ar's 172. ~
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Second Glance will start shipping this fall Version 2 .0 of its
Sc,1nTastic image-scanning software'for Intel and NeXT platfOWlS. Supporting scarmers from
HP, Epson,and XRS, the $295
package will feature copier and
fax functions that allow unages
to be scanned directly to a printer or fax-modem and a ba tchmode cOl1Ulland that can produce
multiple originals on scann ers
with auto-document fe ed ers.
. Second Glance: 714/855-233 1.
Pinnacle Research is shipping its
Transfer application for tapping
into NEXTSTEP mail servers via
modem from remote locations.
The program allows mail messages to be read as plain text or
NeXTmail and new messages to
becomposed off-line and sent
via NeXT mail. The software sells
for $249. Pinnacle Research:

6021529-1 135.
Mctrosoft is now shipping Veri01l 2,0 of MetroTools, its popular integrated set of utilities .
The update features a Dock
extender for group applications
and a screen saver that supports
an animated workspace or slideshow backdrop, ill addition to
the archiver, file locator, sound
importer, font converter, and
development she ll for creating
new tools fOll11d ill the original
I ,en;ion. The ne\v version sells
. (or $89 but is free for registered
users. Metrosoft: 619/488-9411.

I

L

software

rancisco - One prominent
ow at NeXTWORLD Expo
1SD US, which was under,a shake-up in the wake Ot
r's move to software.
leXT's decision caused many
companies like ours to
;e strategies, too," said Dave
luez, HSD's newly named
lent. He added that the comwill cease sales of scanner
Nare to focus on high-end
ling and document-processlftware.
;D's software, including
[Scan, HSD Spell, and OCR
l11t, will be upgraded for
TSTEP 3.1, Marquez said. A
,ersion of PowerScan will be
,ed soon, he added .
part of the reorganization,
relocated to Sunnyvale, Calia, and can be reached at
774-1400. ~
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and consultant.
The first phase of the alli ance
involves selling HP Vectra PCs
with NeXTSTEP combined with
HI' servers rurming HI'-UX. In the
third quarter, beta releases or NetInfo, NeXT's network-management software, will ship for HP
servers, along with PDO.
The alliance may present a formida ble challenge to other competitors in the financial market.
"It's a real Sun killer, " sa id Jim
McCrory, a ma rketing manager
at NeXT. "We'stopped Sun pretty w ell with our softwa re running on '040 hardware. N ow we
have the industry-leading hardware solution behind us."
But \vhile N eXT eyes the client
side, HP' s focus is on complet e
systems. "The rea l battle is for the
whole enterprise, where we compete with IBM and DEC, not just
at me desktop," said Ruann Ernst,
HP's director of strategic business
for the general systems division.
HI' is me first, but not exclusive,
partner in Object. Enterprise, a
broad initiative promoting objectoriented technology for enterprisewide solutions. Instead of traditional corpo,rate systems purchased
from one vendor, NeXT envisions
customers grol.\pmg togemer com-

ponents from many vendors.
Other categories of Object·
Enterprise p artners include networking, database, and telephony
vendors, McCrory sa id.
NeXT will sell PDO as a separate product (see the sidebar, "When
is an object porta ble? " ). A typical initial use for PDO would be
encapsulating complex- computeinten sive tasks for securities ttading on a non-NEXTSTEP server. ~

by

S I MS O N

GARFI N KEL

Redwood City - First introduced
witll NEXTSTEP 3.0 over a year
ago, NeXT's distributed-object system allows objects ill different programs to exchange messages as if
they were running within a single
application. Programs communicating waugh distributed objects
can reside on the same computer
or communicate over a network.
NeXT's distributed-object system has only been available on
computers running the complete
NEXTSTEP as. With NeXT's
Portable Distributed Object (PDO)
system, i.1 will be possibk .for client

NeXT products are reported and

,

sions of its Netlnfo networkadministration tools. In addition
to Xedoc's earlier offerings for
SPARe and Auspex-based networks, system administrators
can now manage NEXTSTEP
networks on HI' PA-RISC workstations and DEC's Alpha-based
machines. Pricing for both packages starts at $2500. Xedoc: 611
3/696-2490; or e-mail: netinfo
@Xedoc,com.

i wriIIeo by conbibutors without guidaacefrom the NeXTWORLD staff.
£diIor: Dan Ruby; Managing Editor:
IIaI Bergson; News Ed"dor: Dan Lavin;
TedInicaI Editor: SImson L Garfinkel;
, llyout Chief: IIetII Kamoroff

by

C ARLO S

BO A RDMA N

Atlanta - The same week that
N eXT played to the faithful at
NeXTWORLD Expo in San Francisco, it also ventured illto enemy
territory here at the Microsoftdominated Comdex Spring.

programs t o exchange messages
with back-end servers that do not
require a graphical user interface.
The PDO system will consist of
NeXT's Objective-C compiler and
rulFtune system, the "core" NEXTSTEP classes, NEXTSTEP's distributed-object communication
system, and a portable versio)1 of
the Mach Network Name Server,
to let objects on one host access
objects on another by name.
Although NeXT's union with
Hewlett-Packard was the focal
point of the PD~ announcement, PDO will probably make
its first debut on Data General
Aviion servers. •

While the company did not
have a booth on the floor of the
Geoxgia Conventioll Center,
more than 500 I:esellers and corporate buyers trooped through the
compa n y' s third-'f loor meeting
room on the first day of the show.
They viewed a video of Steve
Jobs's NeXTWORLD Expo keynote speech a nd saw NEXTSTEP
running on PCs from Dell, Compaq, Epson, and Hewlett-Packardand many came away impressed,
" N EXTSTEP is object-oriented and is a va ilable now. It has the
capa bilities we need to develop
custom applications," said Ernie
Wright, an MIS manager wim First
Colony Life Insurance of Lynchburg, V·irginia .
Other attendees noted NEXTSTEP's immediate availability, in
contrast to delays in the shipment
of Microsoft's Willdows NT. "NT
is way late, and our users h ave
been waiting fo r the commercial
release of NEXTSTEP for Intel,"
said John McEwan, president of
Technology Advancement Gronp
of Chantilly, Virginia , "FaC2t is,
there's nailing that competes with
NEXTSTEP for Intel right now.".

Sullivan's private life and public key
L

tiori of NeXTWORLD magazine. It is
,.blished monthly by Integrated
Media, a subsidiary of lOG CommuIIicrions, 501 Second St., San Fran-

I has released HP and OSF/l ver-

NeXT scores at Comdex

When is an object portable?

ike many cithers,'lt. Sullivan came out of Expo with his batteries redlarged
and a full bag of'tips. For those of ~ who were there: No, that,wasn't really Sullivan taking a publ"lC tum during,the BoB ceremony, but ,he did wort<
the cocktaH 'P1'rty.,for inside infonnaI;ion.. The nearest he came to an unrnasldng
_ during the NoIR auc:tiQn. For a mere $150, the high biddefI bought lunch with
the.'lieutenant. The luck)' winner, though, has to sign a nondIsClosure before
the ~ Is served.
Bob Is,not the only cine who yalues his ptiYacy; so do .hls confidentlal'tipsters.. The good news,on that score Is Confidant ,from Ensuing TeCh~ an enhancement to Mall.app that acids
military..grade encryptIon '~ on the lISA technoIogy_ The
expected price? Less than $100. It shouJd ship befure the
en4 of ~. In the meantime, Sl!1IM!n can begin receivIng eIICfYted man immediately. Use the public key P!inted'at
the bottom of this column.
EnsuIng's window of opportunily ,Is falri)' smaB, since
NeXT Is making a lot of· pi'ogresS on Its new and improv8d
Man. Mail II covers all of those things the original Mall
missed, Dke text quoting and "sIg b1sertIon," plus has goodies nile Jullindexlng of ~boxes. What Is uncertain Is wiIat
NeXT plans to do with it.
Now that NeXT Ianiled the big one with HP, It'is takIng pains to assure Its partners that Object-Enterprise is
not exci~ to ItS WIII1IstatioiJ partner. Data GenIlraI, DEC,
and' NCR aU want a piece of the action with their servers.
OG, for example, got a jump in the Portable Distributed
Object area by reverse ~ NeXT code. 11ie company demoed the re:suIts
at Expo and may ship it for AYiion seners by AuguSt.

Xedoc Software Development

~D to focus

HP

EXT R A

has approval to prototype a NEXTSTtP-based retail workstation. H the proto files,
the company could be ready to gofotward with up to 3000 systems beginning this
fall. SulJy's source says it's NeXT's deal to lose.
On the distribution fTorit, then! seems to be signi{ic:ant stait-uppains.1ngram
has been havingtnll!bIe filling oi'derS"especlally for.NEXISTEP Developer. WIth

a couple of exceptions Inotellly Epson and OGI, NeXT's hardware partners are
only now getting their systems into shape and in the channel. On the otheJ: hand,
NeXT has had a huge response to the Eval KIt,offer. The one-thousanclth unit
went out the dOor, by mld-June, leaving NeXT potentially short
of supply befure,tIM! offer expires. Apparently, the cOmpany
put together only 2000 of the $2!$ kits.
Would you believe it·took three NeXT employees an hour
of argument In the'conference room at IIINDCO to decide where
to place the shipping label on the packaging for NEXISTEP?
How many does It take to .screw In a IIgIrt bulb?

Lt. Sullivan

'or.1s DiIftaI satisfied with a mere I11aItIeIIng paItnet$hip. The tompany apparentIy dangled a lucrative sum at NeXT for a NEXISTEP port to the Alpha
chip. WIth Its Curi'ent full,plate of ,projeds, NeXT took a ,pass for now. ,Llkewise, "-tf'C.aild!SP~ have drojJped off the scopI! as NeXT dedicates scarce
resoui'ces to the HP port.
Down bfthe Bunny hutch, the sales i!nd mal1leting reorg Is uncIaway. New
sales VP WIlliam Wesemann Is just the first of a new tier of manapment repGIting
to chief rabbit Warren W~ It seems tI!at the top requirementfor.dIrect sales at
NeXT Is experience in the maInfrante-softre business.
WOid Is that the bIg,mutual fIiiId c:ompany that had nuinerous reps at EXpo

N

he highJight of ObjectWodd was SI\IW 'Jobs's appearance
at the Cciinputerwot1d Object 'Application Awards. After
being introduced as someone., like Frank SiIl8tr.!, wh!J
really needs no introduction, Steve opened his remarks
with two words, "optIc:aJ disk," and started singing "I DId It
My Way."
SomecIt!e else doing It h!s way Is Hunell SmIth, who In
June got slapped with a restraining order barring him from
approae!dng the JH:IIIII!Ity of Steve and Laurene Jobs. You may
remember SInIth's name as one of the.engraved signatures on
the Insides of eat1Y Mac, ~ IHe'S a YetY smart hardware engineer and member of·the eari)' Mac team who 'has eWIentIy been spending a good,portIon of his
time O!I .the sidtiwaIk in front of the Jobs's Palo Alto home. Smith may be responsible for certain thrown .rocks and c:ertain broken windows.

T

If ellGry(Jted' N iXT moil and techie spy-stllffis your cup, of tea, then you
need a Lt. S,;/livan mug. Leave him a voice-mail,message at 415/978-3374
or send a secre~ t.ip to sullivan@nextworld.com. Sullivan's pllblic k ey is:
Vl ggACA+iDAH3 mB£,b/bJlAbScVQMRfPeDZWp"ZKRB2A3+.MLgqf8"
XJ?ba/.DcOolml3urvSw/zcW04K7uM2ja Url WFiYl KUc3-YcaO K5EAjq5
HG4vZKg+hoch2]7"oIAoaRzFlDLyRbFv96006Z2yaOumTLAkBMy8N
QIdiOg8Ife+3ia8aEuSOufXJOAAwEAA Q==

The CY-8500 can store up to 25 GB
on a single tape, at speeds of up to
90 MB per minute, completely
unattended.
How? With hardware data compression that can boost capacity by
up to five times.
No other 8mm tape drive can
match the capacity, speed, and priceperformance of this best-selling drive.
ADVANCED. You'll never be left in
the dark. A bright, backlit status
display gives you the command
under execution, transfer rate, compression ratio, amount of tape remaining and more.
Our data compression option is the
fastest available. And it's switch selectable, so you can still read and write
standard tapes. Locate and restore
files qUickly and easily with our
accelerated file access option. Add
data encryption to control backup and
restore operations through the use of
encoded card keys.

FLEXIBLE. The CY-8500 is plug
compatible with virtually every
computer system. Rack mounting
options, dual drive configurations
and a variety of cable lengths ensure
a seamless fit into your computing
environment. And as storage needs
grow, you can upgrade to our ten
tape library, capable of managing
between 25 GB and 250 GB-all
without manual intervention.
RELIABLE. A sophisticated Error
Correction Code yields a bit error
rate ofless than one in 10 17 -the best
in the industry. A MTBF rate of
60,000 hours ensures reliability.
Each turnkey subsystem features
a 12-month warranty that includes
technical support from our experienced in-house engineering groups.
Everything you want in a backup
subsystem is available right now.
Call today for information at

CYBERNma

(804)873-9000

Rock Landing Corporate Center' 11846 Rock Landing
Newport News, Virginia 23606 • Fax (804)873·8836

TRUE PLUG COMPATIBILITY
Alliant
Alpha Micro
Altos
Apollo

Nix
AT&T
Basic-4
Concurrent
Convergent
DataGeneral
DEC 3100/5000
DEC BI-Bus
DEC DSSI
DECHSC
DECQ-Bus
DEC TUrrA81
DEC Unibus
Gould/Encore
HP
.
IBM AS/400
IBM Mainframe
IBM RISC/S000
IBMRT
IBMS/38

lel
Intergraph
Macintosh

McDonnell
Douglas
Moterola
NCR
NeXT
Novell

OS/2
PS/2
Parallel Port
P'C38Slix
PC MS-DOS
PC XehixlUnix
Pertee
Plexus
Prime
py,ramid
sequent
Silicon
Graphics
STC
Stratus
Sun
Texas
Instruments
Unisys
Wang
and more

J

CON T E M P 0 R A R Y

Circle 25 on reader service card
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e t of Breed
OUR FIRST

UAL AWARDS FOR

NEXTSTEP

PRODUCT EXCELLENCE

ne measure 'o f NEXTSTEP's superiority as : ing, we have a single category for document creation.
a development ebvironml~Jlt"i~ttre~excep=-~rln:! juagi ng- p aflet-w as compos ed of 12
tional suite of third-party applications that 1 NeXTWORLD editors and contributing reviewers.
runs under it. This month, we honor the best of those : The judges met numerous tithes and exchanged voluproducts with our Best of Breed (BoB) awards for : minous e-mail beforereachi! g decisions on the nomNEXTSTEP product excellence.
: ,inees and winners.
In naming the awards, we resurrected a phrase:
To be as timely as possilble, products were eligithat was once commonly used at NeXT to suggest 1 ble for consideration if they -&rere in wide beta release
tha~ NEXTSTEP offered ~e£ter a~plication-software l by April 25, 1993, and hadtshipped by.the opening
chOICes than other operatmg enVIronments. 'two or l of NeXTWORLD Expo. Several nommated prodthree years ago, that wa~ not tr~y the ~se. But in ucts. - Pages trom Pages S9ftware, Frontface from
the last :year, the edItors and r eVIewers at i nPomt, and Complete Access from Ocean Software NeXTWORLDhavewitnessedanexplosionofnew : were scratched at the last thinute when they failed
software that really does live up to the name Best of : to meet the second qualified
Breed. In. some cases, the products are designed with ':,
The Best of Breed
similariunctionaliry to traditional best-seUers on : gala awards ceremony
other platfotn1s, but with added features or improved 1 Pr:acticing what we
performance. In other cases, the products embody ~ products honored here to UlJuuuce
entirely new approaches that improve on familiar ~ ticular, we want to thank
software models.
~, munications Corporation for its a~tfln<;.ej!1-pr~pariQg
Best of Breed trophies were awarded in 14 prod- 1 the slide presentation for the BoB ceremony.
uctsegmentsandthreespe:
'
The '1 993 BoB Awards
cial categories. To keep the
are just the beginning. As
project manageable, we '
hotly contested as some of
defined the product cateout award categories were
gories as broadly as possithis year, we expect that our
Best of Breed choices will be
ble, so in some cases
even harder to make ne~t
competing products were ,
not necessarily directly
year, now that NEXTSTEP
competitive. for e:?,Cample,
for In te I Pro c e s s 0 r sis
instead of individual
, bringing its software base
to a much larger poten tial
awards for word processing and desktop publish,
' .
market. -- Dan Ruby
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Jim Opfer accepting a BIlst C!f Breed .wanl for his work In the NeXT community
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BEST

OF

BREED

FINANC I AL
MODEL I NG
BEST OF BREED
D O C U M E NT
CR EATI O N
BEST OF BREED

PasteUp, RlghtBrain Software
Runner-up: WordPerfect for NEXTSTEp, WordPerfect C011i01'aticm
By combining the control of QuarkXPress with the usability of
PageMaker and throwing in a grab bag of unique features that are
real
possible under NEXTSTEp, RightBrain gave NeXT users their
page-layout progJ;'am. Uniquely object-orientedt PasteUp lets you
documents simply by dragging and dropping elements and files
a
page. From ther~ its inspectors and panels let you adjust elements
precision that should satisfy the fussiest professional. - Lee ~tJe!Tmi.:tn

Mesa, Athena Design

Runners-up: Questor, Xanthus International
Solution, Appsoft
Mesa breaks little new ground, but for experienced spreadsheet users.
that's good news. Whether your habits were formed by 1-2-3 or Excd.
Mesa lets you keep using the formulas, keystrokes, and mouse actions
you're used to, so you can get up to speed in no time. If you're a prop
mer, Mesa's Object Library Interface lets you incorporate its graphingaJi1
computation capabilities into your own apps. We still want an Undokey
and a macro recorder, but even without them Mesa's the best basic
sheet for NEXTSTEP. - Raben Lauriston

E

M E F

Screen Machil1

Runners Uj
Vi~

Screen Machine brings the
Intel Processors with an in
objects and application pn
windows. Screen Machine
cations or use the system's
ware. - Simson L. Garfink

INFORMA

BUSI NE SS
GR AP HI CS
BEST OF BREED

Diagram! 2, Ughthouse Design
Runners-up: Concurrence, Lighthouse Design
Create, Stone Design
This new version of Diagram! piles innovation on top of innovation.
Through a unique feedback program, Lighthouse programmers gave users
a new interface to access its unique features more easilYt while cleverly
retaining the old interface for operations customers are used to. Advertised
as a digital whiteboardt it lives up to its billing. A new file format allows
for enhanced interapplication and custom-application manipulation of
Diagram! data. - Dan Lavin

G R APHIC
A R TS
BEST OF BREED

Virtuoso, Altsys Corporation
Runners-up: 1VISION, tms GmbH
Image, Appsoft
VIrtuoso is simply the finest professional illustration tool on
It also remains the standard for single-page composition.
color support, fine typogiaphic handling, and a strong u'nel:Illc:e,
must-have for every publishing professional. - Rick nP;VTLlJUL'

NoteBool

Runners-up:
Penc
Millennium set a standard j
ourJiner and free-form data
metaphor. NoteBook is the
Don from any source. With
sanbling that information ir
many users have found that
they keep open on their sen

p
OBJ E CTW A R E
BEST OF BREED

3-D

A N D
CAD
BEST OF BREED

solidThinking MGdeler, Gestelltalla
Runner-up: ZZvolume, Ares
Gestel's solidThinking is an extremely powerful 3..:D modeler with a great
depth of features. It sports a strong user interfacet which places a universe
of controls right on the screen. Its shader builder puts the elegance of RenderMan into the hands of nonprogrammers. We found solidThiI!king to be
a strong entry in this field, which will continue to expand over the next
several years. - Dan Lavin

SmartFleldPalette, Objective Technologies
Runners-up: 3270Palette, Conextions
BarCodeKit, Hot Technologies
SmartFieldPalette is a NEXTSTEP TextField on steroids. The
vides a powerful set of objects for verifying typed user '
forms-driven applications. You can program a SmartFieLd to
numbers, letters, dates, or user-definable information. You can
input to a particular range of values and have the field aut:omatiQ
vert LowerGase input to uppercase or vice versa. Many of
important customers have made SrnartFidd an integral part
sion-critical custom applications. - Simson L. Garfinkel

SIMSON00001675
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BEST

OF

BREED

LIN G
EMERGING

DATABASE

MARKETS

national
:d spreadsheet users,
ed by 1-2-3 or Excel,
5, and mouse actions
.e. If you're a program)orate its graphing and
ill want an Undo key
's the best basic spread-

T
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Parabase, Parabase Software Comoratlon'

Screen Machine, d'ART Computersysteme GmbH

Runner-up: DataPhile, Stone

Runners Up: TaskMaster, Lighthouse Design
VirtSpace, Pinnacle Research

This is a product for people who are convinced
database applications around industry-standard
Screen Machine brings the promise of desktop video to NEXTSTEP for
fote! Processors with an innovative ISA video board and a combination of Para base lets sophisticated end users build their
tions for data entry and retrieval without having ;
objects and application programs that drop live video into NEXTSTEP
windows. Screen Machine lets you add video into other NEXTSTEP appli- about programming. It's as easy to use as a
Pro
cations or use the system's object library for adding video into custom soft- , FileMaker
.
. . on the Macintosh but can share
. L
ware. - Simson L. Garfinkel
r
1-fions anel o.ther c.ommerctal'""ffont encls. - 1)aniefiM.iles
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BEST OF BREED

MANA

The '1:1ectro~1c AppWrapper,. Pag~; p~

BEST OF BREED

NoteBook, Millennium Softward

Runners-up: Birds ~f Eqtop~ Expert Center fot TaxonOmic Identification

sex, LiesandCD~RbM.,Bay Area NeXT Group

Runners-up: Mathematica, Wolfram ReSearch
Pencil Me In, Sarrus ~nftwm.r

platform.
excellent
intertl1ce, this is a

MANA
BEST OF BREED

BEST OF BREED

.
E

Millennium set a standard for original software
outliner and free-form database packaged around a Wniliar
metaphor. NoteBook is the place you clip and save .. stru~ed
nonfrom any source. With its tools for organizing, . rching,
sembling that information into new forms to be exch ged
many users have found that NoteBook is an indispJnsable
mey keep open on their screen at all times. - Dan

The Electronic App Wrapper is an exciting adventure into a multimedia
worl!1 of ml,lsjc, poetry, computer animation, and Seattle-style insight. The
disc contains. descriptions of more than 100 NEXTSlEP products, many
with screen shots, sompany. histories. and demq versions. A sophisticated
ordering application lets you use a credit card to easily plirchase merchandise by.e-maiL The Electronic AppWrapper is a great way to keep your
fiDger on the pulse of NE¥TS'I'EP's ever-growing third-party.application
market. - Simson L. Garfinkel

\
P E. R 1' P' .}i E RA L S
BEST OF BREED

Goldleaf Imagesetter/e*YRASET, Goldleaf Systems
~Kuimers-ufj: Scan-X ColorlPowerScan~ HSD Microcomputer US
Talus T-1 F,1m RecordertJmageMate,
Talus ,I1nag;ng and Communications Corporatron
comOlDanon of Goldleaf eXTRASET with a Goldleafimagesetter repthe easiest high-resQlution im,agesetting solution available today as printing to a NeXT Laser Printer. Goldleafs product is also
solution on the market that guarantees the exact same ,version of
Level 2: for proofing and images~ttirrg. eXTRASET and the
are some oithe best-kept secrets on the platfOrIil and were a
::alrnric:p~n our judges. - Rick Reyno.lds

C o

M M UN I e AT

! ON A N D
BEST OF BREED

EMU L AT r 0

NXFax, BJack & White SOftWare
RunnerS-I#}: co-Xist, Pencom Software
So{ipc, IflSignia Solutions
All people use the telephone for communicariI1g, but NEXTSTEP users
have the added power of e-mail and faxing built right into their cQmputet:
Whether you have amachine at horoe <ora J;l1acbine. ona network, a modem
is there to. talk to the outside wodd. Black &White Software's NXFax
does an outstanding job of handling modem interactions between faxancl
serial communications on NEXTS'rEP computers - and it works with
.popular moderns: No other software in,tttis class comes dose. - Joe Barello

BEST

D E V E LOPM E NT

AND

A UTHORI NG

OF

BREED

gr

T O O LS

BEST OF B REED

CraftMan, Xanthus International
Runners-up: Callisto, Imagine Multimedia
GNU C Compiler, Free Software Foundation
NEXTSTEP is widely praised for providing a development environment
that lets programmers knock out custom applications in record time, but
not everyone has the expertise or need to program with Objective-C and
InterfaceBuilder. Multimedia projects, simple database applications, and
educational courseware are mission-critical also, but they require tools that
allow a developer to concentrate on content. Depending on your point of
view, CraftMan, with its object-oriented tools and accessible scripting language, is either a more powerful version of Apple's HyperCard or an Inter-

M OST

INN OVATIV E

P R ODU C T

B EST OF BREED

NoteBook, Millennium Software Labs
On a new computer platform, it is not enough to produce a solid, func·
tional product that is similar to successful products on other platforms. .l
breakthrough product must take advantage of the special
' ,
the platform to provide an entirely new experience available nowhereek
NoteBook qualifies on that score by combining various existing ideas int
wholly original format that raises user productivity and group interacticr
to a new level. It is, in our judgment, the third-party product that emiJod.
ies the freshest ideas and gives users a compelling reason to choose
STEP over competing systems. - Dan Ruby

events that
.1

T

\AI'

RWARE CONSISTH

no , ED IN CONJUNCTI
EXTSTEP: Windows NT by
Micro oft

~10

COMMUNITY

SERVICE

B EST OF B REED

Jim Opfer, consultant

U TIL I T J ES
BEST OF BREED

SafetyNet, Systemix Software
Runners-up: Engage! Desktop, Millennium Software
MetroTools, Metrosoft
SafetyNet sets the standard for archiving UNIX file systems to
DAT tape. The program maintains a database of every file that
backed up in an electronic index, which allows the application to
ward the tape to the exact location of an archived file. The I-'HJ5-l'4"
maintains a database of every tape in your tape library. All this
ity can drop the time to restore single files from hours to seconds.
most other applications, SafetyNet also deals intelligendy with
backing up a file once and restoring both the links and the
needed. In case of disaster, the application can even build a UV'''LClU<1that allows you to rebuild your file system with nothing more
floppy and your tape. - Simson L. Garfinkel

The NeXT market is a model of community spirit and volunteerism, in
which developers, customers, user groups, consultants, resellers, and
NeXT employees share an ethic of supporting each other and lendinga
helping hand. Jim Opfer exemplifies that spirit through his varied contJr
butions to the NEXTSTEP cause. At the u .S. Air Force, he was the del}
sion maker who took a chance on NeXT and in the process helped
the company's successful business in the government market. He
instrumental role in organizing ProNeXT, a group of NeXT's largest ClJ!.
tomers that has served as a sounding board for NeXT's technical and
keting decision makers. Since retiring from military service, he has
closely with several third-party developers to define and improve theu
products, and he has served NeXT in a sales support role and in ad " .
company executives on strategic directions. - Dan Ruby
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Workstation

B EST OF B REED

\ 10 T IRRITATING CAPIT

Telecommunications
The future success of NEXTSTEP - and NeXT - relies
house solutions customers can develop for their rruSSl()D-'Cfll;lCaJ
date, NEXTSTEP custom apps have broken new grc::mIldlm
diverse as financial services, legal, health care, maloulactw'II1g
Our winner was chosen not only for technical expertise
reaching consequence of the development effort and
pushing NEXTSTEP into the telecommunications industry. I,-, ~u~"uJl
Tel has over 40 developers building and maintaining a sta:t e.-()t-tllN n
fiber-optic Asynchronous Transfer Mode network that
coast to coast. With partnerships between phone \"VlIU}"Cl"'l~l
and entertainment giants being signed every day, users will
of that vision on their own TVs in the very near future.
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Runts of the Litter No show is complete with just blue-ribbon winners. The NeXT year past also boasted plenty of mutts, mon-

greIs, and crossbreeds. Here's our salute to the people, products, and
RO D U C T
~
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events that made NeXT-watching entertaining during the last 12 months.
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SKIN DEEP AWA RD:

Appsoft, for designing packaging
before software

BEST EXCUSE FOR ANYTHING NOT

::A fcJ '

LOST IN THE

DONE IN Q3 '93 :

"I was at Andy

Stone's party."

OZONE AWARD:
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for forcing Improv 1.0 users to
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John Perry Barlow, who couldn't

move to Windows in order to

global warming
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EXTSTEP 3.1 represents a giant step sideways for NeXT and
developers alike. Finally released on May 24, the renamed
NEXTSTEP for Intel Processors isn't much different from the
NEXTSTEP 3.0 that was introduced at the first NeXTWORLD
Expo 18 months ago. Sure, it's more stable. On the other hand, NeXT now
faces serious competition from Microsoft, Sun, and others.
NEXTSTEP 3.1 adds important support for multiple architectures.
Fat binaries let a single executable run on both Motorola and Intel hardware; a spiffy new ProjectBuilder lets you compile for black hardware,
white hardware, or both at the same time. That's less important with the
demise of black hardware, but it suggests that
future versions of NEXTSTEP will have check
boxes for other architectures as well.
On the minus side, much of what NeXT
announced last year with NEXTSTEP 3.0 is
gone with the black hardware: So long to the
Phone Kit, ISDN, and DSP chips. Gone too
is AppleTaLk - that's being handled by a third
party. And now users will have to pay extra
to rill1 DOS and Windows programs.
Back at the first Expo, I had hoped that
NeXT would be showing prerelease versions
of NEXTSTEP 4.0 by now, but NEXTSTEP
3.1 took longer to debug and field than anybody expected. The Intel port
was further complicated by the need to write dozens of device drivers for
the varied hardware in the PC universe. And then there were unexpected
problems with Pentium compatibility. It all added up.
These are all warning signs: NeXT is pursuing the wrong approach
for releasing its software in the frenetic '90s. Rather than developing complete, integrated systems and not shipping until they are perfect, NeXT
should be shipping its software as fast and as often as possible, bugs and all.

CAM P

Customers don't want perfect software next month - they want usa~
software yesterday. Of course, NeXT can't ship programs that don't wad.
But NEXTSTEP 2.1 worked on Intel processors in January 1992, and
NEXTSTEP 3.1 for Intel has been working for more than six month~
Rather than making these early releases readily available, NeXT gave
copies to only a few of its most important customers and developers. A
better strategy would have been to make a base system widely available
back in January 1992 and distribute weekly updates via the Internet.
NeXT's reluctance to ship anything but a finished product is complicated by the dearth of programmers on the company's payroll. Object:OOented programming is a great accelerato~
but it still takes more than two or three
people to develop each major application
or subsystem. Many of the bugs in NeXT,
Indexing Kit were found by Stone Design.
which used the kit as the basis for DataPhit
veloper community as well- is still grip~
by the myth of two or three guys writin£
the next killer app in their basement.
ditionally, NeXT has simply hired the bell
hackers arOlmd and then stood back. Bur
while that's a great recipe for'
not the right way to deliver bug-free code.
So the answer for NeXT is simple: Ship interim releases, hire mo.1
programmers, and unbundle or unload to third parties as much non-colt
functionality as possible. Either that, or ship the source code and let u frI
the bugs ourselves. •
S I M SON L. GAR F IN K E L, NeXTWORLD senior technologyw.
tor, is coauthor of NeXTSTEP Programming (Springer- Verlag, 1992).
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Get Connected!

Connect!TM for E-mail, UUCP and Modem Setup
No technical expertise required, yet satisfies
the needs of technical and non-technical users.
Connect to UUNET, PSI, or your own
corporate or university mail server.
Supports all NEXTSTEpTM platforms, and Telebit, Zyxel,
and most 100% Hayes-compatible modems.
f.mal1C.OImectmns
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fonts !"
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" A great pa Ckage! '
• Doc;I:: ~ - adc;

Place your order before August 30th and pay $95.
After August 30th pay only $145. Educational price is $45.

Contact Black Market Technologies:
Voice: 718 522-5090 Fax: 718 852-4249
E-mail: info@bmt.gun.com
Circle 4 on reader service card
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fter slimming down, the new NeXT looks pretty good. But,
having shed all those unsightly pounds of magnesium, NeXT
has to change its habits and behavior to keep its new figure.
At his Expo keynote, Steve announced that NeXT had
completed its transition to a software company. The transition, however,
has only begun, and NeXT must move aggressively to change its organization to meet the new challenges it faces.
NeXT came out of Expo riding a new wave of momentum. The show
itself was wildly successful. The high-level strategy more or less makes
sense. The product shipped, and the waiting press and customer base ate
it up.
But behind the curtain, a number of troubling signals have emerged. On tlle distribution side, NEXTSTEP is not getting into all
the hands that want it. NeXTConnection is
out of stock today. Ingram is not yet ready to
£ill orders. The sales force is actually shipping
very few of those solid orders Steve talked
about. The product itself is tricky to install
and suffers from a lack of drivers.
It would be easy to say that NeXT is just
adjusting to its new skin, growing into its new
environment, and suffering understandable
growing pains. And, in fact, none of these problems are fatal. But these
problems are symptomatic of its old skin, the old NeXT that must be left
behirtd. They can be traced directly to NeXT's organizational flaws.
NeXT's people are among the best and the brightest in the industry.
It's difficult to overestimate the amount of talent required to produce
NEXTSTEP and move it out the door. The bad news is that an inordinate
number of NeXT employees are senior people, accustomed to strategizing
among themselves, with a minimum of input from the outside. Uncount-

fJ

INK
able committees and internal presentations distract people from real feedback from customers, developers, and the market at large. The arrogance
charge has been made for years, and, unfortunately, it is apparently still
valid today: After restructuring, the large and ponderous company is
showing signs of being small and ponderous.
NeXT should change its internal workings. Make individuals, not
committees, responsible for projects, including all the details required for
complete follow-through. Focus the enterprise on the meat and potatoes.
On the sales side, look outside for input. Stop relying on internal consensus.
Talk to customers and implement their ideas. Get input from the sales force
in the field.
On the software side, put a lot of effort
into clear and easy distribution and flawless, easy-to-use software. Most important,
devote even more energy to critical driver
and installation issues (a need that became
apparent over a year ago, but for which
insufficient resources were allocated).
The frustrating thing is that NeXT is
98 percent of the way there. Now tllat
Steve has made the hard strategic choices in
the last six months, it is up to the line managers to make the new strategy work. It
appears that Warren Weiss is moving quickly towards a new approach in
sales and marketing. With a free hand, his team should be able to make
impressive gains over the coming quarters. The software team, as always,
produces superb products, but needs to follow through on the details. All
of this can easily happen if NeXT truly completes the transition by eliminating its misguided system of consensus decision making. •
DAN

L A V I N comments on business issues in NeXT Ink.

MekoTools 2.0
"Convenience and value recommend this bag of tricks"
- NeXTWORLD, Winter '92
"MetroTools' ability to reduce the size of the icons makes it
a no-brainer f or notebook computers", "The Norton Utilities
of the NeXT world!"
- Mike Duggan, NEC
"Does everything as advertised!!"

- John Kobelansky

"MetroTools has done a great job integrating utilities that
make NEXTSTEP life easier","MetroTools made the quantum
leap into my dock and into my heart" - Jiro Nakamura,NeXTwatch
ow

"It runs beautifully - a real pleasure"
-

- Richard Lawrence

""'-

!

".. good support, good product. I now have ~ zillion workihg
fonts!"
- Chip Sreglinger
....
.
""A great pt:1ckagBl"
--'

~

nd pay $95.
lal price is $45.

logies:
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2D rune on NEXT51'EP 3.1 for 6Iac:k

arft.IlJhfti ·. ie9Lt69 odu

+1619-488-9411 . fax +1619488-3045 ·Jinfg@metrosoft.com
Demo available via FTP: sonata.cc.purdue.edu.

Free 6pg!ade.toIe!3isterd~owrers

Circle 28 on reader service card

Network Management For Mere Mortals
Networking your NeXT computers
is only the beginning.
NetWatch'" helps you monitor and
control the entire network with an
interface that's intuitive and familiar.
Even if you've never used network
management software before.

,:.u
!

And if you are a networking deity,
you'll be happy to know that NetWatch
is SNMP Mffi-I and -II compatible and
works with our powerful SNMP agent
software for NeXTSTEP and Sun. Call
310/456-6094 or e-mail Ridgeback
today for a demo disk.

Ridgeback Solutions

-

the net'",'orking company

23715 W. Malibu Rd .• Suile 376. Malibu. CA 90265· FAX: 310/456·9715' E·mail: info@ ridgeback.comorzulu!info@uu4.psi.com
C 1993 RidgcbOlCk Solutions. NctW:lICh is a lradcm.trk of Ridgeb:ack Solutions. All olher Irndemarks are the property of their respective owners.

Circle 68 on reader service card

THE WORlD'S ONLY OBJECT-ORIENTED

SYSTEM SORWARE IS NOW AVAIlABlllN THIS BOX.
Byte Magazine said it's '~ .. probably the most respected
piece of software on the planet." Business Week said that
it's '~ .. years ahead of its potential rivals, such as Microsoft
Corp.'s Cairo .. :' NEXTSTEP™for Intel® 486 and Pentium®Pro(;)1993

cessors is the worlds' first object-oriented system
Now it's here. Polished and perfected. Shrink
and shipping. In user and developer versions. For
and portable systems.

Irs available

pre-in~

I, Epson, NEC an
leading PCs or se
Call us at 1-800-TR'

N~XT Compu/(r, il1C. All rights ff.uIVrt/. NeXT, NEXTSTEP, lite NeXT logo and Tlu Objtct ls The AdvOlltage are trademarks ofNrXT Compuler, i nc. All Olhtr trademorks IIIm/iolled /M/ollg to their resjxcl ive OfJ:Jnef'S.
Business Week. Jonuary 25, 1993 nprilll!d with JNrmission. Byte Magazin e, October 1992 reprinltd wilh pennission.
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COMPAQ

1-800-374"-1956

1-800-TRY--NeXT

r~~ .HE, ~'LE1iT
~~ PACKARD

digital

1-800-TRY--NeXT

1-800438-4316 Ext. BDV

EPSON!.,'

NEe

1-800-B UY-EPSON

1~800-374-80{)O

~AT.T \' "mll3la
Company
_

1-800-DATACEN

~

IS BOI.
:;d system software.
d. Shrink-wrapped
rsions. For desktop
~sp£ctiv~ oWllers.

An, AT&T

1-800-TRY--NeXT

OR IN ANY OF THESE BOIES.
Ifs available pre-installed in pes shipping from Dell,
I, Epson, NEe and Data General. It's available in
leading pes or separately from certified resellers.
Call us at 1-800-TRY-NeXT for more information

about NEXTSTEP software, ordering preconfigured pes
or the name of a NEXTSTEP reseller near you.
It's clearly the most advanced software you'll find
anywhere. And now you can find it everywhere.

TH E OBJ EeT IS TH E

ADVANTAGE~"
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Dueling
Spreadsheets

AI

~

.. t

capabilities ~
speed: Mesa .
fast, Questor

..

~~;i;;:I::~:I=~:t::J~l:;;;:L;;:;;l~!~~E~1 slow.
lating onettlt
spreadsheet
a33MHz

Questor takes aim at Mesa while
Solution takes target practice
by

ROBERT

LAURISTON

ou don't need a spreadsheet to solve this formula: Previous number
of NEXTSTEP spreadsheet programs minus
unsupported NEXTSTEP spreadsheet programs plus new NEXTSTEP spreadsheet programs. The
answer remains a constant of three.
The arrival of Xanthus International's Questor and the return of
PowerStep as Appsoft Solution balance out the market retreat of Lotus
Improv and Informix's Wingz, neither of which have announced plans
to support NEXTSTEP for Intel. We
compared Questor 1.01 with the
latest release of Athena Design's
popular spreadsheet, Mesa 1.4, and
took an advance look at Solution,
which was still in beta at press time
(see the sidebar, "Solution on the
Horizon").

l]

Big picture
Questor is the first spreadsheet to
take full advantage of the NeXT interface. All the object palettes used
to create formulas, graphs, text
fields, and so on are consolidated in
a single ToolBox panel, and, in impeccable NEXTSTEP style, almost
all commands that change the properties of those objects (cell format,

Questor 1.01
Questo,,'s elegant desigll, innovative {eatur:es, and exemplarty NeXT intertace are
mliJre than offset by unacceptably slow
recalcttlatiQn and file operatiliJns. This
initial release also has some significant
bugs.
$595

Xanthus International AB, P.O. Box
20161, S-161 02 Bromma, Sweden.
46/8/635-3000; or e'4nai/: questor@xanthus.se.

graph type, colors, etc.} are consolidated in a single, context-sensitive
inspector.
By contrast, Mesa's relatively
crude interface makes it more difficult to use than it should be. The
program divides its commands
among ten separate inspectors, each
of which is broken up into an unnecessarily large number of aspects.
You can Command-drag your most
frequently used menu commands
onto a floating icon bar for singleclick access, but that Windows-like
gadget seems out of place under
NEXTSTEP.
Worksheets are strictly 2-D in
both programs, but if you have
enough RAM you can define gigantic
flat sheets. Mesa provides only a
single view of a worksheet, so
working with big files means a lot
of scrolling back and forth. Questor
lets you open multiple windows for
multiple views of a single document,
and saves view settings along with
each document. Unlike Mesa, Questor's windows have zoom controls,
making it practical to use smallersized type.
Mesa's Undo command is
almost useless - it undoes only the
current cell entry, and then only if
you haven't yet saved it by pressing
the Return key. Though Questor
has up to 200 undo levels that
work with any series of commands,
in this first release the feature has at
least one significant bug: Undoing a
cell entry doesn't undo the related
change to an associated chart.
Mesa offers very good compatibility with other spreadsheets. You
can read and write 1-2-3 2.x (WIG)
and SLK files, read Excel 3.0 files,
and import and export tab-delimited text. Mesa's 1-2-3 macro compatibility has been improved - this
version handled without trouble the

Mesa lets you install any two commands or macros as icon buttons in the
upper right comer of each spreadsheet window.

most complex 1-2-3 macros. Xanthus claims Questor can import
WK1 and SLK files, but in my tests
only delimited text worked reliably.
Mesa's on-line help is fairly
good, though some advanced features (like scripting) are covered
only in the printed manual. Questor's on-line help is more complete
and seems to include everything in
the 240-page manual and more.

Calculation
Both Mesa and Questor provide
a wide selection of functions and
operators, roughly equivalent to
those found in 1-2-3 or Excel. For
maximum compatibility with imported WK1 files, Mesa also supplements its native functions with a
somewhat overlapping set of standard 1-2-3 @functions. Questor lets
you define your own functions
within the program, a handy way
to expand the program's capabilities or manage often-used formulas.
You can write your own functions
for Mesa as well, but only in Objective-C.
The big difference between the
two programs' number-crunching

Mesa 1.4
Mesa sets out to be a straightfliJ1l,(Jarii
basic spreadsheet, and that's just what it
is. A macro recorder and a better undo
would be nice, but Mesa gets the job
done. Improved compatibility with 1-2-3
and Excel files is a major plus in this
1lpgrade.
$499

Athena Design, 17 St. Mary's at.,
Boston, MA 02146. 617f734-6372; IiJr
e-mail: iflfo@athena.com.

tor 15

We also
found a marked performance dif·
ference during file operations.
Opening and saving the test
sheet in Mesa took three
each. In Questor, opening took
seconds, saving 78.

Charts
Questor offers a slightly superior
assortment of 2-D graph types.
Besides the basic line, bar,
bar, column, stacked column, p~
area, and X -Y scatter charts thar
Mesa provides, Questor adds a
combined line-column type.
tor automatically displays
pies when you select more
data series; you need to create
series' pie separately in Mesa.
Questor's stock charts give you
HLCO (hi, 10, close, open) infor·
mation; Mesa has just HLe.
tor also lets you save your
chart templates to its ToolBox
later reuse.
On the other hand, Mesa .
you a choice of four 3-D chart
(Xanthus will offer 3-D
separate Graphity chatting pro·
gram.) As in Wingz, the text
on Mesa's 3-D charts rotate
along with the perspective. This
makes them much better
and far more readable than 3-D
charts created in Excel and otlxr
programs that support only h~
zontal and vertical labels.
Neither program excels in
put. Before you print a Mesa
spreadsheet, you need to
layout utilizing the program's
unfriendly, band-oriented
generator. You have to type the
addresses of the portions of the
worksheet you want to print '
scrolling list. Questor lets you
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capabilities is
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Check here for a one-year subscription to NeXTWORLD. $29.95/year
for 12 monthly issues a year.
For Canada add $15 (includes 7% GST tax). All other foreign
orders must be pre-paid in U.S . funds only and add $40 for airmail
delivery or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH.
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RightBrain
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loves Display PostScript

always wears seatbelt
oPPoses the helmet law

ExactlyWrite'"

We're of two minds recently...
On one hand, we love desktop publishing, and we've bUllt a
page layout applicatton that rivals the best on any platform.
It's called PasteUpTM, and z"t recently won NeXTWORLD
magazine's Best ifBreed award for Document Creation.
PasteUp is intuz"tive and intended for people who think visually. It lets you rotate and skew absolutely anything, kern your
text, set trapping, produce separattons, and even undo and
.redo forever. Call us crazy, but we thought you might like to
change your mind, get creative, and cut loose.

On the other hand, we're sensible enough to realize that NeXT is
headed into a new market of corporate productivity and missioncritica l custom appl ications. So we set out to build a fast, cheap,
wonderful word processor, which we call ExactlyWrite™.It's compatible with WriteNow™ files, runs on Intel and NeXT hardware,
and is a great word processor for those of you who just want to
crank out memos and letters and to share documents across the
network and the community. Call us conservative, but we thought
you might need a simple, powerful, inexpensive word processor.

Call us crazy or call us sensible, but please call us today: 800-472-7246
132 Hamilton Ave· Palo Alto, CA· 94301· 415-326-2974 (2977 fax)· info@rightbrain.com
EX8ctlyWrite and PasteUp are trademarks of RightBrain Software. NeXTWORLO is 8trademark of NeXT, Inc. WriteNow is a trademark of Appsoft, Inc. Display PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Inc.
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lar help file was
mIssmg.
Mesa's scrpiter
lacks Questor's nifty
~-----'-----+-----'------1 objects, commandM.ut! VIHW on S.tlcs xqr -- - (Groptllc Made)

. eo.

pasting script editor,
and syntax checker.
Trucl<s eM
Instead, you just
type commands in a
text editor. The program's BASIC-like
MScript language
isn't covered in the
on-line help and is
Questor can automatically create muHiple pie charts for a range of
only sketchily dedata, saving time and effort.
fined in a terse 25the mouse to select print ranges,
page manual. This makes writing
but otherwise it's not much better.
Mesa scripts an arcane, tedious,
In both programs, each range
and decidedly un-NEXTSTEP-like
selected for printing starts on a new process.
page. Also, since there's no WYSIFor C programmers, both proWYG report editor, fine-tuning a
grams include APIs that you can
report means repeatedly printing to use to incorporate their capabilities
Preview, then switching back to the into your own custom apps. But
spreadsheet and making blind
I'm C illiterate, so I'm not qualified
adjustments.
to judge the quality of the APIs.
Questor is clearly better suited for
Programming
use in database applications, since
Missing from both programs is one
it includes query objects that hook
of the most basic spreadsheet tools: directly to the Database Browsel;
a macro recorder. You can, howand Mesa relies on embedded SQL
ever, still automate simple or comcommand strings. On the other
plex tasks by using the programs'
hand, Mesa's superior performance
scripting languages.
makes it a more likely choice if you
Questor's InterfaceBuilder-type want a canned calculation engine.
programming tools make it much
easier to build spreadsheet-based
Balance sheet
applications. The program's tool
Questor's superior NeXT interface
palettes include a wide variety of
is more than offset by its inferior
gadgets, including text fields, word
performance, which slows even the
processors, buttons, sliders, and
fastest hardware to an exasperating
gauges. Timer objects can be used
crawl. The initial release is also
to perform recurring tasks, like
compromised by significant bugs.
running an SQL query once an
In addition to the ones mentioned
hour to keep your spreadsheet in
above, cell text didn't wrap propsync with host data. You can use
erly, and the program occasionally
these objects by simply dragging
crashed when opening and closing
them from the ToolBox to your
documents.
worksheet. To make a slider conMesa's reliability, speed, and
trol a cell's value, you simply Concompatibility with standard file fortrol-drag to connect the two.
mats make it the clear winner of
For more complex tasks, you
this round. Though its interface is
must write scripts in Questor's
k1unky, and the program really
QScript language, but even nonneeds an w1do key, macro recorder,
programmers should be able to
and better report generator, it's still
adapt the provided sample code to
the best NEXTSTEP spreadsheet
basic tasks like user-input prompts
you can currently buy. •
and simple dialog boxes. The program automatically checks syntax
ROBERT LAURISTON isa
and flags invalid code. Writing
NeXTWORLD contributing ediscripts is further eased by a comtor.
mand palette with on-line help
describing each command in detail,
though in release 1.01 that particu-

SOLUTION ON THE HORIZ
We'd originally planned to include Appsoft's new Solution
spreadsheet in a three-way review, but the company didn't
make its planned Expo ship date. Instead, here~s a first
the product based on the latest versjon available - .80 beta
we went to press.
Solution is based on PowerStep, a never-released
Tate product. Looking at the interface, however, you would
never suspect Appsoft's product is any relation. Solution's
spare, simple design could make it the easiest-ta-use NeXT
spreadsheet yet.
Solution is also easy to use because it simply doesn't
to do too much. Worksheets are strictly 2-D, up to 4096
256 columns. As in Mesa and Questor, there's a palette

which you can select functions to paste into cells, with a
window explaining each function's use and arguments.
can import data in delimited or WK1 format but can save
in Solution format. You can zoom in or out on the sheet,
you can't split the window or open multiple views of a
sheet. The menus are well-organized, and most ~nlmnn~rltf~1
consolidated in the Inspector, though they're sometimes
veniently split among more aspects than really seems
sary. Recalculation was almost as fast as in Mesa.
Solution's graphing capabilities and selection of chart
types are quite similar to Mesa's. Solution's method for
the perspective of 3-0 charts is the program's best feature.
Instead of fussing with the usual confusing sliders, you
double-click on the chart, grab one of the handles that
and drag it. A wire-frame view of the chart rotates in real
as you drag the handle around. Unfortunately, the text
don't rotate, so the 3-0 charts aren't as readable as
As in Mesa and Questor, there's no macro recorder,
there is a scripting language, WILMA. (Trivia item: The
ing Interactive Language for Macro Applications is a play
the language in Ashton-Tate's FrameWork, FRED.) You
assign macros to the menu or push buttons and use them
write your own functions.
Solution should prove a nice entry-level spreadsheet
users with relatively modest needs. The beta's too ea~ly to
judge, but if the release version works well and matches
beta's feature set, it promises to be a strong competitor
NEXTSTEP spreadsheets.
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Pumping Up
The Volume

properties that you might
find in a mechanicaldesign system are absent
here. Blocks are parametrically defined: You
can create a block without specifying its dimensions, then size and position it precisely by means
. of convenient dialog
boxes. This is a powerful feature.
A negative block, or
by J OEL ORR
"piercing," is used to Zlvolume allows users to create architectural drawings usiJC
make holes in blocks blocks and wire-frame elements.
while maintaining their
tures in this release from Lyon,
onceptual architectural
solid character. Sashes can also be used Objects can also be created
design has not yielded
France-based Ares leave the prodfor door and window details.
stored in a reusable library.
widely to computerizauct short of providing a compelling
Chains of blocks can be autoInstances of these can be placed,
tion. All architects use
reason for architects and designers
matically created along a wireCAD, but mostly for the to move to NEXTSTEP.
scaled, colored, and even exp,lodtlL&
automation of production drafting.
frame path, making object construction in ZZvolume quite tDlerNobody has quite succeeded in creBuilding blocks
Reality check
ating a conceptual modeling system
In the ZZvolume universe, all work able. Making blocks and gluing
ZZvolume doesn't do drafting; it
that capures the designer's heart.
them together individually, espeis done on reference planes, which
has no dimensioning capabilities
cially in nonorthogonal ways, is not and very limited text features. It
Rather than set users free to concan be set on the orthogonal axes
an architect's idea of fun. Wirecentrate on design, most programs
or rotated at any angle. Setting the
can, however, export files in
force them to work within the conreference plane is simple and can be frame elements can be lines, circles,
desk DXF or EPS formats.
circular arcs, splines, and polylines.
straints of the software.
done in a variety of ways.
They need not be planar.
ZZvolume, the first full-blown
Modeling tools consist of
grams for the creation of produe·
CAD product available for NEXTAn amazing variety of shapes
blocks - six-faced polyhedra - and
tion drawings.
STEP (albeit for a niche market),
a variety of wire-frame elements.
can be created using these apparZZvolume's performance ~
ently limited components, and if
takes a promising first step toward
Blocks are true solids, although
quate to slow, depending on the
conceptual design. But missing feafunctions for dealing with their mass you can move beyond the frustracomplexity of the project. The lllilll"~I.....,.. t will happen to work[5
tion of figuring out construction
ual is replete with tips for faking
elements such as windows by us~
ivity aj~er August 1:
methods, there is a certain satisfaction in creating complex geometries wire-frame elements to reduce the
- - - - f f f f - - - - - -- - -- -- --.
- NtXnVORW Magazil!t!
within severe geometric constraints.
number of faces . The more factl.1If«i..UJ1n makers and tec1mi(
Using sin1ple camera metaphors, involved in a design, the longer roo
must wait for shading and ~~"lIl~.rf'rs
you can create views and perspectives that let you visualize your proThe bottom line is that
ject in any conceivable way, includare an architectural desl~·g:n,~e~~r.;::.,.
ing specifying the position of the
already committed to
sun by entering a particular date
here is a conceptual design tool
,",,~""Il(l(l re '93. Four days.
and time.
worth checking out. It takes
Pixel Magician gives you free reign in the world of computer graphics
Nongraphical informationbut once you are familiar ith iu
iLms. 100 exhibitors.
because it converts to and from all the popular image ftle formats: TIFF, GIF,
text and voice - can be stored with
modeling paradigm, you call use
PICT, PCX, RIB, JPEG, TARGA, FAX, PS , EPS, Windows BMP, Sun Raster,
every object, allowing you, for inZZvolume to create a wide varXtl
MacPaint and others. Use the automated capabilities of the Convert Window to
stance, to call out the name or cost
of shapes and manipulate thfm'
view, scale, rotate, quantize and convert an entire directory of image files with
of any element in your project.
useful ways. But this is not the
a single mouse click.
product on which to base a deci- . 1....UIlIIII,!! solutions based on
Use Image Agent to drag and drop image files directly into NeXTSTEP
applications. Image Agent is included free with Pixel Magician.
Uvolume 1.4
sion to go with NEXTSTEP.
messaging, electro
Still, conceptual archit
Pixel Magician and Image Agent, our advanced image conversion tools
and scheduling,
design in NEXTSTEP is new aOO
for NeXTSTEP. Call (3 10) 820-9145 today for more information.
worthy
of
applause.
You
rea
II}'
A conceptual architectHTai design packMass Image Conversion
Image Viewing
age sporting an unusl/al user-interface
do conceptual design on this p~ ....1II0j(e'ne"l. Groupware '9iJ
paradigm that, once learned, works with
Variable
form now - if you are willing ro
pOUler and flexibility. Stands alone on
work at it. f
(he infonnation you
Flexible Output Options

ZZvolume breaks ground as the first
CAD product on NEXTSTEP

~

MAG CIANTM

&IMAGE AGENT™

Alpha Channel Support

PostScripf1' to Raster

NEXTSTEP but is not up to the standards of other platfonns.

$3000

22 10 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD , SU ITE 330, SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
FAX: 3lO/820-5930 • E·mail: info @bocchus.com
QI993 B:kchus, Inc. AU rights rtSC",w. All product names are 1r:Went:lrks or ~gi~tcrtd trndl'marb of their rc.spC'Clh-eowncrs.

Ares, 8, rue V. Lagrange, 69007 Lyon,
Frallce. 33f72f73.06.S4, 33f72f73.22.93
fax; or e-mail: gery@ares.fdn.org. In the
United States: 303f799-6223, 800/4877608; or email: info@alembic.com.

DR. JOEL
sultant, speaker, and writer spt.
cializing in architectural and
neering automation. He can be
at 4153485@mcimaii.co11l.
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.unch a separate appli;oftware has a fault,
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of an inspector
:reased functionality
)rice of lost simplicity.

ope CD-ROM
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sterdam, The Netheri-7239 .
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packed multimedia
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Ian 1200 full-color
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)n video sequences.
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,I . Please start my subscriptionfor

to NeXTWORLD Magazine
just $29.95. I'll get 12 monthly issues
of the most complete coverage of the
NeXTSTEP market availa'ble - from
in-depth special reports to timely
product and business news. Send no
money now. We'll bill you later.
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Send your request to NeXTWORLD, Subscriber Services,p. O. Box 5038, lkentwood, TN 37024; or phone 800-685-3435 Or 61S-337-3322.For
Canada and Mexico, please add $1'8 in U.S. fundS only. For 'foreign orders add 540. Foreign orders must be prepaid in U.S. (unds only. Check or
money order accepred. Please fax 415442-1891 ro charge your Visa/MC. AU prices inc1udecurrent GST t:t><.
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Product Showcase

Timing Is Everything

The App for Marketing &Social Research

TimeScape is the tool for planning and analysis of complex projects. It combines Gantt charts for timing and duration, PERT charts for dependencies,
Mesa spreadsheets for numerical analysis. Because you set up your own economic model, TimeScape excels in industrial, construction, manufacturing,
scientific, disaster planning and other specialized applications. Nested subprojects allow clarity of presentation. Timescales from hours to years facilitate projects of short duration or those requiring generations to complete.
Introductory price $395.

G rap h i call y create and execute queries like:
Find places in metro Philadelphia and New Jersey where more than 20% of
the households have incomes more than $100,000 and at least 10% of the
workers are self-employed.
Find the geographic center of Dallas weighted by the number of homes buili
before 1960. Show the corresponding 9-digit zip codes.
Find the variance in the number of persons of Hispanic origin for census
tracts within a 5 mile radius of downtown Chicago.
Requir e s Syba s e server and NeXTSTEPTM 3 . 0

BenthBuilt Software (o./P.O. Box 630157/ Houston, TX 77263
(713)974-1444 yoite and fax/ info@benthbuilt.tom
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Complete Access

Unplug

The most frequent c
coming out?" Well,
D e mos, Games, 1
Programming exam]
left on the disc, not
3.0, you need this di
ed. Vol. 1 is also av
$20. 00!

Siegeltuch & Associatesl1817 Lincoln Street/Evanston, IL 60201·
2232 /Phone: 708-475-6055/Fax: 708-475-6068

ISOMEDIA. In(./2509 152m
(206)869-5411/(800) 461
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Two New Palettes for Database KifTM Development

Advertis
RS#
88,89
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24
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79
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86
81
17
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67
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Complete Access is the database access tool that combines report writing, forms, outlining, charting, and ease-of-use to provide the complete
database access tool for all NeXT users. A true paper interface simplifies the design and browsing of reports. The intuitive graphical query
builder lets anyone create ad hoc queries without learning SQL.
Complete Access can be used with Rosebase, Sybase, Oracle or any
other SQL database for which an adaptor is available.

Target Development announces the RetrieverPalette and the LinkPalette.
The RetrieverPalette provides a graphical means for building queries,
fetching data, and sorting records. The LinkPalette provides objects for
linking image, text, and sound files from controlled directories to a data·
base via pathname . Both palettes are built to interact with standard
Database Kit objects, further enhancing your database application devel·
opment environment. Excellent technical documentation and email support are included. $139.00 per machine. Free demo versions available.

Otean Software, In./8683 Autumn Green Dr. Suite #100/Jatksonville, FL 32256
904-363-1646 /info@oteansoft.tom

Target Development/72 West Elizabeth Street/Landisville, PA 17538/(800) 444-5435
(717) 898-9190/objeds@targetdev.tom
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data records, integrating with FrameMaker,
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and directories onto mass storage devices.
enTar works with OAT, Bmm and other SCSI
tape devices, and also floppy, optical and
other removable disks. In addition , enTar
can backup you r data to networked disks.
Because enTar automatically configures tape
devices, it works with most SCSI tape devices.
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n The New Yorker magazine's famous cover, the world beyond
the Hudson river fades away to insignificance. Los Angeles
pops up in the distance while Japan lies low on the horizon. It's
a brilliant self-parody of the provincial view of the supposedly
worldly Manhattanite, who has the arrogance to believe that little of importance happens west of Hoboken.
Some developers have accused this magazine of suffering from a simibr myopia. On our version of the map, Silicon Valley - and especially
Redwood City - would loom large, while significant bases of NEXTSTEP
activity in Chicago, New York, and Europe
would show up as outposts. A tiny onion
dome would represent Moscow.
Well, NeXTWORLD is not The New
Yorker. Much as I'd like to publish John
McPhee and Jeremy Bernstein, our mission is
much narrower: To provide information that
brings together users and providers of
NEXTSTEP products.
When we look east, or any direction, we
Ite pockets of opportunity - places where
developers and a community of users form a
hotbed of NEXTSTEP activity. Places like
Vancouver, Hamburg, Sydney, laSalle Street in Chicago, Washington, DC.
Also the San Francisco Bay area. There was grumbling from some
the primary qualification for receiving a Best of Breed award was a
number in the 415 area code. Not true: Of our BoB winners, only
were local. Ten others were from outside the area, including three
Europe.
There are two determinants for what products and user activities get
in NeXTWORLD. First, we have to know about them. Since
busy, it may require a follow-up call, but between the Internet, tele-

.- - - -

....

WORLD

phone, fax, and package-delivery services, all developers have equal access
to us. We also welcome visitors.
Second, we apply judgment to the relative significance and worth of
products. It wouldn't be much of a magazine if we printed unfiltered information. We decide what gets coverage, how many cubes to give, who gets
awards. This judging role carries with it a serious responsibility to be fair
and impartial. We have to be fully informed. We must not bring biases to
the table. We must not be too impressed with our own importance.
One thing that is not a determinant is a company's advertising budget.
It shouldn't be necessary to say this, but
NeXTWORLD's editorial product is not
for sale. We call 'em as we see 'em.
While we wouldn't exist without NeXT
and we couldn't afford to publish without
the support of third-party advertisers, our
loyalty is first and foremost to NEXTSTEP
users. 1£ we serve our readers, then we serve
the market. It doesn't matter if they live in
Palo Alto, Paris, or Altoona.

* * *

All right, everyone out there in Paducah,
Keokuk, and South Succotash: I want your feedback. What kinds of articles would you like to see more or less of? Tell me what's wrong with our
graphics. Are there other types of information or services we can provide
that will make your life as a NEXTSTEP user easier and more productive?
Send mail to druby@nextworld.com. I won't reply to every message, but I
will consider all input carefully as we continue to evolve NeXTWORLD
into the best magazine it can be. •
DAN RUB Y is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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PIXEL MAGIClAN

ThI

&IMAGE AGENT™

"Convenience. and value recommend this bag of tricks"
- NeXTWORLD, Winter '92

to

"Me'troTgols' t:llzJjlty
~educe,,-t h e size of the icons makes it
a 119-brain er for , f1QieboQ ~ G.ofi1puters", "Th e Norton Uti lities
of the NeXT world!~1
'
r.. ..... ,
- Mike Duggan, NEC
~
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"Does everyth ing Jas advertist:dO" ....1
Pixel Magician gives you free reign in the world of computer graphics
because it converts to and from all the popular image file formats: TIFF, GIF,
Rler, PCX, RIB, JPEG, TARGA, FAX, PS, EPS, Windows BMP, Sun Raster,
MacPaint and others. Use the automated capabilities of the Convert Window to
view, scale, rotate, quantize and convert an entire directory of image files with
asingle mouse click.
Use Image Agent to drag and drop image files directly into NeXTSTEP
applications. Image Agent is included free with Pixel Magician.
Pixel Magician and Image Agent, our advanced image conversion tools
for NeXTSTEP. Call (310) 820-9145 today for more infonnation.
Mass Image Conversion
Variable Image Resolntions
Flexible Output Options
Alpha Channel Support

Image Viewing
Precise Scaling/Rotating
Color QuantizationlDithering
PostScrip~ to Raster

- John Kobelansky

IIM·e troToolschap done a grea~job'in~egrating uti lities that
make NEXTSTE~ lire easier","tYtet rvToo ls made the ytuantum
leap into my ddck and ititomy
- ,Jiro·N~ka.mural. Ne:h-Jatch
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- Chip Sieglinger
" A great package!"

- Craig Hansen, Motorola
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12 10 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD , SUITE 33 0 , SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
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Demo available via FTP: sonata.cc.purdue.edu.
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The three Ps
Drivers, drivers, my kingdom for
some drivers!
I'm running NEXTSTEP 3.1 for
Intel on a high-end '486 DX2/66,
525MB SCSI disk, and an S3 localbus video board, but I cannot talk to
our corporate network, nor can I run
in anything more than 640-by-480
grayscale mode - despite the fact that
I'm using a 3COM Etherlmk III and
an S3-805 local-bus video card. Both
of these devices have drivers in 3.1,
but they both don't work.
Here, in my opinion, is what
NeXT needs to do in a hurry:
• Get out the CD-ROM drivers
update sooner than later - or ship
3.2 in September with SoftPC bundled, as promised.
.
• Provide drivers for non-PostScnpt
printers and create an 8-bit color .
mode, to open up NEXTSTEP to VIrtually thousands of 1MB video cards
running at 1024 by 768 pixels with
256 colors.
• Port, port, port - get NEXTSTEP
onto as many RISC-based platforms
as possible.
• Find partnerships: Need I say more?
• Refine position, marketing, and
channels; cute videos aren't going to
reach the mass market.
Having said all that, I firmly
believe NeXT's future is assured,
provided that it partners, ports, and
positions furiously in the next 12
months.
JOHN EDUARD VENEMA

North Sydney, Australia

Driver license?
After impatiently awaiting NEXTSTEP for Intel, I was totally disappointed after seeing it and reading
the hardware list. NeXT needs to at
least triple the number of drivers it
provides. My suggestion: Sell the
developer's version for the pnce of
a run-time system if the purchaser
delivers a driver within eight weeks.
THYL ENGELHARDT

Tiibingen, Germany
NEXTSTEP for Intel is a very fine
product. Now, if only I could make
it work with my hardware. I have a
Sound Blaster Pro sound card, but I
don't have a driver for NEXTSTEP.
It goes the same for my T elepa th faxmodem that I cannot use under

NEXTSTEP because of the lack of
drivers. I can't even use my HP4
printer in non-PostScript standard
mode.
JACQUES GARBI

Lausanne, Switzerland

Support needed
When I returned from NeXTWORLD
Expo and attempted to install 3.1 on
my Dell PC, I could not get past the
boot floppy disk with my ATI Ultra
Pro video card installed. This card is
listed in hardware-compatibility
guides as being supported. I made
several calls to NeXT, Dell, and AT!.
While everyone that I spoke to was
interested in my problem and offered
suggestions , I have installed
NEXTSTEP 11 times
and still don't have
1024-by-768 color.
Ultimately, what
decides the success or
failure of NeXT will
not be the pricing of
its OS or a lack of
applications, but how
it responds to problems like mine.
BARRY VINSON

New Iberia,
Louisiana

Trickle-down
technology
Dan Ruby's claim that
Jim Opfer "introduced
e-mail, portable computers, and vi deoconferencing systems"
to the Reagan White
House "long before the rest of the
world discovered these technologies"
is hard to believe, considering the
stories that have come out this year
about the antiquated state of White
House information technology. Email seems to have been most popular among the NSC types in the
Reagan White House, who used it
for a textbook demonstration of why
not to use information systems that
isolate you from real-world contextual information: Bud McFarlane and
Ollie North used the PROFS e-mail
system to egg each other on to the
Iran-contra scandal.
FRED ZIMMERMAN

Ann Arbor, Michigan

R S
mended editing low-level
You're right that the White House
tion data (and in the monitor
didn't keep the technology train
places) . Indeed, maybe
rolling after its initial installation of
emulated the PC experience all
a "closed" e-mail system. But if you
think back to 1982, there were few,
well.
if any, corporations on any e-mail
DAVID L. NEUMANN
system, much less connected openly
Exxon Production Research
to the rest of the world. Those of us
Houston, Texas
in the White House at that time
were the second corporate account
Our reviewer tested SoftPC 0/1
in the world that had PROFS; we
eral NeXTstations, including
literally helped IBM design it.
never-released Nitro. On a
Similarly, who in 1982-83 was
Turbo, he found
doing cross-country video conferencing?
sluggish but acceptable.
Not many, because the video codecs
are looking forward to
(compressorsldecompressors) and
3.2 to discover how SoftPC
communications lines were too exforms on Intel hardware. - NW
pensive - only those who could justify the expense used them.
Ask and receive
The Bush White House merely
From my point of view, you
followed what the
.
Reagan administra- your entire year's
with
some
good
reviews
of
tion had done and
platforms
certified
to
run
did not move to
STEP. In particular, some
modernize the
benchmarking of the
White House for
should be done. Do you have
the '90s. It took a
new administration along these lines?
of young turks to
BILL BROWN
wake everyone up.
Hollis, New Hampshire
- Jim Opfer

Emulator's
new clothes
After reading the
ApriVMay "Windows Dressing"
article, I wonder
what kind of NeXT
you were using. It
seems like it had to
be one of those
mythical 40MHz
Nitro '040s.
I have a NeXTstation Turbo
Color with 32MB of RAM at home
and a 20MHz '386 Compaq at
work. So when I installed SoftPC
with Windows 3.1 on my NeXT, I
expected performance only slightly
worse than my office Deskpro. I got
an abysmally slow PC in a window.
The screen redraw and mouse-action
functions were sluggish beyond
belief.
So what does "as fast as a
'386/16" really mean? Does it mean
messing with system buggers in the
ROM monitor as the SoftPC Read
Me file suggests? Or fiddling with
color settings somewhere? All this
reminds me too much of my real Pc.
Until now, no NeXT app has recom-

We take our first shot in this
testing developer boxes. We
expand our evaluation
future as we continue to
NEXTSTEP PCs. - NW

Color blind
NeXTWORLD has gone
in the color and font
In the June/July issue,
titled "Pyromania!" has
unreadable figure caption,
text is as black as the
ture of the burnin'g Cube.
not-so-great choice of colors
in the NEXTSTEP PCs
figure captions over orange
are highly unreadable. In
article, one figure uses white
too bad it's over light-colored
in the figure.
ALVIN JEE

Santa Cruz, California

NeXTWORLD welcomes

ments. Please send them to
at NeXTWORLD, 501
San Francisco, CA 94107; or
e-mail:
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The CY-8500 can store up to 25 GB
on a single tape, at speeds of up to
90 MB per minute, completely
unattended.
How? With hardware data compression that can boost capacity by
up to five times.
No other 8mm tape drive can
match the capacity, speed, and priceperformance of this best-selling drive.
ADVANCED. You'll never be left in
the dark. A bright, backlit status
display gives you the command
under execution, transfer rate, compression ratio, amount of tape remaining and more.
Our data compression option is the
fastest available. And it's switch selectable, so you can still read and write
standard tapes. Locate and restore
files qUickly and easily with our
accelerated file access option. Add
data encryption to control backup and
restore operations through the use of
encoded card keys.

FLEXIBLE. The CY-8500 is plug
compatible with virtually every
computer system. Rack mounting
options, dual drive configurations
and a variety of cable lengths ensure
a seamless fit into your computing
environment. And as storage needs
grow, you can upgrade to our ten
tape library, capable of managing
between 25 GB and 250 GB-all
without manual intervention.
RELIABLE. A sophisticated Error
Correction Code yields a bit error
rate of less than one in 10 17 -the best
in the industry. A MTBF rate of
60,000 hours ensures reliability.
Each turnkey subsystem features
a 12-month warranty that includes
technical support from our experienced in-house engineering groups.
Everything you want in a backup
subsystem is available right now.
Call today for information at

CYBERNETICS

(804)873-9000

Rock Landing Corporate Center· JJ846 Rock Landing
Newport News, Virginia 23606 • Fax (804)873-8836
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The Big Deal
ENTERPRISE

PARTNERSHIP

UNIX guru, Avi Tevanian, working with key engineers from HP's
station and server groups.
a partnership between NeXT and Hewlett-Packard, it was the beginning
The negotiations were not happening in a vacuum, however.
of a new direction for the two companies. It also marked the end of a long
other
initiatives at HP seemed to overlap with the emerging deal,
process of courtship and negotiation.
groups within HP worried that a NeXT partnership could confuse
By the second half of 1992, it had become evident to managers at
relationships and projects. For example, HP was instrumental in the
NeXT that there was a mismatch between the needs of its biggest custiations with major UNIX vendors that would result by March 1993
tomers and NeXT's ability to serve them adequately.
announcement of CaSE (Common Open Systems Environmentl, an
NeXT's sales and marketing increasingly emphasized enterprisewide,
alliance from which NeXT was noticeably absent.
mission-critical applications, but the company was not scaled properly to
In particular, NeXT's reputation as a nonstandard platform
deliver services such as 24-hour support, dedicated account reps, or widesome
HP managers, for whom standards and open systems are a
area networking. Customers such as Swiss Bank Corporation (SBC) and
HP
pushed
NeXT to make its object technology comply with eme~
Chicago Research and Trading were becoming increasingly vocal in urging
object
standards
such as DCE, DME, and CORBA.
NeXT to find a partner for enterprise systems.
Meanwhile, NeXT was reaching a crossroads on another front.
"Swiss Bank is not looking for a hardware vendor. What we need is a
beginning of this year, company executives had arrived at the painful
strategic relationship with a technology company that supplies a broad
sion to discontinue hardware design and manufacturing, a move
range of hardware, software, and service," says Dwight Koop, SBC's
director of information technology and leading a ProNeXT representative. nounced to the world in early February.
For HP, the ramifications of
Historically, enterprise computing
announcement were mixed. On
solutions, as opposed to departmental or
hand, it simplified any potential
personal-computing solutions, have been
flict over workstation sales. But
provided by only a small handful of venchange left NeXT looking
dors such as IBM, Digital Equipment Cora long-term partner. Around
poration, and Hewlett-Packard. "It was
time, the departure of NeXT
IBM that first used the term 'enterprise,' "
Todd Rulon-Miller, one of the
says Ron Weissman, NeXT's director of
players until then, seemed to
corporate marketing. "It implied that the
doubts about NeXT's viability.
company could supply cradle-to-grave
deal was in jeopardy.
products and service."
Things began to turn
In the new world of distributed, open
March. For one, NeXT's
systems, the old model of mainframe-oriquiet flirtation with Sun MlcrOS\"illI
ented enterprise solutions is no longer relcame to an end. For another,
evant. NeXT's object technology fits well
teams of negotiators, now led
with the trend toward downsized systems,
Vais on the NeXT side and'
but the company was too small to assure NeXT's Steve Jobs and HP's Ruann Ernst answer questions after the Object-Enterprise
range of managers in addition to
easy integration of its software with enterannounncement at NeXTWORLD Expo.
on the HP side, agreed to narrow
prise systems.
scope of the deal to the financial-services market. Other ,.""vw'·lI mro
"Our sales model did not include the support and infrastructure of
could come later after the relationship had borne fruit on Wall Street.
enterprise systems, but our customers were demanding that," says Jim
"We ageed that the deal had to be concrete. Let's hit some
McCrory, NeXT's manager of financial services marketing.
first
and then look at other opportunities," McCrory says.
Beginning last fall, NeXT initiated talks with the handful of compaNow
only one more critical element needed to fall into place
nies that could serve as enterprise partners. When Steve Jobs met with HP
to
package
the deal to communicate the benefits to customers. It
President Lou Platt in November 1992, the two CEOs recognized a muin the parking lot of HP after a long Friday meeting.
tual interest.
"We wanted a brand identity like 'intel inside,' " Weissman
HP was interested in NeXT's approach to distributed objects. It also
The
basic equation of the deal was that NeXT provided the
was impressed with NeXT's success in the trader-workstation market, a
HP
provided
the enterprise. As he left the meeting with Steve
venue where HP was losing a lot of potential sales to archrival Sun Miphrase
popped
into Weissman's head: Object-Enterprise. In two
crosystems. There also seemed to be a synergy between the companies besummed
up
the
value of the strategy.
cause of their respective strong roots in engineering.
In practice, the Object-Enterprise strategy is a NeXT program
Instead of assigning the relationship to a group within HP, Platt put
not exclusive to anyone partner, but the HP side loved the concept.
the opportunity on the table for managers to pick up if they wanted.
pieces were in place for a deal, except the legal details.
When a large group of senior HP managers came to NeXT for a presentaNow that the two sides were down to contract language, the
tion, many came away impressed. Though NeXT's people talked of varidragged
on throughout March and April. Several times the
ous potential markets, a manager from HP's server division, Ruann Ernst,
they
had the deal concluded, though it wasn't until the
thought
saw immediate benefits for HP in financial services. NeXT's portable obMay,
just
before
NeXTWORLD Expo, that the ink finally dried .•
jects and inroads into the trader-workstation market could bring the power

WHEN STEVE JOBS STOOD ON STAGE AT NEXTWORLD ExpO AND ANNOUNCED
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of HP's servers to bear on complex financial tasks, while traders stayed
connected to their individual workstations.
The two sides entered a period of technical evaluation, with NeXT's
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Demographic variables ctoss-referenced to
ZlPcodes
Siegeltuch & Associates
708/475-6055
OSjECfS, PALETTES, AND KITS
BARCooEKrr
Objects for including bar codes in custom
applications
IMAOElT
Palette for adding image manipulation to
custom applications
BenaTong
6141276-7859
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I JUST GOT BACK FROM OBJECTWORLD WITH ENCOURAGING NEWS: OBJECT
technology is finally getting the attention it deserves, and NeXT
is still way out in front technologically. If NeXT finishes solving
its business problems, it has a legitimate chance to own a big
piece of this market.
Interest in object technology is exploding. This year's
ObjectWorld conference was 30 percent larger than last year's.
---. According to a recent survey
in Computerworld, 42 percent
of major U.S. corporations are
evaluating how object technology can benefit their enterprises. But implementation is
lagging; only six percent have
deployed object technology in
production systems.
These statistics suggest an
incredible opportunity: 36 percent of large U.S. companies
are learning about the benefits
of objects but apparently
aren't impressed enough with
Custorn-app developer Gregory Anderson
th e current 0 ff'
ermgs t 0 use
them in mission-critical systems. The first vendor to position
object technology as a viable solution for the backlogs facing
corporate MIS departments will find a receptive and educated
audience.
Tools developers are paying attention to this trend. Almost
every tools vendor at ObjectWorld had a forms designer styled
after InterfaceBuilder and a multidatabase access layer like
DBKit. Fortunately for NeXT, all contain flaws and omissions
that will leave veteran NEXTSTEP developers undelWhelmed.
Only Smalltalk vendors seem to understand the importance of
extensibility through palette-controlled custom objects.
Microsoft was missing in action, which makes me wonder
how serious Bill Gates is about objects. Taligent contributed
speakers to the conference sessions but had no presence on
the Expo floor. That makes sense, considering Taligent doesn't
have a shipping product and won't commit to a delivery date
more specific than the "mid-'90s."
With the big names missing, no undisputed leaders have
emerged. Every object-oriented database vendor claims to be
No. 1 at something. C++ is the most widely used object-oriented language, but purists decry its lack of dynamic binding.
NEXTSTEP is the leading object-oriented OS, but only because
nothing else is shipping.
To solidify its claim to the leadership position in object
technology, NeXT needs more than great technology; it also
needs to re-establish business credibility. Earlier this year, I
believed NeXT's business problems were near-fatal, but lately I
have seen encouraging signs: new vice-presidents
It'" PAGE 9
PHOTOGRAPH BY R OBIN MILLER
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ment Management, Canada's third-largest mutual-fund company. Based in Toronto,
had recently spent $4 million replacing its aging mM System 38 with two monster
serv:ers (boasting nine central processors and 48GB of on-line storage) and 130 ~_T -<".,.. . ,
making it NeXT's largest commercial site north of the border.
But whereas NeXT's U.S. customers were grumbling about being forced to buy
hardware to run NEXTSTEp, 'Uimark's position was completely reversed: The corrioamt
NeXT's workstations and only slowly warmed up to NEXTSTEP's graphical interface.
It was a little more than two years
. that NeXT narrowl:y beat out Sun
tems for the sale. Trimark was imrnediiaa
1attracted to NeXT's integrated system,
resolution monochrome screen, and
. But what clinched the deal was an .
agement app that a NeXT engineer
together in two weeks to demonstrate
of building custom applications. Faster
you can say "eclipse," Sun was out.
Trimark had already developed a
of applications based upon Oracle
Rather than throwaway the wQrk,
convinced Oracle to make a version
available on NEXTSTEP. Although
Forms runs only from a terminal
NeXTstation's MegaPixel Display let
employees have multiple applications
at the same rime. People who didn't
much power were given dumb
neeted to the NeXTstation's serial
Trimark:S Brad Badeau misses black hardware but has
In the meantime, Trimark
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Raivac, a Toronto-based consulting
begin writing a series of NEXTSTEP-based custom apps. The first program, called
fields requests from Trimark's brokers for advertising dollars and other marketing
The program scans the Trimark database, calculates the broker's commission, issues
and prints a letter to the broker. "It's as mission-critical as you can get for the
arena," says Dave Thompson, president of Raivac.
Then came NeXT's annOlmcement that it W3,S discontinuing hardware, followed
that it was closing its Canadian sales office. "We were very clisappointed. It made
uate OUI' decisions," says Brad J. Badeau, the Trimark senior vice-president who
the original push £o~ NeXT. "Our real decision was going f0rward to develop the
or [keep] using Oracle'Forms and migrate to other environments."
Unable to purchase any new hardware from NeXT, Badeau looked at his opllons:.:
STEP on Intel, a Wmdows-based operating system, Sun machines, or another work!;1'J11
dOL PC hardware seemed affordable, but, configureu as a NeXTstation, it soon
expensive. On the other hand, Badeau heard of problems with Solaris and Windows.
decided to stay the course. Needing another batch of workstations to satisfy its
expaAsion, Trimark put out a request and purchased 40 NeXTstations - used NeXT's fonner customers. "We were basically sitting on the fence until NeXTWORID
Now that Expo is passed, Badeau is once again trying to sort Qut Trimark's
ing with NEXTSTEP seems the most likely choice -largely because of the custom
that the company has under development. Trimarl\ also has hired a m<llllalge.nllenlt-cCJIlSI
firm to analyze the company's flow of information, with the hope of implementing
management application that NeXT frrst used to close its sale to Trimadt.
But the company is holding off on buying Intel hardware until others have
which combinations of boards, interfaces, and adapters offer the best oric:e-[)eri'orl1natK
"We've been waitiPg for a lot of these decisions to be made for us," admits Brian
president of information systems. Trimark's looking for one company to Qffer a
grated NEXTSTEP-based Intel computer, with good performance, at a relatively low
"That was one of the things so nice about NeXT hardware," recalls Deegan Wl~iL1WIY.
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sales and marketing; outside directors on the board; a new
..,-le-relations strategy; and hearty promotional pricing for
Most importantly, NeXT has gathered a surprisingly large
of public allies, chief among them Hewlett-Packard.
Intel partners, Ingram, and systems integrators all provide
access to customers than NeXT could achieve on its
But only the HP deal sends a powerful signal about NeXT's
Portable Distributed Objects will ship fairly soon, but
PA·RISC port won't be available until the middle of next
HHP believes NeXT will be around long enough to deliver,
good enough for me.
HP also will insist that NeXT comply with industry stanwhich should satisfy the skeptics who argue NeXT is too
,oprietary. HP, IBM, and Sun announced at ObjectWorld a
iIIrtnArc:hip to define certain distributed-object standards; the
deal seems likely to bring NeXT into that fold. I have
told that the combined HP-NeXT engineering team will
the seminal implementation of some standards that now
only on paper. NeXT should seize this opportunity to wire
of its proven technology, especially Objective-C, into the

cation development so compelling. Success in this market will
bring leveraging opportunities, because all businesses use
financial services.
Many partisans are disappointed NeXT is not pursuing the
mass market, but that would be a waste of resources. Object
technology has not matured to the point of "must have" status
for the masses. NeXT stands a much better chance of achieving
long-term success if it spends the next year rebuilding its tarnished credibility and demonstrating the superiority of its
object technology in one mainstream market. By that time, the
competition will be hyping objects as if they invented them, and
NeXT's proven leadership will be its most valuable asset. •
G REG 0 R Y H . AND E R SON is president of Anderson Financial
Systems, a Springh ouse, Pennsylvania-based developer of custom Wall
Street trading applications. He can be reached at greg@afs.com.

Finally, HP will be a strong partner in penetrating NeXT's
strategic market, financial services. In no other indusare the time-to-market advantages of object-oriented appli-

[ramp-up after Expo slower than expected, attention shifted to imconcerns of moving units while long-term wishes moved lower.
NEXTSTEP 4.0 is getting mindshare. Nothing in the bag
Thanks to Karsten Wolf for an especially thoughtful submission.
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&( Experience .. .
N eXT since 1989
OOPS since 1985
INTEL 80x86 since 1979
Business Systems since 1965

&( Service ...
Prototyping
Rapid Development
Full Project Life Cycle
Turnkey Systems
Work Flow Management
Human Interface
Database Design
Transaction Processing
Document Management
Expert Systems
Global Networking

&( Location ...
Chicago
New York
Washington, D.C.
San Francisco

&( Availability ...
On demand

D

Contact ...
We Design, Inc.

Shrinkwrap

lMACElNSPEcrOR

D'ART SOFlWARE'S DOTS

Object suite to manipulate TIFF files in the
workspace

Driver for non-PostScript printers
Alembic Systems International

SOUNoINSBEGfOR

303n99-6223

Objects to convert and compress sound
files in the workspace

WORDPERFEcr 1.0.1

COMPRESSIONINSPEcroR

Objects to inspect archives compressed via
GNU, UNf.X, or Workspace Manager
Pinnacle Research
6021529-1135

PALETTE 3.0
Objects for improving text input in custom
applications
Objective Technologies
2121227-6767

SMARTFrFLO

lNETOBj.ECTS BASE COLtECTION 1.0
Collection of TCPIIP networking objects
Zippytech
4121421-9588

SSSlNPlITFl]lLOPALETTE
Objects that guide input to prevent errOrS
SSSMULUVIEWl'ALETIE
Objects to create space-efficient user
interfaces
SSSBARGRAPHVIEWPALF:ITE
Objects to create bar graphs of any data
DRCS
Graphical, directory-capable revis~on-con
trol system

TIFFANY
Image-enhancement application
benchMark Developments
606/276-3983

--

Motion-picrure sound-effects
Tonal Images
2121691-7933

always wears seatb

Graphical debugging software for
NEXTSTEP 3.1 and Intel
Impact Software Publishing
718/472-0600

CODEREvlEWER

Software analysis and project-management
tool
Software Services and Solutions

QUlCKSTART 2.0

2031630-2000

Update of application ml!,ml7l""'"
extender
Aurora Software

PERIPHERALS

608/231-3679

Exactly

D'ART SOFTWARE'S SCREEN MACHINE II

Alembic Systems International

MllTRoToors 2.0
Update of popular set of utilities

303n99-6223

M};rROSUCTION

I-lINK'S MJX

freeware for manipulating
Metrosoft

Video capture and video-in-1l-window for Intel

Voice and fax- and data-modem telephony
Alembic Systems International
303n99-6223
PusUSHING AND GRAPHICS
WETPAINT 1.2
lmage-editing and image-processing
program
Pinnacle Research

6021529-1135

619/488-9411
CONTENT

Barron's Dictionary nt"/'j""",p ,,..
Investment Terms
Barton's best-selling financial
Oxford Reference Dic;.tionary OJ

c',

c0mputer temlinology
The Hacker's Lexicon

H.ER.E's COLOR CRD

514/4!l9-2067

Color-rendering dictionary for devicespeci£c calibration
Here
513n92-0442
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corrects your gramlT

SOUND AND MUSIC
Hollywood Edge CD-ROM

Internet
Hutchison Avenue Software

Circle 74 on reader service card

remembers everything _

415/2574700

Comprehensive color-management system

We make it so. 8M

sllghlly boring • - - -

loves pL

EXTRASCAN 2.0
Update of Epsol1 scanner and
copie~ softwate
GS Corporation

HERE'S COLOR

415.499.0967

thrifty, almost chE

801/228-9911

Phone: 415.479.1105
Email : warren@we .com

eminently sensible -

Update with new features,
WordPerfect

4286 Redwood Hwy. • Suite 237
San Rafael, CA 94903
Fax:

always onti

On one hand, we 10page layout applica
It's called PasteUpn
magazine's Best q{j
PasteUp is intuitiVe
ally. It lets you rotal
text, set trapping, pr
redoforever. Call UJ
change your mind, g

Call us cr
ExactlyWrite an

SIMSON00001709
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results-oriented ••- - - - - - - - - - . ,

highly creative

DOTS
~J1-l'osrSCript printers

always on time ••- - - -__

te

s\ee~s \a

International

eminently sensible . - - - - - - - - . .

1

thrifty, almost cheap •

great sense of color

......

slightly boring . - - - - -

remembers everything •

......

corrects your grammar •

belives in mission- •
critical strategy

Charl11i I
ngry forgetful

~

loves puns •

can pronounce " Benguiat"

/'

RightBrain
Software™

~

subscribes to Ne)(\'f"JORlO

loves Display PostScript

always wears seatbelt
oPPoses the h el

l11et

law

ExactlyWrite

We're of two minds recently...
On one hand, we love desktop publishing, and we've butlt a
page layout application that rivals the best on any platform.
It's called PasteUpTM, and it recently won NeXTWORLD
magazines Best ofBreed award for Document Creatzon.
PasteUp is intuitive and intended for people who think visually. It lets you rotate and skew absolutely anything, kern your
text, set trapping, produce separations, and even undo and
redo forever. Call us crazy, but we thought you might like to
change your mind, get creative, and cut loose.

On the other hand, we're sensible enough to rea lize that NeXT is
headed into a new market of corporate productivity and missioncritica l custom applications. So we set out to bui ld a fast, cheap,
wonderful word processor, which we call ExactlyWrite™. It's compatible with WriteNoWTMfiles, runs on Intel and NeXT hardware,
and is a great word processor for those of you who just want to
crank out memos and letters and to share documents across the
network and the community. Cal l us conservative, but we thought
you might need a simple, powerful, inexpensive word processor.

Call us crazy or call us sensible, but please call us today: 800-472-7246
132 Hamilton Ave - Palo Alto, CA - 94301- 415-326-2974 (2977 fax) - info@rightbrain.com
ExactlyWrite and PasteUp are trademarks of RightSrain Software. NeXTWDRLD is atrademark of NeXT, Inc. WriteNow is atradem ark of Appsoft, Inc. Displ ay PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Inc.

Circle 40 on reader service cord

A NEW WORLD
A professional 3D modeler for N,EXTSTEP that features complex primitives
with skinning. morphing. extruded and lathed profiles. curve lofting, editable
3D[~, generation of shadows and reflection maps. and unlimited resQliUOl)D.
Now shipping version 1.1 for both Intel and NJCF plAtforms.

solidThinkintf MODELER
Exc/usillely distrib'tted in North Amerir:a by
Alembic Systems International Ltd.
800.452.7608· 303.799.1435 fax
info@alembic.com
Circle 88 on reader service card
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Yes!

Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $29.95. I'll
get 12 MONTHLY issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.
~arne

________________________________________________________________ _

Title ________________ _
Cornpany__________ _

. State. .........Zip. ........... 830904

Address.........
City______________.....
_

NBXTWORLD
~

- - .- .- .- - - .- .- - - - -

'-- - -

For Canada add $ 15 (includes 7% CST tax). All other foreign orders
mllst be pre-paid in U.S. fllnds ollly and add $40 for airmail delivery
or $15 (or surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CAS H. Check or
mOlley order accepted. FAX, 1-415-442· 1891 to charge VisalMe.

- .- .- - - - -

- - -

-

'OIONl'
$29.951

rlta"s .25%
0" ,lte
regular
su'scrip,ion
price.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- '- '- -

- - - -- -~

Get a friend into NeX1WORlD for ~ $29.95
Yes!

Please start my subscription to NeXTWORLD for just $29.95. I'll
get 12 MONTHLY issues, guaranteed to keep me informed about the hottest
computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.

~arne

T~le

________________________________________________________________ _

________________ _

Address... . ..... ......
City_______________ _

NBXTWORLD

rlta"s .25%

"'e

0"
regular

su'scrip,ion

Cornpany__________ _

•
price.
State...... .... 2ip. ...........63090s
For Canada add $15 (inc/II des 7% CST tax). All oth er foreign orders
11111St be pre-paid in U.S. fUllds ollly alld add $40 for airmail delivery
or $15 for surface mail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. Check or
mOlley order accepted. PAX, 1-415-442-1891 to charge VisalMe.

SAVE YOUR COMPANY MONEY!
Yes!

Please stan my Corporate Subscription to NeXTWORLD for 10 or more people in my office or
department. I'll get 12 MONTHLY issues, guaranteed to keep everybody in my company informed about
the hottest computer market. SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.
Corporate Subscription Rates:
~arne _____ _______________________________________ _

Title ______________________________________________ _

magazine dedicated

NeXTWOllD

Corn pan y_______________________ - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i\ddress __________________________________________ _
City- ______________________ State- -- -- __ 2ip__ -- ----Business Phone _______________ --- - - - - - -- ---- - - - - - --

10 copies
20 copies
40 copies
60 copies
80 copies
120 copies

$ 269.55
$ 509.15
$ 958.40
$1,347.75
$1,677.20
$2,336 .10

Or send vour address via internet to huchting@nextworld .com. via Mel mail to huchting@nextworld

NBXTWORLD

830906

For Canada add $15 (illcllldes 7% CST tax). All other (oreign orders
must be pre-paid in U.S. (l/uds ouly a1ld add $40 for airmail delivery
or $15 for sllrfacemail delivery. DO NOT SEND CASH. Check or
mOlley order accepted. FAX, 1-415-442-1891 to charge VisalMe.

10% discount
15%discount
20% discount
25% discount
30% discount
35% discount

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS
REPLY MAIL
PERMIT NO. 237 BRENTWOOD, TN

FIRST CLASS MAIL

POSTAG E WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

NRXTWORLD

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 5038
BRENTWOOD, TN 37024-9817

Pages Software shipped a be
version of its much-delaye,
document-creation software
cU!>tomer [est sites on June 2:
The ompa ny said minor prc
Jems discovered in the beta
would be corrected in a seco]
beta release, and tha [ the prot
uet remained on schedule f.
full shipmen t by the end of
Aug\! t. Pages: 619/492-9051
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NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED

Perennial Software is shippin

IN THE

die Perennial Document Libra]
an (POL) a document-manag.

UNITED STATES

Jr.ct!t progra m built on NEX
STIP' Indexing Kit. The $8~
software features a storage
library for organizing, accessir
am! tracking documents sud
as sprt,'ad beets, text files, sour
fib, :lOd images. Users are a ute
m.tlicaUy notified of documel
\'t\'isions by c-mail. Perennia
(tware: 415/681 -9944.

BUSINESS
REPLY MAIL
PERMIT NO. 237 BRENTWOOD , TN

FIRST CLASS MAIL

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

NRXTWORLD

MIDlapolis Systems has chang<
Its name to Ci usa (Creative
lmagineering America) . C illS
wtll,till compete in the MIDI
~lUnd. and music markets, ar
will (ex:u On NEXTSTEP appl
canon~; upgrades and fat-bin:
ry \crsions oJ Ciusa products
Wffe S heduled to ship in Jul,
2.01, the fat-binary
~ion of Ciu a's calendarinl
app, \Va sched uled to have
shipped on July 30. Ciusa : 61:
822-1604.

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 5038
BRENTWOOD, TN 37024-9817
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NRXTWORLD
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P.O. BOX 5038
BRENTWOOD, TN 37024-9817

Find out in
NeX1WORLD
the only magazine
dedicated to
NeXT computers.

Mc:trosoftannollnced in Jul'
MIc:rr'OSllction. a freeware utili
ly (or examining and removin
IIIpporr for different hardware
architectures in fa t-binary file
frtcing up disk space on homog<
IIOUS networks. MetroSuction
1$ a\'3.lable via anonymous FT
sol1ata.cc,pllrdlle.ed u and
a.orst.cdu . Metrosoft: 619/
488-9411.
'-Xllnlhu< International has

beta testing of two nev
ServiceBuilder, an appl
for developing NEXTSTE
using its scripting lanDialogBllilder, al
~.lIalfic'n for developing alerl
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:hase the regularly priced
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THE WORLD'S ONLY OBJECT-ORIENlID
SYSTEM SORWARE IS NOW AVAIlABLE IN THIS BOI
Byte Magazine said it's '~ .. probably the most respected
piece of software on the planet" Business Week said that
it's I~ years ahead of its potential rivals, such as Microsoft
Corp.'s Cairo .. ~' NEXTSTEP™for Intel®486 and Pentium®Pro..

cessors is the worlds' first object-oriented system
Now it's here. Polished and perfected. Shrin
and shipping. In user and developer versions. For
and portable systems.

Irs available

pre-in~

/, Epson, NEC an
leading PCs or se
1/ us at 1-800-TR'

GI9!)3 NeXT Computer, ItIC. A//liglt/J /YSlrotr! NeXT, NEXTSTEp, the NeXI logo find Tire Object Is The Advrmlage art! tratitlllari:s of NeXT ComplIter, Itlc. All o/hu tradmltlrl:s 11lt,1ttiotftd IHlollg to fluif' res/Xcliw orul!Jtrs.
Business Wee k, j tmuory 25, /993 " prillud rt:itlr. pennission. Byte Magazin e, Oc/ow 1992 rejJritJ/(d rzifn IM/missioll.
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MiL

COMPAQ

1-800-374-1956

1-800-TRY-NeXT

Fli;- .HEWLE;T·T

a!~ PACKARD

digital

"

1-800-TRY-NeXT

1-800438-4316 Ext. BDV

EPSON

NEe

1-800-B UY-EPSON

1-800-374-8000

4. Data General
1-800-DATAGEN

I

IS BOX.
~d

system software.
d. Shrink-wrapped
'sions. For desktop
'S/MCIivt: owners.

- ATs.T \

!~!!t!!!

1-,800-TRY-NeXT

OR IN ANY OF THESE BOXES.
It's available pre -installed in pes shipping from Dell,
, Epson, NEe and Data General. It's available in
leading pes or separately from certified resellers.
Call us at 1-800-TRY-NeXT for more information

about NEXTSTEP software, ordering preconfigured,rPCs
or the name of a NEXTSTEP reseller near you.
It's clearly the most advanced software you'll find
anywhere. And now you can find it everywhere.
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from Advance 20(
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Installation Blues
Installing NEXTSTEP on an bite! computer can be a trying experience.
Every "industry-standatd" PC is different, and NEXTSTEP's installation
program isn't yet fully cognizant of the peculiarities. Before starting,·therefore, be sure to read NeXT's release notes, to see if there are any special procedures that you need to follow for the computer or any of the add-on cards
you might have.
We found NEXTSTEP easy to install on computers with the Adaptec
1542B and 1542C SCSI cards. Wehacl a difficult time installing NEXTSTEP
on systems equipped with DPT's 2012 SCSI interface, due to to numerotlS
options in jwnper settings, BIOS configurations, and EISA-configurati0n
utility settings. We didn't have any problem with the NECExpresslII, which
had .DPT's newer 2022 controller in~ated on the motherboard. Because
we didn't have a 2022 card available, we were unable to determine whether
this was due to integration or to improvements of the 2022 over the 2012.
We were unable to install NEXTSTEP 3.1 on the Advance 2000 (which
arrived running a prerelease version of NEXTSTEP) because the system we
received did not include an EJSA-:eonfiguration utility disk. The Compaq
486 wouldn't run at all, but that was probably a problem with our individual unit. The DEC arrived underconfigured andrequiring a video driver
that is not yet available. We had to benchmark a different NCR than the
one supplied by the vendor because the one we received inexplicably would
not boot withNEXTSTEP - even for the manager ofNeXrs Software QA
lab. who had personally signed off on the compatibility of that model.
Once you've got NEXTSTEP installed and the ll1.achine reboots, you'll
want to run the NEXTST.l;.P Configure application toteU NEXTSTEPwhich
brand of SCSL interface card, video adaptet; network interface, serial ports,
and sound card you happen to have, and which interrupts are currently ·
being used. Determining where they should be mapped the computer'S
memory space rarely requires user intervention. If you create a conflict, for
example. by assigning both the floppy disk and SCSI controller to the same
interrupt; Configure will alert you to the conflict and give you a chance to

m

of 99MHz. The DX3 will offer a noticeable performance improvement
over other '486 chips but will not be as fast as the Pentium. Sometime in
the first half of next year, Intel will introduce a '486lPentium hybrid, the
P24T, and Pentiums running at 100MHz. The P24T is designed to fit into
a socket that exists on the motherboard of most of the machines we tested
and will offer near-Pentium performance. For now, most NEXTSTEP
developers will likely be satisfied with the compilation performance of the
DX2/66.
Bus: Having a fast bus in your system speeds communication between
the CPU and any cards that are plugged into the bus (see the sidebar, "Take
the Bus"). For example, if your video card plugs into the bus (as is the case
with most of the systems we tested), having a fast bus will speed video performance. A high-speed disk interface plugged into a fast bus will likewise
speed compiling.
The importance of the bus diminishes with integrated systems, such
as the NEC and Intel GX, which put the video and disk interface directly
onto the CPU board.
Graphics: Having a fast graphics subsystem makes windows drag and
scroll perceptibly faster. While fast graphics won't speed your compiles,

they do make the system more enjoyable to use. Since NEXTSTEP treal5
the graphics subsystem as a dumb frame buffer, graphics performance
depends largely on how fast the computer's CPU can transfer data to arrl
within, the system's video memory.
We found that local-bus video systems offered the best graphics per·
formance. The zippiest graphics were to be found on the Dell DGX
(thanks to Dell's JAWS video subsystem), followed by systems from eCesj;,
Epson, and Lucky-Goldstar that are equipped with Chips & Technologies'
Wingine video chip. PCs using the ATI Mach-32 chip (AST, Continental.
Data General, NCR, and Intel) were consistently slower, because a bug in
the ATI chip causes wait states when writing directly to the frame buffet
The next revision of the ATI chip should be significantly faster.
All three Wingine-based PCs were jittery: Vertical lines oscillated left
and right for no apparent reason. This sideways jitter made the systems
somewhat alIDoying to use, despite the Wingine's faster graphics perfor·
mance. We were unable to test NeXT's new driver for newer Epson Progressions (capable of displaying 16-bit color at 1120 by 832 pixels) that
reportedly will eliminate this motion.
On the other hand, Compaq's QVision board provided the most a·
ble video image of the machines tested. It was also the only PC that NEXT·
STEP 3.1 supported at the 1280-by-1024 resolution (in 8-bit grayscale
mode only). Unfortlmately, the QVision's EISA-implementation helped
make it tl1e slowest performer of the bunch.
We were able to run the NEC ExpresslII in grayscale mode only,
because NEXTSTEP 3.1 does not drive the computer's ET 4000 graphics
subsystem in colOl:
With the notable exception of Dell's JAWS technology, these systems
provided slower graphics performance at lower resolution than the comparison NeXTstation Turbo Color. We look forward to running NEXT·
STEP in 16-bit-color mode at 1280-by-1024 resolution on some of the
latest high-performance video adapters. Drivers for these adapters snould
be available later this year.
Disk: Since NEXTSTEP uses the hard disk for virtual-memory swap
space, having a fast hard-disk drive and disk interface will do more than
make your programs load faster; it will speed up the performance of yOU!
entire system.
The fastest SCSI interface cards we tested were DPT's 2012 and 2021
and BusLogic's BT747 EISA cards. Unfortunately, DPT's cards appearto
have compatibility problems with certain CD-ROM drives.
DPT's SCSI adapter is unique among the SCSI cards we tested '
lowing the user to add from 0.5MB to 16.5MB of additional
is used exclusively as a disk cache. We tested the DPT in the Data "<;",,......
both with and without an additional4.5MB of cache memory. Not sur·
prisingly, we found that adding the cache RAM dramatically improved
the overall performance as measured by the Compile benchmark. (Pue
cache overhead, raw disk performance actually decreased with the addi·
tional RAM.)
Many of the PCs equipped with Adaptec's ISA-based 154X-secies
cards achieved different disk-transfer rates, even with the same SCSI hanl
disks. The explanation lies with a jumper switch on the Adaptec intenaa
board that sets the board's DMA (direct memory access) transfer speedj'
testing these PCs, some manufacturers set the speed to the maximum rate
at which their system can reliably operate, giving it higher performance.
We also compared the performance of the Adaptec 1540C in the
Advanced Logic Research machine with its synchronous SCSI turned
on and off. We found synchronous reads to be nearly 20 percent slower
than asynchronous reads; overall performance of our disk-intensive Weir
ster benchmark decreased by five percent in the synchronous mode.
The fastest disk performance we found was from the NEC
which was equipped with the integrated DPT 2022 SCSI controller.
None of the systems tested included local-bus SCSI controllers, and
none are supported under NEXTSTEP 3.1. When drivers become avaiable for local-bus SCSI adapters, we expect them to be at least as fast as
the EISA controllers. NEXTSTEP 3.1 also doesn't include a driver for

Adaptec 6260 SCSI interf,
the motherboard of the In
driver is being developed.
Lastly, we found SOID<
irou Iy routed ribbon cabl
category were Compaq ar
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To s ome, it' s
ju s t an image
pr oce ss ing
program.

For tho s e in the
graphic de s ign
and pre - pre s s
industrie s , it' s
a tool of the
trade .

multimedia information exchange

compose
In
C. 010

m ix is an unprecedented approach to
the use of...iremail. ...mail. fux, modem,
and tdepbone communications on the
NEXTSTEP platfurm.
Through the use of a simple,
consistent interface, mix opens up

n

coundess new possibilities for
exploring the revolution of
communications.
For more information, please ' \
contact the address bdow.

Alembic Systems International Ltd.
14 1nvemess Drive East Bldg. G·228 • Engl~, Colorado 80112 • 800.452.7600 • 1a.<303.799.1435 • inlo@alembi".
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IconMaker

Ill:!'] [4~A It:t-1 ~

~.

$\50

~y Software,

P.o. Box 57096, Sher"'ull,Oaks, CA 91403.818/989-4928 fax;
?IlJIIike@cerfnet.

The hardest thing about drawing
icons is learning to think in square
pixels mapped to an unseen grid.
With IconMaker, you don't have to.
, Instead, you draw natural curved
Ones and let the software snap them
onto the grid for you. It works with
ie-Xl, too: Type normally, and as
lOOn as you click outside the selecnon, the text becomes a bit map.
Instead of offering a painting program for miniatures, BlueSky has
provided tools that are specifically
designed for quickly gaining access
iO, and editing, icons. An icon
browser lets you modify any icon in
.ny application. With the addition
o[an eraser, multipl~ undos, and
rommands for fllppmg, rotatmg,
and mirroring, IconMaker could be
the icon editor NEXT STEP has
needed since its inception. LS

·
I
:k levels, Engage! Desk:k to the desktop_

: file system, which
!lds for users who
I set up and mainIt is great for peod to systems and
schemes. Others
: is more structure
or need. Even so,
Ie product makes it
:isk for general users
ntial for portable
:rs. •
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Trilithon ViewFont, FontCase,
MacToPfa
~ ~

!69 each
Trilithon Software, 2 Ohlone, Portola Valley,
CA 94028.415/325-0767.

With the rise of font offerings from
both type foundries and "flounderis," Trilithon ViewFont can help
you decide what's worth adding to
rour library. The software allows
you to drag and drop any font Mac, PC, or NEXTSTEP, installed
or not in your system - onto a grid
mat shows all encoded and unencoded characters. Clicking brings
up a Jarger view that provides
mformation about x- and y-coordinaies as well as character widths.
The MacTopfa utility (as well as a
PlbToPfa offering for PCs that was
not ready for review) easily converts and installs fonts but slows
1 down dramatically if you have a
large font library. FontCase brings
familiar Mac Suitcase capabilities
to single-machine users or small
graphics-firm networks; installation
requires some UNIX coding and
I serious rearrangement of 1L0calLibraryIFonts. Rather than just rehashing Adobe TypeView or Font
II'

iystems
tilable for:
Coming soon ...

• PYRAMID
• DEC
... and more.

rSTEP 3.0 tools to
lour entire network.
lquiries welcome.
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accommodate laser printers, which
draw a lot of power but aren't
really harmed by a sudden power
loss anyway. RR

Even with NeXT's move to enterprise-sized applications, many
smaller developers are continuing to make a living in the ex panding
NeXT marketplace. Most important this month is, finally, a decent
icon-creation utility. Developers everywhere will be thankful for this
unexpected windfall. - [):\ N L :\ V t N
T his m rJlllh 's g, l1I g :
L.

C; A j( I I ~ KII
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Installer from the MetroTools package, Trilithon's products offer integrated font-management capabilities for NEXTSTEP users. An Intel
version is scheduled for Q4. EB

DateWise Version 1.0
.~
$69

Ciusa, 3208 W. Lake St. #133, Minneapolis,
MN 55416.612/822-1604; info@ciusa.com.

DateWise is a rewrite of Stained
Glass Software's Calendoscope, and
its 1.0 version is unfortunately almost as weak as the program it replaces. DateWise keeps track of one
or more individual calendars and
combines them all into one group
calendar view. It's not a group calendar program, though - only one
person can access a DateWise calendar at a time. DateWise 1.0 has a
new set of icons but keeps Calendoscope's clunky user interface and a
few of the bugs. Version 2.0, which
was released at press time, may address these problems. In any case,
serious calendar users might be better off with Ciusa's forthcoming
Day Tripper 2.0, which promises
true group calendaring, an improved
interface, and more features . SLG
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Anaerican Power Conversion. It
also configures and starts a special
UNIX daemon that constantly monitors the current condition of your
UPS, giving it conunands as necessary via a serial cable (which is
included). PowerGuardian is a utility that allows any user to check
line-voltage conditions, power
reserves, and more. In a power failure, back-up current is supplied by
the UPS until reserve power levels
drop to your specified settings, at
which time your workstation is
gracefully powered down. This
product works with Motorola- or
Intel-based NEXTSTEP machines,
but you must have an available
serial port. Also, the UPS can't

...

Pro Lexis Version 1.1a
~

$395 Canadian
Plexus Distribution, 189 rue Wiseman
Outremont, Quebec, Canada H2V 3J6.
514/270-1831.

Pro Lexis is a French-language dictionary and spelling checker of
500,000 words and is designed to
work with WriteNow and WordPerfect running under NEXTSTEP
2.1 or 3.0. Pro Lexis is easy to use
and very thorough. It has no problem recognizing the difference
between two words and one word
with a space in the middle or a
word which should have a ligature.
If you can't remember a proper
verb conjugation, helpful grammar
references are available at the touch
of a button. Pro Lexis is especially
necessary for those, like me, who
don't use their French skills every
day. RR

Working Without a SafetyNet?
~""'jii

PowerGuardian and
Smart-UPS 400

...

~
$149.95 PowerGuardian; $449 Smart·UPS 400
BenaTong, 1057 Racine, Columbus, OH
43204.614/276-7859. American Power
Conversion, 132 Fairgrounds Rd., p.o. Box
278, West Kingston, RI 02892.4011789-5735.

BenaTong has created a system that
protects your NEXTSTEP computer from power fluctuations or
failures. PowerGuardian talks to,
and manages, the functions of any
of the popular Smart-UPS line of
uninterruptible power supplies by

Make Sure Your Next Step is Secure
SafetyNet'" is the powerful backup and
archiving application for computers
running the advanced NeXTSTEP~
opera ting system . File selection is as easy
as drag and drop. And, SafetyNet
supports DAT, 8mm, Cartridge Tape, and
On-line Disk d evices.
Stop Hanging Around Waiting for Backups
Minimize downtime. Restoring files is
fastel~ because Safety Net always knows
where files are on backup media. Doing
the same backup often? Create a backup
profile in SafetyNet and lalmch it anytime
you want, or schedule it for later,
unattended, execution.

•
•
•
•

SafetyNet, Systemi x, and the Systemix logo are trademarks of Systc mix
Softwa re, Inc. Other tradema rks tHe the prope rty of the ir respective

P.o. Box 2457 • Columbia, MD 21045
410.290.8813. FAX: 410.290.8934

holders. photo: The Image Bank/Marc Romanelli

Fast, easy to use interface
Full or incremental backups
Unattended scheduled backups
Backup of remote NFS
mounted file systems
• On-line catalogs
• Unlimited patfmame length
• NeXTstep 2.x and 3.x
compatible
• Four cube rating by
NeXTWORLD Magazine

For more information contact:

Sy~,t,~1A~~
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